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ROYAL ASSENT
Tuesday, 28 June 2011

COUNCIL

Tuesday, 28 June 2011
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 2.03 p.m. and read the prayer.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I advise the house that
two members will be absent this week. Mr Viney’s
wife is ill and in hospital, and he is with her this week.
We wish her a full recovery. I also indicate that the
weekend before last Jan Kronberg fell over at home and
broke her leg in two places, and they are quite serious
breaks. She was having surgery in a private hospital
yesterday. She will be affected in mobility terms for
quite some time. We wish her a speedy recovery.

2099

more global in its outlook, and this VCEC inquiry is an
important part of that process. I will not be commenting
on VCEC’s draft recommendations ahead of its final
report. The final report is not due until the end of
August, and between now and then there will be much
input by industry, agencies and a range of specialists in
the field.
I make this point: the manufacturing sector, as I have
indicated many times before, is a vital part of our
industrial base, especially in regional Victoria. This
government has a strong commitment to produce a new
and forward-looking policy approach to revitalising
manufacturing in this state.
Supplementary question

ROYAL ASSENT
Messages read advising royal assent on 21 June to:
Appropriation (2011/2012) Act 2011
Appropriation (Parliament 2011/2012) Act 2011
Environment Protection Amendment (Landfill
Levies) Act 2011
Equal Opportunity Amendment Act 2011
Justice Legislation Amendment (Infringement
Offences) Act 2011
State Taxation Acts Amendment Act 2011
Statute Law Revision Act 2011.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Manufacturing: Victorian Competition and
Efficiency Commission report
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Manufacturing,
Exports and Trade, Richard Dalla-Riva. The draft
report of the manufacturing policy inquiry that the
minister commissioned from the Victorian Competition
and Efficiency Commission (VCEC) recommends
dropping local content and local job requirements from
government purchasing and ending strategic financial
support for manufacturers. Has the minister’s office
conducted any modelling to indicate what the
consequences of implementing those recommendations
would be for Victorian manufacturing in terms of jobs
and potential company collapses?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Manufacturing, Exports and Trade) — I have read the
report — and it is a draft report — with great interest.
Our commitment as the government is to do all we can
to help Victoria’s manufacturing sector to become more
productive, more competitive, more innovative and

Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Will the minister now at least rule out these
anti-manufacturing proposals and ease the anxiety of
the more than 300 000 Victorians working in the
manufacturing sector and the more than
25 000 proprietors of manufacturing businesses in this
state?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Manufacturing, Exports and Trade) — As I indicated, I
do not intend to comment on specific draft
recommendations, but my views on the issues
surrounding procurement are well known. I believe
local industry, particularly small to medium enterprises,
should get fair access to government procurement. For
example, we gave a commitment before the election to
the Victorian people and the Victorian industry that a
$1.4 billion purchase of 40 new trains for our public
transport system would involve those trains being
largely manufactured here in Victoria, and I stand by
that commitment.

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation: board
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Health. I ask: can the
minister advise the house what actions the Baillieu
government has taken to renew and refocus Victoria’s
health promotion activities?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member for her question; I note her interest in
health promotion. I am pleased to advise the house
today that there have been a number of appointments to
the VicHealth board. These are important new
appointments, but there is also some continuity.
Professor John Catford from Deakin University has
been appointed along with Professor Mike Morgan,
Professor Margaret Hamilton, AO, Margot Foster,
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Nicole Livingstone, OAM, Susan Crow, the
Honourable Mark Birrell and Professor Ruth
Rentschler. I note the important reappointment of Jane
Fenton as the chair, and of Mr Peter Gordon and
Ms Belinda Duarte.
The importance of VicHealth is well understood. It has
been an important body that has had support from all
sides of the house over a long period since its
establishment in the 1980s. I note that it is important to
refocus our health promotion and disease prevention
efforts and to do that in light of changes at the national
level. There is now a national preventive health body,
and the new VicHealth board will need to work with
the government, the community and the national
agency to get the best results in terms of health
promotion for the Victorian community. I think it is a
timely point to stocktake and look at the role VicHealth
has played and how that can be enhanced and
strengthened into the future. The Baillieu government is
very committed to working with VicHealth. We have
made these appointments on the basis of the capacities
of the people concerned.
John Catford, who is the deputy vice-chancellor, an
academic and the professor of health development at
Deakin University, has a strong history in health
promotion and disease prevention. Professor Mike
Morgan has enormous knowledge of dental health
science. He is at the University of Melbourne and is the
executive director of an oral health leadership program.
I believe he will make a significant contribution to
ensuring that dental health is also on the health
promotion agenda. Margaret Hamilton has decades of
experience in the field of alcohol and drugs, including
clinical work, education and research. I believe she will
make a very good contribution. Margot Foster, Nicole
Livingstone and Susan Crow, in keeping with the sports
focus of VicHealth and the requirements of the act, will
add significantly as well.
Belinda Duarte, an existing board member, has done
enormously good work in indigenous health promotion.
Recently I was very pleased to launch a document on
which she had done a lot of work through VicHealth
and to indicate the importance that the government
placed on that issue. The Honourable Mark Birrell is no
stranger to this chamber. He was very committed to the
establishment of the original VicHealth legislation in
the 1980s. He is deeply committed to the task of
smoking reduction and the reduction of harm around
smoking and other matters, and he has a strong focus on
ensuring the best outcomes. Likewise Peter Gordon is
somebody who has had a long-term commitment to
ensuring that smoking is reduced, and his role in
litigation and indeed on the board of VicHealth is
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widely respected. Ruth Rentschler will, I believe, also
make a significant contribution given her background in
arts and entertainment. I pay tribute to the work of Jane
Fenton, the current and continuing board chair, who I
believe will make a great contribution. I look forward to
working with VicHealth, as I know everyone in this
chamber does.

Planning: coastal developments
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Planning. The minister’s
predecessor ticked off a group of people under
section 151 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987
to form the Coastal Climate Change Advisory
Committee, which was to develop recommendations
for changes to the higher level — that is, the Victorian
planning provisions — of the planning scheme. It was
to report by December last year. I ask: can the minister
tell me if the committee has reported to him, and if so,
will the report be released soon?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
report is one that has not come across my desk.
Supplementary question
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I
presume that means it is not sitting in the ministerial
postbox either.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Barber, to
continue.
Mr BARBER — My clock is running down here. I
am sure the minister would agree that all the councils
along Victoria’s coasts are hanging out for some
high-level policy guidance from him. Will he continue
to make ad hoc decisions relating to sea level rise in the
absence of this body of work, and what will happen at
the end of the year when a number of other key
decisions, such as the one relating to Lakes Entrance,
come to his desk in the absence of this overall
framework?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — In
reference to Mr Barber’s view that decisions are being
made ad hoc, it should be noted that this government
does not believe that as a consequence of a possible sea
level rise and figures which may have applied in the
year 2100 we should throw every planning application
out, consider nothing and have an approach based on
hysteria, not based on common sense. That is how this
government has approached this issue. This
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government has worked with a number of councils and
communities, and indeed — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Lenders, you might want to
talk to your Labor Party members — those on the
committee who endorsed setbacks for wind farms. You
and your white-shoe brigade from the last government
might have a new attitude.
I would just say to Mr Barber, through you, President,
that this government committed $9.7 million in the last
budget to make this issue a reality.

Deakin University: geographical classification
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — My question is to
the Minister for Higher Education and Skills, the
Honourable Peter Hall, and I ask: could the minister
advise the house how the commonwealth government’s
definition of regionality and rurality will impact on
funding for Victorian universities?
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — I thank my colleague Mr Koch for the
question. It is particularly relevant that he asked it,
because the issue is one of concern to one of the major
universities in his electorate, Deakin University in
Geelong.
The first thing I want to say is that the commonwealth
and state governments acknowledge that the cost of
delivering higher education programs in regional areas
is greater than that in city areas where their markets are
much larger — and I probably do not need to go into all
the reasons that explain why that cost differential exists.
However, the commonwealth recently changed the
formula under which it applies a regional loading to the
delivery of higher education programs at regional
campuses, and there is a difference in terms of that
regional loading figure as it is applied to various
university campuses. To its credit, the commonwealth
government has increased the pool of funding for
regional loading. Whereas Deakin University would
otherwise have been significantly disadvantaged, in
effect it will not be disadvantaged with respect to the
regional loading applied to the relevant university
campus. Indeed universities such as La Trobe
University and the University of Ballarat will gain
significant funds as a result of the changed definition.
The issue is of some concern, however, with respect to
whether universities such as Deakin — in terms of its
Geelong waterfront and Waurn Ponds campuses — will
qualify for investment infrastructure funding or not.
Investment infrastructure funding is the federal
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government funding source; it is the main funding
source used by universities to assist in capital works
developments. The next Education Investment Fund
round is worth $500 million — it is a significant
funding round. Currently there is some doubt, because
of the change in definition, as to whether Geelong itself
will be eligible for the allocation of some of those
funds. Geelong has now been classified as being a
major city rather than inner regional, and that is where
the definitional problems and uncertainty exist. It seems
quite odd that while the city of Geelong is defined as
regional for the purposes of state funding — in terms of
regional infrastructure funding grants — it is not so
defined by the federal government. The state and
federal governments need to get their acts together and
reach consensus as to definitions and boundaries
regarding what is regional and what is not.
In any case, because some doubt exists I have now
written to the federal government urging it to consider
both the Geelong waterfront campus and the Waurn
Ponds campus, but particularly the Waurn Ponds
campus, which services a major network of regional
areas. It provides access to higher education programs
for people who reside in what are very much parts of
regional Victoria, in both the west and the north. The
Victorian government’s point of view is that it should
qualify along with other regional university campuses
to apply for capital works funding under the Education
Investment Fund program. Today I wrote to the federal
government, as I said, urging it to reconsider that
boundary issue and to give some assurance that Deakin
University campuses in Geelong will qualify in the
same way as other regional university campuses.

Government: advertising
Hon. M. P. PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Leader of the Government in his
capacity as representing the Premier. Last year the
minister introduced a private members bill to establish a
government advertising review panel, and in doing so
he described the former Premier, Mr Brumby, as
‘hypocritical’ because he had failed ‘to introduce what
he claimed would be his first piece of legislation’.
Given that the minister had a bill prepared nine months
ago, can he advise the house when it will be
reintroduced?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member for his question and indicate that there are a
number of points I want to make about this. The first is
that a bill will be introduced, and the bill is being
looked at at the moment. The carriage is with — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS — No, I am just explaining.
Mr Pakula asked a question; he would like an answer.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — President, if members of the
opposition want an answer, I am very happy to give
them an answer. As I understand it, the bill is being
carefully worked over at the moment to make sure that
the limitation that was imposed because the bill came
from this chamber in the previous cycle — the
limitation on the ability to introduce financial
provisions, which opposition members will
understand — will not be imposed on a bill coming
from the lower house. Indeed I made those points at the
time that the bill was in this chamber.
A bill will come into the Parliament in due course, and
that bill will take account of the fact that it can now
come from the lower house. I make the point that John
Brumby said those words in 1995 and in 2010 had
failed to introduce the bill he said he would introduce. I
can assure Mr Pakula that a bill will be introduced. It
will be a bill that takes account of the fact that the
financial restrictions imposed by the constitution on
bills in this chamber will not be imposed on a bill
coming from the lower house. But I make the point that
Mr Brumby uttered those words in 1995, and 15 years
later he had not introduced that bill. We will certainly
be taking significant action to honour our commitment.
Supplementary question
Hon. M. P. PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I
thank Mr Davis for his answer, particularly his
reflection on the words that were uttered by
Mr Brumby. I point out to him that in the
second-reading speech I just referred to, the one
delivered on 1 September 2010, the now minister said:
We will introduce this legislation when in government. It will
be the first piece of legislation we put through.

Given his attack on the former Premier, can the
minister now outline why he has failed to live up to his
identical promise, and does he concede that it is in fact
him who is the hypocrite?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask Mr Pakula to
withdraw that last phrase.
Hon. M. P. PAKULA — Just on that, President, I
am reflecting on the words that the minister used in
describing the former Premier, and I am simply quoting
them back to him given that he made the same
commitment that he criticised the former Premier for
making.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! I understand that and I
accept Mr Pakula’s reasoning, but I think the direct
comment to the member on this occasion is
inappropriate, so I ask Mr Pakula for a withdrawal.
Hon. M. P. PAKULA — I withdraw.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank Mr Pakula.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I make
the point that we will introduce that bill. I have said
that. I have to make the point very clear that a bill will
come from the lower house. It will take account of the
fact that financial allocations can be made as part of the
arrangements. I say to Mr Pakula that 11 years was a
long time in government for his government.
Mr Brumby had 11 years to introduce that bill; he never
did. We will introduce the bill. We will keep that
commitment. It is an important commitment.
Hon. M. P. Pakula interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — We will introduce the bill.
Members opposite need to be a little bit patient.

Planning: Caulfield Village
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Planning, Matthew Guy.
Can the minister inform the house what action he has
taken to assist the planned development around
Caulfield Racecourse and around community
involvement in this planned development?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I thank
Mrs Coote for her outstanding question and for her
outstanding work in facilitating what is a terrific
outcome for the community in Caulfield. The work
done by Mrs Coote, Ms Crozier and the member for
Caulfield in the Assembly, David Southwick, has been
outstanding. The work they have put in as local MPs is
unique.
Mr Lenders — What about Mr Davis?
Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Lenders, I could also talk
about Mr Davis and the work he has done. In the health
portfolio he has been cleaning up 11 years of mess left
by you. Mr Davis, as the Leader of the Government in
this chamber, is trying to clean up $2 million a day
worth of financial mismanagement from the
desalination project contracts, which you signed with
your mate Tim Holding.
That aside, it was terrific to be part of the Glen Eira
planning scheme amendment C60 process, which will
facilitate the development around the Caulfield
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Racecourse. If Melbourne is to have urban renewal, this
is the place to have it — around a railway, an activities
area and existing facilities where new child-care and
sporting facilities and open space can be built into this
outstanding development.
It should also be remembered that in the previous
Parliament the public land committee, which was
chaired by Mr Davis, also met to hear issues in relation
to Caulfield and public space, and I can report to this
chamber with pleasure that the C60 amendment will,
for the first time, pick up the recommendations of the
committee’s report. The C60 amendment will pick up
those recommendations thanks to the work done by
Ms Crozier, Mrs Coote and Mr Southwick to ensure
that the central part of the racecourse will be used as
public open space, which is a far cry from what we saw
under the previous dark decade of former planning
minister Justin Madden and former Premier John
Brumby.
Mr Finn interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Finn, as he knows about
open space issues, would also be interested in the fact
that the C60 amendment — and the figure 60 is just
two digits away from the Prime Minister’s disapproval
rating of 62 — which former Labor member Evan
Thornley was in favour of, puts in place, as Mr Davis
said, the results of a lot of work by the racing club and
by the council, which should be congratulated for the
work it has done. The council presented a planning
scheme amendment to the state government, and there
has been a truly collaborative approach between the
government and the council. A ‘collaborative’
approach; don’t you love that word? Labor Party
members love it. It gets their little left-wing juices
running. There has been a cooperative approach
between the state government; the local government;
our local members of Parliament, who have worked so
hard on this; the public land inquiry, which reported on
the necessity for open space; and the racing club, which
has put forward a proposal and had it accepted and
presented to the state government with the support of
Glen Eira City Council. Congratulations to all involved.

Children: beauty pageants
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development. In answer to a question in this place last
month about the Universal Royalty beauty pageant to
be held in Melbourne, the minister said that her
department was going to keep a close eye on it. The
minister would be aware that the organisers of the
pageant are keeping its location under wraps. Can the
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minister advise the house if she is aware of the date and
the location of the pageant, and if so, can she provide
those details to the house?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — As I indicated to the
house in answer to the last question, I have asked my
department to keep an eye on the outcomes of that
pageant. The pageant has not yet been held, and the
department is working on it.
Supplementary question
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I am very
concerned that the minister, and perhaps even her
department, is unable to identify the date and location
of a pageant that they are keeping ‘a close eye on’.
How does the minister ensure that her department keeps
a close eye on the pageant when she, by her own
admission, does not even know where and when it is
going to be held?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I never said I was
going to do it myself. I have asked my department, and
I have confidence that my department is carrying out
my wishes, as I have asked it to do. I note that the
Brumby government had 11 years to ban these pageants
if it wanted to, but it did not choose to do that. It
stopped short of doing that.
I note that in the Herald Sun of Thursday, 8 April 2010,
Maxine Morand, the former Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development, said she would never
have entered her child into one of these pageants, but
she resisted calls to ban them. That was reported in an
article that referred to ‘tots with tiaras’. I note the
hypocrisy of the opposition in calling for these pageants
to be banned when it failed to ban them itself.

Children: Take a Break program
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question without notice is directed to Ms Jenny
Mikakos. I refer the member to motion 119 on the
notice paper, and under standing order 8.01(1)(b) I ask:
has the member lobbied her federal colleagues to
restore the federal funding slashed from occasional care
in the 2010 federal budget?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Lenders — President, the point of order I raise
is the scope of the standing order Mrs Peulich quotes
under which a question can be asked. I asked a similar
question of Mr Rich-Phillips in the last Parliament
about a motion on the notice paper, and the ruling from
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the Chair was specific and narrow: that a question could
be asked as to the timing of when a motion on the
notice paper is going to be presented but it could go no
further. I draw your attention to the ruling by President
Gould, I think it was, that a question about an item on
the notice paper must be limited to timing only.

exists. However, in terms of the House of
Representatives and our own position in this house, the
convention, or the standing order application, is that the
question must relate only to a matter that is on the
notice paper, and clearly this question does relate to a
matter on the notice paper.

Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, President, the
standing orders are quite clear. On page 26 under the
heading ‘Questions seeking information’ standing
order 8.01 says:

Having said that, there is an issue for us in terms of
anticipation of the debate that might ensue in regard to
the notice that has been given to the chamber.
Therefore our standing orders, in terms of their
application, require that matters that might be raised —
and it is fairly rare that this happens — with a member
other than a minister need to be fairly confined in their
scope, in that they need to refer to procedures and/or
timing. In other words, in many ways they must seek
information that might help the house, or members of
the house perhaps, in preparing for a future debate
based on a little bit more knowledge of the intention of
the mover. Matters of substance or policy in regard to
the debate are not able to be addressed to a member.
Those are matters that ought to be addressed by other
procedures of the house that allow for debate provisions
to apply.

Questions to ministers or other members
(1) Questions may be put to —

and part (a) deals with putting questions to ministers.
Part (b) deals with other members, and it says:
other members relating to any matter connected with the
business on the notice paper of which the member has
charge.
(2) Questions may be asked orally without notice for
immediate reply and placed on the notice paper for
written reply.

I would also like to draw your attention to the fact that
the motion I am referring to is on the notice paper.
Hon. D. M. Davis — On the point of order,
President, I was intending, further to this point of order,
to read out the same point that Mrs Peulich has, but I
make the point that the standing order is quite clear.
There is no limitation in the standing order, and this is
clearly a question that is connected to this point.
Ms Mikakos — On the point of order, President, I
point out that we will be having a fulsome debate
around the issue of the Take a Break program
tomorrow — but for the record, the answer is yes.
Hon. D. M. Davis — On a related point of order,
President, the member has clearly chosen to answer the
question, although she has answered it at the wrong
point in the cycle.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I point out to
Mr Davis that that is clearly not a helpful point of order.
It is nevertheless a matter of public record, no matter
when Ms Mikakos made the comment. Standing order
8.01, in the sense of both the House of Representatives
rules and ours, is specific in terms of matters that can be
raised in this house with a member of the opposition or
a member other than a minister. As Mr Lenders pointed
out, and as Mrs Peulich and Mr Davis have concurred
with, it is obviously open to a member to direct a
question, at this time in our proceedings, to a member
who is not a minister of this house. That opportunity

On this matter, I have asked for a copy of the question,
and I have received that. I thank the Government Whip
for supplying the copy of the question. I am not sure
how he came to have Mrs Peulich’s question! At any
rate, she has obviously taken other counsel before
coming into the chamber, and I appreciate that too. My
position is that I need to judge whether this question
relates to either procedures or timing. It is if you like,
cute in terms of procedures because there is a
consultation step that this question begs. In the
circumstances I will rule out this question as being
outside the scope of our standing orders application. If
the member can rephrase the question, I will certainly
give her that opportunity.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, President, I
am seeking clarification. Your ruling was not explicitly
clear on the grounds on which you ruled the question
out of order as it currently stands. I ask that you
rephrase it.
The PRESIDENT — Order! To assist Mrs Peulich
and the house, my judgement can only relate to the
proceedings of the house. The basis upon which I have
ruled the question out is that any approach to parties
outside this Parliament is not within my jurisdiction and
not in accord with the particular standing order because
the standing order refers to the seeking of information
on procedures of this house and this Parliament, not to
procedures that are external to this Parliament, which
an approach to another government would be.
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Mrs Peulich — On a further point of order,
President, regarding previous rulings, certainly under a
previous President, on whether questions had been ruled
in or out — and there were lots of times when Labor
ministers sought to have questions ruled out — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am happy to hear
from Mrs Peulich, but she is really straying into an area
of debate in talking about what previous presiding
officers have done.
Mrs Peulich — President, if you would just hear me
out. Ms Mikakos occupies the position of a shadow
minister with responsibilities for this particular area.
She has given notice of a motion condemning the
government for not providing its minority share of
funding when the majority share is provided by the
federal government. Advocacy, lobbying and
representation are the role of each minister and shadow
minister, and previous presidents have made those
rulings. Therefore I would ask for the opportunity to
rephrase the question. I do not believe it needs to be a
stark rephrasing, and I ask — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will give
Mrs Peulich a little more time to dwell on that
rephrasing while I add to the information of the house
in support of my ruling. I am less persuaded by the
rulings that might have been made by previous
presidents of this house than I am by Odgers and
proceedings in the Senate. I wish to read into the record
the guidance that Odgers provides on this matter, which
I daresay supports my proposition to the house today. It
states under the heading ‘Questions to senators
concerning business’:
At the time provided for questions, in addition to questions to
ministers concerning public affairs and to committee chairs,
questions may be asked of senators concerning business of
which they have charge —

that is, under Senate standing order 72.1.
As such questions may not anticipate debate on a matter on
the notice paper —

under standing order 73.2 —
they are in effect confined to asking senators when they
intend that items of business should be dealt with, and similar
questions not going to the merits of the business.

I suggest that that is in concert with the remarks that I
have made and the ruling that I have given in respect of
the procedures of the house and the Parliament as
distinct from external procedures. Indeed I made
reference to timing, which I am not sure is an issue in
this case. It has been suggested that I might also, for the
benefit of members going forward, read out the
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provision in our standing orders in terms of anticipating
discussion. Standing order 12.19 states:
A member may not anticipate the discussion of a subject
listed on the notice paper and expected to be debated on the
same or next sitting day. In determining whether a discussion
is out of order the President should not prevent incidental
reference to a subject.

I will give Mrs Peulich an opportunity to rephrase her
question.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Given that the motion refers to the minority funding of
the government of the Take a Break program, I would
like to rephrase the question to focus on the majority
funding. I refer the member to general business, notice
of motion 119 on the notice paper. Under standing
order 8.01(1)(b), I ask: has the member considered
lobbying the federal Labor government about restoring
its majority federal funding, which was slashed from
occasional care in the 2010 federal budget?
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is on the
record now, but it is certainly not going to be answered.
I rule the question out of order.

Children: beauty pageants
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — It is
interesting that after seven months in government
members of the government want to give up being in
government and come back to this side of the chamber.
My question is to the Minister for Employment and
Industrial Relations in that capacity and as minister
representing the Attorney-General. I refer the minister
to the answer by the Minister for Children and Early
childhood development, Minister Lovell, to
Ms Pulford’s earlier question about the Universal
Royalty children’s beauty pageant and the secrecy
surrounding the location of this controversial event, and
I ask: is the minister confident that all relevant
Victorian legislation will be complied with?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations) — I am pleased
that Ms Mikakos eventually got something to say to the
chamber.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Dalla-Riva should
note that that comment is most unhelpful to the
proceedings. Ms Mikakos was acting in accordance
with the ruling given by the Chair. If the minister has a
beef, it is with the Chair, not with Ms Mikakos.
Therefore that gratuitous comment to start his answer is
not acceptable.
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Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA — This is a question for
which I have parliamentary responsibility, but as it goes
to detail, I will take it on notice and get back to the
member.
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aimed at eliminating unlawful and undesirable
workplace practices in the building and construction
industry and will seek to ensure that Victorian
taxpayers get full value for money on major building
projects.

Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — The
government indicated previously that it would closely
monitor the Universal Royalty pageant to be held in
Melbourne — about which Minister Lovell seemed to
equivocate in her responses today. I am concerned that
the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations,
as the minister responsible for child employment and
also as the minister representing the Attorney-General,
who is responsible for Victoria’s working-with-children
laws, is seemingly oblivious to the issues involved in
his portfolio that relate to this matter. I ask: what action
will the minister now take to ensure that the Universal
Royalty pageant is fully compliant with Victorian law?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations) — I gather the
member is talking about the Child Employment Act
2003, which came into operation in 2004, for which I
have responsibility through the information and
compliance unit of WorkSafe Victoria, but that relates
to, as the member would understand, her party having
been 11 years in government — —
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA — Maybe it doesn’t,
but it relates to child employment. The issue to which
Ms Mikakos’s question refers is specific and should be
directed to the Minister for Children and Early
Childhood Development. The member needs to get it
right.

Industrial relations: building industry
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My question
without notice is to the Minister for Employment and
Industrial Relations. Can the minister explain to the
house the importance of a review into the industrial
relations principles that relate to the building and
construction industry?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations) — I thank the
member for his question, because it is an important
point in which we, as a new government, are becoming
involved. I am proud to report that the Victorian
coalition government will be reviewing the industrial
relations principles applying to building firms tendering
for state government building and construction work.
This review will lead to more rigorous requirements

This is not about putting unions on notice; it is about
addressing our concern about the rising construction
costs and the record of poor workplace behaviour on
major construction sites in this state. We do not want to
risk costs being driven up to the point where we are
pricing ourselves out of major infrastructure projects.
We are all mindful of the recent federal court decision
imposing fines of $560 000 on the Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union, a case that
highlighted the culture of intimidation and coercion that
persists in part of the building and construction
industry.
The coalition government’s intention with these new
principles is to do no more or less than ensure that
workplace arrangements and practices applying to firms
which tender for state government contracts comply
with the applicable workplace laws and promote
productivity. To achieve this goal the coalition
government will review the current Industrial Relations
Principles 2003 that form part of the Victorian Code of
Practice for the Building and Construction Industry
1999.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA — These principles,
which the former Labor government published in 2003,
have failed, Mr Lenders, to encourage best practice
workplace arrangements. They are expressed in general
terms and do little to promote a genuine commitment to
eliminating unlawful and undesirable workplace
practices in the construction industry. The principles do
not even refer to freedom of association and the right to
join or not join a union. They should have been
overhauled long before this government came to power.
We in the coalition will deliver where Labor failed to
deliver. The aim of the review will be to introduce new
principles which are modelled on guidelines operating
at the commonwealth level. Since the Victorian
principles were published, the federal government has
published two versions through its implementation
guidelines for the national code of practice for the
construction industry in June 2006 and then later in
August 2009. Each of these have been more detailed
and prescriptive than the Victorian principles in setting
standards of conduct.
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As the Premier has said, these new principles will
reflect the coalition government’s determination to use
its purchasing power to promote compliance,
productivity and a broader culture of change across the
Victorian building and construction industry. As the
Premier has also said, we are in this together. The
government, unions and the construction industry must
all have in mind the interests of the wider community,
including those of the Victorian taxpayer. The workers
need the jobs, we need the infrastructure and we need it
built on a competitive basis. It is crucial that we
strengthen Victoria’s industrial relations reputation to
secure future investment and sustained economic
growth for all Victorians.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I have
a number of answers to questions on notice that are
overdue. On 24 March I asked question on notice 235,
the answer to which is now 65 days overdue. I have
already raised this matter on 1 June. On 6 April I asked
questions on notice 598, 599 and 600, and they are now
53 days overdue. I have already raised this matter on
1 June. The answers to questions 677 and 678 are now
24 days overdue. On 24 May I asked questions on
notice 679 and 680, the answers to which are now
overdue.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I express my apology
to the Leader of the Government for the discourtesy of
not allowing him to announce to the house questions
for which he does have answers and which indeed
might cover some of those.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I have
answers to a number of questions on notice, being: 150,
151, 224–6, 590, 591, 618, 624, 648, 661, 664, 687,
689, 690, 693, 717, 736, 737, 748, 754, 758, 760, 802,
803 and 807.
I take on board the points made — —
Ms Hartland — Sixty-five days.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — We will certainly respond to
the requests and seek to expedite those answers.
Mr Pakula has also come to me with some further
points. Under standing order 8.12(4) I am advised in
relation to a number of questions on notice from 5 April
2011, relating to staffing, car parking spaces and public
transport tickets, that work has been done to collate the
necessary information to respond to those questions.
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The minister might appreciate that this involves all
departments, and the task is — —
Hon. M. P. Pakula — He called me ‘minister’
again!
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Sorry, the shadow minister
will appreciate that it involves a number of
departments, and the task is not yet completed. I am
told that this is progressing and answers will be
provided to the questions as quickly as practicable. In
response to Ms Hartland, I will certainly follow those
up again.
Hon. M. P. PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I
thank Mr Davis for the information he has just provided
me with, but I indicate that two questions — 108 and
114 — have been outstanding since 1 March. I think
this is now the fifth time I have raised the matter, and
each time Mr Davis has indicated that he will follow it
up. I do not believe the answers to those questions form
part of the explanation that Mr Davis just provided.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — No
answers to any of the questions that I read out have
been delivered to me today, so the first lot are now
65 days overdue.
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — I have
been studiously putting together some figures while this
debate has been going on. There are 357 unanswered
and overdue questions on notice — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! What I would seek
from the Leader of the Opposition is a query to the
Leader of the Government regarding any matters that
he personally has outstanding, in accordance with what
the other two members have done. In regard to the way
he has started with an analysis of this matter, I daresay
that is better prosecuted under a different procedure of
the Parliament, whether it is a 90-second statement, an
adjournment item or some other procedure. I think an
analysis is inappropriate in the terms of the current
proceedings.
Mr LENDERS — I will ask the Leader of the
Government and all six upper house ministers about
specific questions, but while doing so I draw your
attention, President, to standing order 8.11(1)(b). That
standing order specifically enables a member who has
asked about the progress of answers to questions on
notice — and I put it to you, President, that last sitting
Thursday I asked about my questions and every
member of the opposition who has unanswered
questions on notice asked about their questions — and
is not satisfied with the government’s response to put a
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motion forthwith, without notice, that the house take
note of the minister’s answer.
I propose to do that, but while waiting for any advice
you may get, President, on whether my reading of that
standing order is correct, I put it to Mr David Davis that
he now has 8 questions on notice in his own portfolio
that have passed the 30-day period, plus a further
10 such questions for other ministers he represents. I
put it to Mr Hall that he has 8 questions on notice in his
own portfolio plus 55 in other portfolios that have not
been responded to in 30 days. I put it to Mr Guy, who
has left the house, that he has 5 questions in his own
portfolio and 35 in other portfolios which have not been
answered. I put it to Mr Dalla-Riva, who is in the
house, that he has 5 questions in his own portfolios and
42 in other portfolios to which responses have not been
provided. I put it to the house that Ms Lovell has
9 questions in her own portfolios and 41 in others that
have not been responded to. I further put it to the house
that Mr Rich-Phillips has 15 in his own portfolio and 32
in others that have not been responded to.
Pursuant to the standing order, I draw the house’s
attention to why I am raising this matter today. We on
this side of the house — and I am speaking from
Labor’s perspective; the Greens can speak for
themselves — have put on notice questions to the six
ministers in this place again and again. I have
distinguished between the question — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am concerned that,
notwithstanding what I indicated before, the Leader of
the Opposition is presenting the very same analysis —
albeit that he might have changed tack slightly — as he
did earlier. I accept that quite a bit of what he has put to
the chamber at this point involves mentioning questions
that he believes are outside the time frame that is
allowed and seeking an explanation of those. At this
point I propose that he ask the Leader of the
Government to provide an explanation in regard to
those questions that he has said are outstanding from all
those ministers. The Leader of the Opposition is quite
right that under standing order 8.11(1)(b) he is entitled
to initiate a debate. That accords with my first comment
that this part of the proceedings is to seek explanations
following question time and that he would need to use
another instrument or mechanism to pursue the analysis
and discussion of the concerns of members of the
opposition or others about the implications of those
delayed responses.
From that point of view what I would be doing now is
immediately seeking an explanation from the Leader of
the Government. Under the standing order that the
Leader of the Opposition has cited, it is quite valid that
if he has received that explanation and is dissatisfied
with it or believes it does not go as far as he would have
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wanted, he is perfectly within his rights to initiate a
debate using the alternative mechanism to which he has
referred. It is certainly consistent with my initial ruling.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I want
to make a couple of points. The Leader of the
Opposition, when Leader of the Government, presided
over the scandalous edition 43 of the questions paper as
at 31 October 2010 which I have here. One of the
questions had been on notice for 1256 days — from
27 May 2007 to 31 October 2010. That is a huge wad
of questions.
The government is endeavouring to answer the
questions on notice on the notice paper. We are
working our way through each and every one of them;
indeed I have responded to Ms Hartland today. I have
also made points to Mr Pakula about a number of his
specific questions that I have followed up on and come
back with information from departments about and so
forth. Equally, I will follow up on the particular
questions that the Leader of the Opposition has raised
today. I will need to get a list from him, but I will
follow up on those as well.
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — Under
standing order 8.11(1)(b), I move:
That the Council take note of the explanation.

I do not do this lightly. Whenever members of the
opposition raise matters on questions on notice in this
house — and we follow the standing orders in good
faith, we send the emails and we ask the ministers,
‘What is the answer?’ — we get Mr David Davis
saying, and I would say smirking, ‘I will raise it with
my colleague’. Either he does not raise it or the
colleague is ignoring him, because each time we have
exactly the same answer in this house about what has
happened.
The second thing we get from the government is
Ms Lovell waving a pink paper and talking about what
the previous government did. If she wishes to do that,
she is certainly entitled to do so. The reason I have
moved this take-note motion — and I will go through a
number of these issues chronologically — is that this is
an issue about accountability.
Hon. D. M. Davis — It sure is!
Mr LENDERS — Mr David Davis says, ‘It sure is’.
He invites me to quote from Hansard of 4 December
2007 from none other than himself. He said:
It is disgraceful that this government has not answered
questions in a timely manner, and it is disgraceful that in the
Legislative Assembly questions are not being answered in a
timely way.
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What we have here is a person who, year after year,
came into this place and said that it was unacceptable.
He said, ‘Elect me. We will have a new standard in
what we see happen’. The same Mr David Davis, on
4 December 2007, said in this chamber:
The Leader of the Government needs to take a measure of
responsibility in ensuring that the ministers in this chamber
and in the other place answer questions in a timely way.

I said before that all six ministers in this place, without
exception, are derelict in their obligations under the
standing orders to do that. I accept it is always difficult
for ministers in this house to get ministers in the
Assembly to reply in a timely way, but the standard I
am seeking from these ministers — and we will be
taking note of this answer — is that they be accountable
for their own behaviour.
Mr David Davis has answers for me, and these are
really complex ones! My question 209 to Mr David
Davis was to find out who the coordinating minister is
in each department and why that is not identified on the
department’s website. If you go to a department’s
website to find out who the coordinating minister is for,
say, the Department of Planning and Community
Development, you might think it was the Minister for
Planning or you might think it was the Deputy Premier.
It is a legitimate question to ask which one it is; it is
hardly a complex question. Under the administrative
orders — a secret, unpublished part of them —
somewhere someone in government knows who the
coordinating minister is for the Department of Planning
and Community Development. It is hardly a
mischievous or outrageous question or a question that
one should not get an answer for because it is on the
public record. It is not on the public record, it is not on
the website of the department and it is not on the
administrative order that comes forward.
Mr David Davis again smiles. He might not think this
matters a lot, but we are talking about basic
accountability of government to allow a member of
Parliament to ask the question, ‘Who is the
coordinating minister?’. The reason I raise this is that in
this house I was assured by Mr David Davis about that
early on, when there was a question over the general
order and who was doing what during the eight weeks
when the general order was not made public. We had
the Baillieu government sworn in — the government of
accountability — on 1 December, and eight weeks later
the people of Victoria had still not been told who is
responsible for individual acts of Parliament.
When I raise a question in this house with Mr David
Davis, he assures me, with all sincerity, and says, ‘Trust
me. Leave it to me and I will bring back the
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information to the house’. Surprise, surprise,
seven months later we on this side are sceptical about
any claims about openness, transparency and
accountability, because it cannot be difficult for a senior
minister to get the list of which ministers are the
coordinating ministers. We hear that Mr Hall is a
coordinating minister of the Department of Education
and Early Childhood Development. We also hear that
Mr Dixon, the Minister for Education, is a coordinating
minister. We are told that Mr Hall is in a west wing
office; I think that shows what we see. Perhaps
Ms Lovell is a coordinating minister, heaven forbid!
It is not an unreasonable question, and these are the
sorts of questions in response to which Mr Davis gets
up in this house and says, very sincerely, ‘I will ask my
colleagues and get back to you promptly’. If he is
asking his colleague the Premier, the Premier cannot
think all that much of him if he is not actually prepared
to come back and say, ‘These are the 11 coordinating
ministers’. I have a pretty good guess who some of
them are because I keep asking the question. I know
Mr Pakula asked who some of them are in the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee hearings, and he
got an answer. However, Mr David Davis will not even
present these questions to the Premier to get an
answer — and they are legitimate questions,
particularly for a minister who got up in this house in
February and said, in all sincerity, ‘Trust me on the
general order. I will tell you as soon as I know’.
I would expect that when the budget was being
presented to the budget expenditure review committee
of cabinet someone would have known who the
coordinating minister was for the department, but the
Parliament is still not allowed to know and is treated
with contempt. The reason I raise this motion to take
note is that this is just one example. These are not
mischievous questions; they are not like when a
member put 7000 questions on the notice paper, which
happened in the last Parliament. These are questions
within the scope of a minister, who could answer them.
As I said, I do not raise this lightly, and this is not an
ambush.
On Thursday of the last sitting week every member of
the Labor Party — I cannot speak for the Greens —
who had an outstanding question to a minister in this
house got up and asked about it. That was two weeks
ago on the Thursday. In that time Mr David Davis has
come forward with answers to 20-something questions,
and we are pleased those answers have come — —
Hon. D. M. Davis — And more will come.
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Mr LENDERS — More will come, he says. Last
sitting week, over three sitting days, not a single
question on notice was tabled in this house. There was
not a single answer to a question on notice in the last
sitting week. The government actually thinks it is open,
transparent and accountable, but it treats this Parliament
with such contempt that not even a single question gets
tabled in a sitting week. This week we get
20-something out of hundreds of outstanding answers
and get assured yet again by Mr David Davis, ‘Trust
me, I will do it’. This is the same man who, in February
when I asked specifically about the general order, said,
‘I will get back to you’, and you, President, correctly
said, in polite parliamentary terms, ‘The minister has
undertaken to get back to you; back off’. And I did
back off. I am raising this for that reason.
I will go through some more quotes from Mr David
Davis, given that he is a very good man to quote on
these matters. I have referred to two of his quotes, and I
now go to a third quote from Mr David Davis, as
reported in Hansard of 12 June 2002:
For example, questions on notice asked by me that have not
been fully answered relate to the secondment of public
service staff into ministers’ offices —
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the teaching profession he has five. I will not mention
the 55 unanswered questions he has for other ministers,
because I concede that they are more difficult for
Minister Hall to answer. I will not let Mr David Davis
off the hook, because it is not that hard to find out who
the coordinating ministers are. Mr Hall has a number of
unanswered questions for other ministers. I think for the
55 questions for Mr Walsh, the Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security, Mr Ryan, the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, and other ministers there is a
very different standard from that which applies to the
8 questions that relate to his own portfolios.
Mr Guy, the Minister for Planning, answered a couple
of questions today, but he has five questions in his
portfolio of planning that he has not answered. He has
35 unanswered questions for other ministers, but in
regard to the 5 unanswered questions in his own
portfolio he could give directions to his staff, he could
apply himself to the task, he could read his members
proofs and he could even give a cursory answer in this
chamber, but he cannot be bothered. I would say to
Mr David Davis that he should look at my record. If he
were to look at the information in previous notice
papers on my own portfolio areas, he would not find
that tardiness.

funny, I think Mr Pakula asked about that —
and the employment of various people within ministers’
offices.

Funny about that, but I think Mr Pakula asked about
that too. He continued:
The government has been tardy and slack in its answers to
those questions, which reflects very badly on its commitment,
both before the election and at the time of the signing of the
Independents charter, to transparency and openness.

Mr David Davis got up in this house and attacked then
Minister Gould, as Leader of the Government, on the
issue of questions being answered. It was exactly the
same issue: on promises made before elections. He
came in here like the legendary Mr O’Crit of County
Tipperary and talked about these matters.
On 8 May 2002 Mr David Davis said:
Each and every minister in this house … ought to take some
personal responsibility for the slowness with which questions
are being answered.

This takes me back to the analysis that I have done and
that ministers have done in their own portfolios.
Mr Hall, the Minister for Higher Education and Skills,
sits here in the chamber. Without wishing to embarrass
him, I think Minister Hall is a very conscientious and
good minister. In his portfolio of higher education and
skills he has three unanswered questions and in that of

Ms Lovell has 3 unanswered questions in her portfolio
of housing, 6 in childhood and early childhood
development and 41 for other ministers. Again, the
41 for other ministers are probably of a different
standard. Mr Rich-Phillips has 5 in his portfolio of
Assistant Treasurer, 5 in technology, 5 in relation to the
aviation industry and 17 for other ministers.
Mr Dalla-Riva has 4 in his portfolio of employment,
4 in manufacturing and 42 for other ministers.
Mr David Davis has 3 in health, 5 in ageing and 19 for
other ministers.
The issue becomes very clear. From this Leader of the
Government and this government when they were in
opposition we had 11 years of preaching. I go back to a
quote from Mr David Davis from 8 May 2002:
It is contempt for the house and is unsuitable in a whole
manner of ways. It is something for which the Leader of the
Government is not solely responsible as each minister in this
place, including the Minister for Ports —

Ms Broad in this case —
needs to take a measure of responsibility.

I could go on about this through all of these questions,
but my central premise is that when we asked about the
general order earlier this year, we were told to wait our
time and trust Mr David Davis because he would
deliver. Eventually we got a general order, and we
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could see why it was hidden, because it showed that
Mr Dalla-Riva and Mr Delahunty, the Minister for
Sport and Recreation, had no acts to administer. The
cabinet had gone from having 20 members to 22. There
were no acts for them to administer, but that has been
rectified in the second lot of amendments to the general
order. This may have been a cover-up. Who knows
what it was. We were then assured by Mr David Davis
that he would come back and tell us. However, when
we asked him 11 simple questions as to who the
coordinating minister was, he got up every time and
said, ‘Trust me; I am a sincere politician. Trust me; I
will answer the question. Trust me; I have asked my
colleagues’. I put to the President that either Mr Davis
has not asked his colleagues and has misled the house
or he is so ineffective that his colleagues just ignore
him.
I urge the house to take note of these answers, this
disgraceful lack of transparency and this contempt of
the Parliament as an institution. It is not an offence to
get up and talk about what a previous government did. I
challenge Mr David Davis or any minister here to show
which minister in the last Parliament who was a
member of the Legislative Council was in arrears with
questions in their own portfolio. I say we should take
note of this motion about a government that is
contemptuous of the Parliament and extremely
insincere.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — First of all, I want to reject the accusation
that we as ministers do not take our responsibilities
seriously. I can assure the Leader of the Opposition that
we do. Every single one of us takes those
responsibilities seriously. I must say that the fact that I
personally have not responded to eight questions
directed to me is as big a disappointment to myself as it
is to Mr Lenders and perhaps to those who put the
questions to me. I want to make it very clear that I
accept full responsibility for the non-tabling of those
answers. The responsibility does not lie with my staff or
anyone in the department, because I know for a fact that
those answers have been compiled. This is a process
problem rather than one of not taking my duties
seriously. I simply say I do take them seriously, and I
say to Mr Lenders and those who have asked questions
that I will provide to the chamber answers to questions
for which I am totally responsible before the end of this
week. There is no reason why that should not happen.
In respect of questions for other ministers, as
Mr Lenders rightly says, it is sometimes difficult to
coordinate all questions for other ministers. Mr Lenders
admitted that he had some difficulty when he was doing
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so. I accept that I have eight questions to be answered
in this chamber and I will do that this week.
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I also wish to
speak to this take-note motion, and in doing so I
indicate that I understand the assurance that Mr Hall
has given. I am sure he has done so in all sincerity.
However, there is a problem with accepting statements
of sincerity when, as happened when I sought an
explanation regarding answers to questions on notice,
the Leader of the Government says, as he did on
16 June:
I am informed that the responses are on their way, and we
will get them to the member.

That has not happened. That was the third occasion on
which I had sought an explanation from the Leader of
the Government, who is the responsible minister in this
place, and I indicated that under the standing orders that
it is perfectly open to the responsible minister in the
other place to advise me if there are some difficulties in
responding to these questions. I have received no
indication that there is some difficulty in responding to
these questions, so when the Leader of the Government
advised me, ‘I am informed that the responses are on
their way, and we will get them to the member’, I
thought it would be reasonable to expect that ‘on their
way’ would mean they would be available two weeks
later. It is a little difficult for members to then accept a
statement that the responses will be with them by the
end of the week as they have been asked to do. This
assurance two weeks ago that the responses were on
their way was from no less a person than the Leader of
the Government, but they have not arrived.
These questions on notice are not trivial matters. They
relate to major flood damage that occurred back in
January. The questions were placed on notice in April,
and I would have thought, given that these are serious
issues around damage caused by flooding events in
January, that it would be reasonable for the government
to be able to provide a response about the actions it is
taking to deal with that flood damage. This is certainly
an important matter for the communities that have been
affected and goes to how the government is spending
the money it has committed to this matter — money
which is welcomed by the communities affected. It
does not seems an onerous expectation that the
government should provide not just to me but more
importantly to the constituents I represent in this house
information that has been sought about the actions the
government is taking in response to the flood damage in
January. That is the first reason I wanted to make some
statements on this take-note motion.
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The other reason I wish to make some comment on this
motion is that, as the Leader of the Opposition has
pointed out, it was good enough for the now Leader of
the Government to make comments in 2002 directed at
myself as a then minister of the Crown asserting that ‘It
is contempt for the house and is unsuitable in a whole
manner of ways’, and that I needed to take
responsibility — and I am paraphrasing here —
including responsibility for the actions or inactions of
ministers in the other place.
I take on board your view, President, about the use of
the word ‘hypocritical’ in this place. It seems to me,
though, that if it is good enough for the now Leader of
the Government to make those statements when he was
on this side of the house, then it is reasonable, now that
I am on this side of the house, to expect that the Leader
of the Government will live up to his words — and he
had quite a lot to say on this subject over a long period
of time — and take responsibility for providing answers
to questions on notice in a reasonable time frame.
Members have acted, as I believe I have, perfectly
reasonably in repeatedly seeking explanations after
waiting for months for responses.
The final reason I wish to speak on this take-note
motion is that I think it is reasonable to conclude from
the actions of members of the government in waving
about notice papers from the — —
Hon. D. M. Davis interjected.
Ms BROAD — The Leader of the Government has
helped me out; the actions were picking up a notice
paper of the previous government and waving that
about as a prop. In taking that action, in waving that
notice paper about, the Leader of the Government and
other frontbench members on the other side are
reasonably seen as having given an indication that that
notice paper represents a standard they think they can
use to excuse their failure to provide answers to
questions on notice. The view I am putting to the house
is that the government cannot have it both ways. It
cannot on the one hand criticise the performance of the
former government and its ministers, including me, and
on the other hand expect members on this side to accept
at face value explanations about why, month in and
month out, it is not possible to provide answers to
questions on notice. Either government members are
going to uphold a standard they were very vocal in
applying when they were in opposition, or they are not.
Every time they point to a standard they believe was a
lesser standard demonstrated by the former government
they are essentially leading members on this side to
conclude that they are not going to uphold the standards
they said should be met when they were in opposition.
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They really need to choose where they stand on these
matters. Those are the three matters I wished to raise in
speaking to this take-note motion.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Before I call
Mr Barber, I clarify for members and particularly
Ms Broad that my reference to the use of the word
‘hypocrite’ related to the word being used in a question
and as a direct remark about a member in this place. It
is certainly in order to talk in debate about matters or
behaviours that might well be considered hypocritical. I
do not have a problem with the word as such; I simply
had a problem with the fact that the word was directed
specifically at a member in a way that was a bit
inflammatory and designed to provoke, which I did not
think was helpful for question time. The word
‘hypocritical’, however, is obviously firmly within the
vocabulary members may use if they believe
behaviours portray that attribute.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — It is
fundamental to the work of members of Parliament that
they are able to ask questions. When we end up voting
on various measures that go through the Parliament,
that vote has to be informed. It cannot be that members
vote with the blinkers on or with only the information
they can obtain through public and other sources. The
government may not like it, but we have every right to
ask these questions. If government members think they
are better than members of the last government — and
it is abundantly clear they think that is the case — they
should do better. The fact that they may not like the
pointed nature of some of the questions that are being
put to them at the moment does not change anything.
In some cases the questions relate to matters of general
interest that could come before the house for a vote at
some future time; in other cases they relate to matters
that are being dealt with by the house right now; and
then there are questions relating to matters that are of
public interest right now. With one or two notable
exceptions — some conscientious ministers — the
government is systematically avoiding the answering of
these questions. In this case, unless we get a flood of
answers tomorrow or the next day, the government is
giving itself six weeks off over the coming break when
it will not have to answer questions about the answers it
has given in relation to some of our questions on notice.
I realise, President, that we are debating specifically
Mr Lenders’s complaint, but notable similar examples
from those raised by the Greens include the swathe of
questions on notice that we lodged about the
$40 billion-plus budget which we voted on last sitting
week. It is notable that first of all a bunch of
government members got up and argued through points
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of order that we could not ask the questions we were
asking or that the minister at the table during the
committee stage of the appropriation bill could not be
expected to answer our questions. Frankly they just
wanted to get away and have their dinner early, but it
did not work out that way for them.
As we went through the debate it was notable that there
were certain questions that the minister at the table
could answer. He could not tell me how many trams we
are buying, but he did tell us the amount that is
allocated for dingo baiting. The public would hope that
there would be a more consistent approach to debating
a $40 billion appropriation bill.
Likewise, I have a question on notice, which I have
asked about four times, in relation to a particular police
operation at Broadmeadows railway station where
people were being stopped and searched for weapons. I
have not got the answer to that one. It was one of the
first ones that I lodged, and like Mr Lenders and others
I lodged questions right back in the first sitting weeks
of this year. We will soon be debating a piece of
legislation in relation to putting more police on railway
stations, and some are arguing that it is an excessive use
of police resources that could be better used elsewhere,
such as in family violence response, which is a question
that Ms Hartland raised and that I believe is still
outstanding.
Without that sort of information being available to us
there is no meaningful way for other members of
Parliament, particularly non-government members, and
also the general public to get any facts brought to bear
on the sorts of questions that are being debated publicly
in the run-up to specific government legislation and
other accountability mechanisms put through this
Parliament. Some members on the government side
might not like this; some of them clearly begrudge the
way they were treated by the previous government and
that is part of their distress with Mr Lenders’s motion.
Other members whose feet have only just hit the floor
think it is cocky of Mr Lenders to be moving such a
motion. I would have to say that until members new to
this place have been through the experience of asking a
question and having it knocked back or refused or
delayed over a very long time, they should not really be
in such a hurry to get so upset at the impertinence of an
opposition asking questions.
Clearly there are going to be a lot more questions of this
type. The government is making a number of changes
of direction when it comes to policy. It is not always
doing a great job of explaining why or how it is doing
it. At this moment the Greens have dozens of questions
on notice relating to a broad range of matters that are of
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direct public interest. The government is going to find
that, as they say in the classics, you can run but you
can’t hide. At the moment the government is on the run;
we have it on the run on these issues. It cannot answer
simple questions, and it cannot answer them after
months of delay. That makes it look like the
government is not approaching its job seriously. It
simply cannot be possible that after six months in office
the government has not yet developed a system for
properly accounting, in a whole-of-government way, to
this chamber.
I say that because the differences in responses from
different ministers across the spectrum are quite
notable. In some cases they answer in a timely fashion,
and it was notable during the committee stage of the
appropriation bill that two ministers in particular had
answers ready and waiting to go while most other
questions that I asked were not answered. At the same
time, though, from having interacted with various
ministers’ offices over this issue of questions on notice,
it is clear that some of them just do not have a clue
about how to go about answering questions or have no
real understanding of their importance and therefore
their Westminster accountability back to the chamber.
Of course it is the job of the Premier and the Leader of
the Government in this house to pull that together and
make it happen. Otherwise the non-answering of
questions itself becomes the issue, but there are many
issues on the notice paper right now which the
government cannot in any way argue are improper
questions or of low priority.
Clearly the government has another agenda emerging,
and it wants to buy time. It has moved out of its
honeymoon phase and is now starting to see some of
the problems pile up around it, and some of these are
questions it simply does not want to answer yet. I am
sure other members of the chamber have had the same
experience. It would be appropriate for the government
to quickly develop for itself a system for ensuring that
these questions on notice are answered, otherwise it
will become harder and harder and slower and slower
to deal with the business of the house, as we saw with
the budget bill in the last sitting week, without the
necessary facts in our hands when we as members vote.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I wish
to speak on this motion as someone who has a number
of questions on notice that are substantially overdue. I
also note that all of my questions except for one are for
Mr Mulder, the Minister for Public Transport.
Mr Barber — Everything goes slowly in his
portfolio.
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Ms HARTLAND — I am particularly concerned
about one question that I have on notice —
question 680 — which has a number of parts and
relates to the regional rail link. This question relates to
how the government is going to manage the closure of
the Sydenham line for two weeks while major work
occurs for the regional rail link. I have asked the
government this question on behalf of the communities
that will be using or would normally use that line in that
period. If this question is not answered this week, it will
not be answered until after that closure occurs. I am
concerned that I am not going to be able to give
information to the community where I live. Certainly
the government has not given that information to the
community.
I have asked some very basic things like how many
people presently catch the peak hour trains between
Watergardens and Sunshine and how many buses will
be required to make sure that those people can still get
to work. Where is the government going to be sourcing
the buses from? How many delays does it expect? How
much longer will the journey be for people coming into
the city or working in Footscray who live on the
Sydenham line? Basic things, too, like is there a traffic
management plan? If so, does the plan model the
impact on the boom gates on Macaulay Road,
Kensington, and Ascot Road, Newport? If there are
going to have to be more trains going through that area
because people will be bussed from Albion to
Showgrounds station, we think that means that the
boom gates will be down for substantially more time.
I would have thought all these questions were things
that the government should have already modelled for
the closure of the line. I am extremely concerned that
all my questions are now overdue and that the majority
of my questions are to Mr Mulder. It indicates to me
that, given he will not attend public meetings and he
will not attend meetings with residents when they come
to the Parliament — he simply will not speak to people
about concerns in the western suburbs — he now
cannot even bother answering questions on notice.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
think the upshot of this motion is that it is the duty of
the government, as outlined in the standing orders, to
respond to questions on notice within 30 days or as
close to 30 days as is possible. As Mr Barber said, it is a
hallmark of the Westminster system that the
government is accountable to members through the
chamber. One of those ways is through questions
without notice, and another more important way is
through questions on notice, which can be quite
detailed and seek very specific information and should
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elicit detailed responses in good faith from the
government.
Like Mr Barber and Ms Hartland, I put a lot of
questions on notice regarding the budget, particularly
to the Attorney-General, the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, the Minister for Corrections and
Minister for Crime Prevention, and the education
ministers, and I have received some answers back
from the minister for education in this house, Mr Hall,
but I am still waiting on others. In particular I am
waiting on answers from the minister for police to
questions 136–141, 167 and 175. As at last Friday we
had called the Deputy Premier’s office on 28 April,
25 May and 15 June looking for those answers to
questions from the Deputy Premier and the minister
for police, but they were still not forthcoming. I really
hope I will be receiving those answers this week, as I
hope will all the members who put questions on notice
the answers to which are due to be tabled this week.
The government has departments at its disposal.
Ministers have departments to assist them in answering
these questions, and the departments know, or can get,
the answers to questions. They can easily do so within
30 days. Already we are seeing everything start slipping
behind, only six months into this term of government.
We do not want to get into the situation we had last
time. I agree that there were many outstanding
questions on notice. In fact we got to the end of the last
Parliament and some questions were unanswered —
never to be answered, I presume. Some of mine were
put back on notice for the new ministers to answer. The
job the government should be putting its mind to is
making sure that questions are answered in a timely
way so that at the end of the year, or at the end of the
parliamentary session, we do not end up with a great
big tome of unanswered questions on notice. It is very
important that the government get on top of this
forthwith.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I want
to respond to this take-note motion and add to the
comments of my colleague Mr Hall. The government
does take seriously its responsibilities in answering
questions. A number of questions have been answered
today, and I know more are likely to be answered this
week. I was hopeful that a number of these answers that
were put down today would have been put down last
week — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — You might just settle down,
Mr Lenders. The reality is that these questions will be
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answered, and the government does take it quite
seriously.
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her record. She tried to mislead the house by her failure
to properly account for the commonwealth’s role. But I
will return to the key point that is being made here.

Ms Hartland — When?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — There were some that were
answered today, and others will be answered over the
next few days.
Ms Hartland interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Ms Hartland, I did not hear
you complaining in the last Parliament in the same
way — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Acting President, we will
genuinely seek to get these questions answered as
quickly as possible. We will seek to respond — —
Mr Lenders — Like you did in March.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Mr Lenders, let me just say
something about your record. I want to put this on
record. This is edition no. 43 of unanswered questions
on notice from 31 October 2010. Let me just turn to the
second page here and start to look at a number of these.
Notice of question 946 was received on 19 September
2007 — more than three years earlier! This is
Mr Lenders’s record: 2007 — three years! Ms Broad
said the government in some way regarded this as an
acceptable standard. No, we do not regard it as an
acceptable standard.
Mr Lenders — Then why do you wait around?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Because it’s actually your
record — —
Mr Lenders — You’re the government.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — The crocodile tears that you
might cry now have to be judged by your record as
well, Mr Lenders. We do not aspire to reach your
record, and we will answer these questions — —
Mr Lenders — That’s why you’re asking
opposition members questions. You forgot you’re the
government.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — No, it was a legitimate point,
and it made a legitimate point. Picking up Mr Lenders’s
interjection, it is clear that Ms Mikakos did not succeed
in getting money from the commonwealth government,
and I make the point that her motion does not properly
reflect the fact that she sought money from the
commonwealth government and to redress this. That is

The point I want to make, in addition to what Mr Hall
has said, is that we accept absolutely the right and the
responsibility of members of this chamber to ask
questions and we accept it is the responsibility of
government ministers to answer those questions and do
so in a timely way. We will genuinely seek to answer
questions as swiftly as possible, and we will seek to
reach much better benchmarks than were achieved by
the last government. We will seek to respond.
I want to make some comments about Mr Barber’s
points. It is true that there were a number of questions
put on notice by Mr Barber ahead of the budget. Not all
of them were answered ahead of the budget, but it is
also true that that was over a relatively short period, and
I note that Gordon Rich-Phillips was actually very
reasonable in the way he responded to most of the
questions. He spent 3 hours and 52 minutes in
committee — —
Mr Barber — An hour of that was you guys taking
points of order, until you realised dinner was served.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I think, Mr Barber, that is
actually ungenerous and not fully accurate. Most of the
time was spent legitimately and sensibly responding to
questions — from you in some cases and in other cases
from Mr Lenders and a small number of other
members. Mr Rich-Phillips did that willingly, he did it
in good faith and he covered an enormous amount of
ground. I think anyone who looked dispassionately and
fairly at his contribution in this chamber in that long
budget committee would attest to the fact that he put in
and really sought to respond genuinely to the chamber.
I do not believe there has been an accountability
exercise on that scale in this chamber for a very long
time. The budget committees in previous years under
Mr Lenders were much shorter — —
Mr Lenders — You were never in here; you
wouldn’t know.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I was actually. I was indeed.
But my point is that nobody could reasonably argue
that Mr Rich-Phillips did not genuinely respond to
those questions and seek to do the very best he was able
to do. A number of those questions are indeed still on
notice, and they will be answered. I make a
commitment to the chamber that all of the questions on
notice will be answered. Equally I draw the comparison
with the previous government: there are well over
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1000 questions that were never answered under
Mr Lenders.
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answer to a question on notice Mr Davis’s explanation
has been ‘They are coming’ and ‘Look what was going
on in the 56th Parliament’.

Ms Hartland interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It is a serious point,
Ms Hartland. I do not think this is a good standard, and
we will not be held to that standard. We do think it is a
legitimate point to make, when Mr Lenders cries
crocodile tears, that that is actually his record. It is very
legitimate to make that point.
Ms Hartland interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Let me make the point here:
there was 947, my own question to Mr Lenders, on
19 September as well.
Mr Lenders — You could answer it now.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Indeed. Some of these might
even find their way onto the notice paper. There was
another question, 997, to the then Minister for Planning.
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I am going through some of
my questions here. I could go on. There was
Mr Dalla-Riva’s question 1196 to the Treasurer, notice
of which was received on 31 October 2007 — a famous
date in unanswered questions. It lasted until exactly the
three-year anniversary of this unanswered question
appearing on the notice paper — three years from the
date that Mr Dalla-Riva asked the question. From
31 October 2007 to 31 October 2010 — that is their
record. The crocodile tears from Mr Lenders I have to
say do not cut much mustard. But I have to say we will
do much better than those opposite ever did, and we are
doing much better than they ever did. We are answering
questions much quicker than his government ever did,
and we will do simply much better. We will hold
ourselves to a much higher standard, but I have to say
three years — more than three years — is their record.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I was not
particularly planning on joining this debate today until
Mr Davis got up and ranted and raved about a much
higher standard and proceeded to insult members from
the opposition and from the Greens about the audacity
they have in seeking answers to questions about
important matters that they have raised in this place, but
I will join the debate and respond to a couple of points
raised. Ms Hartland has spoken, so she is probably
unable to correct the record, but I certainly can recall
her making the occasional comment about this in the
last Parliament. On every occasion when I have sought
and when my colleagues have sought to follow up an

We are well past the six-month mark in this Parliament.
This is the 57th Parliament, and this is a government
that was elected on a platform of openness,
accountability and transparency — the type of
openness, accountability and transparency that I think
we all look forward to hearing about the
commencement date of — so I will cite but one
example of the 22 outstanding questions that I am still
waiting for answers to, and I might start at the top of
my pile. I know previous people have spoken about the
lack of responsiveness from the government, so I will
not labour the point through all 22 matters, but the one
that sits on the top of the pile is question on notice 146.
Notice was received on 3 March; today is 28 June. It is
not a particularly obscure subject that this question
seeks to elicit information on. This is a question to the
Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations for
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. It
relates to the commitments made by the government to
increase the number of sworn Victoria Police officers in
Ballarat, and it asks:
… has the minister instructed Victoria Police or the
department to station additional police in Ballarat.

The question also seeks to find out the planned number
of additional full-time equivalent police to be provided
to the Ballarat police service area in 2011, 2012, 2013
and 2014. The Liberal Party candidates in Ballarat had
enormous corflutes everywhere — big signs
everywhere you went. When we open our letterboxes
there is the Liberal Party message about more police.
As my colleagues from Western Victoria Region and
indeed other members may recall, this was a big issue
in Ballarat in the lead-up to the election campaign —
specifically the question of police numbers in
Ballarat — so it is not some obscure thing that I
imagine is going to cause the government a whole lot of
difficulty to find an answer to. It is a straightforward
question about how and when a key election
commitment is going to be delivered, and this is
something that I think is important.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I draw Ms Pulford’s attention to the fact that we
are looking for explanations from the minister in
relation to time responses. It is not an opportunity to
create an open debate on different subjects. The
interjections also have been particularly unhelpful,
bearing in mind we are nearly 2 hours into proceedings
and we are only up to agenda item 3. I am not
suggesting we stop the progress of democracy, but it is
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going to be a long night, so I ask Ms Pulford to keep
within the boundaries of seeking explanations in
relation to questions to the minister.
Ms PULFORD — Thank you for your guidance on
that matter. I had perhaps begun to stray a little into the
substantive nature of the question, but this is but one
example. I have 21 other matters that I am seeking an
answer to, and these have been very slow in coming. I
certainly would like an answer to this question and at
the very least an answer to the question about why I am
not getting an answer to this question. I think
opposition members, and I am sure members of the
Greens as well, are entirely entitled — indeed, as
Mr Davis said — to have answers to their questions.
Mr Davis said that the government accepts the right and
responsibility that is implicit in this process and that
answers would come as swiftly as possible, but the
answer to this question and the answers to many others
have not been very swift at all, and I would certainly
support this motion.
Motion agreed to.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I have received a letter from the Minister for
Health requesting that arrangements be made for a joint
sitting for the purpose of appointing three members to
serve on the Victorian Health Promotion Foundation
for a three-year term following the expiry of the terms
of Ms Kirstie Marshall, Mr Richard Dalla-Riva and
Mr Hugh Delahunty.
I have also received the following message from the
Assembly:
The Legislative Assembly has agreed to the following
resolution:
That this house meets the Legislative Council for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to elect three
members of the Parliament to the Victorian Health
Promotion Foundation and proposes that the time and
place of such meeting be the Legislative Assembly
chamber on Wednesday, 29 June 2011, at 6.15 p.m.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — By
leave, I move:
That the Council meet the Legislative Assembly for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to elect three members
for appointment to the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation and, as proposed by the Assembly, the place and
time of such meeting be the Legislative Assembly chamber
on Wednesday, 29 June 2011, at 6.15 p.m.
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Motion agreed to.
Ordered that message be sent to Assembly
acquainting them with resolution.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Kindergartens: funding
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council:
1.

Victoria’s current baby boom and the COAG agreement
to increase kinder hours for all four-year-olds from 10 to
15 hours will mean that many more kinder places will be
required; and

2.

the Baillieu government’s commitment of only
$15 million over four years will be unable to provide the
necessary expansion of kinder facilities.

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
of Victoria urgently calls on the Baillieu government to
address this funding shortfall and significantly increase the
level of funding available to expand Victoria’s kindergartens.

By Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan)
(55 signatures).
Laid on table.

Children: Take a Break program
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council that funding for the
Take a Break occasional child-care program, which is
provided at more than 220 neighbourhood houses and
community centres across Victoria, will cease after
31 December 2011.
The Take a Break occasional child-care program allows
parents and guardians to participate in activities including
employment, study, recreational classes and voluntary
community activities while their children socialise and
interact with other children in an early learning environment.
Full funding for the program was provided by the previous
state Labor government, but will not be continued by the
Baillieu government beyond December 2011.
The cut to funding will mean that families across Victoria will
be unable to access affordable, community-based occasional
child care to undertake tasks that benefit the family and allow
them to take a break.
The petitioners therefore request that the Baillieu government
reinstate funding for the Take a Break occasional child-care
program.
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By Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan)
(160 signatures) and Mr LEANE (Eastern
Metropolitan) (47 signatures).
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Wellington Planning Scheme — Amendment
C50 Part 1.
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme — Amendments C80
and C90 Part 3.

Laid on table.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE

Corporations (Ancillary Provisions) Act 2001 —
No. 34.
Dangerous Goods Act 1985 — No. 37.

Alert Digest No. 7
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) presented
Alert Digest No. 7 of 2011, including appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS

Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 — No. 36.
Transfer of Land Act 1958 — No. 35.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under
section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 34, 36 and 37.
Victorian Electoral Commission — Report on the
Broadmeadows District by-election held on 19 February
2011.

A proclamation of the Governor in Council fixing an
operative date in respect of the following act:

Laid on table by Clerk:
Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986 — Minister’s
certificate of 20 June 2011 pursuant to section 7(4) of the Act.
Melbourne City Link Act 1995 —

Victoria Law Foundation Amendment Act 2011 — 23 June
2011 (Gazette No. S193, 21 June 2011).

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

City Link and Extension Projects Integration and
Facilitation Agreement Nineteenth Amending Deed,
14 June 2011, pursuant to section 15B(5) of the Act.

The Clerk — I have received a letter dated 27 June
from the Minister for Public Transport.

Exhibition Street Extension Thirteenth Amending Deed,
14 June 2011, pursuant to section 15D(6) of the Act.

Letter at page 2193.

Melbourne City Link Twenty-ninth Amending Deed,
14 June 2011, pursuant to section 15(2) of the Act.
National Parks Act 1975 — Reports in relation to the
Barmah, Gunbower, Lower Goulburn and Warby-Ovens
national parks, together with an independent assessment of
the reports pursuant to section 17(2A) of the Act.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes:
Banyule Planning Scheme — Amendment C59.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
General business
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — By
leave, I move:
That:
(1) precedence be given to the following general business
on Wednesday, 29 June 2011:

Campaspe Planning Scheme — Amendment C76.
Greater Dandenong Planning Scheme — Amendment
C134.
Hume Planning Scheme — Amendment C152.
Mildura Planning Scheme — Amendment C47.
Monash Planning Scheme — Amendment C96.
Port Phillip Planning Scheme — Amendment C62.
Stonnington Planning Scheme — Amendment C112.
Warrnambool Planning Scheme — Amendment C61
Part 2.

(a) notice of motion 129, standing in the name of
Mr Viney, relating to the development of a work
plan by the Legal and Social Issues Legislation
Committee;
(b) the notice of motion given this day by
Ms Pennicuik relating to the establishment of an
independent commissioner to regulate and oversee
senior public appointments by ministers;
(c) notice of motion 119, standing in the name of
Ms Mikakos, relating to the Take a Break
occasional child-care program;
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(d) notice of motion 89, standing in the name of
Mr Barber, relating to train timetables;
(e) order of the day 4, consideration of the Altona loop
train services petition;
(f)

order of the day 7, consideration of the letter from
the Minister for Roads and Minister for Public
Transport and related documents relating to the
metropolitan train timetable;

(g) the notice of motion given this day by Mr Pakula
relating to government secrecy;
(h) notice of motion 85, standing in the name of
Mr Barber, relating to a review of the Members of
Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978; and
(i)

notice of motion 48, standing in the name of
Ms Pennicuik, relating to a statutory body to
conduct inquiries into custodial facilities; and

(2) this house authorises the President to permit item 1(d) to
be moved and debated concurrently with items 1(e) and
(f) listed above.
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seekers arriving by boat are in fear of their lives or
facing persecution, 41 per cent think that asylum
seekers arriving by boat come for a better life, 27 per
cent favour turning back the boats, 37 per cent favour
only giving asylum seekers temporary residence and
19 per cent think asylum seekers should have the right
to apply for permanent residency.
Obviously a lot of work needs to be done to turn around
some of these deeply worrying perceptions, and while I
suspect that most Refugee Week events were attended
by those who already have a good understanding of the
issues, we need to put more energy into events that
enable citizens to talk directly to refugees. The 80 or so
people who attended the Casey Refugee Week panel
discussion were impressed with the young people who
came to this country against the odds from Afghanistan,
Sierra Leone, Burundi and Sudan and who are now still
struggling but positively and enthusiastically making
their way.

Freedom of speech: protection

Motion agreed to.

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE AMENDMENT
BILL 2011
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister
for Housing) on motion of Hon. R. A. Dalla-Riva.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Refugee Week
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Last week
was Refugee Week, and along with around 80 citizens
of the city of Casey I attended a Refugee Week panel
discussion at the municipal centre.
The Refugee Council of Australia reminds us that 2011
is the 60th anniversary of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees Refugee Convention, the
30th anniversary of the Refugee Council of Australia
and the 25th anniversary of Refugee Week itself.
Around Australia 200 events were held and, if the
Casey discussion panel was anything to go by, a strong
message was communicated to the Australian public on
this important matter.
Research conducted by Professor Andrew Markus
through the Scanlon Foundation has found that only
30 per cent of Australians understand that asylum

Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — On
Monday of last week I attended a function in support of
Andrew Bolt as a consequence of the extraordinary
legal action directed at him and in the interest of
freedom of speech generally.
It was an event that attracted well over 500 people, who
came to hear several speakers argue the importance of
free speech in Australia — a message that was
reinforced by the fact that the speakers came from a
range of different political perspectives, including
Dr David Kemp, Paul Howes, Michael Kroger and
Professor Jim Allan — and to watch a highly amusing
video message from internationally acclaimed author
and columnist Mark Steyn.
Even though the event was a success you would have to
ask why such an event would ever be necessary in a
robust democracy. Clearly it is a sad reflection on our
current legislative and legal framework when over
500 people feel compelled to show their support of
freedom of speech in this country because they realise it
is under attack.
In fact a plethora of legislation enacted by federal and
state parliaments and its interpretation by the courts
threaten to stifle genuine debate. When the so-called
‘rights’ of designated identity groups are enshrined by
legislation and include that of ‘not being offended’, we
are well down the track of a society with a distinctly
Orwellian overtone, as was highlighted by Mark Steyn,
with freedom of expression the prime casualty.
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Such an environment is, by any definition, incompatible
with the fundamental concepts of true democracy —
the lifeblood of which, we were reminded last Monday,
is freedom of speech, and the protection of which
should be a prime responsibility of this and every other
parliament in this country.

Refugee Week
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — On
Monday, 20 June, I attended the launch of Refugee
Week 2011. Refugee Week is Australia’s peak national
activity to inform the public about refugees and
celebrate positive contributions made by refugees to
Australian society.
In Victoria there are 57 events occurring as part of
Refugee Week. This is a reflection of the great
community support for refugees in our state and across
Australia. At the launch we heard from Majak Daw, a
North Melbourne AFL football player, who is Sudanese
and who waited many years to come to Australia.
Najeeba Wazefadost, an Afghan refugee, spoke and
reminded us why people like her parents had to make
the heartbreaking choice to leave their home country on
a rickety boat to seek a better life for their daughters
away from the Taliban and, as she described it, a life of
darkness for women.
Carina Hoang also spoke. Carina was one of hundreds
of thousands who escaped the aftermath of the Vietnam
War by boat and who, under the Fraser government,
was not put into soul-destroying detention. She is the
author of the new book Boat People. John Gibson,
president of the Refugee Council of Australia, spoke on
behalf of many Australians who want to see refugees
treated with compassion. We must also remember that
unless we are indigenous, we or our ancestors have
come to Australia as displaced persons, refugees,
asylum seekers or migrants.

Refugee Week
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
rise to speak about some Refugee Week activities
which took place in South Eastern Metropolitan Region
last week. Refugee Week provides an opportunity for
all to recognise the valuable contribution refugees have
made and will continue to make to Australian society.
OnSide Victoria, in partnership with key alliance
partners, held connecting youth services forums as part
of the week-long celebrations. These forums were held
in the cities of Greater Dandenong and Frankston and
included presentations from youth service provider
agencies about successful programs being delivered by
these and other service providers to new young arrivals.
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The City of Greater Dandenong hosted a music event
featuring cultural performances and other activities at
the Dandenong market. Also in Dandenong, Women’s
Health in the South East hosted a movie marathon
featuring refugee stories, followed by a discussion. The
City of Casey hosted ENVELOP, a half-day creative
consultation workshop for women from diverse
cultures and generations. The purpose of these activities
is to engage participants in discussion about the
importance of creative participation as a tool for
connecting people and learning from one another.

Parliamentary Friends of Multiculturalism
Mr TARLAMIS — I had the pleasure of attending
the Victorian launch of the federal Parliamentary
Friends of Multiculturalism on Friday night along with
a number of federal and state colleagues, including
Ms Mikakos. This was a well-attended bipartisan event
organised by the federal member for Calwell, Maria
Vamvakinou, and the federal member for McMillan,
Russell Broadbent. Guest speakers included SBS
chairman Joseph Skrzynski, AO, and Professor Petro
Georgiou. There were also moving performances and
presentations by Ilim College, Lowanna College and
Alphington Grammar School. Events like this help
promote the benefits of multiculturalism, and I was glad
to be part of this event.

Albert Park College: facilities
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — On
17 June I had the great honour of visiting the newly
reopened and completed Albert Park College. It is a
testament to modern schooling and shows a whole new
approach to the learning environment, how students are
regarded and the respect with which students are
treated. The school, under the guidance of the principal,
Steve Cook, has done some amazing work. The
sensitivity shown in the landscaping and architecture is
reflected in the policies, school uniforms and the
development of the school. For example, each child has
an iPad and their iPad work can be displayed on huge
screens in what is very much an ICT framework, and
that is to be encouraged.
The school council president, Dominic Grounds, has
done an excellent job of including the entire school
community and the community of Albert Park during
the improvements. It is an excellent school and will set
the benchmark for some time to come. It is a truly
urban school with fabulous facilities and terrific
opportunities. Whilst I was there I saw a whole range of
young master chefs in training, working in the kitchen
area, and other students doing woodwork and art. The
school also intends to have an environment and climate
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facility which will also be first rate. We have in this
house an alumni of the Albert Park secondary college in
Inga Peulich, who is highly regarded.

Manufacturing: Victorian Competition and
Efficiency Commission report
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — In the last
few days the government has presented a draft report
entitled Victorian Manufacturing — Meeting the
Challenges, a Victorian Competition and Efficiency
Commission inquiry into a more competitive Victorian
manufacturing industry. Manufacturing is an incredibly
important part of the Victorian economy, providing
employment to some 10.9 per cent of the Victorian
workforce. There are many things I could say about this
report, but in the short amount of time available I refer
to the significant changes to the Victorian industry
participation policy (VIPP) that are flagged by this draft
report.
I refer briefly to the 2010 VIPP annual report, which
shows that the VIPP helped create more than 2300 jobs
in 1499 contracts worth $2.8 billion in a huge year for
the VIPP. The VIPP also played an important role in
attracting and retaining apprentices and trainees. Some
434 new apprenticeships and traineeships were created,
and 700 existing apprentice trainees were retained. The
VIPP has also provided supportive employment
opportunities through the Bendigo hospital, through the
Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre Project at
Parkville and through rail infrastructure procurement at
both Bombardier in Dandenong and Alstom in Ballarat,
which are all very important and worthwhile things.

Bob Henderson
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including grand pianos, to help students with their
musical studies. The extent of Mr Henderson’s
generosity is widespread. He gives significant financial
contributions to Hamilton History Centre, Hamilton
Base Hospital, the Royal Flying Doctor Service and the
Hamilton and Alexandra College. He is also generous
in his commitment to the Hamilton and district
community, giving help to families in temporary crisis.
For his continued commitment to service in the
Hamilton community Mr Henderson is indeed a most
worthy recipient of the Medal of the Order of Australia,
and I wish him well in the future as he continues to give
his ongoing support in so many different ways in the
Hamilton community.

Melbourne Brain Centre: opening
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — On
Friday, 24 June, I attended, along with state and federal
parliamentary colleagues, the official launch of the new
Melbourne Brain Centre in Heidelberg. The
$225 million cost of this world-class project was shared
by the previous state Labor government, which
contributed $53 million, and the federal Labor
government in collaboration with Melbourne
University. The Austin Hospital, together with
Melbourne University’s Parkville campus, can be very
proud of this new facility.
I am extremely impressed by the Florey Neuroscience
Institutes (FNI), which is the largest brain research
group in the Southern Hemisphere. The complex
houses more than 500 research and support staff on two
campuses. FNI scientists are searching for cures to
life-threatening brain disorders that affect 3 million
Australians.

Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — I am delighted to
congratulate Hamilton resident Bob Henderson on
being awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia in the
2011 Queen’s Birthday honours list. Mr Henderson was
awarded this medal in recognition of his extensive
service to the Hamilton community over many years.
Mr Henderson, who is now 90 years of age, is well
known in the Hamilton community for his generous
philanthropy and significant contribution to music and
particularly for encouraging young people to learn and
play. A talented musician, Mr Henderson began playing
the violin as a 10-year-old boy and has continued to
entertain audiences with his participation in the
Hamilton Symphony Orchestra, the Good Shepherd
Lutheran College band and various dance bands.

Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I raise for the
attention of the house the matter of the Melbourne
Wholesale Fish Market relocation. I want to respond to
comments made by the Leader of the Opposition,
Mr Lenders, on the adjournment debate on Tuesday of
the last sitting week — one sitting week and two
calendar weeks ago. I advise Mr Lenders and the house
that moving like the speed of light the Baillieu
government did in fact intervene to ensure that there
will be no disruption to the seafood supply chain as a
result of Melbourne City Council’s action to close the
Melbourne Wholesale Fish Market.

Mr Henderson has used his musical talent to fundraise
for many different charities and has presented local
schools with a wide range of musical instruments,

The fact is that the Victorian government needs to be
congratulated on its intervention to ensure that
fishermen, wholesalers and consumers will be in a

Melbourne Wholesale Fish Market: relocation
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position to continue to have their expectations met by
the wholesale market, because trading will continue
under the auspice of the Melbourne Seafood Centre,
which will be operating under a licence from VicTrack,
which is bringing forward its acquisition of the site
from Melbourne City Council, and that will therefore
enable trading to continue uninterrupted. This contrasts
with the neglect over the last 11 years by the Labor
government, the members of which chose not to take
any interest in the operations of the wholesale market;
in fact that government refused on four — or was it
five? — occasions to intervene at the request of the
industry to assist in relocation.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Time!

Leaders for Geelong: research presentations
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — Last Thursday
I had the pleasure of attending the 2009–11 Leaders for
Geelong team research project breakfast in Geelong.
The event showcased five presentations of research
projects conducted over the past two years by some of
Geelong’s leaders, including projects on school
bullying in Geelong, which dealt with the trends in
Geelong and successful practices in curbing bullying;
ReadOn, which focuses on improving literacy skills for
Geelong’s youth by collecting and distributing
children’s books amongst disadvantaged youth in
Geelong; peoplemap, a strategic process to generate a
positive community-led vision by eliciting, analysing
and broadcasting the community voice; Tomorrow’s
Geelong Today, outlining the best possible practice for
conducting community forums and engaging
communities in important issues; and the Youth At
Risk — AME High program, which developed a model
for the optimum delivery of youth leadership programs
in the Geelong region for children at risk.
I have attended a number of these presentations, and I
was pleased this year to see a particular focus on
community and community-based organisations. I
congratulate Jean Paul as well as the participants in the
projects for their excellent presentations and ongoing
support for the wider Geelong community through this
program. I am sure that their project experiences have
provided them with lifelong friendships and working
networks that will provide Geelong with ongoing
leadership into the future.
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Victorian Farmers Federation: annual
conference
Ms TIERNEY — I also congratulate the Victorian
Farmers Federation on a very successful conference
that was held last Thursday and Friday — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Time!

Kaele Way
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) —
I have the sad responsibility in many ways of
commenting on Kaele Way, AM, who is currently
gravely ill in the Epworth Eastern hospital in Box Hill.
Mrs Way is known to many members in this chamber,
and my association with her goes back close on
25 years. She has been a dynamic community
representative in the Whitehorse area and indeed has
gone on to many things at a national level in terms of
serving as a representative on local government and
mentoring, encouraging and motivating women to stand
for public office and to seek out executive
appointments within the local government sector in
particular but other government sectors as well.
In 1997 Mrs Way was elected to Whitehorse City
Council and spent six years there. In 2004 she was
elected national president of the Australian Local
Government Women’s Association and held that role
until 2009. She is highly regarded by members of
Parliament and people across the political spectrum for
her work and particularly for her very strong advocacy
of local government. She was awarded Australia Day
honours in 2009 on the Queen’s Birthday, and up until
very recently she has been deputy chair of the eastern
metropolitan region of Regional Development
Australia. Mrs Way is also a justice of the peace and
has also been involved in a historical society and many
other local organisations, including the Liberal Party.
She has made a remarkable contribution in our
community, and I commend her for it today. Usually
we stand up and give a eulogy for such people, but
Kaele Way is still with us, and it is a great pleasure to
extend some words of support, encouragement and
congratulations to her on a significant contribution to
the community and also to say that her husband, Alan,
and children, Diane and Damien, ought to be very
proud of that contribution as indeed the community is.

Berry Street: First Steps parenting program
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — On
22 June I was pleased to attend the launch of the Berry
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Street First Steps parenting resource for young parents.
This program is another addition to the wide range of
programs on offer for children, young people and
families at Berry Street. The First Steps parenting
resource supports parents through their journey of
understanding the important first steps of a child’s life.
The event showcased the centre’s early work with the
Sudanese local community. Play and learn sheets have
been produced in both English and Arabic to promote
nurturing relationships. I congratulate Berry Street’s
CEO, Sandie de Wolf, and all the staff at the centre,
who aim to ensure that all children grow up in a safe
and supportive environment.

Pallaconian Brotherhood of Melbourne and
Victoria: 50th anniversary
Ms MIKAKOS — On 25 June I had the honour of
attending the 50th anniversary of the Pallaconian
Brotherhood of Melbourne and Victoria, Leonidas, at
its Brunswick building, together with many other
members of Parliament. I congratulate the president,
Mr Paikopoulos, and committee members on
organising this event to mark the significant milestone.
I also congratulate past presidents and committee
members who volunteered their time and energy over
the last 50 years.
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success that another series has been scheduled for
September. The program provides an opportunity for
carers to get together, share their experiences and learn
how to play the ukelele. I am told that participants were
surprised at how easy playing the instrument is and
how good it feels after a session of singing and playing.
Congratulations to all on the success of the program.

John Crawford
Ms DARVENIZA — On another matter, I
congratulate a local Shepparton painter, Mr John
Crawford of John Crawford Master Painters and
Decorators, on winning the Master Painters Association
of Victoria’s annual award for EnviroPainter of the
Year for Victoria. Mr Crawford was up against some
stiff competition from right across Victoria. This award
recognises and acknowledges his contribution to
environmentally sustainable painting practices.
Mr Crawford is a registered EnviroPainter with the
skills and knowledge to ensure that environmental
practices and measures are used for sustainable
painting. Congratulations to Mr Crawford.

ROAD SAFETY AMENDMENT (HOON
DRIVING AND OTHER MATTERS)
BILL 2011

Parliamentary Friends of Multiculturalism
Second reading
Ms MIKAKOS — On 24 June I attended the launch
of the Victorian branch of the Parliamentary Friends of
Multiculturalism group, together with many other
members of Parliament, including you, Acting
President. The launch was held at Alphington Grammar
School and was organised by federal MPs Maria
Vamvakinou and Russell Broadbent. It was a reminder
that as Victorians we have every reason to be proud of
our state’s cultural and religious diversity. It was a
wonderful event that highlighted the value of
multiculturalism to Australian society. The speakers
were very insightful, but the highlight of the evening
was the young school students who showcased the
wealth of talent of our future generations. I congratulate
everyone involved.

Ukelele for Carers
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I
congratulate Northeast Health Wangaratta, the Ovens
and King Community Health Service and Villa Maria
on the success of their innovative program which
encourages individuals caring for people who are
suffering from dementia and from advanced chronic
illness to get together for singalongs while playing the
ukelele. The program has been such a phenomenal

Debate resumed from 16 June; motion of
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning).
Hon. M. P. PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — It
gives me pleasure to rise and indicate that the
government will not be opposing this bill — —
Mr O’Donohue — The government’s supporting
the bill, actually!
Hon. M. P. PAKULA — I thank Mr O’Donohue;
the opposition will not be opposing the bill. I think my
confusion was the result of the Leader of the
Government referring to me as ‘minister’ earlier today.
If he stops doing that, I will stop referring to our side as
‘the government’. Mr O’Donohue is correct: the
government will be supporting the bill and the
opposition will not be opposing it.
As members of the house and certainly those who were
here in the last Parliament would be aware, hoon
driving legislation has been the subject of some
considerable debate in this place in the past, particularly
in regard to the amendments to the Road Safety Act
1986 that were carried by the Parliament last year
through the Road Safety Amendment (Hoon Driving)
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Act 2010. There was a significant debate around the
move to 14-day impoundment and the then
opposition’s attempt to increase that to 30 days. As is
now well recorded, the position of the then opposition
that was taken to the election now finds expression in
the bill before us today.
The reason the opposition will not be opposing the bill
is that it builds on a proud framework that the
Parliament has supported over a period of decades to
reduce road deaths and serious injury. It extends the
hoon driving framework that the Labor government
introduced in 2005, which covered a range of hoon
driving related offences. A number of elements were
included in that legislation, including the improper use
of a motor vehicle where the driver intentionally causes
one or more tyres to lose traction; excessive speed,
particularly where the speed limit has been exceeded by
45 kilometres an hour or more; and a range of other
offences, including repeat incidents of driving whilst
disqualified, dangerous driving, failing to have proper
control of a vehicle, causing a vehicle to make
excessive noise or smoke, and careless driving. All
those elements helped make up the previous hoon
driving framework.
It was important that that legislation was introduced,
because hoon driving had become quite a serious
concern to the Victorian community. As has been
vented in the other place, crash studies carried out by
Victoria Police showed that hoon driving was involved
in 41 serious crashes in a period of less than two years
over 2003 and 2004, contributing to some 28 deaths.
The Bracks government felt that it needed to introduce
measures that were targeted specifically at hoon
driving. A range of provisions was introduced at the
time. A number of years later the Road Safety
Amendment (Hoon Driving) Act 2010 further
enhanced the hoon driving framework. As members
would be aware, the original legislation contained a
48-hour impoundment provision. As I recall, there was
a significant debate between me, Mr Koch and other
members of this place that ultimately led to a 14-day
impoundment for a first offence and a 45-day
impoundment for a second offence, but the then
opposition supported an initial 30-day impoundment,
and that found expression in its election policy and
ultimately in this bill.
As I recall, the Greens supported a 30-day
impoundment. I hope I am not verballing Mr Barber,
but I recall his contribution to the debate. He lamented
the hoons that were causing him some sleep deprivation
in Brunswick. It was a memorable debate for that, if
nothing else.
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Mrs Peulich — They want to impound all vehicles.
Hon. M. P. PAKULA — Mrs Peulich said they
want to impound all vehicles. I would not normally take
up one of Mrs Peulich’s interjections, but I think that is
a worthy interjection and one that should be recorded in
Hansard. It is accurate, as government members will no
doubt indicate, to say that at the time of the debate the
then opposition had a policy of increasing that
impoundment period to 30 days. The position was not
supported by the then government, but we acknowledge
that it was the policy that the coalition took to the last
election.
Without in any way undermining the fact that the
opposition is not opposing the bill, I point out that it is
important to be consistent in your messaging about
dangerous driving. Over the last couple of years of our
term in government we were very concerned about
some of the implicit messaging that was coming from
the coalition. I note that that seems to have stopped now
that it is in government. It was messaging around
whether or not it is okay to run a red light and whether
or not speed cameras are really there to save lives.
Some of the commentary that emerged from the
Liberals and The Nationals in the 56th Parliament
included, for instance, the suggestion that we could
relax the rules about running a red light for drivers with
a good record. That would have been a shocking public
policy outcome and one I hope they do not pursue now
that they are in government, because there is scarcely a
more dangerous thing you can do than run a red light.
In most circumstances I would suspect that running a
red light would lead to a collision or a very near miss.
That is one of the examples I use when I say it is
important to be consistent in messaging. It is also
important that, for example, the position that the
coalition took in the last term, where it was prepared to
dispute whether road safety cameras were indeed about
road safety, does not find its way into its policy
positioning now that it is in government with a majority
in both houses. I put that on the record to make the
point that if a government is going to take important
action about improving safety on our roads, it is
incumbent on the government to ensure that it is also
consistent in terms of the signals it sends out to the
community that it is not okay to speed, that it is not
okay to run a red light and that the government will
continue to support road safety measures, whether they
be speed cameras, red light cameras or maintaining an
aggressive regime in ensuring that people are brought
to account for breaching laws in those regards now that
the coalition is the government.
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It is important to go very briefly through the main parts
of the bill. As I indicated, it provides for the immediate
impoundment of a vehicle for 30 days for a first
offence. The 2010 amendment act would have
increased the impoundment from 48 hours to 14 days
from this Friday, and this bill will supplant that 14-day
impoundment period with a 30-day impoundment
period. It is also worth nothing that this bill will also
extend the period of time for which someone’s previous
record is relevant. At the moment, if you are charged
with an offence under the hoon driving legislation, the
previous three years effectively make up your relevant
record for the purposes of the act, and this bill extends
that period to six years.

still nowhere to be seen. We are days away from the
end of the financial year, and the Arrive Alive strategy
in conjunction with a whole range of other initiatives
that have been put in place by governments, both Labor
and conservative, over the last 40 years — whether they
have been seatbelt laws, drink-driving laws,
drug-driving laws, booze buses or the extremely
effective Transport Accident Commission (TAC)
advertisement campaigns that ran over a period of
many years and across administrations — have all
contributed to bringing the road toll down from
over 1000 to under 300 over that period of 40 years. It
is equally true to say that over the last few years Arrive
Alive has been a very important component of that.

This bill also brings in a change with regard to the
offence of overloading. As members would be aware,
there are already offences on the book with regard to
overloading, but the effect of this bill is to tie the hoon
driving legislation and the overloading provisions
together. In the opposition’s view that is an appropriate
thing for this bill to do.

We are extremely concerned about not only the absence
of any commentary from the government about
whether Arrive Alive is going to be renewed and, if so,
when that will happen — we should have heard
something by now — but also the refusal of the new
government to fund the road safety experience centre
that the previous government indicated prior to the last
election it was going to support. As we have previously
indicated in this place, we believe the road safety
experience centre was perfectly able to have been
funded out of the TAC surplus. We believe it was an
extremely important initiative that would have provided
young people with a learning environment that would
have been of interest to them. It was to be a
state-of-the-art, interactive educational environment
which would have gone a long way towards
encouraging young people to follow best practice on
our roads and educating them about the dangers of all
kinds of careless driving, and driving that in some cases
goes well beyond careless.

There is a range of other less consequential changes
that are brought about as a result of this bill. It is
nevertheless worth pointing out — and I know this was
raised by my colleague Mr Merlino in the other
place — that the inevitable consequence of increasing
the period of time for which Victoria Police has a
responsibility to impound a vehicle is that there will be
additional costs associated with that. It would be useful
to the debate in this place if either the lead government
speaker or any government speaker was in a position to
outline whether the government has an estimate of what
that increased cost would be and give an indication of
how it would be funded, because there is no doubt that
there would be an element of increased cost in police
having to hold vehicles for a longer period of time. It is
also worth pointing out that the elements of the bill
which now bring the hoon driving framework into
application for the holders of interstate and overseas
licences in regard to drug driving are also appropriate,
and the opposition welcomes those elements.
The opposition is pleased that the hoon driving
framework which was implemented by the Bracks and
Brumby governments over the last decade is being built
upon and enhanced by this legislation. Having said all
that, and in the interests of neither Mr O’Donohue nor
anybody else believing I am being too effusive in my
comments, it is appropriate to point out that having a
hoon driving framework cannot substitute for measures
to prevent young drivers from developing bad driving
habits or becoming hoons in the first place. We are very
concerned by the fact that the Arrive Alive strategy,
which was due to be released in December last year, is

Hoon driving laws are important. They have played an
important role over the last six years, but they are only
one part of a more integrated and holistic road safety
strategy. In the last few years hoon driving laws have
been combined with not only Arrive Alive and the
TAC’s campaigns but also changes to drink-driving
laws, drug-driving laws, speed laws and the increased
use of cameras. All of those things have combined to
radically bring down the road toll over a period of
years.
I recall a debate in this place sometime over the last
term when Mrs Peulich suggested — and I imagine her
comment was somewhat tongue in cheek — that we
had the drought to thank for the reduction in the road
toll.
Mrs Peulich — No, I said it was a factor.
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Hon. M. P. PAKULA — At least in part.
Mrs Peulich indicated that she said at the time that it
was a factor. I prefer to think that the consistent road
toll reduction that we have seen over the last 40 years
has in fact been a product of the bipartisan approach
that all parties in the Parliament have taken in
supporting tougher drink-driving laws, seatbelt laws,
drug-driving laws, speed laws, the TAC’s campaigns
and hoon driving laws. Most recently Arrive Alive has
played a very important part in all of that.
In indicating that the opposition will not be opposing
this bill, let me again put on record our fervent hope
that the government will release a new Arrive Alive
strategy with the utmost urgency and will also
reconsider its decision not to support the road safety
experience centre, because in terms of changing
attitudes and changing the habits of young drivers
everything that the various offices and departments of
the government do collectively will have a far greater
impact than the hoon driving laws by themselves.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Greens will support this bill, but nobody is pretending
that this is some sort of revolutionary point in the
history of our road safety policies. The toll of injuries
and deaths from motor vehicles, including the toll for
drivers, pedestrians, passengers and cyclists, is a
modern epidemic. While certainly the situation has
improved dramatically over recent decades — it was
once an embarrassment to a modern society — it is
nevertheless still a major problem by the standards of
those other things out there that influence our wellbeing
and longevity.
We have here a number of small changes to the hoon
driving laws, which were implemented to target
specific types of hoon behaviour — burnouts and
driving in certain ways at certain times — but the
definition has been widened for the first time. We now
have a provision that determines that a driver of a car in
which the number of passengers exceeds the number of
seats is said to be hoon driving. Therefore those who
overload their cars with passengers are now subject to
the penalties applicable to hoon driving — that is, they
risk their car being impounded, immobilised or
forfeited to the state.
The Greens take the issue of road safety extremely
seriously. We believe that it is not a part of a person’s
human rights to drive or operate a motor vehicle, rather
it is a privilege, and the standards that must be met in
order to do that need to be quite high and need to
continue rising if we are going to have a further steady
trajectory downwards in the numbers of deaths and
injuries we see on our roads. This is in the context of a
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number of factors, including the ageing population and
the baby boom. I refer to the young kids out there —
once they become independent they immediately start
falling into the category of passenger injuries. I also
refer to the urbanisation of our society and the
densification that has been occurring around certain
areas of our cities. That requires not only increased
attention to enforcing speeds and other factors but also,
in our view, a lowering of speeds.
While legislation such as the bill we are dealing with
today has an educative and deterrent effect, the fact is
that even this approach and the campaigns that are run
through the TAC (Transport Accident Commission) do
not seem to be having the effect that we would like
them to have. In the last six months we have learnt that
both the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
and the CEO of the TAC have received speeding fines
for driving a number of kilometres per hour over the
speed limit in 50-kilometre-per-hour zones. Of course,
being 50-kilometre-per-hour zones, those offences
would have occurred in closely settled urban areas.
From information I have been able to garner I know
that 50-kilometre-per-hour zones are often not
respected and that speed limit is often exceeded by a
significant amount.
We have seen measures to introduce
40-kilometre-per-hour zones in areas where there are
particularly vulnerable groups of pedestrians, either
busy shopping strips or school zones, and according to
a question I asked Mr Rich-Phillips last week, we are
not able to get any information about how those speed
limits are being complied with. We do know — and
members can look this up for themselves in the
VicRoads statistics — that nobody has died in a
40-kilometre-per-hour zone since those zones were
introduced. That is very positive. We know in fact that
the difference between 40 and 50 kilometres per hour as
a travelling speed at which you might be hit as a
pedestrian is literally the difference between life and
death. If a car is travelling at 40 kilometres per hour, it
may stop; the driver may see you and hit you at 30 or
35 kilometres per hour, in which case you would
probably live. However, if the car is travelling over at
50 kilometres per hour, it might hit you at that speed
and you will have a very good chance of dying. At any
speed above that it is very close to a certainty that you
would die.
We are now at the point where the majority of traffic in
city areas is under a control of 50 kilometres per hour
but people are often driving 4 or 5 kilometres per hour
above that, and really they should be driving 4 or
5 kilometres below that. In fact we should be expanding
some of those 40-kilometre-per-hour zones from
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shopping strips and the network of roads around
schools to make them broader 40-kilometre-per-hour
zones that cross entire municipalities except where
otherwise signed — where by exception some local
road is given a higher speed limit. Without those sorts
of broadscale measures we will not get broadscale
reductions. Measures such as those in this bill may have
some demonstrative, educative and deterrent effect, but
these small tweaks we are making through this
legislation today will not do the job.
It is good to see that interstate drink drivers are now
being brought in under this regime. We approached the
office of the Minister for Public Transport, Mr Mulder,
and did not get a response on this, but our
understanding, given the mechanics of this bill, is that it
has been the case forever that people have been able to
get around our laws by obtaining an interstate driver’s
licence and going back to driving on Victorian roads. I
find it truly remarkable that we are only today
correcting that matter.
Mr O’Donohue interjected.
Mr BARBER — A little voice in my left ear says,
‘It took a Liberal government’. No doubt it has been the
place — —
Mr O’Brien interjected.
Mr BARBER — Another little voice in my left ear
says, ‘Actually it’s a coalition government’. Let us just
call it a conservative government. That is what it is.
Hon. D. M. Davis interjected.
Mr BARBER — Another little voice in my ear
now — I have managed to tease out at least three
factions — says there are some true liberals. Yes, I met
the ghost of Alfred Deakin in the basement one night.
He is the last true liberal I met in this place. Whether
conservative or liberal, these are the sorts of measures
that have to be taken to protect human life, which is
paramount. I hope we see more legislation embodying
practical measures designed to make deep cuts to the
road death and injury toll backed up by solid research
that demonstrates those measures will have immediate
effect.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I am
pleased to rise on behalf of the government and speak
on this bill. At the outset I would like to respond to a
few of the comments made by previous speakers. The
government welcomes the support of the Greens and
thanks the Greens for that support. The government
notes the opposition will not oppose the bill. Whilst that
position is not as fulsome as that of the Greens, the
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government is pleased the opposition will not be
opposing the bill.
Mr Pakula went through some of the main aspects of
the bill and expressed the opposition’s support for those
aspects. I want to make a point in relation to how the
amendments passed last year, which were proposed to
come into effect on 1 July, came into being. It is
important to make this point and show the government
has a different approach towards hoon driving to that of
the opposition. As the legislation currently stands,
vehicles can be impounded for 48 hours. As of 1 July,
without the passage of this bill, that would change to
14 days. However, the change from 48 hours to 14 days
came about only as a result of the then shadow Minister
for Public Transport and now Minister for Public
Transport, Mr Mulder, moving an amendment in the
Assembly, which was rejected but which was followed
by the coalition in this house, with the support of the
Greens, amending the previous government’s position
of 7 days. The then Minister for Roads and Ports,
Mr Pallas, went to some lengths on the amendment,
arguing that 30 days was unsatisfactory while 7 days
was satisfactory. An agreement was reached according
to which the bill would pass with an impoundment
period of 14 days.
That is something that Mr Merlino, the member for
Monbulk, the shadow minister for the TAC and road
safety and the lead speaker for the opposition in the
other place, failed to articulate in his contribution, as
did Mr Pakula. The real difference we are considering
here is between the opposition’s previous position of
7 days and the government’s position of 30 days.
I want to touch on the issue of road safety that
Mr Pakula mentioned. His comments echoed the
comments made by Mr Merlino in the debate in the
Assembly on this issue. Both Mr Pakula and
Mr Merlino were saying on the one hand, ‘We want a
bipartisan approach to road safety. Victoria has enjoyed
that for decades, and we want it to continue’. On the
other hand both members listed a range of issues,
politicising the road safety agenda and levelling what I
would characterise as unfair criticism of the
government.
Perhaps one of the best examples is the debate around
the road safety experience centre. This centre was
proposed by the previous government in its dying days
before the election but, as has been put on the record in
this place before, no funding source was provided. I
know that in his contribution Mr Pakula was interested
in funding sources. No funding source was identified
for that centre; nor was a business case developed. It is
misrepresenting the facts when the opposition contends
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that this centre was a well-advanced proposal that
would have been implemented, because there was no
business case and no funding for its implementation.
Moving on from those comments, this is a very
important piece of legislation. We as the then
opposition and now government have advocated for
stronger hoon laws for some time. On Friday,
22 January 2010, the then Leader of the Opposition and
the Leader of The Nationals, now the Premier and
Deputy Premier, issued a press release titled ‘Baillieu
government to crush hoon driving with tough new
laws’, which articulated many of the issues which are
before us today, particularly the immediate 30-day
vehicle impoundment for a first hoon offence. As I said,
it put on the record at a very early juncture in the
election year our very clear commitment to take a
tougher approach to hooning, because hooning is a road
safety issue which has been discussed in debate already.
It is also a significant community issue.
People have a right to the quiet enjoyment of their
home. I want to quote from an article in the
Cranbourne Leader of 20 April. Whilst the area
affected is outside my electorate, it deals with an issue
on which I receive direct representations. The article
quotes a resident, Brianna Alkemade, as saying:
… she was selling her home because she feared for her two
boys, 4 and 1.
‘We have been here for six years and we just won’t bring up
our kids on a street like this.
There are always people speeding and doing burnouts. On a
normal day there’s 10-15 burnouts and on a wet day who
knows how many.
It’s in the area of a school and it’s a busy thoroughfare’.

The government believes that sort of behaviour is just
not on, it is not good enough and the penalties for such
behaviour need to better reflect community
expectations. The government believes changes in
relation to the impoundment period in particular better
reflect those community expectations.
The bill also extends what is known as the look-back
period — the period in which prior offences can be
taken into account to determine whether a vehicle
impoundment offence is a second or subsequent
offence. It does that by amending the period from the
current three years to six years. The government
believes this is a significant step not only as a deterrent
but also because the six-year window better covers the
statistical period when young drivers are more at risk of
having an accident or participating in hoon activities.
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In a press release of 26 May announcing these new
laws, the Minister for Public Transport, Mr Mulder,
states:
Drivers aged 18 to 25 account for over a quarter of driver
fatalities each year; yet represent only 13 per cent of all
licensed drivers.
Currently 44 per cent of hoon offenders are L or P-plate
drivers.

The change to the look-back period will better reflect
that danger period.
The bill also provides that where the driver of a motor
vehicle carries more passengers in the vehicle than the
vehicle is designed to carry, otherwise known as
overloading, that person may be subject to vehicle
impoundment, immobilisation and forfeiture sanctions.
The Premier made comments about this issue after an
overloading incident in Mornington in my electorate on
14 April, where as I understand it there were nine
passengers in a standard five-seat vehicle. Again that is
a sensible change and one the government has
responded to very quickly. The overloading provision
will come into effect on 1 July next year unless
otherwise stated.
The bill makes some other changes. It limits the loss of
traction offence in section 65A(1) of the Road Safety
Act 1986 so it does not unduly interfere with legitimate
activities conducted on land other than a highway. It
allows for a broader class of exemptions from the
offences in section 68 of the act that prohibit
participation in and the ongoing organising and
managing of speed trials. It enables Victoria Police to
start using the Alcotest breath analysing instrument for
drink-driving enforcement purposes. The bill also tidies
up some other issues and makes some other efficiencies
to the broader area of road safety.
The government is very pleased that yet again it is
delivering on commitments it made prior to the
election. I make the point again that this was announced
by the then opposition in January last year, so this is a
policy which the community has had a significant
period to absorb and digest. The government is very
pleased that it is before the house today, and it
welcomes the support of the Greens in the passage of
this legislation.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I am pleased
to join the debate on this important subject of road
safety. As previous speakers have indicated, Labor will
not be opposing this bill. In fact it is an extension of the
hoon driving framework that Labor introduced in 2005
through the Road Safety and Other Acts (Vehicle
Impoundment and Other Amendments) Bill 2005 that
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came into this place in the 55th Parliament. This was
followed by the Road Safety Amendment (Hoon
Driving) Act 2010, which further strengthened the hoon
driving provisions.
The new legislation extends to 30 days the period for
which police can immediately impound or immobilise a
vehicle upon the detection of a relevant offence.
Currently the period for which police may immediately
impound or immobilise a vehicle is 48 hours. This was
scheduled to increase to 14 days on 1 July this year in
accordance with the 2010 legislation.
The bill further enhances the vehicle impoundment
scheme by extending the period in which prior offences
can be taken into account by the courts when they
impose impoundment, immobilisation and forfeiture
sanctions. Under the current scheme if an offender has
been found guilty of prior relevant offences in the
preceding three years, then they will be more likely to
incur lengthy court-imposed impoundment or
immobilisation sanctions of up to three months in total
or have their vehicle forfeited.
The bill provides that where the driver of a vehicle
carries more passengers than the vehicle is designed to
carry, vehicle impoundment, immobilisation and
forfeiture sanctions may now be applied. I am sure any
newspaper article that members read about a tragic
accident in an overloaded car is one too many, but an
overloaded car is a recipe for disaster. All too often we
hear of tragic circumstances in which lives are lost or
altered forever by that kind of behaviour. This is an
important measure, which is designed to further
discourage the overloading of vehicles and certainly
one that I hope will prevent needless loss of life in the
future.
The bill builds on recent reforms by also providing that
where a person who commits a drug-driving
infringement does not hold a Victorian drivers licence
or permit because they hold an interstate or
international licence, that person would be disqualified
from driving on Victorian roads. The period of
disqualification from driving would be the same as the
period a Victorian licence-holder would be disqualified
had they committed the same offence.
The second amendment relates to section 65A(1) of the
Road Safety Act 1986, which prohibits a person from
driving a vehicle in a manner designed to cause that
vehicle to undergo loss of traction. This is about further
defining and describing hoon-like behaviour, which is
characterised by burnouts on public roads, in private car
parks or in other spaces.
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The third amendment relates to section 68 of the
principal act and provides that it is an offence to
participate in, organise or manage a race or speed trial
on a highway. These are all good things of course, but
this is no substitute for the government’s lack of a clear
strategy on road safety. In his remarks Mr O’Donohue
was inferring that it was the Labor Party that first
departed from the long history of a bipartisan approach
to road safety in Victoria, but I would suggest that it
was government members when in opposition who
departed from it first.
When the Minister for Roads, Terry Mulder, was
opposition transport spokesperson he said he believed
that a person with a good driving record who was
snapped running a red light by a fraction should in
some circumstances be entitled to apply for a warning.
Then opposition leader Ted Baillieu said further
discussion was needed on extending warnings to
red-light offenders. He said:
It’s arguable that if there are any other discretions exercised
across those areas (of traffic infringements) then it might be
worth considering exercising the same discretion (for red light
offences) …

The Monash University Accident Research Centre has
rejected this idea. It says running red lights is one of the
major causes of death and serious injury at Victorian
intersections. It is well recognised that speed is a
significant factor in road accidents and road tragedies. I
think it is also well recognised that imposing fines on
speeding drivers modifies their behaviour. Speeding
fines slow people down. That is why we have them.
Speed is one of the biggest killers on our roads and is, I
am told, a factor in over 30 per cent of fatal crashes.
Yet, again in opposition, Terry Mulder repeatedly
accused the then government of revenue raising. He
said:
John Brumby continues using his mobile speed cameras as a
revenue-raising exercise …

He also said:
There’s no doubt this has been the policy of the government
from day one, to use speed cameras for revenue raising …

Certainly much was made by the opposition of speed
camera fines and the assertion that some fines had been
wrongly issued. Quite some months have passed since
then, but I note that just last week an independent
review by Deloittes concluded that only 9 out of
68 000 fines issued by point-to-point cameras on the
Hume Highway were wrongly issued. According to
media reports these cameras have been out of action
since October 2010 when that technical fault was
uncovered. A news radio report stated that the Minister
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for Police and Emergency Services, Peter Ryan, says he
will not be rushing to reinstate the cameras until the
Auditor-General’s report on this issue is completed.
That will be later in the year.
So 9 out of 68 000 people were wrongly fined. I
imagine those nine people who were wrongly pinged
for speeding would be rightly upset, but the outrage that
was expressed by coalition members on this issue in the
lead-up to the election would suggest the figure was
much higher than 9 out of 68 000. There are now a
whole lot of people driving on that section of road
knowing that an important safety mechanism is not
there. That is another example of the coalition putting
politics before road safety.
This bill and the Road Safety Camera Commissioner
Bill 2011, which is yet to be debated, are the only road
safety bills to have been introduced by this government
so far. That is well short of a comprehensive road safety
strategy. Members will recall that quite out-of-body,
out-of-mind moment experienced by former
Premier Jeff Kennett in 2010 when he was talking
about a Kool Mint being a good thing to get into before
breath testing. That was truly staggering. I hope it does
not reflect his view and that he was just having a
strange kind of moment.
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With those comments, Labor will not be opposing this
bill. We wait with bated breath for a comprehensive
road safety strategy from the Liberal Party and a
cessation of the mixed messages about road safety that
Victorians have been hearing in the last year or so.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I too am
pleased to rise to speak on the Road Safety Amendment
(Hoon Driving and Other Matters) Bill 2011, and I
again commend the Baillieu government for taking
such direct and decisive action on an issue that has been
concerning for the Victorian community and has been
highlighted by a number of members in this chamber. I
would also like to commend members of the opposition
and the Greens for supporting this bill.
Far too often we hear news reports of erratic and
dangerous driving and dangerous road behaviour from
a small minority within our community. This bill
addresses road safety concerns, certainly, but in
particular hoon driving. The bill will achieve a number
of things. It will not only penalise those who break the
law but will also send a strong message to younger
drivers that dangerous and reckless driving behaviour is
neither acceptable to nor tolerated by the Victorian
community. Consequently, should they — —
Mr Barber interjected.

Mrs Peulich — What are you talking about? You’re
straying a bit far from the bill.
Ms PULFORD — We are on the subject of road
safety, and while cracking down on hoon driving is an
important thing, there are a whole lot of elements to
road safety. Hoon driving is one of them. Drink driving
is one of them. Speed is one of them. Running red
lights is one of them. Mr O’Donohue suggested it was
Labor that was departing from a longstanding bipartisan
approach to road safety in Victoria, and I suggest that
that is not the case.
If I could just conclude, Norm Robinson, whom
members will be familiar with from his role in
Transport Accident Commission ads that talk about the
impact on family and friends of his son Luke’s death,
has said about this legislation:
Any move to put tougher penalties on hoons is good … My
concern is what they are planning on doing to stop them from
becoming hoons in the first place.

At risk of veering from the topic, I will say very briefly
that I think addressing the issues that lead to hooning
behaviour is important too, and I certainly welcome
comments from future government speakers in this
debate about what strategies they have for that.

Ms CROZIER — We will. We are sending a strong
message. We said we are decisive on this, and we will
be sending that message. That is exactly what this bill
will do. It says that should people break or disregard the
law, they will be dealt with through the proper channels
and harsher penalties will apply.
The bill amends the Road Safety Amendment (Hoon
Driving) Act 2010 to strengthen vehicle impoundment
and immobilisation sanctions in relation to serious
traffic offences, which was outlined by Mr O’Donohue
a few moments ago. Victoria’s road toll is still
unacceptably high, and too often it is our young drivers
who are the casualties of road death and road trauma.
The outcomes can be absolutely catastrophic for
families that have experienced a road trauma, and
people who have been maimed through road accidents
have consequences that they have to live with for the
rest of their lives. I have witnessed in my time working
as a nurse the extremely harsh rehabilitation processes
that these people endure, so we can do much to
improve those outcomes. As Mr Pakula said, this
Parliament and parliaments in the past have done much
to ensure that road safety measures are continually
improved.
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Since 2006 a staggering 13 000 vehicles have been
impounded across Victoria for either dangerous driving
or hoon behaviour. It is regrettable that some have seen
the impoundment of their vehicles as a badge of
honour. Neither Victoria Police nor the Victorian
community in general wants young people to receive
glorification for such behaviour.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms CROZIER — We are not glorifying hoon
behaviour or impounding.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Through the Chair!
Ms CROZIER — Clearly the penalty of having a
car impounded for 48 hours is not having a large
enough impact on many who participate in such
dangerous or reckless driving behaviour. The clear
message this legislation will send drivers is that not
only is this behaviour unacceptable but also it will not
be tolerated.
During last year’s election campaign we heard from
many concerned Victorians about the rates and degrees
of hoon behaviour and dangerous driving. Just a few
weeks ago in South Melbourne, within my electorate of
Southern Metropolitan Region, a man was caught after
allegedly doing a 50-metre burnout, speeding and
having an alleged blood alcohol reading of .163. In
Windsor earlier this month another P-plater was caught
drink driving twice in as many hours on Chapel Street
and Dandenong Road in Windsor. These and other acts
of dangerous driving put the safety of pedestrians and
other innocent road users at great risk.
The Baillieu government is committed to reducing road
trauma and improving safety on Victorian roads, and it
is serious in sending a message that there will be
consequences for those who disregard the law. Drivers,
no matter their age or experience, must understand that
they need to take responsibility for their actions and
know that if they partake in hoon driving or dangerous
driving behaviour, there will be an immediate and
substantial penalty.
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
also rise to contribute to the debate on the Road Safety
Amendment (Hoon Driving and Other Matters) Bill
2011. I appreciate the opportunity to speak on this bill,
which is the third iteration of hoon driving legislation
and builds on the important and significant measures
introduced by the previous Labor government. I will
not go into the details of those measures, as they have
been touched on by my colleagues in their earlier
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contributions. I make it clear from the outset that I do
not oppose this bill.
The bill increases the penalties for hoon driving,
broadens the impoundment laws and their application,
and increases the period of immediate impoundment to
30 days. It also introduces the offence of overloading. It
provides for an extension from three to six years,
wherein prior offences can be considered to determine
if a motor vehicle impoundment offence is a second
offence. If that is deemed to be the case, the driver will
face losing their car for up to three months or, when the
speeding is deemed to be 70 kilometres an hour or over,
having it confiscated for good. It establishes that if
drivers cannot pay the fines and costs of impoundment,
including towing, they will be required to forfeit the
vehicle to police, who can then crush the vehicle. It also
creates for the first time the authorisation for police to
carry out roadworthiness inspections on impounded
cars, issue defect notices and stipulate conditions about
the future use of the vehicle.
I am supportive of any measures that effectively
address hoon driving to protect other motorists,
pedestrians and of course the hoon drivers themselves
from the fatal consequences of their actions. The
previous Labor government is extremely proud of its
achievements in this area. Its actions have resulted in a
road toll substantially reduced to the lowest ever, and
this legislation will assist in continuing that trend.
It is with heartbreaking regularity that I read about the
unnecessary deaths of motorists who, while abiding by
the law and going about their daily business, encounter
hoon drivers, with fatal and devastating consequences.
As a local member I am all too regularly contacted by
concerned residents who are living in suburban streets,
frightened to let their children play outside because
hoon drivers are using their streets as drag-racing strips.
The Princes Highway is a notorious stretch of road
which runs through suburbs in my electorate such as
Dandenong, Clayton, Noble Park, Narre Warren and
Hallam and is the site of too many serious incidents and
fatalities caused by hooning.
In Frankston hooning is such a problem that the local
council has established its own hoon line, and a recent
public meeting about the matter attracted over
100 people. Hoon lines are now operating in many
other municipalities as well. In figures released last year
Frankston was listed as no. 4 on the list of suburbs
where hoon drivers had their cars confiscated.
In the city of Casey streets such as Maramba Drive,
Memorial Drive, Kurrajong Road and Ernst Wanke
Road are used as drag strips by reckless young drivers
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who are a menace to community safety. The cities of
Casey and Monash are two of five municipalities which
recorded the highest number of road fatalities in 2009.
Young men aged between 20 and 25 account for
44.2 per cent of drivers whose vehicles have been
impounded, with excessive speed and improper use of a
vehicle cited as the most common offences. Sadly those
same young men account for the greatest percentage of
single-vehicle and multiple-fatality accidents and are
overrepresented in road trauma incidents.

Mrs COOTE — As Mrs Peulich said, the
suggestion came from a Liberal Party branch. We are
seen to be leaders in the field. This is another piece of
legislation that shows our concern about doing
something real to make certain that we reduce the road
toll and reckless driving on our roads. The coverage of
this debate has been exemplary, and I put on the record
my praise for Edward O’Donohue, who gave a
measured speech on this Road Safety Amendment
(Hoon Driving and Other Matters) Bill 2011.

Clearly road safety remains a vital issue, and as
important as the changes made by this legislation are,
they are no substitute for a road safety strategy. In order
to have an effective road safety strategy we need to
have a whole-of-government focus on reducing road
trauma, the road toll and the number of people who
suffer serious injuries as a result of road trauma. Under
the world-leading Arrive Alive strategy of the former
Labor government the state’s road toll fell by 35 per
cent, from 444 in 2001 to 288 last year. Over the
11 years of the Labor government almost 1000 lives
were saved thanks to a range of accident mitigation
measures, including better driver education, cracking
down on offending drivers and undertaking remedial
works to improve road safety at black spots. That is
why I am concerned that there is no new funding for
road safety initiatives in the recent state budget. It is a
worrying trend when, despite the alarming statistics,
areas like the city of Casey received no road funding in
the budget, and that is not limited to the city of Casey.

One of the things I want to highlight is that it is not just
about the burnouts, the doughnuts and the unacceptable
racing on the streets — they are not the only issues
involved in hoon driving. We have had a considerable
amount of hoon driving in, believe it or not, Chapel
Street, Prahran. What is happening is that these drivers
drive up, tailgate each other and then leave a space and
zoom ahead at an unacceptable speed so they are able
to tailgate again. They leave about a 25-metre gap and
then scream along and pull up again, causing a lot of
noise. They have their huge amplifiers going and there
is a lot of music blasting out; it is an unpleasant and
unsafe scene. Pedestrians in areas such as Chapel
Street, where people expect to have a good evening out,
feel unsafe. The safety of pedestrians has to be taken
into account in looking at and debating the bill before
the house this afternoon.

I call on the government to undertake the update of the
Arrive Alive strategy, which was due last December
but is now over six months late, and also to
immediately provide funding for the road safety
experience centre so that we can educate young drivers
about the importance of driving safely. Furthermore, I
implore the government to continue funding roads,
especially in high-growth suburbs like those in South
Eastern Metropolitan Region, to fix black spots and to
improve the safety of roads as part of a whole road
safety strategy.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — One of
the things this chamber does extremely well is
highlight road safety issues for Victorians. You have
only to go back and have a look at our track record to
see that. We were the first jurisdiction in the entire
world to legislate for compulsory seatbelts. It was
something that came out of here from former Premier
Lindsay Thompson — —
Mrs Peulich — It was from a Liberal Party branch.

It is good to see this well-thought-through bill tighten
up the law in a whole range of areas, including
introducing an offence for having additional passengers
in a car, extending the immobilisation period, taking
prior offences into consideration and increasing the
number of roadworthiness inspections. All of these
measures will send a message from the Baillieu
government to young Victorians that reckless driving,
hoon driving — whether it involves doughnuts,
burnouts, excessive speed, alcohol-related speed, too
many people in the car at once or the type of hoon
driving which I have spoken about occurring in Chapel
Street — is not acceptable. If you display any of these
unacceptable behaviours, you will get caught. This bill
will enable that to happen, and I commend it to the
house.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I also
rise to speak on the Road Safety Amendment (Hoon
Driving and Other Matters) Bill 2011. I have no doubt
there are some in the community who would consider
this bill drastic, but in many ways it is symptomatic of
the pace of life set by the so-called cool brigade. In
other words, if you are not up for a drinking spree
followed by drag-racing, you are not cool. Fitting in is
what this behaviour is about. In my experience, in all
generations young people are considered brash and
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foolish when it comes to showing off. However, getting
behind a wheel and endangering lives is more than
foolish or rash.
This bill seeks to make offenders realise that all illegal
actions behind the wheel have consequences. It was a
Labor government which put in place mechanisms to
slow down irrational and dangerous hoon drivers. The
amendment contained in the bill is obviously intended
to dramatically reduce the road toll and the tragic
impact it has on Victorian families. The impoundment
provisions contained in this bill, which cover a range of
offences, should go a long way towards minimising the
deaths and havoc caused by excessive alcohol
consumption, the use of illegal drugs and the sheer
stupidity of speeding hoons, who seem to think they are
invincible.
The deprivation of vehicles has proven to be effective,
so in the event that parents decide to buy their offspring
large, powerful motor cars they will think twice about
junior’s capacity to drive and behave sensibly behind
the wheel of an expensive car. I say ‘expensive’
because if the vehicle costs a couple of thousand or
several thousand dollars, its value is the same if it is
impounded by police and locked away for 30 days.
Hoons can live with not having their vehicles for
48 hours, but one whole month will give them
something to think about. Hopefully they will modify
their behaviour and make the roads safer for the rest of
the driving public of Victoria. My parliamentary
colleagues on this side have spoken about a lot of
issues, and, as we have said, we are not opposing the
bill.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
too rise to speak on the Road Safety Amendment (Hoon
Driving and Other Matters) Bill 2011. I spoke about
road safety in my inaugural speech in this place not that
long ago. I have to say my views on this issue have not
changed. I talked about the fact that younger people are
overrepresented in road accidents and road fatalities
and that we as a society need to do something about
that.
I took my 16-year-old daughter out for her first driving
lesson just three weeks ago. There was trepidation,
there was sweating, there were nerves — but she was
fine. I said to her at the time, ‘This is the most powerful
weapon you could ever have in your hands’. She did
very well — better than her father did — but as we
went through the basics of driving a motor vehicle I
expressed to her that it is the most powerful weapon she
could ever have in her hands. That is why I am pleased
that this bill has been introduced into this house. I am a
little disappointed that those opposite are saying they
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will not oppose it; I would much rather they had said
they would support it, because this bill is important. It is
fundamental to what this government and this
Parliament are all about — that is, saving lives.
This bill amends the Road Safety Act 1986 and the
Road Safety Amendment (Hoon Driving) Act 2010. It
extends the period of impoundment/immobilisation for
relevant offences from the current 48 hours to 30 days.
It also extends the period for which prior offences can
be considered up to six years. Where drivers carry more
passengers than the vehicle is authorised to carry they
can be subject to impoundment, immobilisation or
forfeiture. The police are authorised to check the
roadworthiness of vehicles and can clarify the rights of
those with security interests in impounded vehicles —
that is, vehicles that are financed.
Just two weeks ago I was driving down Plenty Road in
Mill Park in my electorate and I watched a very quick,
very souped-up Commodore come out of a side street
in front of me and fishtail down Plenty Road for about
110 metres. I pulled up at the lights alongside this car at
Bundoora and looked across at the driver. He wound
down his window expecting road rage from me. He was
expecting me to yell at him. He yelled some profanities
at me, such as ‘What is your problem?’. I wound down
my window and said this to him, ‘I don’t want you to
die’. He did not know what I meant, so I just reiterated,
‘I don’t know who you are, but I don’t want you to die’.
I think that is the message in this hoon legislation — we
do not want young people to die. They are
overrepresented in the statistics.
I live not far from where five young Victorians were
killed on Plenty Road last year. The day that the police
were holding a forum on safe driving at the Whittlesea
City Council offices for secondary students another
young person was killed on Plenty Road. Enough is
enough. I am hopeful that this bill will be supported on
the other side of the chamber today, because it is
targeted at hoons and culpably reckless drivers.
On Plenty Road in my electorate there were eight
deaths in 2010 and over 400 collisions. The police
launched Operation Paste to try to do something about
the issues on Plenty Road. Quite frankly I am tired of
seeing young people die on our roads. I am tired of
seeing anybody die on our roads. The message from
this government, and I hope from those opposite also, is
that enough is enough. I do not want young people to
die. I want every Victorian to experience life to the best
of their ability.
This bill is about saving lives, so I am disappointed
when I hear from across the chamber the words, ‘We
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won’t oppose it’. I ask those opposite to do Victorians
the honour of saying, ‘We will support this’. I am sure
those opposite share my views. I am sure they share the
views of the coalition government that we just do not
want them to die.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I advise
Mr Ondarchie that any piece of legislation that deters
unsafe driving in any way is a step in the right direction
and is welcomed by the opposition. This particular
piece of legislation is an extension of the previous
Labor government’s hoon driving framework, which
was part of a very comprehensive strategy to reduce
deaths and injuries on our roads — a record of which
the previous Labor government is extremely proud.
It is, however, very disappointing to see that the current
government brings before the house what I consider to
be an inadequate substitute for a comprehensive road
strategy. As we have heard from other speakers, the
Baillieu government has failed to deliver the next
Arrive Alive action plan, which was due in December
last year. It has walked away from plans for a road
safety experience centre, amidst much criticism from
the public.
Whilst members of the opposition do not oppose this
bill, we are quite disconcerted that the Baillieu
government has offered only this legislation, which
essentially extends and increases punishment for hoon
and unsafe driving, and has not offered any initiatives
on education, particularly for Victoria’s young people.
The road safety experience centre would have been a
fantastic addition to the many initiatives brought about
by the previous government to educate Victorians about
the dangers and consequences of unsafe driving. In
October last year the previous government committed a
$50 million package for the centre to provide a number
of initiatives. Those initiatives would have included
presentations on the reality of a crash as seen by
emergency services experts; simulators demonstrating
the influence of alcohol, drugs, distractions and speed
on driver performance; diversionary programs for
driving offenders; physical displays demonstrating
crash dynamics and the role of safe roads and vehicles;
a road trauma remembrance memorial; and experiences
of living with the aftermath of road trauma presented by
rehabilitation workers and road accident victims.
Special access provisions were also planned to ensure
that young Victorians in regional Victoria would also
have had access to the centre. Online access to the
centre’s programs was also going to be provided.
Unfortunately this government has decided to shelve
plans for this centre as well as reduce funding for road
safety initiatives.
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Whilst we welcome increased punishments for unsafe
driving we must also seek to educate all Victorians on
the dangers of hoon driving so that at best we do not
have to enforce these punishments in the first instance
and at worst we do not lose one or a number of people
in an accident caused by hoon driving. These
sentiments are echoed by all Victorians, especially
those victims and their families who want to see the
government do more on road safety education.
These sentiments have been expressed by Norm
Robinson, the father of Luke Robinson, who was killed
when his car hit a tree while travelling at
160 kilometres per hour. Norm Robinson has
essentially said that any move to have tougher penalties
is a good move, but he is also very concerned about the
need for planning to make sure that young drivers are
prevented from becoming hoons in the first place. I
think all of us here in this chamber, as well as in the
wider community, would concur with those sentiments.
The previous government, as I have said, had a proud
record on road safety initiatives — from the Arrive
Alive strategy and education programs to black spot
funding programs and its action on car safety and
driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Other
initiatives included the requirement for all new vehicles
to have electronic stability control and side curtain
airbags. All these initiatives contributed to the previous
government’s record on road safety.
The previous government’s support for car
manufacturers such as Ford in Geelong and
Broadmeadows added to the innovation of new safety
facilities in vehicles such as those. I read with interest
the contributions made on this topic in the lower house
by the member for Lara, John Eren, who said he is
constantly asked by a number of stakeholders from this
state, interstate and overseas what we are doing in
Victoria to drive the road toll down. As we know, John
Eren and the member for Geelong, Ian Tresize, have
been longstanding members of the Road Safety
Committee and have made a significant contribution to
the promotion of road safety in Geelong and the
surrounding area.
I sincerely hope the current government has every
intention of continuing Victoria’s record on road safety.
Seven months into the term of this coalition
government I do not think there is much evidence of
that. To make such a commitment there must be a clear
and comprehensive strategy outlined to all Victorians as
to how the government will continue this state’s
commitment to reduce the road toll and the injuries
sustained from unsafe driving practices. Shelving plans
for the road safety experience centre, failing to deliver
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the Arrive Alive action plan and reducing funding for
road safety initiatives is simply not good enough and is
certainly not a good start.
As I stated, I fully support this piece of legislation and
any legislation that has the purpose of making our roads
safer and lowering the road toll, but I hope in the very
near future we will see initiatives from this government
that mirror the absolute commitment of the previous
Labor government on road safety issues.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
also rise to make a few comments on the Road Safety
Amendment (Hoon Driving and Other Matters) Bill
2011. In doing so I note that the opposition is not
opposing the legislation and that the Greens are
supporting it. This bill demonstrates the evolutionary
nature of laws that apply to driving in the state of
Victoria and across Australia, which build on previous
initiatives, some of which, as pointed out by Mrs Coote,
started in humble Liberal Party branches. For some
members to claim that this legislation is a Labor
initiative is disingenuous, and they are simply engaging
in cheap political point-scoring.
First of all, road trauma must be every parent’s
nightmare, whether their child is of driving age or not.
In saying that, I recognise the importance of the motor
vehicle to Australians in particular and to others in the
Western world as well as to people in the developing
world. Most people aspire to drive a motor car and do
so for a range of reasons, some of which are personal
and social. There are also important economic reasons.
In a country such as Australia, where the tyranny of
distance is a challenge in life, the importance of driving
can never be underestimated. For a lot of young men in
particular it is almost a rite of passage, and often,
unfortunately, reckless and hoon driving becomes a
badge of honour, as canvassed by Ms Crozier.
However, cumulative improvements mean the road toll
is declining, not forgetting road injuries which, on the
other side of the coin, are still very substantial. Much
has improved as a result of, first and foremost,
licensing. There are still some improvements that could
be made in the education of learner drivers and also
ongoing education by the Transport Accident
Commission and education in schools; enforcement of
laws; better technology associated with cars and other
vehicle safety equipment; better roads; and other related
laws, especially those that pertain to alcohol and drug
use and testing. A whole range of contributing factors
have led to the improvement in road statistics.
Nonetheless, there are still far too many tragedies, and
many communities have taken initiatives of their own
in response, particularly in partnership with local
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government, to address the issues of reckless drivers
and hoon drivers in particular.
In South Eastern Metropolitan Region there are
significant issues involving hoon drivers. Mr Tarlamis
mentioned some issues, especially those focused on the
Princes Highway. Hoon drivers affect the lives of
people in pockets of Cranbourne, and there is a group
of people in particular who constantly make complaints
about hoon drivers who are a daily threat to their lives
and those of family members. Frankston City Council
has a significant issue to the point where recently it held
a hoon driving forum. Unfortunately most of the local
members of Parliament were not informed in time and
the council had consulted the community on the wrong
piece of legislation — Labor’s legislation, as opposed
to the bill before us. In Casey there is the particular
instance of the Hallam Road fatalities, which resulted in
a community rally to demand improvements to an
intersection.
Monash, Casey, Frankston and Greater Dandenong are
among the top 10 local government areas in the state
for hoon driving issues. People aged 18 to 28 are
overrepresented in crashes. The councils I have
consulted — the cities of Greater Dandenong,
Frankston and Casey — support this legislation. Some
endorse the proposed bill as it is, and others would like
to see it go further. The City of Frankston, in particular,
claimed it would like the provisions to go further,
although I am not confident it knows all the details.
That council wants to see laws to make hoon driving a
thing of the past.
I am mindful of the time limitation in making my
contribution, but hopefully this tranche of amendments
to the legislation will go some way towards addressing
the issues and helping communities make a stand
against hoon driving. The sorts of initiatives that have
been instigated by local government will be well
supported by this important piece of legislation.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so, I thank all members for their wholehearted
contributions to the debate on the bill and their support,
and I thank opposition members for their agreement.
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Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

VICTORIAN URBAN DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY AMENDMENT (URBAN
RENEWAL AUTHORITY VICTORIA) BILL
2011
Second reading
Debate resumed from 16 June; motion of
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning).
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
opportunity to make a contribution to the debate on the
Victorian Urban Development Authority Amendment
(Urban Renewal Authority Victoria) Bill 2011, which
in essence winds up VicUrban and transforms it into the
Urban Renewal Authority Victoria. A number of issues
still need to be resolved in terms of the consequences of
the new Urban Renewal Authority. The opposition has
several areas of concern, including whether the new
urban renewal authority will have an independent
board. There are two aspects to that concern. The first is
that there are provisions in the bill whereby the minister
in effect intercedes and becomes the gatekeeper and
decision-maker in terms of the activities of the urban
renewal authority. Our second concern is the
announcement of Mr Peter Clarke as chairman of its
board, and this is a subject I will return to. However,
the first aspect of the bill I want to talk about is the
provisions relating to the appointment of board
members, including how they are appointed, and the
role of the minister as the champion of the board.
Another issue that has emerged is a concern that with
the proposal that VicUrban should disappear, the focus
that VicUrban had in terms of greenfield development
will also disappear because the focus of the new
authority will be inner urban renewal. There are
concerns about communities in greenfield
developments, some of which are nearly finished and
others of which are newly started, and there are
concerns that commitments made may not now be
delivered by VicUrban. There is concern about what
will occur in those communities and what will become
of those developments.
While members of the opposition will not oppose the
bill, we think the bill puts a greater focus on urban
renewal and is a move away from greenfield
development. Our concern is that there is an assumption
that all is well with development on Melbourne’s fringe
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and that this bill provides an opportunity for VicUrban
to move out of those developments and into a more
inner urban mode. What does that mean for the shape
of the growth of those communities? Will we see the
development of dormitory suburbs as happened 20 or
30 years ago?
VicUrban played an important role in setting
benchmarks in greenfield development — for example,
it was VicUrban that made sure developments such as
the Aurora project had bike paths, shops, employment
opportunities and schools. All of these things were
provided for as an active community package, and this
became not only the benchmark for communities to live
in but also the benchmark for developers in terms of
how to develop a community rather than a series of
homes. With the withdrawal of VicUrban from that
role, there is a concern that we will go backwards.
People in those communities do not buy a house; in
every community what we buy is a vision of how and
where we want to live — a dream in terms of the home
that we want to make for ourselves and our families.
VicUrban was about ensuring that if you had a home on
Melbourne’s fringe, then your home was located so that
you were encouraged to exercise, including walking to
your shops and having sufficient open space. That is at
risk now, as VicUrban moves out of that space.
Essentially the staff of VicUrban will stay on in their
former roles, but this legislation provides the minister
with the capacity to appoint his own people to the new
authority’s board. This is not only somewhat arrogant
but certainly dismissive of the hard work that the
existing board has done. There has been no suggestion
that the board of VicUrban has done anything improper
and no suggestion that its members have been anything
other than people of the highest expertise and integrity,
yet with one fell swoop that board will be dismissed.
The minister will come in and say, ‘No, I know better; I
will put my own people in’, and all of that dedication
and history will be struck out with the stroke of a pen.
The government has also announced the first
appointment relating to the ‘transition’, as the media
release put it, from VicUrban to the urban renewal
authority — Mr Peter Clarke. Mr Barber has already
intimated that Mr Clarke is a local government
councillor and narrowly missed preselection for the seat
of Warrandyte at the 2006 election. Mr Clarke is also a
former candidate for the position of president of the
Liberal Party. As we saw over the weekend and as we
all heard Mr Reith explain this morning, that can be a
very difficult process indeed. At a state level Mr Clarke,
like Mr Reith, was an unsuccessful participant in that
process.
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We also know that Mr Clarke held a position on the
executive of the state Liberal Party, but on both those
occasions — his attempt to gain preselection for the
seat of Warrandyte and as a candidate for the
presidency of the Liberal Party — he was opposed by
the Costello forces and was unsuccessful. But I
suppose — —
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Acting
President, as much as I am enjoying Mr Tee’s
enthusiastic, theatrical presentation, I am not sure what
the Liberal Party conference has to do with this bill.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I do not uphold the point of order for the moment, but I
emphasise for the moment that Mr Tee is getting
perilously close to crossing that line that Mr Ondarchie
has raised. I will call Mr Tee to order if he does not
move away from some of less relevant areas of his
discussion at this point and return to the substance of
the bill.
Mr TEE — Thank you for your guidance on this
matter, Acting President. Mr Clarke has been
appointed, and he is a very relevant part of this debate
and contribution. I am sure that those opposite would
not want to resile from an examination of the history of
the most powerful position in this authority in terms of
being its chair, which is a very important position.
Mr Ondarchie interjected.
Mr TEE — I do not want to be distracted by those
opposite, so I will continue. It is well known that
Mr Clarke has a long and detailed history in the Liberal
Party. It is also well known that he has been appointed
as the authority’s chair. It is further well known that he
sought the position of CEO of VicUrban. I note too, by
way of background, and in response to Mr Ondarchie’s
interjection, that an amendment made by this bill will
now mean that the chair cannot be the CEO, which
would be an interesting conflict for Mr Clarke should
he continue to pursue his ambition to be the CEO.
Mr Ondarchie — Is that good government?
Mr TEE — I am just talking about the dilemma. I
wish Mr Clarke well in his position. I hope he does a
better job than he did when he sought preselection.
The other important aspect of the bill — and this sets
up the dilemma in terms of the position of the chair and
the minister — is that the position the minister has
created for himself with this bill is a very powerful one.
Previously VicUrban operated on the basis that it was
subject to the policies of the government, but on a
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day-to-day basis it was run by the board as directed by
the chair. What we will have now is a situation where
the board does not have any power. The minister has
interposed himself, and the board cannot do anything
other than at the request of the minister. The exact
wording of the provision is ‘if requested to do so by the
Minister’. If the board has in mind any development or
proposal, it is somewhat academic because without the
minister the board cannot carry out the development of
land alone or in partnership; it cannot enter into
arrangements or agreements for the development of
land. In many ways the board will be neutered; it will
have very little capacity to act independently of the
minister. It will be interesting to see, as the minister’s
relationship with the chair will be a critical part of the
implementation of the functions of Urban Renewal
Authority Victoria.
The other concern is the central role the minister has
created for himself and what that means. If a developer
wants to deal with the authority, it will have to
approach the minister. If a developer wants to sell land
to the authority, it can only do so if requested by the
minister. If a developer wants to go into partnership
with the authority, it can only do so at the request of the
minister. All roads lead to the door of the minister in
terms of the work that the authority will do. That is
somewhat concerning. In essence the provision pushes
aside the board and the authority and makes the
minister’s office the gatekeeper for any development. I
am concerned that this will create a conflict of interest.
We have already seen what happened in Footscray,
where the minister intervened to approve a proposal for
a 25-storey tower when the minister’s department had
advice that 12 storeys was the right level, where the
council had sought 12 storeys and where the next tallest
building in the area is 4 storeys.
Under this bill the minister will potentially be not only
the planning authority but also the developer, because
any agreement that Urban Renewal Authority Victoria
has will have been requested by the minister. There is a
concern about how to ensure that these developments
are separated from the role of the minister — that is, a
concern about how to ensure the right degree of
independence and transparency. We have concerns
about the bill, the role of the minister and the process
for the appointment of the board. Time will tell whether
those concerns are realised.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Greens will support the bill. It is another bit of minor
tinkering with the legislation governing the body with
an interest in urban development. It is yet another
example of the smooth transitions we have seen from
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Labor to Liberal policies with minimal change in
direction. Whatever the subtleties Mr Tee tried to point
out, there is little that changes under the bill apart from
the name of the authority. If we go into committee I
might ask the minister how much will be spent on new
letterhead and business cards for effectively the same
result. Apart from that, we can be confident that little
will change at all.
Instead of the previous objective of VicUrban, which
was ‘to contribute to improvements in housing
affordability’, the new authority will ‘promote housing
affordability and housing diversity’. It is hard to work
out which of the two is the more passive — ‘to
promote’ or ‘to contribute to improving’ — but in any
case there is not going to be any serious market
intervention; or maybe there will be, depending on what
the minister decides. Certainly the spin has been that
the government wants the authority to be more involved
in urban renewal than in greenfield sprawl, but nothing
in the legislation confirms this. It is purely up to the
minister of the day to set the priorities for the authority.
The minister is now the gatekeeper for whether the
authority carries out developments at all, or whether it
does that alone or in partnership. On that argument,
apart from the benefits of liability, there is no real
reason why this authority should remain an independent
entity. Mr Tee tried to uncover some vast right-wing
conspiracy, but you could go to any state-owned
enterprise, or for that matter any statutory body, in the
last four to eight years and you will find ministerial
directions, nods and winks or straight-out instructions
to those bodies. Even an organisation as big and ugly as
Melbourne Water had its policies and investments
dictated to it by the previous government. For the
smaller state-owned enterprises it is simply a matter of
a ministerial direction, and we almost never see what
those are.
It is interesting, though, that the Minister for Planning
had a whole page dedicated to him in the Age
newspaper the other day. He spruiked his desire to hand
over and get rid of his powers. But with this bill he will
set up an entity that will very much need his nod before
it takes serious action to intervene in the marketplace.
Apart from that, what have we got? We have another
assembler of land and a role in putting up ideas that the
minister himself, as planning authority, might — —
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powers, responsibilities, accountabilities or
transparency around how the government would go
about doing that. We are seeing a name change and a
switcheroo as to who decides what.
Mr Tee also wanted to dance towards the issue of who
has been appointed chair. He noted that the
requirements or the eligibility criteria for the
appointment of directors are listed in this bill. So the
criteria for who we choose is enacted in statute, which
is probably a good thing. It only remains for someone
to make a judgement as to whether the chair and other
board member appointments fit those criteria. In the
view of the Greens, and I hope Mr Tee will soon
endorse this view, a commissioner for public
appointments should be appointed, as is the case in the
UK.
Mrs Peulich — That is tomorrow’s business. Don’t
pre-empt debate.
Mr BARBER — I will certainly not pre-empt the
debate for tomorrow, but we are dealing with it right
here in this legislation, and Mr Tee has raised it as a
debating point. Mr Tee could have said that he thinks a
commissioner for public appointments, which they
have in the UK, who scrutinises heads of major
departments and appointments to major government
boards and statutory boards and entities, would be a
good thing.
In an analogous case, we had the discussion about the
new Chief Commissioner of Police recently. During
that discussion Daniel Andrews, the Leader of the
Opposition in the Assembly, suggested that that
appointment might occur in consultation with him. That
was his solution to the problem — that he and the
police minister should sit around a table and decide
who would be a good candidate for this particular
office. I think that would be a major breakdown in
ministerial and Westminster accountability. What
would happen if the opposition leader ticked off on
such an important appointment and the person turned
out to be no good? What would the opposition leader
and the opposition then have to say about it if they had
signed off on that appointment? What about the rest of
us in the Parliament who are not part of the government
or the formal Labor opposition? It is all very well that
those parties get together and have a bit of a chat about
it — —

Mrs Peulich interjected.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BARBER — If there was a mention of
‘seeding’ the projects in the legislation, that might tell
us something more, but we are not seeing any new

Mr BARBER — I do not think it should just be me
either. At some later time there might be another force
represented in the Parliament that wants to have a go.
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The Westminster system can be flexible in some ways,
but not when it comes to ministerial accountability. In
my view that concept has to be retained as more or less
sacrosanct. Labor is now trying to raise these kinds of
controversies in relation to one particular appointment.
The Liberal Party tried to raise them in relation to the
appointment of the new head of the Environment
Protection Authority. In my opinion these controversies
often become very personalised and very dirty and do
not benefit the public; they simply get a lot of heat and
not much light.
To avoid these kinds of controversies the solution
might be along the lines of what the Greens have put
forward, which is the appointment of a commissioner
of public appointments who would automatically
scrutinise each major appointment and the process the
government went through to ensure that the
appointment was merit based. That is all we are saying
here: that these appointments should be based on merit
and that in making appointments the minister should be
assured that the best candidates that could be found
against a set of objective criteria have been appointed.
Those criteria will be in the act in this case, so that will
make life quite easy.
From the government’s statements it seems to be clear
that it is not interested in intervening specifically in the
product market of outer suburban housing by providing
that housing. At least that is the hint it has given us. It
would be good to know if the government was still
fully committed to intervening in the provision of
public housing, and it would be good if it would hurry
up and build some. That could very well occur on these
sorts of redevelopment sites as opposed to greenfield
sites.
The authority — the old version and the new one — is
required to have regard to the question of sustainability,
but there are not a lot of criteria available for its work in
doing that. In certain circumstances it will be governed
by the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and the
planning scheme, and there are some sustainability
criteria there. There is a lot more to the redevelopment
of urban land than simply those matters governed by
the planning scheme. There are of course the issues of
the provision of transport, the way that is integrated into
a particular development and other matters outside the
planning act that nevertheless are very important. For
example, there is the provision of energy and a reliable
energy grid that is environmentally friendly, better
generation, local production of energy, demand
management, high efficiency in the built form and also
in appliances and other energy-using devices within
dwellings, and the provision of local employment.
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These are all matters that an ideal developer with a
commitment to sustainable development would be
considering, but this bill does not contain those criteria.
Those criteria exist in other acts. They exist in the
mining act, for example, or to be more precise the
Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act
1990. That indicates that this government, like the last
government, is not offering any stepped change to the
way urban development is done. It puts no particular
benchmarks up for itself to be measured against or any
particular criteria for this authority to work towards,
and that indicates, in yet another area of policy, that we
are really seeing a continual vector of Liberal-Labor
policies rolling through this Parliament with very little
to excite anyone and certainly nothing that will make a
major difference to the sort of problems that society is
grappling with.
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — It is a great
pleasure to rise to speak in support of the Victorian
Urban Development Authority Amendment (Urban
Renewal Authority Victoria) Bill 2011, which is
another significant delivery on behalf of the coalition
government by the very capable, diligent and
industrious Minister for Planning, Mr Guy. It is an
important part of the comprehensive planning policy
the coalition took to the election, which was a
significant component in the Victorian public’s vote to
bring the coalition government into office to restore
confidence, integrity and short, medium and long-term
planning that offers certainty, structure and efficiency
to the Victorian community. In opposing this proposed
policy the now opposition produced no policies going
into the last election.
As part of coalition policy this bill has as its primary
purpose to abolish what has been called VicUrban and
to establish the Urban Renewal Authority Victoria. In
that context the bill also seeks to structure some of the
roles of the urban renewal authority that had been left
either silent in previous legislation or in need of reform.
The purposes of the bill as set out in clause 1 are to
abolish the Victorian Urban Development Authority
and establish Urban Renewal Authority Victoria as its
successor in law, to amend the name of the principal act
as a result of the establishment of the new authority, to
amend the purpose of the principal act to reflect the
purposes of the new authority, to set out additional
functions of the new authority and to provide additional
eligibility criteria for appointment to the board of the
new authority.
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Importantly, clause 5 of this bill substitutes section 1,
which amends the purpose of the principal act. It
provides that the main purpose of the amended
principal act will be to:
… establish the Urban Renewal Authority Victoria—
(a) to carry out or manage or co-ordinate the carrying out of
urban renewal projects; and
(b) to contribute to the implementation of government urban
planning and development policies; and
(c) to undertake declared projects; and
(d) to complete the development of the docklands area ...

That is a change from the previous purposes of the
equivalent authority as set out in the principal act, the
Victorian Urban Development Authority Act 2003.
Significantly the existing principal act has as its
purpose:
(a) to carry out urban development …

The importance of coordination and management of the
carrying out of urban renewal projects is something
that, to answer some of Mr Barber’s queries, will be a
focus of the new authority. This bill will also get rid of
subsection (d) of the existing purposes section, which
is:
to assist in the implementation of government urban
development policies and strategies (including Melbourne
2030).

This bill replaces that with a much more flexible and
ongoing role in the development and implementation of
urban policies. It also draws a line in the sand for the
removal of Melbourne 2030. I had always criticised that
policy for one important reason — namely, that that
regional and statewide Victorian planning policy was
called ‘Melbourne 2030’ rather than ‘Victoria 2030’ or
some other phrase that represented the need for
statewide planning across all relevant areas of the state.
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were announced as part of the release of policies during
the election campaign, the measures will enable us to
develop where it is appropriate and to renew those areas
that are moving into transition to enable Victoria to
accommodate increased levels of population in a
sustainable, efficient and harmonious way. This will be
done in a way that will also improve our residential
amenity and allow consistent protection for our
metropolitan areas of established heritage, amenity and
infrastructure. The present situation in those areas can
be maintained where appropriate. With the clear
directions provided in the proposed amendments to the
existing act, this new authority will be able to deliver on
these election promises in an independent manner, and
where appropriate it will have structured guidance from
the Minister for Planning.
I note that the opposition does not oppose the bill, but
one of the criticisms raised by Mr Tee was around the
level of independence of the new board and the role of
the minister. This bill structures the direction that will
be given to the new authority in a way that is
transparent, open and clear, a point that was
acknowledged by Mr Barber at least in relation to the
criteria for appointment to the board. In making his
points Mr Tee has overlooked, potentially
mischievously — in the sense that this is very clear —
that the previous Minister for Planning on many
occasions gave very clear directions to VicUrban.
I have at hand a bundle of material released under FOI,
but I will turn to a single letter from the then Minister
for Planning to Ms Carolyn Lloyd, acting chairperson
of VicUrban, which is headed ‘VicUrban redefined role
and implementation plan — government decisions’.
The letter says:
In March 2010, government endorsed in principle, a redefined
role for VicUrban subject to an assessment of the associated
financial implications. The redefined role will focus on
VicUrban’s role towards supporting development of more
housing in established areas, particularly Melbourne’s inner
and middle ring suburbs, central activity districts and in large
regional centres.

The opportunities created through the focus on urban
renewal as opposed to simply development will enable
large and major areas in the metropolitan area and
regional centres to be renewed. When pondering the
meaning of renewal it is important to consider the
definition being inserted into the proposed act by the
bill, which states as follows:

There is a four-page attachment to the letter which has
as its heading ‘Redefined role’. The suggestion that
there has not been any direction given to the board in
the past is not correct. What this bill will do is structure
that direction in a very clear manner.

urban renewal means the redevelopment of large scale urban
neighbourhoods to improve their amenity for residential and
mixed use purposes …

This letter is also helpful in relation to growth areas,
which was the second aspect of concern, because it
indicates on page 4 the then minister’s contemplation of
this issue, namely, that:

That has been put in as a clear direction to the new
authority as to its task. As has been stated frequently by
the Minister for Planning since the measures in this bill

VicUrban is to undertake a planned and measured transition
out of growth areas, with new operations to occur on an
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exceptions basis, where there are demonstrable policy
outcomes … Note: as a transitional arrangement, a detailed
business case will be required.

What the government is doing with this bill is
structuring that existing form of ministerial direction in
a very transparent manner while at the same time
indicating that the authority will have a reduced
presence in greenfield locations. This is appropriate
because where there is a healthy and competitive
private market to provide for local market demands
there will not necessarily be the need going forward for
the authority to have that focus, particularly when under
the legislation its focus will be on urban renewal
opportunities.
I turn now to some of the transitional arrangements,
which are important because they outline what will
occur — that is, that the old authority is being abolished
and the new authority is its successor in law and all
rights, assets, liabilities and obligations of the old
authority immediately before its abolition become the
rights, assets, liabilities and obligations of the new
authority. New section 83, to be substituted in the
principal act by clause 15, provides that on the
commencement day all staff of the old authority will
immediately become employees of the new authority.
I turn to the importance of the independence of the
board and the criteria for appointment, which was a
point picked up by Mr Barber.
Mr Barber — Nothing gets past Mr Barber.
Mr O’BRIEN — New section 19A, to be inserted
by clause 12, outlines the eligibility criteria for the
appointment of directors. This indicates the skills,
experience or knowledge that the board members will
have, including the funding and delivery of
infrastructure; property and land development; urban
planning; economics and financial management; public
administration; corporate governance; housing delivery,
supply and affordability; and law, particularly
commercial law. These criteria are very appropriate for
the board, which will operate in a commercial
environment as is appropriate to its role. In relation to
the delivery of these projects, it is anticipated that the
criteria will assist in the important objectives of
delivering both a greater diversity and a greater
affordability of housing on these urban renewal sites.
I note that the bill has received support from the
Property Council of Australia. In an article in the
Australian Financial Review of 3 June Ms Jennifer
Cunich, executive director of the Victorian division, is
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reported as saying that the establishment of the renewal
authority was a ‘significant step in the right direction’.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.
Mr O’BRIEN — Before the dinner break I referred
to Jennifer Cunich, executive director of the Victorian
division of the Property Council of Australia, who said
that the establishment of the renewal authority was a
significant step in the right direction. This is a reform
that will be of longstanding benefit to the people of
Victoria. It will be the sort of thing that our children and
our children’s children will join us in commending.
I also take the opportunity of congratulating Mr Clarke
on his appointment. The criteria that have been set out
in the legislation by the government are criteria that that
particular individual well suits, and I note Mr Barber’s
support for merit-based criteria in the appointment
process.
In concluding, I indicate that another important aspect
of the legislation is that it will place a greater emphasis
on resource efficiencies and accountability, with the
government setting a performance framework and
rigorous reporting measures. The authority’s board will
be required to develop key performance measures that
will be monitored by the responsible departments
through the corporate planning process. Supporting
this, clause 14 of the bill will require that a statement of
corporate intent for the authority address an overall
five-year period instead of the current three-year period,
in order to provide for a more comprehensive forward
plan for the authority. It is also the intention that the
authority will continue the work of VicUrban towards
being financially self-sustaining. This will require the
authority to maintain a strong and balanced portfolio of
profit-generating projects to generate sufficient cash
flow to cover interest and other costs of
non-commercial components of major urban renewal
initiatives.
I pick up Mr Tee’s concern about what is to happen
with the ‘dormitory suburbs’, to use his phrase. I think
he was referring to the greenfield suburbs. We say that
the renewal authority will in fact awaken any dormitory
suburbs that have lain dormant since the initiatives of
the former Kennett government in relation to potential
urban renewal areas such as Docklands and will
provide a significant legacy to the state for the benefit
of all Victorians. I commend the work of the previous
VicUrban board, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — As both
Mr Tee and Mr Barber have observed, this bill
essentially changes the name of the Victorian Urban
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Development Authority to Urban Renewal Authority
Victoria and makes some apparently minor changes to
some of the authority’s functions that do have some
concerning implications for Victorians; however, the
opposition will not be opposing this legislation.
As with the Regional Growth Fund, which is the new
name for the Regional Infrastructure Development
Fund, the bill renames and modifies the legislation that
underpins VicUrban, the authority devised and
established by Labor, which the government wishes to
retain but make its own. A good deal of this is about the
optics, because the government is under pressure to be
seen to be doing something. However, the changes that
have been made do need to be taken seriously because
they will have some impact on the community and on
the prosperity and good management of the state.
The purpose of the Urban Development Authority Act
2003 that created VicUrban was to create a single entity
that would strengthen government capacity for a
strategic focus in relation to urban renewal projects.
The legislation built on the experience of the Urban and
Regional Land Corporation and the Docklands
Authority, incorporating many functions of these bodies
that have found their way into the bill we are
considering today. The creation of VicUrban in 2003
enabled a separation of the government’s normal
regulatory role in relation to urban renewal activities
into planning on the one hand and commercial activities
on the other. Those roles are better undertaken by an
authority such as VicUrban.
VicUrban was also charged with the important
responsibility of providing affordable housing, and this
area of its activity was critical to the lives of many
Victorians aspiring to buy their first homes. VicUrban
and its predecessors, the Urban Land Corporation and
the Urban and Regional Land Corporation, intervened
in the purchase, release and preparation for sale of
parcels of land on the urban fringe to limit the cost
pressures on land and reduce speculation so as to make
home ownership more affordable.
The Urban and Regional Land Corporation, and
VicUrban after it, also ensured that the standard of
amenity of the parcels of land would benefit residents
and so set a benchmark for good infrastructure — parks
and open spaces as well as children’s services,
education and training facilities, health-care services,
retail outlets and good roads and public transport. It is
also important to recognise that it was the foresight and
the commitment of the state through the Urban and
Regional Land Corporation, and VicUrban after it, that
promoted sustainability and environmental
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considerations that were factored into the planning and
development of new suburban developments.
It was public authorities, not private developers, that led
the way in solar orientation of houses, for example, in
water saving and energy conservation. VicUrban was
directed to build its strategic and technical expertise so
that it would be able to provide high-level advice on
land development, both to the government and to the
private developers, within a policy framework that
promoted the principles of sustainable development.
Back in 2003 the coalition strenuously opposed the
Victorian Urban Development Authority Bill 2003 on
the grounds that the Docklands Authority would
somehow take over the work of the Urban and Regional
Land Corporation and reallocate funds meant for those
needing cheaper land on the fringes to wealthier people
looking to buy properties in the Docklands precinct.
The coalition — and in fact the record shows it was the
member for Hawthorn in the Assembly — accused the
then Bracks government of destroying the culture of the
Urban and Regional Land Corporation and not
respecting the fact that the expertise of the URLC lay in
developing the fringe areas of Melbourne and that the
Docklands Authority had no expertise in that area, but
the fact is that what Labor was doing at that time was
building on the skills and expertise of both the URLC
and the Docklands Authority to forge an updated
structure that was right for the times.
The bill we have before us today retains the general
structure and objectives of VicUrban, proving that the
basis for the coalition’s opposition to the legislation
back in 2003 was ill-considered. The powers of Urban
Renewal Authority Victoria (URAV) in this legislation
are substantially the same as they were for VicUrban,
and while VicUrban is being abolished under this bill,
we should understand, as previous speakers have
indicated, that fundamentally this is an exercise in
rebadging.
The provisions set out in clause 9 of the bill, which
amend section 7 of the principal act, empower the
urban renewal authority to continue to purchase and
transfer land and property and to act as an agent of
another person. Section 7(1)(j) of the Victorian Urban
Development Authority Act 2003, which the coalition
opposed, provides that VicUrban holds those functions
that are conferred on it by the Docklands Act 1991, and
this provision is unchanged in the present legislation, so
it is pretty clear that after eight years the coalition is
satisfied that it was a good provision and it would have
to concede that Labor got it right at that time.
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The bill amends section 7(1)(b) of the principal act to
enable the URAV to carry out the development of land
or to enter into relevant arrangements and agreements
only if requested to do so by the minister. Similarly,
under this bill the provision in section 7(1)(g) of the
principal act that enabled Urban Development
Authority Victoria to provide consultancy services in
relation to the development of land can only be
undertaken if the minister requests the URAV to do so.
The second-reading speech states that the authority will
only undertake some of the previous functions of
VicUrban where the responsible minister expressly
requests that that be done. That change is puzzling
when read in conjunction with last Friday’s Age article
by Justin Dowling entitled ‘Man with a plan’. In that
article the planning minister is reported to have said that
he intends where possible to remove himself from the
planning process — presumably to stick to policy —
yet here we have the minister in this legislation
inserting himself directly into the planning decisions of
the urban renewal authority. The minister’s
second-reading speech states that Urban Renewal
Authority Victoria’s role is to drive major long-term
urban renewal projects and cites the 20-hectare E-Gate
development in West Melbourne and the Fishermans
Bend development as examples. I expect that the
authority’s focus will also be on other Melbourne sites,
such as the Richmond station housing development.
It is critical that we keep up momentum on the urban
consolidation program that has been a feature of
development in Melbourne over the past period, and we
need to continue to push for the renewal and
redevelopment of urban sites, but while we are doing
this the government should not lose focus on the outer
urban developments, and I frankly do not see anything
in the legislation or the second-reading speech that
identifies that that will continue to be a priority of the
government. I am not confident that the government
will give attention to that or that it has plans to promote
and to continue to develop the outer suburbs.
There is also some cause for concern in that the
government is clearly stepping away from the state role
through bodies such as the Urban Land Council and
VicUrban, where the state has a direct role in the
shaping of new developments to both encourage best
practice in sustainability, for example, and play a role in
making land more affordable.
To be fair, the second-reading speech does say that ‘the
authority will have a key role in promoting housing
affordability’. The words ‘a key role in promoting’
have been carefully chosen, but that is not the same as
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saying that the authority will play a leadership role in
increasing the availability of affordable housing and
ensuring that something is done about the decreasing
numbers of young people who are giving up on the
private housing market.
The second-reading speech says that the authority will
engage with private developers and government
departments and agencies in the planning and design of
new urban accommodation, and it talks about the
complexity of renewal projects requiring government
oversight rather than leadership. The second-reading
speech says that the authority will have a reduced
presence within greenfield locations compared with
VicUrban.
Under the direction of the minister the authority may
also play a role in facilitating development at strategic
locations in regional Victoria. All this amounts to a
weakening of the strong leadership role that the Urban
and Regional Land Corporation and VicUrban have
had over the period that those entities have existed.
Frankly I am fearful that there will be an aggregate loss
of independence of authority and a lot more direct
say-so on the part of the minister, who does not really
believe that this is a space in which the state should
play a major role. I suspect that this government will
defer to the private sector to take the lead, and as others
have observed in this debate, it can be fraught with
problems when developments are left to the market. For
example, where it is imperative that housing be made
available to low-income people, as is the case in some
of the inner suburban sites, there can be high levels of
soil contamination, and there is an important role for
entities such as the Environment Protection Authority
in making sure that the soils are cleaned up before
building takes place.
This legislation and the new arrangements that are set
out in the bill have the potential to place the minister in
dangerous proximity to developers. He will play the
role of gatekeeper and the go-to person who stands
between the developers and the new urban renewal
authority.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
rise today to speak on the Victorian Urban
Development Authority Amendment (Urban Renewal
Authority Victoria) Bill 2011.
Mr Finn — And happy birthday!
Mr ONDARCHIE — Thank you, Mr Finn, for
your wishes; I appreciate them. The bill abolishes the
Victorian Urban Development Authority, VicUrban,
and creates an Urban Renewal Authority Victoria,
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which I will call the authority for the purposes of
tonight’s discussion. The authority will have the same
powers that applied to VicUrban under the Victorian
Urban Development Authority Act 2003. The powers
include acquiring an interest in land compulsorily by a
process with the approval of the minister. The bill
amends the purpose of the act to reflect the purpose of
the authority and sets out additional functions of the
authority to manage or coordinate the carrying out of
urban renewal projects.
This bill does not introduce any further limitations on
an individual’s right not to be deprived of their
property; land can only be acquired for the purposes of
a declared project with the minister administering the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 approval. Projects
are declared by the Governor in Council on
recommendation of the minister responsible for the
VicUrban act and also with Treasury approval. The
Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986 also
applies.
The bill also introduces an eligibility criteria that the
minister must take into account when recommending
that a person be appointed to the board of this authority.
It is on that point that I wish to speak further. It was
interesting to listen to the oration by Mr Tee this
afternoon. When I joined this place I was interested to
hear that ‘Mr T’ was in the chamber. I was thinking
back to the A-Team Mr T. I was looking forward to
seeing a Mohawk and chains and hearing ‘Pity the
fool’. I was expecting Mr T from the A-Team to be in
the chamber. Sadly I was bitterly disappointed. There is
not the same amount of energy and not the same
amount of personality, but Mr Tee is in the chamber.
Mr Tee talked about the appointments to the board. He
talked about the appointment of Peter Clarke, a
property and planning expert — Cr Peter Clarke from
the Melbourne City Council. Mr Tee made some
connection, as obtuse as it was — without the Mohawk
and chains — between Mr Clarke and his affiliation
with the Liberal Party. He seemed in shock that the
government would appoint a planning expert to this
authority.
Let us talk about government appointments. Let us talk
about the appointments of the former government. Let
me share this with you, Acting President: the former
federal member for McMillan, Christian Zara, was
appointed to VENCorp. He was a member of the Labor
Party. Elaine Carbines, a former member of this place,
was appointed to Parks Victoria. A former member of
the Legislative Council, Monica Gould, was appointed
to VicForests. Labor Senator Robert Ray was appointed
to the Victorian Managed Insurance Authority. Former
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member of this place Geoff Hilton was appointed to the
Transport Accident Commission and WorkCover; he
was also a Labor member. There is a surprise, Mr Tee!
John McQuilten, a former member of this place — —
Mr Leane — Can we have a drug test?
Mr ONDARCHIE — There should be one on the
opposite side; there is no doubt about that, Mr Leane!
John McQuilten, a former member of this place, was
appointed to the Victorian Regional Channels
Authority. Ministerial adviser to the Labor Party, Nada
Kirkwood, was appointed to the Melbourne Market
Authority, and Craig Cook, John Brumby’s chief of
staff — remember Craig Cook; nobody else does! —
was appointed to Goulburn-Murray Water. I wonder
whether they were appointed on their skills and ability,
as was Mr Clarke, a planning expert.
Rob Jolly, a former Treasurer — we are still paying for
Rob Jolly’s time as a former Treasurer — was
appointed to EcoRecycle Victoria. Former minister
David White — remember him; Victoria is still paying
for Mr White’s time — was appointed to Yarra Trams.
The Prime Minister’s buddy Robyn McLeod — I
wonder whether she has a view about carbon tax —
was appointed as the executive director of water at the
Department of Sustainability and Environment. And
Paula Benson, the wife of Senator Steven Conroy, was
appointed to the Port of Melbourne Authority. Mr Tee
took up the time of Parliament talking about Peter
Clarke, a planning expert, and his appointment. Mr Tee,
with his Mohawk and chains, should hang his head in
shame.
This bill demonstrates a clear commitment of the
Baillieu coalition government to facilitate large-scale
urban change within inner urban areas. The authority
will have an active role in strategic projects. It is a
sensible bill, it is an appropriate bill and I commend this
bill to the house.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to make a few remarks on the Victorian Urban
Development Authority Amendment (Urban Renewal
Authority Victoria) Bill 2011. Just a few short days ago
we had the Auditor-General’s report entitled
Revitalising Central Dandenong, which looks into
projects undertaken by VicUrban, which is the subject
of the predecessor legislation being amended here
today. The amendments in the bill deal with the
restructure of the new board, particularly the setting out
of the eligibility criteria for the appointment to the
board of directors.
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Basically what this government has done is enable the
Minister for Planning to stamp his authority on the
processes and structures for making decisions and not
micromanage each decision, as we saw, say, with the
previous Minister for Planning, Justin Madden, and the
various agents and minions he had working on his
behalf. It is about making sure that we get the right
people in the right positions making good decisions for
Victorians.
This bill implements some of the government’s key
strategic priorities, including putting planning and
regulatory reforms in place to assist in the management
of population growth and infrastructure planning and
developing planning strategies for metropolitan and
regional areas experiencing significant growth and
change. The bill delivers on the Baillieu government’s
election commitment to tackle the task of enabling
better use of existing areas through urban renewal. It
establishes the basis for the Urban Renewal Authority
Victoria through amendments to the existing act and
seeks to implement what is essentially a restructuring of
VicUrban both in terms of its governance and its
day-to-day activities.
The Auditor-General raised some issues and concerns
and there are some questions that the Minister for
Planning and the new board will need to contend with
in terms of the level of proactivity they want the
government authority to engage in when intervening in
the market. I think the Minister for Planning has made
the right decision in clarifying the criteria for
appointment of directors. He has recently appointed an
outstanding chairman of the board, one who has
enormous experience in planning in both his
professional and council capacity.
The city of Greater Dandenong has benefited from
some of the activities of the former authority. I would
imagine the minister will, together with the board, look
at the parameters of activities of that nature to see
where the board can value add to Victoria. Fishermans
Bend is an ideal area. There are other areas where
perhaps renewal is possible but, as I said, in a very
different way and perhaps with the expenditure of less
taxpayer funds in achieving that objective. There are
people who support some of the things that the previous
authority has done. Some of that work is evident in the
city of Greater Dandenong. But there are also some
shortcomings, and these are the challenges for the new
authority to resolve. The sort of renewal that we saw in
central Dandenong may have been difficult without
such an authority, but there is a long way to go and a
range of issues to be addressed.
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The skills, experience and knowledge of those on the
board will be crucial to its success, especially in the
areas of funding and delivery of infrastructure; property
and land development; urban planning; economics and
financial management; public administration; corporate
governance; housing delivery, supply and affordability;
and law, especially in the area of commercial law. I
think that is the most important change in this piece of
legislation. We can only be the beneficiaries of this
improvement.
There are many significant opportunities for urban
renewal around Melbourne. Dandenong is one,
Frankston is possibly another and Fishermans Bend is a
third. I look forward to seeing progress, seeing urban
growth accommodated in areas where it is most viable
and seeing the new authority playing a less
interventionist and more productive role in delivering
outcomes for Victoria.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I will
not take up too much of the house’s time because I
know we want to go into a committee stage, which I am
very happy to do. I want to make some remarks but not
so much to the chamber. I want to make some remarks
to people who I know might be listening tonight or
indeed who may read this tomorrow in Hansard. They
are members of the public who live on the Aurora
estate in Epping North in the region I represent,
Northern Metropolitan Region.
Over the last few weeks they have been fed what can
only be described as a bunch of absolutely disgraceful,
scaremongering lies — lies such as that their estate will
not be completed and that community facilities will be
ripped out from underneath them. Who has fed them
this information? None other than their local member of
Parliament, the member for Yan Yean in the other
place, Danielle Green, ably assisted by Mr Tee, the
shadow Minister for Planning. I simply say to those
people listening tonight, your concerns raised with me
as to whether this material is in fact a scare campaign
from the Labor Party are 100 per cent right. What we
have had from the Labor Party has been an absolute
disgrace — —
Mr Tee — You are selling them out! Down the
drain. Just gone. Gone!
Hon. M. J. GUY — Let me go further for the
benefit of the vocal shadow minister. Contained in the
pieces of paper I have here, in response to the shadow
Minister for Planning who is yelling out that we are
selling out the outer suburbs by moving the focus of the
authority to the inner city, are almost 30 pieces of
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correspondence. They are letters written by the former
Minister for Planning, Mr Madden, to VicUrban, the
organisation we are replacing here tonight, which
authorise the authority to dispose of a quarter of a
billion dollars of land assets in areas such as Aurora.
Did Mr Madden not tell Mr Tee that? I guess
Mr Madden did not. Did Mr Lenders tell Mr Tee that?
Did Mr Lenders tell Mr Tee that the previous
government had factored in a quarter of a billion dollars
of land sales, including Aurora, in this coming term
should the Labor Party be re-elected?
Here we have the Australian Labor Party running into
this chamber saying, ‘You are selling out people living
in Aurora’, when all along that is what the Labor Party
intended to do. What is better than that, though, is the
fact that the letters contain an absolute direction from
the then Minister for Planning, Justin Madden,
demanding that VicUrban change its business program
to focus not on the outer suburbs but on inner suburban
Melbourne. There was absolute direction from the
minister. Concerns were raised by the spiv member for
Melton in the other place, Don Nardella, who called
people ‘spivs’ and ‘carpetbaggers’ — —
Mr Tee — On a point of order, Acting President, the
reference to the member for Melton as a ‘spiv’ is
inappropriate, and the minister should withdraw his
reference.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I ask the minister to withdraw his comment.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I withdraw.
Other members in the other chamber, such as the
members for Yan Yean and Essendon, insulted
members in the last Parliament in outer suburbs, talking
about obese housing and McMansions, and talking
down outer suburbs. Now the Australian Labor Party
has the gall to run a scare campaign to the people in
Aurora, saying that their communities will be destroyed
simply through the refocusing of an organisation, and
here is the material on what it was going to do all along.
Here are the letters written by Mr Tee’s former
government. I wonder how many conversations
Mr Madden had with Mr Tee about his plans, his
absolute directions to VicUrban to change the focus of
that organisation. How many conversations did
Mr Lenders have with the current shadow ministry
about it committing in the previous government to a
quarter of a billion dollars of land sales out of
VicUrban, which included the sale of Aurora. Tonight
we have the Labor Party members threatening and
scaring, driving people in the outer suburbs to tears
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because they may have changes made in their
community, when the Labor Party was going to do that
all along; and not only that, it is in print. Shame on you!
You have shown yourself to be a hypocrite of the
highest order, a man not up to the job that he has.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! The minister, through the Chair!
Hon. M. J. GUY — You are quite right, Acting
President. He has shown, through you Chair, that he is a
hypocrite and not up to the job he has.
Mr Leane — On a point of order, Acting President,
the President has ruled on calling individual members
hypocrites and said it was unparliamentary. The
minister should withdraw.
Mr Finn — On the point of order, Acting President,
my very clear understanding is that if Mr Tee has taken
offence at what the minister has said, since Mr Tee is in
the house he is well within his rights, and presumably it
is well within his ability, to rise to his feet and ask for a
withdrawal. It is not Mr Leane’s place to take offence
on Mr Tee’s behalf, despite what he might like to do. It
is well within Mr Tee’s rights to get up and ask for a
withdrawal himself.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Again I ask the minister to withdraw his
comment.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I withdraw.
I simply say in conclusion that the hypocrisy of the
Australian Labor Party is absolute. It is absolutely
astonishing and offensive, and it is no wonder that its
primary vote is beyond the depths of 30 per cent in
every state and nationally in this country when it treats
people with such disrespect. It talks down the outer
suburbs with venom and then its members walk into
this Parliament months later to scare people in an
appalling and abhorrent way, when all along the proof
is otherwise: that the spivs opposite in the Labor Party,
with their mates in the Socialist Left, were always
intending to demolish outer urban developments in
Melbourne.
I look forward to this committee debate. I very much
look forward to running through every single piece of
paper I have and reading every bit of them, whether we
are here till 4.00 a.m. or 5.00 a.m. Mr Tee will be
nothing but a flash in the pan, as is typical of members
opposite who have had responsibility for the shadow
portfolio before him, who ideologically hate outer
suburbs. That has been proven by this evidence today.
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Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
same merit-based process that now forms the eligibility
criteria in the bill.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Clause 1
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question to the minister is: basically the same group of
people who are working for VicUrban now are going to
continue working for the new authority, and nobody is
going to get the sack; is that right?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Yes.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — All these
people will now need new business cards and new
letterheads, and signs will be going up on doors and so
forth. Can the minister tell me how much has been
allocated to the changeover of branding and suchlike
that will go with this name change?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — That is
an internal matter for the operation of VicUrban. I do
not anticipate it to be a large amount of money.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — We are
really going to move right along with this one.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — On this
particular issue, I have a question which is picked up
further on in terms of the transition provisions, but on
this: can the minister give us a sense as to the number
of staff who are involved?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Just
over 210.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Are there any other questions or comments?
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I might just
reserve the right to come back to this issue when we
deal with the provision in the bill dealing with the staff
and the transitional arrangements.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Further
on in the bill there is a set of eligibility criteria for the
appointment of directors, but for now can the minister
tell me what merit-based process he and his department
went through in order to determine that Cr Clarke was
the best man for the job of chair?

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I
understand the criteria in the bill, and I do not think
there is much doubt that Cr Clarke meets those criteria.
What I want to know is what process the minister went
through in order to determine that in the possible
universe of candidates Cr Clarke was the best man and
the best fit for those criteria.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Apart
from this not being a part of the bill we are considering,
I repeat my substantive answer from before, which is:
the eligibility criteria and finding someone whom we
believe best fitted it.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — It is part
of the bill, because we are setting up a new authority
with a new set of criteria. We are putting — —
Hon. M. J. Guy — On a point of order, Acting
President, Mr Barber is asking me about the
appointment of the chair of the urban renewal authority.
The chair of the urban renewal authority has not been
appointed. Cr Clarke has been appointed the chair of
VicUrban, which is the authority that is currently in
existence. The urban renewal authority board will be
appointed if this bill passes the Parliament.
Mr Tee — On the point of order, Acting President,
the minister has announced — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
There is no point of order. That was more a point of
explanation, but one that the committee might well take
into consideration.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I think
the minister’s own press release said that Cr Clarke was
also going to be the chair of this new entity when we
create it.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) —
Mr Barber is asking me about the past.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — But in
the past the minister made a decision which resulted in
the announcement that Cr Clarke will be appointed to
be the chair of this new entity any minute now, when
we create it. What I would like to know is what process
the minister went through. I presume there may have
been an executive search or a short-list developed or
whatever. I would like to know what process the
minister went through to determine that Cr Clarke was
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the best person to chair the board. The reason it is
important is that the minister will now have to appoint
other directors and they will also have to meet these
criteria, and I would be keen to know if the minister
will use the same process to appoint them as he used to
appoint Cr Clarke.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — In
terms of the appointment of Cr Clarke my substantive
answer remains that in terms of the criteria that we
used. The method of appointment was no different to
the method of appointment of previous members of the
board under VicUrban. In terms of future members, if
and when the bill passes tonight, that will be the point
at which the government will consider whether any of
those will be direct appointments or whether they will
be appointed through a public advertising process.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — So there
was no public advertising process for the chair? I think
the minister can confirm that. Was there any other
process such as a short-listing or an executive search or
so forth, or is the minister literally telling me it was just
that it came to the minister that he was the guy and the
minister made the offer? Which one of those two
alternatives was it?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
process, as it was in the past under the previous
government, involves the minister making a
recommendation to cabinet, which then makes a
recommendation to the Governor in Council.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Yes, that
is how it is done, but did anybody make a
recommendation to the minister through any process, or
did the recommendation arise out of the minister’s own
brain?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Apart
from the crudeness with which we have arrived at this
issue, my substantive answer regarding the appointment
of Cr Clarke and how it was done remains what it was
at the very start. I made the recommendation. There
were a number of people who were considered, but I
forwarded Cr Clarke’s name.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I barely heard
the minister’s answer. Did he say that a number of other
people were considered but that Cr Clarke was the one
who was successful?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I think
Mr Tee should go back and read Hansard. I said I
considered a number of names, and that was the name I
submitted.
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Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I just want to
revisit the minister’s previous answer to Mr Barber
around the cost of rebranding and the minister’s
response that he did not expect it to be a large amount.
Could the minister further quantify what a large amount
may be? Are we talking tens of thousands of dollars or
hundreds of thousands of dollars? Would the minister
be able to give us some sort of ballpark range about that
particular quantum?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — We just
heard a speech from Mr Scheffer gloating over the
Labor Party’s successful amalgamation of the Urban
and Regional Land Corporation and the Docklands
Authority. That would have been a very similar
situation in which you had two authorities come
together, although the structure and staffing of the
authorities remained the same. Even under the previous
regime of the Brumby government there were a number
of entities such as new departments that were
established. When the Kennett government left office,
there were 8; when we took office in November last
year, there were 11. All of those issues about
rebranding and the movement of staff — whether that
requires an update in terms of their position description
or their business card, as Mr Barber has put it — have
been managed before.
It is clearly not going to cost tens of millions of dollars.
It is an exercise that VicUrban will manage, not me.
VicUrban is an independent statutory authority which
manages its own finances through a board and a chief
executive officer. It will manage those rebranding
issues itself. I cannot believe it will be a large amount
of money when we have not given any brief to the
authority to go on a large advertising campaign which
would obviously be a consideration coming back to
government if it were to be approved. It would not
require a large rebranding exercise. I have made that
clear.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — If the minister
will not make the figure available tonight, will he make
it available at some stage in the future?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I do not
know if Mr Tee has wax in his ears, but how many
times do I have to tell him this? How many times does
he have to be told what I just said? It is an independent
statutory authority. Mr Tee himself has been ranting in
his contribution to the second-reading debate about an
independent statutory authority, and I have just repeated
to him again that an independent statutory authority will
make those decisions. That is why you have it. That is
why the authority has the authority to run and manage
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itself, and it will come back to government with a
financial modelling position in terms of going
forward — its operational costs. I find it bizarre that
during the committee stage of a bill members of the
Labor Party are asking — and this is for the record —
‘Have you got a costing on how much the reissuing of
business cards might cost for 200 people?’. Mr Tee
could ask questions about plenty of things in this bill,
but he has asked about the cost of business cards.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — That’s all
they are going to change?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — What
does Mr Leane think? Has he seen VicUrban
advertising on the top of the Rialto? Has he seen it on
Etihad Stadium? Has he seen it on the South-Eastern
Freeway? I have not seen it anywhere there. Maybe
someone else has seen it there, but I have not.
Mr Leane’s eyesight might be better than mine. I have
not seen VicUrban advertising in any massive,
prominent position that requires tens of thousands of
dollars in a rebranding exercise, be it on TV or radio, in
marketing or maybe even on trade union websites. I
have not seen any of this before. If Mr Leane reckons
that is what VicUrban needs to do, then maybe Mr Tee
might advance that as a Labor Party amendment.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Before
we all start ranting, this bill really only does three
things: it sets some criteria for appointing the board; it
changes the structure so that the board has to ask the
minister’s permission before it gets involved in a
development; and it changes the name of the
organisation. We are being invited to vote on a clause
that kicks in around about clause 6, ‘Definitions’, which
simply changes the name. Clause 6 of the bill creates a
definition of ‘urban renewal’, but it does not give the
new authority a mandate to do urban renewal. When we
are invited to vote on a clause that changes the name —
and without that clause the bill would go ahead and
operate anyway: the only thing that would be different
would be that the organisation would still call itself
VicUrban — it is not unreasonable to ask what the cost
would be of designing a new logo, putting it up on the
walls of all of the new authority’s billboards and a
complete new website. All of it might run into — —
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and one of them is it changes the name. If changing the
name is going to cost a few hundred thousand dollars,
which has been known to happen these days, it would
probably be a round of drinks down there just to
farewell the old authority.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is a question, is there?
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — It is not
unreasonable to ask, but the minister has decided it is
unreasonable to answer, so I think we are not going to
profit any further from asking another time.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I remind the
minister, following his rant, that the proposition came
from Mr Barber, but it is a serious question. The
minister has indicated that he will not provide the
information and that the authority is an independent
authority. That was his response. My question is: will
the minister then ask the authority to make that
information public?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Acting
President, I got up here before and said the wax in
Mr Tee’s ears must be getting too thick if he could not
hear the answer to the other question, and then I
hear — —
Mr Tee — On a point of order, Acting President, I
think the minister has overstepped the mark in terms of
his phraseology, and I ask you to get him to focus on
the bill and to not cast aspersions on me.
Mr O’Brien — On the point of order, Acting
President, if the accusation from the minister is that the
speaker, Mr Tee, has miscategorised his answers, he is
perfectly entitled to remind him of what he actually
said. The more it gets miscategorised the more it will
go on; therefore the point taken by the minister was
perfectly valid and there is no criticism there.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
What are the words that have been used that Mr Tee
finds objectionable?
Mr Tee — The expression that caused me concern
was in relation to my ears being full of wax.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — You
guys are out of government. You are on the big things,
are you? You got 10 per cent; that is why you got
whipped.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Does Mr Tee seek a withdrawal of that?

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Like I
said, it is your bill, Minister. It only does three things,

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The minister will withdraw.

Mr Tee — Yes, I do.
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Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
withdraw.
As I was saying earlier, Mr Tee was obviously not
listening to the answer. It is not about me saying I
refuse to tell Mr Tee how much VicUrban might spend
on a rebranding exercise. This bill is not about a
rebranding exercise.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Yes, it is. That is
exactly what it is.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Why
change the name?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Are
you right? Are we to continue? It will be a long night. I
am happy to stay till 4.00 a.m.
Honourable members interjecting.
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at the moment it trades as VicUrban. Does the minister
have any knowledge as to whether it is possible for the
authority to still trade as VicUrban even when it
becomes Urban Renewal Authority Victoria and
therefore avoid this whole discussion about new
stickers to go on the side of its cars and all the other
accoutrements that go with a name change?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — It is a
frivolous question which I think has been answered
plenty of times before.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
minister’s concession that he would provide the costing
of the business cards. Will he also provide the other
associated costings — I remind the minister that this
follows up on Mr Barber’s question — in terms of
websites and promotional material, because this is a
large undertaking and an important consideration?

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
It would be very helpful if the minister would speak
through the Chair and confine his comments to the bill.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — For
Brian ‘Big Issues’ Tee I am happy to do so.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Earlier
in tonight’s debate we talked about directing a statutory
authority. Opposition members are asking me to direct
a statutory authority. That members of the Labor Party
are claiming I should be directing a statutory authority
beggars belief when they said in the second-reading
substantive debate that directing a statutory authority
was appalling; yet Mr Madden wrote to VicUrban on
30 July 2010 to direct the statutory authority under a
heading which quite clearly included the words
‘redefined role’. In one part of this debate members of
the Labor Party said directing a statutory authority is
evil, and now they are asking me to direct a statutory
authority on another level. They cannot have it both
ways.

Clause 2

Mr Tee interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — If Mr Tee is desperate to know
the answer about costings to reprint business cards, we
will get him the answer. If that is the big issue the
Australian Labor Party would like to focus on in the
committee stage of this bill at 10 to 9 at night, then I am
very happy to get him the information about the cost of
the reprint of business cards. Good on him for asking!
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
name is being changed from Victorian Urban
Development Authority to Urban Renewal Authority
Victoria. I do not want to go into a Monty Python
routine about this — the People’s Front of Judea — but

Clause agreed to.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — This goes to the
issue the minister raised in his reply — that is, there is a
degree of concern about what happens with the assets
that VicUrban holds, and one of those issues comes up
in regard to the commencement where the default
position is 1 July 2012. Can the minister give us an
indication of whether or not that would be the time at
which the operation comes into effect or would it be a
time before then? Is there any sense of when the bill
will be enacted?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Mr Tee
has raised two points: the commencement of the
operation of the bill and the continuation of contracts.
On the first point, the commencement of the operation
will be fairly soon. There is no defined date as yet; we
will wait and see what happens in the Parliament
tonight. The second point is what Mr Tee has raised in
the substantive debate and again now around the
continuation of contracts. Given there is such interest
tonight from the Australian Greens, and indeed the
Australian Labor Party, about the VicUrban website, I
am betting that none of them has been to that website to
see a very clear indication that all contracts that have
been entered into by VicUrban will be fulfilled. All will
be fulfilled. All the contracts in place for the
community services and community infrastructure that
have been committed to for places like Aurora will be
fulfilled.
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As I said in my summary of the second-reading debate,
this stands in stark contrast to the previous government,
which sought to sell VicUrban’s asset in Aurora. Indeed
the previous Minister for Planning clearly indicated to
the VicUrban board that it should remove VicUrban
from outer urban estates like Aurora in Epping, like the
Officer development and others. He directed VicUrban
to focus on inner urban estates and to dispose of land in
outer areas of Melbourne. That was part of the attempt
by the former Treasurer John Lenders to rip
$250 million from the balance sheet of VicUrban and
put it back into general revenue. VicUrban was there to
provide funds from the sale of assets like Aurora and
Officer — I am speaking to the clause — to fill a
$250 million black hole. It is an outstanding revelation
given that Labor is now claiming it is standing up for
areas that it tried to sell.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I realise we are
on the commencement clause. I have a number of
questions that go to the assets provisions. I seek
guidance from you, Acting President: should I deal with
them in the commencement clause or wait until we get
to the relevant clause in the bill?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I think it would be helpful if we waited until we got to
the appropriate clause.
Clause agreed to; clauses 3 to 5 agreed to.
Clause 6
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Clause 6 is the
definitions clause, and paragraph (b) provides the
definition of urban renewal. It is a broad definition — it
refers to the redevelopment of large-scale urban
neighbourhoods — and I wonder if the minister could
give us an indication as to the extent of that. I take it
that it is not inner urban Melbourne, that it can extend
to Footscray or Morwell, for example. Can the minister
give us a sense as to how far that definition extends?
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Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — It raises the
question: what has been the change in focus if
everything is in? On that basis it could be greenfield
developments. What is the change in definition from
the VicUrban definition?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) —
Mr Tee’s point is a very good one. He should therefore
ask himself why he and Danielle Green, the member
for Yan Yean in the other place, have been saying to
people in Aurora that the government is going to pull
out of outer urban development. When I read the
substantive speeches in the other chamber I saw that the
opposition’s focus was its claim that the government
will take VicUrban out of the outer urban market
entirely overnight and sell all its assets. Mr Tee raised a
very good point: what is the change in definition if that
is not the case? Mr Tee is quite right: that is not the
case. He has just confirmed to the chamber exactly
what I have said all along — that is, urban renewal will
be in existing urban areas, obviously, which may be the
subject of urban change.
The Urban Renewal Authority Victoria will come in
with a mandate, which will be the board’s to direct. The
areas could be in outer urban Melbourne, Melbourne’s
middle suburbs, as we have talked about, Melbourne’s
southern suburbs, in areas such as the Maribyrnong
defence land or regional cities like Geelong and areas.
Mr Tee referred to the mandate of the authority. The
reason for putting that in was to give a definition that
provides some clarity — it simply tidies up what was in
the legislation previously — and that provides the
government with a range of options.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am beginning
to think that Mr Barber’s understanding of the bill
might be right. The second-reading speech provides
that the authority will have a reduced presence within
greenfield locations. I am trying to understand how that
is consistent with the answer the minister has just given
that it can be anywhere.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Urban
renewal is a definition that can apply anywhere around
Victoria.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — It is
very clear: reduced does not mean none. It is as simple
as that.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Could it apply
to the eastern suburbs of Melbourne? The minister says
it could apply anywhere in Victoria. Does that include
regional or rural towns?

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The
second-reading speech also talks about how the initial
focus would be on specific projects identified by the
government. In relation to that I wonder whether the
government has a number of sites in mind, what they
are and whether there will be a capacity for community
engagement in terms of the identification of sites. Will
there be consultation prior to the list being finalised?

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — All
those places are in Victoria.
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What process is envisaged for the identification of these
specific projects?

Planning — and there will then be a commencement
program for the authority.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
government is going through an audit of land within the
urban growth boundary for metropolitan Melbourne.
That audit will identify a number of sites, and any large
sites that are deemed urban renewal opportunities may
be designated for the operation of the authority.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — It seems slightly
contrary to the wording of the bill in the sense that there
is no point putting forward a works plan unless it
contains matters that have been requested by the
minister. Unless there is a request from the minister,
there is no capacity for the independent authority to
enter into any development, partnership, arrangement
or agreement for the development of land. All roads
seem to lead to the minister’s office.

Clause agreed to; clauses 7 and 8 agreed to.
Clause 9
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am trying to
understand the changes in the functions of the new
authority. Currently the functions are reasonably broad
in the sense that they include the capacity of the
authority to carry out development. Under the
amendment to section 7(1)(b) of the principal act to be
made by clause 9 of the bill that will now become only
‘if requested to do so by the minister’. In terms of the
urban renewal authority, clause 7(1)(a) of the principal
act provides the authority with the power to purchase,
consolidate or take on the transfer of or otherwise
acquire land, but subsection (1)(b) as amended by this
bill seems to be suggesting that if you purchase land
under subsection (1)(a), you cannot do anything with
that land unless requested by the minister. I ask Mr Guy
if that is his understanding of how those two
subsections will now operate.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — No, it is
not.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I ask Mr Guy to
give us a sense of how he thinks those two sections will
operate.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I say to
Mr Tee that there was a bill briefing and he was there,
so no doubt he has been through these points, but for
the benefit of the house the key point is that this is a
self-funding authority, and as a self-funding authority
with the land assets it currently owns — as is the case
with VicUrban, and as was the case with the Urban and
Regional Land Corporation — it will need a works
program. It will obviously choose to develop some of
the land it owns, and where there are specific urban
renewal sites that have been determined, whether it is
metropolitan land or land in regional Victoria, it will
come back to the government with a works program
which will then be approved or otherwise. That will be
a conversation between the board and the
government — the Treasurer and the Minister for

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I reject
the assertion.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I have a few
more questions on this clause, which I think is clause 7,
rather than clause 9.
Hon. M. J. Guy — No, we are on clause 9.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
We are on clause 9. That is right.
Mr Barber — We are on clause 7 of the principal
act.
Hon. M. J. Guy — It is section 7 of the principal act
and clause 9 of the bill before the house.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I want to make it clear that we are on clause 9 of the
bill.
Mr TEE — It does go to the relationship with
section 58, which is the work plan provision, which has
also been amended by this bill. It effectively requires
that every year the Growth Areas Authority (GAA)
provides a four-year work plan. I ask Mr Guy if he will
be providing to the authority lists of requests as set out
in clause 9 for it to incorporate in its work plan? I am
not sure what the point of doing a work plan is if the
only actions the authority can take are at the minister’s
request.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
not sure what Mr Tee is asking. He is asking about a
works plan and about the GAA’s relationship with the
minister. Clearly the minister, the government and the
board of VicUrban, or indeed the board of the Urban
Renewal Authority Victoria, will have a relationship
and a discussion. In the case of the former Minister for
Planning, Mr Madden, it was a direct direction of what
the authority should be doing in terms of priority
projects. We have mentioned some of those priority
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projects in the public arena, and beyond that there is a
works program that is drawn up by the authority,
whether it is looking at land assets it currently has or
sites it could redevelop. That is no different to the way
it has been done in the past in terms of informing the
government of the works program it had in its coming
agenda.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Under this bill
the authority has no capacity to do any of that. It has no
capacity to enter into an agreement or an arrangement.
That cannot be initiated by the authority; it needs to be
at the minister’s request. That is the change that is set
out in clause 9.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Mr Tee
has not asked a question.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question is:
where in the legislation is there a capacity for the new
urban renewal authority to initiate any arrangements or
agreements for the development of land?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — For
35 minutes the opposition parties have been claiming
that this is simply a rebadging exercise. Now we come
to the crux of the matter — that is, that the government
is creating an urban renewal authority that is a
self-funding entity that does not remove itself from
outer urban growth markets and that has a focus on
regional Victoria and a focus on site-specific areas that
indeed follow a pattern, as I said, of clearly defined
urban renewal in obvious sites as a result of the
government’s metropolitan land audit in one key point.
The urban renewal authority is not behaving as a
private developer owned by the government, as was the
case in some instances with VicUrban. It is an authority
of government that has a close relationship with
government to ensure that urban renewal can take place
in specified sites around Victoria. The function of this
bill is to create a good working relationship between the
government and the authority.
No doubt Mr Tee will say to me that I am simply
directing the authority as to what it should be doing.
That is not the case. You cannot have a successful
authority of this nature if you do not have, first of all,
government having a good understanding of what the
authority is doing, and secondly, a conversation
between the two, particularly with regard to
government, as to where that urban renewal will be
taking place. This bill will create a new authority out of
the structure of VicUrban, and it will create an authority
that has a very clear brief, a very clear mandate, and a
works program that will obviously be formed by its
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board and indeed with the consent of government to
proceed in a number of areas. It is not terribly different
to VicUrban.
It was very clear from Mr Madden’s attitude in the past
what he believed the works program of VicUrban
should have been — in fact he directed it. This is an
authority that has the ability to conduct those urban
renewal projects but one which will do so with a close
working relationship with government so that all policy
outcomes, such as the social aspects — it might be
education or health facilities — are integrated into those
developments. What it means is if we are conducting a
large-scale urban renewal site, it is not being done in
isolation from other areas. The bill will obviously
establish an authority which will then be able to bring
urban renewal projects on stream but also government
services that can be factored in at the time of those
developments.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I think where
we started was that Mr Guy indicated that there had not
been a change to the capacity of the authority. This is
the rub, really, and perhaps where Mr Barber and I see
this bill differently. That is why I am seeking Mr Guy’s
clarification. Currently VicUrban can enter into
arrangements under its own initiative. It can enter into
agreements for the development of land. That is a
power it has.
Hon. M. J. Guy — Above a certain amount of
money.
Mr TEE — Under this bill the urban renewal
authority can only enter into an arrangement or an
agreement for the development of land at the minister’s
request. Mr Guy indicated that was not the case. My
question is where is the power for the urban renewal
authority to enter into arrangements or agreements for
the development of land independently of a request
from the minister?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I think
this is the fourth time I have answered the same
question. I am not sure how I can answer it any
differently to satisfy Mr Tee. I have said fairly clearly:
this authority will have a work program that will be
worked between government and the authority to
ensure that all aspects and a whole-of-government
approach are factored into urban renewal. If Mr Tee
does not like it, and if Mr Tee does not think a
whole-of-government approach should be factored into
urban renewal, then he should say that.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I think it is
great; I just wish this bill would provide for it.
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However, this bill starts and finishes with the words ‘if
requested by the minister’. If there is no independent
power, I am happy for the minister to concede that, but
I am giving the minister the opportunity to demonstrate
that there is an independent source of power, provided
for in this bill, for this authority to enter into an
agreement or an arrangement for the development of
land.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The minister.
Mr Tee — I’ve given you four chances. If you
can’t — —
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — This is
a fifth chance, and I am not going to answer it a fifth
time. I have made it very clear.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — That is the
answer I wanted. This question is in relation to the
‘requested by the minister’ aspect, which I think we
will need to acknowledge is an important change. The
question also goes to the issue of the communities out
at Aurora, Meridian, Lynbrook, Riverwalk, and the
sudden change in the legislation meaning that the urban
renewal authority can enter into arrangements or
agreements if requested by the minister. My question is:
what guarantee will the minister give those
communities that the urban renewal authority will be
the authority that will continue the developments they
have entered into? These are communities that do not
necessarily have contracts; community members have
contracts for the building of a house, but with VicUrban
they have an understanding that goes to communities,
to schools, to shops and to parklands. What the minister
has provided in this bill is the capacity of the urban
renewal authority, if requested by the minister, to enter
into an arrangement with another developer involving
their homes, their dreams and their communities.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Says
the Australian Labor Party, which said that these people
lived in obese housing. Let me again say to the people
the ALP insulted six months ago and who it now
purports to defend tonight: all the contracts and all the
structured planning and development plans that have
been submitted will be honoured. They will be
honoured, and they will be honoured in a timely
manner, in a manner that has been set out in the
development plans and, more to the point, in a manner
in which the previous government did not seek to
honour them. The previous government sought simply
to sell those parcels of land without joint-venturing
them and without guaranteeing any of the development
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plans that existed in any of the areas that Mr Tee
mentioned. The current government will guarantee that
those development plans will be honoured.
There is a key difference between what I have said
tonight and the mischievous — there is a four-letter
word starting with ‘l’, but I will use another term —
commentary that has been made by Mr Tee and the
member for Yan Yean in particular, which is utterly
untrue. Those members have run around outer urban
suburbs of Melbourne telling people that shops will not
be built; parks will not be established, even though the
parks the members were talking about already exist;
and that railway lines will not be built, and again these
were railway lines that were never budgeted for by the
previous government. They have been saying none of
those facilities will be built.
I say simply: the development plans that have been put
forward are plans we are still working towards, and
they will be honoured. The previous government
sought simply to sell those planned developments and
use them as a quick cash cow.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I will give the
minister a second chance. The question was: for those
communities that are currently hanging on to their
dream of a dream community, be it in Aurora, be it in
Meridian, be it in Lynbrook or be it in Riverwalk, what
guarantee does the minister give those communities that
the new urban renewal authority will complete their
communities?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is the guarantee on the website saying those
development plans will be completed, the guarantee in
my previously issued press release, the guarantee in the
second-reading speech, the guarantee of the Premier,
the guarantee that has existed in all government
commentary to date, the guarantee of the incoming
chairman of the urban renewal authority and indeed the
guarantee of the chairman of VicUrban, made today,
that the contracts and the plans put forward by
VicUrban will be carried out. In the outer growth areas
that will be the case.
I do not know how many times I need to restate this. Is
there any other way I can state this? I do it despite those
opposite wanting to sell the relevant land off and scrap
those development plans. I am going to complete them.
Is there any way I can say that more clearly so that
there is not a third question? How would Mr Tee like
me to state this even more clearly for him? Those
opposite wanted to sell these developments for cash,
and I intend to complete them.
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Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — On a point of order, I think
Ms Mikakos should withdraw the gratuitous comment
involving obscene words.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I did not quite hear what she said. Was it an obscene
acronym perhaps?
Hon. M. J. GUY — There was one indeed.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The minister has taken offence at Ms Mikakos’s
comment; I ask her to withdraw.
Ms Mikakos — On the point of order, Acting
President, the usual practice would be that the minister
would disclose what it was he took offence to.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I think the minister heard very well what the member
said, and I think I did too. I ask Ms Mikakos to
withdraw.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I
withdraw, Chair.
In relation to this line of questioning, Aurora has been a
flagship development for VicUrban for many years,
and I have been very proud that that flagship
development has been occurring in my electorate of
Northern Metropolitan Region, which is also the
minister’s electorate. I would hope that as the new
Minister for Planning the minister would be a champion
for the completion of this development, and I would
hope that residents who have bought into that estate
will benefit from the completion of the development
over time. I do not think it is appropriate that the
minister is seeking to be flippant about concerns that
the local member, the member for Yan Yean in the
Assembly, Danielle Green, has raised in relation to the
operation of this bill. I too was very alarmed when I
looked at the second-reading speech and read that:
The authority will have a reduced presence within greenfield
locations, compared with its predecessor VicUrban.

This issue has already been explored very capably by
Mr Tee, but those residents deserve a detailed
explanation in relation to that shift in emphasis. I think
Ms Green has been doing a stellar job in raising the
concerns of those residents around these issues.
I want to pursue a range of issues around Aurora
specifically because I would like the minister to have
the opportunity this evening to give certain assurances
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to residents in relation to that development. In
particular, the structure plan for the Aurora
development includes a rail reservation and public
transport corridor. I would like the minister to address
whether that corridor will be preserved and whether
that community will ever have train or bus services
delivered to it as a result of that reservation.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
cannot let this chance go. Here we have a member who
has been here for the best part of a decade. She sees a
rail reservation put through the middle of an estate in
her own electorate and she is now getting up and
demanding answers as to when the current government
is going to fund a project that she advocated for for
10 years and got not a cent towards. A failed member,
who for 10 years does not get a cent towards
something, runs out after losing an election and says,
‘Now you need to fund the projects that I failed to get
funding for for the last decade’.
Ms Mikakos — You scrapped the busway.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I simply again refer to
commentary made at the time by the previous Minister
for Planning in the Australian Financial Review and in
letters he sent to the board of VicUrban where he
directed it to dispose of land assets that it had in its
possession. I simply say that the fears being pumped up
by the member for Yan Yean in the other place are
obscene. Fears are being pumped into people who are
living in a terrific outer urban estate, trying to get on
with their lives, by their local members of Parliament,
both upper and lower house — in fact Mr Tee is
effectively a local member of Parliament, given he lives
in my electorate, not in his own — who are running
around town and running into this electorate trying to
scare people. I will say it again: the plans that were put
forward will be honoured. Those people have nothing
to be concerned about in relation to the completion of
that development. Indeed I am a big supporter of outer
urban development and have been for some time. My
commentary on that is on the record, as opposed to
others who referred to that and other developments as
‘obese housing’ and ‘McMansions’ and talked them
down.
I simply say again that the government has made
commitments. The urban renewal authority will
complete the projects and the contracts that have been
put on the table and the development plans within them
in the outer urban areas. That is one in particular that, as
Ms Mikakos says, I will have a keen interest in. If we
can get better outcomes for local communities, we will
explore them — better outcomes as opposed to a
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number of the blocks in the northern part of the Aurora
estate which are some way off coming on stream.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
even more outraged on this point than the minister is, if
that is possible. Back in 2006 the VicUrban website in
relation to the Aurora estate actually stated that all
houses on the estate — and these are virtually the
words that were on the website — would be within
400 metres of public transport and 800 metres from the
railway station. That is what it said on the website in
early 2006. The then Labor government released
Meeting our Transport Challenges, and the projects
listed in the appendix indicated that the South Morang
extension was going to happen decades down the track
and the North Epping extension had been taken
completely off the list of future projects, so well outside
2025 in that instance. Within a few days of Meeting our
Transport Challenges being released, VicUrban took
the words off the website. If anyone has any doubt
about this, they can check the question that I asked in
estimates hearings of Minister Theophanous, who was
then the minister responsible for VicUrban. He
basically laughed it off. He said, ‘It is pretty close to a
freeway so they can be in the city reasonably fast on the
new Craigieburn bypass’.
It is reasonable to ask a new government when it thinks
it might get around to building a North Epping railway
spur, but to put it in the terms that Ms Mikakos just did
is I think an absolute outrage. The former government
took the carpet out from underneath those who had
already committed to living in North Epping. From
2006 up to 2010 it never promised to reinstate that
particular rail project, albeit leaving a reservation in
place, because over that time the structure plan for the
estate did not change, and it still has not changed as far
I am aware.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I take
that to be a comment in support of the minister. As I
said, there is a range of issues from those affected
residents in relation to the structure plan that deserves a
response. There is also one of the very necessary
arterial roads, the north–south link shown in the
structure plan, which is in fact Edgars Road, for which
700 metres of the extension from Cooper Street to
O’Herns Road remains unfunded. What assurances can
the minister give Epping North residents that this
remaining part of that crucial road will be funded?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — In
relation to the development of Aurora and the road the
member is talking about, one is separate from the other.
As someone who is the former parliamentary secretary
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for planning, who presided over letters being sent to
VicUrban effectively for the sale of this development,
who now feigns concern about the residents living in
that development, I just wonder when Ms Mikakos last
went out there. I suggest she has not been out there. The
road she is talking about is one with arterial access to it,
which would be considered outside of a development
plan for that site.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I take
that to be a no from the minister. The other issue that I
think is of great significance to affected residents is that
relating to schools. The Aurora structure plan indicates
that five schools are to be built there. What assurances
can the minister give the affected community that those
schools will proceed?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
same guarantees that Labor gave them before the
election.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I suppose the
way the concern is raised is that if we look at the
second-reading speech we see it talks about the
authority having a reduced presence within greenfield
locations. I think the minister has previously said that
the authority will be self-sustaining. The
second-reading speech also talks about a focus on the
strategic redevelopment of large-scale urban
neighbourhoods and it refers to Fishermans Bend. What
we have is an authority that needs to be involved in
Fishermans Bend, which is a very contaminated site. It
has to get that, a site which the minister said would be
the building block for affordable housing, with speed,
up to market.
The government has a very expensive site that is
contaminated. On the one hand it wants to have it as the
building block for affordable housing. On the other
hand the government is saying it will have less of a
presence in greenfield sites. Somehow or other, through
some magic pudding, the authority will find the money
to develop the Fishermans Bend site. Concern has been
raised that the greenfield sites, Aurora sites and sites
like those will be used to fund the development at
Fishermans Bend. Can the minister confirm that?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Mr Tee
made some comments about the high cost of cleaning
up contamination at Fishermans Bend. I am wondering
whether Mr Tee could advise the committee of the
source of that information so that I can give him a
proper explanation in relation to the cost.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — As I understand
it, the minister’s department has received a report on
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the costs, and I would appreciate it if the minister made
that report available to me.

it comes into being. I am just wondering about the
relevance of Mr Tee’s line of questioning.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I have
two points. Firstly, I do not have any detailed material
such as Mr Tee is referring to; and secondly, I take it
that means the question Mr Tee just asked me is
defunct, given that he has effectively made an assertion
in terms of clean-up costs as opposed to an actuality.

Mr TEE — The relevance is the minister’s
second-reading speech, which talks about a focus on
Fishermans Bend and urban renewal, about the
authority not getting any government money and about
a reduced presence in greenfield sites. My question is:
is the government wanting to sell greenfield sites in
order to fund investment in Fishermans Bend? I think
that is the question I asked.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The point is that
the minister has got the report on the clean-up costs
associated with Fishermans Bend; I do not.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
If the minister is happy to answer that, I will allow it.

Hon. M. J. Guy — No, I don’t. I just said I didn’t.
Mr TEE — I think it is public knowledge that the
Fishermans Bend site is very polluted after having
experienced 100 years of heavy industry. I had not
realised that that was contested. My question really is:
how is the urban renewal authority going to turn that
into a building block of affordable housing unless it
sells off some of its assets?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Mr Tee
may be confusing the areas in Fishermans Bend that the
government has set aside for urban renewal. South of
the freeway, north of Williamstown Road, near
Montague Street there are no heavy industrial areas.
Mr Tee may be confused in what he is actually talking
about. Indeed there is already existing residential in
parts of that area. There is light industrial, existing
residential and some low-rise, low-density business
zones. There is a part in the area we are considering, a
smaller part, which is a heavy industrial area — I will
certainly grant Mr Tee that — but the vast majority of
the site is not what he has just referred to. There are no
secret government reports which we are sitting on,
something which he has again referred to, despite my
saying I did not have something on my desk of that
kind. He has again referred to something which I said I
did not have. I simply answer his question by saying
that if he wants me to give him an indication of cost, I
can give him indications or provide him with
information but I cannot do it based on an assertion.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Perhaps we will
agree to disagree about whether or not Fishermans
Bend is contaminated. My question really is: how is the
urban renewal authority going to fund turning that site
into a building block of housing affordability?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I do not know whether this line of questioning is
entirely relevant to the bill. I think we are getting into
the detail of how the authority is going to operate once

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — This is
it, Acting President. The Australian Labor Party just
cannot divorce itself from this big government, we
know best, Soviet-style, taxpayer-funded model of
urban renewal. It just cannot do so, no matter what it
does, no matter what it tries, and that is clear from
Mr Tee’s question when he uses the words ‘in order to
fund’. It suggests the government will have to go in
every time there is urban renewal in the state of
Victoria. Mr Tee is asserting that this requires the
government to find hundreds of millions of dollars to
compulsorily acquire every parcel of private land, to
conduct clean-ups on those sites, do rezonings and then
itself build the buildings and sell them off, in the same
way that urban renewal was conducted in the Brezhnev
era. This is not how it has been conducted in Sydney or
in Brisbane, or how it was conducted in some areas
around Southbank under the Cain government. Urban
renewal can take many forms. In areas around
Montague Street, which we have mentioned in relation
to existing residential, on the other side of City Road
there are live applications — some of which were
approved by the former Minister for Planning,
Mr Madden — which are very close to that boundary
right now.
Urban renewal does not mean the government buys
land, the taxpayer funds it and we put in government
services and buildings. It does not mean the Labor
Party model of urban renewal. I would ask Mr Tee to
open his mind when it comes to urban renewal. It does
not all have to be paid for by the taxpayer. Private
industry, if there is a demand, can be part of the
solution. It was part of the solution for the Cain
government in Southbank, it has certainly been part of
the solution around Barangaroo in Sydney, and
certainly in Brisbane under the Bligh and Beattie
governments. It has been part of the solution in
waterfront areas around Hobart under Labor
governments. But suddenly there is this view that urban
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renewal in Victoria can only occur if the taxpayer buys
the land and the government does all the work to
establish a rezoning and then builds the buildings itself.
I simply say that is not the model we are pursuing for
this area.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Perhaps, Acting
President, we can try to provide some comfort to those
communities out there by my asking further questions.
The requirement for the authority to enter into any
arrangement is a request from the minister. Will the
minister make those requests public? Will there be
criteria or guidelines that he follows before he makes
those requests? What comfort can he give in terms of
accountability and transparency?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) —
Certainly more than was given under Labor when it
was in government just seven months ago in relation to
the works program for VicUrban. Let me just say again
that our program of projects will obviously be public.
Indeed it is hardly secret that this government is
engaging in urban renewal. For someone to assert that
somehow this government has an agenda of urban
renewal that is secretive, given all our public comments
to date, is laughable. I say that because of all the
comments made to date in question time, in public
forums and in media releases that this government has
made about urban renewal.
We actually named and specified areas for urban
renewal in policy at the last election. Labor did not even
have a policy in the lead-up to that election. We have
been up-front and open and we have said we will create
an authority to focus specifically on those sites. It is
ridiculous that there are suggestions the government
will have to sell developments like Aurora, when the
only people who are on the record about having to sell
those sites are members of the previous Labor
government, a government which demanded that
$250 million be forwarded back to Treasury from
VicUrban land sales, including the sale of places like
Aurora, which was a policy that Mr Tee and
Ms Mikakos, as the then Parliamentary Secretary for
Planning, presided over. As Mr Tee can imagine, that
really gets under our skin.
Here we are doing everything we can to clean up the
mess of the previous regime, to put in place some
guarantees to people in estates like Aurora, to look for
private sector solutions in partnership with the
government for places like the area of Fishermans
Bend, which is technically Port Melbourne, and to have
conversations with the local government area and
community groups to bring everyone on board so we
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can retain a model of urban renewal that does not draw
hundreds upon hundreds of millions of dollars from the
taxpayer purse, and the best we can get from the
members of the Australian Labor Party is for them to
turn around and say, ‘How much is the taxpayer going
to pay for it?’. Again, they should diversify their
thinking when it comes to urban renewal.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I take it we will
not know what the minister’s requests are until people
see the building on the ground. The other issue in
clause 9 is the removal of VicUrban’s function to
provide a competitive market for land, and I am
wondering on what basis the minister believes that the
private sector will now adequately do this. My question
is: what is the minister’s thinking in relation to the
removal of that function?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
getting asked a question in committee as to what my
thinking is in relation to this bill. I would appreciate it if
Mr Tee could rephrase it into a proper question.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The minister
needs an opportunity to think. Currently VicUrban has
a function to develop land in Victoria for residential and
other urban purposes and to provide a competitive
market for land in Victoria. His bill removes that
function, so VicUrban is no longer required to provide
a competitive market for land in Victoria. My question
is: why did the minister remove that function?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
question is whether or not that function was being
fulfilled, and I guess the Labor Party needs to ask itself
whether or not over the time it was in government
selling house and land packages in Niddrie for
$1 million was providing a competitive market in
Victoria. We believe that $1 million for a house and
land package in Niddrie was not providing a
competitive market.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Just to be clear,
you have removed the requirement to provide a
competitive market for land because you think that it is
no longer required because the market is providing a
competitive market for land on its own?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
more people who are in the greenfield development
market the greater competition there will be. When we
came to government there were 80 projects in the
growth areas of Melbourne; as a result of this
government bringing on land and bringing on
developments quicker through the precinct structure
plan process being brought forward there are now 108.
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I mention this as a point of information, not as a point
to gloat over or take credit for. I mention this as a fact:
land prices in growth areas have been stabilising in the
last two months, so the more people we bring into those
markets the greater the competition will be amongst
developers.
This government has a clear agenda aimed at bringing a
larger number of people into those markets to bring that
level of competition, which will only have benefit at the
retail end. Simply going in with a government
developer where there are a few dozen developers in
the outer urban greenfield market is not alone going to
guarantee price competitiveness or indeed a good retail
outcome, because they will then price their product
around the market that exists. If you have greater
private competition in those markets, you will be able
to offer a price stabilisation force that does not exist if
there are only a few dozen developers in the market. I
repeat that in the short seven-month period that we have
been in office 28 extra developers have entered the
greenfield market.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 10
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — This is
clause 10, which provides that you can provide
direction in relation to specific urban renewal projects,
and again my question is: will there be a process, will
people be able to make applications, will the minister
follow guidelines and will he make public any
decisions that are made under this clause?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I go
back to what I said before. Will I make it public?
Where has Mr Tee been since the election in terms of
Fishermans Bend, the Maribyrnong defence site and the
Richmond station? Where has the Labor Party been in
terms of making sites public? I simply say again that
we have been very public as a government, and there is
a power in there, as Mr Tee says quite correctly, that
provides for specific direction to be given to the
authority. That relates to the Fishermans Bend site for
one; it might apply to the Maribyrnong site for two,
although to VicUrban’s credit it has been working for
some time on the possibility of acquiring that land; and
Richmond station might be another where we will
direct the authority to investigate whether there is a
viable option to go in and conduct some urban renewal,
which would give a good transport outcome and give a
good residential or mixed use outcome. The direction is
given to the authority to go in there and look at the
options.
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This clause is indeed quite a good one, and it provides
the government with the power to give the authority
direction to go and solve some of the problems in those
sites.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The minister has
given examples of issues that he has made public.
There is a power there to direct the urban renewal
authority in relation to specific urban renewal projects.
My question is: will the minister make those directions
public and indeed will he consult with the public before
he makes a decision in relation to those directions, or
will the community simply see the effect of the
minister’s directions when the buildings go up?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — We are
establishing an authority to conduct urban renewal. I
am not sure how on earth it would work or how
anything would be done within 30 years under
Mr Tee’s method of governance. We are establishing
an authority, and that authority will go through
processes of consultation. Be it with the community, be
it with the council, be it with industry, the authority will
go through all the necessary steps of consultation to
ensure that requests for the government to examine
particular areas are followed through. We have stated
that for some time, and I restate that again.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — So that is a no.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
counting down. This is the eighth time I have had to
restate the answer for Mr Tee’s benefit. I say to Mr Tee
that I am not going to have a ministerial office duplicate
the work of an authority of 210 people. He may choose
to do that if he is ever a Minister for Planning, but I am
not going to usurp the work of an authority I am about
to establish.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — This is not about
the work of the authority, this is about the direction that
the minister provides to the authority. Will the minister
make that direction public?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I have
already stated that I have.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The authority is
not yet in place. The legislation has not gone through.
Once the legislation has gone through, if the minister
exercises his power under this provision, will he make
that direction public?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Will I
make it public? I have the Victorian Liberal-Nationals
Coalition Plan for Planning — I will find the relevant
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page to save time. I will tear it out and give it to Mr Tee
because it is a clear indication of what the government
views as the role of urban renewal and where we want
to go.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Yes or no?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — What I
am — —
Mr Tee — That was a no.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Tee has already been
scaring people in Aurora by saying they are not going
to get a railway line that his party never funded and
never promised. If he wants to tell more untruths, he
should go away and do that. We are establishing an
authority that will conduct the relevant consultation and
work to get on with programs that will provide great
urban renewal for Victoria. I am not going to go
through the consultation phases that an authority, which
is an independent statutory authority, will be
conducting. The intentions of the government for this
new authority are well stated. I am desperately trying to
find for Mr Tee the pages in our policy — our
intentions are well stated, clear and public, and anyone
who would suggest otherwise would believe that the
world is flat.
Clause agreed to; clauses 11 to 14 agreed to.
Clause 15
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — This is the
clause in relation to staff, and I will not revisit the
costing — that hoary chestnut. There is a reference to
the transitional staff of the old authority in proposed
section 83(2)(b) to be inserted by clause 9 of the bill. It
states:
the person is not entitled to receive any payment or other
benefit by reason only of having ceased to have been an
employee of the old authority.

I am wondering whether under the federal award
provisions that govern the employment of the 200 staff
there is a capacity for them to claim a redundancy
payment as a result of the transmission of business.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Could
the member restate that question, please?
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The 200-odd
staff that the minister has identified are covered by a
federal award. Most federal awards provide that where
there is a transmission of business the staff are entitled
to a redundancy payment. I am wondering whether that
is the case in relation to these staff.
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Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — If they
are covered under a federal award which states that, my
inclination is to answer that that would be the case.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I was not
asserting that that was the case; I was asking whether
the minister knew if that was the case.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Do you
want an answer or not?
Ms Mikakos — We were waiting for your answer.
Mr Tee — We are just talking amongst ourselves
while you get ready.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I have just given it.
Ms Mikakos — Sensitive, aren’t you? It is an
inclination.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I will make it easy for you.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Would
the minister like to reiterate his answer for the house?
Hon. M. J. GUY — I just stated to Mr Tee that that
is a specific relation in terms of the human resources
status of the staff employed at VicUrban. I say to
Ms Mikakos that Mr Tee put it within the realms that
they were employed under a federal award and then
stated what is provided in the federal award. Thus I
assumed what Mr Tee put to me is correct. That is not a
question I can answer. I am not aware of the specific
contracts that govern the people employed at VicUrban
so I cannot give Mr Tee an answer immediately,
because obviously I have nothing to do with it. That is a
question that I can take on notice to get an answer for
Mr Tee.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I thank the
minister for his answer.
Clause agreed to; clauses 16 to 23 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
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ABORIGINAL HERITAGE AMENDMENT
BILL 2011
Statement of compatibility
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Aboriginal
Heritage Amendment Bill 2011.
In my opinion, the Aboriginal Heritage Amendment Bill
2011, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible
with the human rights protected by the charter act. I base my
opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
The bill will amend the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (AH
act) by inserting provisions to retrospectively authorise
approvals of cultural heritage management plans given in
good faith by employees, officers or directors of registered
Aboriginal parties for the purposes of the AH act.
This amendment will ensure that statutory authorisations
made in reliance on these decisions are not rendered invalid.
This will preserve the position of project proponents who
have relied on these decisions in progressing projects and
protect the state of Victoria from potential legal liability.
Human rights issues
1.

Human rights protected by the charter act that are
relevant to the bill

The bill is compatible with section 19 of the charter act in that
it upholds the rights of indigenous people to practise their
culture through decision making in relation to the
management and protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)

The bill does not limit any rights.
Conclusion
The Aboriginal Heritage Amendment Bill 2011 is compatible
with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006.
Wendy Lovell, MLC
Minister for Housing

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing).
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.
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Incorporated speech as follows:
This bill will amend the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 by
inserting provisions to retrospectively deem that approvals of
cultural heritage management plans given in good faith by
employees, officers or directors of registered Aboriginal
parties are taken to have been given by the registered
Aboriginal party for the purposes of the act.
The legislative and administrative regime established by the
act was introduced in 2006 by the former government and
came into effect in May 2007.
This amendment will ensure that statutory authorisations
made in reliance on these decisions are not rendered invalid.
This will preserve the position of project proponents who
have relied on these decisions in progressing projects, thereby
removing the unnecessary uncertainty created by legal
questions recently raised by the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal. There are a number of private and
public projects that are potentially affected.
Objectives of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006
One of the key objectives of the Aboriginal Heritage Act
2006 is to accord appropriate status to Aboriginal Victorians
with traditional or familial links with Aboriginal cultural
heritage in protecting that heritage.
Another objective is the protection or management of
Aboriginal cultural heritage through the preparation and
approval of cultural heritage management plans for projects
that may impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage.
Relevant traditional owner organisations may be approved as
registered Aboriginal parties — or RAPs — under part 10 of
the act. One of the functions of a RAP is to evaluate and
approve or refuse to approve cultural heritage management
plans that relate to the area for which the party is registered.
Nine RAPs have been appointed to date for areas that in total
amount to 56 per cent of the state of Victoria.
The act does not provide authority for the department or the
minister to monitor the performance of RAPs.
Each RAP independently operates under their own
constitution, and they each have their own approval processes
for authorising cultural heritage management plans.
Importantly, when the previous government established the
RAPs as non-government organisations, they were given the
unusual role of exercising statutory authority.
Both under the previous government and this government,
cultural heritage management plans have been registered
under the belief that those individuals approving the plans
were authorised to do so. The effect of the VCAT decision is
to raise questions about the authorisation process.
VCAT decision
On 26 May 2011 the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal found there was no approved cultural heritage
management plan in respect of the activity that was the
subject of the proceeding before the tribunal. This was on the
basis that the employee of the relevant RAP who approved
the plan in good faith did not have formal delegated authority
from the board to approve the cultural heritage management
plan as required under the organisation’s constitution. This
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employee was employed by the RAP to undertake this work
on its behalf and believed she was authorised to do so.
VCAT’s finding has implications for 43 plans approved by
employees of this RAP and, by extension, may possibly
impact on the decisions of at least two other RAPs affecting a
total of 67 plans altogether.
Impact on planning approvals
The potential invalidity of these cultural heritage management
plan approvals has significant implications for other planning
approvals and statutory authorisations.
When required under the act, for example, due to the
likelihood of Aboriginal cultural heritage in a place,
section 52 of the act prohibits any other decision-makers from
granting a statutory authorisation unless a cultural heritage
management plan has been approved.
The Victorian Government Solicitor’s Office (VGSO) has
advised that all statutory authorisations granted on the basis of
an invalid approval of a cultural heritage management plan
will also be invalid. This means that all statutory
authorisations, including permits, issued in relation to the
67 impacted plans may be invalid. I am advised that some
15 of these are currently in progress with another 18 due to
commence in the near future.
It is in the interests of the state of Victoria that the uncertainty
in relation to the legality of these projects is resolved as a
matter of urgency. This is the case in relation to both private
and public works projects that would need to be halted while
the issue of the validity of approvals was resolved.
VGSO has advised that retrospective legislative validation of
the affected plans is the only mechanism that will provide this
certainty.
While the proposed legislation will have retrospective effect,
the result is simply to maintain the position that proponents
are currently in and does not remove or affect rights.
The proposed amendment will have the effect of deeming that
the person who has purported to make the decision to approve
the plan had the authority to do so. It will not affect any rights
a party may have in relation to other defects that may have
occurred in the decision-making process. It is not intended
that the proposed amendment will impact on any pending
litigation.
The proposed amendment is designed to ensure that project
proponents are able to confidently proceed on the basis of
approvals that have been given in good faith.
I thank the opposition and the Greens for their support in
allowing this bill to be dealt with as a matter of urgency, and I
invite their input into the review of the act and the RAP
inquiry.
I commend the bill to the house.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
opportunity to speak on this bill, which will amend the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 by providing a new
provision which retrospectively validates the cultural
heritage management plans that have been approved
and made in good faith by registered Aboriginal parties.
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We will be supporting this bill because it is important
that these affected projects proceed with certainty.
There are some 15 projects which are affected by this
change. Three of those are private projects and 12 are
public works projects, which include water
infrastructure.
The need for this amendment was identified by a
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT)
decision which found that there had been no approved
cultural heritage plan in place. Essentially what had
happened was an individual had been acting without the
formal delegation required under the organisation’s
constitution. So even though the person was employed
to make these decisions and made these decisions in
good faith, a requirement in the constitution of the
organisation had not been followed, and VCAT picked
this up.
A number of people have relied upon and acted on the
basis of those decisions. What this bill does is
retrospectively validate those decisions. We have been
supportive of the bill and have worked to expedite it
quickly so that we can deal with it — —
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the sitting be extended.

House divided on motion:
Ayes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr

Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
O’Brien, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 18
Barber, Mr
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms (Teller)
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pakula, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Pairs
Kronberg, Mrs

Motion agreed to.

Viney, Mr
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The PRESIDENT — Order! It is incumbent on me
to advise members of the house that the Speaker and I
have received a letter from the Community and Public
Sector Union expressing concern about the impact of a
number of late-night sittings on staff of the Parliament,
particularly the Hansard staff who are often required to
be here for quite some time after the Parliament
finishes. After members leave, which can be at
significantly late hours, many of them are still required
to be here to complete the production of Hansard and
turn it around for us for the next day.
The union has also drawn attention to a number of
award provisions in respect of the circumstances under
which late nights can be, if you like, tolerated and, from
an occupational health and safety point of view, issues
in the award that deal with the health of staff, such as
turnaround times and so forth.
The Speaker and I will be writing back to the union.
However, the union has made the point to us that it
understands, and certainly the staff understand, that at
times there is perhaps a need for us to continue the
sitting for certain legislation, but it is hopeful that this is
not an ongoing pattern of behaviour by the house.
On this occasion I am mindful that the end of the
financial year means that certain pieces of legislation
need to be passed by this house so that the Governor is
able to give them royal assent by 30 June. I am aware,
and no doubt the staff is aware, of that issue, as the
union will be aware, but it is incumbent on me to draw
that communication to the attention of members.
The house will break at 11.30 p.m. for 30 minutes.
As it is Mr Ondarchie’s birthday, we wish him a happy
birthday. Surely he is delighted to be spending it with
us!

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE AMENDMENT
BILL 2011
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I was nearing
the completion of my remarks before business was
interrupted. The Victorian Government Solicitor’s
Office has advised that this is the appropriate course of
action to take to validate the decisions that have been
made in good faith and that have been acted upon in
good faith, and I think it is incumbent on us to do so by
supporting this bill and to do so expeditiously. We have
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cooperated fully in achieving that outcome. I urge the
house to support the bill.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — As a
result of the finding in a particular Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal consideration, the government
came to us last sitting week with information that it
believed necessitated retrospective legislation to
validate a number of decisions, and it has kept us
informed ever since then as to the progress of this
legislation. It has been able to show us the legislation
before it was tabled, which would not normally occur.
The Greens have not had any representations from
registered Aboriginal parties likely to be affected one
way or the other by this bill. However, that is
understandable as they have also been dealing with the
administrative implications of the court’s decision and,
to our understanding, have been assisting the
government to get its arms around the scope of the
problem and resolve it.
In voting for this bill We are relying entirely on the
information the government has given us. However, the
government has given us a considerable amount of
information, some of which we have been able to read
for ourselves and understand and check against our
knowledge of the issue. It is important for all
participants in the Aboriginal cultural heritage
protection system that we have certainty over a number
of decisions that have been made since the creation of
the legislation.
If we look back to the time when we first voted on
Aboriginal heritage legislation in 2008, members will
find on record some issues and questions raised by the
Greens as to the sustainability of not-for-profit
associations being able to take on, without necessarily
having large streams of funding, the responsibilities of
the act. When local councils take on parallel or
analogous responsibilities they can reach out to
taxpayers whenever they want to ask for more money
to deliver outcomes. Planning permits are not issued
under a full cost recovery model in the planning
system, so it is important that we give maximum
support to the registered Aboriginal parties as they take
on this new role and work on it, as they have done now
for a couple of years.
The government has already committed to reviewing
the operation of the principal act. I hope that review is
conducted in such a way that there is a generous
assessment of the importance of cultural heritage and
the important responsibilities the Parliament is placing
on registered Aboriginal parties and that we
appropriately resource them so that they are always
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able to discharge their duties properly not only in an
administrative sense but also in the very important
sense of maintaining Aboriginal cultural heritage. That
heritage has been built up over hundreds of thousands
of years and we need to protect it for a long time in the
future because it is something that all of us in Victoria,
indigenous and non-indigenous, value very highly.
On those bases, with the information that we have been
able to put together and with the understandable
urgency of correcting this issue recently raised by the
courts, the Greens have assisted with expediting the bill
through Parliament, and we will vote for the bill.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Aboriginal Heritage Amendment Bill
2011 and describe some of the issues that are pertinent
to the debate. However, before I do so I would like to
commend both Mr Tee and Mr Barber on their
contributions and for helping us to expedite the passage
of this bill through the chamber. Collaborative work has
been done with the minister and all parties, and it shows
just what respect all parties have for Aboriginal culture.
We in this chamber are doing our utmost to make sure
that this bill has a speedy passage through this place.
That said, there are some things I would like to get on
the record, and if members will forgive me, I will do so
as quickly as I can. I hope to address some of the
detailed matters that have been raised both within and
outside the chamber regarding the technical effect of
this bill and in addition some other consequential
actions that will follow necessarily when this bill is
passed.
The bill will retrospectively validate cultural heritage
management plan approvals made in good faith by
registered Aboriginal parties (RAPs) for the purposes of
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006. This amendment
will ensure that statutory authorisations that relied on
these approvals are valid. This will allow a number of
projects to continue or proceed with certainty. The need
for this amendment was identified following a decision
of the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
made on 26 May 2011. As Mr Barber and Mr Tee have
said, in this decision VCAT found there was no
approved cultural heritage management plan in respect
of a project because the employee of the relevant RAP
who had approved the plan had not received a formal
delegation as required under the organisation’s
constitution. When a plan is required under the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 — for example, due to
the likelihood of there being Aboriginal cultural
heritage in a place — section 52 of the act prohibits any
other decision-makers from granting a statutory
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authorisation unless a cultural heritage management
plan has been approved.
The Victoria Government Solicitor’s Office (VGSO)
has advised that all statutory authorisations granted on
the basis of an invalid approval of a cultural heritage
management plan will also be invalid. As Mr Tee said,
a number of projects will be affected. This means that
all statutory authorisations, including permits, issued in
relation to a number of plans may be invalid. The
department has advised that some 15 affected projects
are currently in progress, with another 18 due to
commence in the near future.
One of the projects affected is part of the Northern
Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project and involves flood
mitigation works being undertaken at Kow Swamp. I
understand that the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has
ordered a cultural heritage audit and issued a stop order
in relation to this project, as works had impacted on
Aboriginal human remains. I am advised that the effect
of the proposed amendments is that the original
approval of the cultural heritage management plan by
the Yorta Yorta Nation Aboriginal Corporation for
Kow Swamp will be validated with the effect that the
minister’s order will also be validated. This will allow
the audit to be finalised so that recommendations for
the management of these remains can be developed,
thereby allowing the project to proceed.
I also understand that the matter the subject of VCAT’s
decision relates to a proposed quarry at Skeleton Hill
near Chiltern. The approval in this matter will not be
validated by the proposed amendment as it is the
subject of ongoing litigation. The minister had also
ordered an audit and issued a stop order in relation to
that project due to concerns that the cultural heritage
values of Skeleton Hill had not been properly
understood. I am advised that the Yorta Yorta Nation
Aboriginal Corporation has recently made a new
decision to approve the cultural heritage management
plan for the part of the development that is in its RAP
area. I am also advised that the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs will consider an order for a cultural heritage
audit and the issue of a stop order in relation to this
project in the same manner as the minister did with
other cultural heritage management plans at Skeleton
Hill. A new decision is needed because the original
decision by the minister was based on the invalid
approval. I note in this regard that the area of concern is
not within Yorta Yorta country.
Members will understand that although it is a small bill,
it is quite complex technically. On the extent of the
validation, the VGSO has advised that retrospective
validation of the original approvals is needed to create
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certainty for project proponents and the state of
Victoria. While the effect of the proposed amendment
will be retrospective, the result would be to maintain
the position proponents are currently in — it will
remove any rights. Effectively the legislation will
confirm decisions that have been made in good faith but
without the proper delegations in place. The bill has
been drafted so as to address only the specific issues of
the technical invalidity of approvals of plans made on
behalf of RAPs by persons who have made the
decisions in good faith. It does this by deeming through
proposed sections 197(1) and (2) that the person who
has in good faith purported to make a decision or take
any action in relation to the approval of a cultural
heritage management plan — through reference to
section 63(1) — is taken to have had the authority to do
so, with the effect that the decision or action is taken to
have been made or taken by the RAP. It does not apply
to any other decision or action taken by a RAP and will
not apply if the persons who purported to make the
decisions did not do so in good faith. It will not able to
be used to change previous decisions.
I am advised that the affected RAPs are keen for the
approvals to be validated and the chair of the
Aboriginal Heritage Council, Denise Lovett, supports
the approach. It is important to note that this issue arose
out of an approval made by an employee of a RAP who
had been employed by the RAP to make these
decisions. Under usual Corporations Law principles,
decisions of employees or officers would be valid.
There were broader implications, and if members will
forgive me, I will list them point by point, because I
believe it is important to get them on the record. While
it is unfortunate that this issue in governance by a few
traditional owner groups has created uncertainty, it
emphasises the importance of continued support for
these groups to strengthen their governance capacity to
fulfil their functions. Although RAPs are entitled to
claim fees for most activity associated with the
Aboriginal Heritage Act, the income earnt by RAPs is
tied to the level of development in their area. I
understand that the Melbourne RAPs have a good
income from this activity, while RAPs in regional areas
do very little work, making it difficult for them to
maintain the base level capacity needed to fulfil their
functions.
Although Aboriginal Affairs Victoria provides top-up
funding to the RAPs, no doubt this will be one of the
issues considered by Parliament through the
parliamentary inquiry that is due to report in September
2012. Additionally the Aboriginal Heritage Act requires
a review of the act to report by April 2012. This review
will be an additional opportunity to consider these and
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other related matters. At present the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 2006 does not provide authority for the
department or the minister to monitor the performance
of the RAPs. Most of the other points have been
covered.
In conclusion, and significantly, this amendment bill is
deliberately narrow in scope. It addresses only the
technical issues of the authority-to-approve questions
raised by the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal decision. Once again I thank members of the
chamber for expediting this bill. It shows a
collaborative approach to cultural heritage and the
importance of cultural heritage. I put on record once
again my thanks to Labor and the Greens for their
support. In addition, the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs, Jeanette Powell, and her staff are to be
commended for their work on this bill. I commend the
bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) —
By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

I thank everyone for their contributions to the debate on
the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
AMENDMENT (GROWTH AREAS
INFRASTRUCTURE CONTRIBUTION)
BILL 2011
Second reading
Debate resumed from 16 June; motion of
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning).
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
opportunity to make a contribution to the
second-reading debate on the Planning and
Environment Amendment (Growth Areas Infrastructure
Contribution) Bill 2011. The original concept of the
growth areas infrastructure contribution (GAIC) was of
course in response to the need to provide infrastructure
for the growing communities on Melbourne’s urban
fringe. It was a somewhat controversial proposal at the
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time, but the model we put in place, subject to a change
that I will come to, is now accepted by both major
political parties — I am yet to hear the view of
Mr Barber.
That charge essentially recognised that there is a
massive uplift in the value of land that is moved into
the urban growth boundary. There was an opportunity
to ensure that some of the uplift, which could be
somewhere between 400 per cent and 1000 per cent,
went towards infrastructure for the new communities in
those areas. That infrastructure includes schools,
libraries, neighbourhood houses, recreation centres,
open space, trails, bike paths and so on. So the
contribution came to be.
It is pleasing to see that the changes to our model have
been limited to the timing of the payment of the
contribution. The process the original legislation went
through in Parliament resulted in a compromise which
meant that some 70 per cent of the GAIC could be
deferred essentially until the subdivision or compliance
stage. The bill changes that and provides that 100 per
cent of the GAIC can be deferred until that stage.
We have some reservations about that, which we have
stated previously. We are concerned that the
contribution being paid at the end point means it will be
passed on to families struggling to buy what is often
their first home — their home-and-land package —
within the urban growth boundary. We are also
concerned that having the contribution payable at such
a late stage means there is a risk that the required
infrastructure will not be ready before people move into
their homes. Those are the reservations we have
expressed and continue to have.
In addition to providing for deferral of the payment of
the GAIC, the bill fixes some technical anomalies in
relation to what land is exempt from the GAIC process.
These amendments better reflect the intention of the
original legislation rather than change the substance of
the way in which the contribution is calculated. We
certainly do not have a problem with those changes.
Another aspect of the bill is the introduction of
work-in-kind (WIK) agreements, which allow
developers to offset their GAIC liabilities against the
provision of infrastructure. These agreements cause us
some concerns regarding accountability and the way in
which WIK agreements will be formulated. We are
concerned that the taxpayer will not get value for
money. The WIK agreements will be secret. They will
not be disclosed and they will not be made public.
There will be some generic information provided, but
there will be no way of calculating on the basis of the
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public information what an agreement was in relation to
the provision of a particular piece of infrastructure. If
the WIK agreement contains a requirement that a
school, a piece of land or a bike path be provided, there
will be no way for the public to ascertain the value of
that determination. That is concerning because the
value of this infrastructure will be determined by the
minister and the developer alone.
A WIK agreement will be made between the minister
and the developer and, as I said, this will be an
agreement that is not made public. In some
circumstances the agreement will be attached to the title
of the land and there is a theoretical possibility that if
you knew who the owner of the land was, you would be
able to access that and therefore be able to see the WIK
agreement, but the reality is that most families will not
know what the minister and the developer have agreed
to in the WIK agreement.
WIK agreements will not be tested in the market, so if
the minister and the developer agree to provide a school
or bike path, that will not be put out to the market.
There will be no tender process. This will simply be a
gentlemen’s agreement, a nudge-and-a-wink agreement
or a back-of-the-envelope calculation between the
developer and the minister, who will sit down and say,
‘These are the specifications, this is the width, this is
the school, this is what it should look like and this is
what we think it should be worth. We will then put that
in our WIK agreement. We will not let the public know,
but we will ensure that the growth areas infrastructure
contribution is no longer required from the developer’.
We are concerned about whether the taxpayer will get
value for money because there will be no independent
verification of the value that has been agreed to by the
minister and the developer.
We are concerned that developers could seek to offset
some of those features that we see advertised on our
televisions when they are trying to promote and sell
their developments. We see parks, lakes and bike paths,
and all those things are important infrastructure and all
that infrastructure is currently provided by developers
as they try to beautify and sell their products — their
developments or blocks of land. When you buy a block
of land, you are not buying just a block of land for a
house; you are buying into a community, a vision and a
dream. The packaging that goes with that is an
important part of the selling and the attraction process.
We are very concerned that the secrecy of the
agreements will mean that developers will try to put as
many of those elements as possible into the WIK
agreements and that therefore the contribution that
ought to go into infrastructure will be used to offset the
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beautification aspect, which they would have done in
any event.
We are also concerned with the fact that there is no
requirement to consult with the community, the local
council or the Municipal Association of Victoria. In
fact there is no requirement for the Minister for
Planning to consult with anyone except for any other
ministers he or she thinks are relevant. However, where
an item is valued at more than $2 million the minister
will have to consult with the Treasurer. This has a
number of consequences. If you do not consult with the
community, the council or any precinct structural plans
that are in place, these WIK agreements may contain
infrastructure that may not be needed or may not be a
priority. You might end up with a park which is
sensational but it might be that a maternal and child
health centre is a greater priority. It might be that a
school is a greater priority. Before you decide what
infrastructure is the priority for a community it is
important to understand the nature of that community
by looking at the demographics and the age of the
community that is moving in. Unfortunately the WIK
agreements will not have any requirement for the
minister to talk to anyone other than the developer and
another minister where the minister thinks that is
relevant, and even that is a very limited right. We are
concerned that the infrastructure that results will not be
the infrastructure that is a priority for those
communities.
There is also a concern that has been raised with me by
some councils that some of this state-funded
infrastructure — parks, bike paths, open spaces, creeks,
health facilities such as maternal and child health
centres, and neighbourhood houses or libraries — will
not be run or maintained by the state but might be
handed over to the local council. Local councils will be
in the invidious position where they were not party to
the WIK agreement, they did not have a seat at the table
and they will not know what was in the agreement.
They will not see what was in the agreement until the
infrastructure is getting built, but they might end up
staffing it, maintaining it and, in the case of parks,
mowing it. Councils are concerned that they will not
have a seat at the table.
I have prepared a number of amendments that I will
circulate at this stage, and I foreshadow that I will be
moving these amendments in the committee stage.
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr TEE
(Eastern Metropolitan) pursuant to standing orders.
Mr TEE — There are three categories of
amendments. The amendments in the first category
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ensure that although the relevant local council will not
necessarily have a seat at the table and will not have to
agree with a WIK agreement it will be consulted. It will
have an opportunity to express a view. This is a very
reasonable position and is certainly a position that most
of the councils I have spoken to support. Given that
these councils will have a view about the infrastructure
and the priority needs of the community, and in
addition might have to live with, maintain and staff this
infrastructure, it is not too much to ask that the minister
consult with them before signing off on WIK
agreements.
The amendments in the second category go to the issue
of public information. In the same way that we believe
councils ought to know what is in a WIK agreement,
we believe that the local community should know what
is in a WIK agreement, not the generic big figure that
the Growth Areas Authority is required to provide
under this bill, but an itemised account. Let us have a
look. The community should know what has been
agreed between the minister and the developer. Is it a
school? Is it a bike path? What is it going to look like?
What is the description? What value have the minister
and the developer placed on the infrastructure? There is
no process for independently verifying it and there is no
way to find out what has been agreed, and that is why it
is not too much to ask that the community be given an
opportunity to see what it is that the developer has
agreed to.
This is really about shining a light on the minister’s
dark office and the deals made there. It is about making
sure there is accountability. It is about ensuring that
people can see what is going on rather than having all
this being done behind closed doors in some sort of
private arrangement or deal. It allows the public to
judge and assess the merits of what the minister and the
developer have done. It certainly does not remedy the
WIK agreements, it does not make the process more
transparent and it does not guarantee that the
community will get value for money. That is because
there is no independent process and there is no
independent valuation. On that basis it is my view that
the Auditor-General ought to review WIK agreements
to ensure that the public is getting value for money. If
the Auditor-General cannot provide any oversight of
these WIK agreements, no-one else can. I will be
writing to the Auditor-General to ask him his views in
relation to these provisions and to ask him to oversight
how they are being implemented, to make sure they are
effective and to try to shed some light onto them.
As I have indicated, even given those two categories of
amendments the WIK agreements would by no means
be remedied. The WIK agreements process by no
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means provides the standard of good governance to
which the community is entitled. However, we on this
side would be able to accept the WIK agreements
subject to our amendments. We are giving the minister
the opportunity to prove us wrong. If our amendments
are unsuccessful, we will oppose the WIK agreements
provisions and indeed the bill.
We have listened to the debate in the Assembly, we
have listened to the arguments and we have raised our
concerns, and there is now an opportunity for the
minister to address those concerns in the committee
stage. I look forward to him doing so. We will proceed
with our amendments when we get to the committee
stage, which represents an opportunity to open up what
would otherwise be a closed-off secretive process.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — When the
idea of a growth areas infrastructure contribution was
first floated by the previous government the Greens
said we certainly supported such a contribution in
principle. We had a number of concerns with the way
the government had put together its legislation and also
with the particular model it used. Firstly, we believed
there were some issues of equity in terms of how the
payment of the GAIC (growth areas infrastructure
contribution) itself was to be triggered. At the time our
view was that if the GAIC was to be triggered, it should
be closer to the point of development, because not only
was that when someone was most likely to be able to
crystallise their profits and pay the charge but the
charge was hypothecated directly to infrastructure
associated with such developments. While the money
might be collected decades in advance, the government
simply had to be trusted to put the money aside and
then provide the infrastructure when the development
finally came to pass.
The experience of course is that governments do not do
that very well. Melbourne now has lots of suburbs that
might have been growth suburbs 10 or 20 years ago but
that certainly are not so now and that in many cases
have infrastructure and services that are a lot poorer
than might be expected. At the same time we see new
suburbs being created regularly, and we are very
doubtful as to whether those suburbs will get their basic
complement of services and infrastructure. For that
reason we are extraordinarily dubious about the policies
of urban sprawl that have been pursued so vigorously
by the Liberal and Labor governments, one after the
other.
If the previous government could have been taken at its
word, this contribution would probably only ever have
provided about 15 per cent of the money needed to
create proper services and infrastructure for brand-new
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suburbs. We think the charges should be higher to
cover the full cost of developing a new suburb or at
least a much higher proportion than that which the
previous government and this government have
proposed. At the same time, though, our view has been
that the charge should be levied closer to the point of
development. The previous government did not agree
with that and did not want to negotiate. It tried very
hard to ram the bill through, and eventually it got want
it wanted, but it did not get what it wanted from the
people of Victoria — it did not get another term of
government.
The new government is proposing to pick up one part
of what the Greens wanted — that is, to move the
timing of the payment closer to the point of
development. However, the new government is in no
way considering the implications of continued urban
sprawl. If government members did consider those
implications, they would understand that urban sprawl
is the most expensive housing model anybody has ever
come up with, that the faster they implement it the
faster they will become broke and that they and their
successors will find that these suburbs are not provided
with the basic complement of infrastructure and
services that all people in Victoria should expect. I am
talking about just basic things — libraries, railway lines
and so forth.
Those things cannot be provided by the moneys raised
under GAIC, they were not being provided by the
previous government and they are not provided for in
the first budget of the new government, either. They are
simply not there, yet this government continues to
release more and more land, ironically under the aim of
affordability. The government is chasing a rainbow that
it will never catch up to. In fact the state will get broker
the faster it sprawls, and that will make it very
expensive to provide good, affordable and livable
housing for residents, new and old.
However, this bill introduces a new concept that we
have not heard about previously — that is, that
developers may be able to offset a certain amount of
their GAIC charges through work-in-kind agreements.
A considerable section of the bill is devoted to putting
boundaries around this concept. Mr Tee has
foreshadowed a number of amendments that he will
move in the committee stage, and certainly the
principles behind a couple of those are quite acceptable
to us. However, we will need to ask for a few points of
clarification from the minister about the functioning of
the work-in-kind agreements section.
Although this is a new proposition, I do not think it is
impossible to understand what the government intends.
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At the moment we have a situation where there are
development contribution plans and levies. What
happens there is that up front the developer agrees to
pay a certain amount to the local council and in return
the local council agrees to spend that money on a
specified set of works, which is called a development
contribution plan. It would be of concern to us if the
GAIC was being used as a way of reducing local
government funding or the ability of local government
to impose those developer contribution levies, but I do
not believe that it is so far. That was a concern about
this idea that we raised with the previous government as
well.
At the moment money can be taken from a developer at
a certain site and it can be spent on a certain package of
works that is to be delivered by the local council and
tied to that local community or at least to that region.
What the government appears to be proposing here is
something of a mirror image. A certain amount of
money that was to be paid to the government is instead
reserved for a package of works which the government
will sign up to through its work-in-kind agreement that
the developer will have to implement. It obviously
raises some questions, but it raises the same questions
in relation to local government as it does to the
developer. It is really a question of whether you have
more confidence in one than in the other.
I should also note that in my experience there is a
whole range of novel and ad hoc arrangements that
governments enter into with developers by way of
in-kind works. It happens at the local council level —
as part of the planning issues associated with the
redevelopment of a site the developer might be asked to
plan to reinstate some street trees or a footpath or put a
bike rack in front of the establishment and so forth.
However, the issue with Docklands is much more
mixed. When the transfer of responsibilities from the
Docklands Authority to Melbourne City Council was
under way early in the last term of Parliament
Melbourne City Council interrogated the authority
about some of the arrangements it had entered into,
some of the contributions that might have been
promised and whether those works were ever
implemented, and if so, how that was documented.
Certainly the feedback I had from Melbourne City
Council was that in a lot of cases it was very poorly
documented. A developer might have agreed to set
aside a certain proportion of their parcel to build a
pocket park. However, that was simply by agreement
between the authority and the developer and there was
no register, there was no monitoring, there was nothing
available to Melbourne City Council to determine what
past promises might have been made and whether those
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promises have been delivered. This section of the bill
proposed by the minister at least puts a framework
around that. Mr Tee is very pessimistic about human
nature these days. He was much more positive when it
was his government’s proposition. He never saw any
particular problems then, but now he suggests that this
thing will all end in tears and we will never find out
anything. I say that is not true; I say that at least we
have statutory provisions here that lay out a number of
things.
First of all, the minister may enter into agreements and
they will become statutory agreements. Secondly, the
matters to be included in the agreements are specified
and the agreements must contain a list of matters, A
to H. We also see a number of restrictions on land
dealings. We see that a copy of the work-in-kind
agreement must be given to both the commissioner of
taxation and the Growth Areas Authority. Okay,
perhaps it is not being made public, but certainly it is
lodged, and amendments to those agreements must also
be done through a statutory process. Likewise the
work-in-kind agreements are recorded on the register of
titles. The performance of the agreements in part or in
full must be notified so that the Growth Areas
Authority itself can then report on the totality of the
completion of these agreements. Mr Tee has some
amendments that he thinks can improve and enhance
that. Good on him. I will vote for those amendments. It
is fine with me if we can put a bit more information
around it.
Government does enter into agreements with a lot of
private parties over a lot of matters. It is rarely the case
that that automatically becomes a matter of public
record. For example, the previous government entered
into secretive grant agreements with clean coal
companies and I am still chasing those agreements
through the courts. So it is hardly as if every interaction
between a government and a private operator has the
level of transparency that Mr Tee seems to suggest
should be the norm. I think we will have to interrogate
the operations of some of these provisions during the
committee stage of the bill, but in general terms we are
supporting the amendments where they are inclined to
improve the workings of the bill in a modest way.
Overall we are supporting the bill.
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — It is with great
pleasure that I rise to speak in support of this very
important bill, the Planning and Environment
Amendment (Growth Areas Infrastructure
Contributions) Bill 2011. It is a bill supported by many
on this side of the house, some of whom will be unable
to make contributions given the need for this bill, which
is time critical, to be passed in this concluding week of
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this sitting period of Parliament. I take on the important
honour of making the contribution on behalf of all my
colleagues in the coalition who have long advocated for
this important reform to the growth areas infrastructure
contribution, which will deliver on the coalition’s
election commitment to enable the growth areas
infrastructure contribution liability to be 100 per cent
deferred until the land is developed for urban purposes.
That is the primary purpose of the bill.
A second and important purpose of the bill is to
implement a new legislative provision to enable full or
part payment of the growth areas infrastructure
contribution (GAIC) to be made through work-in-kind,
or WIK, agreements, which is a very sensible reform.
Obviously detailed questions will be put to the minister
in the committee stage, but I will say in short that the
suggestion that these agreements are secret is spurious
as they will be registered on title. They will be publicly
available and that means that anyone, as is the case with
section 173 agreements, can become aware of them by
a simple search of the register. It is even more spurious
to suggest that there will be a whole barrage of secret
agreements. Obviously there is an important need for
work-in-kind provisions to be made an option, and just
as section 173 agreements provide for many matters, so
will the work-in-kind agreements.
Thirdly, the bill makes minor technical changes that
will improve the operation of the GAIC legislation.
Presently the GAIC is triggered by a dutiable
transaction — that is, at the point of sale or by the
issuance of a statement of compliance for a plan of
subdivision, which is when a developer has completed
all the necessary works to enable him to register his
plan of subdivision and sell his subdivided lots to
purchasers, or when a developer applies for a building
permit for a development worth over $1 million
effectively. The GAIC is applied on a per-hectare basis
and is calculated by multiplying the total area by the
relevant rate. The GAIC rates in the legislation for the
2011–12 financial year are $82 550 per hectare for
growth area land brought into the urban growth
boundary (UGB) in 2005–06 and zoned in relation to
GAIC, and $98 000 per hectare for growth area land
brought into the UGB area after 2006 and zoned as
urban growth zone.
The government’s commitment was to defer 100 per
cent of the GAIC until the statement of compliance
stage. This was a significant improvement and is
something that has been of great relief to land-holders
who have been concerned about the GAIC bill. I will
refer briefly to an example from the Wyndham Weekly
of 8 June, in which Mr Michael Hocking, chairman of
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the landowners’ lobby group Taxed Out, was reported
as saying:
… the announcement was good news, especially for
landowners and homebuyers.
This is clearly the fairest and most efficient method of
collecting development charges and brings Victoria in line
with the rest of Australia …
These amendments reinstate property rights the former
government took from families and the elderly living on the
outskirts of Melbourne.

I also refer to comments by the executive director of the
Housing Industry Association, Gil King, reported in the
Greater Dandenong Weekly of 13 June:
… this was the first step in correcting the excessive burden
the previous government placed on developers and
homebuyers.
While the tax on homebuyers will remain, at least the
government has listened to industry concerns and ensured a
better payment system …

The important part of this, which answers the first of
Mr Tee’s concerns — namely, that the infrastructure as
a result of this bill may not be as ready as it was
suggested it would be under the previous legislative
regime — is that it is the position of the coalition that
allowing the deferral of the GAIC payment does not
remove the liability to pay the GAIC, which will
remain on title and will be something the minister is
able to enforce prior to the issue of a statement of
compliance. Under ordinary accrual accounting
methods in fact the opposite effect will occur. Because
there is this certainty, the government will be able to
rely on the liability, which will take the pressure off
people who are interested in buying this land but who
are concerned about an up-front infrastructure charge.
They will be able to defer that, which in the
government’s view will accelerate the bringing into
play of this important development land, therefore the
removing of a disincentive to development. That is my
response in relation to the first concern.
I dealt briefly with the second concern in relation to the
WIK agreements, and I am happy for the minister to
deal with it further in committee. I will just say that
under section 201SLH(1) of the bill the minister may
apply to the registrar of titles to record a WIK
agreement on any land relevant to the agreement, and
the registrar of titles cannot arbitrarily refuse to record a
WIK agreement on title. It can only be refused for
sound, drafting reasons, and that will happen only in
rare cases. This is not a secret regime, as was suggested.
When they are attached to title, the agreements will be
searchable through that title via the registrar of titles.
Under section 201SLE all WIK agreements are
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required to be forwarded to the Growth Areas
Authority, which will maintain a live register of such
agreements.
The second proposal put forward in the proposed
amendments, which will be considered in the
committee stage but which will likely be opposed
because very short notice of these amendments was
given, is that there needs to be further consultation in
relation to the views of councils or communities on
individual agreements. That view is also spurious
because the councils have already had significant
involvement in the preparation of the precinct structure
plans, which will set the parameters for infrastructure to
be delivered under the WIKs.
I will briefly and fairly decisively conclude by turning
to Mr Barber’s suggestions. I could go on but I wish to
give other members a chance. Mr Barber has come to
this debate suggesting that the government is not
concerned about urban sprawl and that it has been
doing nothing in relation to this issue of urban sprawl.
Mr Barber — The Urban Sprawl Party!
Mr O’BRIEN — Mr Barber is playing on our home
turf here. We are the parties of regional development,
of regional cities and of population planning for all of
Victoria to deal with these issues. I refer him to page 18
of the coalition’s detailed policy, which was not
matched by the Labor Party or the Greens. Mr Barber
can be Johnny-come-lately on this one, but he is
playing on our home turf. This is what our policy says:
A Liberal-Nationals coalition does not want to see Victoria
become a city state solely focused on Melbourne.
Population corridors and extension of existing infrastructure
in regional cities will be considered in a statewide
approach …
With the Labor government heavily focused on growing
Melbourne …

I also ask Mr Barber if he was here for the 12 hours of
the committee stage of the Regional Growth Fund Bill
2011, an important bill which delivers a significant
budget allocation — $1 billion — that was not
delivered under any previous government. With those
words, I commend this bill to the house, because it
delivers on an important coalition promise, and I will
allow my colleagues to pick up the debate.
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak in favour of this bill, which seeks to amend the
GAIC (growth areas infrastructure contribution) from
being payable by those selling their developable land at
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the time it is purchased to when developers seek
approval for land to be developed.
This reform intends to protect landowners who are not
developers from being forced to pay the GAIC, when
the potential development of the land may be realised
many years into the future and those selling the land
will not benefit from the infrastructure provided. I
speak on this issue because the former government’s
GAIC legislation, the Planning and Environment
Amendment (Growth Areas Infrastructure
Contribution) Act 2010, caused great concern for
people across Western Metropolitan Region, many of
whom are elderly or preparing themselves for
retirement and are owners of properties in Melbourne’s
growth corridors that are capable of being developed.
The changes to the legislation being debated today will
allow landowners to sell their properties without the
burden of the GAIC hanging over their heads.
Considering that the land inside this or any future urban
growth boundary is not going to be developed
instantaneously allows for people who are considering a
large acreage lifestyle on the urban fringe the ability to
purchase land without the added cost of the GAIC on
land they do not intend to develop.
I also support the in-kind payments allowed by this bill.
The former Labor government set up the GAIC
purportedly to provide infrastructure for growing areas
like Point Cook, Craigieburn, Caroline Springs and
Tarneit, but these areas were completely ignored and
neglected by the Labor government. Money raised by
the former government through the sale of land went
into the coffers and disappeared in bureaucratic sleights
of hand, rather than being used to develop
infrastructure.
I share the community’s concern that under the former
government’s arrangements GAIC money would not
necessarily have been used for the communities from
which these funds were derived. Under the bill, the
coalition will allow developers to apply GAIC
contributions by doing such things as assisting in the
construction of schools, the provision of parks or
working with the government to build local roads. This
reduces red tape and ensures that the government, in
partnership with developers, can provide local
infrastructure to local developments.
In conclusion, can I say that these amendments to the
GAIC legislation release landowners from the burden
of the GAIC and redirect the timing of its payment
appropriately — that is, when the land is being
prepared for development, while seeking to improve
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infrastructure in the region where funds are raised. I
support this bill.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Labor opposition has a number of serious concerns
about how this bill will operate. I want to put on record
my concerns about the bill and indicate my support for
the foreshadowed amendments outlined by Mr Tee,
because he has raised a number of serious concerns
about the bill and is seeking to point a way forward for
the government in terms of issues that need to be
addressed.
The previous government believed people moving to
new growth areas should have the necessary
infrastructure and services in place. New communities
need to get on their feet. The funds that will be
collected through the GAIC were intended to establish
essential services for the community, such as public
transport, arterial roads, hospitals, schools, parks and
other vital infrastructure that these communities will
need in the future. It was for this reason that the
previous Labor government introduced the GAIC, a
one-off flat rate charge levied on a per hectare basis on
land in a growth area within the urban growth boundary
that is zoned for urban development. We did this
because we knew that land-holders in those
circumstances could expect the value of their land to
increase substantially. We have seen that borne out in
practice, so it is only fair that those who would profit
quite substantially from subdividing and developing
land make a contribution to critical infrastructure for
those communities.
The previous government enabled deferral of liability in
particular circumstances, but what we are seeing in this
bill is an amending of the legislation to allow for
100 per cent deferral of the GAIC liability until the land
is developed. This will have a devastating impact on
new communities in growth areas, which will now be
deprived of funding for necessary infrastructure.
I remember that when we had the GAIC debate in the
previous Parliament we had members of both the
Liberal Party and The Nationals in both houses saying
that they accepted the concept of development
contributions but they wanted developers to pay at the
time that the houses were constructed. The fundamental
error with this approach is that at that point it is far too
late in the process. Families will already have started to
move into those areas without having the infrastructure
they need.
Hon. W. A. Lovell interjected.
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Ms MIKAKOS — We know from Minister Lovell
that they certainly will not be getting any kindergartens
and they will not be getting any Take a Break programs
in those kindergartens.
Ratepayers across the relevant municipalities will be
slugged as a consequence to pay for the necessary
infrastructure. I am certain that this decision to defer
100 per cent of the liability will be a decision of this
government that communities in growth areas and the
community at large will rue for many years to come.
They will look back on this legislation and realise the
disaster that it has been — and it will be an absolute
disaster for those communities.
The other issue I want to touch on briefly in this bill
that I think is particularly abhorrent is the whole area of
the work-in-kind (WIK) agreements. I particularly want
to point out to the government that this aspect of the bill
was not in fact part of the coalition government’s policy
position going to the state election last year, and I look
forward to Minister Guy bringing out his election
document again — I am sure he will during the
committee stage — and pointing to that part of the
election policy.
These work-in-kind agreements will allow developers
to offset their GAIC obligation by providing
infrastructure, such as open space, schools and health
and recreational facilities, or by providing land to the
state in lieu of cash payment. This type of infrastructure
spending has been used for years, and it has featured
heavily in marketing by developers as a way of
attracting buyers to those new estates. It is work that
they would probably do anyway at their own cost, but
now developers will get a discount courtesy of
Victorian taxpayers.
The problem with this model is that entering into such
an agreement with a developer will come only at the
discretion of the Minister for Planning and only on
those terms acceptable to the minister. Where the value
of the work-in-kind agreement exceeds $2 million, the
only other oversight required will be the approval of the
Treasurer. The initial negotiations up to the value of
$2 million will be between the developer and the
planning minister, and if it exceeds that amount, the
Treasurer will need to sign off on that agreement.
What we see here is a government that claimed it was
elected on the platform of openness and transparency
but in fact is providing none in its legislation. These
work-in-kind agreements will only be disclosed to the
Growth Areas Authority and the commissioner of
taxation and will only appear on private land titles.
They will not be made public.
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Hon. M. J. Guy interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — The minister will have an
opportunity to pursue that when we get to the
committee stage.
There will not be a requirement for consultation with
the relevant local council as to what should be in a
work-in-kind agreement. That is a fundamental error, I
say to the minister. The lack of consultation with
affected local councils is absolutely amazing.
Hon. M. J. Guy interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — It is absolutely amazing that the
minister would seek to entrench a system that cut out
local councils from that process. There will also be no
independent process to determine the value of the
infrastructure that will be provided. This will be
determined behind closed doors by the Minister for
Planning and the developer. The Growth Areas
Authority annual report will, for each growth area, total
the value of all work partly performed as determined by
the Growth Areas Authority and list the projects
contributed to or completed. There will be no way to
determine the value the minister will determine against
each item of infrastructure. The only people who will
know anything about these work-in-kind agreements
will be the minister himself and the developer. What
concerns the opposition is that this opens up the system
to potential abuse. We on this side urge the government
to allow the community and local governments in the
growth areas the opportunity to have real input into the
ultimate development of the necessary infrastructure
and services in those local areas.
The other areas I want to touch on relate to breaches of
two election commitments made by the coalition
government. The first was to remove the requirement
for non-government schools to pay the growth areas
infrastructure contribution; and the second was to
examine the removal of GAIC from land zoned
commercial or industrial, hence removing what is more
commonly known as ‘a tax on employment land’. The
minister can come to this house and claim all he wants;
he can claim he is delivering on his election
commitments, but with the same breath he is breaking
election commitments. Rather than rushing this
legislation through the Parliament in the middle of the
night — —
Mr Tee — In the dead of the night.
Ms MIKAKOS — In the dead of the night, as we
will no doubt see in the coming hours, the Labor
opposition believes the minister should seek to rectify
the glaring problems and deficiencies that exist in this
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bill: the issue of the lack of consultation with local
councils, the issue of the lack of openness and
transparency when it comes to work-in-kind
agreements, as well as all his broken promises.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I rise to
support the Planning and Environment Amendment
(Growth Areas Infrastructure Contributions) Bill 2011.
I appreciate my party colleagues have provided expert
testimony in their contributions to the debate on why
this is a good bill to replace bad policy from a bad
Labor government. My contribution will be short and
swift, contrary to the endless waffle that those on the
opposite side impose on us from time to time. I would
like to congratulate the minister, Matthew Guy, for
righting a wrong and, as opposition spokesman, for
fighting the good fight against an insidious Labor tax.
The purpose of this bill is to amend the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 to allow a 100 per cent deferral
of payment of the growth areas infrastructure
contribution charge until the land is developed for
urban purposes and to enable the GAIC (growth areas
infrastructure contribution) obligation to be discharged
by the provision of land or the construction of state
infrastructure in lieu of cash payment. Consequently the
bill makes amendments to the Land Acquisition and
Compensation Act 1986 and the Sale of Land Act
1962.
The former government’s position on the GAIC
unfairly penalised families, small land-holders and
those who had no desire to develop their land for profit.
In fact in a former life as president of the Victorian
Farmers Federation I was at a meeting with the then
Minister for Planning, Justin Madden, and a number of
his bureaucrats where I tried to explain that many
farmers in the urban growth boundary area would have
a financial impost of many tens of thousands of dollars
as a result of the proposed charge, which would not be
able to be recouped without subdivision and sale. It met
with a blank and vacant stare — a demeanour that
seems to have entrapped the former minister until his
retirement. Thankfully coalition members in the upper
house were able to defeat the previous bill, and it died a
death in the Dispute Resolution Committee thereafter,
where all bad policy should be sin-binned.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! The member to continue.
Mr RAMSAY — I am down to 1 minute. I
appreciate that the Government Whip has most kindly
allowed me to continue. The most important thing to
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note with this bill is the transfer of tax or charge away
from the land-holder to the developer, enabling the
growth areas infrastructure contribution to be deferred
until land is ready to be developed, which is an
appropriate and much fairer tax. The work-in-kind
agreements, which can be entered into at the discretion
of the state government, provide greater flexibility for
payment of the contribution. These agreements enable
the government to facilitate the delivery of strategically
important state infrastructure through the contribution
of works engaged earlier than normal and by linking the
provision of the infrastructure at the time the land is
being subdivided and ahead of the new housing estates
becoming populated.
This is an election commitment which was strongly
supported by Victorian communities, and the Baillieu
government will deliver on it. It will fairly place a
development charge on the developers, provide
flexibility for payments and remove the cost burden
from working families, who in the well-worn words of
Labor will be able to ‘live, work and play’ on their land
without a big new tax — like the big new Gillard
federal government carbon tax, which taxes the right to
live, work and play. It is something the previous
government just did not get or understand. Sadly this
bill is necessary because of the previous Labor
government’s irrational and poor policy and planning
and the incompetent misuse of power that would have
financially drowned all those who owned land in the
urban growth boundary. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Firstly I
would like to sum up by saying that I endorse
everything that Mr Ramsay has just said and the
manner in which he has just said it. As I start to lose my
voice, it being later in the night, I am glad Mr Ramsay
could speak up with the gusto that this bill and the
support for this bill so rightly deserve. In summing up I
can say that there are a number of us on this side —
Mr Ramsay in particular from his position at the
Victorian Farmers Federation before coming to
Parliament — who know the impact the previous
government’s GAIC (growth areas infrastructure
contribution) bill has had on so many Victorian
families. The uncertainty, distress and stress it has
caused so many families was, as Mr Elsbury just said, a
complete disgrace.
This bill seeks to right a wrong by delivering on a
commitment made by the now Premier and me. Those
opposite want to talk about community consultation,
but the now Premier and I stood up in a hall at
Beveridge with nearly 600 people who were outraged
at being told by the Australian Labor Party, with its
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Soviet-style, big-government-knows-best model of
taxation, that holding large land-holdings was evil and
that they needed to pay a tax because Labor had wasted
money over the last decade. Those people were
disgusted and outraged, and we gave a commitment
that night, which is being honoured tonight, to put that
charge back onto the people who are developing land.
We on this side of the house are standing up for the
rights of land-holders.
We have held that commitment for a long period of
time, and before we go into the committee stage tonight
I say with pleasure that this side of the house is proud to
honour that election pledge. We are proud to stand by
the many hundreds of families which were referred to
as spivs or carpetbaggers by the member for Melton in
the Assembly. They were abused by the member for
Yan Yean in the Assembly. They were abused by the
former member for Seymour in the Assembly,
Mr Hardman. They were treated with total disrespect
by the previous Minister for Planning.
More Labor lies have emerged in relation to the GAIC
bill. Members of the opposition are out there saying that
this bill is somehow about uncertainty. This house
knows about uncertainty when it comes to the GAIC. In
Labor’s time the GAIC changed six times in eight
weeks. That is uncertainty. Here are all the fact sheets
put out by the Growth Areas Authority showing the
changes in the bill from one side to another side,
changes to the lot sizes, changes to the amounts and
changes to the time of payment.
What is really frustrating is that members of the Labor
Party walk into this chamber and say, ‘We have an
issue with GAIC being paid at the statement of
compliance stage’, when it was those members who put
in place a process whereby 70 per cent of it is to be paid
at the statement of compliance stage. A tax that will
realise $2 billion over 20 years with only 30 per cent of
it as an up-front tax component is now going to mean
the end of the world in relation to infrastructure in outer
urban areas. Labor Party members must believe the
world is flat, because their arguments make no sense.
The coalition has said that people who develop land
should pay all of the GAIC at the time of the statement
of compliance. A bizarre argument has been put
forward by the former Parliamentary Secretary for
Planning, Ms Mikakos, who comes into this chamber
and says, ‘Families will have moved in by the time this
GAIC is paid’. I say again that the GAIC is paid at the
time of the statement of compliance. If the former
Parliamentary Secretary for Planning knew her stuff,
she would know that statements of compliance come
before a house is built and that therefore the time the
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coalition demands that money be paid comes before a
house is built. Therefore you cannot have moved into a
house without a statement of compliance having been
issued and you cannot have moved into a house without
that money having being paid.

This bill is an absolute pleasure to be associated with. It
realises a commitment to ensure that Victorian families
do not bear the cost of Labor’s class warfare and that
those who choose to develop land pay for the
infrastructure.

What we are seeking to do is cut down the holding
costs from Labor’s 30 per cent up-front charge that
would drive away investment into Victoria to a 100 per
cent payment at the statement of compliance stage that
does not touch the liability, it simply realises that
money at a point in the development process that will
have a downward pressure on holding costs and a
beneficial interest on affordability. Labor’s attitude to
this bill shows what members on the other side of the
house think of affordability — nothing. It does not
feature in their argument and at no time tonight have
Labor members mentioned the words ‘housing
affordability’, and that is because they have their heads
in the sand on that issue.

Sitting suspended 11.29 p.m. until 12.02 a.m.

Because of the infrastructure shortfall we have inherited
in growth areas we have to put new processes in place
to realise that infrastructure now. I am talking about
state infrastructure, not local infrastructure — a railway
station, a rail extension, a road duplication or a road
upgrade to four lanes or to six lanes. It is state
infrastructure, not local infrastructure. The government
is simply putting in place a mechanism to realise those
payments now, and it beggars belief for Mr Finn,
Mr Elsbury and me to see Labor mayors from the
western suburbs of Melbourne questioning a process
that will put state infrastructure in place earlier in their
municipalities via the passage of this bill. Labor mayors
would rather have a political fight than realise state
infrastructure at this time. I would like to know what
their ratepayers would rather have: their political fights
with their mates or the realisation of state infrastructure.
The work-in-kind scheme which will enable that
infrastructure to be provided was described by
Ms Mikakos as abhorrent, and yet as the former
Parliamentary Secretary for Planning she presided over
a regime where precinct structure plans had
work-in-kind agreements in development contribution
plans. She presided over a regime that had work-in-kind
agreements in the precinct structure plans that the
former Minister for Planning, Minister Madden, and the
government she was a part of signed off on. Now she
says, ‘I believe they are abhorrent’. Where was her
voice over the last 10 years saying that this scheme was
abhorrent? She was silent, she was vacant and she was
missing in action, and that is why she, with her
colleagues, is in opposition.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
We have a number of amendments, as I understand it,
and this could be quite complicated, as I also
understand it.
Mr Leane — Don’t be scared.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I can assure Mr Leane I am not scared. Would Mr Tee
care to indicate where this is going to take us, because I
would be fascinated to find out myself.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Essentially I
have three substantive amendments. Two of those are
to clauses halfway through the bill. If I am successful
on those two amendments I propose not to move the
remainder of my amendments, which deal with the first
part of the bill. In the discussion I had with the clerks it
was suggested that we move through the bill clause by
clause so that if members have questions they can ask
them and that we defer consideration of the clauses the
subject of my amendments until we get to my
amendment 6 and then we will deal with that
amendment, which will test amendment 7. We will then
continue and deal with amendment 14.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Which clause are we looking at for Mr Tee’s first
substantive amendment?
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Clause 9.
However, I think it might assist if we work our way
through the bill so that if other members have questions
we can deal with them in order and defer consideration
of my amendments until we get to the amendments to
clause 9.
Clause 1 postponed; clauses 2 and 3 agreed to;
clause 4 postponed; clauses 5 to 8 agreed to.
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Clause 9
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I have a
question for the minister in relation to clause 9, which
provides for work-in-kind agreements. Clause 9 inserts
new section 201SLB(1), which talks about
work-in-kind (WIK) agreements and says they are for
‘land or works or a combination of land and works to
meet the whole or part of’ a person’s liability. I want to
get a sense as to the flexibility with which the minister
sees this clause working. Could the minister envisage a
situation where under these arrangements a developer
would provide land to a company or would provide a
recreation centre and then there would be an agreement
with the developer and the provider of the recreation
centre? I want to get a sense of the flexibility the
minister envisages in terms of the scope of these
agreements.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Chair,
as we begin the committee stage I want to make a fairly
clear point to the opposition so that I do not, as I
encountered in the previous committee, get asked the
same question about a dozen times. Work-in-kind
agreements apply to state infrastructure that would not
be contained in a normal, local development
contributions plan. A recreation centre, which is a
hypothetical put forward by Mr Tee, is something that
would come through in a local developer contributions
plan, which, as Mr Tee may know, is a work-in-kind
agreement at a local level, which was supported by the
previous government for the last 10 years and enshrined
in the precinct structure plan process.
It is also a process through work in kind that is
supported by the Wyndham and Melton councils,
which are engaged in precinct structure plan work right
now and indeed will benefit from work-in-kind
arrangements that are put in place to realise local
infrastructure at the time of the precinct structure plan
process.
Work-in-kind agreements are a way of realising state
infrastructure. It is about a state infrastructure provision
that can be obtained through a work-in-kind agreement.
It is similar to a local developer contributions plan,
which would in this case facilitate a recreation centre or
a bike path or it might be a playground — what is
currently in the precinct structure plan process.
What is also of curiosity to me is that the Labor Party
has already indicated that it is going to oppose this bill,
but it wants to ask questions in this committee stage on
a bill it has already flagged that it opposes.
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Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I clarify for the
minister’s benefit for the third time — —
Hon. M. J. Guy — I only asked once.
Mr TEE — I have said it three times. This is the
third time I have told the minister about our position —
that is, if the minister supports our amendments about
providing access to the information and if he supports
our amendments providing for discussions with
councils, we will support WIK agreements.
My question really went to the degree of flexibility that
the minister envisages in these WIK agreements. Is it
looking at an agreement between a developer and a
provider of a recreation facility? Did the minister
envisage that situation? When the developer provides
the land perhaps the building and the recreation facility
is part of that agreement and there is a third party that is
going to provide that service.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
looking for the location in Hansard in which Mr Tee’s
colleagues in the lower house outlined that Labor
opposes the bill.
That aside, what I just said to Mr Tee is what he has
talked about as a recreation facility is a local piece of
infrastructure. It is not a piece of state infrastructure and
thus would not be considered, and the circumstance,
being hypothetical, is not one that would be considered
under the work-in-kind agreement.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The reference to
a recreation facility is a reference from section 201VB
of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, which is
referred to in new section 201SLB(3), which is to be
inserted by clause 9 of the bill. Proposed
section 201SLB (3) says that a WIK agreement can
include anything in section 201VB of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987. Section 201VB provides that
that could include a recreation facility, which is why it
is not hypothetical, because it is provided for in the
minister’s legislation.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
definition of a recreation facility can be a public open
space, for example, but what Mr Tee is talking about is
the operational cost of a recreation facility like a pool or
a gym in a growth area, and that is not being considered
under work in kind.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I take it that is
an undertaking that the minister is providing to the
house. It is not the provision in the legislation. I am
wondering if the minister is providing the same
assertion in relation to a health facility, an education
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facility, libraries, neighbourhood houses, open space,
trails and creek protection. What is the distinction the
minister is drawing between that and the state-provided
infrastructure which is then picked up and maintained
by local councils, which I think is the nub of the issue
that the minister is trying to address?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I have
already said that it would be a piece of state
infrastructure that would not be contained in the local
development contribution plan as part of the precinct
structure plan.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am curious as
to which provision of the legislation provides for that.
The legislation appears to be quite clear. It could be a
maternal and child health centre. It could be a
council-run library. It could be a YMCA. It could be
any one of the facilities that might be state-funded
infrastructure, run, maintained, cleaned and staffed by
local councils. It may be of assistance if the minister
could point out the distinction he is making, which
certainly is not apparent from the provisions of the
legislation.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) —
Because the GAIC is a capital cost. It is not a recurrent
cost; it is a one-off cost and that comes to the provision
of the infrastructure — that is, the construction of the
facility that would not be considered in a local
development contribution plan as signed off in the
precinct structure plan.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I thank the
minister. The GAIC provides the infrastructure, but the
question is: who runs it; is it the local council?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — This
has to be an agreement, as no doubt Mr Tee will talk
about later in this process, that is agreed to by the state
government. We are not talking about a developer
coming along with a plan, agreeing with it and then
fronting up to the council and saying, ‘Here, you run
this’. That is not the proposal whatsoever. It is about the
provision of that piece of infrastructure. I envisage
work in kind will focus on hard infrastructure such as
transport delivery, a railway station or a new road, as
opposed to what Mr Tee is talking about, which is a
maternal and child health service. That is not the
primary intention of the work-in-kind agreement.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I think
that answer is accurate, with one exception. It is true
that where the payment is to be made under
section 201VB of the principal act — that is, out of the
Building New Communities Fund — it can only be for
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capital works. If the payment for the work in kind was
of a type that might be funded under section 201VA of
the principal act — that is, the Growth Areas Public
Transport Fund — it can be for either capital associated
with the public transport fund or, under subsection (b),
for any recurrent costs relating to the provision of a new
public transport service in a growth area for a
maximum of five years after the commencement of that
service. The minister is right generally in that it is
always for capital works. The one exception to that is
that it can be for operating costs for the first five years
of a public transport service. I just want to make sure
we are clear on that point, rather than tossing this
around for too long.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The concern that
has been raised with me by councils is that,
notwithstanding the minister’s intention, the clear
wording of the legislation provides that the GAIC can
be used to provide capital works for state-funded
infrastructure such as parks, which are then maintained
by councils. Is there anything in the bill that the
minister can point to that will give councils some
comfort that they will not be stuck with maintaining the
works, not delivering them, because I understand that
the minister is saying the government will provide the
building or the park. If all we have is the minister’s
undertaking, that is probably better than nothing, but is
there any hard reference here to councils not being left
carrying the cost of the maintenance of the
infrastructure and the staffing?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — What
Mr Tee is saying is correct. My undertaking is that
councils will not be stuck with pieces of infrastructure
that the state builds in growth areas. It is as strong as
the previous government’s undertaking that would have
been the same in terms of the provision of infrastructure
such as local services or a local piece of
infrastructure — it might even be a park — that was
provided for in the precinct structure plan process.
What I mean by that is that nothing has changed
between the current government and the previous
government in terms of the delivery of those pieces of
state infrastructure in growth areas. The only thing we
are talking about today in terms of change is the
method of realising the construction or the attainment
of that piece of infrastructure — that is, through a
work-in-kind agreement.
Any piece of state infrastructure that is being built in a
growth area will obviously involve, through its nature
and construction, consultation with the local
government authority in that area. That is not a new or
different process. It is no different from the process
around any piece of state infrastructure that is being
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realised, and the provision of work in kind and work
which may eventuate through a work-in-kind
agreement should be no different from the realisation of
a piece of state infrastructure whether or not it is funded
through the normal budget and expenditure review
committee (BERC) process. What we are talking about
with work in kind is a mechanism — which I might add
was considered by the previous government and indeed
the previous Premier when he was Treasurer — to
realise that piece of infrastructure via a work-in-kind
agreement at a period or in a time frame that would be
sooner than would normally be attained if it was put
forward under a normal BERC process.
Nothing has changed in terms of the priority stages or
notification. Nothing has changed in any of those
processes. What is changing through this bill is simply
giving the state government an option to attain a
work-in-kind agreement with a developer who has a
GAIC liability.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) —
How much of the GAIC liability can be satisfied by a
WIK agreement?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
work-in-kind agreement is obviously an agreement that
will be between the state government and the
developer. It is basically the liability that is there for the
developer that will then be presented to the state
government in terms of the liability that exists and what
the developer may be able to provide for it. It is not
realising a piece of infrastructure that is not on any
government priority lists. It is not realising any piece of
infrastructure that is beyond the realms of the normal
state infrastructure priority list into the future. It is
simply providing the option to the government to
realise that infrastructure at a time that would be sooner
than normally available to the government.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The minister has
indicated that it may be infrastructure provided by the
state and run by the councils, and then he has indicated
that the other arrangements stay in place, but there are
no other arrangements in relation to these WIK
agreements; they are new. In that regard, proposed new
section 201SLB(7) on page 7 of the bill, which talks
about consultation, is very clear. It says that
consultation is to occur with any minister the Minister
for Planning thinks is relevant and with the Treasurer
where the value of the agreement is more than
$2 million. There is no requirement to consult with
councils. The concern that has been raised with me is
that you might have this agreement — it might be a
great agreement or it might not be — but councils, who
run the show, are not necessarily at the table. My
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question concerns the omission of councils from the bill
in terms of consultation. The minister has indicated that
that consultation will occur, but why is it not in the bill?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I will
say it again. This hypocrisy coming from the Labor
Party in opposition, as opposed to the Labor Party in
government, is quite astounding. Did the Labor Party
consult any councils in advance when it went off to
announce electrification to Sunbury? No, it did not. Did
it consult the councils, or indeed the residents, when it
sought compulsory acquisition to build the regional rail
link? No, it did not. Did it seek to put any kind of
consultation process in place with a local government
authority when it put in place the grassland reserves to
the west of Melbourne before they actually featured in
government documentation? No, it did not. What is
astounding to me is to see the Labor Party suddenly
saying I need to put in legislation the requirement to
consult with the local government authority on realising
a piece of state infrastructure such as a railway station
when for the last 11 years — and indeed the 10.5 years
before that in the Cain and Kirner periods — the Labor
Party did none of it.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Again, the
concern that has been raised relates to councils that are
negotiating precinct structure plans which pick up
public transport. You have a council that is talking
about the future development of a community, but
without reference to the council or the structure plan or
what the developer and council are working through the
minister is proposing in an independent manner to put
through these WIK agreements. Again the question is:
why not have the link with councils in the legislation in
the sense that they have a clear view, having worked
with the developer, as to what should be in those
communities?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Let us
get this on the record: the GAIC accounts for $2 billion
over 20 years; it is $2 billion of growth areas
infrastructure contribution in 20 years. Let us say that
work-in-kind agreements over the 20-year period
account for 10 per cent of that infrastructure provision
being realised. That is $200 million over 20 years. The
reality is that that is a drop in the ocean for
infrastructure provision in a state the size of Victoria,
regardless of who is in government over that period of
time. What the Labor Party is saying is that I should
legislate — let us say 100 per cent of the GAIC is work
in kind — $2 billion over 20 years. The Labor Party is
saying I should legislate for compulsory consultation
with local government for work-in-kind agreements for
$2 billion over 20 years, when conceivably over that
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time there would be close to $50 billion spent on state
infrastructure in that time.
It is fine to legislate for $2 billion, which is the
proposition being put to me and which I reject, and it is
fine to legislate for compulsory consultation for growth
area councils for $2 billion in growth areas, yet the
other hypothetical $50 billion or higher amount has no
requirement for consultation under the current precinct
structure plan process which the Labor Party put in
place.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I just want to be
clear on this. Whether or not these communities get
infrastructure, whether or not they get the right
infrastructure and whether or not it is put in the right
place and arrives at the right time is very important to
those communities, although it might be a drop in the
ocean for the minister. I want to move my amendment
dealing with the growth area councils, but I think
Mr Barber has a question on this issue.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — It is not a
question. It is a statement of where the Greens see these
particular provisions and also Mr Tee’s proposed
amendment.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
If Mr Barber is going to speak on the proposed
amendment, it probably would be a good idea if we
heard what that amendment is. Perhaps Mr Tee can
move his amendment now and then Mr Barber can
speak on it.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I move:
6.

Clause 9, page 7, after line 30 insert—
“(b) consult with the relevant growth area council
(within the meaning of Part 3AAB) for the growth
area in which land or works or both are to be
provided under the agreement; and”.

I understand that amendment 6 will be a test for
amendment 7. Essentially what the amendment does is
require the minister to consult with the relevant growth
area council in relation to a WIK agreement. He does
not have to get the agreement of the council; all he is
required to do is to let it know. The reasons for that are
obvious. Councils are better placed, I suspect, to have a
clear sense as to what infrastructure is important and
what infrastructure is a priority, and unless that view is
at the table there is a risk the infrastructure provided
will not be a priority. It might be that it is not a
requirement for that particular community at that
particular time, so it is all about getting the right
infrastructure.
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The second issue is that if, as the minister has
conceded, the infrastructure is provided by the state but
the council has to run and maintain it, then it would
seem appropriate that the minister consult with the
council about its ability to maintain it, about any
funding shortfalls it might have and also about what
works best, because it is the council, not the state
government, that ends up holding, maintaining and
staffing that infrastructure. I do not think it is onerous,
as the minister has indicated, for the government to
consult the local council when developing an
agreement which determines the infrastructure that will
affect a local community.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I cannot
see how the amendment does a lot of harm, but I would
like to explain why I think the Labor Party is chasing
the wrong rabbit. First of all, there is nothing novel
about a work-in-kind agreement in this kind of
development context. Section 46P(2) of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 is part of the section that
governs local government development contribution
plans and states:
(2) The relevant collecting agency —

which can be a council or anybody else who has created
a development contribution plan —
may accept the provision of land, works, services or facilities
by the applicant in part or full satisfaction of the amount of
levy payable.

That provision has seemingly been in the act since
1995. The only rules around what can be in a
development contribution plan and all the rest of it are
the rules set out under the ministerial guideline for a
DCP. In fact this little (development contribution plan)
section — section 46P(2) — is the only clue to how a
council might go about making that sort of decision as
to whether or not to accept works in kind. What we
have in front of us is a bill that creates pages and pages
of requirements, guidelines and rules in statute as to
how the state government should go about agreeing to,
designing, monitoring and reporting on similar works in
kind. Labor needs to understand that under the act the
way it has always worked is that councils have always
been able to do what the state government is now
proposing to give itself an option to do, and that
includes Cr Mammarella out there in Melton and all the
rest of them. They all get to do it if they want to, except
there is no legislation around how they do it. The bill
we are looking at says there will be some legislation
that will provide some assurances, confidence and at
least some sort of trail — some limits on how the
minister signs up to an agreement.
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The next issue is about consulting local councils. The
GAIC bill that the government brought in is now part of
the Planning and Environment Act 1987, and any
works funded through GAIC — that is, delivered
through the Growth Areas Public Transport Fund and
the Building New Communities Fund — can be
implemented on the ground without consultation. That
is the bill that Labor rammed through both houses on
several occasions and through the Dispute Resolution
Committee. It says, ‘We are collecting this GAIC
money. We are going to spend it in local communities
on this list of things: public transport, community
infrastructure, health facilities, education facilities,
regional libraries, and even neighbourhood houses’.
There is no requirement to consult the local council as
to where the previous government might have placed its
neighbourhood house.
Now Mr Tee is coming in and saying that only in
relation to works that are done under a work-in-kind
agreement must the minister consult the council, but
under his bill — the one that he stood 2 feet from my
left and argued furiously for last year and rolled over
the top of all of us — the now opposition was not going
to consult anybody about any of this infrastructure.
Now the only consultation that councils will get will be
on the proportion of GAIC-funded works that are
funded through a work-in-kind agreement. It is
probably better than nothing, but it is hardly a complete
solution and not something that opposition members
were offering up just a short six months or so ago.
For that reason I am not entirely sure what it is that
Labor is grasping for here, apart from a good way of
doing things between state and local governments that
Labor never advocated when it had the chance and now
is only offering a slight solution to. For that reason I am
prepared to support the amendment, which offers a
solution to some extent but is hardly perfect, and I do
not share with Labor the view that this entire section is
some sort of vast conspiracy. It seems to work in the
same way as a local government development
contribution plan, except the state government has more
requirements.
Mr Tee started to suggest that there might be some
back-and-forth approach between a local government
development contribution plan and the thing known as
GAIC, which is a big state-wide contribution plan for
growth areas. If that is the case and there is some sort of
blurring of the boundary between the two types of
plans, that is a function of the way the previous
government ran DCPs and wrote the GAIC
amendments to the Planning and Environment Act
1987. The Planning and Environment Act 1987 does
not specify what the money from DCPs can be spent
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on. The ministerial guidelines says what local councils
can do with the moneys in relation to the DCPs. The
planning act lists the things that are state infrastructure,
although some cover local areas. It is fairly clear what
GAIC money cannot be spent on; it is not as clear what
development contribution plans that are developed by
local councils — which are in any case approved by the
selfsame Minister for Planning — could reach out to
cover. If there is a particular objection there, it is not
something we can correct in this bill; it is an issue that
is very long running and exists because Mr Tee’s
former government developed two forms of
development contribution plans and has put them side
by side in the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I will
simply say again — in some ways it is a similar
comment to that of Mr Barber — that if the opposition
now has an issue with work-in-kind agreements and
reporting mechanisms within them, it had 11 years to
fix them. I say clearly that not only are work-in-kind
agreements which will be or may be engaged in no
different or very similar to local development
contribution plans but the state infrastructure within
them would also be part of DCPs which are now signed
off in terms of precinct structure plans. Councils are
obviously part of the signatories to the precinct
structure plan process — —
Mr Tee interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I do not know how many times
Mr Tee needs to hear this, but his former government
put in place the process that we are talking about
today — that is, there is no consultation with councils.
Suddenly Mr Tee wants consultation with councils
mandated when the vast majority of infrastructure did
not involve consultation and where mandatory
consultation with councils was not provided. The
former government had 11 years to do this; it beggars
belief.
I would respect the fact Mr Tee might have that point of
view if he came into the chamber and made a mea
culpa statement, admitting that his former government,
which was in power for 11 years, had a kind of fascist
regime which he now accuses me of having — he does
this with his mates in Werribee and Melton. But at the
end of the day the opposition when in government had
a regime in place. The fundamental basis of the precinct
structure plan process which we are operating on is a
regime that the former government put in place. Now
the Labor Party has run into this chamber and said how
awful it is.
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What I find objectionable is that I was provided with a
copy of this amendment by the opposition about
24 hours ago. The opposition flagged this amendment
in the lower house debate some two weeks ago. If the
Labor Party opposition had been really serious about
this amendment when it was flagged by a number of
Labor Party members in the Legislative Assembly that
proposed amendments were going to be moved and that
the opposition wanted these amendments to be passed, I
would have received maybe a telephone call or some
form of communication from the opposition seeking
government support regarding the moving of these
amendments — I mean this sincerely: I am very happy
to talk with any member of any party in this chamber
about proposed amendments to planning bills under my
name introduced in this chamber — but I received none
of that.
I received no calls, letters or emails from either the
mayor of the Melton Shire Council or the mayor of
Wyndham City Council, who are both Labor Party
members, who have expressed concern about
work-in-kind agreements. Bizarrely, exactly the same
language was used by Mr Nardella, the member for
Melton in the other place, and the very eloquent
Mr Eren, the member for Lara in the other place — I
say that with my tongue in my cheek — during their
contributions to debate on this bill.
I find it astounding that we had all this time between the
debate in the Legislative Assembly and tonight, and we
are about to vote on an amendment when I suspect the
opposition could have come to the government to seek
support or clarity — but such an approach was never
forthcoming. As such, the amendment shows itself to
be more of a stunt than one of real substance.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Just briefly, the
amendments were forwarded yesterday — or rather
Monday, which is now the day before yesterday —
which is considerable notice given that there are three
substantive amendments on just one page. The final
version was received by me on Tuesday morning, so
the version the minister received was the near-to-final
version — he got an early version of the amendments.
It was not as if we were keeping them up our sleeves to
spring on the minister.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 17
Barber, Mr
Broad, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr

Pakula, Mr (Teller)
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
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Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Tee, Mr (Teller)
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 19
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Koch, Mr (Teller)
Lovell, Ms (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Pairs
Darveniza, Ms
Viney, Mr

Atkinson, Mr
Kronberg, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I have a
question in relation to proposed section 201SLC(1)(e),
which talks about the agreed value, and proposed
section 201SLC(1)(f), which talks about the method or
methods for calculating the value of works to be carried
out under the agreement if they are only partly carried
out. Essentially proposed section 201SLC provides for
matters that are to be included in a work-in-kind
agreement, and it says it is either the agreed method or
a method for calculating the value if the work is only
partly carried out.
The concern I have is that the value or method agreed
will be determined by the minister and the developer
and there is no independent verification of that value, so
there is no market testing of the school, building or
proposal. Is that the case, or have I missed something?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
Department of Treasury and Finance will be involved
in the costing of a piece of infrastructure, not me.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I thank the
minister. I note that the Department of Treasury and
Finance is required to be consulted where the value is
greater than $2 million. However, there is no such
requirement for anything that is less than $2 million.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is not much in the way of state infrastructure you can
get nowadays, Mr Tee, for less than $2 million, let me
tell you that. A railway station does not come for less
than $2 million; a road duplication, even for
1 kilometre, you might not get for less than $2 million.
I say again that the Department of Treasury and
Finance and the Department of Planning and
Community Development will be involved in every
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piece of GAIC infrastructure that is signed off on by
myself and the Treasurer.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — It is envisaged
that the Treasurer, who has to approve anything over
$2 million, will rely on the department’s advice, but is
it proposed that there will be tendering and market
testing independent of government for projects valued
over $2 million?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — We will
follow the normal procedures that the Department of
Treasury and Finance would go by to ascertain the
construction cost of a piece of state infrastructure such
as the Sunbury electrification, whereby the Department
of Transport and the Department of Treasury and
Finance would put a business case together. That would
be the same for work-in-kind agreements.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In that example
the infrastructure was tested by the market and tenders
were required. There is no such process provided for in
the WIK agreements.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is no reason why that cannot be done, should the
Department of Treasury and Finance decide to do that,
and I think Mr Tee would know from experience that
the Department of Treasury and Finance would not put
together a costing that would be at a deficit to itself or
the taxpayer.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I still refer to
clause 9, but a couple of pages further on in the bill —
that is, proposed section 201SLF, which talks about
amendments to work-in-kind agreements, and proposed
section 201SLG, which talks about the ending of a
work-in-kind agreement. Again there are no criteria and
there is no guidance for the sorts of matters that will be
picked up there. Is it envisaged that that would be a
hardship provision? What set of circumstances would
warrant either an amendment to or a termination of the
work-in-kind agreement?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — As is
the case with any state government contract delivery, if
there is non-compliance or if a developer goes bust
during the course of the agreement, the state is the first
party that is to be satisfied in regard to moneys that are
outstanding. It is the same as any normal government
tender arrangement; the only difference is the
realisation of the method of payment as opposed to the
contract.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I have a
couple of quick questions going back to
section 201SLB. Is there anything in this section that
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would prevent someone with a number of growth areas
infrastructure contribution (GAIC) liabilities — that is,
a big developer — from bunching those up and making
them subject to the one work-in-kind agreement under
201SLB(1)?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is nothing in the bill which would prevent it, but a
work-in-kind agreement does not mean the developer
presents a contract to the government and says, ‘Here,
sign this’. Obviously the government, through this bill,
is in control of the work-in-kind process, and it would
be a decision ordered by Treasury, approved by the
Treasurer and myself, which would need to be of
significant value. Having said that, if one liability was
in a different growth area from another, for example,
that would not be satisfactory. They would need to be
within the same growth area.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — That was
my next question, because GAIC moneys collected
anywhere can be spent in growth areas anywhere, and
subsection (3) says that the land or works to be
provided under a work-in-kind agreement must be
situated in a growth area and be of a type that may be
funded via the two funds under the principal act. Is
there anything in the bill that would prevent a developer
who has a GAIC liability in one growth corridor but
operates in a number of them from entering into an
agreement with the government to do works in kind in a
different growth corridor from where they incurred the
GAIC liability?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — One of
the things that my side of politics negotiated with the
previous government when the re-presented GAIC bill,
which was a defeated bill — we have been through this
in the Legislative Assembly in the last couple of
weeks — managed to re-emerge in this chamber, was a
listing of where GAIC moneys would be spent and a
quarantining of those funds to the particular growth
areas that they were from. Obviously that would apply
to works in kind under this bill as well.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Is it a
political commitment? It is not in the principal act that
we are amending, or am I wrong about that?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is material in the principal act. Also, at the time
commitments were made by the previous government
for the reporting mechanism of GAIC, which would be
done through the Growth Areas Authority. That would
outline where those moneys would be spent and those
moneys would be spent in the growth areas from which
they were taken. The previous government put that
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point into discussions around the principal act. I think
the minister put it into the second-reading speech, and it
was a principle we supported.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I want to go to
the discussion we had around the amendments and the
termination. I think the minister indicated that it would
follow the usual government process and that it would
apply in circumstances where the agreement is not
complied with, but moving through the bill there are a
number of steps that occur where there is
non-compliance. That is why I ask: why do there need
to be provisions dealing with the ending of a
work-in-kind agreement in circumstances where there
is non-compliance when further on the bill deals with
the consequences of non-compliance? It seems there
must be an extra reason for having those provisions.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is no hidden secret agenda or anything. There is no
need for paranoia about it. The government is just
providing the greatest certainty it can through a
legislative framework for the ending of any of those
agreements and ensuring, should any of those
agreements end in a circumstance where the company
is no longer viable, that the state would be the first
recipient of any moneys that were wound up from that
company.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Proposed
section 201SLH talks about where the work-in-kind
agreements are to be placed. The registrar is to
effectively attach an agreement to:
(a) land that is to be transferred …
(b) land on which works are to be carried out … (other than
Crown land);
(c) the whole or part of the land in respect of which the
growth areas infrastructure contribution relating to the
agreement is imposed.

I wonder what paragraph (c) means. Does it mean the
whole of the subdivision? How is it different to
paragraphs (a) and (b)?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Is the
member seeking clarity on proposed section
201SLH(1)(c)?
Mr Tee — Yes.
Hon. M. J. GUY — In not all circumstances may
the works in kind be for the entirety of the parcel. I will
use a hypothetical example. If a developer has a very
large parcel of 300 hectares and at a particular point in
time brings on a portion of that development — maybe
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100 hectares or so — it can be portioned, and
paragraph (c) relates to the whole or part of the land. It
will be part of the development, maybe 100 hectares,
that will come on at that time. That is what that allows.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — This is an
important process then. Mr O’Brien talked about this
being one of the few ways in which the public might be
able to find out what is in a work-in-kind agreement. It
is attached to the land that is relevant — that is, either
being transferred or where there will be a building on it.
Proposed section 201SLH(3) requires the registrar of
titles to essentially attach it to or make a recording on
each folio relating to the land affected. I note the use of
the word ‘may’ — the registrar of titles ‘may make a
recording on each folio’, but equally they may not.
Again I wonder why this is an optional issue. It
suggests that it may be that it is not recorded. Is it the
case that on occasions it may not be recorded on a
folio? Is there discretion for the registrar? If so, why?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
registrar asked for that, and I will read for Mr Tee the
words I was given just to provide clarity on that:
The use of the term ‘may’ in 201SLH(3) is at the request of
the registrar of titles. It provides necessary legal flexibility to
ensure that the description of the land referred to in a WIK
agreement aligns appropriately with the land title particulars
before registration of a WIK agreement, but as a matter of
practice a WIK agreement will always be recorded on the
title.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I thank the
minister; that is helpful.
The next provision I want to ask a couple of questions
about is the new section 201SLI, which deals with the
restrictions on dealings with land. It describes a person
dealing with land in a way that is inconsistent with a
WIK agreement without the consent of the minister. In
terms of accountability, is there any penalty for failing
to comply with this new section? The concern that has
been raised is that if you are subject to this agreement
and you are not acting in accordance with it, it is not in
your interest to reveal that to anyone. Is there a penalty
for a breach of new section 201SLI(1)?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I have
just gained clarity on that, confirming what I believed
to be the case. Such behaviour would not only
obviously be a tax default but would also involve
breaching a legal agreement. That is why, as has been
explained, there are the provisions earlier in the bill to
which Mr Tee correctly alluded when questioning why
clauses relating to termination had been inserted
additional to relevant provisions later in the bill. The
answer is that they give the government greater strength
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should a default and/or termination take place involving
a WIK agreement.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The next new
subsection deals with what occurs when a developer
runs into trouble, and this is the issue we touched on
before. Basically new subsection (2) provides that the
mortgagee can foreclose, so essentially the bank can
come in and sell the whole or part of the land. My
question is: what flows from that? The developer owns
the land or has a WIK agreement with the government
that says, ‘Let’s put in a school’ and three-quarters of
the way through completion the mortgagee comes in
and takes away the land and the school; is that the way
it is set out? Will the rights of the mortgagee — the
bank — effectively take away the WIK agreement?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — First of
all, the WIK agreement is not a staged payment
process. It is a process involving a contractual
agreement entered into up-front. More to the point, if a
developer was in default and the bank had taken
ownership of that land, given that the WIK agreement
would be registered on title any disposal of that land
asset by the bank or any receiver in charge of that asset
would on disposal have to satisfy the outstanding
liability to the state that would exist as part of that WIK
agreement.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — To be absolutely
clear, the liabilities under the WIK agreement might
involve the transfer of land by way of the bank coming
in and selling the land. I suppose I do not understand
how that works in the sense that if the land is going to
be transferred pursuant to a WIK agreement and the
bank comes in and stops that occurring, is the new
owner required to transfer the land? That is essentially
what the minister is saying — that the liability and the
obligations under the WIK agreement continue even if
the parcel of land is sold.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
understand exactly what Mr Tee is asking. My advice is
that the answer is yes. My understanding is that the first
point that needs to be considered is that it would be a
strange circumstance — because it centres around the
issue of timing — for a company to hypothetically go
into receivership, or to go belly up in this instance that
we are talking about, in the middle of a work-in-kind
agreement with the government when the infrastructure
has not been delivered. For example, if there is a GAIC
liability attached to the land which is being deferred as
a work-in-kind agreement and then the company goes
into receivership, the work-in-kind payment has already
been determined out of the one-off GAIC liability for
that land. That money has been realised through the
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work-in-kind agreement, which is attached to the title
of the land. The person who purchases that land and
would normally have a GAIC bill will have a
work-in-kind agreement, which is attached, rather than
a GAIC bill. As part of the purchase they have now
taken on the liability of a work-in-kind agreement
rather than a GAIC liability.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Proposed
section 201SLK talks about a person notifying the
GAA (Growth Areas Authority) of the performance of
an agreement. This is an important new section because
it triggers a number of steps. The GAA then verifies
that the works have been done, and what flows from
there is that the registrar is notified and the WIK
agreement gets removed from the title, if that is what is
appropriate, or the commissioner of taxation is notified.
It occurs to me, and it has been raised with me, that the
deficiency with this new section is that it relies upon the
person who is completing their WIK agreement to
advise the GAA. The concern is that if you are not
going to complete your WIK agreement or you have
not completed your WIK agreement, you are not going
to advise the GAA; in which case, what is the trigger?
The developer is certainly not going to fess up because
they cannot or will not provide the infrastructure, and
the GAA does not know there is a problem because it
has not been notified.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — This is
like any government contract. We are not talking about
a contract put in place by the government which you
simply walk away from, twiddle your thumbs and
think, ‘Oh, well, the private sector will come to the
party. We will just hope that they do the work’. This is
a material piece of state infrastructure that would be
factored into what would either be a precinct structure
plan or the growth areas framework plan. The state will
obviously be monitoring the implementation of that
piece of infrastructure, as would occur not just through
the Department of Treasury and Finance, which would
have a contract on behalf of the state, but through the
Growth Areas Authority, which would be monitoring it
as well. The monitoring of the delivery of that contract
would be the same as for any government contract that
exists today, whether it be the same as a public-private
partnership or whether it is the same as — I was trying
to think of an example for you, but obviously a piece of
private infrastructure being delivered for the state. This
is no different to any of those agreements in terms of
the monitoring arrangements that would be in place for
the government to ensure that it is being delivered.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — It is probably
quite different on the basis that for most of those
contracts there are performance measures which, if they
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are met, result in payments being made. It is the reverse
here, which is that if you fess up that you have done the
wrong thing, you are going to get a GAIC liability and
you are going to get some adverse taxation outcomes or
penalties, by reference to some taxation. There is
absolutely no incentive for the developer to
demonstrate that they have met their performance
measures. The way this is phrased, there is no capacity
for the proactive enforcement that the minister has
indicated should occur. I suppose that is the concern I
have with this.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is certainly incentive on behalf of the government to
ensure that work-in-kind agreements are kept and they
are kept in accordance with the contracts that will have
been agreed.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Incentives, but
no measure. Just moving through to new
section 201SLL, which is to be inserted by clause 9.
This essentially is where the Growth Areas Authority
determines whether or not the WIK agreement has been
complied with. If the WIK agreement has been partly
performed, then the GAA decides the value of the work
that has been done. Can I just confirm that that value is
determined by reference to the agreement that the
minister has made with the developer? Can I also
confirm that the GAA does not go out and
independently verify the value? What the GAA does is
say, ‘What the minister and developer agree ought to be
the basis of us deciding what the value is’.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — That
value would ultimately be determined by Treasury with
dispute resolution mechanisms in place.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Can I clarify
that, because the value is determined by reference to
new section 201SLG(1). That section provides that the
minister and the developer will work out the formula;
there is no reference to Treasury. It might be that the
minister and the developer say if it is half-finished, the
government gets a half-payment. There is no
requirement that I can see for there to be anything other
than a formula that the minister and the developer have
agreed to.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Later in
this bill, as Mr Tee would know, there are provisions
relating to the signing of those agreements. Indeed I am
very sure that the Treasurer will not sign off on any
agreements for which he is not satisfied of the value.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Again we have
covered that. The reality is there is no market testing
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verification; the government is relying upon the
bureaucrats in Treasury. I think that is the end of
clause 9.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — By way
of comment, I want to put on the record that the Labor
Party is stating that the government does not have any
independent verification of the cost. This is an
important point. The opposition is saying that the
government is not having any independent verification
of those costs, that it is relying on the bureaucrats in
Treasury. I will point out for the record in Hansard that
seven months ago during the state election when asked
to cost election promises it was the then government,
now opposition, that was saying Treasury was
independent and it was not bureaucrats who did the
costings, that the people were fully independent and
thus their figures should be relied upon. Now the
opposition seeks to put down the people in Treasury
who do those costings.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Very briefly, it
is one thing to cost election commitments. The previous
government never said it would have Treasury cost the
value of a railway station, the value of a school or the
value of a park, which cost it would then use to sign up
with a developer. We have always relied upon a
market-based approach where we test the market and
where we have an open, competitive tendering process
for whatever building project it is. That is what is
missing in this agreement. It has nothing to do with
election commitments.
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — As a member
who has been following the debate on this clause, and
since we are putting things on the record, before this
clause is put I wish to place on the record that in the
course of the debate on this clause I took deep offence
to Mr Guy’s reference to the former government as a
fascist government. I believe there are a great many
people who would take deep offence at such a
characterisation, regardless of their political affiliation.
I think it is deeply objectionable, and I would certainly
urge the minister to reconsider that kind of
characterisation as being objectively untrue as well as
deeply offensive.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — First of
all, I would say that I do not think Ms Broad correctly
heard what I said in relation to that term. However,
speaking as someone whose family was put into
workers camps by the fascist regime in Germany in the
1940s, if Ms Broad takes offence at that term, I
certainly withdraw it.
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Clause agreed to; clauses 10 to 13 agreed to;
clause 14 postponed; clauses 15 to 17 agreed to;
clauses 18 to 20 postponed; clauses 21 and 22 agreed
to; clause 23 postponed; clause 24 agreed to.
Clause 25
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I move:
14. Clause 25, after line 10 insert—
“(d) the following information relating to each
work-in-kind agreement that was in force or that
has been performed or partly performed in the
preceding year—
(i)

the matters referred to in section
201SLC(1)(a) to (e);

(ii) if the Growth Areas Authority has determined
under section 201SLL(1) that the agreement
or a stage of the agreement has been
performed or partly performed in that year, a
description of the land or works provided
under the agreement, the date on which the
land or works was provided and, if the
agreement was partly performed, the value of
the land or works determined by the
Authority under that section; and”.

The amendment goes to remedy a deficit in what is
made public in relation to the content of a WIK
agreement. Currently all that is revealed is the total
value of all work-in-kind agreements. What is not
revealed is the individual value of the particular
infrastructure that has been agreed to by the minister
and the developer. The minister has already indicated
that these values are not verified independently of
government, so we are relying upon the developer and
the minister to agree on the value. It is not market
tested. Moreover, there is no way for the public to be
able to easily ascertain the value that has been agreed to
by the minister.
I think as an accountability and transparency
mechanism we ought to be able to see what the minister
and the developer have agreed to as the value of the
school, but in addition we need to see the value and
description of the school as agreed to by the minister. I
think that if done on an annual basis, this would give
the community the capacity to see what has been
agreed to, when it will be delivered and the value that
has been assigned to it by the minister and the
developer.
I am not requesting information that the GAA has to go
and find; this is not information that anybody has to go
and look for or get anyone to verify. All that is being
required in my amendment is that the GAA make
public information that it already has in its possession.
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The GAA need only itemise and set out information for
the public in the same detail that has been provided to it
by the minister and the developer. The GAA does not
have to reveal necessarily the name of the developer or
any other bits of the agreement that are in place. This
information would simply enable the community to
know, looking ahead, what it is they are going to get,
what it will look like, the description, when they are
likely to get it and what the minister and the developer
have agreed to in terms of value. I therefore encourage
the committee to support that amendment.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — This is
one of the issues that I would have been very happy to
resolve with the opposition some weeks ago if, when
the amendments were first flagged in the lower house,
we had received some communication from the
opposition. The GAA is happy to keep a live and
ongoing register of WIK agreements on its website, but
as I have said, the government will not be voting for the
amendment, simply because it would delay the passage
of the bill. However, I would say that we are happy to
keep that register on the website and to have that level
of information made public. We have no issue with
that, and it is one of those points that could have been
resolved some time ago.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I think it
is a good amendment. Obviously moneys collected
through GAICs are easy to account for because they
have a dollar value, which is the amount collected,
although when it comes to the performance or part
performance of agreements that is a bit more subjective.
However, as Mr Tee points out, information has already
been collected under the provisions of earlier sections
of the bill. The minister has made a commitment to put
this information in a register on the GAA website. This
will be a good thing if it happens, but most other
aspects of this proposal, as well as its reporting, are
already covered by the bill. This is simply ensuring
that, in relation to the proportion of the GAIC money
that comes in the form of work-in-kind agreements —
the minister said it might be 10 per cent or it might be a
larger amount — those moneys, or those assets if you
like, are presented in a sensible way through the GAA’s
annual report, and I think that is appropriate. We will
support the amendment.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — As I understand
the government’s position, in essence it supports the
release of this material. We cannot vouch for the next
minister, but the current minister says he will make that
information available. Yet notwithstanding his
in-principle support, he will not support the
amendment, which strikes me as being very churlish.
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Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — It is not
churlish; it is in fact lazy on Mr Tee’s part that he did
not come and see the government some two weeks ago
and have a discussion if he had real concerns. The point
is that the government has made it very clear it wants to
get this bill passed by the end of the financial year so
that it can give some certainty to councils, to
communities, to investors and to developers in relation
to the statement of compliance model of the GAIC. It is
imperative that we have this bill passed by Parliament
this week, if possible. As I said, I do not have any
in-principle disagreement with a live and ongoing
register of WIK agreements on the GAA website being
put in place. That does not need to be done through an
amendment. I have stated very clearly the government’s
intention and no doubt Mr Tee, as the opposition
spokesperson, would pick me up if that was not
fulfilled — and so he should. We have made a
commitment to do that; we will be happy to do that. If
Mr Tee had spoken to the government two weeks ago
about having that included in the legislation, we could
have done that.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — On the one hand
the minister is saying the opposition flagged the
amendments two weeks ago, and on the other he is
saying that the government did not know about them.
The issue was a live issue two weeks ago. The minister
could have rung me today or he could have rung me
yesterday. It is not a complicated matter. He could have
got advice very quickly. If the minister had any
intention of supporting it, he could have picked up the
phone.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
not going to prolong the matter, but I will say that there
was no detailed description of amendments two weeks
ago. The only thing that was there was, ‘If we do not
receive satisfactory assurances in relation to aspects of
the bill, we will seek to move amendments’. That was
from the member’s colleagues; there was nothing
beyond that.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 17
Barber, Mr
Broad, Ms (Teller)
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Pakula, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 19
Coote, Mrs

Koch, Mr
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Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr (Teller)
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Lovell, Ms (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Pairs
Darveniza, Ms
Viney, Mr

Atkinson, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 26 and 27 agreed to;
clauses 28 and 29 postponed; clause 30 agreed to.
Postponed clause 1
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I propose to
now move my amendment 1 to clause 1, which will be
a test for the remainder of the amendments I have not
yet moved. I move:
1.

Clause 1, lines 6 to 9, omit all words and expressions on
these lines.

In doing so, I indicate that the position of opposition
members has been very clear — that is, that we have
always had concerns about the WIK agreements and
their secrecy. What we have said all the way through is
that if we could see tangible improvements relating to
councils being consulted on the content of these
agreements and information being put out so that the
public could have a capacity to judge for themselves
whether they were getting value for money, then we
would, with some reluctance, live with the WIK
agreements. We think the danger is too great because of
the secrecy and what the minister has admitted about
the lack of independent verification around the costings.
We cannot support the agreements, and if we are
successful these amendments will strike those from the
bill.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Greens have supported the Labor Party’s amendments
so far but we do not support those to this particular
clause. The member’s argument is inconsistent in that
he thinks the provisions would be okay with some
small amendments — and they are small
amendments — but overall he opposes them.
Whenever local councils register development
contribution plans across the board, they have the right
to set up work-in-kind agreements as part of those
plans. The only guidelines relating to any aspect of that
would be ministerial directions issued by the Minister
for Planning. That is the way it has been for a long
time.
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We do not yet know whether the works in kind under
local government development contribution plans will
be more or less than those that might arise under
GAIC-related plans. Mr Tee can argue that there is
potential for concerns to exist but as a matter of law the
situation is no different to that in the local government
area — and that is certainly a situation that the previous
government tolerated. The new Minister for Planning
might like to issue new and tougher, or possibly even
more freewheeling, guidelines for councils in relation to
their development contribution plans, but there will still
be a large amount of material that is required to be
produced through this legislation that is sufficient for
anyone who wants to find out about the performance of
developers as measured against their commitments.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is some comment from the opposition again around
supposed secrecy in relation to work-in-kind
agreements. We have been through this in this
committee stage time and again, over and over.
Work-in-kind agreements will, as a matter of practice,
always be recorded on the title.
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Noes, 22
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr (Teller)

Hartland, Ms
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Pairs
Darveniza, Ms
Viney, Mr

Atkinson, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; postponed clauses 4, 14, 18 to 20,
23, 28 and 29 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
Third reading

Mr Tee — But not in law though.
Hon. M. J. GUY — As a matter of practice they
will be recorded on the title. It is not difficult to do a
title search to find that agreement.

The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

House divided on question:

Mr Tee — But you do not know who owns it.
Hon. M. J. GUY — You do not. The member does
not understand a title search if he thinks you have to
know the person who owns the land, because that is not
the case.
Mr Tee — I did a few.
Hon. M. J. GUY — If that is the case, the member
needs to go back and do a few more to freshen himself
up, because that is not the case. You do not need to
know the person’s name. The work-in-kind agreements
are recorded on the title in a transparent manner as a
matter of practice. This whole argument around secrecy
is simply an argument concocted by an opposition
obsessed with paranoia.
Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 22
Barber, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr (Teller)
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Noes, 14
Broad, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Mikakos, Ms (Teller)

Pakula, Mr
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms (Teller)

Pakula, Mr
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Pairs

Ayes, 14
Broad, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr (Teller)
Lenders, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Hartland, Ms
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Atkinson, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs

Question agreed to.
Read third time.

Viney, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
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ADJOURNMENT
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Mice: control
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — The
matter I raise is for the attention of the Minister for
Agriculture and Food Security, Peter Walsh. On
Tuesday, 14 June, I said on the adjournment that the
only people around were people at the fish market, and
today I say that probably the only creatures around at
this hour of the day are mice! The issue I wish to raise
for the attention of the minister is the mouse plague in
northern Victoria. Last week I attended the Victorian
Farmers Federation president’s drinks in Ballarat, and
there were more Labor members than coalition
members present. While I was there I spoke to VFF
grains group president Andrew Weidemann. To say
Mr Weidemann was ropeable about the current state
government’s inaction on the mouse plague is an
understatement. The mouse plague is a major issue.
Mr Weidemann noted that in parts of the Mallee mouse
numbers are at 3000 to 4000 per hectare and that as a
result growers were spending up to $40 a hectare to
control mice.
Last year when Victoria was facing a devastating locust
plague and the Brumby Labor government provided a
$21 million package, what did the then opposition and
the shadow minister for agriculture say? They said it
was not enough money, the response was not fast
enough and the government had let down farmers and
regional Victoria. In relation to the mouse plague,
which has been well documented, Andrew Weidemann
was quoted in an online article in ‘weeklytimes now’ of
9 June as saying the mouse plague and its associated
health risks were ‘a real problem’. What has the
Baillieu-Ryan government done in response? The
answer is nothing. Not one dollar has been provided to
help farmers fight this devastating plague. There is no
money for a mouse-baiting subsidy, when, as it
happens, there is $20 million in unclaimed and unspent
locust insecticide rebate funds.
The action I seek from the Minister for Agriculture and
Food Security is to treat the mouse plague with the
same seriousness as the Brumby government treated the
locust plague, to go to the Treasurer — —
Mr Drum interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Drum may well laugh, but
there are farmers in his electorate in the north of the
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state who are bewildered that a minister for agriculture
from The Nationals party gives zero dollars to deal with
a mouse plague that is costing farmers thousands of
dollars and threatening the health of the state as rodents
go through silos and spread all the disease issues
associated with them. Whereas under the previous
Labor government the then minister, Mr Helper, the
member for Ripon in the Assembly, went to the then
Treasurer, who shall remain nameless, seeking a
Treasurer’s advance to deal with locusts, Mr Walsh
cannot get a penny from Treasurer Kim Wells. So the
action I seek is that the minister do his job and protect
farmers in northern Victoria from the mouse plague.

Grand Strzelecki Track: native vegetation
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I am pleased to
have the opportunity to raise a matter for the attention
of the Minister for Environment and Climate Change
concerning native vegetation offsets, in particular those
in relation to requirements for the Grand Strzelecki
Track. I raise this matter on behalf of the Grand
Strzelecki Track organisation, which is:
… a community organisation established in 2010 to manage,
promote and maintain an 85-kilometre backpacking network
for bushfire recovery and the future sustainability of small
communities in the eastern Strzelecki Ranges.

The project, which received funding from the previous
state government and the Bendigo Bank, was to be fully
constructed and opened by March 2011. However, at
the current time construction has still not commenced
due to problems with what would broadly be described
as bureaucratic processes which are inhibiting the
necessary permits.
The most time-consuming, onerous and potentially costly
hurdle is the native vegetation permit requirement and the
conditions this imposes under the Victorian native vegetation
framework …

That framework has been in place for some time.
Indeed it was put in place under the watch of the
previous government, and this government presumably
is going to make some moves to improve it. After
almost a year of effort we appear to be little closer to a
resolution. The committee is being asked to identify
and purchase offsets which are far in excess of any
negative environmental impact created by the track at a
potential cost of over $100 000, which was not allowed
for in the funding provision and therefore stands to
jeopardise the project.
The rules applied under the native vegetation
framework are excessively inflexible, and there is no
concession for projects such as this which were not
considered when the rules were written. Common sense
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tells us that construction of this foot track by methods
that essentially rely on hand tools will have negligible
impact on the quality and quantity of the native
vegetation through which it passes. The track will be
1.2 metres wide and pass through areas infested with
blackberries. The efforts to improve the environment
along the track will create net gain, but even so the
committee is being asked to pay $100 000 on top of the
cost of providing the track to provide offsets. I therefore
ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change
to take measures to ensure that these absurd native
vegetation rules do not impede the development of this
walking track.

Loaves and Fishes: funding
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Community Services, Mary Wooldridge. It is in
relation to an organisation in Portland called Loaves
and Fishes, which is a food bank that provides
emergency food relief for those in need in the Portland
area. The volunteers, staff and committee of
management of Loaves and Fishes do an outstanding
job for their community by helping those who are most
vulnerable and in need of compassion and a helping
hand.
In the week leading up to the November 2010 election,
the member for South-West Coast in the Assembly,
Denis Napthine, committed $50 000 for Loaves and
Fishes if the coalition won government. It is now seven
months later, and Loaves and Fishes has not seen any of
the promised money. In his own press release issued on
22 November 2010, Dr Napthine said:
In the past 12 months Loaves and Fishes has helped
1986 clients, compared to 1260 the previous year and 907 the
year before. This is a 120 per cent increase in demand over
the past three years.
…
… now it’s time to look at expanding the facilities at Loaves
and Fishes and to plan ahead for the next five years …

However, according to the Portland Observer of
10 June, when calls are made to the office of the
member for South-West Coast, the response is that:
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the facilities, why has the Baillieu government not
come good with its promise of $50 000 for this
organisation? The action I seek from the Minister for
Community Services is that she pay the $50 000
election promise to Loaves and Fishes as soon as
possible and before the end of this financial year.

Motorised scooters: safety
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Public Transport, Terry Mulder. I, like many
members of this chamber and the Assembly as well as
the federal government, have received a comprehensive
set of emails from a man called Cameron Guy relating
to motor scooters used by people who are aged or
perhaps have a disability. We see these motorised
scooters around the streets on a regular basis.
Mr Guy has detailed some major problems in relation
to these scooters, and I would suggest that some are
quite valid problems. There is one theme running
through this issue. I have been raising the subject of
motorised scooters in this place during the life of
various Parliaments. There are major concerns about
these scooters because we have yet to identify what the
road rules are and what the footpath rules are. We need
to recognise that as people age they are not as agile as
they once were, and there is some need for education.
The action I seek is that the minister consider drawing
up guidelines for the people who sell these motorised
scooters as well as for the aged and those who have a
disability so that they have a clear idea of the capacity
of the scooters. In many instances the scooters travel
very quickly. They need to know the rules for footpaths
and to understand who has right of way. I think it
would be very useful if they could be given some clear
guidelines by the minister. It is something the
community can learn some more about as well so we
can give due deference where it is needed to people
who need to get around using a motorised scooter. It is
extremely pleasing to see so many people being
independent and getting out and about, but it is also
important that we have proper guidelines so that
everybody can be safe and secure on our footpaths and
on our roads.

… the commitment will be honoured ‘within the current
cycle’, but no details as to a definite date or what ‘within the
current cycle’ means.

Family violence: Bsafe program

Loaves and Fishes is an emergency food relief
organisation, and Dr Napthine himself has stated that
demand on this organisation has increased significantly
and that now is the time to expand the facilities. If
‘now’, on 22 November 2010, was the time to expand

Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I raise an
adjournment matter for the attention of the Premier.
The action I seek from the Premier is that as a matter of
urgency he find a way of continuing the Bsafe program
in north-eastern Victoria and further that he consider
extending the program across rural and regional
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Victoria, because Victorian women and children
deserve to be safe in their own homes.
The Bsafe personal alarm system allows women and
children escaping family violence to activate an alarm
and, through a priority process, to alert police. Bsafe
enables women and children to feel safe and, with
support, to stay in their own homes and communities,
which is what women so desperately want. Bsafe has
been piloted at a cost of $250 000 in Victoria’s Hume
region. in my electorate, over the last three years. The
pilot is an outstanding partnership between Victoria
Police and Women’s Health Goulburn North East, and
the funding has been provided by the federal
government. Bsafe has been evaluated and has
demonstrated its effectiveness in reducing family
violence and increasing the accountability of violent
men. Some 72 women and 143 children have
participated in the pilot project. In 2010 the program
won an Australian Crime and Violence Prevention
Award. In addition, Bsafe has proven to be a most
cost-effective form of crime prevention when compared
with the cost of supporting family members who are
forced to leave home. Accordingly Bsafe is strongly
supported by Victoria Police and family violence and
sexual assault services.
I have raised this matter for the attention of the Premier
because preventing family violence demands an
integrated response from many parts of government.
Women’s Health Goulburn North East has already met
with the Minister for Crime Prevention, who is also the
Minister for Corrections, Mr McIntosh, and with the
Minister for Women’s Affairs, Ms Wooldridge, to
present the case for continuing funding for the Bsafe
program. According to The Nationals member for
Murray Valley in the other place, Mr McCurdy, who
has spoken up in support of Bsafe, the ministers have
asked the Bsafe representatives to conduct further
consultation with local government and the local
community before making a further submission for
ongoing funding.
Meanwhile, funding for the program is about to end,
and a request from a Victoria Police officer at Wodonga
for a Bsafe personal alarm for a woman who is a victim
of physical violence and who has an intervention order
has had to be refused. This is not good enough, and I
call on the Premier to intervene and to ensure that this
proven and tested, effective and affordable program to
prevent family violence continues.
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Minister for Higher Education and Skills:
Victorian Training Awards
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Higher
Education and Skills, who I note is in the chamber. I
bring to the minister’s attention the annual Victorian
Training Awards, which recognise the outstanding
talents of students and staff involved in vocational
training.
In recent years it has become a tradition for the minister
responsible to attend the awards and to wear a frock
designed and made by a fashion design student enrolled
in one of our many fine Victorian TAFE institutes.
Recent ministers to do so have included the member for
Melbourne in the other place, who was then the
Minister for Education, and the member for Bendigo
East in the other place, who was then the Minister for
Regional and Rural Development. I ask the minister if
he is going to follow this tradition and frock up for the
2011 awards or at least wear suitable attire designed by
a Victorian TAFE student. If he intends to do so, I
strongly recommend that he commission the services of
one of the Gordon Institute of TAFE’s many able and
innovative design students to design and produce his
attire for the evening. In doing so, I remind the house of
the Gordon institute’s excellent contribution to
improving jobs in Geelong and reiterate my full support
for the coalition’s commitment to the provision of
TAFE education in Victoria.
The Gordon institute’s James Harrison site
redevelopment at its East Geelong campus received the
go-ahead and $2 million for its planning and design
stage in readiness for the construction of the new
facility. With the Gordon institute’s current student
body of 19 000 and with student numbers growing
significantly on a year-to-year basis, the redevelopment
will assist with meeting the demand. The Gordon
institute’s Geelong campus has also benefited greatly
from the government’s $1.8 million Skilling the Bay
investment announced by Minister Hall in April. In
September last year the Gordon institute was
announced as Victoria’s no. 1 large training provider,
and these new facilities will assist in ensuring that our
students have the best training possible in the region.
In concluding, I again ask the minister if he is attending
the annual Victorian Training Awards night and
whether he will frock up for the occasion or otherwise
wear some suitable attire from a — —
Hon. P. R. Hall — Will you frock up as well?
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Mr O’BRIEN — Whatever you do, Minister, I will
do. I am sure that the design students would design
something perhaps more masculine than a frock — if
not for me, then for you. I could imagine that they may
well design a very fine suit for you if you attend, but we
will leave that to the students.

Responses
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — I have 14 responses tonight for
adjournment matters raised by Mr Tee on 3 May,
Mr Pakula on 4 May, Mrs Peulich on 4 May,
Mr O’Donohue on 24 May, Mrs Peulich on 25 May,
Mrs Petrovich on 25 May, Mr Leane on 25 May,
Mr Somyurek on 25 May, Mr O’Brien on 26 May,
Mr Ondarchie on 26 May, Mr Lenders on 31 May,
Ms Tierney on 31 May, Ms Darveniza on 31 May, and
Ms Broad on 15 June.
Tonight there were six adjournment items. The first was
from Mr Lenders, who raised a matter for the Minister
for Agriculture and Food Security concerning the
mouse plague in northern Victoria and sought an
assurance from the minister that he will commit to
measures equivalent to those of the previous
government when there was a locust plague. That
request will be conveyed to the Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security.
Mr Philip Davis raised a matter for the Minister for
Environment and Climate Change concerning native
vegetation offsets, particularly in relation to a project
being undertaken by the Grand Strzelecki Track
organisation, and I will pass that matter on to the
Minister for Environment and Climate Change.
Ms Tierney raised a matter for the Minister for
Community Services regarding funding for an
organisation in her electorate called Loaves and Fishes,
in relation to what she claimed was an election promise,
and I will pass on that request.
Mrs Coote raised a matter for the Minister for Public
Transport requesting that the minister establish
guidelines for the use of motor scooters. That again is a
very genuine request. With the prevalence of motor
scooters for people with disabilities, I think that it
would be useful if guidelines for their use were
determined.
Ms Broad raised a matter for the Premier regarding a
program called Bsafe, and I respect the sincerity and
genuineness with which this has been raised. It seems
to be a very worthwhile program that addresses family
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violence, and that is a request that I will be pleased to
pass on to the Premier.
I am not so pleased about my colleague Mr O’Brien
suggesting that I should frock up in the particular
instance he mentioned, but what he said is true in that
the previous ministers responsible for skills and training
attended training awards nights attired in dresses
designed by fashion students at various TAFE institutes
around the state. I am not going to let the team down.
Therefore I make the commitment to attire myself in an
outfit designed and produced by a student attending a
TAFE institute in Victoria. Mr O’Brien’s request is
timely, given that there is a young student from the
Gordon Institute of TAFE who has volunteered to
design and produce an outfit for me. It will not be in the
form of a frock, I can assure him, but it will be in the
form of something more suitable and appropriate.
I want to thank that particular student, whose name is
Nathan Cahir. That young gentleman has promised to
undertake the task for me. I will pay him the full cost of
any such production and wear with pride the product of
this outstanding young student enrolled in fashion and
design at the Gordon institute. I will gladly go down to
the Gordon and thank him in person at the first fitting
that I have for this particular outfit, and I will be happy
for Mr O’Brien and other members from all sides of the
house to accompany me on that occasion.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! The house now stands adjourned.
House adjourned 2.11 a.m. (Wednesday).
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PETITIONS
Wednesday, 29 June 2011

Wednesday, 29 June 2011
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:
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Full funding for the program was provided by the previous
state Labor government but will not be continued by the
Baillieu government beyond December 2011.
The cut to funding will mean that families across Victoria will
be unable to access affordable, community-based occasional
child care to undertake tasks that benefit the family and allow
them to take a break.
The petitioners therefore request that the Baillieu government
reinstate funding for the Take a Break occasional child-care
program.

Community sector: wages
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the current and
serious workforce crisis in the not-for-profit community
sector.
The community sector offers support to those most vulnerable
in our community and provides services that are central in
addressing disadvantage. The sector is an essential part of our
community safety net, working to reduce the worst effects of
poverty, social exclusion, violence and inequality. To ensure
that our community is able to access adequate and appropriate
services, the community sector must be able to recruit and
retain a skilled, dedicated and stable workforce. The sector is
increasingly unable to do this, as the wages and conditions of
these workers fall further and further behind other sectors. For
example, full-time qualified community workers earn on
average $15 000.00 less than the average wage in Australia.
In 2010 the Australian Services Union will be running an
equal remuneration case in the Fair Work Australia tribunal to
increase the rates of pay for community sector workers to that
of comparable workers. For too long the work in this sector
has been undervalued and unrecognised — this cannot
continue. Now is also the time for proper funding of the
community sector.
Your petitioners therefore request that the Victorian
government support the community sector by committing to
properly funding the pay increase that will result from the
ASU’s equal remuneration case.

By Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan)
(12 signatures).

By Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan)
(14 signatures).
Laid on table.

Rail: Altona loop service
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the proposed new
train timetable will cut service to Altona loop and the
Altona-Seaholme community in four ways:
the Altona loop will lose direct access to the city loop;
the Altona loop will lose all of its express trains;
services will be reduced from 20 to 22-minute intervals
during peak periods; and
outside peak periods the service will be reduced to a
shuttle so passengers will have to change trains.
The Altona and Seaholme communities do not need cuts, they
greatly need improved public transport services.
The petitioners therefore request the provision of public
transport improvements, not cuts. The petitioners request that
the proposed Altona loop service cuts be rejected.

By Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan)
(31 signatures).
Laid on table.

Forests: protection

Laid on table.

Children: Take a Break program
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council that funding for the
Take a Break occasional child-care program, which is
provided at more than 220 neighbourhood houses and
community centres across Victoria, will cease after
31 December 2011.
The Take a Break occasional child-care program allows
parents and guardians to participate in activities including
employment, study, recreational classes and voluntary
community activities while their children socialise and
interact with other children in an early learning environment.

To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of residents of Victoria draws to the attention of
the Legislative Council the issue of logging in Victoria’s
native forests.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
of Victoria acts to protect Victoria’s native forests, including
old-growth forests and water catchments, and supports the
transition of logging into plantations to sustain jobs and our
wood needs.

For Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) by
Ms Pennicuik (1911 signatures).
Laid on table.
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PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General’s reports on —
Allocation of Electronic Gaming Machine Entitlements,
June 2011.
Municipal Solid Waste Management, June 2011.
Multicultural Affairs — Whole of Government Report,
2009–10.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under
section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule No. 35.
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Cr Pat Claridge
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I wish to
take this opportunity to wish Cr Pat Claridge from the
Benalla Rural City Council well as she moves on to
another phase of her life with the Tomorrow: Today
Foundation. Cr Claridge has made an enormous
contribution to her community as a councillor. She has
been a councillor with Benalla for eight years,
including several years as the mayor.
I have worked closely with Pat during her time as a
councillor and never failed to get caught up in her
enthusiasm for the many projects she pursued. You
could not help but be impressed with Pat, as she was
great on her feet and always very well versed across all
the issues that were affecting her community. She has a
real passion for tackling disadvantage in the
community, and with her easy-going, down-to-earth
style she is always very approachable. You only had to
be out and about to see that in action: people from all
walks of life would come up to Pat, find her very easy
to approach and want to have a chat with her. She
always had time for people and always listened
carefully to what they had to say. She will be missed on
the council, and I wish her all the very best for the
future.

Early childhood services: south-west Victoria
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — Last week I had the
honour of seeing firsthand the wonderful work being
done in early childhood education in south-western
Victoria. Together with my colleague Denis Napthine,
the Minister for Ports and member for South-West
Coast in the Assembly, I officially opened the new
$3.74 million Port Fairy Community Services Centre.
The centre provides a one-stop shop for early childhood
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education, care and health. We had the pleasure of
meeting many of the children during a tour of their
kindergarten and long day care rooms and the
interactive playground. I commend the Port Fairy
community and the Shire of Moyne on their vision and
investment in the future education of Port Fairy’s
children.
In Dennington Dr Napthine and I were lucky enough to
meet a number of children who benefit from the
kindergarten inclusion support services program, which
helps children with disabilities to take part in
kindergarten. The Baillieu government committed an
additional $10 million in this year’s budget to provide
places for an additional 246 children to benefit from
this program. We finished a very informative day with
a visit to a Mother Goose session in Warrnambool
where we joined children who were learning through
rhyme, song and story. All in all the day’s activities
showed the strength of early childhood education in this
state and the commitment of families to help their
children learn.

Children: Take a Break program
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I raise a matter
that was brought to my attention by Mr Graeme
Davison, chairman of the Warracknabeal
neighbourhood house and learning centre. Mr Davison
sought my support, which I am certainly willing to
provide, to help the Warracknabeal neighbourhood
house and learning centre try to prevent the cessation of
funding for the Take a Break program in
Warracknabeal. He pointed out that there are only two
child-care facilities in Warracknabeal, both of which
are running at full capacity. Some 37 families currently
use the Take a Break program, which employs two
dedicated staff members. Some of the parents work
while their children attend the program and they have
nowhere else for their children to go while they work. If
the program closes, these parents will have to cease
work.
Hon. W. A. Lovell interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask Ms Lovell to
stop interjecting.
Ms BROAD — The chairman also pointed out that
if the program closes, some parents will not be able to
further their education because there will be nowhere
for their children to go. The chairman further stated that
removing funding for the Take a Break program would
be devastating for Warracknabeal because no nearby
towns have child-care places available. While some
such towns are lucky enough to have child-care
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programs other than Take a Break, those programs are
at capacity now. For these reasons, on behalf of the
centre I call on the Minister for Children and Early
Childhood Development to continue funding for the
Take a Break program.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have always found
Strangers Corridor to be good for conversation.
Mr Leane interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Is Mr Leane quite
done? Very good.

Ningaloo Coast: world heritage listing
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
welcome the listing by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation of the Ningaloo
Coast in Western Australia as a world heritage site. The
new world heritage site includes the Ningaloo Marine
Park and Cape Range National Park as well as the
Learmonth Air Weapons Range, Bundegi and Jurabi
coastal parks, the Muiron Islands and the Muiron
Islands marine management area. However, it leaves
out the Exmouth Gulf and some pastoral settlements on
the coast around the Ningaloo Reef. The site stretches
for more than 200 kilometres along the westernmost
point of Western Australia’s coast. The 604 500-hectare
park contains some 220 species of soft and hard coral.
The Ningaloo Reef area is of special significance to me
because I spent several months living there in the
mid-1980s, when I saw whale sharks, the spawning of
the coral and fantastic fish such as sailfish, which
unfortunately people used to catch and string up in
order to weigh them before just throwing them away.
The area was in much need of protection because of
overfishing and neglect of the reef area, so it is with
great pleasure that I applaud the tens of thousands of
people who have worked over the last 20 years to bring
about the world heritage listing of the Ningaloo Coast.

Victorian Farmers Federation: annual
conference
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — It was with
great pleasure that last Thursday I attended two special
events in Ballarat with the Premier, the Honourable Ted
Baillieu, and the Minister for Agriculture and Food
Security, the Honourable Peter Walsh.
The first event was the Victorian Farmers Federation
annual conference, which was attended by over
300 farmer delegates. It was pleasing to hear the
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Premier talk about the importance of a strong
relationship between a large farmer lobby group and the
government of the day. I admit that some members of
the state opposition were in attendance, as John Lenders
noted yesterday, but sadly federal government members
were lacking. It is obvious that federal government
members did not want to talk about the carbon tax,
foreign investment in farming land here in Victoria, live
exports or anything else the farmers wanted to talk
about.

Floods: Creswick
Mr RAMSAY — I also attended a very special
function with the Premier in Ballarat. I suspect the
Premier has visited Ballarat more times in the last six
months than any Premier has done over the full
duration of their term. The function was arranged to
show gratitude to the people of Creswick. The
government thanked all the volunteers who helped
during the floods right across Victoria. It was pleasing
to note that this government has invested more money
in helping flood-affected communities than any other
government has done in providing support during a
crisis.

Road safety: government performance
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — In its
11 years in office the former Labor government in
Victoria had a great commitment to road safety — to
saving lives, reducing traffic congestion and making
Victoria a better and safer place to live — yet under this
government we are seeing the cutting back of road
safety councils with more areas for them to cover and
far less money to undertake their very special roles.
Under this government we are seeing less spent on the
very successful Fit to Drive program. This program is
aimed at younger people and for that reason alone it
should receive more money and not less, which is what
has happened under this new government.
Under this government we are also seeing a bias in the
provision of transport options to the south and east of
Melbourne rather than a fair provision to the entire
state, including my electorate, the Western
Metropolitan Region. Road safety and traffic
management are crucial elements of good governance. I
seriously doubt that any member of this house would
disagree with taking action to save lives.
That is why I commend Labor’s road safety strategy,
Below 200 By 2020 — Protecting Victorians on our
Roads, an ambitious but achievable target to reduce the
state’s road toll to below 200. We need to do better
because every life we save is precious. Labor’s plan is
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aimed at doing better than this government is doing at
this time.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! In respect of
90-second statements, I take the view that members
ought to have the opportunity to go through their
90-second statements without interjections. My
reasoning for that is that it is an extraordinarily short
period of time in which to get across whatever
information a member wants to put to the chamber, and
the time constraint means that the distraction of
interjections is not helpful to the member or indeed the
house. Obviously I understand that when a member
comes out with something particularly provocative their
fate awaits them. However, from my point of view, I
prefer to hear, as much as possible, 90-second
statements proceed with only the member’s voice in my
ears.

Floods: Creswick
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — It was a privilege
to join my upper house colleagues Simon Ramsay and
David O’Brien along with the Premier, the Honourable
Ted Baillieu, and the Minister for Water, the
Honourable Peter Walsh, at Creswick last Friday,
where the Premier hosted a function in order to show
the government’s gratitude to the many volunteers,
small business people and residents from Creswick and
indeed from many areas across the state who gave their
time and energy to help those devastated during the
Victorian flood crisis earlier this year.
The event recognised everybody who had lent a hand,
as members of the community had done in so many
different ways, whether it was by accommodating those
who were forced out of their homes by the floods, or by
filling sandbags, making sandwiches or donating goods,
services or cash. The event also recognised the
tremendous efforts of our heroes in the Country Fire
Authority, the State Emergency Service and other
emergency services who so often put their lives on the
line to save those in greater need. All those present
were given an attractive specially struck lapel pin that
features our state emblem, the pink heath, as a symbol
of recovery and growth and as a reminder of the
catastrophic flood events of last spring and summer that
affected so many communities.
The road to recovery is continuing and has involved the
magnificent efforts and support of many groups in the
community and support from the government. There is
a real sense of community spirit evident within these
organisations — we have seen groups and individuals
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banding together for a common cause. These
exceptional efforts will go down in history and remain
in the minds of all communities affected by these
floods, which were on a scale that had not been
experienced in over 50 years.

Red Nose Day
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
The 23rd Red Nose Day was held on Friday, 24 June,
with funds raised to assist SIDS and Kids in providing
vital services and programs to the Australian
community. In 1988 the Red Nose Day concept was
adopted by SIDS and Kids organisations around
Australia. The first Red Nose Day was very successful,
with around 1 million red noses sold, raising
$1.3 million and substantially increasing awareness.
SIDS and Kids is dedicated to saving the lives of babies
and children during pregnancy, birth, infancy and
childhood and to supporting bereaved families. Its work
also includes education, research, national awareness
campaigning, advocacy and fundraising. Each year
SIDS and Kids fields thousands of queries through its
bereavement support line; provides counselling
sessions, after-hours counselling and home visits; and
organises a range of support groups and events. Its
programs are offered free of charge.
Since 1990 education initiatives such as the SIDS and
Kids safe sleeping program, through which the
organisation works closely with health-care
professionals, child-care organisations and online
support networks, have saved the lives of an estimated
6500 Australian babies. I commend all those involved
with SIDS and Kids and thank those who participate in
Red Nose Day activities.

NAIDOC Week
Mr TARLAMIS — On another matter, NAIDOC
Week celebrations will be held across Australia next
week. The 2011 national NAIDOC theme is
‘Change — The next step is ours’. NAIDOC Week is a
time to celebrate the history, culture and achievements
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. It is an
opportunity for all Australians from all walks of life to
come together, promote understanding and awareness
and work towards building a better future. I encourage
everyone to take the opportunity to participate in local
activities and experience firsthand the cultural richness
and heritage of Australia’s indigenous people.
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Water: product rebates
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
had the pleasure this morning of visiting Kevin Walker
and his family in Brunswick West with the Minister for
Water. We announced that the Victorian government
will boost rebates on water-efficient products, making
them available to all Victorians, from 1 July.
We had a chance to look around Mr Walker’s family
home. Mr Walker is an aeronautical engineer, and he
showed us the water-saving devices he has in place
around his beautiful home. We got to spend time with
Kevin and his children by the most beautiful apple tree
I have ever seen.
The coalition government is again delivering on a key
election commitment by doubling funding for rebates
on water-efficient products to $40 million over the next
four years. For the first time rebates for water-efficient
products will be made available to help all
Victorians — including those on non-reticulated
systems — become water efficient in their homes and
gardens. Up to $1000 is available for rainwater tanks
that are designed and manufactured to Australian
standards and connected to home toilets and laundries.
Washing machines are one of the biggest water users in
the home, and a $150 rebate provides an incentive for
people to install the most water-efficient models. A
rebate of $200 on the cost of pool covers has also been
introduced for the first time.
We need to be smarter in using water in our cities and
towns, making the most of every drop in our homes and
gardens. I thank the Walker family for the opportunity
to visit this morning, and I wish Kevin and his family
well with their upcoming adventure.

Community sector: wages
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — On 8 June I
joined many of my parliamentary Labor colleagues,
along with thousands of other Victorians, to rally to
fight for equal pay in the equal pay case currently
before Fair Work Australia. In the most significant
equal pay decision since the 1969 adoption of equal pay
for work of equal value, Fair Work Australia has found:
… for employees in the SACS —

that is, social and community services —
industry there is not equal remuneration for men and women
workers for work of equal or comparable value by
comparison with workers in state and local government
employment. We consider gender has been important in
creating the gap between pay in the SACS industry and pay in
comparable state and local government employment. And, in
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order to give effect to the equal remuneration provisions, the
proper approach is to attempt to identify the extent to which
gender has inhibited wages growth in the SACS industry and
to mould a remedy which addresses that situation.

Although this case has not concluded, Fair Work
Australia has identified gender as an issue contributing
to the low wages of community sector workers.
Before the November 2010 election the former Labor
government committed to fully funding the outcome of
the equal pay test case for social and community
services workers. This morning I use this opportunity to
call on the coalition government to support the
community sector workers by committing to properly
funding the pay increases that will result from the
Australian Services Union’s equal remuneration case.

Croatian community: independence
celebrations
Ms TIERNEY — On another note, I wish to signal
my appreciation to the Croatian community in Geelong
for its warm hospitality on Saturday night. The
well-attended function was to recognise the 20th
anniversary of Croatian independence. This is a
well-organised community which has really contributed
to making Geelong a great place to live.

Olivia Newton-John Cancer and Wellness
Centre: soccer match
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — On
Friday last week I joined other members of Parliament
at Olympic Park for a soccer match against the state
political rounds reporters in support of the Olivia
Newton-John Cancer and Wellness Centre. As a
member of the Liberal Party I was placed on the right
wing, which pleased me no end. After a hard-fought
game the MPs vanquished the journalists 3-0.
Congratulations to Shaun Leane and Tim Pallas for
their vital scoring shots.

Croatian and Slovenian communities:
independence celebrations
Mr ELSBURY — Over the weekend I was pleased
to be able to join members of the Croatian and
Slovenian communities in celebration of their
respective nations achieving independence 20 years
ago. On Saturday evening I also joined a celebration of
Victoria’s separation from New South Wales. In each
of these instances people celebrated the
self-determination their states obtained — for Victoria,
one achieved in peace, and for Croatia and Slovenia,
one achieved after a struggle. Dictators, tyrants and
those who stifle democracy should fear the strong force
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freedom can arouse in the populace. The strong desire
that people have to affect decisions which govern their
lives cannot be denied. I am proud that I could attend
these functions to celebrate the foresight and bravery of
so many who have defended democracy and freedom
for their people.
The PRESIDENT — Order! We now proceed to
general business and motion 129, which stands in the
name of Mr Viney. As members are aware, Mr Viney is
not with us today and Ms Mikakos will be moving that
motion on his behalf.

LEGAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES
LEGISLATION COMMITTEE
Work plan
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — On
behalf of Mr Viney, I move:
That this house notes with concern that the Legal and Social
Issues Legislation Committee has not met since its first
meeting to elect Mr O’Donohue as chair and requires the
committee to meet and develop a work plan in relation to the
government’s priorities and challenges in these essential areas
of government and that the committee report to this house on
its work by 1 December 2011.

It gives me great pleasure to move this motion on
behalf of Mr Viney, who is not able to be with us due to
family circumstances. I put on the record my best
wishes to him and his family at this time.
I was very pleased earlier this year to be appointed by
the chamber as a member of the Legal and Social Issues
Legislation Committee as well as the Legal and Social
Issues References Committee. The other members of
the committee are Mr O’Donohue as the chair,
Mr Viney as the deputy chair, Ms Crozier, Mr Elasmar,
Ms Hartland, Mr O’Brien and Mrs Petrovich. From the
short time we have been together I think it is a very
good committee. However, the only committee that is
operating at the moment and has some work before it is
the references committee of which Mr Viney is the
Chair and Mr O’Donohue is the Deputy Chair. It is
conducting a very worthwhile and interesting inquiry
into organ donations.
I find it disturbing that despite the fact that last year, as
part of the review of the standing orders of this house,
there was bipartisan support for the creation of a new
Senate-style committee structure, all three upper house
legislation committees to date have no work to do. As I
said, we had bipartisan support for this new
Senate-style system, and I want to put on the record
some comments that were made during the debate on
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the report of the Standing Orders Committee tabled in
this house on 6 October last year. The now Leader of
the Government said:
It has been said that it is modelled on the Senate, and the
Standing Orders Committee spent some time looking at a
number of other parliaments and systems, which was
instructive. We began to see there was a useful model where
expertise could be developed by members of Parliament.
There would be the capacity to shadow all the areas of
government to build up that expertise through dealing with
legislation and have the capacity to undertake references as
required.
The dual chair system, where a government member would
chair the Legislation Committee and an opposition member
would chair the references committee, is also a good
mechanism to provide a way forward.

Further on in the debate he went on to say:
I think the role of these committees can complement the joint
committees and act in a more forensic way that is able to turn
this chamber into a true house of review. This is the key
reason the opposition is determined to support these changes.

When the coalition was in opposition, coalition
members were very strong supporters of this committee
system. We saw Mr Davis indicate his very strong
support for the committee system, but it remains to be
seen whether that commitment will be put into practice,
because, as I said, these committees have as yet not
been given anything to do.
The role of the Standing Committee on Legal and
Social Issues is to inquire into and report on any
proposal, matter or thing concerned with community
services, education, gaming, health, and law and justice.
As well as looking at bills before the house that could
be referred to it by this chamber, it has the capacity to
look at annual reports, and I note that a number of
annual reports from all those departments will be
coming before the Parliament fairly shortly. There is an
opportunity within the time frame contained in this
motion for the house to develop a work plan for the
Legal and Social Issues Legislation Committee, but I
would hope in fact this could be done for all three of the
legislation committees because they can perform a very
useful role, as the Leader of the Government indicated
in his contribution late last year.
The Senate-style system on which these committees
have been modelled is a very interesting system to look
at. Last night I had a look at the bills currently before
the Senate. A document prepared by the Senate Table
Office, which is available on the Senate website, runs
for 61 pages and lists the 211 bills that have been
considered by the Senate from the start of the year to
27 June 2011 when this document was prepared. Bill
by bill it goes through what has happened with that
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legislation in both houses of the federal Parliament.
What I found particularly interesting was looking at
what happened when the bills got to the Senate. Quite a
large number of these bills were in fact referred to the
relevant Senate legislation committee, so it is a very
common practice in the federal Parliament for bills to
be referred to Senate legislation committees. I have had
the opportunity over the years to look at some of their
reports, and they are quite good reports. That has been
my experience in terms of assisting senators to form
views about what might be controversial issues and
what are not controversial issues.
When we were in government, prior to the review of
the standing orders we had set up a legislation
committee, of which I was a member, which trialled a
similar system, and we did have a few bills, particularly
contentious bills, referred to that committee to look at
how that committee could assist the work of this house.
That system would mean that we would probably spend
less time in the committee stages of bills. We would
probably have fewer 2.00 a.m. or 3.30 a.m. finishes in
the future if we were able to have controversial pieces
of legislation, such as the growth areas infrastructure
contribution bill, for example, go to the relevant upper
house committee with the opportunity for members to
consider the bill in quite considerable detail as well as
for the committee to receive feedback from relevant
stakeholders.
I think it would assist the business of the house if we
were to utilise these committees, because we could
have an opportunity for bills to be scrutinised in more
considerable detail and do it at a time when members
are not exhausted after debating quite insignificant
pieces of legislation in the dead of night, as has been
happening regularly of late.
The motion is essentially calling for the government to
come to this chamber and elaborate on what it believes
the work of the legislation committee should be.
Obviously it is to be determined by the will of the full
house, with all parties having some input, but the
government in particular has some responsibility to
indicate, given it has a majority in this chamber,
whether it has some goodwill in relation to the
operation of these upper house committees and whether
it intends to have them doing anything over the term of
this Parliament.
We have a number of inquiries under way in relation to
the references committee, as I have already indicated. I
guess I can only speak in relation to the inquiry being
undertaken by the legal and social issues committee, of
which I am a member, but I think we have been
conducting ourselves in a way that is beyond politics.
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Members have been genuinely interested in the merits
of the arguments and the submissions and very useful
feedback we have been getting from relevant
stakeholders. That should indicate, particularly to new
members of this chamber who are members of that
committee, that these upper house committees can
provide quality work and quality reports that add value
to the legislative process.
I am sure Mr O’Donohue as the chair of the legislation
committee is probably itching to get his hands on some
legislation. He is also the chair of the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee, so he is already in the
process of scrutinising legislation with particular terms
of reference in looking at human rights and the other
types of issues that SARC looks into. I am sure
Mr O’Donohue would therefore appreciate, as chair of
the committee, that he can also value-add to that
process in terms of bills coming before the upper house
and, in the government’s interests, help expedite debate
and the passage of legislation through this house,
because, as I said, we could go through those
controversial bills in considerable detail before they get
to the committee stage.
I find it difficult to understand the reason why seven
months into this government we have not had one piece
of legislation referred to the committee of which I am a
member. In fact there has not been any legislation
referred to any of the upper house legislation
committees. We have had a number of quite
contentious bills to date that would have been quite
suitable candidates to go before those committees, yet
the government has not chosen to make such a referral,
and on some occasions when there were attempts to
refer bills to committees, the government opposed that
process.
The other point I would like to make is that upper house
committees are important to the accountability and
scrutiny of government. They tie in with the role of the
Legislative Council as a house of review — a point that
was acknowledged in a comment I quoted earlier made
by Mr David Davis when he was Leader of the
Opposition. Despite the government campaigning
around these themes of scrutiny and accountability, we
have not actually seen much of that to date. There have
been a whole range of areas in terms of the operations
of the government in this house, in fact in both
chambers, that have been of concern. When the
government was in opposition it claimed that it would
answer questions directly; in fact it indicated that it
would probably do away with Dorothy Dix questions.
A whole range of things that were said at that time have
not been delivered. I have found it extremely frustrating
to have to come in here time and again, question time
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after question time, to pose questions to Minister Lovell
on a whole range of issues in relation to early childhood
education and to be effectively stonewalled and not get
any responsive answers to those questions. If the
government wants to have any credibility around these
issues of accountability, then it needs to get serious
about them, particularly in connection with references
or legislation going to upper house committees.
As we are approaching the end of the financial year
many departmental annual reports are going to be
tabled shortly. I remember the government when in
opposition being critical of large numbers of reports
being tabled in the one sitting week — which happens
because departments have reporting time lines that
coincide. Members of the government were highly
critical of the fact that we had boxes and boxes of
annual reports out in the hallway. It will be very
interesting to see what happens this year with those
annual reports and whether they will in fact be tabled in
the same week so that we get boxes and boxes of
reports again.
We now have an opportunity to refer annual reports to
these Legislative Council committees for further
examination. I note that the Legal and Social Issues
Committee has responsibility for the Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development, the
Department of Health, the Department of Human
Services and the Department of Justice. There will be
an opportunity for a whole range of reports around our
local hospitals, our schools, the TAFE sector and the
various levels of our judicial administration, as well as
many other bodies that have a responsibility to report
back to the Parliament, to be scrutinised in more detail
by the relevant upper house committees.
In conclusion, the motion moved by Mr Viney is an
important motion. I am pleased to have been able to
support it this morning. It is timely that we have this
debate, given that we are getting towards the end of this
session of Parliament and the end of the financial year.
As I said, we will have a number of annual reports
being tabled shortly, and the government will be
turning its mind to its legislative program for the spring
session. The government should indicate to the house
whether it is going to be taking these Legislative
Council legislation committees seriously during this
term of the Parliament — whether it intends to send any
legislation, annual reports or other business to these
committees for consideration this year and what it
believes the work plan should be in the lead-up to the
end of the year.
The motion moved by Mr Viney designates a report
date. It seeks that the government report on the work
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plan to this house by 1 December 2011. That is ample
time for the government to get its act together in
relation to these issues. I strongly support the motion
before the house.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — The
government does not support the motion moved this
morning by the opposition. Firstly, in responding to
Ms Mikakos, who moved the motion on behalf of
Mr Viney, I have to say that here we are on the last
Wednesday before the break on opposition business
day — an opportunity for the opposition, which likes to
pass comment on every issue of the day, to perhaps
flesh out some policy issues and tackle some of the
significant issues facing Victoria in a substantive way
in the Parliament and have a proper debate.
Indeed this would be an opportunity for the opposition
to perhaps justify its decision with regard to the
desalination plant when it was in government or to
reflect on its failures with regard to the auction of the
pokies licences on which the Auditor-General has
reported. But no, what we are doing this morning is
having the same debate we had in the last sitting week.
The only difference is that in the last sitting week
Mr Tee moved the motion and it was about a different
committee, but the substantive issue to which
Ms Mikakos has referred in debate is exactly the same
as the issue that was debated in the last sitting week. So
here we are again. The opposition has an opportunity to
debate matters of significance to the people of Victoria
and it has chosen to rehash the same debate the
Parliament had during the last sitting week. I make that
observation to start with.
I will also put this issue concerning parliamentary
committees into context. If you listened to the
opposition, you would think that it holds parliamentary
committees in the highest esteem and that the work
parliamentary committees do is one of the most
important things to it. But the opposition’s actions do
not reflect that. We had in this place an amendment to
the Parliamentary Committees Act to enable some of
the joint parliamentary committees to start operation.
We have had a lot of debate this week about road
safety. Indeed Mr Eideh in his 90-second contribution
this morning talked about the failures of the
government with regard to road safety, as did
Mr Pakula in debate yesterday and Mr Merlino in the
other place when debating the hoon driving legislation.
It is widely agreed by virtually all members that the
Road Safety Committee has played an integral part in
developing road safety policies which have saved lives
and helped the people of Victoria and our roads to be
safer. It is often cited that seatbelts in Victoria came out
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of a report produced by the Road Safety Committee.
But what does the opposition do with regard to the
Road Safety Committee? Opposition members in this
place could not be bothered to nominate one member to
be part of that committee. That is how important the
opposition thinks road safety is. That is what it thinks of
the Road Safety Committee. The opposition has double
standards when it comes to that committee.
We have also heard members of the opposition talk ad
nauseam about floods. The government is very
concerned about the impact of floods on various
communities. Mr Koch spoke about this in his previous
contribution. As I understand it, the Rural and Regional
Committee was given as its first reference an
opportunity to examine the impact of the floods and
how policies could be improved around that. But again
the Rural and Regional Committee was not able to be
constituted because not one member of the opposition
could be bothered to be part of it.
You would think that some of the opposition members
who represent country electorates would be interested
in being part of a reference committee to examine the
devastating impact of the floods in Victoria and part of
a process that may deliver improvements in how flood
mitigation can be improved in the future. But no, not
one member of the opposition bothered to be part of
that committee. It was not until the amendments to the
Parliamentary Committees Act came into force that
Mr Drum became a member of that committee and the
committee was constituted.
The opposition says one thing in this place with regard
to the upper house committees, but its behaviour
towards parliamentary committees across the
Parliament says something else. It needs to be held to
account for that, and it needs to explain that
contradiction. I look forward to members of the
opposition making observations on that aspect when
they subsequently contribute to this debate.
Ms Mikakos, in her contribution, spoke about the organ
donation reference currently being investigated by the
committee on which she and I sit together. I agree with
the comments she made about what a worthy reference
that is. Again it is an area where hopefully the
committee and the report it ultimately produces can
help to contribute to the advancement of public policy.
For that reason I echo the comments made by
Ms Mikakos.
It is disingenuous to talk about these committees as
though they were six completely separate committees.
There are six committees, but they have common
membership between the legislation and references
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committees and a common resourcing pool, and those
committees are actively pursuing the references they
have been given. To assert that the upper house
committees that are in existence are sitting idly by,
doing nothing and that they exist in name only is an
absolute nonsense. All the members of those
committees who are engaged on inquiries into those
references are busy contributing to the development and
advancement of those references. Hopefully at the end
of that process they will contribute to the development
of public policy in those respective areas of inquiry.
The government refutes the assertion that the
committees are sitting idly by doing nothing. It is
absolute nonsense.
It is interesting to refer back to the standing orders
when talking about these issues. I take members to
standing order 23.02, headed ‘Functions’, which says at
paragraph (4)(a):
Legislation committees may inquire into, hold public
hearings, consider and report on any bills or draft bills …

It states ‘may inquire into’; there is no mandatory
function in the standing orders, for good reason,
because these committees — —
Mr Leane — Is that how you are going to weasel
out of it?
Mr O’DONOHUE — I take up Mr Leane’s
interjection. Going back to the issue of the Road Safety
Committee, it is a pity Mr Leane did not show such an
interest in road safety. It is easy for Mr Leane to make
snide comments from over there, but it is a pity that the
opposition did not care more about road safety when it
failed to nominate one member from this place to be
part of the Road Safety Committee in order to enable
that committee to be constituted. It is a very poor
reflection on the opposition.
To return to the motion, these committees are an
opportunity to add value to the process. In her
contribution Ms Mikakos, and indeed Mr Tee in his
contribution during the previous sitting week, failed to
nominate a specific example. They talked in
generalities. They talked about what the committee may
do or should do, but they failed to bring up any specific
examples.
The government supports the Legislative Council
committee process, as is reflected in the standing
orders. Indeed the committees have been given very
important work. I am very pleased to be a part of the
organ donation reference, and I am pleased that
Ms Mikakos sees the value of that reference. I look
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forward to the committee working through that
reference and reporting to the Parliament in due course.
Opposition members are disingenuous in bringing on
this motion for debate after their frustration with the
joint parliamentary committees. They are also
disingenuous when they fail to present as part of their
argument any specific examples. They are also
disingenuous when given an opportunity to debate
matters of significant public importance. We are
debating today exactly the same issue we debated on
the last opposition business day during the last sitting
week. The government does not support Ms Mikakos’s
motion.
Ms Mikakos — You have not told us why.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I will
take up Ms Mikakos’s interjection; it is unfortunate that
we have not heard why the government will not be
supporting this motion. I will speak very briefly,
because I think Ms Mikakos has outlined the concerns
that we jointly have about the references. Having
spoken to my colleague Ms Pennicuik and having had a
look at the Senate processes, it seems to me that what
happens in the Senate is that these committees are
extremely helpful in dealing with bills. There is a fast
turnaround. I know from speaking to senators, and I
think Ms Pennicuik will confirm this, that the process
takes literally a day or so and they get turned around.
The process improves legislation, and often
amendments come out of these committees that can be
agreed to by the whole Parliament, so it makes the
processes within the chamber quicker and more
efficient. I am not quite sure why government members
would not want legislation coming through this house
in a more efficient manner.
Mr Lenders — They are too busy. They have got to
have a winter break.
Ms HARTLAND — Yes. This situation is
unfortunate. I made an attempt to refer a piece of
legislation to a committee, an attempt which was
rejected, and I am aware that there have been other
attempts to refer other pieces of legislation to
committees that were also rejected. I have never quite
understood why that was, considering that on the
occasion I attempted to do it I said that it should have a
very fast turnaround because I understood the need for
it. I refer to the Country Fire Authority legislation.
I found it interesting to hear Mr O’Donohue speak
about how the government supports these committees,
but one concern I have is a lack of resources for
committees — that is, there is not enough money or
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resources to run these committees adequately. The
reference on organ transplants has been quite amazing.
After a few hiccups early on with the committee, the
committee members are now working extraordinarily
well together. We had some incredibly insightful
briefings just last week, and I think we have all come to
a much better understanding of what organ transplant
really means, including what the benefits and
drawbacks are. Already we are starting to form some
ideas about how we educate the community about
organ transplant. Considering the extremely good work
the committee could be doing on legislation, I do not
understand why it is that the government will not
support this motion and has not supported any of the
attempts to refer legislation to the legislation
committees.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I will briefly
speak on this motion. Mr O’Donohue started and
finished his contribution by belittling the opposition for
bringing on this motion for debate. Knowing
Mr O’Donohue as I do, I am sure he would have been
consistent either way, but it is a bit of a shame that
Mr Viney is absent and was not able to move the
motion in his name. Perhaps he could have given us a
bit of a wake-up call on this sleepy Wednesday
morning, particularly after our having been here until
the early hours last night.
Mr O’Donohue spoke a fair bit about how members of
the opposition should be held to account. I would have
thought that if any people in this chamber had struggled
to accept the outcome of last year’s election it would
have been the people on this side of the chamber, but it
seems to me that government members have been
struggling to understand that they are in government.
The role of those on this side of the chamber is to
scrutinise legislation, and we all have a role as members
of this chamber to make sure that legislation is in the
best form it can be when it is passed by this house.
The issue around this motion and around these
committees is that these upper house committees
replaced a previous committee in the last Parliament,
the Legislation Committee, which performed the role of
scrutinising further legislation. The problem we have
now is that there has been zero legislation for those
committees that have been put in place to perform that
and other roles — not one piece of legislation has been
referred to these upper house legislative committees.
What we have done is replace a committee that
performed a role with three committees that have the
opportunity to scrutinise maybe two or three times as
much legislation as we had in the previous Parliament.
The issue is that we have an arrogant government that
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refuses to let any piece of its legislation go to these
committees.
It is fine for Mr O’Donohue to belittle motions that
come from this side of the chamber, but if he is going to
belittle them and oppose them, it would be fantastic if
he could clearly let the chamber know why his side of
the house is opposing common-sense motions from this
side of the house rather than resorting to weasel words
that take us nowhere.
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — I rise to
oppose the motion. I send my best wishes to Mr Viney,
and I understand that he has spoken extensively on
motions similar to this. Perhaps it is a cause of some
regret among opposition members that Mr Viney is not
here to have carriage of his motion. That said, in
relation to the government’s response and the question
of why we oppose this motion, it was very clearly
answered by Mr O’Donohue in his excellent
contribution. However, if his answer was not clear, I
will answer que question now.
The motion is opposed for two basic and very simple
reasons. Firstly, the motion starts with the notion that
there is some concern — the motion wants this house to
express concern — that the Standing Committee on
Legal and Social Issues has not met since its first
meeting to elect Mr O’Donohue as chair. The
government does not believe there is any issue with
that, because of the reasons that have been put by
Mr O’Donohue. Plenty of work has been conducted by
the members of that committee in their references
capacity, particularly in relation to the organ donation
inquiry, on which all members of the committee have
been working constructively, and the members who
have contributed to the debate today have
acknowledged that it has been a worthwhile reference.
It is important, as was touched upon by Mr O’Donohue,
to acknowledge when this committee will be
performing a useful role to the Parliament and to the
people of Victoria rather than a superfluous,
unnecessary role.
Mr Lenders — Scrutinising legislation.
Mr O’BRIEN — I will take up that interjection,
because the scrutiny of legislation has been undertaken
extensively by this Parliament and by parliamentary
committees, one of which Mr O’Donohue and I serve
on, being the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee. That committee comprises not only
members of the upper house but also members of the
lower house. It is indeed a joint parliamentary
committee, with the task of scrutinising every act and,
with its subcommittee, every regulation of which this
Parliament has carriage.
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Since its formation this 57th Parliament has been
conducting itself in a bipartisan, constructive manner in
relation to the workings and deliberations of the
committee. That effort has been very well spent.
Mr O’Donohue has been chairing that committee with
great distinction, as he has chaired other committees,
and in that regard the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee has been performing its roles by publishing
Alert Digest issues on a weekly basis, referring
questions to ministers as appropriate where there have
been questions about legislation, receiving responses
from those ministers and reporting to Parliament so that
the Parliament can enable debate in relation to the
scrutiny of legislation.
The other thing the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee has done is to begin work on a very
important reference that has been put to it by the
Parliament into the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities. That work has just begun in terms of
receiving submissions, but whilst other members may
well be enjoying a break, Mr O’Donohue, the other
members of that committee and I will be diligently
working through a large number of submissions as well
as considering public hearings in relation to that issue
so that the committee can report to Parliament by its
statutory deadline.
Those are just two of the tasks that have been
undertaken by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee. That is why, in a brief encapsulation, it is
unnecessary for any specific referrals in relation to
legislation to have been put to the Standing Committee
on Legal and Social Issues. The other important reason
why there have not been any such referrals as yet is that
in this first session of Parliament the government has
made it a priority to deliver on its election
commitments and fix the problems and legacy that have
been left by 11 years of the former government. With
the tabling of the Auditor-General’s report on the
gaming issue, which I will turn to shortly, that legacy
continues to unveil itself through a litany of
mismanagement and waste. The situation in relation to
the government’s priorities in this area has been clearly
stated. I take the house to the second part of the motion,
which says:
… requires the committee to meet and develop a work plan in
relation to the government’s priorities and challenges in these
essential areas of government and that the committee report to
this house on its work by 1 December 2011.

It is not up to the Standing Committee on Legal and
Social Issues to issue a work plan for the government.
It is up to the government to determine its legislative
agenda and work plan, which will be to meet the
challenges that have been left to it by the former
government. If opposition members are looking for
identification of the government’s clear statement of
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the need to meet those challenges, I could refer to
many documents, including the many
addresses-in-reply, but I refer now to budget paper 1,
the Treasurer’s speech, which on page 2 has a very
detailed section addressing financial and economic
challenges. It outlines the litany of challenges that have
been left to the government. Let us start with myki, the
desalination plant, the north–south pipeline and
significant delays as a result of the challenges that have
been left to the incoming Victorian government by the
federal government, including significant delays in the
infrastructure funding of $550 million by the
commonwealth as well as dealing with projects like
myki, the regional rail link and HealthSMART, which
face significant cost overruns totalling $2 billion and
have contributed to the run-up of debt.
In terms of a work plan, the Victorian government’s
budget has been scrutinised by another joint
parliamentary committee which has been working very
actively under the chairmanship of Mr Philip Davis and
deputy chairmanship of Mr Pakula. That committee is
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee. It is
about to deliver, if it has not already, its second report.
It has delivered its first report and has conducted the
scrutiny of the budget process, which has again been
conducted using the efficient resources of a joint
parliamentary committee in relation to these budget
challenges. Just to remind the house of the
government’s plan, I quote from page 3 of the 2011–12
budget:
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I do not wish to take too much more of this important
Parliament’s time, because we have had 56 hours of
hearings over two weeks in relation to the budget.
I note that the other aspect that has been going on in
relation to scrutiny of the government’s priorities and
its work plan is the engagement of the upper house in
its committee stages. This has resulted in each of the
ministers at times spending a significant period at the
table answering a wide range of questions in relation to
not only the bill before the house but virtually every
conceivable issue regarding the administration of
policy, however tenuously relevant to the bill, that
opposition members think it appropriate to ask.
I note the considerable performance at the table last
night of the Minister for Planning, Mr Guy, in relation
to the important bills that were carried by the
Parliament yesterday. I also note the extensive time the
Assistant Treasurer, Mr Rich-Phillips, spent at the table
in relation to the budget papers. Ms Lovell, the Minister
for Housing, has also spent a number of hours at the
table, as has Mr Rich-Phillips, who is in the chamber,
the Minister for Health and of course the capable
Mr Hall, the Minister for Higher Education and Skills,
who I believe spent 12 hours answering virtually every
question that could conceivably be asked about the
fantastic program that is encapsulated in the Regional
Growth Fund Bill 2011. There has been plenty of
opportunity, which has been taken up by the
opposition — on occasion excessively, some might
say — to scrutinise bills in this place.

The 2011–12 budget takes important steps in this task:
Delivering on the government’s commitment of a
$100 million minimum surplus each year, with average
surpluses of $164 million over the forward estimates.
Achieving an additional $600 million in efficiency
savings from government departments, bringing the total
value of savings delivered in this budget to $2.2 billion
over five years.
Increasing the rigour and oversight of major capital
projects, with a mandatory process of scrutiny by the
Department of Treasury and Finance and the Treasurer.
Lowering forecast expenditure growth with spending
over the forward estimates period now expected to grow
by an average 3.2 per cent a year, compared with 8 per
cent a year over the past decade.
Reaffirming the importance of the government’s public
sector wages policy, stating that wage rises should be
2.5 per cent unless accompanied by productivity gains.
As a result of our fiscal strategy, net debt will stabilise at
5.9 per cent of gross state product.

Ms Hartland interjected.
Mr O’BRIEN — That is right; it is called
transparency, Ms Hartland. It has been very transparent
that much of that time has been wasted by the
opposition through ill-informed questions or needless
repetition of questions that have already been answered
comprehensively by ministers. I need refer to none
other than Minister Guy’s comprehensive handling of
those questions in relation to both the planning bills
debated yesterday. I do not wish to take that much
further, because we would be re-engaging in that
debate.
Importantly many of the bills that have been put
through this place in this first session of the Parliament
have been to deliver on the coalition’s election
commitments. In that regard there has also been
extensive debate in the community in relation to these
bills, so it would not be appropriate to refer them to the
Legislation Committee of the Standing Committee on
Legal and Social Issues. That legislation has already
been through an extensive debating process leading up
to the election of the coalition government. That would
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be a further scrutiny in the sense of a new issue or
matter that might be considered, as in the analogies that
are being made with the Senate system. It is simply not
required in relation to legislation that delivers on the
coalition’s election commitments.
As we work through the 57th Parliament, from time to
time issues may arise that require referral to that
committee, but that will be considered on a
case-by-case basis, as is the intention of the
well-thought-out standing orders in chapter 23, which
relate to the functions of this committee. I will quote
from the standing orders briefly, because they are
relevant to the nature of the function. Standing
order 23.02(3) says:
The Standing Committee on Legal and Social Issues will
inquire into and report on any proposal, matter or thing
concerned with community services, education, gaming,
health, and law and justice.

Standing order 23.02(4)(a) says:
Legislation committees may inquire into, hold public
hearings, consider and report on any bills or draft bills
referred to them by the Legislative Council …

It is not for members of the opposition or the Greens to
refer matters; it is for the Legislative Council. That is an
important aspect of the structure of the committee —
that is, that this chamber will refer the matters the
committee will inquire into.
Every bill that goes through this place gets referred to
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee except
when there is a need for urgency, which there has been
on a couple of occasions in order to fix up messes that
were left by the previous government.
Minister Dalla-Riva, who was in the chamber, took
carriage of one of those important justice amendment
bills that quickly identified and reacted to, virtually
within the sitting week, an issue that had been left by
the former government — that is, the failure to
prescribe the lodging offences in legislation such as the
smoking legislation.
That was an example of there not being the opportunity
for the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee to
meet prior to the introduction of the bill, but the
committee still met to consider the legislation
subsequent to its passage, as is its role, which is to
provide that additional scrutiny, which in most cases it
provides prior to legislation coming before Parliament.
Returning to the standing order I was quoting, it goes
on to say:
… annual reports, estimates of expenditure or other
documents laid before the Legislative Council in accordance
with an act, provided these are relevant to their functions.
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Standing order 23.02(4)(b) says:
Reference committees may inquire into, hold public hearings,
consider and report on other matters referred to them by the
Legislative Council.

In that regard all members should consider that the
organ donation inquiry being conducted by the
references committee of the Standing Committee on
Legal and Social Issues is a worthwhile one; it is the
sort of thing that does not waste parliamentary time or
duplicate references but rather efficiently considers
issues referred to it by the Legislative Council. The
committee does not have self-referencing powers,
which I know is frustrating to the opposition, but that is
the structure that has been put in place having regard to
all the parliamentary committee processes I have
outlined, including the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee, which I am on, and the many
other joint committees that enable such scrutiny.
References have been made to duplication, and those
processes prevent duplication.
In meeting the challenges, it is a potential reference of
this committee to look at issues including education,
gaming, health, law and justice and community
services. Today we have received the
Auditor-General’s report, Allocation of Electronic
Gaming Machine Entitlements. Returning to the
motion, which calls for the government to ask the
committee to develop a work plan to deal with the
government’s priorities and challenges, today the
government is faced with an additional challenge of a
very significant nature in relation to the handling of
electronic gaming machine licences, as identified by the
Auditor-General. As this report is hot off the press and
relevant to the motion and the potential references, I
will briefly quote from the conclusion on page viii,
which states:
The allocation of the EGM —

electronic gaming machine —
entitlements was achieved within very tight time lines.
However, the project failed to achieve a satisfactory financial
outcome and there were serious shortcomings in the project
management.
The revenue obtained from the sale of the entitlements was
around $3 billion less than the assessed fair market value of
these assets. As a result of this very significant difference, the
allocation largely failed to meet — —

Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, Acting
President, Mr O’Brien is not even pretending to speak
to this motion. He is now quoting from an
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Ombudsman’s report in relation to gaming issues. I fail
to see the relevance.
Mr O'BRIEN — On the point of order, Acting
President, this report is extremely relevant to the
motion. It is relevant to the committee’s terms of
reference. Ms Mikakos may not have been listening. I
was halfway through a quote. As outlined in the
standing orders, the terms of reference of the committee
include gaming as a potential matter to be referred. The
motion is about why we have not referred matters to
this committee, and it says that the opposition ‘requires
the committee to meet and develop a work plan in
relation to the government’s priorities and challenges’.
As I stated earlier, the Auditor-General has presented us
with another challenge. That is all I am doing.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, Acting
President, I was listening intently — —
Mr Lenders — No, you were trying to make a
printer work!
Mrs Peulich — We women can do two things at the
same time. I was listening intently because we had a
similar debate last week in the committee of which I am
the chair. Mr O’Brien was talking about the
opportunities to scrutinise executive government and
government departments, such as that of the
Auditor-General, so Mr O’Brien’s reference to the
report was pertinent to the question.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Order! I say to Mr O’Brien that he may make a passing
reference to the report, but I ask him to come back to
the motion.
Mr O’BRIEN — I will come back to the motion. I
had not finished my sentence. I wish to complete the
quote, which continues as follows:
This was due to the lack of demand at auction, combined with
a low reserve, inadequate information and training for venue
operators, and poor decisions made during the auction. Large
venue operators, rather than the community, are the
beneficiaries of this windfall gain.

This is an example. It was not from an Ombudsman’s
report, as Ms Mikakos said in her point of order; it was
from the Auditor-General’s report. In returning to the
motion, I say that this is an example of the sorts of
challenges this government faces as a result of the
previous government’s legacy. The question arises:
does this sort of material need to be referred to the
Standing Committee on Legal and Social Issues in the
development of the work plan that the opposition says
this committee should develop? This is not a federal
government love-in where members of the opposition,
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through the Legislative Council upper house
committees, develop a combined work plan for the
government to deal with the priorities and challenges
that have been left as a result of the legacy of the
former government. It is not a Rob Oakeshott-inspired
opportunity to attempt to set the legislative agenda to
deal with these important challenges in a bipartisan
upper house committee.
The Auditor-General has done an excellent job of
identifying the failings of the previous government. In
the example to which I have referred the failings were
to the tune of $3 billion in revenue lost to the Victorian
taxpayer, and that is just today’s news and today’s
challenge. That sort of thing does not need to be
referred to this upper house committee to develop a
work plan, because the government will continue to
meet these challenges. Its priority is to fix the problems
that have been left by 11 years of mismanagement by
the former government, and the upper house
committees that are continuing to meet in relation to the
references they have been provided will continue to fix
those problems. The joint parliamentary committees,
such as the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee,
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee and
the other very important committees, will continue to
provide that scrutiny, as will the ministers at the table,
whenever the opportunity arises.
With those words I hope I have sufficiently explained
for the opposition why the government opposes this
motion, and I encourage opposition members to get on
to more constructive pieces of business.
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — I
thoroughly enjoy being here in the morning for a
debate, and I particularly enjoy listening to comments
such as those from Mr O’Donohue and Mr O’Brien. I
will be quite analytical about what this motion is about
and in speaking about the sheer arrogance of the
government in saying what the opposition parties
should do, how they should be scrutinised and on what
terms that should occur.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Drum is laughing. Let me
start with Mr O’Brien’s very arrogant, out-of-touch
description of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee (SARC). Let us start with his position.
Mr O’Brien lauded Mr O’Donohue for the stunning
work he does as the chair of this committee.
Historically the committee has done good work.
Mr O’Brien talked about scrutiny. Let us look at the
first material decision of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee under the Baillieu-Ryan
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government. Under the Brumby government Labor had
a majority on the committee, and at that time it
appointed an opposition member to chair the
Regulation Review Subcommittee. After electing
Mr O’Donohue as chair, the first act of the current
coalition-dominated committee was to appoint
Mr Gidley, the Liberal member for Mount Waverley in
the Assembly, to chair the Regulation Review
Subcommittee. The first act of Mr O’Donohue’s
majority on that committee was to remove the former
government’s provision for an opposition member to
chair the Regulation Review Subcommittee and put a
government member in that role — to appoint a Liberal
stooge.
Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, Acting
President, in my opinion Mr Lenders is not accurately
reflecting the deliberations of the committee, but more
importantly than that I am very concerned that
Mr Lenders is commenting on the confidential
deliberations of a parliamentary committee. I seek an
explanation from Mr Lenders as to how he knows about
the confidential deliberations of a parliamentary
committee which he should not know about.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Order! The member cannot seek a personal explanation
from Mr Lenders, but Mr Lenders and other members
should not reflect on the internal deliberations of a
committee.
Mr LENDERS — What I will say is that the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, under the
Brumby government, for whatever reason and whatever
means, had an opposition chair of the Regulation
Review Subcommittee — —
Mr O’Donohue — How do you know?
Mr LENDERS — Because it is in your report,
Mr O’Donohue, which you as chair signed off on!
Mr O’Donohue might notice that the committee’s
website states that he is the chair, Ms Campbell, the
member for Pascoe Vale in the Assembly, is the deputy
chair and Mr Gidley is the chair of the Regulation
Review Subcommittee. If the website is secret, my
apologies for reading the website.
What I would say is Mr O’Donohue is here reflecting
the arrogance of the executive: you cannot comment;
you cannot criticise. I find it truly amazing that his
opening comments in response to a motion moved by
Ms Mikakos calling for a work plan from a legislation
committee was, ‘How dare members of the Legislative
Council even discuss during general business what the
priorities of a council committee should be? How dare
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they? Don’t they know that this all-wise, all-powerful
government has determined not just what it does but,
for goodness sake, what the opposition parties should
do as well?’.
What was the first thing Mr O’Donohue said? He listed
a whole range of other things the opposition should do.
Through you, Acting President, to Mr O’Donohue, I
say we are elected members of Parliament and we will
determine what we move and say in this place. Those
opposite can use their 21-19 majority as often and as
arrogantly as they like to nobble us and close us down,
but they will not silence us. If the opposition wishes to
say its first item of priority on a Wednesday in general
business is to ask a legislation committee of this house
to come up with a program to scrutinise government,
well — wake up! — we are going to do that. Those
opposite will not silence us. We will continue in this
place to seek to scrutinise this arrogant executive.
Let us look at what this motion is seeking to do. It is
seeking to get a work plan from a legislation committee
of this Parliament to scrutinise the government. I know
that in what we call ‘the Hall doctrine’ Mr Hall has said
we will not be sending things that are part of the
government’s mandate to legislation committees. That
is quite interesting, really. The government may well
have a mandate to act on the issue of protective services
officers, it may well have a mandate to give teachers an
8 per cent pay rise and it may well have a mandate to
take any such actions, but I would have thought the role
of the Parliament is to scrutinise whether the mandate is
being carried out or not.
Mr O’Brien got up and talked about electronic gaming
machines; bring on the debate. Surely that is exactly
what parliaments and committees are meant to have.
You do not sit behind the governmental veil of secrecy
and say, ‘The government is scrutinised’. Mr O’Brien
said ministers were scrutinising it. I have a high regard
for Mr Rich-Phillips, but — heaven forbid — he might
be tired one day, because he has been in this house to
all hours, and he might forget a detail and present
something to a cabinet which is itself not focusing. The
government party room may not be focusing either, and
some legislation may come to the Parliament and —
heaven forbid — there may be a mistake. If
Mr O’Brien’s thesis is accepted, the opposition should
not look at that piece of legislation. Mr O’Brien
referred to the committee stage and said graciously that
ministers spend hours in the committee stage, which is
hardly news to me, as I have actually done it, and his
attitude was, ‘Aren’t they good, and isn’t it outrageous
that the opposition is wasting its time by taking the
house into committee with inane questions?’.
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It reeks of arrogance. It reeks of arrogance when the
Premier’s private office sends information to a cabinet
that rubber-stamps it and sends it off to a government
party room meeting that rubber-stamps it and sends it
off to a Legislative Assembly that rubber-stamps it,
with the rule of 44-43 there, and that sends it here,
where the rule is 21-19. And somehow or other that is
scrutiny! Through you, Acting President, to
Mr O’Brien, I say I would have thought basic legal
process 101 would have told him a bit more about the
role of Parliament and scrutiny than this notion of,
‘Trust us; we are the executive government’, and
further, ‘We will tell you what to do as a body of
people scrutineering in the Parliament and what
motions to move and when to move them’.
Let us have the discussion that poor, precious
Mr O’Donohue raised about the role of committees and
how hard things are for the government. Given that
Mr O’Donohue has raised that, let us talk about these
committees. There are 12 investigative committees of
the Parliament. The government wants to keep
12 investigatory committees so that — let us be
blunt — 12 people can draw an extra $13 000 salary
and the caucus can be kept happy.
Mr Drum interjected.
Mr LENDERS — No, sorry, Mr Drum; you draw
$13 000 for your committee participation as well as a
salary as the Nationals Whip.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, I thought the Leader of the Opposition drew
a 38 per cent increment on his salary as part of his role.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! That is not a point of order.
Mr LENDERS — To correct Mrs Peulich, it is
actually 32 per cent, not 38, as can be seen by reading
section 6 of the act. I have no reservation about saying I
am paid an allowance to be Leader of the Opposition in
this place, but never in the history of this state, to my
knowledge, have people been paid three allowances.
People such as Mr O’Donohue, Mr Drum, Mrs Peulich
herself and Mr Koch are being paid three salaries.
Mr Rich-Phillips has three ministerial jobs and gets
paid for only one of them. He is paid as Assistant
Treasurer, but he also works as Minister for
Technology without extra salary and as Minister
responsible for the Aviation Industry without extra
salary. At least Mr Rich-Phillips can do three jobs
without wanting three pays, unlike Mrs Peulich,
Mr O’Donohue, Mr Drum and Mr Koch, who will only
do those jobs if they get paid. Is it not interesting that
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the one committee whose members do not draw an
extra salary does not seem to meet? I reflect on that.
The point I am making is that while we are seeking to
have scrutiny, Mr Three-Pays O’Donohue does not
think it important to call this committee together and do
a work plan. I am sure he will get up now and try to
intimidate me, saying, ‘It’s secret’. He has not reported
a work plan to the Legislative Council, and since we are
talking about scrutiny let us consider why this is
important. Mr O’Donohue voted for the adoption of a
standing orders report recommending the setting up of
these committees to scrutinise legislation, as did
everybody on the other side other than Mr O’Brien and
Mr Ramsay, who were not in this Parliament. Everyone
else presently on the other side of this room voted for
that measure with the laudable ambition that that would
allow greater scrutiny. I put to you, Acting President,
that a work plan from this committee specifying how it
will scrutinise the government’s priorities and programs
is relevant.
Last night we were here until 2.00 a.m. discussing a
very complex piece of legislation concerning the
growth areas infrastructure contribution. The
government had a mandate for part of that legislation;
there is no question about that. It is very complex
legislation; I can assure the house these things are
complex. Following Mr O’Brien’s analysis, I ask: how
could there have been scrutiny on a complex piece of
legislation at 2 in the morning when in my recollection
Ms Mikakos, Mr Tee, Mr Barber, Mr Guy and the
Chair were the only members contributing to the
debate? I may stand corrected; one or two others may
have been contributing to the debate also. That is not a
reflection on those who were not contributing, but it is a
reflection on the legislation committee.
If a legislation committee had been dealing with that
during the day it would have been far fairer on Mr Guy,
as the minister — he could have had his officials with
him — and it would have been far fairer on the
members of the committee who wished to ask
questions — —
Mr Leane — And the people of Victoria.
Mr LENDERS — Yes, Mr Leane, and the people
of Victoria who might have wanted to come. There are
not many of them around at 2.00 a.m. to scrutinise this
Parliament.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I will take up Mrs Peulich’s
inane interjection that I was the first out the door.
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Mrs Peulich — Yes, you were. I saw you.
Mr LENDERS — If, at a quarter past 2 in the
morning, after I had raised an adjournment matter and
Mr Hall had responded to me, I walked out the door —
I might say almost arm in arm with Ms Lovell, but I
would not go quite that far — is that wrong? Is there
something wrong with someone leaving work when
they have finished their business? I had been here. I had
done my work. That is the point about this committee:
it will not do its work.
I will give Mr O’Brien credit for trying to run an
argument about there being scrutiny inside government.
He may well chair a government party room
committee. I apologise to Mr O’Donohue; I am sure it
is a secret and I am not meant to know, but I can
speculate that Mr O’Brien may well chair a government
party room committee and he may well be doing a good
job of providing scrutiny — and I wish him well. I
think it is very important for executive government to
be scrutinised by its own joint party room, but the
Parliament is more than just an electoral college to
choose a Premier who then appoints a cabinet. The
people who are reliant on him for patronage in total are
the ones who scrutinise themselves. I know, having
been a minister, that in the process things get through
that only the Parliament will pick up. I say to
Mr O’Donohue that he should reflect on some of the
scrutiny that can occur in the committee stage of this
Parliament or in a legislation committee.
In 2006 the Legislative Council sent two bills to the
legislation committee to be scrutinised, as an
experiment.
Mr Drum interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I suggest to members opposite,
in particular to Mr Drum, that they should not open
their mouths too far. My grandmother had a great
saying: ‘Don’t open your mouth unless you have
something to say, because people may think you are
stupid. If you open your mouth, you remove all doubt’.
Before he opens his mouth any further I suggest that
Mr Drum read the Auditor-General’s report and reflect
on what his party was pushing for in seeking in this
chamber to have prices pushed down through an
amendment.
Going back to the scrutiny issue, what we have is a
series of issues that have all come to a head. We have
the Hall doctrine from The Nationals. When Mr Hall
gets up in his place — and I give Mr Hall credit
because, like Mr O’Brien, at least he is prepared to say
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why he is doing something — and says he is not
supporting — —
Mr Drum interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Mr Drum!
Mr LENDERS — Thank you, Acting President. I
am terrified; he is so angry, I am quaking! The scrutiny
of Mr Drum just sends chills down my spine!
Talking about scrutiny, at least Mr Hall had the
courtesy, in leading the debate against one of the
multiple resolutions that legislation not be referred to a
legislation committee, to express what I call ‘the Hall
doctrine’ — that is, ‘It was the government’s mandate’.
We on this side have voted for many bills in this place
that we do not support, because we accepted that they
were clear mandate bills. If that is what those opposite
see as ‘fixing problems’, as they would describe it, that
is their call. If we think there is a clear mandate for it,
we will support it. There will be the odd one or two
bills we will not support, but generally we accept
mandate bills.
Even accepting Mr Hall’s argument that it is a mandate
issue, government processes are not perfect, no matter
how good the government is, and scrutiny will not
worsen that. If we look at this place, we see that the
only scrutiny we have comes from 12 joint
investigative committees, and they all have government
majorities. We cannot complain about that; we had
government majorities on all investigative committees
in the last Parliament other than on the committee
which Mr Drum chaired. But Mr O’Donohue’s point
that the opposition parties did not care about this
because we did not put members from this house on
those committees is a furphy. Talk about arrogance!
Government members are too lazy to serve on these
committees, and they point to the opposition and say,
‘You have to turn up to make a quorum’.
They make their own judgement as to what is important
and what is not. If it were important to them, they
would appoint people to these committees and not
change the rules. If it were important to them, they
would not go back to the long winter break of the
Parliament so they can all pack up their bags and go for
a rest in the sunshine. They would have Parliament
meet and work.
If we talk about why this committee is averse to setting
a work plan, is it not interesting that one of the first acts
of the Baillieu government was to go back to the old
practice of having a long winter break so these
hardworking MPs can have a rest? Heaven forbid!
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What was the first administrative act of the legislature?
It was going back to the long winter break. The Bracks
government got rid of that. The Parliament sat in every
month of the year other than January, and that also
helped to manage Parliament just a little bit better.
There were no late-night sittings until 3.00 a.m.
because, heaven forbid, Parliament was not sitting for
eight weeks — ‘Goodness, gracious me. We will have
to rush it all through’.
What do we have here? The first action was to bring
back the long winter break. These poor, precious
government MPs are so busy they cannot serve on the
committees they want to serve on. They get really
cranky because Mr O’Donohue might have to chair his
references committee, chair his Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, be Parliamentary Secretary for
Transport and maybe turn up to another committee.
Heaven forbid! Most of his constituents would be
delighted to have to chair a committee and be paid
$20 000 extra for it. They would be delighted to be a
parliamentary secretary and be paid $20 000 extra for it.
Most people would see it as doing the job one is paid
for. But, no, we are asking a lot of Mr O’Donohue —
and of Mrs Peulich and Mrs Kronberg, according to the
last debate. We are asking them to do their jobs as MPs.
They will not scrutinise; they will not even let a
committee meet to scrutinise their legislation, because
they are pretty busy and they need an eight-week
parliamentary break. They are pretty busy; it is not
possible to get these committees to meet because they
are busy, they have an eight-week parliamentary break
and they have other important things to do.
I go also to the point made by Mr O’Donohue and
Mr O’Brien that the references committee is looking at
an important reference from the Minister for Health.
Yes, it is. Let us be blunt; why is that reference before
the Legislative Council references committee and not
before the joint investigatory committee on family and
community development, which it would normally go
to? Because the government has to stop the opposition
using the time to scrutinise something else, and these
poor, precious, busy government members have to do
all this important committee work. So the government
sends a reference off — a good reference; it should be
investigated by a committee — to a Legislative Council
references committee so we cannot scrutinise the
government.
What is it doing? It has 21 votes, and it is referring
something that the Minister for Health wants looked at.
He could go to the Department of Health; it has only a
$10 billion budget. He could refer it to the
government’s other committees. He could refer it to any
of the task forces or reference groups he has. But, no,
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he will send it to a parliamentary committee so that it
has to do what the government wants — and the
government and a majority of 21 in this house are
interchangeable. If we scrutinise from this side, we are
criticised because the business we want to talk about is
not what matters to government members. Surprise,
surprise — we are the opposition. When we want to
scrutinise things in the committee stage of a bill, it is
considered outrageous. We are keeping
Mr Rich-Phillips up! We are asking questions for
4 hours on the budget debate. Heaven forbid! I say to
Mr O’Donohue that he should look back to the
occupational health and safety bills of 2005 — we were
three days in committee because of his lot. However,
we answered the questions; that is what one does. We
hear that it is pretty tough.
Then there is the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee, that great committee that Mr O’Donohue
chairs. I am not allowed to mention what is on his
website, because it might be privileged. What happens?
Miraculously in this Parliament there is a government
chair of the regulations subcommittee, whereas in the
last Parliament there was an opposition chair of the
regulations subcommittee. Is that not a surprise? Is it
not interesting that every single motion in this place that
is moved by the Labor Party or the Greens to refer a bill
to a legislation committee — a committee with a
government majority in effect, because there are three
Labor members, one from the Greens and four coalition
members, and the coalition has the chair’s casting
vote — fails?
The government is too scared to refer even those bills to
the committee. Why is it? Is it because the ministers do
not trust Mrs Peulich, Mr O’Donohue or their other
chair to do their bidding, or is it because Mrs Peulich
and Mr O’Donohue are just too busy to do their jobs?
What I would say to Mr O’Donohue is that if it is too
hard to chair that committee and he is too busy to chair
it — too buy being busy — perhaps he could let a
Labor or Greens member take his place on the
committee. Speaking for Ms Hartland here — I am sure
she will not mind if I speak for her — I am sure
members on this side of the house would be happy to
do that work. If Mr O’Donohue is too busy being
parliamentary secretary and chair of the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee and doing all the
other important things he is doing, then perhaps he
might let someone from the other side of the house
chair the committee and do the job, because we are very
happy to scrutinise government.
Ms Mikakos — I’d be happy to, Mr Lenders.
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Mr LENDERS — You’d be happy to? Acting
President, we have volunteers everywhere.
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told that is outrageous, that the government is busy and
that Mr O’Donohue has got other things to do and
Mrs Peulich has got other things to do.

Mr Tee — I won’t even take the extra pay.
Mrs Peulich — You’re repeating yourself.
Mr LENDERS — Well, Mr Tee, the difference is
you do not get paid extra to do this work, and there may
just be a correlation here — but it might be very
uncharitable of me to think so. We have got a long
winter break now, but this committee is too busy to
actually scrutinise the government’s legislative
program. We cannot do that because we are not the
government. What we have heard from Mr O’Brien is
that we cannot scrutinise the government because it is
scrutinising itself. We cannot even raise these
matters — —
Mr O’Brien — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
I have listened carefully to Mr Lenders’s contribution,
and he has consistently miscategorised the
government’s position as being that the opposition
cannot scrutinise government — that is what he is
saying. We are saying in fact — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! That is not a point of order.
Mr O’Brien — We are saying the opportunity
exists — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Mr O’Brien!
Mr LENDERS — This is the one opportunity I
have, on behalf of my electors in Southern Metropolitan
Region, to try to scrutinise government. If we get into
this place and take the government into the committee
stage of a bill, we are criticised for wasting time. If we
suggest that a bill be sent to a legislation committee, we
are told we are wasting the committee’s time. They are
very busy people; I understand. They do not want to
earn their salaries. If we want to sit on a Friday, so we
do not have to sit until 3 o’clock in the morning, we are
told we are being ridiculous, because these very busy
government members have got things to do other than
sit in Parliament. If we suggest that we sit during July,
through winter, which I believe the Parliament has done
for the last eight years, we are criticised for that too
because MPs have to have a chance to travel, to have a
break and to do all these things that government
members want to do.
It really begs the question: what are we doing here as an
opposition? We might as well go home, because if we
suggest scrutiny of government, we are told that it is
not our business and that the government has got it
under control. If we suggest committees meet, we are

Mr LENDERS — Actually, Mrs Peulich, I have the
floor, and you will not silence me.
Mr Leane — Bullying doesn’t work.
Mr LENDERS — Bullying doesn’t work. That is
correct.
I support this motion because it is not an unreasonable
proposition to have a work plan for a parliamentary
committee that actually says we want to scrutinise
legislation. What I would hope is that we do not again
get into a situation like the one last night, where
Mr Guy in the committee stage, at 1 or 2 o’clock in the
morning, was having a go at Mr Tee and saying, ‘If you
just let us look at this thing and give us time, we will
not make mistakes and we will consider amendments’.
It is quite a novel thing for Mr Guy to say that.
Mr O’Brien and Mr O’Donohue just want to apply a
rule and say, ‘We do not want to do this, so we are not
going to do any scrutiny’.
I strongly urge the house to support the motion moved
by Ms Mikakos to get a work plan for the committee so
that we can actually have scrutiny of legislation, which
is good for legislation. That is what everybody in this
house signed up to in October 2010. The government
has nothing to fear other than hard work.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
am delighted to follow Mr Lenders in making a brief
contribution on this motion. First of all, for anyone who
has seen Mr Lenders in action over the last years, dizzy
with the arrogance of government, this, his most recent
performance, in which he oozed indignation, virtue and
feigned reason, was a farcical act and one that oozed
hypocrisy.
Mr Lenders perfected the style of an arrogant
government. As a leader of the government he focused
more on digging up dirt than doing his job, which was
what Victorians expected him to do, and the time
bombs will continue to be unearthed over the coming
months. The Auditor-General’s report tabled today
shows that he so bungled the licensing system for our
gaming machines that Victorians are paying a very
hefty price, with the state government losing several
billion dollars in that process. We are all waiting with
great interest to be briefed fully by the Auditor-General
on what Mr Lenders did not do when he had the job as
Treasurer.
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As Leader of the Opposition in this house he says that
he is prepared to do the work and that other members
are not. He earns an increment of 38 per cent — that
includes allowances — on top of his basic salary. He
has a car and a driver. Most of us do not. He was the
first one out the door, and he does not sit on the very
committees that he now expects to work. On a
Wednesday evening, when the rest of us are beavering
away and working very hard to earn a living,
Mr Lenders no doubt goes off to his home to have a
nice cosy dinner with the family. The reason we are on
this side of the chamber, Mr Lenders, is that we did the
work and Mr Lenders did not. Could I say — —
Mr Lenders — My family doesn’t have cosy
dinners at 2.30 a.m.
Mrs PEULICH — It is not unusual for me
personally to work until 3 or 4 o’clock in the morning,
and it does not need to be a sitting night. I also reject
your very convenient slight on all members — —
Mr Lenders — Oh, you work hard!
Mrs PEULICH — Yes, I did work very hard.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Through the Chair!
Mrs PEULICH — I was greatly inspired by you,
Mr Lenders. I worked very hard between 2006 and
2010, inspired mostly by you, your conduct and your
targeting of innocent people — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I again ask Mrs Peulich to address her remarks
through the Chair, and I ask for order.
Mrs PEULICH — I also refute the argument
postulated by Mr Lenders that when Parliament is not
sitting members of Parliament are not working. I take
great pride in working very hard. I take my duties very
seriously, and I have no doubt that the vast majority of
members of Parliament similarly work hard. I refute
and reject this false premise that somehow just because
Parliament will not be sitting, everyone is going to be
jetting out of the state to warmer destinations. I think it
sells members of Parliament short and does this
institution a great disservice. Most of us are happy to
work, and if we actually calculated the remuneration
per hour, I am sure it would not compare very
favourably, but most of us who have been inspired into
this job have not done it for the money but for the
commitment and the love of the ideology.
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Mr Lenders interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Mr Lenders collected a very
hefty salary during his service as a minister who
short-changed the state, but his superannuation is no
doubt very well protected.
I also reject some of the comments made by
Mr Lenders in trying to portray this government as
somehow wanting to take everything. Despite the
government having a majority in this chamber, his
colleague and Labor member Mr Viney does hold the
position of Deputy President.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — No, but if Mr Lenders were in
government and had the numbers, he would not have
been that gracious or inclusive. We were and we are,
and I think Mr Viney has been doing a very good job as
Deputy President.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — I think Mr Atkinson does an
outstanding job.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Yes, but you did not have an
outright majority.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! This is not a conversation. Members should
speak through the Chair.
Mrs PEULICH — First of all, Ms Mikakos said
that Mr Davis’s earlier comments recorded in Hansard,
which I am not able to retrieve at this moment, show
that he supported a previous system but that somehow
he has now backflipped or has not honoured his
endorsement of a system that is predicated on quite a
package or suite of reforms, including the sister or
mirror committees of legislation and reference
committees. To look only at one committee and not the
work of the other committee is like saying, ‘I’m going
to go down the street and buy one shoe because I’m
only looking at one leg’. Ms Mikakos has to look at her
other foot. The two committees are sister and parallel
committees. The legislation committee is called a
legislation committee because its task should be to look
at legislation, draft legislation and debate.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — We are six months into
government. The references committee is busy working
on references. At the same time Mr Lenders’s political
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party has chosen to downgrade the joint standing
committees, where some of the most detailed and
comprehensive work on some of the most complex
issues is done and where there are no easy solutions.
Labor refused to provide members to have those
committees established and fully functioning, and we
had to pass some legislation to enable those committees
to proceed. The vast bulk of the committee work should
really be done by those joint standing committees, but
the Labor Party has chosen to undermine those joint
standing committees on which the strength of
parliamentary democracy has been substantially based
and built. Similarly, and we canvassed this argument
last week, the Greens members have decided not
participate in those joint committees, including — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — No, I am just laying the facts on
the table. The Greens have deliberately made the
decision not to take part in those committees and not to
take part in two crucial committees which provide
scrutiny of executive government to Parliament, and
they are the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
and the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee,
of which Mr O’Donohue is the chair. Mr Philip Davis
is the chair of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee. Those decisions are decisions for the
Greens party or the Greens members to make, and it
has been explained that they have done this in the
interests of being able to manage their workload.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — I think it was a mistake on their
part, but it is their decision to make.
This motion is fundamentally based on the false
assumption that it is a singular unrelated committee
when it has a parallel sister committee, a bit like yin
and yang or one shoe on the left and one shoe on the
right. They have to look at both feet and how they
move, and Ms Mikakos’s motion fails to do that.
The other comments that have been made are that these
committees are vital — I am not saying they are not
important — to provide scrutiny of executive
government. I have already enumerated a number of
means by which scrutiny of government occurs,
including the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee and the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee. At times this chamber dissolves into a
committee of the whole for detailed questioning, as we
saw the other day with the budget when Mr Gordon
Rich-Phillips, my colleague in South Eastern
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Metropolitan Region, spent several hours answering
detailed questions in his role as Assistant Treasurer.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — He absolutely did a sterling job,
and last night Mr Guy did the same on the legislation
that he was shepherding through this chamber. May I
add that Mr Lenders made no attempt to direct the
growth areas infrastructure contribution legislation to
the relevant legislation committee. Why did he not do
that? He opted not to because in many regards the work
that the committee of the whole does may fulfil the
requirements of scrutiny of executive government. All
of these instruments exist. Whether they are questions
on notice — yes, we can quibble about how quickly
they are answered or otherwise — questions without
notice, the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee,
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, FOI
or the Auditor-General, they are all mechanisms which
provide scrutiny of government. Yes, under
Mr Lenders’s jurisdiction and role in the previous
government many of them had very significant
shortcomings, and we as members of Parliament have
to make sure that we protect those organs of our
parliamentary democracy because they survive
members of Parliament, they survive governments and
they survive political parties. They are very important
for us to build on and strengthen.
I reject the argument that there is not sufficient
opportunity, or no opportunity, to scrutinise executive
government. The last point I would make is the one I
made in the debate last week, and that is that the chair
of the committee and the committee members have
decided on a course of action. The same committee
members who serve on the reference committee serve
on its sister legislation committee. Ms Mikakos cannot
hop around on one foot; she has to use two feet. She has
to look at what is happening in both of the — —
Ms Mikakos — You have amputated one leg.
Mrs PEULICH — No, I do not think we have
amputated it. Under Labor’s auspices we were all
nobbled at the knees, but nonetheless we have to look at
the work of both committees; they are the same
members of Parliament who serve on the respective
committees. Therefore they must manage the workload,
and they are in the best position to structure it. In
addition to that, they must have some capacity to
undertake the work that may be referred to them by this
chamber. The legislation committee especially must
have the flexibility to be able to respond.
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The now opposition downgraded the joint house
committees, and it certainly uses all the benefits of the
available means of democratic scrutiny. Ms Mikakos
has mounted an argument based on a false premise that
omits a vital piece of information. On those grounds
this debate is unhelpful and dishonest, and I urge
members of this chamber to allow the members of
those committees to operate as they see fit, to manage
their workload and to have the capacity to respond to
the imperatives of this chamber. From what I have
heard there has been no breach of the standing orders.
The committees are operating within the rules of
Parliament, and that is the way it should be. I urge
everyone to vote against the motion moved by
Ms Mikakos.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — What
we have seen on display during this debate is the
extreme arrogance of this government. We had a
contribution from Mr O’Brien, which in opposing this
motion essentially put forward that there was no
justification for any work going to these committees
because the coalition had won the election. The
justification seemed to be that the government had won
the election and had a mandate, so there was no need
for scrutiny. I find that attempt at justification to be
absolutely astounding. Essentially what government
members have been seeking during the course of debate
this morning is to have members of the opposition
apologise for doing our jobs.
Mr O’Brien — On a point of order, President — I
will be brief — the opposition is totally miscategorising
the submission that was made — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Ms MIKAKOS — Goodness me! Mr O’Brien had
his opportunity. He should sit down and listen for a
little bit. What we have seen during the course of this
debate is a whole lot of fig-leaf excuses in relation to
the argument as to why we should not have any work
go to the legislation committees of the upper house.
The thing I found astounding was that when
Mr O’Donohue began his contribution he sought to
quote from the standing orders. I will also do that.
Standing order 23.02 relates to the functions of the
upper house standing committees, and Mr O’Donohue
specifically referred to paragraph 4(a), which says:
Legislation committees may inquire into, hold public
hearings, consider and report on any bills or draft bills
referred to them by the Legislative Council, annual reports,
estimates of expenditure or other documents laid before the
Legislative Council in accordance with an act, provided these
are relevant to their functions.
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Mr O’Donohue sought to emphasise that the word
‘may’ in the standing order seems to suggest that the
legislation committee may not or shall not or did not
need to consider any legislation. They were weasel
words. It is quite extraordinary that Mr O’Donohue
sought to make an assertion that the word ‘may’ in the
standing order suggests that the Legislative Council
does not need to refer any legislation to the legislation
committees, because that runs contrary to all the
arguments the coalition made when it was in opposition
and when we had the Standing Orders Committee
consider this and report to this house late last year.
We had support from all parties of the house for the
introduction of this new upper house committee system.
I put on the record, and I will not do it again, Mr David
Davis’s support during the course of that debate on
6 October 2010. He indicated that the Senate-style
system that was being introduced into this chamber was
a worthy system and would enhance the house of
review functions of this chamber. I certainly agree that
the upper house committee system has the ability to
enhance the house of review functions of this house,
but we are yet to see those committees operate in the
way they were intended to operate.
Mrs Peulich fondly made an analogy in her contribution
by saying that we have two mirror committees. Yes, we
do: we have the references committee and the
legislation committee. They perform two different types
of functions. The references committee has references
passed to it by this chamber. Because the government
has a majority, they are all government references at
this point in time. Then we have the legislation
committees, which, as I just quoted from the standing
orders, are intended to look at bills, draft bills and
annual reports. We have had seven months of the
Baillieu government, yet we have not had a single piece
of legislation referred to any of those three upper house
legislation committees to date.
I reject the analogy made by Mrs Peulich because she is
saying you have to look at those committees in totality.
They perform different functions, and I would argue
that because we have only government references going
to the references committee and nothing going to the
legislation committee you have one foot with a sandal
on it and the other foot having been amputated. Using
Mrs Peulich’s analogy, we have an unbalanced system
where we have the upper house committees not
carrying out the role they were intended to carry out,
which was supported by all parties in this chamber last
year.
It is a system that is fundamental to the operations of
this chamber, a system that enhances, respects and
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acknowledges the bicameral system we have in place in
Victoria, a system that will enhance the scrutiny
functions of this house. We have a government which
when in opposition had a lot to say about scrutiny and
accountability but which seems to have developed
selective amnesia now it has come into office and
forgotten all about these issues.
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issues in relation to bills coming before the Parliament.
The joint committees have references into which they
are asked to inquire. I point out that the Baillieu
government did in fact struggle to find members from
the parliamentary party to fill all the slots of the joint
committees.
Ms Pulford — They had factional trouble.

For example, we had the farce yesterday of Mrs Peulich
coming into this chamber during question time and
seeking to ask a member of the opposition a question.
That was a complete abuse of what question time is
meant to be about, which is scrutinising the executive
government in this house. That was a farcical exercise
by Mrs Peulich yesterday. I am sure we will have a lot
more to say about the Take a Break program later in the
day. She talks about people doing their job, but I would
urge her to do her job as Parliamentary Secretary for
Education and advocate on behalf of all those
neighbourhood centres that are about to lose occasional
child-care programs and seek to have those programs
protected for the benefit of Victorian families. I will
have a lot more to say in relation to those issues later.
We have really had no arguments of any substance put
to this house in relation to why the government is
opposing a work plan for the legislation committees.
Mrs Peulich hinted in her contribution that because she
now has a whole range of roles and functions in
government as a parliamentary secretary and a chair of
committees that perhaps she is too busy.
Mrs Peulich — I said that?
Ms MIKAKOS — Mrs Peulich was hinting at that,
because she was talking about the need for committees
to develop their own work plans based on the time
management issues that each of the members of
Parliament have. If that is an issue for Mrs Peulich or
Mr O’Donohue, as the chair of the Legal and Social
Issues Legislation Committee, then as I indicated,
probably in a disorderly way, in an earlier interjection, I
am quite happy to volunteer for the task. I am happy to
put on the record here today that I am very happy to
step in for Mr O’Donohue if he is too busy doing his
three jobs and chair the Legal and Social Issues
Legislation Committee to ensure that it actually gets
under way and does the job it was intended to do.
We had a range of arguments put by Mr O’Brien and
Mrs Peulich in relation to the role of the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee and the role of joint
committees. Again, these are very different committees
which have discrete functions and roles. SARC, as I
referred to earlier, has a discrete statutory responsibility
to look at the charter of human rights and particular

Ms MIKAKOS — The government had factional
difficulties. I think a lot of its marginal seat members
also felt that they were going to be too busy defending
their seats to bother to put their hands up to do the work
they were elected to do and be members of
parliamentary committees. What the government had to
do was come back into the Parliament and amend the
legislation to reduce the number of members on those
committees. That just shows you the seriousness with
which this government regards parliamentary
committees: it was prepared to reduce the
representation on the joint committees. I have been a
member of a number of joint committees over the
years. In fact I have been a member of both SARC and
other joint committees and have found them to be
worthwhile. I am sure that our upper house committees
could also do a good job if they were given the
opportunity to do so.
I pointed out earlier that the system we have in place is
modelled on the federal Senate system. This was a very
conscious decision that was made by the parties on the
Standing Orders Committee during the last Parliament
after examining a number of models across a range of
different jurisdictions. We thought that the Senate
system worked quite well and so sought to put in place
a system of having both references and legislation
committees to perform very discrete and unique roles
for this chamber.
Currently the federal Senate has 11 inquiries under way
before its legislation committees. There are seven
before the Legal and Constitutional Affairs Legislation
Committee, one before the Foreign Affairs, Defence
and Trade Legislation Committee, two before the
Finance and Public Administration Legislation
Committee and one before the Community Affairs
Legislation Committee. The federal Senate sees fit to
have 11 inquiries currently under way scrutinising
legislation and I think in one case also looking at an
exposure draft. Senators have the ability to perform
their jobs as legislators as well as serve as members of
these committees to scrutinise legislation and perform
whatever other tasks they might be required to do as
parliamentary secretaries or in other roles. Yet
members of the Baillieu government find that they just
do not have the time to fit these things in. They are
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seeking to gut the committee system that we all
supported last year — a system that would in fact
enhance the scrutiny functions of this Parliament.
I thought Mr Lenders gave an excellent presentation in
his earlier contribution. He made a very good argument.
He posed the question that if additional salaries were
offered to the upper house committee chairs, perhaps
they might actually do something. That may well be
something that needs to be examined.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, we keep coming back to this fallacious point.
We know that when members of Parliament and
committees sit whilst the houses are sitting no
additional income can be earnt. So Ms Mikakos is
being quite mischievous in attempting to mount that
argument.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Ms MIKAKOS — We see a lot of sensitivity
around this issue. I think it has probably touched a
nerve that is a little bit too close to the bone, because I
imagine that in the coalition party room straight after
the November election there would have been a mad
scramble for the roles of committee chairs,
parliamentary secretaries and all those salaried
positions — —
Mr Lenders — Mrs Peulich has got three jobs.
Ms MIKAKOS — Mrs Peulich has got three jobs.
We know she is far too busy to think about the
legislation committees of this house. But we on this
side of the chamber think they are very important and
that it is important that we get them up and running.
Mrs Peulich — You should have done it over
11 years.
Ms MIKAKOS — I remind you, Mrs Peulich, that
when we were in government — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Ms Mikakos should address her comments through the
Chair.
Ms MIKAKOS — I remind members opposite that
when Labor was in government we did in fact have a
legislation committee. We looked at trialling a system
that was a precursor to the system we now have in
place, because we were quite interested in looking at
how we could enhance the functions of this chamber.
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A point I made earlier is that it is in the government’s
interest to have a legislation committee system
operating because it means we can have a bill examined
in detail through public hearings, and that would mean
we could have shorter committee stages in the house
and we would not have controversial bills like the
Planning and Environment Amendment (Growth Areas
Infrastructure Contribution) Bill 2011 being considered
in a committee stage at the end of a sitting day until
2 o’clock the next morning — a disgraceful state of
affairs.
I point out that the motion before the house calls on the
chamber to develop work plans for the Standing
Committee on Legal and Social Issues. Mr O’Brien
seemed confused in the way he expressed what the
motion is calling for. The motion calls for the
committee members to have regard to the totality of the
government’s priorities and challenges in terms of
working out what each respective work plan should
contain within it. It would be the work of the chamber
and the three committees to develop what the work
plans should be. It does not mean the committees have
to consider every single piece of legislation or every
single issue before the government of the day. It would
be a matter for each committee to have regard to those
priorities and challenges and determine what in its own
view merits further consideration.
We think this is a sensible motion before the house
today which was proposed by Mr Viney. Mr Viney has
been a great champion of these issues for a long time,
having made a significant contribution to the Standing
Orders Committee and having given a great deal of
thought to how our upper house committee system
could better operate, and I commend him for that
contribution.
We want to see committees being taken seriously. We
want to see government members respecting the intent
and the spirit the coalition indicated late last year when
it said it was supportive of upper house committees. It
is about time for this to happen, given that the
government has been in office now for seven months
and not a single piece of legislation for the upper house
legislation committees to develop work plans around
has gone before any of the three of them. I urge
members to support the motion proposed by Mr Viney
and moved by me that is before the house.
Earlier we saw a fig leaf of an excuse put before the
house — a pretty small fig leaf, I should point out — by
members of the government in relation to why they are
opposed to this motion. The government has not given
us a single sensible reason why it is opposed to this
motion. The government has absolutely no basis on
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which to oppose work being given to the three
legislation committees, and we urge the government to
get on with it, to get these committees under way and to
give them the proper resources they need. This point
was addressed by Ms Hartland earlier. The committees
have been underresourced, and I believe that is going to
be a problem, but if they are given appropriate
resources, they can get under way and undertake the
jobs they were set up to do. I commend the motion to
the house.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 18
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pakula, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr (Teller)
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms (Teller)
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr (Teller)
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr

Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Pair
Viney, Mr

Kronberg, Mrs

Motion negatived.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent to:
Aboriginal Heritage Amendment Act 2011
Planning and Environment Amendment (Growth
Areas Infrastructure Contribution) Act 2011
Road Safety Amendment (Hoon Driving and
Other Matters) Act 2011.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Planning: car parking
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Planning, Mr Guy. Is the minister
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considering any reduction to the minimum parking
requirements for multistorey developments?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
is a review which was put in place by the previous
government and which went on for some period of
time. Members of this chamber from the previous
Parliament will remember that I asked the previous
Minister for Planning, Justin Madden, about it, and he
flippantly disregarded it. The review is the subject of
some discussion within my department and will be
released in due course.
Supplementary question
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — Can the
minister advise the house if the government will
support councils imposing fees on new multistorey
developments where there are insufficient on-site
parking spaces so that councils can provide parking
elsewhere?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — That is
not a proposal that has been submitted to me, so it is not
one that I am considering.

Gaming: auction process
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Health, David Davis. I
refer to the Auditor-General’s report tabled today in
Parliament, Allocation of Electronic Gaming Machine
Entitlements, and to the current government’s
commitment when in opposition to allocate the entire
proceeds of the gaming machine auction process to
health and hospital infrastructure, and I ask: given the
Auditor-General’s forensic findings today, how much
have Victorian hospitals and health services missed out
on as a result of the botched process undertaken by the
Brumby government and pointed to by the
Auditor-General?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member for his question and for his strong
advocacy for hospitals in the western region of
Melbourne. I note that whilst my portfolio area does not
include gaming or indeed the gaming allocation process
I am prepared to rely on comments made by the
Auditor-General in his very important report tabled in
the Parliament today. In opposition the now Baillieu
government made a commitment that it would put
hospital and health infrastructure to the fore and in
doing so create a health infrastructure fund.
Mr Lenders — To the poor or the fore?
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS — No, President, to the fore —
I want to be quite clear about that.
Mr Lenders — So you don’t care about the poor?
You don’t care about the poor.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — President, it may surprise the
opposition, but our hospitals are used by the rich and
the poor but mainly by the sick, and that is our focus.
The health infrastructure fund is an important fund, and
we indicated that the proceeds of the gaming licence
process would be allocated to hospitals and health
services across the state. We indicated that at least a
billion dollars would go to that process — as it turns
out $981 million is what will be received — but what
the Auditor-General points to today is the almost
$3 billion that has been forgone by Victorians due to
the botched process that was put in place by the
Brumby government. The former Treasurer had a role
in that process and the former gaming minister had a
role in that process, and I invite the house and the
people of the Victorian community to think about what
could have been done with an extra $3 billion. If the
Victorian community — —
Mr Lenders — What about the mouse plague?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Mr Lenders, dealing with
the mouse plague would be something that could have
been funded by some of this money, but $3 billion is a
heck of a lot of money, and you bear a share of
responsibility for that. You are one of the ones who
have got to accept responsibility. You are one of the
ones — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is just too much
noise. I ask Mr Davis to direct his remarks through the
President.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I thank you for your
guidance, President, but I was provoked. The point I
make here is that what the Auditor-General shows in
his report is that the incompetence of the Brumby
government has meant that the Victorian community
has missed out on almost $3 billion of additional
money that could have been used to fund social
infrastructure. Health and hospital infrastructure would
have been a primary target. We would have ensured
that an enormous amount of that money was spent on
health and hospital infrastructure. For example, that
would have funded the Swan Hill hospital, Ms Broad,
to pick one example out of many. It would have
funded — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Mr Elsbury understands the
enormous need for health and hospital
infrastructure — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I advise Mr Davis that
I am over here. As I have indicated, I would like him to
make his remarks through the Chair, not to the
backbench. I am sure they are interested as well, but so
am I. As I said, I am here.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — The key point is that the
Brumby government made a series of blunders in this
process. I invite members of the community and
members of this house to carefully read this report to
see a litany of errors, a litany of mistakes, made by John
Brumby, his Treasurer at the time, his gaming minister
and others responsible for the process. It makes it clear,
for example, that Treasury officials raised concerns
about the process with Treasury ministers at the time,
and those Treasury ministers failed to undertake action.

Minister for Planning: meeting records
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Planning. I refer to his
answer to a question from Mr Tee on 25 May regarding
the minister’s meetings with developers and asking if
he takes a minute taker from the Department of
Planning and Community Development to record
minutes. I ask: following the minister’s unequivocal
answer on 25 May, is that still his practice?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Yes, it
is.

Biotechnology: advisory council
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — My
question is for the Minister for Technology, Gordon
Rich-Phillips. Can the minister advise the house on the
terms of reference and membership of the new
Victorian Biotechnology Advisory Council?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Minister for
Technology) — I thank Mrs Petrovich for her question
and for her interest in the Victorian Biotechnology
Advisory Council. The biotech advisory council is part
of a commitment by the Baillieu government to bring
the biotechnology industry closer to the government
and provide a direct mechanism by which the
biotechnology industry can have constant and ongoing
access to government and, importantly, a mechanism
by which the government can have access to the
thinking of the Victorian biotechnology sector.
I have indicated to the house previously that in the
budget of 3 May this year the government allocated
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$1.2 million for the establishment of the biotechnology
advisory council. I am delighted to tell the house that
yesterday I was pleased to issue a request for
expressions of interest from people in the
biotechnology industry to become members of the
Victorian Biotechnology Advisory Council. Yesterday
I was also pleased to publish the terms of reference for
the new biotech advisory council. They are to provide
advice to government about issues and opportunities in
the biotechnology sector, including opportunities to
increase productivity, ways to attract investment to the
Victorian biotech and life sciences sector, ways to
attract and retain people with skills in the biotechnology
sector and opportunities for the sector in relation to the
convergence of technology and other emerging
challenges and opportunities.
I am also pleased to advise that in terms of the cohort of
people the government is seeking we are looking for
something of the order of 10 to 15 people to join the
biotech advisory council. We are looking for people
with broad industry experience from sectors such as the
medical devices and diagnostic sector, the
pharmaceuticals and biopharmaceuticals sector, the
agricultural biotechnology sector and the industrial and
environmental biotechnology sector. We are looking
not only for people working in biotechnology
companies in Victoria but also for those with
international experience, those with experience in
start-ups and those in sectors that provide support to the
biotechnology sector, such as in clinical trials or
venture capital.
The government is seeking a very broad base of people
through an expression-of-interest process which opened
yesterday. Nominations for the biotechnology advisory
council close on 25 July, and I look forward to
receiving a strong pool of applicants and making
announcements in due course as to the make-up of the
new Victorian biotech advisory council.

Planning: green wedge zones
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question is
to the Minister for Planning. I refer to media reports and
to comments by the Premier that an audit of green
wedges is being done in the Premier’s office. As the
minister knows, any threat to the protection of
Melbourne’s open space and green space is of great
concern to the community, and I understand the audit is
being done in the Premier’s office. To the extent that
the minister, as the Minister for Planning, knows what
is happening, I ask: will the minister clearly state what
limits, if any, this government will put on development
in Melbourne’s green open spaces?
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Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I think
in answering Mr Tee’s question we should
acknowledge one thing, and that is that in the last
Parliament, when the Labor Party was in office, we saw
43 000 hectares of green wedge land — I have no
qualms about it; I support it, in fact — without any
opposition in this chamber, transfer from green wedges
into various zonings around the outer urban areas of
Melbourne.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Actually, Mr Lenders, they are
your mates. You preferenced your friends over there.
You and your Socialist Left mates have kissed and
made up. You are having dinner together and doing
your hardest.
That aside, in answer to Mr Tee’s question, on page 14
of the government’s planning policy — and the Labor
Party had not one page of planning material to offer the
Victorian people, not a single page of planning
policy — it says under the heading ‘Green wedges’:
A Liberal-Nationals coalition government will:
conduct an audit of green wedge land use with input
from local councils and communities to determine
whether the current land use schedules in each
municipality are the most appropriate for green wedge
land …

It is flagged in policy, it was taken to the election and it
is being implemented by this government right now.
Supplementary question
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I thank the
minister. I note that the minister was unable to, or did
not, provide any limits in terms of development that we
will see as a result of the audit. I also note that the
Premier has stated that there will be consultation in
relation to the audit, and again I acknowledge that this
is an issue the Premier is dealing with and that the
minister does not appear to have any responsibility for
it. There is a concern that we will again see a developer
doing the consultation, in the same way as we have
seen a developer head the so-called independent
advisory group to advise on the planning system, so my
question is: what role will the development community
play in the consultation process?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — First of
all, just to correct a factual mistake, the person heading
the advisory committee is not a developer, so the
member should get his facts correct. Secondly, I point
out that the government has said fairly clearly that it has
seven — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. J. GUY — If you want to run around
spreading lies, that is up to you. The Australian Labor
Party is good at that, as we know. At least it is
consistent. ‘L’ is for ‘Labor’ and for ‘liar’, I guess.
The government has announced there will be seven
audits, whether it be on land zoning or land use within
the growth areas, and those audits will be factored in
and be a strong part of the basis of the metropolitan
planning policy. That is what we are doing. This
process will not result in the green wedge zone being
used for high-density housing — not at all. It will seek
to preserve the integrity of the green wedge zone, and
consultation is being conducted in the Department of
Planning and Community Development.

Teachers: enterprise bargaining
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister responsible for the
Teaching Profession, Peter Hall, and I ask: can the
minister advise the house of any recent procedural
issues associated with the Victorian teachers enterprise
bargaining agreement?
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister responsible for the
Teaching Profession) — I thought the opposition might
welcome a comment from me in respect of these
matters; I know that members on my side, at least, are
more than keen to hear about these sorts of matters. I
intend as a matter of course, where I am able and
insofar as the law permits me, to provide progress
reports to the chamber on matters associated with the
Victorian teachers enterprise bargaining agreement
(EBA).
In terms of the most recent developments I can advise
the house that last week there was a preliminary
meeting between the department and the Australian
Education Union and a preliminary meeting between
the department and the Australian Principals
Federation. I am advised that these meetings were
cordial and that protocols for the conduct of the
negotiations were agreed upon. It was also
acknowledged that the parties expect formal
negotiations to commence at the start of August. I say
‘expect’ because under the federal Fair Work Act 2009
all employees are able to nominate bargaining
representatives, so they could be many or few. That will
certainly affect the timing of the negotiations to some
extent. As I said, the department has to consider any
claims that come from other bargaining representatives.
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I also report to the house that the current teachers EBA
expires on 31 December. The department will be
entering into these negotiations in good faith and with
an expectation that we will finalise the new EBA in
time to meet the expiration date of the current one.
While the confidentiality protocols agreed to at the
preliminary meetings and dictated to me by the Fair
Work Act 2009 prevent me from commenting on those
negotiations, which by law are confidential, I will from
time to time update members on matters of process, as I
have started doing today.

Bushfires: planning guidelines
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question is
to the Minister for Planning. The bushfires royal
commission recommendations are very clear. I refer in
particular to recommendation 40 in the planning
chapter, which deals with permits for housing and
subdivisions. The recommendation is to have
guidelines for councils assessing permit applications
that ‘substantially restrict new developments and
subdivisions in those areas of highest risk in the
bushfire-prone overlay’. Is the government still
committed to this recommendation? In other words, I
ask the minister: will there be guidelines for councils to
use when assessing permits that will substantially
restrict development in areas of highest risk in the
bushfire-prone overlay?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
Premier, the Minister for Bushfire Response and the
government have committed to implement all the
recommendations of the bushfires royal commission,
and we will do so.
Supplementary question
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I thank the
minister. My supplementary question is: why, then, in
the government’s response to this recommendation in
the implementation report is there no mention of any
guidelines to councils? Instead of providing guidelines
to councils the minister’s department will be providing
advice to consumers on how to build in high-risk areas.
My question is: why has the minister replaced the
requirement for guidelines with a glossy brochure
providing advice, and is he concerned that this
approach will encourage development in areas that are
at high fire risk?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — No; I
do not share the concerns that Mr Tee has put forward.
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Industrial relations: minimum hours
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question without notice is to the Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations, Richard
Dalla-Riva. Can the minister inform the house of any
recent decisions that would increase flexibility in
Victorian workplaces?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations) — I thank the
member for her question and her ongoing interest in the
important issue of ensuring flexibility in Victorian
workplaces. The government welcomed Fair Work
Australia’s decision on 20 June to vary the general
retail industry award 2010 to allow for greater
flexibility in minimum shifts for student casuals. The
variation will promote greater employment
opportunities for students, particularly in regional
Victoria. Victoria was the only state to intervene in the
case. We did so because we felt it was important to
support calls by national retailers for greater flexibility
in the approach to after-school work by students.
The Fair Work Australia ruling will allow for a
11⁄2-hour minimum engagement for student casuals. We
on this side of the chamber see this as a victory for
common sense. While the tribunal did not grant in full
the National Retail Association’s application to vary the
modern award, the practical effect of the draft
determination will deliver all or most of the flexibility
sought in the application.
I also note that the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association has said publicly that it intends
to appeal this ruling. That is its right and entitlement,
but the coalition government in Victoria does not
believe that commonwealth laws should be making it
harder for small businesses to hire students, especially
in regional Victoria, or harder for students to get
after-school work. We, as a government, think it is
important that the industrial relations system should
continue to accommodate a tradition that allows and
encourages teenagers to get their first opportunity in a
workplace by taking up a job after school.

Urban Renewal Authority Victoria: chair
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Planning, Mr Guy. Last
night in the debate on the Victorian Urban
Development Authority Amendment (Urban Renewal
Authority Victoria) Bill 2011 the minister told the
house in relation to the appointment of Cr Clarke that a
number of people were considered but he forwarded
Cr Clarke’s name to cabinet. Can the minister tell me if
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his department played any role in putting forward to
him possible candidates or a short list, or was this
entirely an exercise that was done between him and his
fellow ministers?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
department did not prepare a short list to provide to me.
Supplementary question
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Over his
coming career the minister is going to be making a
number of statutory appointments. He will also be
appointing those who make statutory decisions, and it is
quite possible that he will be setting up advisory
committees under the act and so forth. In relation to the
Windsor panel the minister said it included long-time
rolled-gold Labor mate Graeme Holdsworth. Of all
these different appointments that the minister will be
making, which ones will involve the department
short-listing and making recommendations to him, and
which ones will be exercises that he keeps within his
office and between himself and other ministers?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — That
will be done on a case-by-case basis, depending on the
committee for which the statutory appointment process
is put forward.

Housing: Richmond estate
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question today is for the Minister for Housing, the
Honourable Wendy Lovell. Can the minister update the
house on the Richmond housing estate policing
initiative and particularly the response from the local
community?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) — I
thank the member for his question and for his ongoing
concern for the safety of the residents of the Richmond
housing estate. I am delighted to update the house today
on the initiatives that this government is taking to
improve safety for the residents of the Richmond
housing estate. It is with pleasure that I advise the house
that the command post on the Richmond housing estate
is now operational. The police have advised that they
have a daily roster to man that post, which will provide
a greater police presence and greater safety to the
residents of the Richmond housing estate.
About four weeks ago I formally advised the house that
these initiatives are designed to increase safety and
amenity for families on the Richmond housing estate. It
is part of this government’s approach to improving
public housing estates, improving the safety of the
residents there and making them a more pleasant place
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to live. For too long residents were neglected by the
former Brumby government, which had a soft-on-crime
approach that left residents too scared to venture
outside their homes for fear of drug dealers’ reprisals or
for fear of those affected by drugs.
I reported to the house that when we went down to
Richmond to announce these initiatives we had
residents coming up to us hugging us and crying,
saying that the former Minister for Housing, who is
actually the member for Richmond in the Assembly,
had ignored the problem for 11 years. As they put it, he
had supported the drug dealers and the drug users ahead
of the residents of the estate. They were really
concerned about his lack of concern for the safety of the
residents of that estate.
On 15 June I was very pleased to receive a letter from
the Richmond Renewal Community Liaison
Committee about a motion it passed at its meeting. The
letter reads:
Elected residents from the Richmond Renewal Community
Liaison Committee at their meeting held on Thursday, 2 June
2011, unanimously supported the recent action taken by the
honourable Minister for Housing, Wendy Lovell, in regard to
drug issues affecting the estate.
In particular the minister’s support for:
a greater police presence on the estate by allocating a
vacant flat in the walk-up area to Vic Police as a
command post;
the installation of four surveillance cameras in the
walk-up area of the estate;
enabling the City of Yarra parking officers to issue
parking tickets to restrict access to the area by drug users
and dealers; and
establishing a working group with senior police and
Office of Housing officials to explore other ways to
tackle drug, alcohol and other associated issues on the
estate.

That is a motion that the committee moved. It was
unanimously supported. It is an unsolicited
endorsement of this government’s actions — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. M. Davis — It is not supported by the
opposition. The opposition is against it.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — Mr Davis is right — the
opposition does not support this. In fact it was very
disappointing that a member for Northern Metropolitan
Region, Jenny Mikakos, raised concerns about these
initiatives and in question time a few weeks ago
opposed these initiatives that the residents of the estate
wholeheartedly support.
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Answers
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am advised there are
no answers to questions on notice on this occasion but
there will be a number forthcoming tomorrow. If
members are intending to now raise with the Chair, and
therefore with the government, outstanding answers, I
would regard it as a courtesy if we go only to questions
that were not raised yesterday during the substantive
debate and if we rely on the answers coming tomorrow
to determine where we are at with some of those
questions. I am foolish to invite, but are there any — —
Mr Leane — You have talked us out of it.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Good. Excellent.

PUBLIC SECTOR: APPOINTMENTS
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That this house supports the establishment of an independent
commissioner for public appointments to regulate and
oversee the processes by which ministers make appointments
to government departments, state-owned enterprises, statutory
authorities, public sector bodies (as defined in the Public
Administration Act 1994), the boards of public sector bodies
and/or Victoria Police with the object of maintaining the
principle of selection on merit in relation to all such public
appointments.

I move this motion bearing in mind that the call for an
independent process to appoint people to high-profile
positions and positions that have some influence over
public policy and the implementation thereof in the
states of Australia and the commonwealth has long
been discussed in public, and in fact it is Greens policy.
Members will remember that in the last session of
Parliament I often referred to a document we took to
the 2006 election, Making Parliament Work — Ideas
from the Greens. In that document we talked about a
house of review, open Parliament and accountability.
Under accountability we had a subsection entitled
‘Public appointments on merit’, which is still our
policy. In that subsection the document states:
Ministers and government agencies make hundreds of
appointments each year to public positions such as advisory
boards, public corporations and regulators. They have both
advisory and decision-making roles and an enormous
influence on public policy. The UK initiated the Office of
Commissioner for Public Appointments to ensure that public
appointments are made ‘on merit after fair and open
competition’. Victoria should follow suit.
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The subsection further states that the government
should:
Legislate to establish a commissioner for public appointments
to ensure that such appointments are made at arm’s length
from government and are made on merit.

This is thus an issue that has been publicly talked about
for a long time, and it is Greens policy at both the state
and national level. There have been some relevant
issues in the public arena of late. One of them has been
referred to in the last day or so. It concerns the
appointment of Peter Clarke, a former president of the
Liberal Party and a councillor with the — —
Mrs Peulich — Vice-president.
Ms PENNICUIK — Vice-president; I stand
corrected. He has also been a councillor at Melbourne
City Council. He has been appointed by the Minister
for Planning, Matthew Guy, as the chair of Urban
Renewal Authority Victoria. In the committee stage of
debate on the Victorian Urban Development Authority
Amendment (Urban Renewal Authority Victoria) Bill
2011 yesterday Mr Guy was not forthcoming with
respect to the process for the appointment of Mr Clarke.
In the last half-hour Mr Barber followed that up with a
question without notice during question time. Mr Guy
did say no short list of possible applicants for the
position of the chairman of Urban Renewal Authority
Victoria had been prepared by the department for him. I
am not casting any aspersions on Mr Clarke; I am
talking about the process. It appears that the process
was that Mr Clarke was the only person considered and
that Mr Guy recommended Mr Clarke to cabinet. If
there is any information about a list of candidates who
were considered as part of that process, Mr Guy has not
come forth with that information, having been asked
twice in the last two days whether that was the case.
Mr Ondarchie is looking at me. He spent some time
yesterday in the committee stage of debate on the urban
renewal authority bill going through a whole list of
appointments to various bodies made by the previous
government. Again that only goes to raise the issue of
the perception in the community that whichever side of
politics is involved, due process is not followed in the
appointment of people to these important positions. In
the last couple of days Dr Ken Coghill, an expert in
governance from Monash University who often talks
about these issues, has also called for an independent
process for appointment to public positions.
There has also been the issue with respect to the police.
Members will note that my motion refers to an
independent process to oversee and regulate
appointments to bodies including Victoria Police. The
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role of Chief Commissioner of Police is a position
associated with public debate as to whether it has
become too politicised. I make no judgement on that,
but there is certainly a perception in the community that
that might be the case. It seems to me that at this point
in time we should take stock of that and look at having
an independent process for the appointment of the chief
commissioner.
The current government has made public comments to
the effect that the former chief commissioner, Simon
Overland, was perhaps associated too closely with the
former government; other people have made those
comments too. As I said, I make no judgement in that
regard. I have not seen any evidence of that so far,
although there are ongoing inquiries. I am concerned,
as are many in the community, about the resignation of
the chief commissioner, about what causes may have
been behind it and about what pressures may have been
put on the chief commissioner by the current
government. I was concerned to hear the current
Minister for Police and Emergency Services say, when
it was put to him that there should be an independent
process for the appointment of the chief commissioner,
that he rejected the notion out of hand and that the
government would conduct the process and appoint the
person it thought best.
We have an opportunity here. There is certainly a gap
in our procedures and processes for the appointment of
such influential positions as Chief Commissioner of
Police, the chair of the Port of Melbourne Corporation,
the head of VicForests or any other state-owned
enterprise or public corporation that one might think of,
and departmental secretaries. In some other
jurisdictions all of these appointments are handled
much more independently than they are in Australia.
With respect to the chief commissioner, a former Chief
Commissioner of Police, Kel Glare, made the
suggestion in public that a joint parliamentary
committee should be responsible for overseeing the
appointment of the chief commissioner. I am sure
Mr Glare said that in good faith, but of course the joint
parliamentary committees are all chaired and controlled
by the government, so unless such a decision were to be
a consensus and not a majority-vote decision, such a
process would not advance us down the road of
independence in terms of the appointment of the chief
commissioner.
It has been suggested by others in the public debate on
this issue that we could consider the British model in
which candidates for command positions are vetted by
an appointments panel that includes civil servants and
an inspector. My motion calls on us to establish an
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independent commissioner for public appointments.
Such a body exists in the United Kingdom. It is called
the commissioner for public appointments in England
and Wales. In fact there is a commissioner for public
appointments in Scotland and a commissioner for
public appointments in Northern Ireland as well.
However, I will concentrate on the commissioner for
public appointments in England and Wales, which
came out of the Nolan committee inquiry in the UK in
the mid-1990s.
The office of the commissioner maintains a website and
oversees the appointment of people to more than
1000 positions in public bodies, state-owned enterprises
and government departments et cetera in England and
Wales. It does so by publishing a code of practice,
which is available on the website should members wish
to look at it, on the interpretation and application of the
principle of selection on merit by those responsible for
making public appointments. The commissioner issues
guidance in relation to appointments processes as he or
she thinks fit and investigates and reports on complaints
about appointments processes.
The commissioner for public appointments also
monitors compliance with the code of practice. It is a
quite extensive document, which I do not have time to
go into in detail, but in terms of monitoring compliance
with the code of practice, the commissioner for public
appointments undertakes independent scrutiny of
appointment processes, conducts regular audits of
appointment processes and issues an annual report
giving detailed information about appointment
processes and providing summaries of the annual audit,
complaints made and the highlights of the main issues
that have arisen during the previous 12 months.
The commissioner also monitors the political activity of
appointees and re-appointees to public appointments.
For that purpose political activity regarding a candidate
for a public appointment covers activity already in the
public domain on behalf of a political party or
candidate within the previous five years. The
commissioner for public appointments is also
responsible for promoting economy, efficiency,
effectiveness and equality of opportunity in the
procedures for making public appointments with the
object of maintaining the principle of selection on
merit.
Ministers in England and Wales make a large number
of appointments, as do ministers here in Australia and
in Victoria. Minister Guy, in answer to a question from
Mr Barber in question time today, said that the process
that would be adopted for appointments that he may
make as the Minister for Planning to any bodies that fall
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within his remit will be decided on a case-by-case basis.
This is the status quo; it has been the status quo in
Victoria for a long time. Basically it is the status quo at
the national level and in other state parliaments. Of
course there are criteria for selection. There were
criteria for selection inserted into the Victorian Urban
Development Authority Amendment (Urban Renewal
Authority Victoria) Bill 2011 that was before the house
yesterday, and they exist in some other legislation both
in Victoria and other states and in the commonwealth.
But in terms of an arms-length process — an
independent process overseen by an independent
commissioner — there is no such process in Australia.
It is fair to say that there has been public cynicism
about the appointment of people to various bodies at the
national and state level for as long as we can remember
in terms of the lack of independence of the process and
the fact that basically it is up to the government of the
day to use whichever process it may choose, which can
be no process at all and involve just appointing
someone who it thinks should be appointed to that
position for whatever reason it may have. This is an
issue for all parliaments and whoever happens to be in
government. It is an issue that creates cynicism within
the public.
Before the current government was elected and before
he became Premier, the Premier set great store by
saying that he would be running a transparent and
accountable government. I take him at his word; I take
the government at its word. It is looking to set up an
independent, broadbased anticorruption commission,
which could mean that many of the systems we have
for overseeing certain functions and structures in the
Victorian statutory system will be overhauled. For
example, it is said that the Office of Police Integrity
may change and the Ombudsman may change. We
have a gap in Victoria in terms of the independence of
the appointment of people to high positions in statutory
bodies, government departments, Victoria Police and
other entities.
Mr Ondarchie interjected.
Ms PENNICUIK — In public sector bodies.
Mr Ondarchie may want to think this is not a serious
motion, but it is. I am suggesting that the government
has said that transparency and accountability will be the
hallmark of its time in government. The process for
appointment to the public sector bodies I have
mentioned is not transparent, and it is not accountable.
That is a gap in our system. When we are looking at
overhauling the system I point out this is another gap
that can be filled and there is a model in place in the
form of the commissioner for public appointments in
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the UK. It could be a model for the government to look
at in terms of establishing something in Victoria. It
would put Victoria at the forefront of accountability and
transparency in the appointments that ministers make.
In the UK the commissioner is responsible for the
appointments processes to the boards of around
1000 national and regional bodies. Obviously the
commissioner does not do all that work. There is an
office which supports the commissioner and there are
accredited assessors who work for the Office of the
Commissioner for Public Appointments in England and
Wales. The commissioner also investigates complaints
and may conduct inquiries into the policies and
practices followed in relation to appointments
processes, which he regulates within certain
parameters. The commissioner is also required to
promote equality of opportunity and diversity as well as
the principle of selection on merit. He has a number of
programs to support these aims. As I said, the
commissioner is assisted in his work by independent
public appointments assessors. The model for the
commissioner for public appointments I am proposing
is the model that exists in the United Kingdom.
I referred before to a code of practice according to
which appointments are made. It has seven principles,
which are ministerial responsibility, merit, independent
scrutiny, equal opportunity, probity, openness and
transparency, and proportionality. Basically the
commissioner looks for a balance across boards. For
example, if the commissioner was looking at the
appointment of people to a particular board, he would
be looking for a balance across the board in terms of
merit, equal opportunity and diversity, skills,
representation of different minority groups and women,
and the whole make-up of that board would be taken
into consideration in that respect.
Openness and transparency is the aspect I am
concerned with. We do not have that in Victoria, or
really in Australia, in terms of the public actually being
assured that a process has taken place that ensures that
the person who is awarded a position is the person most
qualified for the position. In relation to applications for
the positions of departmental secretaries or members of
the boards of public corporations or public sector
bodies, we do not have the assurance that the process is
open and transparent in terms of the number of people
who can apply or who are facilitated to apply and then
that the sifting and sorting process and the production
of a short list et cetera is done at arms length from the
minister and that the list is then presented to the
minister with supporting documentation for a decision
to be made and taken to cabinet. That is the sort of
system that exists with the Office of the Commissioner
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for Public Appointments in England and Wales which I
suggest we should base our Victorian system on.
Another interesting development recently has been the
action taken in the Federal Court by the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission against Centro
with regard to whether certain members of the board of
Centro were actually paying attention to what was
going on. Although the case relates to the board of a
public company and not of a public sector body or a
state-owned corporation, there has been commentary in
the press about the broader relevance of the ruling by
Justice Middleton. The ruling states:
... A director is an essential component of corporate
governance. Each director is placed at the apex of the
structure of direction and management of a company. The
higher the office that is held by a person, the greater the
responsibility that falls upon him or her. The role of a director
is significant as their actions may have a profound effect on
the community, and not just shareholders, employees and
creditors.
…
... A board should be established which enjoys the varied
wisdom, experience and expertise of persons drawn from
different commercial backgrounds ...

While that ruling of course refers to public companies,
there has been commentary in the press, as I said,
suggesting that it also pertains to boards of public sector
bodies and public sector corporations in terms of
making sure that the people on those boards are the best
people for the job, that they have gone through an
independent process in terms of being selected for that
board and that they have the expertise to be able to
fulfil their roles.
I was thinking about this in terms of the police, and it is
interesting to refer back to the report of the 1980s
Fitzgerald inquiry into the Queensland police force,
which came to the same sort of conclusion. It states:
The more important the office, the more imperative that
appointments be made with scrupulous propriety. There will
obviously be diversity and competing claims among those
who are eligible for employment, but it would be wrong for
those who know politicians and senior bureaucrats to be
preferred, while a pool of talent is ignored or disqualified for
no good reason.
Inappropriate appointments, particularly to important
positions, are very disruptive of public administration and
increase the exposure of the decision-making process to the
risk of improper influences.

It goes on to say:
all eligible persons of whom the minister is aware should be
accorded proper and impartial consideration and evaluation;
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extraneous considerations, including personal and political
associations or donations should not be regarded. The
appointment should be based on professional selection and
recruitment processes where merit is the underlying criterion
for appointment;
appropriate qualifications for appointment should be
formulated and publicly notified; and advertised where
appropriate …

It continues along that line. We know that many
changes were made in Queensland with regard to those
processes.
The Nolan inquiry talked about the seven principles of
public life, which apply to people appointed to public
sector bodies, to boards, to the police, but also I think to
us. The Nolan principles are:
Selflessness — Holders of public office should act solely in
terms of the public interest. They should not do so in order to
gain financial or other benefits for themselves, their family or
their friends.
Integrity — Holders of public office should not place
themselves under any financial or other obligation to outside
individuals or organisations that might seek to influence them
in the performance of their official duties.
Objectivity — In carrying out public business, including
making public appointments, awarding contracts or
recommending individuals for rewards and benefits, holders
of public office should make choices on merit.
Accountability — Holders of public office are accountable
for their decisions and actions to the public and must submit
themselves to whatever scrutiny is appropriate to their office.
Openness — holders of public office should be as open as
possible about all the decisions and actions that they take.
They should give reasons for their decisions and restrict
information only when the wider public interest clearly
demands.
Honesty — Holders of public office have a duty to declare
any private interests relating to their public duties and to take
steps to resolve any conflicts arising in a way that protects the
public interest;
Leadership — Holders of public office should promote and
support these principles by leadership and example.

The seven principles of public office that I have just
read out from the report of the Nolan committee in the
United Kingdom in the mid-1990s would probably not
have been a surprise to anybody, but they were
reiterated in that committee because there were quite a
few scandals and issues that arose in the UK at the time
which led to the committee being formed, to its
findings and to the further findings of other committees
later on, and also to the establishment of the
independent commissioner for public appointments.
In the Australian Research Council corporate
governance project report titled Appointments to Public
Sector Boards in Australia — A Comparative
Assessment by Emeritus Professor Meredith Edwards,
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which was published in issue paper series no. 3 in July
2006, she makes the point that often the establishment
of such a commissioner — and I have been referring to
the commissioner for public appointments in England
and Wales, which is an appropriate model to refer to
because it has been around for a while and it comes
straight from the Westminster system, and I will refer to
some other models later in my contribution — comes
about when there has been a problem in terms of the
appointment of people.
I am not sure that I can make the claim that there has
been any terrible problem in Victoria, but there
certainly has been an ongoing rumbling in the
community about the appointment of people to public
sector bodies and to boards at the federal and state
level. This is an opportunity for we in Victoria to lead
the way, to have a look at models that exist in other
places in the Westminster system which have set up
processes where this is at arms length, so not only is the
appointment of public sector officials independent but
they are seen to be independent, and that is as important
as justice being done and justice being seen to be done.
Professor Edwards makes the point that that often
follows a scandal or a problem, but it is probably best to
have a look at these ways of doing things and set them
up before that happens.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.
Ms PENNICUIK — Before the lunch break I was
pointing out some findings of the Fitzgerald inquiry in
regard to appointments to senior positions. It is worth
noting that under the Queensland Police Service
Administration Act 1990 the Crime and Misconduct
Commission chairperson must agree to the appointment
of the chief commissioner. Under section 4.2 the
Governor in Council may, on a recommendation agreed
to by the chairperson of the Crime and Misconduct
Commission, appoint an appropriate person as
commissioner of the police service. Before the break I
was also referring to the Australian Research Council
issues paper series 3 on corporate governance, which
was prepared by Emeritus Professor Meredith Edwards.
She says in her paper on page 8 that the commissioner
for public appointments, to whom I have been referring
in my contribution:
… deserves closer consideration by the Australian
government and other Australian jurisdictions as it offers a
means of enhancing accountability and rigour in public
processes, which could assist in improving the performance
of, and building greater confidence in, government
institutions.

She goes on to say:
Recent survey evidence suggests that there is a variety of
practices ranging from a systematic process of audit,
advertisement, merit-based selection with cabinet approval, at
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one extreme, to the practice of appointing ‘mates’ with little
due process, at the other …

For these reasons there is amongst some members of
the public a lack of confidence about appointments to
senior positions on government boards and state-owned
enterprises et cetera, and the case for change is strong.
In her paper Professor Edwards also talks about other
models. She says:
Several Canadian provinces have also introduced reforms to
the appointment process for public sector boards that curtail
the role of ministers. In British Columbia, for example, again
following a crisis, a radical new appointment system has been
put in place … All appointments to boards of public agencies
now go through a single clearing house, a specialised central
agency, which screens all applicants according to skills-based
criteria determined in advance without ministerial
involvement. The agency offers a selection of suitable
candidates to the relevant minister after it has completed
recruitment and vetting of candidates for a specific vacancy.
Nova Scotia — again following a scandal in the early
1990s — has gone a step further in constraining the power of
ministers by giving legislative committees the power to veto
ministerial appointments as well as introducing a
relative-merit standard that requires the appointment of the
most qualified applicant …

To be appointed, an applicant must be not just qualified
but the most qualified applicant after it has been
ensured that as many applicants as possible have been
encouraged and facilitated to apply for the positions. I
do not think we can necessarily be assured that those
processes have been followed in the states of Australia.
The issues paper goes on to say that in Australia there is
no real transparency about how people are selected for
board positions, unlike in countries where transparency
has been regarded as essential to a process which gains
and maintains public confidence.
I have moved this motion in the house because, as I
said in my opening remarks, the government has made
much of claiming openness and transparency. The issue
of ministerial appointments has long been controversial
in terms of who is appointed to boards, the opaqueness
of processes and the lack of processes with regard to
many of those appointments from both flavours of
government in both federal and state parliaments. This
mechanism I propose could be put in place in the state
of Victoria at the same time as the government is
looking at establishing an independent, broadbased
anticorruption commission. I think that is the type of
body which could be involved in the minutiae of setting
up processes for recruitment of senior ministerial
appointments. Certainly it may have a look at those if
they are referred by an independent commissioner,
which I am recommending the government have a look
at establishing in the state of Victoria.
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That would show the public once and for all that the
process is transparent and accountable, and it would
remove the idea that there is any cronyism or
favouritism from either side in terms of ministerial
appointments. I do not think it would be a stretch to say
that has been a concern of the public for a long time,
and it is something we need to take serious note of.
There are processes existing in other Westminster
parliaments, such as in the United Kingdom, which I
have gone into in some depth in my contribution, and in
the provinces of Canada. Also there are more extensive
and comprehensive guidelines in places across the
Tasman in New Zealand with regard to ministerial
appointments.
My motion encourages the government to support the
establishment of an independent commissioner for
public appointments in its quest to make sure that its
dealings in terms of ministerial appointments are totally
open and transparent, which they are not at present. I
encourage the opposition and the government to
support my motion in the public interest.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I am pleased
to join the debate on Ms Pennicuik’s motion, which
seeks support from this house for the establishment of
an independent commissioner for public appointments
to regulate and oversee the process by which ministers
make appointments to government departments,
state-owned enterprises, statutory authorities, public
sector bodies, the boards of public sector bodies and/or
Victoria Police. Ms Pennicuik’s motion also addresses
the principle of selection on merit in relation to all such
appointments.
I believe that Ms Pennicuik’s motion addresses some
very important questions and is a matter that is worthy
of due consideration by this house. However, I wish to
propose an amendment. I will start by speaking briefly
to that amendment and will then go back to the
substantive question of Ms Pennicuik’s motion. I move:
Omit ‘supports the establishment’ and insert ‘refers to the
Environment and Planning References Committee for
inquiry, consideration and report by December 2011 the
question’.

This amendment would have the effect of sending this
question to the Environment and Planning References
Committee for more consideration than we can
probably give such a significant question in the house
this afternoon.
In moving this amendment I would like to indicate that
the reason I have suggested the Environment and
Planning References Committee is based on Mr David
Davis’s motion in this place on 10 February, a motion
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which passed and which determined that departments
be allocated to standing committees. That motion
allocated the Department of Premier and Cabinet,
which is probably the most suitable fit for this question,
to the Standing Committee on Environment and
Planning References Committee. That is my rationale.
The time frame that I have proposed in the amendment
is six months. I imagine that six months is an adequate
period for these matters to be given more consideration.
I urge members to support the amendment so that the
issue can be discussed in more detail, as it is an
important matter.
I will now return to Ms Pennicuik’s substantive motion.
What this motion seeks to do is establish an
independent commissioner for public appointments.
This commissioner would both regulate and oversee the
process by which government appointments are made.
Government appointments are made to an incredibly
large number of organisations with wide-ranging
functions. As Ms Pennicuik indicated, these
appointments include the Chief Commissioner of
Police and the chairs of large organisations with
significant responsibilities, such as the Port of
Melbourne Corporation, the Victorian WorkCover
Authority and the Transport Accident Commission.
This motion proposes regulation and oversight of the
process for the appointment of the 11 departmental
secretaries. This is an incredibly significant matter for
consideration.
I confess to having less familiarity than Ms Pennicuik
with the UK experience. Ms Pennicuik talked about
Northern Ireland, Scotland, England and Wales. I note
that some of the approaches to appointments to public
office in the UK have their origins in the Ecclesiastical
Appointments Act 1534 and that the UK Parliament has
information available to this day suggesting that
ecclesiastical appointments still occur in a
constitutional relationship between the Church of
England and the executive, with the latter as advisers
and consequently conduits to the Crown. Accordingly,
all Crown patronage is exercised on the advice of
ministers. That is a historical flourish, with your
indulgence, Acting President. These are questions with
which people have been grappling for a very long time,
and members in this place today are no exception.
I will briefly turn to the context in which we are having
this discussion. This motion moved by Ms Pennicuik
comes in light of the government’s shambolic handling
of the resignations of both the former Chief
Commissioner of Police, Mr Simon Overland, and the
former Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr Jeremy
Rapke. I suggest that perhaps it is more appropriate for
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us to contemplate an independent commissioner for the
regulation and oversight of the process by which
government elicits resignations from senior public
officials! That would be timely indeed, given the
shenanigans of the new government with its advisers
and meetings — —
Mr Lenders — Especially the Co-Premier.
Ms PULFORD — Yes, indeed, Mr Lenders.
Mr Ryan has featured in both those matters.
As members are well aware, a Westminster system of
government such as we have in Victoria provides for a
clear separation between the legislature and the
executive. As members of the legislature an important
part of our role is to scrutinise the actions of the
executive but in doing so not to devolve the executive’s
own set of responsibilities. Ms Pennicuik’s motion
applies to many appointments, such as to health boards
and water boards; these alone must run to hundreds
across Victoria. Even a conservative reading of this
motion causes me to think that we must be talking
about some thousands of appointments. Alas, I was
unable to find one point of entry from which I could
quickly tabulate all these appointments. That might be a
job for the new government with its enthusiasm — I
say with tongue in cheek — for open, accountable and
transparent decision making.
Mr Lenders — They could have a round table.
Ms PULFORD — It could have a round table, yes,
of people who could perhaps pull together a master list
of exactly how many appointments we are talking
about.
Victoria is very well served by people who give of their
time and expertise to support the work of governments
of all persuasions in Victoria. At one time I have had
the pleasure of serving on a board that provided some
policy advice to the then minister for WorkCover. It
was a good number of years ago now, but in the last
couple of years I have also had the opportunity to work
with members of the Working Families Council and
members of the Regional Development Advisory
Committee, and in 2010 I worked with members of the
Regional Development Australia committees that
represent many regions in Victoria: there are five in
regional Victoria and four in Melbourne, and they are
joint appointments of the state and federal
governments.
My experience of people in these positions is that they
bring considerable expertise and assistance to their
appointments. For some of these positions there is
remuneration, but for many there is not. The
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policy-makers and members of government who have a
responsibility to administer the affairs of the state and
implement a policy agenda are well served by these
people.
The Labor Party was committed to encouraging greater
diversity in board appointments and always welcomed
candidacies that reflected a variety of perspectives
across the state. It is a valuable input to government that
we are talking about, and I take this opportunity to
extend my thanks to those who are serving and have
served in these types of appointments for the role they
play in public life in Victoria. On the question of the
appointment of our most senior public servants, I am a
little uncomfortable about the notion that government
could outsource that responsibility to an independent
commissioner. As other members may reflect in their
contributions, from time to time these appointments can
be controversial.
Ms Pennicuik’s motion goes to the question of merit.
The Labor Party fully supports the principle of selection
on merit — absolutely. It has and always will support
candidates based on merit. I expect the government
would have a similar approach; I would surely hope so.
But merit can be a subjective concept, and that is one of
the things on which the public rightly expects
government to make sound judgements. When I say it
is a subjective concept, I mean it is formed around the
decisions the government is expected to make about
what kinds of qualifications are valued, what type of
experience is valued, which competing views on an
issue need to be represented and things like that.
There have been some very concerning developments
in Victoria in the last six months in the way in which
we are governed. Committees of this house are, and
have been, treated with disdain by the government. I
hope my amendment seeking to refer this issue to one
of our reference committees will be an exception to
what seems to be the government’s rule of opposing
such things. Amendments to legislation are given very
short shrift by this government. We have a freedom of
information system that is seemingly run from the
Premier’s office. Serious allegations are being made
and we have serious concerns about inappropriate
dealings in the highest levels of both the Office of
Public Prosecutions and Victoria Police. These are very
serious matters indeed. In my mind this all adds up to
our democracy being undermined in Victoria.
Ms Pennicuik’s proposal is worthy of greater
consideration. The motion is very broad, and I would
guess there are many thousands of appointments to
hundreds of organisations that would be impacted by
this motion.
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I also make the point that oversight is one thing, but
regulation — as is also proposed in the motion — is
quite another. Labor is committed to ensuring that the
Baillieu government lives up to its pre-election rhetoric
about being open and accountable and making
decisions transparently. I urge members to support my
amendment so that we can give this matter more
thorough consideration than is perhaps possible on this
Wednesday afternoon in the house. I think it is a very
worthwhile discussion, and I look forward to other
members’ contributions to the debate.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
will respond to the motion and the amendment on
behalf of the government and indicate at the outset that
government members will not be supporting the motion
or the amendment, and I will outline some reasons for
not supporting them.
Having come to Australia from a country where a
communist regime was in power, I have great difficulty
with regulating everything out of the sphere of
democracy into something that becomes the
responsibility of someone who has not been
democratically elected; that would be my default
position. From time to time many structures have come
up for debate. Often such ideas are instigated by the
Greens. Some of these ideas are good and deserve
broader and longer political debate, but many have a
common theme — that is, that people who are not
directly elected or directly participants in democracy
are somehow worthier or more trustworthy or will act
with greater integrity than a person who has
responsibility within parliamentary democracy and the
democratic system.
I would have thought that, generally speaking, the
quality of appointments and the manner in which
appointment processes operate would come within the
construct of a political decision, so those people who
are appointed may or may not act to achieve the noble
aspirations that Ms Pennicuik has outlined. We have
certainly seen lots of examples where such
arrangements have not quite worked in the way they
were intended to work. I am a great believer in having
democracy as a default position and not regulating it.
Ms Pulford made an allusion in her contribution to the
debate about whether we provide oversight or
regulation, and I think that is very important.
Different approaches exist. In some societies the top
layer of appointments become political appointments
that come and go with a change of government, which
is what we see occurring in the United States. I am not
suggesting that we go down that track. At the other end
of the spectrum is a public service that is intended to be
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impartial; politicians may come and go, but there is
really no change in administration. I suppose Australia
and particularly Victoria are probably a blend of those
two cases. Do we all believe the public service and
parliamentary democracy — and all of us — need
improvement? Yes, we do; there is always heaps of
room for improvement. Are there examples of positions
being filled by people where considerations have not
been merit based? Yes, there are. It is usually through
the roles that both chambers and various other
structures play in parliamentary democracy that we
expose that and take corrective action.
Sometimes resignations occur — and I am not alluding
to the most recent ones. That is what happens. Even
when an appointment is made through the best
processes and there is an able appointee, that does not
necessarily mean the appointment is going to turn out.
You can still have resignations, because none of these
systems is foolproof. When it comes to having a system
that is better than most others, I vote for the default
democratic model. Many of these commissioners,
public servants and institutions are very good for
societies that are going through massive transformation
where there is little history of democracy or strong
institutions.
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There are flaws; democracy is a flawed model, but I do
not think a better one has yet been invented. Here in
Victoria there are always criticisms and suggestions for
better ways that many of these instruments can work.
We have the bicameral system, questions without
notice, questions on notice and the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee processes. We also have the
Auditor-General, codes of conduct for members of
Parliament and registers of interests. From time to time
there are royal commissions on serious matters that
have occurred and we need to come to terms with the
reasons why. We have equal opportunity laws, and a
code of conduct for MPs is not too far down the track.
We have lots of frameworks within which to operate,
and I think they provide a good check on inappropriate
or perhaps corrupt behaviour, which brings me to that
subject.
Typically speaking as an international measure Victoria
and Australia probably have lower levels of corruption
amongst public officials than many other countries in
the world, and that is how it should stay. That does not
mean corruption does not occur. Of course the
definition of ‘corruption’ varies substantially and can
range from a pecuniary interest or a private benefit to a
broader definition which encompasses a real threat to
democracy and the democratic process.

Ms Pennicuik interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — No, I am saying that is where
many of them have emanated from. They need
something that cuts through and creates order out of
chaos, and that is generally where they have probably
been most successful. They are then phased out as
parliamentary democracy or democratic institutions
gain in strength, respect and understanding.
I do not think we can outsource democracy at every
angle or codify everything at all times. We need to
operate openly and accountably and have parliamentary
democracy subject us to necessary scrutiny in the
context of a free and open media. In countries where
social institutions are not developed and where social
capital and civil society are weak, some of these
initiatives can have a real role to play in preventing the
nepotism that has occurred in some of the fledgling
democracies that have emerged from the breakdown of
communism and the fall of the Iron Curtain or in Third
World countries. Where there is a strong parliamentary
democracy there is less need for absolutely everything
to be codified to the extent that elected representatives
lose trust and the ability to deliver on the platforms on
which they have been elected. They become the
instruments rather than the public servants becoming
the instruments of those who are elected to govern on
behalf of a state or a nation.

Another important aspect, and one of the major reasons
I think the government has decided to oppose this
motion and the amendment — which we heard about
only a little while ago, thus breaching the conventions
of this chamber if bipartisan support is wanted — is that
we are going to establish an independent, broadbased
anticorruption commission that will certainly have the
powers to investigate anything that is corrupt amongst
public officials and members of Parliament. I do not
believe its powers would be curtailed in entering into
the very area Ms Pennicuik has conceived of in this
motion. I believe the motion is premature, and I have
difficulty positioning it with my view that there ought
to be democratic resolutions to issues.
If a government is perceived as appointing mates, and I
think the previous government possibly fell foul of
some of that, voters would throw it out of office. If
voters end up perceiving that we do that, they will vote
us out of office. That is how it happens. When you have
one individual with powers to appoint, you can be
pretty darned sure that the system in which they work,
the framework within which they work, the powers
they have, their accountability, the systems they have
and the nature of the process all have to be pretty
flawless. I prefer to place my faith in the process of
democracy rather than in a person who, at the bottom
line, is not democratically elected. Not only that, but a
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person in this position can also be a political
appointment. It is not foolproof; it cannot be foolproof.
I think it is a flawed model with perhaps a much more
difficult way of resolving conflict than the process of
democracy.
It comes back to the basic issue: do we need an
impartial public service? Yes, we probably do. Can it
be made more impartial? No doubt there are areas
where improvements can be made. Are there
sometimes people appointed who are not meritorious?
That can happen, but it is the exception rather than the
rule, and there are democratic solutions — certainly
solutions that are available to each and every member
in this chamber.
I am not sure whether Ms Pennicuik has said so, but I
have said previously that all it takes is one person to
shine a light on a problem. That is why freedom of
speech is so important in a democracy. All there needs
to be is one person to expose an injustice, to expose
corruption or to expose something that is inappropriate,
and then it takes on a life of its own and leads to a series
of consequences that often in turn lead to the sort of
outcome that needs to occur. We may have seen that in
recent times when people have perhaps resigned
because they have decided that they could not work in
the particular environment. That is fine; even the
appointment of public officials through a public
services commissioner will not prevent that from
occurring.
I had a look at some of the models Ms Pennicuik was
putting up, and I found one model very disturbing. It is
outlined in a report called Public Service Impartiality —
Taking Stock. I cannot actually establish which model it
is based on; I have a feeling it is the Canadian model.
When it comes to public officials, what it basically says
is that public officials need to be impartial and the job
they are employed to do needs to be undertaken
impartially. However, under Canadian legislation
public officials are completely free to take an active and
full participation in any party political affairs in the rest
of their lives. I would have thought that whilst the
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities that is
currently in place here may indeed enshrine those
rights, the conventions of public service as we
understand them mean that that happens far less often
than is perhaps encouraged under the Canadian model.
I am not convinced that Ms Pennicuik’s model and
ideas stack up. I think they are the sorts of ideas that
merit being debated by a range of stakeholders from
lots of different perspectives, but I do not believe it is
the sort of motion you bring into the chamber and ram
through one week later so that it then goes on to
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transform the way governments function. These ideas
need time to develop, time to be scrutinised and time to
engage the community. I think they can be
transformational, but I am not convinced the solutions
are necessarily going to be better. In fact I fear that it
would lead to a less democratic system, greater
intransigence and less ability to deal with those who
perhaps end up being appointed and who may be
fulfilling their public office but whose broader conduct
may compromise the position.
On those grounds, especially with the development of a
broadbased anticorruption commission and the
existence of a code of conduct for MPs and the sorts of
vibrant democratic forms that we have available to us, I
do not believe Victoria needs a commissioner for the
appointment of public officers. Certainly in the context
of an independent, broadbased anticorruption
commission we need to understand and work with such
a commission and see how it will function and how it
will impact on those very issues that Ms Pennicuik has
outlined as her motivation for bringing this motion to
the house. Nevertheless, I commend her on doing so
and on generating a debate. These debates cannot harm
democracy; they can only strengthen it. Even if through
democratic debate we reaffirm what we stand for rather
than adopting something different from another
jurisdiction, that is always valuable and meritorious.
Not to be unkind, but we will not be supporting either
the motion or the amendment at this stage. However, I
commend Ms Pennicuik for generating a debate.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I take some
pleasure in rising to speak on the motion before the
house relating to the establishment of an independent
commission for public appointments. When I say I take
some delight, I preface my remarks by saying that I
take some delight in rebutting the case put by
Ms Pennicuik. Surprisingly I found myself in
significant agreement, I regret to say, with Ms Pulford
on this occasion. It concerns me how often I find
myself agreeing with Ms Pulford these days — she
reflects a general common sense lately. I thought her
contribution today was common sense, and I
particularly pick up her point that it is not at all
appropriate for an elected government to divest itself of
its power to govern, which essentially was her
argument.
I pick that theme up by saying here we have a motion
moved by Ms Pennicuik to facilitate a debate in the
house — I suppose it is a policy debate — about a
Greens policy. If it is the position of the Greens that this
matter should be progressed, we should have a bill to
that effect in the house. That would allow the house to
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better understand what the Greens policy actually
means. I do not know what it means.
During Ms Pennicuik’s contribution I took notes about
particular points to which I wanted to respond. Because
there is no bill I am not clear what she sought to
achieve by moving the motion other than in a generic
sense to force the elected government to delegate its
power to govern to a new independent commissioner
for public appointments — that is, to a person or body
that is not elected. The question then becomes who
appoints the independent commissioner? How and to
whom is the independent commissioner accountable?
More critically, how can an elected government be
accountable for the actions of appointees when the
appointees are in effect appointed by somebody other
than a member of the government? The minister,
having responsibility for the discharge of their
department and portfolio responsibilities, would find an
intermediary between them and the people who
discharge the powers and delegated functions of
government but in reality they would have no capacity
to control, discipline or be accountable for any action or
lack of action on the part of an appointee to a public
office.
That is why I am saying to the chamber, and in
particular to Ms Pennicuik, who is in the chamber, that
it would have been much better if we had had a
45-minute second-reading speech introducing a bill
rather than spending 45 minutes or whatever it has been
on this motion. That would have allowed us to better
understand Ms Pennicuik’s intent.
On the basis of principle I am absolutely opposed to
Ms Pennicuik’s motion simply because it removes the
accountability of ministers. No minister in this place
could be accountable to the Parliament and therefore to
the public for matters relating to people discharging
functions on behalf of the government without the
government having any relationship with them.
Cr Peter Clarke of the City of Melbourne was
mentioned by various speakers — I think by
Ms Pennicuik and Ms Pulford. I have had an
association with Cr Peter Clarke over a period of time
and have found him to be an energetic, intelligent,
knowledgeable man with great capacity in the area of
expertise relevant to the position to which the Minister
for Planning has recently and appropriately appointed
him. Under the current regime if he in his new role took
an action that was broadly disapproved of, he would be
clearly accountable to the minister, and the minister is
accountable to this house.
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Members should consider what would happen if that
appointment was made by a commissioner who is
notionally independent — I do not know how anybody
could be independent in reality as the appointment
process means that the person appointed is dependent
upon that appointment in some way. Independence is
really a theoretical notion. At the end of the day
everyone is accountable to someone. If Mr Clarke — I
address him as such as he is soon not to be a
councillor — were appointed through a process that
was at arms length from the minister, he would be
accountable to that process rather than to the minister.
How could the house then have anything to say about
the minister?
Hon. M. P. Pakula — We want to bag the minister!
Mr P. DAVIS — Mr Pakula interjected, ‘We want
to bag the minister’. That is the truth; that is the wit and
wisdom of the opposition! Members of the opposition
are here to be commentators, and that was a very good
comment because it revealed the truth. The Parliament
could not hold the minister to account under such a
regime because the minister would simply have no
responsibility for the exercise of the functions of
officers appointed by an independent body.
Ms Pulford made the point exceptionally well that there
are fine people working across government who have
been appointed to various committees and bodies —
they may be on an advisory board or formerly a
statutory body board — many of whom receive a
stipend. My observation is that the stipend is generally
not commensurate with the effort involved. A daily fee
for turning up to meetings generally does not reflect the
effort required to prepare for those meetings. There are
certainly passengers — we all know that — but
overwhelmingly people appointed to bodies are there to
represent stakeholders and the wider community and
they use their best efforts and their best judgement,
understanding and assimilation of information to make
decisions or recommendations of behalf of the wider
community.
In a previous government I had a role in facilitating
many appointments to various authorities. It is a busy
process just to coordinate the flow of paperwork for
appointments to be made. To be frank, one of the big
problems is that there is a real lack of people willing to
put themselves forward for appointment to government
bodies, to represent the community and to give advice
to the government. Those who have served in executive
government know this full well. With respect to
Ms Pennicuik, she would not have had the opportunity
of discovering this for herself. There is a need for
people to fill such positions. I am sure that the previous
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Labor administration had this experience as well. Even
if you have an exhaustive advertising process and invite
applications, there is often a big difference between the
desire to appoint an exceptionally talented group of
people to perform a task and the quality or indeed the
number of the applicants.
I refer to an example from the days of the first Kennett
government when commissioners were appointed for
local government reform. I recall speaking to the then
Minister for Local Government, who told me that when
the Gippsland region of councils went through the
process of recruiting the commissioners, after
advertising the roles and processing the applications the
councils had of the order of 108 applications in total for
the whole of the Gippsland area, of whom only 4 —
and I know this to be true — were women. And if you
want to talk about quotas, 50 per cent of the women
who applied were appointed!
Ms Pennicuik — You could have a whole debate on
that.
Mr P. DAVIS — That is a separate debate. My
point for Ms Pennicuik is that all of this is great in
theory but it is theory born of the collective thinking of
those who have never experienced government. I am
not referring to Ms Pennicuik; I am referring to the
Greens political party. However, that situation may
have changed in Canberra; I understand that the Deputy
Prime Minister is a fellow by the name of Bob Brown.
Perhaps the Greens now have more experience in
government than they had previously.
My view is that this is an entirely theoretical
proposition with no real practical merit. This
proposition could be better defined if the Greens went
away and came back with a bill that provides more
detail as to what they are intending to achieve. I make
the point that in the upper house the Greens have
3 members out of 40 and in the Parliament they have
3 members out of 128. They do not hold any executive
authority. I can understand their frustration that they do
not get to appoint people to statutory boards in the
public sector. I can relate to it because I have done
11 long, hard years in the wilderness in opposition, and
that is pretty frustrating.
I have to tell the Greens members that I do know that
ministers on both sides of politics, on the centre left and
the centre right — whichever group of parties happen to
be in power at any time — do endeavour to get the best
people into positions of responsibility. I will say
candidly that by and large many of the appointments
that are made have nothing to do with the political
class. Many of the positions Ms Pennicuik is referring
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to are in fact positions in the public sector, which are in
effect appointments made by departmental secretaries
and not by ministers.
It does not serve a great purpose to remove the
accountability of the ministers to the Parliament by
establishing a process that would limit their
responsibility. The whole concept of Westminster
government is responsible government. Part of the
notion of responsible government is to be responsible
and accountable to the people through the Parliament.
Therefore my view is that this is simply an attempt to
centralise power and decision making and put the
decision-making capacity in the hands of somebody
who is neither elected nor accountable. That is
dangerous for democracy in this state, and therefore I
am opposed to it.
It is for that reason that I feel uncomfortable about
supporting Ms Pulford’s amendment, which is to bat
this resolution off to a committee never to be seen
again, I suspect. My view is that the house should invite
Ms Pennicuik to go away and do the work that
Ms Pulford thinks the committee should do.
Ms Pennicuik could go away, sit in her dungeon,
actually draft a bill and introduce the bill at another
time so we could look at the practicalities of it.
Mr Barber — You need the support of the Premier
to do that.
Mr P. DAVIS — No, you don’t! Ms Pennicuik is
quite capable of drafting a private members bill. Any
member can bring in a private members bill if they so
wish. The issue here — —
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr P. DAVIS — Do the Greens have a friend who
could draft the bill for them? Do they know a lawyer? I
can introduce them to a couple. They may charge a fee,
because they are friends of mine. They are capitalists;
they are in the commercial world.
My view is that for this debate to progress any further
beyond today Ms Pennicuik will have to do the hard
yards. You cannot just come in here and turn the
Legislative Council into a debating society. My kids do
this at school; they have debates. If you are to come in
here with a serious proposition, and this is a very
serious proposition, you should bring in a proposed
action — that is, a bill that the house can properly
consider. In my view this is not a well-considered
motion, and therefore I am opposed to it.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
would like to thank Ms Pulford, Mrs Peulich and
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Mr Philip Davis for making contributions to this
motion. In her contribution Ms Pulford said this motion
raises important issues and is worthy of consideration. I
appreciate that. Ms Pulford has moved an amendment
to refer the motion to the Environment and Planning
References Committee — of which I happen to be a
member — to consider it and to report back to the
house by December 2011. Ms Pulford alerted me to her
amendment before my motion came on today, and I am
prepared to support it.
Ms Pulford went on, partly in jest, to talk about a
commissioner for the removal or resignation of
ministerial appointees. However, the UK commissioner
for public appointments does have that role. The UK
commissioner looks at complaints about appointments,
resignations and reappointments. All of that is covered
by the code of practice under which the UK
commissioner for public appointments works. I referred
to that code of practice in my contribution as being
quite comprehensive. Basically it sets up the regulatory
framework for the commissioner. Mr Davis and
Ms Pulford talked about the word ‘regulation’. Prior to
the motion coming on Ms Pulford told me that she was
concerned about regulation. The regulatory framework
set up for the UK commissioner for public
appointments is covered by the code of practice. The
regime of ministerial appointments occurs via the code
of practice that has been developed by the
commissioner and the commissioner’s office.
Ms Pulford and others mentioned outsourcing the
selection process.
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however — and I do not want to name any names —
that many of the appointments made by the previous
government, ALP governments in other states and
previous ALP commonwealth governments have been
called into question in terms of being partisan
appointments. I do not think anyone could stand up
here and suggest that has not been the case and that
there has not been public furore and controversy over
many of those appointments. That has happened under
the watch of those ALP governments, and it has
happened under the watch of coalition governments as
well.
Ms Pulford also mentioned hundreds of organisations,
but the UK office of the commissioner for public
appointments is able to cope with them. I mentioned in
my main contribution that one of the issues the code of
practice deals with is proportionality. Many more
resources and a lot more scrutiny are applied to
high-level and very senior appointments than are
applied to not-so-senior appointments, so a degree of
proportionality is built into the system. That is outlined
in the code of practice.
Mrs Peulich went on to talk about the theme of
non-elected officials acting with more integrity than
MPs. As I mentioned, at the end of the day under the
main model I have spoken about, but also under the
Canadian models, the appointments are still made by
ministers; it is just that the process of selecting and
interviewing candidates and presenting a short list is
undertaken by the staff and accredited assessors of the
commissioner for public appointments.

Ms PENNICUIK — Mrs Peulich mentions
outsourcing democracy. Mr Davis said we would be
taking ministerial responsibility out of our current
system. The model that currently exists in the UK is
under the Westminster system. Mr Davis also talked
about the Westminster system, but we are talking here
about the UK, the home of the Westminster system, and
under its regulatory framework for the commissioner
for public appointments the UK government has not
removed that ministerial duty. The appointments are
made by the minister; it is just that the selection process
is at arms length from the minister and is, and is seen to
be, independent. If the UK can have this system
operating and does not see it as a threat to the
Westminster system, democracy or the power and
accountability of ministers, I find that argument very
hard to support or sustain.

Mrs Peulich went on to say there were flaws and room
for improvement. She also talked about parliamentary
processes and royal commissions. I did not quite see the
relevance of that to putting in place a mechanism
whereby appointments to these positions made by
ministers are and are seen to be at arm’s length and
nonpartisan. That is what we are looking at. A royal
commission is something you have when something
has gone wrong. This mechanism I am talking about
would be aimed at putting in place a procedure and
processes designed to ensure that the least number of
things go wrong. I agree with Mrs Peulich that at the
end of the day some things may still go wrong. Some
people may resign; some people may have to be
removed. I understand that this procedure would not
stop such things from ever happening again. However,
it is certainly true that there is some public disquiet
about a number of appointments that have been made,
going back a long time.

Ms Pulford mentioned that the ALP supports
appointments on merit. You would have to say,

Another point I made in my main contribution which I
think is really important is one that is also made in the
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issues paper I referred to and is one I made during the
last Parliament with respect to the setting up of an
independent commission against corruption. It is that
the three major independent commission against
corruption models in Australia — those in Queensland,
Western Australia and New South Wales — were all
introduced because of scandals. There had been royal
commissions into misconduct which resulted in the
setting up of New South Wales’s Independent
Commission Against Corruption, Queensland’s Crime
and Misconduct Commission and Western Australia’s
Corruption and Crime Commission. I have always
urged this government and I urged the previous
government to set up an independent commission
against corruption before there was a scandal that
would result in its being set up, so it is good that that is
happening now in terms of the plans to set up an
independent, broadbased anticorruption commission in
Victoria.

Mr Davis made two other comments I have to address.
The first was that somehow this is an idea that has been
cooked up by the Greens. That is not the case; it is not a
theory. I have written down that he said, ‘Great in
theory with no practical merit’. This is a system that
operates in the United Kingdom — in England and
Wales, in Scotland and in Northern Ireland — with
three separate commissioners. It operates in some states
in Canada. It is not some theoretical notion that has
been cooked up by the Greens; it is something that
operates in Westminster systems similar to ours. It is an
issue that has been the subject of much academic
inquiry. It is also something that has been suggested by
many commentators over the years, but particularly
lately in regard to some controversial appointments and
resignations. All we are saying is, ‘Here is a model that
we support in terms of increasing accountability and
transparency in the way ministerial appointments are
made in Victoria’.

The issues paper I referred to in my principal
contribution, a paper which has looked at this issue in
depth on behalf of the Australian Research Council and
in terms of better governance in Australian
jurisdictions, suggests the Australian and state
governments should look at some type of mechanism
similar to the Canadian and UK models the paper
discusses before there is a need to do so. The point
would be to set up the process as a bona fide way of
ensuring accountability and transparency.

The last point I will go to is Mr Philip Davis’s
observation that I should have brought a bill into the
Parliament. I do not totally dismiss that notion; I have
not ruled it out.

I agree that perhaps this idea needs time to develop. My
intention here is to put the issue on the agenda for
debate, and we have had a debate about it. Some
different points of view have been aired. Certainly the
ALP is prepared to say there are important issues here
that need consideration. I would even say Mrs Peulich
has pretty well said that too, although the government is
not prepared to support the motion. The motion only
proposes that the house support the establishment of
such a mechanism.
That brings me to Mr Philip Davis’s contribution,
which I was at a loss to understand. It rested on a false
premise. Most of Mr Davis’s argument went to the
contention that there would be no duty and no
accountability on the part of ministers, and that is just
not the case. I have been at pains to say that under the
models I mentioned the minister still appoints the
person at the end; and the person, whether they are on a
board or a statutory authority, is responsible to the
minister at the end of the day. Resting on that false
assumption, Mr Davis’s contribution did not really go
very far.

Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms PENNICUIK — It is a good idea if, going to
Mrs Peulich’s point, we need more time to think about
this. At least this motion puts it on the agenda.
Mr Barber said by way of interjection that we, as
members of the Greens party, have to write to the
Premier to ask for permission to have parliamentary
counsel draw up a bill for us. My inquiries of
colleagues in other state jurisdictions lead me to the
conclusion that that requirement does not exist in any
other Parliament. It is only in the Parliament of Victoria
that a private member has to write to the Premier for
permission to use parliamentary counsel. It is not the
case in New South Wales, Western Australia,
Tasmania, the ACT or South Australia. Those MPs do
not have do that; private members can go straight to
parliamentary counsel and request that a bill be
prepared for them.
Mr P. Davis interjected.
Ms PENNICUIK — Mr Davis will be interested to
know that I have written to the Premier regarding a bill
I wish to have drawn up by parliamentary counsel. That
was in April, and he has not deigned to respond to me
yet, even though I have contacted his office several
times. The reason I am following this strategy is to put
the issue on the notice paper and up for debate as a
serious matter. It is something that exists in other
Westminster parliaments, and it is working. It is
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something that should be looked at in Victoria in terms
of transparency and accountability, which is the mantra
of the government. There is not much transparency in
ministerial appointments. I do not lay it just at the feet
of this government; it was so under the previous
government as well. However, that does not mean that
this government should not take the opportunity to fix it
up and make it better in the state of Victoria.
With those words I will support Ms Pulford’s
amendment. I think she has come up with a good
idea — that it go to the references committee for more
debate, so that the committee can come back with a
recommendation as to what system can be set up in
Victoria based on those in other Westminster systems.
House divided on amendment:
Ayes, 18
Barber, Mr
Broad, Ms (Teller)
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr (Teller)
Lenders, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pakula, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr

Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
O’Brien, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr (Teller)
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Pairs
Viney, Mr

Kronberg, Mrs

Amendment negatived.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms

Noes, 35
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr

Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Mikakos, Ms
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr (Teller)
Pakula, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms

Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Leane, Mr
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Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr (Teller)
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Motion negatived.

CHILDREN: TAKE A BREAK PROGRAM
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
very pleased to move:
That this house —
(1) condemns the Baillieu government for not funding the
Take a Break occasional child-care program from
31 December 2011, leaving Victorian families,
especially in rural and regional communities, without
access to affordable and community-based child care;
and
(2) calls on the Baillieu government to reinstate funding for
this important program.

In speaking to this motion I wish to raise my concern
about the Baillieu government’s heartless decision to
cut the important Take a Break occasional child-care
program that has been in existence now for many years
in this state. This motion also calls on the Baillieu
government to reinstate funding before the end of this
year.
This cut is one of a range of cuts to programs across the
early childhood education sector. It is another victim of
the $480 million cuts to the education department’s
budget. These cuts have meant that the Young Readers
program, which distributed free books to parents of
young children through maternal and child health
services, has been axed. We have seen the cutting of
free internet services for Victoria’s kindergartens,
which were previously hosted through VICNET. We
have seen an absence of dedicated funding in the
budget for the establishment of children’s centres,
which were a very good initiative of the previous
government, and significant underfunding of
kindergarten infrastructure, with the provision of only
$15 million in capital funding for kindergartens in
2011–12 —
Hon. W. A. Lovell interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — which is far from adequate to
address Victoria’s baby boom, let alone prepare
kindergartens for the 15 hours of four-year-old kinder
from 2013.
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The minister interjects and says it is actually more than
$15 million, but she is claiming credit for federal
money. In relation to the Take a Break program we
constantly hear the minister saying in this house that
child care is a federal responsibility, yet when it suits
her purposes she is happy to claim the credit for money
given to her by the federal government for
kindergartens.
I have been quite concerned that for some time now
Minister Lovell has been indicating her willingness to
walk away from the very important national partnership
agreement for early childhood education that was
entered into by the previous Labor government. Her
colleagues might have a different view on this issue. I
particularly note that The Nationals member for Murray
Valley in the other place, Tim McCurdy, released a
media release on 9 June stating that his government was
committed to supporting kindergartens in the move to
implement the new national standards, so it is
interesting that Mr McCurdy might be committed yet
Minister Lovell seems to be quite equivocal in relation
to these issues.
We have seen a significant underfunding of
kindergarten infrastructure by the Baillieu government.
We have had Minister Lovell asking the federal
government to make up her shortfall. She is neglecting
to acknowledge not just in relation to kindergartens but
in the wider context of the whole Take a Break issue
that the federal government has contributed
$210.6 million to Victorian preschools in anticipation
of the commencement of the national partnership that
will implement 15 hours per week of four-year-old
kinder by 2013 — we hope it will be 2013, but I would
not put my money on it because the minister is
indicating that she does not have the funding to
implement it, so it is doubtful whether that time line
will remain in place.
What we have for the first time is a federal government
contributing to kindergarten capital infrastructure. The
Gillard federal government did not go around saying
that kindergarten infrastructure was the sole
responsibility of state governments in the way that the
Baillieu government has been seeking to absolve itself
of responsibility for the Take a Break program. The
federal government was prepared to work with the
Victorian government to commit significant funding to
Victorian early childhood education, to the tune of
$210 million. By contrast the Baillieu government is
not prepared to put in a measly $1.9 million to keep
occasional child care going in this state. So we have
$210 million from the federal government for early
childhood education, yet the Baillieu government is not
prepared to put in $1.9 million; it is crying poor. It is
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not prepared to put in a measly $1.9 million to keep
occasional child care going in this state.
We on the Labor side think that is absolutely appalling.
There is no absolutely no reason this program should be
scrapped. It is disappointing that the Baillieu
government has turned its back on a program that
provides such significant benefits to families. We have
had the minister talking about tough budget decisions
that have had to be made, but a number of very
significant small programs that have a huge impact in
the community have been axed by this government for
relatively small amounts of money. Hundreds and
hundreds of Victorians could continue to benefit from
the Take a Break occasional child-care program. It
would take a relatively small amount of money to save
this program, but ending funding of the program will
mean that families across Victoria will be unable to
access affordable community-based occasional child
care to undertake tasks that benefit those families.
As I said before, we have heard from the minister and
from the government on numerous occasions seeking to
absolve themselves of responsibility for this issue. We
saw that again yesterday through the stunt Mrs Peulich
was involved in during question time. I want to come to
that issue because what we learnt from that exercise
yesterday is that this is a government that is continually
seeking to dodge responsibility. We are seeing a
government that is failing to recognise and
acknowledge that last year the Take a Break program
was funded entirely by the Brumby Labor government,
funding which Mr Baillieu is now cutting.
Mrs Peulich — It was not coincidental that it was
your election year?
Ms MIKAKOS — We fully funded that program
because we recognised how important it is to Victorian
families. Clearly Mrs Peulich does not care about
Victorian families, because she is prepared to scrap a
program that Victorian families rely on. For a party that
went to the last election claiming that it was going to
reduce the cost of living pressures for Victorian
families, which put out quite deceptive material in
relation to grocery prices claiming that somehow it was
going to reduce grocery prices — —
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, if Ms Mikakos has run out of argument or
steam on Take a Break — it is a very narrow motion —
she does not need to digress and canvass a whole range
of election issues. We are more than happy to debate
those issues, but this is her motion, and it is a very
important motion. If she has run out of steam, she ought
to sit down and let others speak.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I apologise; I have only just taken the chair and I
am taking advice from the Clerk given my absence. At
this point in time I do not see it as a point of order. I
will ask Ms Mikakos to continue but ask her to keep
within the boundaries of the motion.
Ms MIKAKOS — This motion is about an issue
that affects Victorian families. Victorian families have a
lot of cost of living pressures on them, and one of those
pressures is the cost of child care. The great thing about
the Take a Break program is that it has been able to
provide affordable, community-based child care for the
community over many years. The point that I was
seeking to make is that the government went to the
election claiming that it was going to address cost of
living pressures, that it was going to address the needs
of Victorian families. What has it done in its first year
in office? It has scrapped a whole range of programs
that Victorian families rely on, including the Take a
Break program. It is a disgrace that this government
could claim that it was going to make the needs of
Victorian families a priority and then turn around and
cut occasional child care.
On numerous occasions government members have
come into the chamber and said that the sole
responsibility for child care lies with the federal
government. I want to make the point that the
government needs to look at what other state
governments around the country are doing. Other state
governments, including the New South Wales and
South Australian governments, have been prepared to
fund occasional child care. Those governments provide
ongoing funding for the neighbourhood model of
occasional child-care services. The Western Australian
government provided funding for these child-care
services until 21 December 2010, and the Queensland
government will continue its funding until 30 June
2012. What have we seen? We have seen conservative
coalition governments in Western Australia and New
South Wales prepared to fund this program, but their
Victorian counterpart has decided to scrap it. So much
for the argument that this is the sole responsibility of
the federal government, because the government’s
coalition colleagues in other states do not agree with
Mrs Peulich — they accept that there is a need to
continue this program.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I understand Mrs Peulich is the next speaker, so
I ask her to refrain from interjecting and wait until the
time for her contribution. I suspect that Ms Mikakos is
trying to, perhaps innocently, incite some discussion
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from Mrs Peulich. I ask Ms Mikakos to, as best she can,
not incite the member opposite.
Ms MIKAKOS — If Mrs Peulich wants to continue
to interject, I will respond to her. She will have an
opportunity to have her say shortly. If she sees fit to
continue to interject, then certainly I well get my
message across too. What Mrs Peulich is seeking to do
is drown me out. We know that the government does
not want this debate in the community because it is
embarrassed by this debate; it is embarrassed by the
fact that it has seen fit to make the heartless decision to
scrap this program, and it is embarrassed about the
pressure that is putting on communities all around
Victoria. I am sure Mrs Peulich has had concerns
expressed to her around these issues as well. Certainly I
am prepared to talk to whoever I need to talk to in
relation to advocating for Victorian families on this
issue.
In response to Mrs Peulich’s question without notice
that was ruled out of order yesterday I made the point
that I was prepared to communicate with the federal
government. I do not know what Mrs Peulich has been
doing, but it is extraordinary that she thinks it is unusual
for shadow ministers with particular portfolios to have
some communication with their federal counterparts. I
am doing my job. Mrs Peulich is playing politics with
this issue, but I am seeking to have this issue fixed. This
is what Victorian families want. If you talk to them
around the various centres around Victoria, you hear
them say they are not interested in this finger-pointing
exercise. They want to see the program reinstated; they
want it to continue.
As I said before, this program was 100 per cent funded
by the previous state government last year. We were
prepared to fund it. We value the program. We saw that
it was worthy of support from the state government. We
had 225 centres around the state funded last year, but
what we see is this government looking at making cuts
at the first opportunity, à la the Kennett government’s
style. Are we surprised by this when we have the
minister’s chief of staff, the former Kennett
government chief of staff, advising it? We have seen
many other former Kennett staffers come back into this
government, infiltrating the Baillieu government as
chiefs of staff, as behind-the-scenes advisers. What can
Victorian families expect from this government in the
future? They can expect more of the Kennett-style cuts
that we saw during those horrible years in the 1990s
when my electorate got absolutely nothing. My
electorate was decimated as funding for services and
important programs in the northern suburbs was cut
across the board during those years. We are seeing the
Kennett advisers coming back into the offices of
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government and advising those people at 1 Treasury
Place. What are we seeing as a consequence? We are
seeing in the budget cuts to important programs.
I remind members of the importance of this program.
This program is currently provided at more than
225 neighbourhood houses and early education centres
across Victoria. It gives parents and guardians of
children the opportunity to participate in important
activities, including part-time employment, study,
recreational classes and voluntary community activities,
as well as taking care of various family responsibilities
such as medical appointments. It gives children who are
in the care of those providers the opportunity to
socialise and interact with other children in an early
learning environment. Historically the program was
jointly funded by the state and federal governments. I
will quote from the Take a Break guidelines, which are
available on the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development’s website:
The Take a Break child-care program is jointly funded by the
Victorian and commonwealth governments and is
administered by the Department of Human Services. This
funding is a contribution towards the agency’s child-care
operating costs, such as salaries, on-costs and consumable
items.
Funding under the Take a Break child-care program is
provided to agencies on the basis of an effective full-time
(EFT) place. An EFT purchases 1920 hours of care per
annum, which is the equivalent of 40 hours per week for
48 weeks a year.

The guidelines on the website, which have applied in
previous years, acknowledge that this is a joint
program. Despite this, the Baillieu government is
banging on and constantly claiming that the program
should be the sole responsibility of the federal
government. It was never the sole responsibility of the
federal government; it is a joint program. It is a
program that has been in place for many years. What
happened is that the federal government decided to step
in and provide funding for the first time, as I explained
before, for kindergarten infrastructure, an area that had
previously been the sole responsibility of the state
government. The federal government made a
significant contribution of $210.6 million towards
preparation for the implementation of the national
partnership agreement. The federal government takes
the view that the state government should be prepared
to find $1.9 million in its budget when it is making a
contribution of $210 million to Victorian taxpayers.
Minister Lovell does not think that is enough; she wants
more. She wants the federal government to somehow
pay for everything that is in her portfolio responsibility.
She comes into the chamber and talks about public
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housing projects that were funded through the stimulus
package that the federal government put in place to
keep the economy going and save us from a recession.
She does not acknowledge the federal contribution. She
talks about money she announced in the budget this
year for kindergarten infrastructure and lumps in
amounts of money that were given to her by the federal
government. She does not acknowledge that. She is
prepared to take with one hand from the federal
government and make no acknowledgement of that
contribution.
When the federal government changed its view in
relation to the Take a Break program in 2010 the
former Brumby Labor government took over its full
funding and provided $1.9 million to allow it to
continue for another year. We did that because we
supported this program. We recognised how important
it was for families. Minister Lovell will claim it is a
lapsing program, but it is only lapsing because her
government has refused to fund it beyond this year.
Minister Lovell has claimed in answers to questions I
have raised previously around a whole range of other
programs that when the previous Labor government
was in office we should have funded every program in
perpetuity, or for a decade or two decades — who
knows where she wanted us to draw the line? — yet
there are other programs the Baillieu government has
only funded for 12 months. It will be interesting to see
when we come back next year for discussions around
the budget whether Minister Lovell will acknowledge
the issue around lapsing programs.
The Baillieu government had the opportunity to step in
and provide funding beyond the end of the financial year
to keep the Take a Break program going in 2011–12, but
it has not sought to do so. It has made a very deliberate
and conscious decision to stop funding this program,
leaving many families, especially those who are
economically disadvantaged, without assistance for
children’s services that would be beneficial to them and
would provide for positive outcomes in their lives. I do
not believe this cut is fair because it will hurt many
Victorian families.
At the PAEC budget estimates hearings Minister Lovell
stated that the Baillieu government has ‘continued the
funding for this program until the end of the year’. One
would take those words to mean there will be funding
for the provision of services until December 2011. I
have spoken to people in centres around Victoria, and
that is exactly how they understood what the minister
said; that is exactly what their expectation was.
Unfortunately when the minister said ‘the end of the
year’ she really meant the end of September, because as
I have raised in this house before, the minister sent a
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letter dated 3 June to the providers of the Take a Break
program advising them:
All services currently receiving TAB child-care program
funding will receive the equivalent of six months of their
annual allocation in June 2011. These funds will enable both
the provision of services until at least 30 September 2011 and
the funding of any wind-up or transition arrangements that
may result from this decision.

Effectively what this means is that the centres are going
to be required to use the last three months of their
funding to pay out staff redundancies and other staff
entitlements, so programs will wind up way before the
end of the year. In fact this has been confirmed to me
by staff at numerous centres, who have told me they are
looking at winding up their programs by the end of
September. I have heard of one centre that is looking at
closing up shop much sooner because it has
longstanding staff whose redundancy payments will be
quite considerable. As one can imagine, these centres
attract a great degree of staff loyalty. The staff love
their jobs; they love working with kids. They want to
stay in their jobs and are absolutely devastated about
this cut. If they had their way, they would continue on
in their employment rather than having to go out and
look for another job.
Victorian families are also going to have some very
difficult decisions to make within the next three
months. Previously families might have thought they
had until the Christmas holidays to get themselves
organised and look for alternative providers — if one is
available, and there are none available in many regional
towns around our state — but now they will only have
until the end of September. This greatly alarms me,
because September is only a few weeks away. When I
have spoken to a number of parents, and mothers in
particular, about this issue I have seen tears in their
eyes. They are absolutely devastated about this. It is
going to be a huge upheaval for mothers and their
families to look for alternative providers.
Members can shout me down as much as they want, but
I am not going to shut up about this issue. People can
try to play politics with this, but it is a serious issue. I
would say it is one of the most important issues we
have had to debate in the Parliament this year, because
it is going to have an absolutely devastating impact on
Victorian families.
The minister has claimed in her correspondence that
she is going to be working with the sector to establish
any available alternatives. I would urge her to hurry up
and do that, because there is not much time. Centres are
already laying off staff as we speak. In fact a lot of
them have already given staff their redundancy notices.
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Unless the minister steps in and makes an
announcement very soon that she is going to continue
this program, we are going to have a lot of very upset
families very shortly.
In terms of alternatives I want to make the point to the
minister that there are not many alternatives. For many
Victorian families full-time child care is just not an
option. It is not affordable. It does not meet their needs.
If parents are in part-time employment and they only
want to put their child into care for 2 to 3 hours a day so
they can attend that part-time employment, having to
put that child into full-time care will mean that it is just
not worth their while going to that job. The government
is going to put a lot of pressure on a lot of women
around the state to make some very difficult decisions. I
come back to the point I made earlier about cost of
living pressures and family incomes. We all know that
people are already feeling a lot of stress as it is around
these issues. Once you give people very limited choices
around employment, you are putting a huge degree of
stress on their families.
The alternative for the occasional child-care providers
is also very limited. For most of them it will mean the
closure of the service. Some of them have told me that
they will only be able to keep the program going by
cutting into other programs. Neighbourhood houses,
community centres around the state that we all value —
or I hope we all value them — that provide really
important programs to Victorians will have to dip into
limited budgets or cut back on other programs to
cross-subsidise from other program budgets for casual
child care. Some of them will not be able to do that
because their funds do not give them that flexibility, so
many centres are saying to me that they will be shutting
down their programs.
Research conducted by the Association of
Neighbourhood Houses and Learning Centres last year
found that 55 per cent of neighbourhood houses
throughout metropolitan Melbourne and Victoria said
they would have to close down their child-care services
without the Take a Break subsidy. My discussions with
people across a range of centres in both regional
communities and metropolitan Melbourne suggest to
me that that figure would be much higher than 55 per
cent, sadly. Now that this is actually happening and the
centres and committees of management are sitting
down and looking at the funds remaining for the rest of
the year, they are finding the reality of the situation is
that they will struggle to keep these programs going.
They provide an essential service particularly in rural
and regional areas where long day care is not
convenient or even available as an option for families. I
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will shortly come to the issue of regional and rural
communities in particular.
I have made this point before, but it is important to
make it again: the minister has claimed that occasional
child care is a federal responsibility, but in the letter I
mentioned earlier that the minister sent to providers on
3 June she informed them that adult community and
further education (ACFE) funded occasional child care
would continue to be funded. In response to my
question, the minister acknowledged at that time that
she would continue to fund adult community and
further education occasional child care. I welcome that;
it is positive news for those providers. But by doing
that, the minister acknowledged that there is a role for
state governments in relation to occasional child care,
despite her claim that it is entirely a federal government
responsibility.
The minister failed to acknowledge the inconsistency in
her approach in relation to this issue, because
effectively she is saying that the Baillieu government
will fund occasional child care for parents who want to
study in order to return to work but will not fund
occasional child care for those who are already working
or self-employed or who are stay-at-home mums. I
cannot understand the logic in an argument that says,
‘We will give you occasional child care to train you up
so you can get a job, but once you get that job you are
on your own; you do not get occasional child-care
funding any more’. That creates an absurd situation for
a government that claims it is prepared to support
Victorian families. The alternative options are very few
for parents in those situations. They will face increased
fees for occasional child care at those centres that
decide to stay open. Many centres have said their fees
will need to go up in order to keep the programs going
or parents will face the considerable cost of long day
care, which may not meet their needs.
I have had the opportunity to talk about this issue with
many families in many different situations over the last
few months. Over the last few weeks I have visited a
number of occasional child-care centres around
Victoria and have heard firsthand about the concerns of
many staff and parents at these centres. I have heard,
for example, from nurses who work night shift and
need a few hours of occasional child care in the
morning to catch up on some sleep. I have spoken to a
mother who works at home as an architect and uses
occasional child care to have the time to make
telephone calls to clients. For a government that
professes to support small businesses, this cut will be
felt very deeply by many women who work from
home.
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I have also spoken to a mother who has serious medical
issues that require her to leave her children in
occasional child care from time to time so she can
attend important medical appointments. She told me
she finds it impossible to take her young children with
her when undergoing scans. She cannot take them into
a room containing a scanning machine, for the obvious
reason of the risks of radiation exposure, but leaving
young children in the reception area is not a suitable
alternative either. What will this mother do in her
situation? She told me she has no family in Victoria she
can call on to assist her at these times. The occasional
child-care provider was her only option. This woman
had tears in her eyes and was very upset. I can fully
understand why she would be upset, because this is
another new stress that she has to think about and work
out how she will cope in the future in those
circumstances.
I also want to point out that parents who have disabled
children or children with special needs or health issues
and who need to attend regular medical appointments
for one of their children also rely on this type of
occasional child care.
An article entitled ‘Cash crash may close child care in
Mordialloc-Chelsea’ was published in the Mordialloc
Chelsea Leader of 1 June; it appears on page 5. A
mother of two-year-old twins who is self-employed and
relies on the Chelsea Occasional Childcare Centre to
keep her business going is quoted in the article. There
are many parents in those situations.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — I did say earlier that Mrs Peulich
is inevitably going to interject. I know that Mrs Peulich
did encourage parents to attend a rally outside the office
of the federal member for Isaacs, Mr Dreyfus.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, that is an absolute lie. The member is
attributing motives to me which are unparliamentary,
and I expect Ms Mikakos to apologise. It is an absolute
blatant lie.
Ms MIKAKOS — On the point of order, Acting
President — —
Mrs Peulich — Stop telling porkies!
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order!
Ms MIKAKOS — I attended this rally, Acting
President, and parents did say to me that Mrs Peulich
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did encourage them to protest outside Mr Dreyfus’s
office.
Mrs Peulich — Rubbish.
Ms MIKAKOS — I had the courtesy to go and
speak with these families. You were not there,
Mrs Peulich. Where were you?
Mrs Peulich — Where were you? Where have you
been for 13 years? You are an absolute disgrace.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I will deal with the original point of order from
Mrs Peulich. I am sorry; I am taking advice from the
Clerk. I am in a bit of a dilemma on how to rule on this
issue because I am a little unclear about what is right in
relation to what Ms Mikakos said, but there is no doubt
that Mrs Peulich felt that her comments were not only
inflammatory but untrue. I ask Ms Mikakos to provide
an explanation to the Chair before I rule on the point of
order.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you, Acting President, for
giving me that opportunity. What I said was that
Mrs Peulich had encouraged people to attend a
particular rally outside a federal member’s office. I had
conversations with some of those protesters who
informed me of this. The point I was making was that I
was prepared to attend this rally. Mrs Peulich was not
there, yet she has been claiming that I have not been
talking to my federal colleagues. That is certainly not
the case.
Mrs Peulich — You provide the names of the
people who told you that or apologise.
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speak next and can reply in a manner she sees fit, so I
will give her some latitude in that. However, I am not
happy with Ms Mikakos’s commentary in her
contribution, particularly in respect of Mrs Peulich and
what she might or might not have done. While I am not
going to ask Ms Mikakos to withdraw those comments
at this stage, I do ask her to refer very closely to the
substance of the motion we are debating at the moment
and not to reflect on other people in this chamber who
might or might not have done some activity which is
still unclear.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you for your ruling,
Acting President. Obviously there is a great deal of
sensitivity on the government benches in relation to this
whole issue, because I know they are feeling a lot of
pressure around this issue, and so they should be.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — As I said, the decision to scrap
this program is having a huge impact in the community,
and you cannot run away from that. I have been
prepared to talk to anybody who has contacted me
around this issue.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms MIKAKOS — I have spoken to numerous
parents around this issue — and numerous staff and
families around the state — and our paths have not
crossed, Mrs Peulich, in relation to this.
Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. W. A. Lovell — Further on the point of order,
Acting President, I note that this place is called cowards
castle because people can come in here and make any
claims they want. Ms Mikakos certainly has been
making many untrue claims today. She made a claim
that Mrs Peulich encouraged people to attend a rally.
She did that to impugn Mrs Peulich and to question her
motivations and the political persuasion of her
constituents. Mrs Peulich found it offensive, I found it
offensive, and I think Ms Mikakos should withdraw.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I ask Ms Mikakos to direct her contribution
through the Chair. If the member is going to continually
refer her contribution to Mrs Peulich, she is going to
incite responses. For the sake of this chamber and for
the sake of the order of the day I ask Ms Mikakos to
contribute through the Chair and try not to incite
particularly Mrs Peulich into responding to remarks.
That will allow a smooth flow of dialogue through the
chamber. I ask the member to do that please.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I do not believe that is a point of order. I will go
back to the original point of order. I am looking at
standing order 12.20(2), which states:

Ms MIKAKOS — I was only responding to
Mrs Peulich’s interjections, and I made it very clear at
the outset that if she was going to continue to interject, I
was going to respond to those comments, so the ball is
in the court of Mrs Peulich in terms of how we proceed
with this debate.

No member will make an accusation of improper motives or a
personal reflection on any other member of either house.

I am not convinced that that is the case at this stage. I
am aware that Mrs Peulich will have an opportunity to
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I am asking the member to confine her
contribution to the motion at hand.
Ms MIKAKOS — I know Mrs Peulich wants to
shout me down and interrupt my flow.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, in her first sentence after you finished
making that request Ms Mikakos is deliberately
flouting your rulings and defying the Chair.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! The advice given to the Chair is that
Ms Mikakos is running very close to the wind. I have to
say I will support the point of order. I think I have been
reasonably restrained in allowing Ms Mikakos to stray
from the substance of the motion; however, she seems
to continually want to direct her contribution to
Mrs Peulich, which only seems to incite the
interjections. I uphold the point of order and I ask
Ms Mikakos again — I think this is the third time — to
continue her contribution without referencing
Mrs Peulich and to speak through the Chair on the
substance of the motion at hand.
Ms MIKAKOS — I will be attending a rally
tomorrow. I look forward to — —
Mrs Petrovich — Did you organise that?
Ms MIKAKOS — No, actually I did not organise
it; it has been organised by the community.
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Acting
President, this is now the fourth occasion on which
your ruling has been defied. You asked Ms Mikakos to
speak through the Chair, and on that occasion she chose
to speak directly to those opposite.
Ms MIKAKOS — On the point of order, Acting
President, Mrs Petrovich’s interjection was impugning
my motivations in relation to this rally that is being held
tomorrow. She was claiming that I have organised it. In
fact I have not organised it.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I ask members to give me space to rule on points
of order. I have two now, and I do not support either of
them. Again Ms Mikakos is launching away from the
substance of the motion. I ask her to stick to the motion,
or I will take some other action. I would prefer not to do
so. Hopefully we can proceed without any more points
of order. I understand there are some frustrations on the
government side of the house, and I think that is
somewhat reasonable given the flow of contribution at
the moment. It is in Ms Mikakos’s hands to allow us to
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go forward in relation to her contribution and those of
the other speakers who wish to speak on this motion.
Ms MIKAKOS — I think this is a really important
motion and a really important debate. It is important
that members have an opportunity to make a
contribution, and I am seeking to have that opportunity
provided to me without interruptions from the other
side.
The point I want to make is that there are 9000 children
who currently attend this program and whose families
will now be looking for alternative providers. That is a
huge number of families. I am trying to impress upon
government members the impact this cut of a measly
$1.9 million is going to have on thousands of families
in Victoria. Nine thousand children currently attend that
program. The jobs of approximately 140 child-care
workers and countless volunteers are also at threat. As I
said before, these are workers who in many cases have
been at these centres for years. They love their jobs
because they love working with children. We have had
shortages in recent years of qualified child-care
workers; the last thing we want is people abandoning
this profession and going to work elsewhere.
When we were in government we took steps to increase
the number of professionals working in this area by
increasing the qualifications and training for people
working in early childhood education so that they
would get increased recognition and pay and more
people would be attracted to the sector in response to
that. We put in place steps that we were in fact
pioneering — Victoria was the leading jurisdiction in
relation to the national quality framework that Minister
Lovell is now chairing because she has taken over
former minister Maxine Morand’s role in that regard.
Victoria is in fact a leading jurisdiction in relation to
attracting early childhood workers, and that is now at
risk because many of the staff will look at leaving the
sector and going to work in other professions.
We have had parents and staff at centres who have
spoken out in local papers all around Victoria about
their concerns. I want to put on record some of the
concerns that have been articulated, just to give
members an idea of the huge impact this is having all
around the state. For example, an article in the Colac
Herald of 27 May reports that the licensee of the Deans
Marsh Occasional Care centre, Ms Belinda Ferrari, told
the Colac Herald that the centre will close down at the
end of this year without continued state government
support. She believed that increasing fees was not an
option, as families who most need child-care services
are often the ones who can least afford them. She went
on to say — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Scheffer — Acting President, I am having
problems listening to Ms Mikakos due to the noise.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I have some sympathy for Mr Scheffer. I could
not hear what Ms Mikakos was saying either, with the
continual interjections. I ask members to refrain from
interjecting and allow Ms Mikakos to hopefully finish
her contribution soon.
Ms MIKAKOS — I can assure you that I have a lot
to say on this issue, Acting President, and I am just
warming up.
I was quoting from an article in the Colac Herald of
27 May entitled ‘Day care set to close thanks to budget
cut’ in which Ms Belinda Ferrari said that the centre
there is the only child-care option in Deans Marsh and
that two of the staff at the centre will lose their jobs and
have to cease their child-care studies as a result.
A staff member from the neighbourhood house and
community education centre in Newport was also
reported in the Hobsons Bay Weekly of 25 May, in an
article entitled ‘Child-care jobs on the line’, as saying
that the cut in funding may mean the centre will lose
the services of a staff member and that the centre was
unable to afford to pay the extra wages.
The manager of the Duke Street Community House in
Sunshine, Ms Bronwen Merrigan, was reported in an
article entitled ‘Kids to lose care as parties row’ in the
Brimbank Weekly of 24 May as claiming that the
scrapping of funding for the Take a Break program
would result in them having to end their program.
The Brunswick Neighbourhood House has estimated
that more than 120 child-care places funded by the
centre each week which will be affected by the funding
cuts, as reported by the Melbourne Times Weekly of
8 June 2011 in an article entitled ‘Government breaks
funds for child care’. In that same article Ms Gena
Wittingslow, manager of the Jika Jika Community
Centre — a centre that I have become very familiar
with over the years — also expressed the importance of
the funding to the running of that centre, as often it is
running either at a loss or just breaking even to allow
their much-needed child-care services to continue.
The Preston Neighbourhood House Take a Break
program caters for 49 families in that community. Its
manager, Neil Gidman, said the program would be
‘unviable without government support’. Mr Gidman
expressed the view that some staff face redundancy as a
result and that funding cuts would affect other courses
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offered at the neighbourhood house. This was referred
to in the Preston Leader of 14 June in an article entitled
‘Funding cut fury’. This is the point I was making
earlier about the cross-subsidy that might occur in some
centres where the committee management dips in and
takes funding away from other programs and redirects
it to occasional child care.
Moving further north-west, the manager of the
Tullamarine community house is described in an article
of 31 May headed ‘Child-care jobs in limbo’ on page 3
of the Hume Weekly as warning of the possibility that
up to 50 per cent of its staff may lose their jobs as a
result of the cuts.
The Attwood house community centre has been
providing occasional child care for about 23 years;
however, funding cuts may impact on other programs
offered by the centre at the same time as child care.
This is referred to in an article on page 5 of the Hume
Leader of 14 June. There are hundreds of centres in the
eastern suburbs, including two in Eltham, two in
Diamond Creek and others at Panton Hill,
Greensborough, Watsonia and Montmorency, that are
also worried about what the cuts will mean for them.
On 8 June the Nillumbik edition of the Diamond Valley
Leader ran an article on page 1 headed ‘Costly cut to
care’. It reports the Greenhills neighbourhood centre in
Greensborough as saying that it has decided to increase
fees as demand is so great that it simply cannot close
the program down.
In Warrandyte the Warrandyte neighbourhood house
manager, Karen Throssel, has spoken out about how
she believes the government had abandoned families.
This is of great concern to the families who use the
centre.
Parents of children at the Park Orchards learning centre
have expressed their concerns about the cost of
full-time child care and the fact that waiting lists are
quite long. This was referred to on page 14 of the
Manningham Leader of 8 June in an article entitled
‘Child care facing crisis’.
The point I am making is that families are expressing
different concerns because the value of occasional child
care is that it is flexible and people use it for different
reasons. There is a need to maintain a program that has
that flexibility because it meets a lot of need in the
community.
The other point I make by giving these examples is that
the cutting of the program will be responded to in
different ways by different centres. Some have said
they will increase fees, some have said they will wind
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up their programs and some have said they will dip into
other programs to cross-subsidise occasional child care.
No matter what happens there will be an impact on
families because they will either be looking for another
provider or paying more for child care.
I turn to the impact on rural and regional Victoria, to
which I referred in my motion. We know that families
in rural and regional areas with limited child-care
services available will be the hardest hit by this
government’s decision to cut funding for occasional
child care.
The Geelong Advertiser of 2 June reported in a page 7
article headed ‘Regional funding cuts leave child care at
risk’ that child-care centres in Anglesea, Inverleigh,
Drysdale, Rokewood and Meredith are all now facing
uncertain futures. Two centres, in Lara and Geelong,
are expected to be forced to let staff go because of this
loss of funding, and the executive director of Barwon
neighbourhood centres was reported as labelling the
decision to cut funding as appalling.
In Ballarat there are eight services — in Ballarat North,
Delacombe, Wendouree West, Daylesford, Creswick,
Clunes, Rokewood and Meredith — that currently
receive funding for the Take a Break program and are
at risk of closing once the funding runs out. Parents will
be limited not only in access to occasional child care
but also in their ability to afford it. One mother, Sarah
Chignell, spoke of her worry as to what she will do
without the service in Daylesford. A Ballarat Courier
article of 3 June headed ‘Ballarat child care funding
threat’ — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms MIKAKOS — It is good to know members are
listening. This is serious. This lady has three children,
with her eldest being severely disabled and in need of
full-time care. The occasional child-care program
provides her a viable option so that she can take her
eldest son to his medical appointments whilst ensuring
that her other two children are looked after in a safe and
friendly environment. She advised the newspaper that
her husband had only just returned to work this year
after they were successful in securing a place at this
occasional child-care service. They have no other
family members living within 90 minutes travel time. A
cut to this town’s program would mean that parents
such as Sarah and her husband would have to entertain
the possibility of stopping work yet again to care for
their children. It is serious and alarming that families
will be faced with these kinds of terrible decisions.
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The residents of the northern Victorian town of Wallan
are concerned about the child-care program at the
Wallan neighbourhood house, which employs qualified
child-care workers as well as school-based trainees. It
will be forced to close down at the end of the year. This
was reported on 7 June in an article on page 3 of the
Star Wallan, Kilmore, Broadford headed ‘Child care
gets cut’.
On 8 June the Numurkah Leader ran an article on
page 3 headed ‘Fight for Bridie Knight’, referring to the
occasional child-care provider Bridie Knight as being
the only one in town. Without additional government
funding it will be forced to close at the end of the year.
I have received a letter from a concerned volunteer of
the Swifts Creek community centre, which has
provided the Take a Break program since its inception
nearly 20 years ago. I spoke to the manager of the
centre, Murray Kibble. I was advised that the centre
would have to double its fees in order to keep the
program running. The residents of Swifts Creek and the
Omeo region in the north-east of Victoria, arguably one
of the most isolated areas of our state, have only one
occasional child-care facility. I have been informed that
there are a number of families in Swifts Creek who rely
on this centre in order to keep their jobs and that losing
the only occasional child-care centre in their town
would be devastating.
I ask the government and the minister to consider how
they can inform parents with young children in these
areas that they will have to make alternative
arrangements for occasional child care. For these
families there is no alternative. For the residents of
Swifts Creek and Omeo the closest occasional
child-care centre is in Bairnsdale, about 11⁄2 hours away,
and I have been informed that this centre is currently
full and that the program might also be at risk. The
residents of Swifts Creek and Omeo may well have no
options whatsoever.
I have received correspondence from a concerned
parent in Moorilim, which is south of Shepparton. She
has two children under the age of four and no extended
family nearby. She relies heavily on the occasional
child-care service offered at the Murchison preschool.
The end of the Take a Break program will have a
devastating impact on families in this particular town.
There is such a degree of interest in the Baillieu
government’s cuts to the Take a Break program that it
has made global news. On 20 June 2011 the ‘TopNews’
website, which is based in the United Arab Emirates,
had a story about a petition to save the Take a Break
child-care program. It is recognition that this issue has
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huge public attention and support that is growing every
day. It seems that the world is listening, even as far
away as the United Arab Emirates, yet the Baillieu
government is not listening.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms MIKAKOS — It was on the internet! This is
having an international impact. It is embarrassing that
the Victorian government — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I am sorry to interrupt Ms Mikakos, but I am
having trouble hearing myself with the chatter on both
sides of the chamber. I cannot see how members on
Ms Mikakos’s side of the chamber could be helping her
contribution, given the background noise. As for the
other side of the chamber, with the ongoing
interjections, I am finding it difficult to follow
Ms Mikakos’s contribution. While I have allowed a fair
bit of leniency in relation to interjections, the ongoing
interjections and background chatter are making it very
difficult for Ms Mikakos to provide us with her
contribution and finish it. Judging by her demeanour I
suspect we are in for a long night, so I ask members to
try to be tolerant and allow her contribution to be heard
in this chamber.
Ms MIKAKOS — I have sought to give the house a
snapshot of some of the communities across Victoria
that have been impacted by the decision to cut this
program. I have talked about programs in my electorate
of Northern Metropolitan Region, but I particularly
want to highlight the impact that this cut is going to
have in rural and regional communities, which have no
alternative option for child care. The government needs
to think long and hard about the impact this cut will
have in those communities. The government can seek
to shift responsibility as much as it likes, but at the end
of the day it will have to wear responsibility for cutting
this program.
It is time the Baillieu government realised that the
flow-on effect of these cuts is enormous. Not only will
children miss out on being cared for in a caring,
supportive early learning environment, but parents, staff
and centres as well as regional and rural communities
will miss out. The minister should reconsider her
decision and urgently commit funding to allow the
Take a Break child-care program to continue in order to
provide access to services and the opportunities for
families across Victoria to have their needs met for
affordable community-based occasional child care.
I have to end by reminding members opposite that we
are talking about a measly $1.9 million program. It is a
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tiny program. It is a drop in the ocean in terms of the
scale and size of the state budget. The minister could fix
this overnight if she wanted to. She needs to hear the
concerns of the community, which have no doubt been
clearly articulated in the media monitoring and emails
she has been receiving. People who have called me
have said they have also been emailing and writing to
the minister. Many centres have written to the minister
as well.
I am calling on the government to listen to the concerns
of the Victorian people, address the needs of Victorian
families and save the Take a Break program. I
commend the motion to the house.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Perhaps I should have called for a toilet break in
preparation for my contribution to this debate, but I will
just have to endure. Ms Mikakos spoke for 1 hour and
5 minutes. It was a very important debating opportunity
on a very important issue in the Victorian Parliament,
but unfortunately we got nowhere near the full truth or
the full story. In fact we received about 30 per cent of
the story. I will return to that later.
Ms Mikakos has been trying to exonerate Labor at both
the state and federal level for its absolute
mismanagement of early childhood services that has
underpinned the national partnership agreements,
negotiations in respect of universal access to
kindergartens being increased from 10 to 15 hours and
the enormous strain on budgets right around the
different levels of government that play a part in the
delivery of kindergarten services. What Ms Mikakos
has failed to do is admit that this program was bungled,
as was the federal government’s failure to continue
funding the Take a Break (TAB) program. Ms Mikakos
should have given us a break on Take a Break by being
truthful and calling on Kate Ellis, the federal Minister
for Employment Participation and Childcare, to
reconsider the federal government’s decision to cut the
majority funding of the program, rather than doing what
her first profession does all too well — that is,
prosecuting a single case or single angle without fessing
up to the whole truth.
Ms Mikakos — So you are attacking lawyers as a
whole profession?
Mrs PEULICH — I am not attacking lawyers at all.
Ms Mikakos has been spoiling for a fight, because she
is on such thin ground. The former Labor government
was also on thin ground in terms of its relationship with
its federal colleagues, and Ms Mikakos is on very thin
ground as the shadow minister assisting the leader on
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children and young adults. I have never seen a shadow
minister or any person spoiling for a fight as much as
poor old Jenny Mikakos. She almost needed her boxing
gloves in here. She would have loved to have been
martyred for prosecuting a single side of the case,
which failed to expose the whole truth in relation to an
important program. The reason is that she is politically
hamstrung. She admitted yesterday — it is in
Hansard — that the federal Labor government is the
majority funder of this program, which was continued
beyond the death knell of the last election in the
interests of Labor Party members who were trying to
protect their political skins and backsides and trying to
cling on to government for a little window of
opportunity. What the Labor Party failed to do was
defend the interests of the sector.
Let me say my bona fides are on the public record.
Before entering this Parliament I was the Victorian
president of an organisation called Parents of Children
in Day Care. We traversed all of Victoria, and the
groundwork we put in was the reason the child-care fee
relief system was put in place federally.
Mr Ondarchie — So you didn’t do it via the
newspaper.
Mrs PEULICH — No, I didn’t. In fact we bussed
to various country towns and town halls in metropolitan
Melbourne trying to expose the dilemmas facing child
care. That was the groundwork that forced the federal
government to instigate child-care fee relief. My bona
fides and commitment in relation to child care are
therefore well established. It is actually in my
biography, and I am very proud of it.
Mr Ondarchie — The shadow minister just reads
the newspaper.
Mrs PEULICH — Absolutely. And not only that;
the sad part is that the shadow minister seems to read
the newspaper only online. I am in my 15th year of
serving in Parliament and in my 5th year of
representing South Eastern Metropolitan Region in the
upper house, and I have never once seen Ms Mikakos
in South Eastern Metropolitan Region. In fact until
Labor members lost government very rarely did I see
any of them on the ground in South Eastern
Metropolitan Region. Ms Mikakos has now found
Chelsea, and she thinks she is a martyr. And the people
of Chelsea are very nice.
I will also set the record straight in relation to an issue
about a rally. Ms Mikakos had the audacity to claim
that I had somehow incited people to attend this rally.
First and foremost, I have attended many a rally and
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have encouraged people to express their democratic
rights. If I had done what Ms Mikakos said, I would
have been very proud of it, but I did not do it.
Ms Mikakos was more than comfortable with being
very economical with the truth. Quite simply she was
telling porky pies. I see nothing wrong with people
rallying around a cause; I think that is a very proud
democratic tradition.
Ms Mikakos is trying to walk a very fine line. She is
trying to absolve herself and absolve the former
government for its failings, she is trying to stick it up
the coalition and at the same time she is trying to go
completely mute to protect her federal Labor
colleagues. It is an act of contortion I do not think she is
going to be able to pull off. There are a whole bunch of
federal members of Parliament who are quivering in
their boots in relation to not only the corrosive impact
of the carbon tax debate but also the festering away of
this issue.
The people who would be sweating on this include
Darren Cheeseman, the federal member for
Corangamite, who is sitting on a 0.41 per cent margin.
Every person in the seat of Corangamite ought to be
knocking on Mr Cheeseman’s door asking, ‘What is
happening to the federal government’s 70 per cent
share of the Take a Break funding in terms of
reinstating that program?’. Wendy Lovell, the state
Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development, has said that our contribution is on the
table. If the federal government comes good, this
important program can be salvaged.
People ought therefore to be knocking on Darren
Cheeseman’s door. They ought to be knocking on the
door of Laura Smyth, the federal member for La Trobe,
who is sitting on a 0. 91 per cent margin in what will be
a very difficult seat to hold not only because of the
toxic nature of the carbon tax debate but also because of
the Take a Break issue. Mike Symon, the federal
member for Deakin, is sitting on 2.41 per cent. His has
been a short parliamentary career. In the federal seat of
McEwen Rob Mitchell is sitting on 5.32 per cent. In the
federal seat of Chisholm Anna Burke is sitting on
6.11 per cent, and Take a Break is a very important
program in that seat.
Let me tell the house: Ms Mikakos is not doing these
members any favours whatsoever. What she ought to be
doing — and it is a simple action — is spending
60 cents on a telephone call. Actually it would not even
be her 60 cents. She needs to pick up her
taxpayer-funded mobile phone, and she needs to dial
the Prime Minister and say, ‘Hello, Julia. Come and fix
the problem!’. She does not even need to pay for that
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telephone call. Ms Mikakos may feel, however, that the
Prime Minister or the federal Minister for Employment
Participation and Childcare, Kate Ellis, will not take her
call. Obviously Ms Mikakos has not been influential,
because this is an issue and it has not been fixed. Either
Ms Mikakos took no action or she did take action. She
claimed yesterday, as reported in Hansard, that she did,
so I look forward to moving a motion calling on her to
table that letter. No doubt she will try to reconstruct it
with an appropriate date. We have not heard anything
about it publicly. In fact she has refused to mention the
majority funding that is provided by the federal
government.
In addition to the two telephone calls Ms Mikakos
should be making to the Prime Minister, Julia Gillard,
and to Kate Ellis, she should also be phoning Darren
Cheeseman, Laura Smyth, Mike Symon, Rob Mitchell
and Anna Burke.
In the federal seat of Melbourne Ports there is Michael
Danby, and I would imagine a lot of people in that seat
would not be particularly impressed by the federal
government’s failure to protect the Take a Break
program. Steve Gibbons in the federal seat of Bendigo
is sitting on 9.53 per cent. Do you know what? With the
toxic nature of the carbon tax debate, any seat with a
margin under 13 per cent is a goer. Each one of those
members should be sweating at the brow and praying
on their knees every night.
In the federal seat of Isaacs there is also Mark Dreyfus,
who Ms Mikakos obviously had the pleasure of visiting
during a recent rally, which can I say I did not know
about. I will say, however, that I have advised
constituents to take the matter up with their federal
member, given that the federal government is the
majority funder.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — I was not aware of the rally. I
am glad that Ms Mikakos went, because — guess
what? — she would probably be the only Labor
member to have visited the area in a very long time.
Mr Dreyfus lives in Malvern and is not often seen in the
electorate. I am indeed concerned that the local
constituents do not have a Labor representative to take
this matter up with. They especially need one who
could take the message up to Julia Gillard and Kate
Ellis and be heard, as clearly Ms Mikakos has not.
There is even Anthony Byrne in the federal seat of
Holt — and I think he is a pretty nice bloke. On a
13.23 per cent margin Mr Byrne will be sweating on
the result because of the toxic nature of the carbon tax
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debate and the festering away of the issue of the Take a
Break program. I say for the benefit of Ms Mikakos that
Labor needs to give Take a Break a break, and she
needs to tell the full story.
An honourable member interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Give us a break — absolutely.
Ms Mikakos failed to secure the adequate funding of
the partnership agreement made with the federal Labor
government on the universal kindergarten
commitments. She failed to tell the full truth about the
Take a Break (TAB) program and in doing so, in her
role as a shadow minister not as a lawyer — a lawyer
prosecutes one side of one case; a shadow minister is in
a leadership role — failed to point out all the factors, in
the hope that she could lead some sort of resolution of
the issue. She failed to do that until forced to do so
yesterday with one little word, ‘Yes’. She had written to
the federal government expressing her concerns. That is
the first time we have heard her say that. She failed to
tell the full truth; therefore we are still debating the
issue rather than fixing it.
Ms Mikakos has failed to make sure that adequate
representations have been made to the Labor
government and her Labor colleagues. She has failed to
positively influence the outcome as a member of the
Labor Party with the federal Labor government, being
the majority funder, funding 70 per cent, of the Take a
Break program. She has failed to be of influence.
Mr Ondarchie interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Maybe they do not talk to each
other; I do not know. Maybe Ms Mikakos is
preoccupied with other matters; I do not know. But
clearly there has not been an outcome. Worst of all —
and this is the reason I am angry — is that Ms Mikakos
has been callously economical with the truth. I think
that is a very sad thing.
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, Acting
President, there were a number of points of order raised
when I was speaking on the motion which impugned
my motives and expressed offence at some of my
comments. I am offended by that comment.
Mrs Peulich is effectively calling me a liar, and I ask
her to withdraw that comment.
Mrs PEULICH — On the point of order, Acting
President, I said that Ms Mikakos has been economical
with the truth in prosecuting one side of the case, which
is the minority funding provided by the state
government, and she failed to mention the federal
government being a major funder of the program. In
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that regard I have not used the words ‘lying’ or ‘liar’. I
have said she is economical with the truth.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Crozier) —
Order! There is no point of order.
Mrs PEULICH — The TAB program was an
example of the state government working cooperatively
with the commonwealth government to deliver what
was, as has been outlined, a practical service to families
who do not require full-time child care. As I mentioned
earlier, it was originally funded on the basis of a 70 per
cent commonwealth contribution and a 30 per cent state
contribution. That changed in an election year. Let me
say that the former government would have promised
and done anything in an election year. Let me also say
that if the Labor governments, both federal and state,
had not wasted billions upon billions of dollars on
projects such as pink batts, Building the Education
Revolution, the national broadband network, the
electronic gaming machine losses that we saw exposed
today by the Auditor-General, which amount to billions
of dollars, and nearly $2 billion, being the cost of the
desalination plant to Victoria —
Hon. D. M. Davis — Every day.
Mrs PEULICH — each and every day, we may not
be quibbling about a small amount of money. In
addition to that, we know of the huge black hole that
has been left by Ms Mikakos and her colleagues in their
agreeing to the universal kindergarten commitment to
move from 10 hours to 15 hours per week without
securing two things. First and most importantly, is the
funding to cover the cost of operations and teachers.
The second thing is the facilities — the infrastructure to
be able to deliver that access, which represents a 30 per
cent increase. The former government agreed to
something and then was in a frenzy about how it was
going to deliver it.
That program — and they are all related because of the
bigger black hole that is left as a result of the level of
incompetence and bungling associated with the former
Labor government, of which Ms Mikakos was a middle
bencher as a parliamentary secretary — has left some
very big holes that Ms Lovell and this government, as
well as local government, have to plug.
In relation to forecasts, I know that the Municipal
Association of Victoria, in conjunction with the
department, has been trying to draw a line under the
requirements to meet the infrastructure needs in relation
to the universal kindergarten commitment. The audit
was due at the end of May. I have not seen the outcome
of that, but I know that early forecasts, certainly from
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my discussions with the South Eastern Metropolitan
Region councils, are that for the infrastructure alone
statewide there is a black hole of over $600 million — a
$600 million black hole left by the pussycat members
of the former Brumby Labor government who rolled
over to their federal colleagues and got a little scratch
on the tummy but who forgot to secure the dollars and
cents that would make that commitment work.
There is a need for over $600 million, and probably
more, for the infrastructure — the space, the rooms and
the buildings. Not only that, where are the teachers for
the classrooms? As a result of the level of
incompetence and bungling of the former government,
the three-year-old kinder program is under threat.
In relation to the Take a Break program, Labor has
failed to give us the break, and the break is that we have
the money on the table. Labor has to make good and
come up with the 70 per cent funding. In the 2010
federal budget, the federal government discontinued
funding for the TAB occasional child-care program,
which meant services would have been due to cease on
30 June 2010. This did not allow enough time for those
services to adjust and put in place some sort of
transitional arrangements or for people to make
alternative arrangements. The Labor government, with
the state election on the doorstep, agreed to fund the
federal government’s share for one year until 30 June
2011. That was a one-off commitment; there is no
evidence within the department, on the advice I have
received, that any commitment beyond that was made.
It was always intended to be a one-off commitment,
and the former government made it clear that the
funding was for only one year.
Upon its election the Baillieu government formally
requested the Gillard government to reinstate TAB
occasional care funding, as the program could not be
sustained on the state funding alone, especially in the
context of the very big black hole left in relation to
universal access.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Absolutely. Unfortunately the
federal minister took her time, and a response was very
slow in coming. The request has not been agreed to,
and the 2011–12 federal budget failed to reinstate the
program. We did not hear any of those details from
Ms Mikakos, who is not in the chamber to listen to the
other side of the story — the 70 per cent of the story
that she ignored, despite making a contribution of in
excess of an hour. She is taking a break, even though
parents in Victoria who have relied on this program
have not been given one by her Labor colleagues.
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The coalition encourages anyone who is genuinely
concerned, even members of the state opposition, to
liaise with their federal Labor colleagues, Kate Ellis,
the federal Minister for Employment Participation and
Childcare, and Prime Minister Julia Gillard, to exert
pressure where it can be most effective. They are
sustaining a fair bit of damage on this. But the question
that still needs to be answered is why is it that the
federal Labor government has provided additional
assistance to other states, such as Western Australia and
Queensland, in order to help them keep this program
afloat, yet it has not provided similar assistance to
Victoria? We know from time to time Ms Gillard can
take a very punitive and vindictive approach to
Victorians for not kowtowing and not being prepared to
roll over as the state Labor government did with
universal access and a range of other partnership
agreements. But I do not believe Victorian families,
especially those who have relied on Take a Break,
should be the victims of that vindictiveness.
Let me point out to members how the federal Labor
government has been of assistance to other states but
not to Victoria. In Queensland the state government
made an initial commitment to fully fund the program
known as Limited Hours Care until 30 June 2011. The
minister has recently agreed to further extend the
funding until 30 June 2012 using savings from other
grants programs. The messages to services in
Queensland will be that the Queensland government is
unlikely to continue funding all the services beyond this
time, and the cut in funding has made it difficult to
sustain the program. The government is encouraging
services to contact the commonwealth minister
responsible for child care. Clearly the Queensland
government understands where the future of the Take a
Break program lies.
In Western Australia the government will use the
Royalties for Regions program — —
Mr Leane — Are you going to vote for this motion
or not?
Mrs PEULICH — I will be very keen to move a
motion tomorrow, and we will see how you vote on that
motion. We will see how genuine you guys are.
Mr Leane interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — No, if Ms Mikakos did the right
thing, and indeed — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Crozier) —
Order, Mrs Peulich! Order!
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Mrs PEULICH — If Ms Mikakos did the right
thing, and indeed if it were a complete motion, an
honest motion, identifying all of the funding deficits,
we would probably have nowhere to go. However, this
motion is incomplete, it is dishonest, it is manipulative,
it is politically exploitative and it is not intended to find
a solution, so we will see.
The Western Australian government will use the
Royalties for Regions program, utilising mining and
onshore petroleum royalties, to fund approximately
23 occasional child-care services until the end of the
2012 calendar year. Western Australia only has
28 occasional child-care services. We have something
like 229 of them, so it is a very different ball game and
certainly a much bigger problem. You would expect the
federal government to come to the aid of Victorian
parents more readily, but it has been silent, and
Ms Mikakos has been an accomplice to it. Further, in
relation to assistance with funding for the Western
Australian Take a Break program, I understand that
eight services have been given approved child-care
benefit exemptions, which is obviously a federally
funded benefit, to operate for less than five days a
week. Five of these services will receive sustainability
assistance, again federally funded, of approximately
$150 000 per year from DEEWR (Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations).
Clearly Prime Minister Julia Gillard and child care
minister Kate Ellis are helping Western Australia. They
are also helping other states.
In relation to South Australia the authorities state:
The program will continue with state funding, although it
may be necessary to reduce the number of sessions funded
per service and increase fees.

Historically in South Australia they have only been
charging about 25 cents per hour, so increasing fees and
reducing the sessions in order to keep the program
afloat is viable for them.
In Tasmania the Tasmanian DEEWR office supported
five of the larger services to transition to long day care.
Four of these services are receiving sustainability
assistance from the department. So we have Tasmania
also being supported by the federal government. I want
to ask Ms Mikakos why it is that she as shadow
spokesperson has not been able to procure the sort of
support from the federal government that has been
extended to Tasmania, South Australia, Queensland
and Western Australia. She clearly has not been making
the calls or the representations, or if she has, she has not
been influential as she has not been successful.
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Typically 35 per cent of the federal funding came to
Victoria. the federal government has removed that.
Ms Mikakos is more than happy to speak for 1 hour and
5 minutes but not say a word about what the federal
contribution needs to be. Even the federal Minister for
Employment Participation and Childcare, the
Honourable Kate Ellis, is quite up-front about this. In a
letter to the Honourable John Murphy, MP, chair of the
Standing Committee on Petitions at Parliament House
in Canberra, the minister, Kate Ellis, MP, in a letter
dated 3 February 2011 wrote — and I will quote from
the third paragraph:
The government made the decision in the 2010–11 federal
budget to cease its funding contribution to state governments
for the neighbourhood model occasional child-care
program —

now listen to this —
in order to generate new funds to support the new national
quality framework.

That is largely true but partially incorrect. The
Victorian government has access, as part of the various
partnership agreements, to $210 million; however, the
seven areas or activities for which that $210 million
must be used under the agreement do not include child
care, so the money could not be used for keeping Take
a Break afloat.
Ms Mikakos’s feeble attempt to say, ‘You’re getting
bucketloads of money and you’re still being miserly’
does not wash because we are bound by the Council of
Australian Governments agreement and the
partnerships which are in place. The federal Labor
member for Isaacs, Mr Dreyfus, has used a similar line
in a letter to a constituent and clearly has been less than
forthcoming with the truth in the process.
Hon. D. M. Davis interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Yes. Who knows how he’s been
spending his money?
Another concern has been raised with me in relation to
various petitions that are being tabled. I understand
some have been generated by people who wish to
present the one-sided argument that we have heard
today. There have been other petitions generated by
people who understand where the funding has come
from. I was most disturbed to learn that in one
neighbourhood house in South Eastern Metropolitan
Region a petition signed by a number of petitioners
calling on both the federal government and the state
government to reinstate funding to Take a Break was
shredded. It was actually shredded. I think that is
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disgraceful, and if that has occurred, I would be very
distressed — —
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, Acting
President, I am seeking to have you rule in relation to
Mrs Peulich suggesting that somehow the Labor
opposition has been shredding petitions. I find that
completely offensive, and I ask her to apologise for that
comment.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Crozier) —
Order! There is no point of order. I ask Mrs Peulich to
continue.
Mrs PEULICH — Ms Mikakos knows that there is
no point of order. I do not believe in telling half the
truth. I believe that you tell the truth and you contribute
to fixing the problems and building the future. Telling
30 per cent of the truth and not the other 70 per cent of
the truth is not the way to exercise the position of
leadership that Ms Mikakos occupies with the support
of her party in the community and here in this
Parliament. I would be very disturbed if any similar
petitions organised by concerned users and supporters
of the service who understand where the funding has
come from were treated in such a shameful manner.
I would ask, in summing up, that Ms Mikakos reaffirm
her support for the integrity of petitions irrespective of
what they say or how they have been compiled. They
are very important instruments of democracy.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Crozier) —
Order! Through the Chair!
Mrs PEULICH — I think Ms Mikakos is still
trying to make herself a martyr on 30 per cent of the
truth. This government is committed to improving early
childhood services. Nearly $95 million is being
provided to improve key early childhood services
through a range of initiatives which were announced in
the recent budget. There is $41.5 million for
kindergarten fee subsidies to ensure children from
low-income families have access to kindergartens.
There is $14.2 million for kindergarten cluster
management, including provisions for an extra
160 kindergartens to join the program. There is
$10 million for kindergarten inclusion services to
support access to and participation in kindergarten
programs for children with severe disabilities. There is
$8.2 million to continue early childhood intervention
services to support the needs of children from birth to
five years of age with a disability or developmental
delay. There is $6 million in operational grants to
support 87 small rural kindergartens, and $15 million
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for the children’s facilities capital program to ensure
Victorian children have access to the best facilities to
support their learning and development.
Despite those initiatives and despite the very best
efforts in the community and in the local government
sector to maintain the quality and access to early
childhood services, the state Labor opposition has let
the community down. It has let them down by not
securing the funding that is needed to make universal
access a reality — not the ‘No child will live in
poverty’ type of opportunism, but a general opportunity
to improve access to kindergarten services with the
infrastructure that is needed, with the staff that is
needed, and of course without leaving big black holes
which then place stress on other opportunities and
initiatives that the community deserves.
I also call on Ms Mikakos, in her summing up, to again
recommit to the answer she gave yesterday that she
recognises that the federal government is a funder — in
actual fact it is the majority funder — and that she
ought to be calling on her federal colleagues to reinstate
the program. We know that the state contribution is on
the table. We can make this work, but it has to be based
on the whole truth and not just 30 per cent of the truth.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) —
Before I start my contribution I note that in the previous
Parliament the Greens would not support motions from
the Liberal-Nationals that had the word ‘condemn’ in
them. We will continue that process, and we have
discussed this with the Labor Party. In the future we
will not be supporting motions that have the word
‘condemn’ in them. I know there is a very good chance
that we will be wedged on this issue and there will be
press releases from the Labor Party, from the Liberal
Party and from The Nationals saying that we do not
support the Take a Break program, which is anything
but the truth. I think we made ourselves fairly clear in
the previous Parliament that we did, and we will
continue doing so now, because we believe it is the
right thing to do.
I want to speak about the program, because I have not
really heard a great deal about it in the last hour and a
half of debate. I have heard a lot of slanging off and I
have heard a lot about who is on what percentage of
what vote in which seat, but I have not heard a great
deal about the program.
This is a particularly important program. Having
spoken to people at various neighbourhood houses, the
same concerns have been raised with me at each of
those houses. When I spoke to people at the Duke
Street house, which is in Sunshine, some of the
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comments that the parents made were very concerning,
such as those of Marina, whose two children have
attended the occasional child care at Duke Street. Her
oldest child has autism, and she believes the care he has
received there has helped his development, and he was
able to make many friends. Rachel has three children
who attended occasional child care. She says that not
only did this educational child care provide them with
an economical option when their finances were tight
whilst they started up a business but her children were
able to attend together in a wonderful environment to
socialise. A current user of the service, Penny, has two
children who attend. She said, ‘It is amazing; my kids
love the time here and look forward to it’. In fact it was
the Post and Antenatal Depression Association which
recommended that Penny use the service. When I spoke
to people at PANDA yesterday it was interesting that
they talked about the program and its flexibility and
about the fact that there are very few programs to which
they can refer mothers suffering from postnatal
depression for this very simple kind of socialisation
with their children.
There is no doubt about how important this is. I have
just witnessed about an hour and a half of both sides of
this chamber claiming, ‘It’s your fault’, ‘It’s my fault’,
‘It’s their fault’. I do not really care anymore whose
fault this is. This is a program that deserves to be saved.
It is a program that deserves to be funded completely,
and I would really like it if both sides of politics and
both federal and state politicians got together and sorted
this out, because the only people they are putting at
risk, the only people they are harming are the people
who use this service. I do not think this service should
be one that is held captive by people not being able to
cooperate.
I will be attending the rally tomorrow with the people
from the neighbourhood houses who have organised it.
I will continue to support them in this campaign until
someone sees sense and funds it properly at both a state
level and a federal level.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — The
government’s decision to wind up funding for Take a
Break child-care services in September this year will be
a disaster for thousands of families across the state,
including those in Eastern Victoria Region. As the
motion moved by Ms Mikakos states, the end of this
important service will leave parents and guardians with
reduced access to the short-term respite care that
currently enables many parents to get a range of things
done — going to a job interview, visiting a doctor or
dentist, meeting the teachers of older siblings,
providing care for a sick relative or undertaking a
recreational activity. It provides a bit of respite away
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from their children so that they can undertake some
exercise or do some things that are good for them.
I support the motion moved by Ms Mikakos and join
her in appealing to the Minister for Children and Early
Childhood Development, Wendy Lovell, and the
Premier to visit the services and consult with affected
parents and guardians. I am sure they have visited
services, but perhaps they need to visit more services
and listen to more people to hear what they say and to
see the situation for themselves firsthand and then
ultimately reverse what we on this side believe is a rash
decision.
The concerted development and expansion of quality
child-care services is relatively recent in this country,
dating back to the late 1980s and early 1990s, when the
Keating ALP federal government invested massively in
long day care, occasional care, family day care and
outside-school-hours care. It was a transition from
childminding to affordable, accessible, quality child
care that involved well-designed and customised
facilities; trained carers; affordability, including fee
relief; and access for working parents at the times they
needed this suite of services. While all this today may
be seen as self-evident and possible — even if it is not
yet fully achieved — it was, even two decades ago,
little more than an ambition and at the forefront of the
women’s equality agenda.
Affordable and accessible quality child care was an
aspiration towards which women activists in particular
campaigned because it underpinned their ability to
work and gain full economic independence and
autonomy. The roughly 20 intervening years have seen
a general improvement in the quality of child care in
this country and certainly in Victoria. While this
improvement was at various times qualified and
uneven, there has been progress despite the unravelling
of the good work of the Cain and Kirner governments
by the Kennett government and the wind backs of the
Howard federal government after the period of positive
investment of the Keating government during the
1980s.
The Bracks and Brumby Labor governments also made
a real and positive contribution to child-care services
and improvements during their 11 years in office.
Labor’s Fairer Victoria included a broad and integrated
range of policies and programs that recognised that the
early years of children’s lives are fundamental to their
prospects and that it is imperative to rethink the
delivery and funding of children’s services. Labor
invested massively in the establishment of children’s
centres. The early education centres that include child
care, kindergarten services, maternal and child health
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services, early childhood intervention services and
family services provided families with a one-stop shop
that both saved them time and ensured that there were
holistic services for their children.
At that time in the late 1980s and 1990s I was working
in the child-care field, and this seemed to be an
aspiration that was going to take much longer to
achieve than any of us could imagine, so it was
gratifying for people like me who had worked in the
industry for so long to see the Brumby and Bracks
governments deliver those children’s centres. Labor
fostered partnerships amongst the state and local
governments, the community and parents in the
delivery of affordable quality childhood services.
Children’s services, or hubs, were a dream of parents of
the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, and they became a reality
under the previous government, as I indicated. The
Take a Break program was a component of this holistic
approach to provide comprehensive children’s services,
and it is really an incredibly retrograde step for this
government to signal the death knell on aspects of this
important service.
We have heard that this program is delivered at more
than 220 neighbourhood houses and early education
centres across Victoria, and 33 of those operate across
my electorate, the Eastern Victoria Region. Take a
Break programs can be found in the Yarra Ranges, on
the Mornington Peninsula, in the Latrobe Valley, in
East Gippsland and on the Bass Coast. They provide
important and local community support for thousands
of families in dozens of towns, and the removal of these
services will do the Baillieu government no credit
whatsoever.
As we know, the Take a Break program was funded by
the federal government in 2010, and Labor came to the
assistance of the 9000 children and all their families
who used the 220 services across the state with the
$1.9 million that would allow the program to continue
for a further year until the longer term viability of the
service could be worked out.
For many communities the Take a Break program is the
only occasional child-care service option, and the state
government funding through the government subsidy is
the only way the service can continue to be available.
The minister has said that the Take a Break program is
a commonwealth responsibility. That is nonsense. The
government and the minister are entitled to their view
and also entitled to run a campaign to get the
commonwealth to do as they want, but they are not
entitled to hold the 9000 children and their families
hostage to their campaign. The minister has an
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obligation to continue this important service, and
frankly it beggars belief that a mere $1.9 million
expenditure is something the government thinks is
worth causing so much distress over.
Many reports and letters have been published in local
papers across this state, which Ms Mikakos has referred
to at great length and in great detail — including in the
United Arab Emirates, which is an astonishing
detail! — and placed on the record. Many of us have
received emails expressing the deep concern of many
constituents, and that is a strong indication that we as
members have of the widespread alarm that the
government’s decision has caused.
The alarm is even more disturbing in regional areas,
because children’s services options are much more
limited in regional areas and country towns. The
services are reliant on the government subsidies that
they have attracted up until now and will continue to
attract until September. Michelle Coburn is the
manager of the Berwick neighbourhood centre, and she
has indicated to me that she is happy for me to let this
Parliament and the minister know that over
280 families in that area will be affected by these
funding cuts and that many of the families, parents and
children from the Berwick area will be going to
Melbourne on Thursday to take part in the march to
Parliament House. Ms Coburn also said that many
centres will be closing down for the day this Thursday
and that a huge number of parents and children from
everywhere will be marching to Parliament House
between 1.00 p.m. and 2.00 p.m. to protest.
The Berwick neighbourhood house centre could lose up
to $23 000 if the government does not reverse its
decision to make the $1.9 million budget cut. Programs
such as the one operating out of the Berwick
neighbourhood centre will have to cut back on
important necessities such as stationery supplies if the
government goes through with these cuts, and there will
be no choice but to raise fees and cut staff, and this will
in the end contribute to the winding down of the
program.
The government has the opportunity to review its
decision and provide funding to support the
continuation of the Take a Break program. Those on
this side of the house support the continuation of this
program and urge the government to do what it can to
make sure that the program continues to be viable.
When you step back and think about the $1.9 million
needed to maintain the Take a Break program you
realise it is 0.004 per cent of the state budget. That is
less than the annual catering allocation of the
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Department of Premier and Cabinet. Minister Lovell’s
careless decision in implementing this cut brings no
credit to the Baillieu government and considerable
harm to communities right across Victoria who do not
deserve to be treated in this way.
The coalition has given a firm public commitment on
any number of occasions since the election that it is
dedicated and committed and that it will fix the
problems in Victoria. This is a problem. I believe it is
absolutely incumbent on this government to fix the
problem and not point the finger across this Parliament
at members of the opposition.
The government really ought to get used to the fact that
the opposition is not in government any longer. This is
a fixation of those opposite that I see emerge day after
day. It is almost as if members opposite cannot quite
believe they are in government, they have executive
responsibility, they have control over the budget and
they can decide whether or not this program continues.
It is not up to the opposition. It is not up to
Ms Mikakos; she has no executive authority. So it is
absurd to hear the opposition continually transferring
executive authority to this side of the house when
actually it rests on that side of the house.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I will start
by addressing the last comment from Mr Scheffer. It
pretty much sums up what we are talking about here
today. Mr Scheffer said Ms Mikakos has no authority.
That is absolutely the truth. We have just heard over
1 hour of Ms Mikakos pretending to be holier than
thou, purer than pure and talking about bleeding heart
attitudes, but her colleague has summed it all up: she
has no authority. Quite frankly those who read Hansard
tomorrow will know that not even Ms Mikakos’s own
colleagues believe she has any grunt or authority. That
is an absolutely fascinating admission. From here on in
we can temper any conversations we have on this issue
by saying, ‘Ms Mikakos? Yes, she is full of a lot of
wind, a lot of hot air and a lot of rhetoric, but actually
she has no authority to talk about any of this’.
It is important at this point in the debate to remember
what we are talking about — the Take a Break
program. In its May 2010–11 budget the federal
government discontinued funding for the Take a Break
occasional care program, which meant services were
due to cease on 30 June 2010. It is very easy to talk
about the federal government, but I remind the chamber
this was a federal Labor government. This was not a
Liberal government; it was a federal Labor government.
I also remind the house we heard from Mr Scheffer
about the 1970s women’s lib bleeding-heart approach,
but it was in fact Mr Scheffer’s own party that was
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cold, heartless and all the things he has criticised us for.
In fact it was his own party that cut the funding. Let me
just repeat that in its May 2010 budget the federal
government discontinued funding for the Take a Break
occasional care program, which meant services were
due to cease on 30 June 2010.
But there was a minor hiccup for the federal
government, and that was the state election. What did
the then Brumby Labor government do about this? As it
did not allow enough time for services or families to
adjust, the then Victorian Labor government agreed to
fund the federal Labor government’s share for one year,
until 30 June 2011. This was a one-off commitment,
and the former Labor government made it clear that the
funding was for one year only.
Ms Mikakos, the member with no authority who spoke
at length before, and her counterpart, Mr Scheffer, a
member for Eastern Victoria Region, who also spoke at
length about how heartless the Liberal government was,
have to understand that this cut was implemented by
their federal colleagues and their former state ministers
in order to save their own necks in the state election that
was held last November because they did not want to
wear the political fallout that they now feel so
passionate about. Where was this new-found passion at
the time? Why were they not arguing with the federal
government? Why were they not out there in 2010
saying, ‘We want more money. You cannot cut this off.
This is appalling.’ Why were they not out there
discussing and debating the $1.9 million that
Mr Scheffer spoke so passionately about with their
federal counterparts?
On the other hand, why did they not take it up with
their then ministers? Why did they not lobby their own
ministers and say, ‘It is not good enough to have a
one-off situation. There should be ongoing funding.’
Mr Scheffer said the $1.9 million was 0.004 per cent of
the budget, or something like that. He talked about the
fact that that sum could be compared with catering
contracts. But we are talking about the catering
contracts of then Labor ministers and whatever
sandwiches they might have been eating at that time.
The point here is that opposition members did not
lobby their federal counterparts well enough, and they
certainly did not lobby their ministerial colleagues for
this funding to be recurrent. They lacked authority.
How right Mr Scheffer is. They had no authority. They
did not have any authority with their colleagues at state
or federal levels then, and they have no authority now.
Let me just remind this chamber what happened next.
Upon its election the Baillieu government formally
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requested that the Gillard government reinstate the
Take a Break occasional care funding as the program
could not be sustained on state funding alone. We
found that the Labor Party did not lobby its then
ministers when they were responsible for this program,
and at the time of the May 2010 budget it did not lobby
the federal Labor government at that stage. It did not
lobby the federal government after that time either,
certainly not going into the election campaign. It was
quite content to do a one-off funding arrangement with
its federal colleagues. The Labor Party just rolled over
and said, ‘Yes, we will do what you say, that is okay,
we are happy, you tell us what to do, Julia, and we will
do it for you’. And that is exactly what has happened.
It was left to the Baillieu Liberal government to lobby
the opposition’s federal colleagues very strongly on
behalf of this program. However, the federal minister
failed to respond to the Victorian government’s request
and the 2011–12 federal budget failed to reinstate the
program. It is just that, as Mr Scheffer said, ‘They do
not have any authority’. Mr Scheffer also said he felt
that Labor members are just getting used to being in
opposition. Get used to it, because it is just the
beginning! The Baillieu government recognised that
this program was an important program, and therefore it
agreed that it would continue to fund it and maintain the
arrangements while it gave people the opportunity to
think about other resources and whilst we were
lobbying the opposition’s colleagues in the federal
Labor government.
It is important to see just what Minister Lovell has
achieved. It is important to think about kindergartens
and see what Ms Lovell was able to achieve for the
kindergartens of Victoria in the budget in May 2011. I
remind the chamber that the Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development announced an
$8.2 million funding package for kindergartens across
the state.
Where is Mr Scheffer? There he is; he is going over to
talk to the member with no authority. He is very
movable. We know that he is a movable feast in his
electorate, but he will be very pleased to know, and I
will reiterate here, that this $8.2 million funding
package for kindergartens was across the state, so those
people in his area he was speaking of in his contribution
will be covered by this budget allocation.
Ms Lovell said the new funding package will include
the following: $3.4 million in new state funding to
provide 1359 community-based kindergartens across
Victoria with $2500 flexible grants for new information
technology equipment or other resources; $4.8 million
in a national partnership funding, including $2.6 million
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so that 35 kindergartens currently piloting 15-hour
kindergarten programs can continue that work; and
$2.2 million to enable another 23 kindergartens to pilot
innovative 15-hour kindergarten programs. This
government is actually doing something for
kindergartens. We had been lobbying the federal Labor
government for the Take a Break program to be
extended, and then we came back into the budgetary
process and put our money where we said we would
during the election campaign.
In addition, in the budget the government delivered a
$101 million package to support early year services,
and this is a very important thing to understand because
this government really understands and appreciates how
important it is to have those early years looked at and
encouraged and that early learning is a very important
part of a child’s development. In fact in this place we
have heard the Minister responsible for the Teaching
Profession, Mr Hall, speak about education on a
number of occasions. This is unlike what I can
remember of a former Brumby Labor education
minister when all he could talk about was the Moscow
on the Molonglo, I think it was. What was the term? I
think Mr Lenders would know the term. I have just
forgotten, but Mr Lenders seemed to know it
exceedingly well because he said it quite a lot, I recall.
That seemed to be all he could say, and we did not get
anything. However, we know that the then education
minister was taken out of education and put into
Treasury — what can I say?
The $101 million package to support the early years
was brought down in this budget by Ms Lovell, and I
reiterate that it has $41.5 million to provide free
kindergarten for 18 300 low-income families,
$18.2 million for children needing extra assistance at
kindergarten and $15 million for capital works
initiatives.
I quote from a media release of 5 June put out by
Ms Lovell in which she said:
Our key budget measures, the new IT and equipment grants
program and our leadership in the national reform process, are
just some examples of how this government is helping to
build a bright future for Victoria’s children …

It is not just in this area that the Baillieu government
allocated funding. There was an enormous amount of
funding allocated — $60 million of new funding — to
assist children with autism across the state. That is a
very important grant because early intervention is a
very important part of identifying the needs of children
presenting with an autism spectrum disorder. This
$60 million worth of new funding across the state will
certainly help with early intervention programs. It will
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help children to develop in the best possible way they
can. It will help to look at funding and support in
primary schools and then into secondary schools.
I know Ms Crozier, who is in the chamber, has a
particular interest in autism and its influence in
Southern Metropolitan Region. She has spent many
long hours talking to the excellent staff at the Currajong
School. Ms Crozier is a passionate supporter of
resources for autism, which form an important part of a
child’s development program, and she has been very
influential in bringing that issue to the attention of the
Minister for Education, Mr Dixon. Mr Dixon
recognises that many programs need to be looked to for
early identification of children with autism. In the past
members of this chamber have been understanding
of — —
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING
REFERENCES COMMITTEE
Membership
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — By
leave, I move:
That Mrs Petrovich be a participating member of the
Environment and Planning References Committee.

Motion agreed to.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Adult Multicultural Education Services: report
2010
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
rise to speak on the Adult Multicultural Education
Services annual report 2010. AMES provides a vital
service for newly arrived migrants and refugees who
have left their homeland in search of a better life for
their families, often as a result of civil unrest, poverty or
conflict in their home country. There are multiple
barriers experienced by new migrants, and some face
complex settlement challenges requiring special
assistance. These may include mental illness, outcomes
of torture and trauma, disability, chronic health issues,
homelessness and family violence. These are
compounded when combined with the requirements of
settling in Australia, such as learning English, adapting
to new social customs and understanding the Australian
way of life. AMES provides vital services to a
much-maligned minority in the community through
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encouraging and supporting measures to enhance
participation in the wider community and assist in
overcoming the barriers to social inclusion and
employment.
For the last 60 years AMES has played an important
role in assisting migrants to find their place in the
community. From its inception AMES provided
English-language education classes to postwar migrants
who came to Australia looking for a new beginning.
AMES then expanded its services enormously,
providing settlement, education and employment
services to our culturally and linguistically diverse
communities. When reading the report what
immediately caught my attention were some of the
figures it contains. The figures from 2010 include:
assisting more than 3300 refugee clients settle in
Victoria; delivering a staggering 3.4 million hours of
adult migrant English programs; supporting nearly
650 clients through their youth programs, including 181
in Noble Park and 161 in Dandenong; assisting
approximately 18 000 job seekers; and coordinating
more than 2200 volunteers.
Servicing the South Eastern Metropolitan electorate,
AMES has established sites in Keysborough,
Dandenong, Springvale, Noble Park, Cheltenham,
Moorabbin, Oakleigh, Glen Waverley, Narre Warren,
Frankston, Cranbourne, Hampton Park and Berwick.
AMES delivers primary services in four areas:
settlement, education, vocational training and
employment. It understands that learning English is a
significant barrier for migrants to overcome in settling
successfully in Australia. English is a key factor for
migrants when entering the workforce and participating
in the community and is vital in assisting them to
realise their full potential in society. Since 1952 more
than 500 000 clients have learnt English through
AMES, which has developed accessible and relevant
programs for English-language education that are
tailored specifically to the needs of the individual
student. Informing this approach is an understanding
that each student has different learning needs, so a
variety of learning programs and flexible delivery
methods are critical to its success.
In addition to the education and employment services in
Springvale and Noble Park, the organisation provides
much-needed settlement services and support which
directly link it to communities with large new arrival
and migrant populations. Last year 70 AMES staff
assisted more than 3300 refugee clients from regions
affected by serious conflict to settle in Victoria. They
work in partnership with a number of non-government
organisations, such as the Brotherhood of St Laurence
and the Springvale Community Aid Advice Bureau, to
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name just two. This is by no means a simple process, as
many new arrivals have experienced conflict, trauma
and in some cases torture and are haunted by past
experiences which are exacerbated by the uncertainties
they face in a new culture and new country.
The case coordinators, as they are known within
AMES, monitor and review their clients’ settlement
priorities, engaging and maintaining resources and
referrals to the specific needs of the client. They
produce remarkable results and last year implemented a
strength-based approach to service delivery which
focuses on new arrivals’ skills, attributes and strengths,
which are used to build a strategy to assist refugee and
newly arrived migrants to become settled in their new
culture.
AMES has succeeded across many streams of migrant
and refugee settlement services across Victoria, too
many for me to sufficiently cover here today. I
congratulate the staff and volunteers on their inspiring
commitment to some of the most marginalised
members of the community. I commend the report to
the house.

Auditor-General: Victorian Life Sciences
Computation Initiative
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Auditor-General’s report Victorian Life
Sciences Computation Initiative. In doing so I am
pleased to make some comments in relation to this
report. The findings in general are sound; however,
there are some findings and areas of the report that I
expect would not apply in the future. The Victorian
Life Sciences Computation Initiative (VLSCI) was a
$100 million investment intended to provide Victorian
life sciences researchers with a significant new
supercomputing capability and a centre of expertise to
support their use of the facility. This capability is
expected to help researchers facilitate improvement in
medical and health outcomes through the generation of
new knowledge.
In general life sciences can encompass a wide range of
scientific research, including medical research,
microbiology, physiology, pharmacology,
biotechnology and environmental issues, to name just a
few. Obviously I have a specific interest in the medical
and health outcome of the findings in this report.
Members of the chamber will have heard me say on
several occasions that I have worked in the research
area, especially in the area of diabetes, a devastating
disease that is causing great concern to many within the
health sector and has ongoing serious social and
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economic implications and health impacts upon our
Victorian community.
The Baillieu government is also very focused on health
outcomes and is particularly focused on improving
health outcomes for Victorians. At page vii the audit
summary states:
The aim of the VLSCI is to strengthen the capability and
reputation of Victorian institutions and researchers working in
life sciences by acquiring a peak computing facility … ranked
in the top 10 life sciences research facilities in the world. It
aims to employ over 50 people in life sciences research across
five programs.

All of this is very admirable, but there needs to be a
robust and accountable process when dealing with
public money. I draw members’ attention to the fact
that a $50 million grant was given to the University of
Melbourne to assist with this program, a grant provided
by the previous state government. The report highlights
that the overall initiative was consistent with the
university’s strategic and business objectives and state
government policy as outlined in the previous
government’s innovation policy at that time. However,
at page ix the audit summary states:
The University’s planning and project management
documentation was not of a sufficient standard for a state
government-funded project of the size and complexity of the
VLSCI.

In addition, poor planning and poor project
management practices were undertaken. At page ix the
summary goes on to say:
a detailed procurement strategy was not prepared and there is
no documentary evidence of the university identifying and
evaluating alternative procurement options.
the University’s risk management plan did not identify, and
have strategies to manage, a number of major risks associated
with the procurement.

Further to that, at page x the summary states:
The university’s procurement attracted only one capable party
willing to partner it in the VLSCI. As a result, it did not create
the competitive tension needed to achieve a value-for-money
outcome.

The report concludes that overall the procurement
process was not well planned and the university was not
able to demonstrate it represented value for money.
Having only one company involved in such a process
does not allow for opportunities to retest the market. I
think that is the most important aspect in relation to
what we are trying to do when we are dealing with
public moneys. The entire management component of
the procurement process was unable to demonstrate the
level of transparency and accountability required for
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larger public sector procurement. It is absolutely
imperative that public money grants be managed
appropriately. The audit makes a number of
recommendations in relation to this, and I again thank
the Auditor-General for undertaking this report. I
expect that future large-scale procurement processes
under this government will be managed appropriately
to prevent potential repercussions as highlighted in this
report.

Centre for Adult Education: report 2010
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the 2010 report of the Centre for Adult
Education (CAE). It is always a pleasure to report on
documents that prove so many good things about our
state. This is a report that proves the success of
educating and training adults, many of whom go on to
obtain satisfying jobs or to obtain university degrees.
To quote from page 6 of the report:
CAE continues to be Victoria’s largest adult and community
education provider.

I wish to note that a recent former member of the
CAE’s successful board of directors is Ms Jane Garrett,
the member for Brunswick in the other place.
In reading the report you cannot help but note the many
success stories, and all while the Honourable Jacinta
Allan and the Honourable Bronwyn Pike, the members
for Bendigo East and Melbourne respectively in the
other place, were ministers. Our side of the house cares
about the community and about education, and I should
note that many of the managers and team leaders at the
Centre for Adult Education are women. This is proof
that we do not always show bias against women within
the community and that we indeed recognise people’s
merit, skills and abilities. For that reason alone — that
is, the high proportion of senior people within the CAE
who are women — I congratulate the organisation.
The CAE is amazing. The number and diversity of
programs it delivers is astounding. Having over
55 000 subject enrolments is amazing. There are
courses related to the Melbourne Fashion Festival and
the Melbourne Writers Festival and programs delivered
to Royal Automobile Club of Victoria members, as
well as Victorian certificate of applied learning
programs, Victorian certificate of education programs,
computer courses, retail training programs, courses for
youth at risk and a great many more. Working with a
host of other organisations the CAE proves that
successful partnerships are born in an environment
where the team is greater than the self and in an
environment where different organisations care about
the end result of a better trained and successful
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community more than achieving brownie points by
doing it alone.
It is very important to note that the CAE’s financial
management of its resources earnt it the
Auditor-General’s seal of approval. In an environment
where we were facing a global financial crisis and
reduced funds, the CAE proved to be competent and
capable in how it managed its finances, which is
another point to be proud of.
The CAE has grown and strengthened over the years.
Today it is highly regarded by educational institutions
and Victorian government departments for the
professionalism of its staff and its delivery of
excellence time after time. As members of Parliament
we should acknowledge the invaluable work that it
undertakes for the community, delivering benefits that
most of us may never see but which are vital to
people — mums and dads, older persons and those
whose circumstances may have denied them an
education in their younger years. Students range from
age 15 to over 65. The latter figure is something very
special, because we must recognise that learning is for
life and that education and training do not automatically
stop when you reach a certain age but continue in one
form or another until the day we die. Thus, almost half
of the CAE’s students are 45 years of age or over.
When I think of this and those who attend the
University of the Third Age, I am simply at a loss for
words. I commend this report and congratulate all those
involved with the Centre for Adult Education.

Ombudsman: corrupt conduct by public
officers in procurement
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I wish to
speak this evening on the Victorian Ombudsman’s
report of June 2011 entitled Corrupt Conduct by Public
Officers in Procurement. I am not certain which word
sums this situation up best, except to say that it is
absolutely atrocious. This is why the public has such
little faith in the public service and its procedures. This
is a litany of disgraceful examples of basic corruption,
and it relates primarily to Arts Victoria.
This came out of a referral from the Corruption and
Crime Commission of Western Australia. Western
Australia picked this up and alerted us here in Victoria
to an issue with procurement in relation to what turned
out to be printer toner. It was not even noticed under the
former government’s regime — this is something we
had to be told of via an inquiry in another state. That is
the first major indictment of what was happening in
Arts Victoria under the Bracks and Brumby
governments.
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I have to go back and talk about what the situation was
in relation to purchasing outside the state purchase
contract. The executive summary of the report says:
On 1 January 2006 the Victorian Government Purchasing
Board (VGPB) established a state purchase contract for the
use of public bodies when purchasing stationery and office
products. The state purchase contract includes the purchase of
toner cartridges.

I do not think any of us here in this chamber would
think of toner cartridges as being a method or tool for
corruption, but as this whole nasty saga unfolds we see
that the corrupt purchasing of toner cartridges cost this
state an inordinate amount of money — over $80 000
in Arts Victoria alone. It was not just Arts Victoria; a
number of Victorian government schools and a prison
were also involved, but I will come to them in a
moment.
Going back to the methodology of the state purchase
contract, agencies were bound by the state purchase
contract: they had to purchase toner cartridges in
accordance with the contract. Victorian public bodies
falling outside the scope of the state purchase contract
have guidelines regarding how purchasing should be
conducted, and from 2006 to 2010 OfficeMax was the
approved supplier of toner cartridges to the Victorian
public sector. In 2009 the Department of Justice
identified that nine government bodies had purchased
goods outside the state purchase contract from the
company in the amount of $260 937. The
Ombudsman’s officers identified that one public officer
was responsible for approximately $148 000 of this
expenditure. That is a huge amount of toner cartridges!
This is a huge indictment. I will explain the situation
again, because it is an astonishing amount of money: a
total of $260 937 was spent outside the state purchase
contract, and one officer was responsible for $148 000
of this expenditure. I remind the chamber yet again that
this was not picked up by Arts Victoria and its
processes and it was not picked up by the Bracks
government — it was picked up by Western Australia.
What else has happened with the purchasing and what
was the enticement to spend so much on toner
cartridges? I do not believe it was a lot of
photocopying. It would seem that in return for these
purchases a number of public officers accepted gifts
from the company for their personal benefit. For
example, in 2009 an Arts Victoria employee received
over $8000 in prepaid Visa cards and Coles Myer
vouchers.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.
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Implementing the Government’s Response to the
2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission —
May 2011
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — Black
Saturday was a tragic event in Victorian history, with
an incredibly significant and tragic loss of life, many
injuries, much property lost and many kilometres of
Victoria’s landscape scorched. After these terrible
events, as members well know, Victorians banded
together, and the rebuilding work continues. The report
I wish to speak on today is the report in response to the
recommendations of the 2009 Bushfires Royal
Commission, which the government recently released. I
have spoken of these matters in previous parliamentary
weeks, including in an adjournment debate — and I am
grateful to the Minister for Energy and Resources,
Michael O’Brien, for his timely response on that
occasion.
In Australia bushfires occur from time to time. Every
action must be taken to ensure that the best possible
preventive measures are in place to prevent an event
like Black Saturday from occurring again. I commend
previous Premier John Brumby on quickly moving to
establish the royal commission and this government on
its intention to continue much of the work undertaken
by the previous government; however, I do not
commend this government on what I believe is its plan
to make regional Victoria pay the lion’s share of the
state’s burden in limiting bushfire risk insofar as it
relates to fires that are caused by electricity.
Chapter four of the report discusses the royal
commission’s recommendations 27 to 34, which deal
with electricity-caused fire. There is no doubt that
electricity was the cause of a number of fires that burnt
on Black Saturday; those facts have now been
determined. History tells us that electricity has been the
cause of numerous fires across Victoria over the years.
We must take action to ensure that the state’s electricity
network is safe and reliable. However, the burden of
ensuring a safe and reliable power network is one that
belongs to all Victorians. My concern is that the
Premier, Mr Baillieu, and his government plan to shift
the cost of ensuring that our electricity grid is safe to the
shoulders of Victorians in some locations based on
distribution network areas — locations that are
disproportionately in regional Victoria.
Electricity distributors Powercor Australia and SP
AusNet have already indicated their intention to raise
the price of electricity in Victoria. This rise will affect
the end users who live within their distribution areas.
These companies are responsible for distributing
electricity to much of Victoria but not to most areas of
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metropolitan Melbourne and the Mornington Peninsula.
These price rises are a result of power companies
passing on the costs they face to ensure that their
infrastructure is fully compliant and safe for the
bushfire season in the way that the royal commission
set out in its final report.
Mr Baillieu and the Liberal-Nationals coalition were
elected in no small part on a platform of keeping the
cost of living down. The government’s commitment to
fully implement every recommendation of the royal
commission and the approach it took were somewhat
different in respect of a handful of the commission’s
recommendations. The responsibility for powerline
maintenance rests with the power companies, yet
Mr Baillieu and the coalition government seem to be
taking a region-by-region approach to this issue and
doing nothing, as regional Victorians stare down the
barrel of a gun loaded with ever-increasing power bills.

Auditor-General: annual plan 2011–12
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to make a few remarks on a very broad document,
the Victorian Auditor-General’s annual plan 2011–12.
In doing so I would like to commend some of the work
that has already been done by the Auditor-General as
evidenced by the wide range of audit reports that have
been tabled and which have focused on important
topics outlining various examples of the
mismanagement of the former Labor government.
These reports have included: Municipal Solid Waste
Management, which was tabled today; Revitalising
Central Dandenong; Tertiary Education and Other
Entities — Results of the 2010 Audits; Indigenous
Education Strategies for Government Schools;
Management of Major Road Projects; and the most
interesting one tabled today, Allocation of Electronic
Gaming Machine Entitlements. I would like to make
some comments on the latter report, which was
obviously part of the Auditor-General’s work plan.
The Victorian community booted out the former Labor
government on the basis of a range of failures in major
projects such as the desalination plant, myki and smart
meters, but I think the exposure of the incompetence
that was associated with the allocation of the electronic
gaming machine entitlements is probably the clearest
example of the government’s incompetence. This is a
damning report on a huge loss of revenue that arose
from a lack of ministerial oversight and sheer
incompetence on the part of those who had been given
the important task of managing this project.
Today the Auditor-General outlined a very disturbing
level of incompetence and appalling project
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management which cost Victorian taxpayers an
unprecedented $3 billion. The former government
allocated 27 300 10-year gaming licences for a mere
$980 million. The licences were valued at up to
$4.5 billion. In the estimates of the Victorian
Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO), the licences were
valued at between $3.7 billion and $4.5 billion with the
midpoint of $4.1 billion. This represents a loss to the
state of Victoria of $3 billion. We spent a fair bit of
time today debating the funding of a small program. If
we look around at the infrastructure that this state
needs, just think of what could be paid for if we still
had that $3 billion in the Victorian state government
coffers.
Mr O’Brien — The regional growth funds.
Mrs PEULICH — It is amazing. One of the key
criticisms made by the Auditor-General is that the
auction reserve price was set at $5500 for club
entitlements based on the lowest price paid for a club
entitlement at the pre-auction club offer (PACO).
Information and training provided to auction
participants was completely inadequate and the auction
ended prematurely before all bids had been exhausted.
The decision to establish the gaming licence review
process which ultimately led to this poor outcome was
taken in 2007 under the watch of then Minister for
Gaming and now Leader of the Opposition, Mr Daniel
Andrews. The gaming review committee of the cabinet,
which had the primary cabinet-level oversight of this
project, had the membership of a number of Labor
luminaries, including former Premier John Brumby,
former Treasurer John Lenders, current Leader of the
Opposition and then Minister for Health Daniel
Andrews, former member for Mitcham Tony Robinson,
member for Niddrie and former Attorney-General Rob
Hulls, former Minister for Energy and Resources Peter
Batchelor and member for Mill Park Lily D’Ambrosio.
It is particularly disturbing that the Auditor-General
also found that the then Premier and the Treasurer
repeatedly ignored warnings from their departments not
to proceed with the auction, yet no formal review was
undertaken. The end result was a $3 billion loss of
revenue to the state, with large venue operators rather
than communities being the beneficiaries of this
windfall gain.
I think this is a really important report, so I will take my
cue from what Mrs Coote has been doing, which is
giving an appraisal of the report as a sequence, because
I think there is a lot of very valuable material here in
terms of learning what not to do. The fact that
27 300 gaming machine licences were allocated for
$990 million, or an average of about $37 000 per
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machine, far below their market value, is simply
incomprehensible ineptitude. The Auditor-General
found that reserves for this auction were set too low.
According to VAGO’s report, the club entitlement
reserve was based on the lowest price paid by a club
operator at PACO, an amount of $5743, which was
then rounded down to the nearest $500.
The reserve price was grossly low and 72 per cent of
the entitlements were bought at the auction. The
Auditor-General found that this was a poor way of
setting the reserve price since it was based on the least
profitable gaming venue in the state, a venue that was
so unsuccessful that shortly after the auction it closed.
According to the Auditor-General’s report the average
price paid for these entitlements at PACO — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.
Mrs PEULICH — I could have gone on for a long
time.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am not sure
Mrs Peulich would have been able to continue speaking
on that subject, because she was referring to an
Auditor-General’s report that was issued only this
morning, and there was not — —
Mrs PEULICH — It was a report that had been
identified in the Victorian Auditor-General’s annual
plan 2011–12. I was using that as a platform.

Deakin University: report 2010
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I rise to make
a contribution on the Deakin University annual report
2010. I would like to begin by acknowledging
Professor Sally Walker, the former vice-chancellor of
Deakin University, who resigned from her position
during the reporting period. Professor Walker was
Deakin’s fifth vice-chancellor and its first woman
vice-chancellor. She led the university for seven and a
half years, and during that time had many
achievements. The quality, opportunity, excellence and
strength of Deakin University today has much to do
with the leadership that Professor Walker added to the
institution. I wish her well in her future endeavours.
It is an absolute pleasure to welcome the sixth Deakin
vice-chancellor, a woman as well, Professor Jane den
Hollander, whom I have had the opportunity to meet on
several occasions. Professor den Hollander began as
vice-chancellor at Deakin in July 2010. I wish her well
in her continuing leadership of Deakin.
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Members in this chamber may well know that Deakin is
a frontrunner in the area of research. Last year, during
the reporting period, then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd
visited the Geelong technology precinct at Waurn
Ponds to announce funding of $37 million for the
establishment of the Australian Future Fibre Research
Innovation Centre. This grant, which demonstrates the
absolute confidence governments have in Deakin
University, signals the university’s excellence in the
development of materials and fibres. The grant includes
expansions, the construction of new research
laboratories and the establishment of the Australian
Carbon Fibre Research Facility.
Last year I had the pleasure of attending the official
opening of the Proof of Concept building at the
Geelong technology precinct by the member for
Bendigo East, Jacinta Allen, who was then the Minister
for Rural and Regional Development.
An important component of Deakin’s strength in the
area of research is its international relationships. In
November of the reporting period the
BioNanotechnology Research Centre, a partnership
between Deakin University and The Energy Research
Institute, was opened in New Delhi.
Deakin University is unique. It is Victoria’s only
regional university comprising four distinct campuses:
one in Warrnambool, two in Geelong — the waterfront
and Waurn Ponds campuses — and one in Melbourne.
Through these different geographical locations Deakin
offers a wide-ranging, diverse service to many
Victorians, Australians and international students in
rural, regional and metropolitan areas. Deakin has some
10 000 virtual students in addition to its part-time and
full-time on-campus students. Deakin’s online learning
facilities are a great feature of the university.
Deakin University is recognised as one of Geelong’s
major employers. It is also a significant employer in
Warrnambool. It is right at the heart of innovation,
education, culture and excellence in Geelong,
Warrnambool and metropolitan Melbourne. Its linkages
and partnerships within Geelong and regional Victoria
and internationally are an absolute credit to the staff,
students and management of this great institution.
In the Warrnambool Standard on Tuesday this week
there was a photo of the mayor of Warrnambool,
Jacinta Ermacora, the vice-chancellor of Deakin
University, Jane den Hollander, and the CEO of
Warrnambool City Council, Bruce Anson, who have
signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) that
will help plan research agendas and facilitate
collaboration across government, academia and
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industry. It is an MOU that has been signed by the
council and the university. It will also mean there will
be an interaction between staff whereby staff can be
seconded across the council and the university. It will
also foster student placement arrangements going
between the university and the council. To quote
Mr Bill Millard, the director of city growth for the
Warrnambool City Council:
This is a very exciting step in the future of education and
learning in our city …

I commend the report to the house.

Ombudsman: investigation into an allegation
about Victoria Police crime statistics
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to
speak tonight on the Ombudsman’s Investigation into
an Allegation about Victoria Police Crime Statistics —
June 2011 — Whistleblowers Protection Act 2001.
Crime statistics are a powerful tool. They can be used
by police to make decisions on resourcing. The people
of a community can use this information as a way of
gauging their personal safety, and they may base
decisions on whether they stay in a neighbourhood on
it. Media will provide this information across the state
and use it as a measure of how well a government is
performing on law and order. Given the power of this
information, the emotion it can generate and the weight
given to such statistics, the political clout and the effect
the police force’s crime statistics can have on the
outcomes of political debates is very clear. The
Ombudsman has for many years expressed the view
that accurate crime statistics are an important issue of
public interest.
In September 1991 Hawthorn won the grand final over
West Coast, and the then Victorian Legal and
Constitutional Committee of Parliament recommended
the establishment of an independent bureau of crime
statistics. According to the Ombudsman’s report this
committee noted that:
A comparison was made to the approach taken by NSW
where the establishment of the Bureau of Crime Statistics and
Research in 1969 … has taken a lot of the heat out of the
crime debate …

Quoting from page 44 of the Inquiry into Crime
Trends — Fourth Report — June 2002 of the Victorian
Parliament’s Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee,
the Ombudsman’s report also highlights that:
It has been stated that ‘… ultimately, the usefulness of crime
statistics as a basis for understanding crime depends on their
accuracy and reliability’.
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Unfortunately the reason this report was called into
being was the release of inaccurate crime statistics at
the behest of the former chief commissioner in the
week before the state election campaign officially
kicked off and the government went into caretaker
mode. This inaccurate data was made public on
28 October 2010 via a media release. The
Ombudsman’s report says:
The media release stated that ‘… further analysis of the past
three months — compared to the same three months last
year — has shown a 27.5 per cent fall in street assaults in the
city and a 12.4 per cent decrease in assaults across the state’.

The Ombudsman’s report goes on:
I consider that the quoted reduction of 27.5 per cent of
assaults in the CBD —

that is, the central business district —
between the July–September quarter 2010 compared to the
July–September quarter in 2009 without qualification, was
based on yet to be validated data. It was therefore likely that
releasing the data without qualification could reasonably be
perceived to be misrepresenting the fuller picture of the
trends. The crime statistics were subsequently used for
political purposes during a public debate by the then new
police minister three days before the election.

The report goes on:
The release of the quarterly crime statistics data, particularly
so close to an election, was likely to be used in a political
context.

In the former police commissioner’s defence he stated
that the statistics were released at this time of his own
accord because he did not want the statistics to come
out the week before the election, which the normal
quarterly reporting would have caused to occur. The
former police commissioner was also quoted in the
report as saying:
As I explained in my interview, resourcing and tasking
decisions are not and never would be made on the basis of
this single data set.

Considering the non-time-critical nature of the data,
what was the hurry? Why could more time not have
been given for full evaluation of the data so it could be
presented in a reliable form after the election if the
former police commissioner was seeking to maintain
Victoria Police’s political neutrality in the election
campaign?
On the basis of the very limited exposure I had to the
former police commissioner I suspect he was appointed
for his analytical and strategic abilities and
management skills. To manage an organisation like
Victoria Police requires a high level of intelligence, a
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fact reflected by the extensive process we have now
entered into to find a new police commissioner.
Normally I would be able to stand here and proudly
proclaim Victoria as a leader in most things, but in the
instance of managing crime statistics this report
highlights how far behind we really are. New South
Wales has had a crime statistics and research group
since 1969, South Australia has had one since 1978 and
Western Australia since 1988, and here is Victoria in
2011 with no such organisation. This government
accepts the Ombudsman’s recommendation on the
establishment of a crime statistics agency, and work is
under way looking at the structures of the organisations
I mentioned a moment ago. The government is
committed to establishing an agency to address the
concerns.
Statements interrupted.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ordinarily we would
still have around 20 minutes left for statements on
reports and papers, and indeed there are members who
still have contributions to make. However, as members
would be aware, we are to proceed to a joint sitting with
the Legislative Assembly this evening at 6.15 p.m. to
elect members to the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation. During the joint sitting three members will
be elected to the foundation.
I am advised that the Economy and Infrastructure
References Committee and the Environment and
Planning References Committee are both meeting at
8.00 p.m. I understand, however, that they are not likely
to continue past what would be our adjournment time
of 10.00 p.m. As I understand the intention of the chairs
of those committees and of the government — and I
understand this has been discussed with the opposition,
or the opposition has expressed a view — we will
therefore resume the proceedings of this house once the
committees have discharged their duties this evening.
The time of resumption of this house’s proceedings will
depend on those committee proceedings, and members
will need to wait on the bells, which I will order to be
rung at a suitable time when proceedings can continue.
We will resume statements on reports and papers and
then return to general business ahead of the
adjournment at 10 o’clock.
I also take this brief opportunity to thank the staff for
last night. I was nicely tucked up in bed because, as
members would be aware, I was not well. I know that
people here soldiered on again for quite some time
during the extended proceedings last night. Again I
indicate the appreciation of members for the
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contribution staff make on those occasions. The chair
will be resumed at the ringing of the bells.
Sitting suspended 6.13 p.m. until 9.29 p.m.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation
The PRESIDENT — Order! I take this opportunity
to report that the house has met with the Legislative
Assembly today to elect three members of the
Parliament to the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation and that Assembly members Mr Neil
Angus, MP, the member Forest Hill; Mr Tim Bull, MP,
the member for Gippsland East; and Ms Danielle
Green, MP, the member for Yan Yean, were elected to
the foundation for a three-year term commencing
immediately.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Statements resumed.

Adult Multicultural Education Services: report
2010
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I am very
pleased to rise to speak on the Australian Multicultural
Education Services 2010 annual report. AMES is a
wonderful organisation which was responsible for
assisting more than 3300 refugee clients to settle in
Victoria in 2010. In 2010 the organisation delivered
more than 3.4 million hours of its adult migrant English
program, supported nearly 650 clients through its youth
program, provided 312 000 vocational education and
training contact hours, assisted approximately
18 000 job seekers, coordinated more than
2200 volunteers and supported nearly 1800 community
events through its multicultural hub. The organisation
was obviously very busy during 2010, as it has been in
other years. I want to congratulate AMES, particularly
Ian McHutchison, the chief executive officer, and
Graham Sherry, the chairperson, and all the board
members.
The report points out that a settlement framework was
developed and finalised during the 2010 reporting
period to guide AMES’s work. It describes how the
services across the organisation can be linked up and
delivered in order to achieve short, medium and
long-term settlement outcomes for newly arrived
refugees and migrants. The framework acknowledges
that to participate fully people must be given the
opportunity to access services, connect with family,
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friends and community, and have a secure job. All of
these things are very important in maximising people’s
participation within a community, particularly the
participation of those who have arrived in a new
community as refugees or migrants. The framework
provides the map of how settlement outcomes may be
improved by working in partnership with others and
building on AMES’s shared knowledge and capacity,
including with new settlers.
In his letter the CEO talks about how AMES’s research
and community consultation through 2010 have found
that the vast majority of people who participate in its
programs want and need to be able to work. Many have
skills which they are sure are in short supply, and many
more have both the enthusiasm and the willingness to
contribute to whatever work they can do.
In his letter the CEO also outlines that AMES’s service
delivery, change and improvement, its partnerships and
community services and research efforts have been
directed towards assisting its clients to achieve their
employment ambitions. There has been a real focus, not
only in the research that the organisation has done but
also in the services it is delivering, on ensuring that
people are able to use and build on their skills and
knowledge in order to work. We know that if someone
is able to work, they are able to participate even more
fully in their community and support their family as
well. AMES is looking very much at the organisation’s
employment team, which has made great progress in
becoming a highly skilled specialist provider to
culturally and linguistically diverse job seekers. It has
been an aim of the organisation to enable its clients to
find work.
For nearly 60 years AMES has welcomed refugees and
new migrants to Victoria, working with all levels of
government, business and the community to help its
clients reach their full potential both socially and
economically. This is an excellent report, and I urge
members to take the time to have a look at it.

Auditor-General: annual plan 2011–12
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I have great
pleasure in making a few remarks tonight on the
Victorian Auditor-General’s Office annual plan 2011–12.
The reason I have some pleasure reflecting on this is that
it highlights the lack of rigour in the Parliament in relation
to transparency. I recall some four years ago the then
opposition attempting to discover what was going on in
terms of the allocation of electronic gaming machine
licences and seeking documents in relation to those
matters. In seeking those documents it came to a pretty
pass where the government perpetually frustrated the
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house in its endeavour to achieve that outcome. It ended
of course with the then Leader of the Government being
suspended from the service of the house, setting a
precedent in this place. It was the first time in 150 years
of the Legislative Council that that had ever occurred.
I make reference to the audit plan which goes to the
tabling of reports in Parliament, amongst other things.
The work of the office and the report that was tabled
today identify that the state forwent revenue of
$3 billion as a result of the flawed process that was
adopted by the Bracks and Brumby governments,
presided over by the then Minister for Gaming and now
Leader of the Opposition in the lower house, Daniel
Andrews, and the then Treasurer, John Lenders, now
Leader of the Opposition in this place. What does this
mean for Victoria? It means two things: firstly, that
$3 billion has been lost to the Victorian taxpayer
through the incompetence involved in this process; and,
importantly, that the government cannot have any
confidence in any of the processes that the former
Bracks and Brumby governments put in place during
their time in office.
This is a scandal of huge proportions, a scandal which
should be well understood by the Victorian community.
That the members of the now opposition could blithely
ignore this report fascinates me. They have shown no
inclination whatsoever to accept the criticism which
was today summarised for me at a briefing by the audit
office on this revelation. When specifically asked in
relation to the management of this project if any aspect
of the project was managed well, the response from the
audit office was, ‘The majority of entitlements were
allocated by the time line determined’. But in respect of
every other aspect of management and implementation
of this project it is a disaster. I have never seen such a
litany of embarrassing performances by government on
any project.
This is an interesting report to read. There were
27 300 gaming machine licences allocated for
$980 million, but the licences were valued by the
Victorian office of the Auditor-General at
approximately $4.1 billion, meaning there was a
revenue loss of about $3 billion. While I accept that
there will be debate about the precision of those
estimates, that is not material in my view because
essentially it is the quantum of the forgone revenue to
the state which is of significance. We could talk about
why this occurred, but it is quite clear that it occurred
because the ministers responsible for the project were
disengaged from it and were more engaged in refusing
to disclose information to the Parliament, therefore
frustrating scrutiny.
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Statements interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT — Order! I take this opportunity
to acknowledge that we have a visitor in the gallery,
Mr Mark Robinson, MP, member for Cleveland in the
Queensland Parliament. We welcome Mr Robinson,
who is a Victorian abroad, because he grew up in
Victoria and has the distinction, along with Russell
Northe, the member for Morwell in the other place, of
having been taught by none other than Peter Hall. We
are certainly pleased to see Mr Robinson, a second
student faring well after their education by Mr Hall.
Mr Lenders — Or despite their education by
Mr Hall.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Possibly. The
opposition leader can be very unkind.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Statements resumed.

Auditor-General: Victorian Life Sciences
Computation Initiative
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Auditor-General’s report Victorian Life
Sciences Computation Initiative of June 2011. I am
pleased to speak on this report because it highlights the
importance of scientific research to the science
community of Victoria. The Brumby Labor
government allocated an investment of $100 million to
provide Victorian life sciences researchers with a new
supercomputing capability and a centre of expertise to
support their use of the facility. The expected outcome
will be improved health through the acquisition of new
knowledge, together with a facility which will provide
researchers with a peak computing environment
ranking in the top 10 life sciences research facilities in
the world. It is also the aim of the project to employ
over 50 people in life sciences research across five
programs. The Department of Business and Innovation
is overseeing the administration of the grant agreement
between the state government and the university.
According to Dr Peter Frost, the Acting
Auditor-General, the Victorian life sciences
computation initiative is consistent with government
policy and with the University of Melbourne’s strategic
and business objectives. Early indications are that the
program is achieving its policy objectives by providing
life science researchers with additional computational
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and research capability. This has driven changes in
computational research, with the potential to make
important contributions to life sciences in Victoria.
However, according to Dr Peter Frost, notwithstanding
these positive early signs, the absence of sufficient
needs and options analysis and sound procurement
processes means the university cannot demonstrate that
the peak computing facility and associated life science
computation centre represent the most effective use of
the $50 million provided by the state government for
life science research.
The university identified the broad need for additional
computational and research capability for life science
researchers and the need to attract additional specialist
life science researchers. There are some teething
problems with the project, and the report contains
several worthy recommendations. I am not going to go
through them all, but I would like to highlight
recommendation 2a, which states:
Where the Department of Business and Innovation provides
significant grants to public agencies for projects that are
significant in size, complex or high risk, it should require
agencies to demonstrate that grant proposals are adequately
supported and include option and cost-benefit analysis.

In conclusion, in order for Victoria to maintain its
premier position in the scientific world of Australia it is
critical that all assistance be given to Melbourne
University to enable it to deliver this very important
health initiative for all Victorians.

Implementing the Government’s Response to the
2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission —
May 2011
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — I rise to
speak on the report Implementing the Government’s
Response to the 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal
Commission — May 2011. I have spoken on many
occasions in this house about the impacts on
communities across Victoria affected by Black
Saturday, when 173 lives were tragically taken, and
those communities are still struggling to recover. This
report articulates some of the steps that have been taken
to assist in that progress, which will be long and
arduous.
Having said that, I am quite proud to rise to speak on
this report tonight because there have been very many
positive outcomes as a result of the bushfire royal
commission. That royal commission worked tirelessly
and with such a lot of commitment to the community of
Victoria. I can only imagine the strength and courage it
took to hear the many submissions from those
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communities and family members and emergency
services people who worked so hard. Those people
delivered the vital information which has formed the
basis of this report.
The Baillieu government supports all of the
recommendations in the royal commission’s final
report, as stated by Premier Baillieu in the report’s
preface as follows:
The government supports all of the royal commission’s
recommendations in the final report and is committed to
implementing each of them. The Victorian government is
making major investments and reforms to the way Victoria
prepares for, and responds to, bushfires.
In total, the Victorian government will invest over
$900 million in response to the final report. This
implementation plan is the next step in delivering on our
commitment to improve the way Victoria prepares for
bushfires and provides further detail on how and when each
commitment will be implemented.

Having been part of that recovery process in the
aftermath of those fires, I know the implementation will
take a considerable amount of work, and part of that
work relates to planning and preparation for bushfires.
In section 3, at page 6, the report talks about how
critical better planning and preparation is to reducing
the consequences of bushfires. It states:
This requires a concerted and ongoing effort at all levels —
from individuals and households to communities,
municipalities, regions and the state.

As we saw in the aftermath of the fire, this certainly has
been an effort which has involved everyone, and many
people who have had to have an ongoing role in that
recovery process have also been going about their
normal lives.
One of the areas I am particularly interested in in terms
of preparedness is efforts in fuel reduction. I am proud
to be part of those efforts, and I have been working
cohesively with the Department of Sustainability and
Environment. I can proudly say that in this burning
season the DSE has had a target of 200 000 hectares
and has worked very hard across the board to reduce
the fuel load, which was one of the key factors of the
disaster on a very bad day, 7 February, which was
Black Saturday. Unfortunately this year we have had I
think the wettest year in living memory. Having seen
the aftermath and the devastation of bushfire, I feel the
irony in having four flood events which left Victoria
awash.
Mr Finn — Tim Flannery said it would never rain
again.
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Mrs PETROVICH — I will restrain myself,
Mr Finn. That is very true; there was speculation that it
would never rain again in the state of Victoria. The
recovery process has been very difficult for those
communities that have also had 10 years of drought.
Victoria has copped it, and rural Victoria has certainly
had its hands full. Having said that, in terms of the
work that has been done I think we have achieved
197 000 hectares of prescribed burning across the state
in the wettest burning season in living memory. I can
say that the troops and I are disappointed that we did
not achieve the 200 000 hectares, but that does not
mean the burning season is over. We will be continuing
on in the spring, and there is a lot of work to do. It is
part of restoring confidence in Victoria — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! That concludes the
time available for statements on reports and papers, so
we will return to general business. Mrs Coote was in
the middle of her contribution.

CHILDREN: TAKE A BREAK PROGRAM
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan):
That this house —
(1) condemns the Baillieu government for not funding the
Take a Break occasional child-care program from
31 December 2011, leaving Victorian families,
especially in rural and regional communities, without
access to affordable and community-based child care;
and
(2) calls on the Baillieu government to reinstate funding for
this important program.

Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I would
like to remind the chamber where we were before what
was quite a long break. We took a break from the Take
a Break motion here tonight, but now we are back. I
would like to remind the chamber of what
Ms Mikakos’s colleague Mr Scheffer had to say about
her, which was extremely unkind. He was saying that
she has no authority at all. He is not here in the chamber
tonight to refute that. I think it is absolutely right,
because in the break we have just taken it came to my
notice that out there on the tweet lines the very
organisations that Ms Mikakos was speaking of in her
contribution are saying, ‘Call upon the Prime Minister
Julia Gillard to reinstate that funding’. All those people
she so carefully talked about are out there tweeting
away saying, ‘Julia Gillard, you reinstate this. You put
the money back. It’s your issue. You took it away; now
you put it back’.
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I say to Ms Mikakos that it was a pity we all took a
break, because it took the impetus out of her argument.
I would like to remind those in this chamber of what
has happened. In May 2010 the federal Labor
government discontinued funding for the Take a Break
occasional child-care program. This meant services
were due to cease on 30 June 2010, which did not allow
the government time for families to adjust. The then
Victorian government agreed to fund the federal Labor
government’s share of the program for one year until
30 June 2011. This was a one-off commitment by the
very mean Labor government we had then in Victoria.
It was the one that did not provide the recurrent
expenditure. It did not put enough pressure on the
federal government, and this was a one-off contribution
by the then Labor government. Let us just remember
that.
Upon its election the Baillieu government requested
that the Gillard federal government reinstate the Take a
Break occasional child-care funding as the program
could not be sustained on a state funding basis.
However, the federal government minister failed to
respond to Victoria’s request and the 2011–12 federal
Labor budget failed to reinstate the program. This left
the Victorian government with a dilemma. We funded
it, as we said we would do, but it has now come to this
position where Ms Mikakos is expressing ‘Woe is me’
bleeding heart stuff and ‘Isn’t it terrible about the
Baillieu government?’.
It is Labor’s issue. They did it. It was the federal Labor
government which took away the funding in the first
place. The reality is that the program was not funded by
the state Labor government under the former Premier,
Mr Brumby, and the former Treasurer, Mr Lenders,
who happens to be in here at the moment being
exceedingly quiet — he is seriously taking a break from
the debate — but the Baillieu government kept this
program going. The issue is that all those people who
Ms Mikakos spoke about are out there twittering away
and saying in fact it is Ms Gillard’s problem, it is her
issue.
Interestingly in her contribution Ms Mikakos said, ‘I
am not going to be playing politics’, which is a very
strange thing for Ms Mikakos to say given that she is
from a political party and given that this is a motion she
has moved on a particularly political issue, but no, she
was not playing politics. ‘We are not playing politics’,
she said, so in her whole contribution, which went for
over an hour, she did exactly that. However, as we have
seen, her colleague Mr Scheffer came out and said that
she has no authority. We know that from her own side.
She was out there spouting the old Labor rhetoric that it
was the old child-care debate reiterated, reiterated and
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reiterated, but let me remind Ms Mikakos and this
chamber one more time that this was Labor’s fault —
federal and state — at every turn. They are trying to
drum up this issue here and it is completely and utterly
inadequate.
I too have had, as other members in this chamber have
had, letters from all of the people within our electorates,
and they have all been quoting exactly the same letter,
so I think probably Ms Mikakos, who I might say was
extremely wrong when she said that my esteemed
colleague Mrs Peulich had been generating
demonstrations, I think she said, with that man who
lives in my electorate but represents somewhere else,
except there are a few of those — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mrs COOTE — Exactly. This one was a federal
member, and the reality is it is a long way from the
truth.
Mrs Petrovich interjected.
Mrs COOTE — It was Mr Dreyfus, thank you very
much. Where does Mr Dreyfus live and where does he
represent? I think the issue here is that we get back to
Take a Break. Take a Break is the name of the motion
that we are discussing here today.
Ms Mikakos quoted a number of Leader Press articles,
and I have one of my own to quote from. This one was
in the Caulfield Glen Eira Leader and on page 5 of the
Port Phillip Leader on Monday, 27 June 2011. It says:
The federal government withdrew money for a 25-year-old
community-based occasional child-care program.

And the state government had supported it but is now
scrapping the funding. But they say in this article
something Ms Mikakos neglected to tell us when she
was going through her litany of online quotes. In fact
these articles from the Leader Press are saying that it
was the federal Labor government that scrapped the
25-year-old community-based occasional child-care
program. The same article states that more than
90 families use the doomed Southport Playhouse centre
in South Melbourne, which is in my electorate, in
Ms Crozier’s electorate and in the electorate of the
former Treasurer, Mr Lenders.
Mr Lenders — And in Mr David Davis’s electorate.
Mrs COOTE — And it is in Mr David Davis’s
electorate as well. He is in the chamber now. Where is
Ms Pennicuik? There is no sign of the Greens; they
must be taking a break.
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Last year the federal government cut its share of a
jointly funded government project, which involved
keeping it open at a cost of $20 000 a year. Everybody
is now pointing the finger at the Labor Party — at
Labor Party policy, at Labor Party decisions. That is
what has happened. Ms Mikakos spoke at length about
how it was going to affect many families, but I suggest
that she get onto Twitter and have a look at what those
families are saying. It is important that Ms Mikakos has
a good look at this.
I have said it before and I will say it again: the Baillieu
government under the Minister for Children and Early
Childhood Development, Minister Lovell, has done an
excellent job in putting a sustained amount of funding
towards the recognition of early childhood
development. During the budget debate in June
Ms Lovell said there would be a new funding package,
which as I said before will include $3.4 million in new
state funding to provide 1359 community-based
kindergartens across Victoria with a $2500 flexible
grant for new information technology and $4.8 million
in national partnership funding for 35 kindergartens.
And we are currently piloting 15 kindergarten programs
at a cost of $2.2 million to enable another
23 kindergartens to take part in the innovative 15-hour
kindergarten program.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the house do now adjourn.

Floods: Benjeroop
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
issue tonight is for the Minister for Water, Mr Walsh.
The matter I raise is in regard to the district of
Benjeroop and the fact that there are five properties in
that district that are still partly covered by water. As we
know, Benjeroop is a community that was under deep
water for a period during the floods earlier this year.
We also know there has been a lot of interchange with
Lindsay Schultz, the water warden from the area, who
engaged with the Premier, and I believe even the Duke
of Cambridge was up there. People were roaming
around and looking at how this community could be
helped.
It is interesting that the Minister for Water made a bet
with Mr Schultz that the area would not be flooded in a
month’s time. I am not blaming the Minister for Water
for this, but part of Benjeroop is still flooded. Minister
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Walsh has been meeting with some but not all of the
residents of Benjeroop, which is in his own electorate.
At the moment we have a working party looking into
what the future of this district is. We have an issue as to
whether or not compensation is going to be paid to
some farmers, we have an issue about community
reconstruction, we have a Department of Primary
Industries-led task force with a declared chair but no
public terms of reference and no time line set for when
this committee must table a report, and we have a
community that is getting a little bit anxious. When a
group of people from Benjeroop came a long way to
Melbourne to meet with the Premier they could not get
in the door to see him.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Yes, the Co-Premier, Peter
Ryan; they might have seen him. They came down to
see the Premier, but they did not get the courtesy of a
meeting.
The action I am seeking from the Minister for Water
tonight is for him to make it clear to the residents of
Benjeroop exactly what the terms of reference of this
working party are and what the time line for the
working party’s determination is and to provide some
transparency.
I spoke today to Mr Duncan MacKellar, who has
200 acres at Benjeroop. He has been talking to many of
his neighbours at Benjeroop to try to find out exactly
what Minister Walsh’s Department of Primary
Industries-led working party is doing. It has told the
media it is going to make a determination shortly, but
the terms of reference have not been seen, the time line
has not been seen and we have had a promise made by
the minister to the community that the water would be
gone within 30 days, but many months later it has not.
Communities need more than a promise of a couple of
Crownies made on radio. The action I seek from the
minister is to make the terms of reference and the time
line transparent and to act on promises he can keep
rather than making idle ones that he cannot keep.

Wind farms: health effects
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I would like to
draw the attention of the Minister for Planning to the
issue of wind farms in Western Victoria. It is certainly
topical at most times, but it is certainly topical at
present following the handing down last week of the
Senate inquiry into the social and economic effects of
wind farms and a Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal hearing on a wind farm near Terang in the
state’s south-west. I have already spoken to the house
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about my concerns in relation to the impact of noise,
the loss of visual amenity and the potential impact on
the value of properties that play host to or neighbour
wind turbines. I have also spoken about the community
unrest in those regions, and I have spoken of my
concerns about the legislative framework that exists
around an industry that is in constant change, which
includes the use of bigger and better turbines. I again
raise these concerns with the house.
I have spoken to Waubra resident Steve Coleman, who
with his wife owns and operates the Quoin Hill Winery.
There are no turbines on Mr Coleman’s property, but it
sits amongst the 128 turbines that make up the Waubra
wind farm owned by Acciona. Of the 128 turbines, 30
are within 2 kilometres of his home, 13 are within
1.5 kilometres of his home and 5 are within
1 kilometre, the closest of which is just 600 metres
away. Mr Coleman is not opposed to wind energy. In
fact he hosted the wind farm’s official opening function
by the then Minister for Energy Industries, Theo
Theophanous. He has also been a member of the
community reference group for wind farm development
and on the Waubra Wind Farm Festival committee. But
Mr Coleman is now suffering sleepless nights from the
noise generated by the turbines. His last rate notice
showed the value of his property had declined. His
employees are now asking to go home early because of
the noise. His monitoring equipment shows the noise
generated by the turbines exceeds the accepted levels,
and further his calls to the Acciona complaint line are
dealt with by way of a receipt to indicate his complaint
has been registered.
Mr Coleman wants to know how people currently
affected by the turbines can be helped. Further, and
more importantly, Mr Coleman wants to know what
changes will happen to reduce the impact of wind farms
on people and communities in the future. I note that the
outcome of the Senate inquiry is that it is urging that
more research be done on the potential health effects of
wind farms. I am keen to continue listening to all sides
of the wind farm debate. As such I am working towards
hosting a wind farm forum in Ballarat in a couple of
weeks. I hope this will provide an opportunity for
everyone to understand where the wind farm debate is
up to and what the current legislation and legalities
mean.
I am feeling increasingly uncomfortable about the
planning approval and ongoing monitoring process for
the Waubra wind farm. As such I feel compelled to
request the Minister for Planning, the Honourable
Matthew Guy, to consider initiating an inquiry into the
wind farm’s establishment and compliance with the
noise standards detailed in its planning permit
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conditions. It may be a timely opportunity in light of
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal hearing
last week to reject plans by Wind Farm Developments
to build 12 turbines at a place near Terang called The
Sisters. In this case the deputy president of VCAT,
Helen Gibson, decided the project, which was rejected
by the Moyne council, should be judged according to
the new guidelines set down by the Baillieu
government earlier this year. This decision could have
broad ramifications for wind energy projects that are
already approved but not yet built across Victoria.

Unfortunately the government and Racing Victoria
Limited are not prepared to spend the money to even
undertake the drainage work to make the track safe
again without flood mitigation activity, so for some
months now Melbourne Water has been conducting a
study, the report on which is due fairly soon. The club
is concerned about two things: firstly, that the report
could somehow be used to delay or shelve the track
reconstruction; and, secondly, that some in the industry
estimate that the track will not reopen until October
2013.

Yarra Valley Racing Centre: track
redevelopment

The community should not have to wait that long, so
the action I seek from the minister is that he ensure that
the government provide sufficient funding for the
drainage remediation and track redevelopment to be
done concurrently —

Hon. M. P. PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) —
The matter I raise is for the Minister for Racing,
Dr Napthine, and it concerns Yarra Valley Racing club.
I was pleased to attend the Yarra Valley Racing club
course at Yarra Glen last Tuesday, where I met with the
chairman of the club, Barry Coulthard. What has
happened at Yarra Glen as a result of fire and flood is
very sad for the club and a terrible shame for the entire
community.
There was very heavy rain on Derby Day last year, and
when the water from that combined with the run-off
effects from bushfire the course became flooded — not
for the first time — to the extent that potholes started
appearing at about the 100-metre mark of the course,
which is generally where horses I have backed hit the
fence! I think Mr Drum has probably had the same
experience. That meant that racing had to be
immediately suspended and the club had to call off its
cup day meeting. Close to $1 million will need to be
spent to make the track safe again.
Yarra Valley Racing already had in place a
medium-term plan for track redevelopment, which is
desperately needed. It might mean spending some
$3 million or $4 million in total, but it would be a
completely false economy to fix the drainage now, not
do anything about the redevelopment and then
effectively have to close the track twice, so it is
important that the redevelopment occur. Yarra Glen has
one of the best country facilities in the state in terms of
racing clubs. Yarra Valley Racing is a very successful
club and has good crowds. It does not rely on a Tabaret,
as many other clubs do. The club has begun some
substantial work on the grandstands and environs with
money from the Regional Racing Infrastructure Fund,
but the state of its own track is poor. Common sense
would indicate that the drainage work and track
redevelopment should happen together and should be
done as a matter of urgency.

Mr Koch interjected.
Hon. M. P. PAKULA — and that the work
commence in a timely way, Mr Koch, so that the
community of Yarra Glen has its racing club back next
year, not in 2013.

Community sector: wages
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment this evening is for the Minister for
Community Services, Mary Wooldridge. Our social
and community sector workers are underpaid, and
gender plays a significant role in this pay gap. Fair
Work Australia has handed down the decision to grant
a 3.4 per cent increase to the one in six workers who are
dependent on awards. This aims to allow Australia’s
lowest paid workers to keep pace with the cost of
living.
However, just keeping pace with the cost of living
while continuing to be paid less than their workforce
counterparts is not good enough and comes too late for
many. One person for whom this has come too late is
Matilda Langley. Matilda is a highly qualified
professional who has worked in the social and
community sector for 11 years. As Matilda outlined in
her email sent to a number of members of Parliament,
she has invaluable experience, skills, knowledge and
networks.
Eleven years is a very long time to be underpaid and
have very little opportunity to get ahead, let alone just
keep up. What kind of secure financial future can one
possibly plan? Matilda has very little superannuation
and no long service leave. The time has come when
Matilda can no longer personally subsidise her
employment, and she has been forced to leave the
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sector, taking her skills, experience and knowledge with
her. She is moving to another sector and as a result
receiving $20 000 more in wages every year.
On leaving, Matilda stated in her email:
... while I’m sad to be leaving, I’m more sad for the sector
that is losing my skills, qualifications and enthusiasm … and
I’m saddest of all for the disadvantaged and vulnerable
Australians that will increasingly be ‘serviced’ by less and
less experienced and qualified community workers.
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operation of the Regional Growth Fund and the
outcomes of the projects that the Regional Growth
Fund pushes forward. The Regional Policy Advisory
Committee will also look at the impacts of the acts and
subordinate legislation on rural and regional
Victorians — to act, in a sense, as a rural proofing
group on all legislation. It will also have an opportunity
to look at policy and how it affects and relates to rural
and regional Victoria and at any other matter that may
affect rural and regional Victorians.

We must act immediately to prevent any further loss of
social and community sector workers. We must act to
pay them their worth — much more than Matilda
received over the last 11 years. To make the outcomes
of the Fair Work Australia case a reality, the
government must meet the funding requirements. The
social and community sector organisations need an
increase in funding to match the increase in wages their
staff deserve. The action I ask of the minister is that she
ensure that this increase in funding occurs.

As Victorians eagerly await the introduction of the
Regional Growth Fund, I look forward to hearing who
will be on the Regional Policy Advisory Committee to
assist the minister in rolling out this policy which
represents an investment never seen before in regional
Victoria. It is certainly an investment which is double
that put on the table by the previous government.

Regional Policy Advisory Committee:
membership

Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Manufacturing, Exports and Trade concerning
recommendation 12.1 in the draft report released last
week by the Victorian Competition and Efficiency
Commission (VCEC). There are a number of
unpleasant recommendations in this report but
recommendation 12.1 in particular needs to be
highlighted and immediately rejected by the
government and the minister. Because the government
did not bother to formulate a substantive policy or plan
for the manufacturing industry going into the last
election, whilst it was in opposition, it had to take the
unusual step of commissioning VCEC to come up with
a plan for manufacturing. It took four months for the
government to ask VCEC to come up with a plan.

Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — My adjournment
matter is for the Deputy Premier, Peter Ryan, who is
also the Minister for Regional and Rural Development.
In early June this house passed the Regional Growth
Fund Bill 2011. The Regional Growth Fund is an
investment of $1 billion over eight years in
infrastructure and job creation throughout regional
Victoria. This investment is almost double the declared
amount of investment in regional Victoria made by the
previous government, the current opposition.
Not only is the Regional Growth Fund nearly double
the investment of the previous government but we are
also putting an unprecedented amount of decision
making and resources in the hands of local
communities across the state. As the new financial year
approaches, regional Victorians are eagerly awaiting
the introduction of the Regional Growth Fund. One of
the important aspects of the Regional Growth Fund is
the Regional Policy Advisory Committee, which will
consist of no more than nine people — that is, the chair
and eight others. I would like to ask the minister when
he will be in a position to publicise who will be on the
Regional Policy Advisory Committee in the roles of the
chair and the eight other members who will be assisting
the minister with their advice.
The functions of the Regional Policy Advisory
Committee include offering the minister advice about
the strategic infrastructure priorities of the state, the
significant policies and projects across the state, the

Manufacturing: Victorian Competition and
Efficiency Commission report

This government has now been in office for eight
months, and last week VCEC released a draft plan for
the manufacturing sector. Meanwhile, during the last
eight months, the manufacturing sector has been under
considerable stress from the high Australian dollar and
the low-cost, mass-production economies such as that
of China. The purchasing managers index reflects the
vacuum created by the lack of government leadership
by showing that manufacturing is in a state of
contraction.
Recommendation 12.1 calls for the abolition of local
content and local job requirements in government
procurement. The adoption of this recommendation
would be tantamount to sticking a knife through the
heart of the Victorian manufacturing industry, which
employs more than 300 000 Victorians and is
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comprised of over 25 000 businesses. The adoption of
this recommendation would effectively mean exporting
tens of thousands of Victorian jobs to places like China
and other countries with low-cost economies. The
action I seek from the minister is for him to
immediately and unequivocally reject
recommendation 12.1 in the VCEC draft report.

Public transport: ferry service
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Public
Transport. As members of this house would be aware,
the west of Melbourne includes some of the fastest
growing parts of Australia. The tragedy is that after
11 years of neglect by the former Labor government
infrastructure in the west has been left behind, further
evidence of the fact that Labor despises the outer
suburbs of Melbourne, as pointed out by the Minister
for Planning last night. In particular roads have been
left behind as those areas — Wyndham and Melton, for
example — have grown. As we know, Wyndham is the
fastest growing municipality in Australia, and as it has
grown the road network has not been able to keep up.
There are roads through Werribee and Point Cook
which are now bursting at the seams during peak hour
and gridlocked every day. Of course that overflows to
the West Gate Freeway and onto the West Gate Bridge.
It has to be said that it flows a little bit better since the
roadworks have been finished, but we still have that
overwhelming problem of too many vehicles on those
roads.
It is important that we consider other forms of transport
instead of the roads that I speak of. The development of
Wyndham Harbour into what will be a very exciting
part of Melbourne opens up the possibility of a ferry
service from Wyndham Harbour which would travel to
Altona, Williamstown and along the Yarra into the city.
I believe this could revolutionise commuter travel in the
west of Melbourne. It may well be something that
might catch on even in the east of Melbourne, but they
can work that out for themselves. A ferry service would
obviously ease pressure on a number of roads, and I
believe it would be a goer. This would work. I have
often thought as I have seen ferries travelling across
Sydney Harbour from time to time what a very pleasant
way that would be to get to work every day. There is a
real possibility for us to do that now from Wyndham
Harbour into the city past Altona and Williamstown
and right through that route, and it would be a delight.
The action I seek from the minister is for him to
consider setting up a feasibility study on the western
waterways to examine the possibility of establishing a
ferry service. I am not suggesting that this would be run
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by the government — I think it would be far better run
by private business — but I believe we are talking
about the highways of the future.

Regional cities: government policy
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Regional Cities, Dr Napthine, and concerns regional
cities and regional centres. In 2010 the previous Labor
government approved amendment VC71 to the state
planning policy framework. This introduced regional
Victoria’s settlement framework, which recognised
Hamilton as a regional city and centre. This was done
to ensure that the capacity of major infrastructure was
not affected adversely.
It also provided for focusing major government and
private sector investments in regional cities and centres
on major transport corridors, particularly railway lines,
in order to maximise access and mobility for
commuters, and to provide adequate and competitive
land supply, including urban regeneration,
redevelopment and greenfield sites, and more effective
utilisation of land. The framework was also about
strengthening settlements to ensure that retail and
office-based employment and community facilities and
services are concentrated in central locations. Hamilton
fitted very nicely into all of this because it had excellent
health services and educational opportunities as well as
being the largest town in the shire of Southern
Grampians.
At a recent Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
hearing in May, Minister Napthine listed 10 regional
cities he represents as Minister for Regional Cities.
Hamilton was not included in this list. Being recognised
as a regional centre, as Hamilton was under the Brumby
Labor government, the town was in a strong position to
attract government business into the shire as well as to
attract significant commercial investment. Under the
new government system, which excludes townships
like Hamilton — and I should say Portland, which is in
the minister’s own electorate — from representation in
the regional cities portfolio, these towns will be
significantly disadvantaged.
I ask the minister to take action and to explain to me
and to the people of Hamilton and Portland why their
regional centres have been locked out of the minister’s
portfolio, resulting in these towns missing out on
opportunities for funding.
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Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation: Highett site
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Environment
and Climate Change and relates to the imminent sale of
the CSIRO site at Highett. As I understand it, it is
intended that the 9.5-hectare site will be sold as a single
parcel with the intention that the majority of the land be
developed for residential purposes. I am surprised that
the CSIRO is not retaining at least some of the site for
its own purposes, but I expect this is due to the lack of
funding from successive commonwealth governments.
A flora and fauna assessment conducted by the CSIRO
and Bayside City Council found the site to have local
and regional biodiversity significance, including
regionally rare yellow box eucalypts in an unusual
occurrence of the species in grassy woodland in
southern Victoria; the presence of seven recorded flora
species that are rare within the Gippsland plain
bioregion and therefore of regional significance; the
presence of several large individual yellow box and
river red gum dotted around the site; and the presence
of several native flora and fauna species that are rare
within the Highett area and therefore of local
significance for biodiversity.
What is known as the Highett grassy woodland at the
southern end of the site has the last remnant mature
stand of yellow box — Eucalyptus melliodora —
remaining in the Gippsland plain bioregion west of Sale
and 200-plus-year-old river red gum trees along with an
understorey of wildflowers and indigenous grasses.
This woodland has survived for more than 150 years,
and its soils remain a valuable seed bank of indigenous
species.
A number of concerned residents of Bayside and
surrounding municipalities have contacted my office
opposing the potential development of 3 to 4 hectares at
the southern end of the CSIRO site which contain the
grassy woodland. They and I would very much like to
see these hectares preserved for conservation,
regeneration and open space for passive recreational
use.
I visited the site on Tuesday, 21 June, and I agree with
Biosis Research’s assessment that it presents a rare
opportunity to preserve significant remnant native flora
in a suburban environment. The member for
Sandringham, Mr Thompson, has also raised this issue
on the adjournment debate in the lower house. I have
written to federal ministers Kim Carr, Tony Burke and
Penny Wong requesting that they use their best
endeavours to ensure that the 4 hectares at the southern
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end of the site incorporating the grassy woodland be
excised from the site in order to protect the remnant
vegetation.
My request to the minister is that he use his powers
under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 to
protect the significant flora species that have been
identified on the site and that he also write to the
relevant federal ministers requesting their assistance to
achieve that outcome.

Heinz Australia: Girgarre factory closure
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Employment
and Industrial Relations, Richard Dalla-Riva. The
matter concerns the recent announcement that Heinz
will close its Girgarre factory in January next year and
management’s ongoing refusal to meet with workers
and discuss their entitlements, given that the factory is
closing. You do not have to work in industrial relations
to know that to refuse to meet with them and discuss
what their entitlements might be, given that the factory
is closing, is no way to treat your workforce,
particularly when many of these workers have given
many years of loyal service to the company.
The union has made repeated attempts to discuss the
entitlements of Girgarre’s 146 workers and simply
wants Heinz management to sit down and talk to a
union representative about these workers’ entitlements.
However, the company’s position, which is particularly
disturbing, is that any communication should take place
only in writing. Management has said the company
wants to engage in written discussions only. This is
very worrying, because workers do have entitlements
given the factory is going to close, but management is
refusing to discuss them. This has put the union and
management at loggerheads about entitlements. That is
particularly concerning for staff who risk losing their
redundancy pay if they leave the company before it
closes in January and for long-term casual staff, who
management say will not receive redundancy pay.
Heinz management is reported as saying that
employees are and will always be its highest priority
and that they are a very important part of the process.
That is very strange, because if that is the case, why
will the company’s management not sit down with the
workers and the union and discuss what the workers’
entitlements are? I call on the minister as a matter of
urgency to step up and take some responsibility for
ensuring that Heinz management meets in good faith
with the company’s employees and their union
representative to ensure that workers at Heinz get all of
their entitlements.
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Regional and rural Victoria: fuel prices
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Consumer
Affairs. It has long been a fact that petrol prices in
regional Victorian areas are higher than in our larger
centres. It is also well known that the price of fuel
varies throughout regional Victoria.
Mr Drum interjected.
Ms PULFORD — Are you finished, Mr Drum? It
was a late night last night; I think people would all like
to get home, so if I can continue.
I draw the minister’s attention to an article that features
in the Weekly Times of 22 June. This article indicates
that the average petrol price for June in Melbourne was
139.9 cents per litre; in Portland, 147.9 cents; in
Horsham, 146.4 cents; in Hamilton, 147 cents; in
Echuca, 146.9 cents; and in Swan Hill, 146.5 cents.
What is of note in these figures is that Melbourne had
an average price in March of 143 cents per litre, and
there certainly appears to be a relationship between
population and price fluctuation. The article tells the
story of a Colac resident, Bill Brown, and a petition to
the commonwealth House of Representatives about this
issue, on which Bill has obtained some 6500 signatures.
Fuel prices have a dramatic effect on the people who
live in and the businesses that operate in regional
Victoria, and the reasons for price differences and
fluctuations are many and varied. However, the Weekly
Times article certainly indicates that there might be a
significant relationship between price fluctuation,
population and the proportion of the local petrol market
that is held by the big supermarket chains of Coles and
Woolworths.
I urge Minister O’Brien to consider making a request
from the Victorian government to the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission asking that
the commission consider these matters and their impact
on the price of fuel in regional Victoria.

Responses
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) — I
say to Mr Lenders that I have no written responses to
adjournment matters tonight. The Leader of the
Government will respond to those tomorrow.
On the adjournment tonight issues were raised by
Mr Lenders for the Minister for Water regarding five
properties in Benjeroop that are still inundated by water
and particularly the terms of reference and time lines
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for the working party to address those issues at
Benjeroop.
Mr Ramsay raised an issue for the Minister for
Planning regarding wind farms in western Victoria.
Mr Pakula raised an issue for the Minister for Racing
regarding Yarra Valley Racing Club and the effect of
fires and floods on the track.
Ms Hartland raised an issue for the Minister for
Community Services regarding the community sector
wage claim and the Fair Work Australia wage case. I
note for Ms Hartland’s information that the Baillieu
government is the only state government to have made
any provision for that wage claim, that going into the
election it was certainly the coalition which made a
commitment to that wage claim and that there was
nothing from the Labor Party in relation to that issue.
Mr Drum raised an issue for the Minister for Regional
and Rural Development regarding the Regional Growth
Fund, particularly around the timing of the
announcement of the membership of the Regional
Policy Advisory Committee.
Mr Somyurek raised an issue for the Minister for
Manufacturing, Exports and Trade regarding the draft
manufacturing report from the Victorian Competition
and Efficiency Commission, particularly
recommendation 12.1.
Mr Finn raised a matter for the Minister for Public
Transport regarding traffic congestion in the western
suburbs due to 11 years of neglect of the western
suburbs by the Labor Party. He particularly called for a
feasibility study into alternative forms of transport, such
as ferry services from Wyndham Harbour. I note for
Mr Finn that information from the western suburbs
shows that ferry services have been very successful
over the years. In fact my grandfather ran his ferry
service along the Yarra from Williamstown to
Melbourne and that is how he met my nanna, so I think
a ferry service is a great idea.
Ms Tierney raised a matter for the Minister for
Regional Cities regarding the cities that are within his
portfolio.
Ms Pennicuik raised a matter for the Minister for
Environment and Climate Change regarding protection
of flora species in a grassy woodlands area at the
CSIRO site at Highett.
Ms Darveniza raised a matter for the Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations regarding
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entitlements for workers at the Heinz factory in
Girgarre.
Ms Pulford raised a matter for the Minister for
Consumer Affairs regarding petrol prices in country
Victoria, which caused a number of members in the
chamber to reflect on the failure of the federal Labor
government’s FuelWatch policy.
I will pass those matters on to the ministers for their
reply.
Ms Pennicuik — I raise a matter regarding a written
response I received from Minister Ryan Smith in
relation to a matter I raised on the adjournment about
the dangers that opera house net traps were posing to
platypuses, with the Department of Sustainability and
Environment reporting that several platypuses have
been drowned over recent months as a result of the use
of these traps. I raised the matter for the Minister for
Environment and Climate Change due to his
responsibility under section 4 of the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988, among other things:
(a) to guarantee that all taxa of Victoria’s flora and fauna …
can survive, flourish and retain their potential for
evolutionary development in the wild; and
(b) to conserve Victoria’s communities of flora and fauna;
and
(c) to manage potentially threatening processes …

The minister responded that because the use of the nets
is regulated under the Fisheries Act 1995 the question is
the responsibility of the Minister for Agriculture and
Food Security. I accept this, but I seek the President’s
advice as to whether Minister Smith should investigate
a matter relating to a threat to a species of native fauna
and act on the issue I raised, such as by declaring the
use of the nets a potentially threatening process and
issuing a ban on their use, which I think is his
responsibility under the act. I seek your advice,
President, as to what to do.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Quite often in the
adjournment members raise issues for ministers and
perhaps the minister responsible for a specific act is
different to the minister from whom a member has
sought some action. This is clearly a case of one
minister being responsible for an act and therefore the
use of those devices, but from Ms Pennicuik’s
comments tonight I understand that she sought the
consideration of another minister because the use of
those devices has implications for that minister’s area
of responsibility, being the care of or concern for fauna
and flora. I will take the opportunity to discuss that with
Ryan Smith, the Minister for Environment and Climate
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Change, in the next few days, and no doubt by
Ms Pennicuik’s raising it his department will also take
note that that was the focus of her adjournment item on
that occasion.
Mr Tee — I have an outstanding adjournment
matter for which I seek an explanation. It was a matter
that I raised for the Minister for Roads on 4 May, and I
think it is now some 26 days outstanding. I seek an
explanation pursuant to standing order 4.13.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) —
As I indicated, the Leader of the Government will have
some adjournment matters to table tomorrow, but I will
raise that issue with the Minister for Roads.
The PRESIDENT — Order! That being the last of
the matters to be raised, the house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 10.38 p.m.
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JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation
Honourable members of both houses met in
Assembly chamber at 6.17 p.m.
The CHAIR — I welcome members to a joint
sitting of the Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly. We will proceed with the election of three
members of the Parliament to the Victorian Health
Promotion Foundation. Under joint standing
order 19(2), the Chair of joint sittings alternates. On this
occasion it is the President, which explains why I am
here.
I now take pleasure in inviting proposals from members
with regard to the three members to be elected to the
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation.
Mr BAILLIEU (Premier) — Thank you, Chair.
May I not only welcome you to this chamber but also
propose:
That Mr Neil Angus, Mr Tim Bull and Ms Danielle Green be
elected to the Victorian Health Promotion Foundation.

I understand they are willing to accept the nomination
and the appointment, if chosen.
The CHAIR — Is there a seconder for the proposal?
Mr ANDREWS (Leader of the Opposition) — I
have pleasure in seconding the proposal.
The CHAIR — There being no further proposals,
and as there are only three members proposed for the
three positions available, I declare that Mr Neil Angus,
Mr Tim Bull and Ms Danielle Green are elected to the
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation.
I now declare the joint sitting closed.
Proceedings terminated 6.19 p.m.
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Thursday, 30 June 2011
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Community sector: wages
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the current and
serious workforce crisis in the not-for-profit community
sector.
The community sector offers support to those most vulnerable
in our community and provides services that are central in
addressing disadvantage. The sector is an essential part of our
community safety net, working to reduce the worst effects of
poverty, social exclusion, violence and inequality. To ensure
that our community is able to access adequate and appropriate
services, the community sector must be able to recruit and
retain a skilled, dedicated and stable workforce. The sector is
increasingly unable to do this, as the wages and conditions of
these workers fall further and further behind other sectors. For
example, full-time, qualified community workers earn on
average $15 000 less than the average wage in Australia.
In 2010 the Australian Services Union will be running an
equal remuneration case in the Fair Work Australia tribunal to
increase the rates of pay for community sector workers to that
of comparable workers. For too long the work in this sector
has been undervalued and unrecognised — this cannot
continue. Now is also the time for proper funding of the
community sector.
Your petitioners therefore request that the Victorian
government support the community sector by committing to
properly funding the pay increase that will result from the
ASU’s equal remuneration case.

By Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria)
(17 signatures),
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) (13 signatures),
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan)
(4 signatures),
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan)
(11 signatures),
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) (15 signatures),
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan)
(6 signatures),
Hon. M. P. PAKULA (Western Metropolitan)
(15 signatures),
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) (15 signatures),
Mr Leane for Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria)
(10 signatures),
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) (15 signatures),
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Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan)
(7 signatures),
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan)
(18 signatures),
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) (15 signatures),
and Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria)
(15 signatures).
Laid on table.
Ordered that petitions be considered next day on
motion of Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria).
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, I
wish to seek your advice on whether it is acceptable
practice to divvy up a single petition in order to
maximise its impact.
The PRESIDENT — Order! As Chair I am not in a
position to understand how these petitions came to the
Parliament and whether they were collected at a single
place and have been divided between members for
effect or whether all these petitions were gathered
separately. I am not in a position to rule on that. It is
quite within the rights of members to bring a petition to
this place, and as members of the opposition have
indicated, whether there be 1 signature or 10 000 a
petition has significance to this place.

Forests: protection
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of residents of Victoria draws to the attention of
the Legislative Council the issue of logging in Victoria’s
native forests.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
of Victoria acts to protect Victoria’s native forests, including
old-growth forests and water catchments and supports the
transition of logging into plantations to sustain jobs and our
wood needs.

By Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan)
(400 signatures).
Laid on table.
Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan).

Children: Take a Break program
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council that funding for the
Take a Break occasional child-care program, which is
provided at more than 220 neighbourhood houses and
community centres across Victoria, will cease after
31 December 2011.
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The cessation of Take a Break funding removes a subsidy that
currently enables parents, guardians and carers to participate
in activities, including employment, study, skills development
and volunteering, while their children socialise in a quality
early learning environment.
The subsidy is essential for the viability of occasional
child-care services, particularly in rural and/or disadvantaged
communities.
Full funding for the program was provided by the previous
state Labor government in 2010–11, but will not be continued
by the Baillieu beyond December 2011.
The removal of the subsidy will mean that families across
Victoria will be unable to access affordable, local,
community-based occasional child care to undertake tasks
that benefit the family, community and local economies.
The petitioners therefore request that the Baillieu government
allocates funding to subsidise community-based occasional
child care in Victoria to ensure the continued delivery of this
vital service beyond December 2011.

By Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan)
(3232 signatures).
Laid on table.
Ordered that petition be considered next day on
motion of Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan).
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NATIONAL BLOOD AUTHORITY
Report 2009–10
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health), by leave,
presented report.
Laid on table.

VICTORIAN CHILD DEATH REVIEW
COMMITTEE
Report 2011
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development), by leave, presented
report.
Laid on table.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Budget estimates 2011–12 (part 2)
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) presented report.

Children: Take a Break program

Laid on table.

To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria, draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council that funding for the
Take a Break occasional child-care program, which is
provided at more than 220 neighbourhood houses and
community centres across Victoria, will cease after
31 December 2011.
The Take a Break occasional child-care program allows
parents and guardians to participate in activities including
employment, study, recreational classes and voluntary
community activities while their children socialise and
interact with other children in an early learning environment.
Full funding for the program was provided by the previous
state Labor government, but will not be continued by the
Baillieu government beyond December 2011.
The cut to funding will mean that families across Victoria will
be unable to access affordable, community-based occasional
child care to undertake tasks that benefit the family and allow
them to take a break.
The petitioners therefore request that the Baillieu government
reinstate funding for the Take a Break occasional child-care
program.

By Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan)
(33 signatures).
Laid on table.

Ordered to be printed.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

In doing so I advise that this is the second part of the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee report on
the 2011–12 budget estimates. This part is one of three
which together will provide an overview and analysis
of the 2011–12 budget. Whereas part 1 focused largely
on the public hearings conducted by the committee in
May 2011, parts 2 and 3 are intended to provide a more
detailed analysis of the 2011–12 budget. Part 2
specifically focuses on performance measures in the
2011–12 budget. In undertaking this analysis the
committee is responding both to its duties as set out in
the Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 and to a
request from the Minister for Finance to review the
performance measures proposed to be discontinued or
substantially changed in the 2011–12 budget. The
minister’s request represents a new step in the
budgetary process for 2011–12, which the committee
and I warmly welcome as it has increased the
government’s accountability.
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I consider performance measures to be of particular
importance in the government’s management of the
state budget. Performance measures, if designed and
used well, have the potential to significantly improve
the management, performance and transparency of the
government and public sector. They can provide the
means to make evidence-based policy decisions and to
assess the efficiency and effectiveness of government
programs. Performance measurement and reporting
also enable the Parliament and the community to assess
the government’s performance compared to its targets
and objectives. Ensuring that the performance measures
are sufficient and appropriate is thus a key aspect of the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee work
examining the accountability mechanisms for
government expenditure.
I believe there is currently potential to improve
performance measurement and reporting in Victoria. It
is my hope that this report will assist the government in
making such improvements. The committee intends to
continue examining the government’s achievements in
this area with the aim of establishing better practice in
the future.
There were 24 recommendations in the report. I want to
go to what I think are the two most significant
recommendations. Recommendation 4 is:
The Department of Treasury and Finance work with
departments to increase the number of meaningful,
transparent and appropriate outcomes-based performance
measures in the budget papers and link this explicitly into the
strategic management framework.

Recommendation 5 is:
To enhance transparency and accountability, future budget
papers clearly indicate the links between policy objectives,
inputs, outputs and expected outcomes.

I want to emphasise the meaning of the expression
‘outcomes’. There tends to be a lot of measurement of
process when in fact the importance of performance
measurement is in ensuring that the investment in effort
and resources actually leads to better deliverables and
better performance for stakeholders, rather than just
providing a chronology of functional behaviour. I think
we need to move more particularly towards
outcomes-based reporting.
In conclusion, I want to reflect on the efforts of the
committee secretariat. It is an amazing effort to produce
the reports for estimates. I think an investment is made
by all stakeholders. The current Treasurer and
ministers, and the Treasurer and ministers of the
previous government, will know what effort
departmental officers make in preparing for estimates
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hearings, which they see as a moment of great
excitement, or fear perhaps, because often ministers are
put in a position where they are asked questions they
cannot answer, and the staff of the secretariat equally
put in a huge amount of effort. I would like to thank
particularly Valerie Cheong, Christopher Gribbin, Ian
Claessen, Michael Herbert, Melanie Hondros and Justin
Ong, the secretariat of staff who have worked on this
report in particular. Generally speaking the members of
the committee have worked well together, and I thank
all committee members, including members of the
opposition, for their assistance with producing this
report.
Hon. M. P. PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I
too seek to make brief comment on part 2 of the budget
estimates report from the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee. I want to start where the chair of
the committee ended. The efforts of the secretariat to
have this committee report to the Parliament before
30 June were quite outstanding. In years gone by we
have been able to have the first part, with the transcript,
in before the end of the financial year, but it has been
quite difficult to get any more in. There was an extra
step this year, because the new government has
implemented a policy whereby the discontinuation of
performance measures goes to the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee for approval, which necessitates a
further step by the committee, and the secretariat’s job
in having a report ready for the committee to consider
earlier this week was outstanding.
I also want to thank the chair of the committee for the
cooperative and collegiate way in which he conducted
the committee’s deliberations on the part 2 report. We
were able with a very brief turnaround to have an
agreed document. That is only possible when all
members of a committee are prepared to consider and
agree to each other’s concerns and ensure that the
document reflects a commentary that all members are
comfortable in putting their names to.
In regard to the substantive matters, outcomes-based
reporting is an important step. We need to ensure that
we do not unnecessarily let departments off the hook by
allowing them to create measures that suit them. In
conclusion, it is also important that the committee did
not simply accept all 127 discontinued measures but in
regard to a few of them indicated that in its view it was
important that those performance measures be
maintained.
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — I wish to
briefly rise as a member of this committee to thank first
of all the chair and deputy chair for the way they
conducted themselves in their respective roles in
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relation to both the 54 hours of estimates hearings and
the preparation of the two reports to have them tabled in
the Parliament by the end of the financial year and the
start of the first full year, in a budgetary sense, of the
coalition government’s term.

The Clerk — I have received the following letter
from the Minister for Tourism and Major Events.

I would also like to join both previous speakers in
thanking the secretariat — Valerie Cheong, Christopher
Gribbin, Ian Claessen, Melanie Hondros, Michael
Herbert and John Manders, as well as Justin Ong — for
their work in preparing in particular this last report, and
also the other members of the committee for the way
they have applied themselves to their tasks.

Ordered that letter and documents be taken into
consideration next day on motion of
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan).

Turning to the substantive recommendations, in
addition to the comments made already, I would place
emphasis on recommendations 12 and 13.
Recommendation 12 states:
To enhance transparency in reporting, explanations be given
in future budget papers for each and every change to a
performance target.

And recommendation 13 states:
In future budget papers, all explanations for changes to
performance targets indicate, at a minimum, whether the
change is because of:
(a) changed government policy, funding or program
delivery; or
(b) changed external circumstances.

The importance of this is to enable us when we are
dealing with qualitative measures in particular to
wherever possible continue levels of accountability
across governments and across terms so that we as
members of Parliament can discharge our duties to our
constituents in analysing and reviewing the roles of the
executive and the departments in the delivery of
services to Victorians.
Motion agreed to.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 —
Summary of Variations notified between 5 April 2011 and
29 June 2011.
Office of Police Integrity — Report on the review of the
investigative process following a death associated with police
contact, June 2011.

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Letter at page 2344; schedule of documents at
page 2345.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Rail: Merinda Park station car park
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I rise to call on the Minister for Public Transport to
begin the process of constructing the extension to the
Merinda Park station car park, which was funded last
year by the Brumby Labor government. Last year the
Brumby Labor government funded the construction of
more than 350 extra parking spaces at Merinda Park
station to make it easier for local commuters to park
and ride.

Rail: Hallam station
Mr SOMYUREK — On another matter, I call on
the government to upgrade Hallam train station, which
is in my electorate. During the term of the previous
Bracks and Brumby Labor governments there were
many upgrades to stations across the state and to
several stations in my electorate, but unfortunately
Labor lost government before it had a chance to
upgrade Hallam station.

Rail: Dandenong station
Mr SOMYUREK — On another matter, I call on
the government to give favourable consideration to the
application by the City of Greater Dandenong for a
high-quality, wireless closed-circuit television camera
system for public surveillance in and around
Dandenong railway station under the community crime
prevention program for public safety infrastructure
grants.

Public transport: government achievements
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Tomorrow
is the first day of the new financial year and therefore
marks the start of a new budget. I am very pleased that
as part of that budget a number of small but nonetheless
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important public transport and general transport
commitments made before the election will come into
effect for individual local communities. The first of
three I would like to mention this morning is the
abolition of Labor’s unfair country fare from Allsops
Road, Yarra Junction, to Warburton East.
Secondly, prior to the election, the Liberal candidate for
Monbulk, Matt Mills, promised to deliver 10 additional
bus stops throughout the shire of Yarra Ranges. I am
pleased to advise the house that already during the term
of this government 12 new bus stops have been
delivered to the shire of Yarra Ranges, doing more than
meeting that election commitment
Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly from a safety
perspective, the new financial year will be an
opportunity for the government to deliver on its
commitment to provide a railway crossing at the
intersection of the Pakenham line and McGregor Road
in Pakenham on the Melbourne or western side. This is
a very important piece of infrastructure, one that will
allow schoolchildren from the Heritage Springs estate
and other residential communities around that area to
access the various schools in the vicinity without
having to cross the now very busy McGregor Road. I
congratulate the government on these initiatives and
look forward to their delivery in the very near future.

Freedom of information: government
performance
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — It is not
the Freedom of Information Act 1982 that needs to
change; it is the culture around how the act is
administered. Despite a complete change of
government there has been no change to the culture. In
fact the government’s outsourced lawyers continue to
come up with new and interesting ways to hold back
information. Commercial in confidence, despite it being
established very well under the FOI law, is still the
all-purpose reason for refusing to release a document or
set of documents without even releasing the material
that could be released.
Lawyers turned up to the directions hearing in relation
to Minister O’Brien’s department and immediately
mounted a jurisdictional argument in relation to
$50 million of public funds about which we were
seeking information. Again his department argued that
1000 documents in relation to the Anglesea coalmine
approval were too many, thereby effectively arguing
that that approval could not be scrutinised. But I
contrast that with staff from Mr Guy’s department, who
enthusiastically went through 600 documents and did
not think that was too many. It always ends in
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negotiations with us on the courthouse steps anyway, so
it is effectively a way of creating lawyers’ fees while
holding back information that should be available.

Melbourne to Warrnambool Cycling Classic
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — The
Melbourne to Warrnambool Cycling Classic, starting in
Melbourne, is the oldest cycling race in Australia and
the second longest running one-day cycling event in the
world. The race was first held in 1895 when 50 riders
entered, but alas only 7 finished. Since its beginning the
race has been held 90 times. The Warrnambool cycling
classic is one of Australia’s great sporting events, one
Labor was proud to support, and the Liberals appeared
to support it too. In May 2010 Denis Napthine said:
… funding for the Melbourne to Warrnambool and the
Shipwreck Coast Classic would provide certainty for the
future of this historic race …

Last year the coalition promised $50 000 a year to this
end. As a cycling tragic, one who is counting the sleeps
until Cadel Evans’s assault on the Tour de France
commences, this was good news. It is two sleeps — —
Hon. D. M. Davis — Another SBS watcher!
Ms PULFORD — Yes, and we thought Tuesday
was a late night! And $50 000 a year for four years
sounded pretty good. I was disappointed to hear race
director John Craven explain that after receiving
funding from part of the Baillieu government event
organisers have been slugged with a $20 000 bill from
another part of the same government. Talk about
robbing Peter to pay Paul — or robbing Delahunty to
pay Ryan! So Mr Delahunty, the Minister for Sport and
Recreation, provides $50 000 a year, and event
organisers have to return $20 000 to the folks at
Victoria Police under the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, Mr Ryan. I hope that between
Messrs Baillieu, Ryan, Delahunty and Napthine some
common sense prevails and the whopping $15 000 bill
still faced by event organisers can be sorted out. I hope
the government comes good on not just the dollar
component of its promise but also the promise, in
Dr Napthine’s words, to:
… provide certainty for the future of this historic race and
ensure that it is part of the cycling calendar for many years to
come.

Floods: Creswick and Clunes
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — Last Friday,
24 June, I had the great pleasure of turning the first sod
to mark the start of redevelopment work at the Clunes
football and netball ground, Victoria Park. This funding
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announcement was made on behalf of the Deputy
Premier, the Honourable Peter Ryan. The oval and
surrounds were flooded and essentially destroyed by
successive flooding events, particularly the January
floods, in Clunes as is well known by my
colleagues Mr Koch and Mr Ramsay. I am reliably
informed that the football team was reduced to training
in the streets of Clunes using borrowed footballs. It also
received assistance from Collingwood Football Club,
for which they are indebted. I should also mention that
the netballers were in a similar situation, and to some
extent the netball facilities in Clunes still require work
from the community.
The Victorian government is contributing $300 000 to
the rebuilding works with Hepburn Shire Council and
community groups contributing the remainder of up to
$400 000 of works. The new oval will be rebuilt to a
standard that will bring increased defences against
future flooding. This will include retaining walls and
drainage to better manage excess water.
In the morning, prior to travelling to Clunes, I was also
able to attend the Premier’s thankyou morning tea in
Creswick for flood volunteers and communities. This
was a wonderful occasion and an important opportunity
to thank those in the flood areas for their hard work
during difficult times. I applaud the resilience of small
communities such as Clunes, Creswick, Carisbrook and
other areas in western Victoria which are able not only
to survive these tough times but also resolve to rebuild
bigger and better things than before. I congratulate
Kaylene Conrick, Shire of Hepburn chief executive
officer, and staff, and Bernie Davern, flood recovery
coordinator, and the team for the work already
completed in completing repairs.

Government: media policy
Hon. M. P. PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I
want to use my members statement to read an email
that I have received from Ben Millar, a journalist at the
Brimbank Weekly, and which he is happy for me to read
out. His email states:
… we had two visits last week to which the Leader and Star
newspapers were invited and from which we (the Brimbank
Weekly) were deliberately excluded.
Matthew Guy visited the former Sunvale Primary School site
on Friday and transport parl. sec. Edward O’Donohue was at
the St Albans level crossing site, both visits with Bernie Finn.
Both were pure pic-ops and utterly content free, but when
following it up with Bernie’s office I was told Bernie had
‘issues’ with Fairfax and our editor and we could expect the
freeze to continue as long as our ed. was in the chair. As for
our readers? They would ‘just have to read the other papers’.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order!
Hon. M. P. PAKULA — I can see why government
members are so sensitive, because it appears that the
form of this government and this member is that if a
local newspaper has the temerity to write anything
negative about the government or the member, they are
deliberately excluded from and frozen out of events
until they sing to the government’s tune. Open,
transparent and accountable — I think not.

Carbon price: introduction
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My plea today
is a result of the fear felt by millions of Australians. It is
a result of the very real possibility that the western
suburbs of Melbourne are about to be hit by a recession
the likes of which we have not seen in this country
since the 1930s. It is the result of the threat of total
economic and social devastation hitting those in this
nation who are least in a position to cope with such
dislocation.
Australia faces a clear and present danger — Julia
Gillard’s carbon tax. Putting aside the outrageous lie
told in the lead-up to last year’s federal election, this is
a tax which will wreak havoc on every corner of our
wonderful nation. It is a big new tax on everything that
will achieve precisely nothing. Even if we were to
believe in the theory of man-made climate change, it is
important to remember that Australia contributes only
around 1 per cent of the earth’s emissions. The Prime
Minister’s tax aims to cut just 5 per cent of that 1 per
cent of emissions. We have to ask why the federal
government is taking Australia on an economic
kamikaze ride for precious little result. It makes no
sense at all — all pain for no gain. It is insanity. This
week’s Lowy Institute poll shows Australians are on to
the climate change con; they just do not swallow it any
more, and they most certainly do not want any carbon
tax.
I ask the Prime Minister to listen to the Australian
people and to snap out of the Green-induced, or perhaps
Brown-induced, daze she is in and show some concern
for those working families she once claimed to care
about. I ask the Prime Minister and her government to
give Australians a break and ditch the lunacy that is
Labor’s carbon tax.
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Western Metropolitan Region: local
government

any reports or detail sales evidence to support its
up-front models, even after two parliamentary inquiries.

Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — Last
weekend councillors from most of the municipalities in
my electorate went to Canberra to attend a conference
of the Australian Local Government Association. This
was an excellent national event where councillors from
my electorate and across the nation heard the Prime
Minister; the Leader of the Opposition; Senator
Barnaby Joyce; the Minister for Regional Australia,
Regional Development and Local Government, Simon
Crean; and very senior public servants talk about
different aspects of government policies and programs
of benefit to their communities.

In contrast the coalition government has listened to the
community and the industry concerns regarding
Labor’s up-front GAIC model and the election
commitments to move all of the GAIC payments to the
statement of compliance time and also provide for
work-in-kind agreements as part of the full payment of
the GAIC. All funds raised by the GAIC will be used to
provide vital infrastructure and to oversee development
in the growth areas of Melbourne, including Beveridge
and Sunbury in my electorate. These reforms will
reduce developer holding costs and place downward
pressure on housing affordability as well as enabling
some infrastructure in growth areas to be brought
forward. It will provide developers with greater
flexibility when meeting their GAIC obligations.

I am reliably informed that the mayor of Maribyrnong,
Cr Sarah Carter, who is well known to Mr Guy after
some famous clashes on public radio recently, the
mayor of Hobsons Bay, Cr Raffoul, and councillors
from Moonee Valley, Moreland, Darebin and Melton
all met and gained valuable advice that will benefit their
communities. They are all a part of my electorate, and
that is good news, because I am concerned that the
Baillieu government neglects my electorate. Many
projects have either been shelved by this government
while others in more affluent areas are proceeding. I ask
government ministers and their backbench colleagues
not to forget that no electorate within Victoria has a
larger proportion of people with economic difficulties
than the Western Metropolitan Region.

Planning: growth areas infrastructure
contribution
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — The
former Labor government originally chose to target a
small group of Victorian families with a GAIC (growth
areas infrastructure contribution) tax. I must remind the
house that the original growth areas infrastructure
contribution model was aimed at 100 per cent of
landowners, with a tax of $95 000 per hectare on first
sale of land payable to the vendor. That was devised by
a Labor government and imposed on the people of
Victoria. The Labor government was prepared to get
both its hands on people’s hard-earnt assets. For two
and a half years a group called Taxed Out and other
landowners, developers and building industry
representatives have fought for a fairer GAIC tax and
argued that GAIC should only be paid at the end of the
development process to reduce developer holding costs
and therefore improve housing affordability. The
former Labor government tinkered around the edges of
the GAIC proposal without addressing the core issue of
the timing of the tax and continually refused to release

Opposition members: performance
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — It
is interesting to see that since the state election in
November last year a number of Labor MPs around
South Eastern Metropolitan Region have suddenly
rediscovered their voices, rediscovered their electorates
and rediscovered an interest in issues even in their local
communities. It is most astonishing to hear, for
example, the member for Clayton in the Assembly,
Mr Hong Lim, after 11 years of silence now raise the
issue of the need for an upgrade of Clayton South
Primary School, which was neglected by Labor for
11 years. It is even more astonishing to hear him call
for action on the mismanagement of tips and landfill in
the area, an issue he has been silent on for 11 years and
which has made the daily lives of people in his
electorate a misery.
The member for Narre Warren South in the Assembly,
Judith Graley, after years of silence, is suddenly
complaining about the need to start works at Merinda
Park railway station, an issue which was also raised by
Mr Somyurek today. These are works that the Baillieu
government has funded and announced. The question
remains: what did these Labor members do for 11 years
whilst in government?
In the city of Kingston former MP Janice Munt, the
member for Northcote in the Assembly, who is also the
shadow Minister for Public Transport, and my
colleague in South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Mr Tarlamis have been moving from station to station
in the south-east handing out petitions that support
improvements to public transport and the building of
premium stations. If they felt so passionately about the
system, why were they silent and inactive for 11 years?
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Points of order: not to debate issue
The PRESIDENT — Order! I wish to make a brief
comment in respect of the proceedings of the house that
I have been listening to over recent days. I am a little
concerned about the number of times members jump to
their feet with what they claim to be points of order
when in fact what they are trying to do is put across
some point in debate.
I think members know what a point of order is and
know that a point of order is not a device by which they
can stand in this place to contradict what another
member has been saying in their speech. In most
aspects of the Parliament’s proceedings members have
opportunities to contradict or refute matters that they
feel have been put to the house inaccurately, in error or
perhaps without full knowledge of a particular position.
In many cases points of order are taken by members
who are already listed to speak at a later stage of the
debate, which clearly gives them an opportunity to
address those matters. It may also be that there are other
speakers on the list or that the list is not confined — for
the most part — by a time limit on the debate, which
certainly allows ample opportunity for members to
correct the record if they believe something has been
said wrongly.
It is quite disconcerting and disruptive of the
proceedings of the house for members to unfairly or
improperly use points of order as an opportunity to
jump to their feet and suggest that there is a matter of
concern in terms of the process of the debate or the
proceedings of the Parliament when they are in fact
trying to get across some point in the debate itself. I
urge members to be a bit more circumspect and to
understand, as I am sure they do, the role of points of
order and use them judiciously.

TRANSPORT LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT (TAXI SERVICES REFORM
AND OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2011
Second reading
Debate resumed from 16 June; motion of
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning).
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
opportunity to speak on the Transport Legislation
Amendment (Taxi Services Reform and Other Matters)
Bill 2011. The taxi industry is an incredibly important
part of our community not only in Melbourne but also
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in regional and some rural centres. As we have
increasingly and successfully moved from a culture that
sees drink-driving as the norm, we have encouraged
and almost required people to rely more and more on
taxi services, particularly at night, and this can be a
concerning experience for young people, and young
women in particular. It is important that we get this
industry right.
A large part of our community also relies on taxis as the
only way of getting around, and the previous
government moved to increase the number of taxis that
were able to carry wheelchairs. I do not think we can
underestimate the important role that taxis play in our
community in making sure that people with a disability
are free from the tyranny of isolation — that they can
move from their homes and be engaged with their
community and networks. The taxi industry is an
important industry, and it is vital that we get the
structure right.
The taxi industry has also seen significant change. We
have seen a significant increase in the number of taxis.
We have seen changes in terms of prepaid fares and
safety barriers. I think it is fair to say that drivers have
been feeling increasingly vulnerable and that they
experience greater fear of being attacked late at night.
When your workplace is a car and you are on your
own, you are in quite a vulnerable position taking on
passengers late at night, particularly in the city at
weekends. It is important that we consider the role of
drivers as an important part of the equation.
The taxi industry is a very complex one in terms of its
operational structure. Licence fees for each taxi are very
expensive — it costs about $500 000 to obtain a taxi
licence. A few licence owners have a large number of
taxi licences. There are structural issues that need to be
considered. Beneath the owners there are a number of
operators who effectively run taxis in the sense of
maintaining them and obtaining drivers who operate
under what is known as a bailment arrangement.
There are also a number of costs associated with the
industry. For example, Cabcharge takes a fair slice of
the fare box for the use of its machinery and equipment
in taxis. There are also the obvious ongoing
maintenance and insurance costs associated with the
industry. It is a complex structure, with many parts that
take a slice from the fare box. There are owners,
operators, maintenance costs, insurance and
organisations like Cabcharge. We have a small group of
large owners sitting on top of a pyramid. Beneath all
that sit the drivers. There has been a change in the
structure and the fortunes of drivers over recent years in
particular. They get the crumbs out of the fare box, as it
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were, once those other organisations, groups and
individuals have taken their slices.
There are concerns that drivers earn around $6 an hour;
that is the figure that has been put out, and I do not
think that has been contradicted in any way. Drivers
may earn more, but I suspect some earn less. I think
what is increasingly happening is that the old
arrangement whereby the driver would earn half the
fare box has disappeared. It has been replaced with an
arrangement whereby the driver pays an up-front
contribution, which might be $1700 a week, and then
the driver makes whatever money they can out of the
fare box during that week over and above the $1700.
This makes it a very difficult task, because what it
means is that drivers are essentially required to cut
corners in order to keep their taxis on the road so that
they can make money, and often they need to skip meal
breaks and sleep less because every time the car is off
the road the fare box is not being fed. As a result it
takes drivers longer to make money and earn anything
like the sort of return they need in order to pay their
wages and look after their families.
In many ways the nature of the driver has changed.
Twenty or 30 years ago the job would have been seen
as a profession or an industry. Drivers would have seen
themselves as being in the industry for a period of time,
and the job would have been their career. Increasingly
that view is diminishing because of the returns. Instead
we have a transient driver community where drivers
will do the work until they find something else or
something better. As such, drivers will always be
looking for another job, because they know they are
going to be better remunerated elsewhere and that
elsewhere they would not have the risks of driving on
their own late at night or being harassed by drunken
passengers.
These changes suggest that it is important that we look
at the structure of the industry. Once you have a look at
the conditions of drivers and the changing nature of that
community, you see that the rub is that the service the
passenger gets is very much diminished. Passengers
complain about drivers not knowing the main roads or
how to get to the airport and not being able to
communicate effectively because of language barriers,
and about dirty taxis and the overall experience they
get. All of these factors are linked, and they all
contribute to the industry. They are all worthy of
review. The bill we have before us seeks to do that, but
it misses one crucial aspect of that picture, and that is
the driver. It is somewhat surprising that a review that
asks for consideration of things like tyres and petrol
prices fails to consider the working conditions of
drivers.
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I will foreshadow an amendment, which I now seek to
have circulated, which will address the remuneration
and working conditions of drivers as being something
that the review being undertaken by Professor Allan
Fels should consider.
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr TEE
(Eastern Metropolitan) pursuant to standing orders.
Mr TEE — As I have maintained, this matter is an
important cog in the wheel. Without considering the
remuneration and working conditions of drivers, we
miss a critical factor. We must also consider concerns
that passengers have raised about their experience. We
are not saying that these matters are the be-all and
end-all, but you cannot have a fulsome review of the
industry, you cannot open up all the options for review,
if you close off this aspect of the issue. It is something
which we believe ought to be on the table and which
the review ought to consider.
That point aligns with the second tranche of the
amendments I will move, which require that
consultation occur with registered employee
organisations, such as unions, and other persons or
bodies that represent the interests of drivers. There are
provisions in the bill that deal with consultation. They
cover consultation with groups like local councils, but
they do not cover consultation with drivers’
representatives. If this is to be a serious and
root-and-branch review, which it should be, then you
need to talk to the parties that represent drivers. There
are many registered organisations such as unions, but
there are also a number of non-registered organisations
that represent the interests of the drivers. I think it is
appropriate that Professor Fels have the capacity to
engage with those organisations so that he can get a
clearer picture of the issues and the options that will
assist us to move forward.
The amendments I have circulated are about supporting
the review by ensuring that it as broad as is required.
We do not want to see what we are seeing at the
moment, which is that some avenues are being closed
off. We will not oppose the bill, but we are keen to
ensure that we have an effective review that
recommends changes and improves the experience of
passengers who are reliant on taxis to get around.
Another part of the bill I will touch on briefly is what is
known as the second phase of the bill, which relates to
the establishment of an authority to run the industry.
Again we have got some reservations about that, but we
will support it. Our reservations are about the fact that
we would see a curious process where the government
would have the review, but before the review was
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completed and before we could look at the
recommendations, the government would set up an
authority to run the industry in accordance with those
recommendations. In the committee stage we will be
keen to unpack how it is intended that we establish that
authority, which would run on the basis of or in
response to recommendations that we would not have
seen. With those remarks, members of the opposition
look forward to the committee stage.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — The
government is pleased to be debating this bill and
pleased that the opposition has changed its position and
is, in Mr Tee’s words, not opposing the bill. That
contradicts the comments made by the shadow Minister
for Public Transport, the member for Northcote in the
other place. On 29 March the Age published an article
by Clay Lucas which, quoting the member, says:
The state opposition savaged the announcement, saying it
amounted to nothing more than yet another review.

That is a contradiction of the views of most
commentators. I quote from an article which appeared
in the Hume Leader, which states:
Taxidrivers at Melbourne Airport are confident an industry
inquiry will solve problems.
The state government last week announced a taxi inquiry to
recommend and implement changes to the troubled industry.

The article goes on to quote a Mr Ken Templer as
having said:
This inquiry should’ve been done 10 years ago …

In its editorial of 30 March the Geelong Advertiser said:
The state government’s move to have Professor Allan Fels
mount a year-long inquiry into the industry is a positive move
that should have been undertaken by the previous
government.
His overtures already are encouraging: ‘There is great
customer dissatisfaction with the industry, the quality of
service is pretty mixed’. That’s putting things mildly.

The government is pleased that, whilst the opposition is
not supporting the bill, if a division were called,
presumably the opposition would vote to pass the
legislation. That is good news for the government,
particularly in light of Ms Richardson’s criticism. I am
glad the opposition has changed its tune.
The Geelong Advertiser is correct that a
root-and-branch review of the taxi industry, its
performance and how to improve the industry is long
overdue. As Mr Tee articulated, there are a number of
issues with the current operation of the industry. Recent
surveys of public satisfaction with the taxi industry
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reflect those concerns. I am sure all of us in this place
are consumers of taxi services from time to time, and
we all understand that the service levels are perhaps not
what they could or should be. A number of structural
factors have contributed to the erosion of that service
delivery over time.
The taxi industry is important to so many different
sectors of our community and our economy. It is
critical for tourists, and often the first and last
experience tourists have in Victoria or Melbourne is
with a taxidriver. Taxis are critical for many
disadvantaged people in our community, including
those who are isolated in terms of public transport and
those who cannot afford private vehicles. The scope
and role of the taxi industry is critical. The last serious
attempt at reform of the industry was made during the
Kennett years, so, as I say, this reform is long overdue.
The bill before us will establish the Taxi Services
Commission, a statutory authority, and require it to
inquire into the structure, conduct and performance of
the taxi industry. As Mr Tee mentioned, the bill
provides that once the first-phase inquiry and report of
the commission have been done, the commission will
become the regulator of the industry, building on the
outcomes of the inquiry. We have a very clear process
in front of us. Whilst Mr Tee mentioned some concerns
about that process, I think it is a very good way to
tackle the issue. Professor Allan Fels is being given the
power to conduct a broad-ranging inquiry, and the
structure for the future regulation of the industry has
been detailed and foreshadowed in this bill. That is a
good thing, because it demonstrates to the public the
government’s commitment to deliver on this inquiry
and demonstrates a clear process for the future
regulation of the industry.
This is a very good process. It demonstrates a very clear
commitment on the part of this government not just to
review and examine the industry as it exists now but
also to ensure that reforms are implemented in future.
Mr Tee has circulated some amendments to the bill
which the government will not support. In circulating
his amendments Mr Tee raised a legitimate issue
concerning the wages and conditions of drivers. All of
us hear stories from drivers or other sources about the
poor wages and conditions many drivers work under.
The government agrees this is a significant area of
concern. Indeed, as I understand it, Professor Fels
himself has touched on these issues in public
comments. However, to allay the concerns of the
opposition and perhaps to remove the need for
Mr Tee’s amendments, I take Mr Tee to the terms of
reference of the taxi industry inquiry, which say:
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The inquiry will report regularly to the Minister for Public
Transport and make a final report and recommendations
focusing in particular on the following …

A number of issues are then listed, including:
Service delivery and employee conditions, in particular the
working conditions, training, standards and remuneration of
drivers, and how these contribute to service standards and
outcomes …

I think that comprehensively deals with the issue
Mr Tee has foreshadowed in his circulated
amendments, and I assume Mr Tee will no longer need
to move his amendment as a result of my pointing out
to him the terms of reference under which the taxi
industry inquiry will operate. I also make the point that
the Victorian Taxi Association has supported the
inquiry. In a media release dated 20 March the VTA
said:
The Victorian Taxi Association welcomes the announcement
of a new government inquiry into the Victorian taxi industry.
The VTA has long called for structural reform, and is
therefore pleased the Minister for Public Transport and
Minister for Roads, the Hon. Terry Mulder MP, has chosen to
make regulation and restructure of the Victorian taxi industry
an early policy objective.
The appointment of Professor Allan Fels to head the inquiry
is a demonstration of the government’s commitment to
tackling this situation. It is also a high-profile step in bringing
the industry’s issues back into the public realm. We look
forward to working collaboratively with Professor Fels, the
state government, the community and subsequent Taxi
Services Commission.

I think Mr Tee can take some comfort from that press
release from the VTA.
This is a very important piece of legislation. It yet again
delivers on a commitment that the coalition made in
opposition to undertake such a wide-ranging, thorough
investigation of the taxi industry. I am very pleased that
we are here today debating this important bill and that,
with the consent of the house, we will see this bill pass
this afternoon.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — This
is an interesting bill; it is very comprehensive; I
appreciate the briefing we received. As this is such a
complicated bill, it was extremely helpful. However, I
am greatly concerned about this bill, as I indicated
during the briefing, and I will make a number of points.
Most people in the community would be aware of
Professor Allan Fels and his work, and I am sure he
will do a very good job, but one of my main
concerns — and I will move a reasoned amendment —
is that we are debating the bill before we see the
outcome of the inquiry Professor Fels will undertake.
That does not make sense to me. I would have thought
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it would be more appropriate to have the inquiry, learn
from the things that come out of it and then do the
legislation. Therefore I move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until the taxi industry inquiry headed by
Professor Allan Fels has been completed.’.

As I have indicated, there are a number of issues of
concern to me. The first one I would like to talk about
in depth is the complete absence from this bill of the
core component of the taxi industry which it aims to
reform, and that is the service providers — the
taxidrivers. I thank Mr Tee for his amendments, and the
Greens will be supporting those. We do not believe,
after listening to Mr O’Donohue, there is any reason
why we would not go ahead with those amendments.
Taxidrivers are an integral part of our public transport
workforce, yet their working conditions, safety and
welfare are largely ignored. I use taxis quite regularly,
and the thing I hear from taxidrivers, especially those
who have to work in the city on Friday and Saturday
nights, is that they are still encountering many
problems. Taxidrivers do not have occupational health
and safety protection and Fair Work provisions
afforded to workers in other industries. Many work for
below the minimum wage, taking home between $8
and $13 per hour. They can work a 12-hour day, face
violence and unacceptable safety risks and experience
racism, discrimination and antisocial behaviour and
then go home at the end of the day having earnt as little
as $96. There is no holiday pay or sick leave.
Taxidrivers fund their own uniforms, clean up after
drunken patrons and generally have to personally wear
the shortfall when a passenger does a runner.
We would not accept this treatment in any other
industry workforce, yet this bill contains not one
mention of the taxi industry workforce. These
individuals who work under atrocious conditions are
the customer service interface of the taxi industry, and
that is ultimately the customer experience. The minister
says this bill is about customer satisfaction, yet it fails
to mention even once those providing the customer
service — the taxidrivers. The minister says it is all
about service levels but fails to take note of the fact that
those who are the interface of the service are working
12-hour shifts in unsafe conditions, experiencing racism
and drunken behaviour and, I repeat, doing so for as
little as $96 a day.
How does the minister expect to address customer
satisfaction and service levels without addressing the
problems facing the service provider? Customers
complain about drivers not knowing where to go. Poor
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working conditions and poor pay result in the industry
being unable to retain drivers. High turnover and
inexperienced drivers with limited geographic
knowledge are a result. If you want to retain drivers,
then provide them with decent conditions and wages. I
would have thought that that was just common sense.
This bill and the content of each of its 120 pages make
no mention of wages and conditions.
Taxis are an essential part of Melbourne’s public
transport system, and taxidrivers deserve fair treatment.
The taxi industry needs to reform to ensure a more
equitable distribution of income and safe and
reasonable working conditions for drivers. Any attempt
to tell me that the bill’s wording ‘improving the
financial viability of the commercial passenger vehicle
industry’ is going to address the workforce wages and
conditions will fail; they are simply not there. Until I
see that explicitly stated, I cannot support the reform
model proposed in this bill.
The second issue I want to raise is in regard to the fact
that the taxi industry inquiry is due to hand down its
report in the middle of next year. That inquiry will
make recommendations, as I have said, on the reform
of the industry. It is at that point in time that we will
know how to proceed with that reform; however, the
government is ignoring that fact and is pre-empting the
inquiry’s findings. Until the taxi inquiry conducts its
investigation and tables its report here in Parliament we
will not know the best way to proceed as determined by
experts. Until this occurs we cannot make informed
decisions and we cannot support the reform model
contained in this bill.
The third issue I want to talk about is the coercive
powers. I am greatly concerned about the provision of
coercive powers in this bill and the fact that in the
briefing it was explained to me that the coercive powers
were for the major players in the industry, that there
was a need to reform the industry and that there was
corruption. But that is no guarantee for me that the
drivers who are on between $8 and $13 per hour are not
going to be the ones caught up in all of this. We have
seen the way coercive powers have been used by the
Australian Building Commission, especially in the Ark
Tribe case. I suggest to anybody who is not aware of
that case that they should have a look at it and see how
an ordinary worker can be caught up and threatened
with jail. Also, the commission will be exempt from
FOI. I thought this was supposed to be a government
that was going to be transparent and straightforward,
yet we are setting up commissions that will be exempt
from FOI. I do not think that is acceptable.
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The fourth issue I want to talk about is that the industry
was not consulted. As I understand it, people in the
industry knew of this bill when they heard about it on
the radio. Combine that with the poor language in the
minister’s second-reading speech, which spoke of taxi
operators and drivers in a negative light and certainly
did not speak of the difficult conditions drivers work
under — there was no mention of the statistics that
reveal that there is 1 complaint for every 8000 people
carried, showing that drivers are delivering a product
well above that expected under such poor conditions —
and it indicates that this government is not really all that
concerned about working with stakeholders. It is not
how I would work with stakeholders. I believe the
government is setting up an early and bad precedent of
untrusting and uncooperative ongoing working
relationships. Stakeholders must be centrally involved;
the operators and drivers know the industry better than
anyone else, and importantly, at the end of the day it is
their livelihoods that are being directly impacted.
I conclude by saying that the Greens recognise that
there are problems in the industry and that reform is
overdue. We look forward to seeing the findings from
the commission, and we believe Professor Fels will do
an excellent job. He has a good reputation, and I believe
he will do the kind of work that we have seen him do in
the past. We have no problems with the inquiry; we
think it is long overdue. But for all the reasons I have
outlined above, it would be difficult for the Greens to
support this bill, because it appears to us to be coming
the wrong way round.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I too am
pleased to rise to speak on the Transport Legislation
Amendment (Taxi Services Reform and Other Matters)
Bill 2011. I strongly support this bill and commend the
actions of the Baillieu government in undertaking an
extensive review process into the taxi and hire car
industry. Mr Tee asked in his contribution whether this
is going to be a serious review. I can tell Mr Tee that it
will be a serious review. We have had various
commentaries, and Mr Tee has heard from
Mr O’Donohue in relation to various stakeholders who
have congratulated the government for initiating this
process. It is long overdue; it is something the previous
government either ignored or put into the ‘too hard’
basket.
There is no doubt that the issues plaguing the taxi
industry are complex and longstanding, and it is not at
all surprising therefore that the recent quarterly
customer satisfaction survey shows that passenger
satisfaction with taxis is at an all-time low. The
difficulties surrounding this industry should not be
ignored. They need to be addressed so that the
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reputation of Melbourne and indeed Victoria can be
upheld.
This bill has four parts which will address the concerns
that have troubled this industry for many years. A
major aspect of the bill is the establishment of the Taxi
Services Commission, which is a key step in a process
of major reform of the industry. The commission will
be an independent statutory agency, structurally
separate from the Department of Transport, which will
have the powers to conduct a comprehensive inquiry
into the structure, conduct, performance and regulation
of the industry. The inquiry was announced by the
government in March this year, and Professor Allan
Fels was provisionally appointed to head the inquiry.
This inquiry will begin the reform process by assessing
the limitations of the current industry and providing
recommendations for major and necessary change.
Once established, the commission will be able to
address many of the systemic failures of the current
industry.
Victorians are very concerned about the quality and
safety of taxi services. The number of complaints
registered by the current regulator, the Victorian Taxi
Directorate, has more than trebled from
1564 complaints in 2005 to nearly 5000 in 2010, with
driver conduct being the main cause of customer
complaint. I am aware of one particular incident, which
was a terrifying experience for the person involved,
where a taxi sped through streets and went through red
lights, and when the passenger asked for his change he
had it thrown at him. For that passenger, who was in his
80s, it was a terrifying incident. He felt extremely
vulnerable at the time. He was clearly shaken by the
experience. It is those sorts of incidents, about which
we continually hear reports, that need to be addressed,
along with other issues that have been raised.
In saying that, taxis are a very necessary part of our
public transport system, as Ms Hartland and others have
highlighted in their contributions. The elderly, the
disabled and many ill and frail members of our
community rely heavily on taxi services to get to
appointments, social outings and various other
locations — as do other members of the community,
including most of us in this house, I would say, not to
mention our interstate and international visitors, who
rely heavily on taxis to get them around Melbourne.
Tourism is a vital industry for this state and this city,
providing significant economic and employment
opportunities. A few weeks ago I had the pleasure of
attending the launch of a major Victorian tourism
campaign with the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events, Louise Asher, and my colleague Mr Philip
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Davis. Taxi services are a major concern to many in the
tourism industry, some of whom have expressed their
concerns as to how the service degrades our Melbourne
tourism brand. Anyone who has travelled to London or
New York cannot help but compare the services
overseas to our services here in Victoria.
For too long the key issues that have plagued this
industry have been disregarded and ignored. The
current taxi regulation model is old; there has not been
a review in Victoria for at least 25 years. I think it was
Mr O’Donohue who stated that the last extensive
reform process was undertaken by the Kennett
government in the 1990s. But in saying that, our taxi
services and taxidrivers are key to the ongoing viability
and success of the industry and need support and
protection in the reform process, as Mr O’Donohue said
in his contribution.
We know taxidrivers are sometimes reluctant to pick
passengers up in certain locations or late at night.
Unfortunately just a few weeks ago in Glenferrie Road,
Hawthorn, a taxidriver was assaulted as he went to the
aid of another taxidriver who was being attacked by
four men. That sort of conduct is completely
unacceptable, and drivers need to be protected. The
safety and security of passengers and drivers is a
significant issue for the industry.
In 2010 there were 35 million taxi trips across the
various taxi categories carrying 49 million passengers.
In Victoria there are 15 000 active taxidrivers, of whom
more than 12 000 work within the Melbourne
metropolitan area. Most drivers rent a taxi from an
operator. Unfortunately the turnover of drivers is high,
requiring that 1500 to 2000 new drivers be trained and
accredited each year.
The inquiry will be looking into issues such as these. It
will consider how taxis as a form of public transport fit
in with other transport modes; it will look at working
conditions — as has been highlighted by both Mr Tee
and Ms Hartland — remuneration, training of drivers
and raising the standard of customer service. The
inquiry will be independent and far reaching.
Mr Barber interjected.
Ms CROZIER — It will engage with all
stakeholders, Mr Barber, and will provide for the
necessary reform and change to occur. If Victoria and
Melbourne are to progress and compete in a whole
range of areas at an international level, and if Victorians
are to feel safe and have confidence in our taxi industry
into the future, then reform of our taxi industry is
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absolutely critical. This bill will ensure that this can be
undertaken, and I commend the bill to the house.
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I am very
pleased to rise to make a contribution to debate on this
bill, and in doing so I indicate that I will not be
opposing the bill and I will be supporting the
opposition’s circulated amendments. We do have
concerns about the bill. One of my major concerns is
dealt with in one of the amendments that we have put
forward. It goes to the commission’s powers to inquire
specifically into matters of taxidrivers’ wages and
conditions of employment. Mr O’Donohue’s
contribution did not provide me with any degree of
comfort in this regard, because there is nothing in the
bill that sets out how the terms and conditions of
employment can be dealt with. The terms of reference
for the inquiry are not part of the bill and could be
changed at any time at the will of the minister. I am not
comforted by Mr O’Donohue’s reference to the terms
of reference, because nowhere in the bill that
establishes the Taxi Services Commission inquiry is
there any specific reference to drivers’ wages and
conditions of employment.
This is particularly of concern given that the bill goes
into great detail about the sorts of areas that can be dealt
with by the commission. There are matters outlined that
the commission should have regard to such as the
provision of tyres and petrol and panelbeating. I happen
to think that drivers’ wages and conditions of
employment are equally as important as the state of the
tyres, the provision of petrol and the panelbeating of a
vehicle, so I do not see why these matters cannot be
included in the bill. We also know that many
taxidrivers earn wages that are below the minimum
wage, so it is important that the pay and conditions of
employment are dealt with. Most taxidrivers are on
agreements whereby their wages are equal to 50 per
cent of the fares paid. Taxidrivers are also required to
pay for third-party insurance on the car and any excess
and other charges relating to insurance.
The issue of wages and conditions has been raised
consistently by various groups representing taxidrivers
prior to this review commencing. The Liberal Premier
was very happy to appear in photos with taxidrivers and
to take up photo opportunities before the election, but
now that he is the Premier and we have a bill before the
house, when it comes to the ability to look at
taxidrivers’ wages and conditions as part of this review
he is nowhere to be seen at all, and yet we know that
this has been an issue. The Premier knows it has been
an issue. It is one that has been raised continually.
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With respect to driver safety I also have concerns about
the commission’s ability to consult with stakeholders
and groups that are outside the government departments
currently mentioned in the bill. The amendments the
opposition has circulated go to this matter.
The bill establishes a process for the commission to
review safety issues in relation to drivers on an ongoing
basis, but — and it is big but — there is currently no
requirement to consult with driver advocacy groups or
their unions. This is a really big oversight. It is a huge
oversight. How can you have a look at driver safety
when you are not even prepared to listen to what
drivers have to say, if you are not prepared to listen to
what their advocacy groups and their unions have to
say? We all know, everybody in the public who reads
the paper or watches the news or listens to the radio
knows, that our taxidrivers have real concerns about
safety issues.
Members of the government have raised these concerns
about driver safety, and yet there is no provision for
these voices to be heard. We can hear the voices of
various government departments, but not the voices of
the people who are out there on the ground doing the
job and not the voices of the people who represent
taxidrivers who are out there on the ground doing the
job. That is a huge oversight. I received no comfort
from either Mr O’Donohue or Ms Crozier in their
contributions, and that is why I think the amendments
we will be putting up are good and why I will be
supporting them.
If members have a look at the list of things the minister
regards as important for the commissioner to listen to,
they will see that local councils get a mention but not
the unions, not the drivers and not the advocacy groups.
The opposition is of the view that when it comes to
driver safety taxidrivers and their representatives are the
best people to be listening to and that they would be
able to make the most valuable contributions not only
in terms of what the issues are but also in finding
remedies and the best way to address those issues to
ensure that in the future we have better health and
safety for our taxidrivers and members of the public
who are using taxis.
Ms Crozier went through the bill in some detail in her
contribution. She talked about how the bill establishes
the commission as a statutory authority and about the
two stages that are going to be set up as part of the
working of the commission. Again, we have real
concerns about the way that is happening. We think that
the cart is being put before the horse. Ms Crozier did
not give any explanation in her contribution as to why
the government wants to go about it in this phase 1 and
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phase 2 way. Very briefly, in phase 1 the taxi
commission is to conduct the inquiry into the taxi
industry. The Secretary to the Department of Transport
will be responsible for regulation of the taxi industry,
but the Victorian Taxi Directorate will continue to
operate as the regulator while Professor Fels conducts
his review. A copy of the report will be delivered to the
Parliament, and a copy will be delivered to the minister.
The report will contain sensitive information and
FOI-exempt documents. That is how phase 1 will take
place.
In phase 2 the Taxi Services Commission will be solely
responsible for the regulation of the taxi industry and
the implementation of the government’s reforms.
Ordinarily a government would initiate an inquiry and
then receive its findings and recommendations. The
reforms would be set out, and then a program to
implement them would be put in place. But in this
instance the government has decided to put the cart
before the horse by creating a statutory authority and
investing it with certain powers so it will be able to
conduct the review prior to it formally becoming a
regulator. It is — I was going to say ‘arse about’, but I
do not know whether that is unparliamentary.
Mr Tee — It might be unparliamentary.
Ms DARVENIZA — It might be unparliamentary,
so I had better not say that. But it is the wrong way
around, and no explanation of that was given in the
contributions made by either Mr O’Donohue or
Ms Crozier.
In conclusion, when in opposition the Liberals, now the
government, gave every indication to all the players
within the industry that they were absolutely dedicated.
They, and particularly our current Premier, were out
there with taxidrivers taking advantage of every photo
opportunity. They said they were going to address the
concerns, but they never detailed how they were going
to do it. They had a lot of nice, pretty pictures and a lot
to say about it, but they never outlined how they were
going to do it. What we have before us today is a bill
that still does not get us to where we want to be. It does
not tell us how the taxidrivers are going to have their
pay and conditions improved. It does not tell us how the
safety concerns and those issues around pay and
conditions that led to that dispute back in 2008 will be
dealt with. None of those issues are dealt with in this
bill. It does not get us there.
While we are not opposing the bill, I certainly support
the amendments moved by Mr Tee. I look forward to
being provided with any other information that the
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government might be able to give us in the committee
stage.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
rise today to speak on the Transport Legislation
Amendment (Taxi Services Reform and Other Matters)
Bill 2011. Is it not refreshing that there has been an
awakening on the other side? Is it not refreshing that
opposition members have finally seen there is a need
for taxi reform in the state of Victoria? This is another
example of the Baillieu coalition government fixing it
up. The Premier of Victoria, the Honourable Ted
Baillieu, is Mr Fix-It. This bill is another example of
this government having to repair the damage that was
left for Victorians after 11 years of neglect. There is a
reformation across the chamber, an awakening to the
realisation that things need to be done. Where have the
members opposite been for 11 years?
These amendments provide for the reform of the
taxicab and hire car industry. The bill establishes the
Taxi Services Commission to conduct inquiries;
amends the Transport Integration Act 2010 and the
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983 to
establish the commission to allow it to conduct
inquiries into the structure, conduct, performance and
regulation of the industry; and shifts responsibility for
the regulation of passenger vehicles from the
Department of Transport to the secretary initially and
then to the Taxi Services Commission upon completion
of this most important inquiry.
This inquiry is needed to address the alarming decline
in the standards of the taxi industry due to a decade of
government inaction, a decade of the Bracks and
Brumby Labor governments turning their back on
Victorians trying to use this form of public transport.
The taxi industry was once revered in Victoria; it was
highly regarded. People were thankful for it. But after
10 years of inaction by the former government we have
had an awakening on the other side of the chamber. The
levels of satisfaction in customer service are the lowest
since surveys began six years ago. There are concerns
about taxi queues and incompetent drivers who do not
know geographical locations. Not that long ago, in a
former life, I got into a taxi in Collins Street, a
reasonably well-known street in Melbourne.
Mr Elsbury interjected.
Mr ONDARCHIE — I hear Mr Elsbury agreeing. I
said to the taxidriver, ‘Could you take me to the
airport?’. He asked what he thought was a legitimate
question: ‘Where is the airport?’. A taxidriver in Collins
Street, Melbourne, asked me where the Melbourne
airport is! It was not that long ago in this job that I got
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into a taxi not far from this place. Because I was
running late for an appointment I asked the taxidriver to
drive me to the MCG — the home of cricket, the
Melbourne Cricket Ground. It is not far from here, but
the taxidriver asked me to direct him to the MCG! We
have dirty taxis and drivers refusing to accept short
trips. Just 12 months ago I got into a taxi in the
Melbourne CBD and asked to be driven not too far
from there, and the driver was hostile. He was angry
that he had to take a short trip.
Mr Barber — Did you break his arm?
Mr ONDARCHIE — Mr Barber interjected, ‘Did
you break his arm?’. I have come to expect better than
that from Mr Barber, but if he thinks resorting to
violence is a way of resolving issues in Victoria, that
surprises me. There have been violent and unsafe
incidents, but in the main taxidrivers are okay. We are
talking about the group that have let Victorians down
after 10 or 11 years of inaction by the former
government. This gives Victoria a bad image for
Victoria, particularly in terms of international tourists
and interstate visitors. Taxis provide the only form of
transport for those who do not drive and cannot access
public transport. Standards need to be lifted for those
people, particularly as some of them are our most
vulnerable: the aged, the disabled and those who live in
rural areas. This inquiry will seek to reform the industry
so it is a cleaner, safer and more viable industry for
consumers, drivers and operators. I want women to feel
safe when they get into a taxi.
Mr Leane — None of us wants that?
Mr ONDARCHIE — Mr Leane interjected, ‘None
of us wants that’. That is an interesting comment from
the other side.
The commission will be an independent body separate
from the Department of Transport. The inquiry will
focus on the taxi industry and will also cover the
broader hire car industry, including hire cars, restricted
hire cars and special-purpose vehicles.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ONDARCHIE — It is interesting to hear the
commentary from those on the other side, because I
know deep in their hearts they support reform of the
taxi industry. I know that because the member for
Northcote in the other place talked about passengers
frequently complaining about the services they receive,
the cleanliness of taxis and the geographical knowledge
of drivers. I know deep in their hearts they support
these reforms. Mr Tee asked whether this was a serious
review. I hope Mr Tee takes this issue seriously,
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because I know his colleagues do. I know Mr Tee’s
colleagues support reform of the taxi industry so much
that the member for Eltham in the other place wrote a
letter to his constituents talking about taxi reform and
the inquiry, encouraging them to do things to address
the issues he was not happy about. He is supported by
his colleague in this place, Mr Leane, so much so that
together they put out a lovely glossy brochure,
authorised by Mr Leane, that talks about cleaning up
our cabs and letting Professor Fels know about what
needs to be done. It talks about the things that
Victorians are not happy about.
I know the opposition in the other place supports
reforms, and frankly it surprises me that the opposition
here has taken this line today. The opposition talks
about instigating major reforms. It talks about cleaning
up our cabs. It encourages Victorians to speak up for
reforms in this lovely brochure it sent out, so I know
deep in its heart it supports these reforms. The
opposition knows that after a decade of inaction and
regulatory failure by the Brumby Labor government it
is time to clean up this industry. The opposition talks
about drivers’ terms and conditions. Interestingly
enough the terms of reference of the inquiry specifically
talk about wages and conditions. Maybe members
opposite did not read that bit in the terms of reference.
It is interesting. Once again we have examples of denial
from the other side.
This bill is clearly about reform. It is clearly about
providing outcomes for Victorians and about making
this critical element of Victoria, the commercial
passenger vehicle industry, safer and cleaner. It is about
making it safer for women and for all Victorians after
11 years of neglect. I commend the bill to the house.
House divided on amendment:
Ayes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Noes, 34
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr (Teller)
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Mikakos, Ms
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
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Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr

Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Amendment negatived.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 34
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr (Teller)
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr

Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Mikakos, Ms
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr (Teller)
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I seek
leave for Mr O’Donohue to join me at the table.
Leave granted.
Clause 1
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In terms of the
purposes of the bill concern has been raised that the
industry as currently regulated has the minister being
responsible — that is, the buck stops with the minister.
There is a concern that in its ultimate iteration the
authority will now be responsible for the industry and
the minister will no longer be accountable to the
electorate for the delivery of a taxi service. What
assurance can the minister give that the buck will still
stop with the minister, and what is the relationship
between the authority in its ultimate iteration and the
minister?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
new authority will ultimately be answerable to the
minister, and clearly, like any minister, the minister is
answerable to the electorate. I would say the
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opposition’s concerns from an accountability
perspective are not founded to the extent that we
believe the minister will still be responsible. While we
are separating the responsibilities and giving them back
to a statutory authority, it is ultimately a responsibility
of the minister to take responsibility for the authority’s
actions.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 6 agreed to.
Clause 7
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I move:
1.

Clause 7, page 7, line 10, after “industry” insert
“(including the remuneration and working conditions of
drivers of commercial passenger vehicles)”.

I believe this amendment is a test for my amendment 2.
Essentially what we say is missing in the bill is a
requirement for the review to consider the remuneration
and working conditions of drivers. We say this is an
important omission because ultimately unless we get
more professional drivers, unless we get drivers who
see this as a career opportunity and who see they have a
long-term future in the industry, and unless drivers have
a stake in the industry, it is going to be difficult to
attract the sorts of people to drive our taxis who will
provide the sort of professional service that the public,
the community and the passengers deserve and expect.
For that reason we think that requirement ought to be in
there. I understand that in Mr O’Donohue’s
contribution he asked us to have a look at the terms of
reference for the inquiry, and they are in there — I take
his word for it; I have not had the opportunity to check.
However, the point we make is that the importance of
having the issue of the drivers’ terms and conditions in
there ought to be recognised in the legislation. It ought
not just be something on the website which the minister
can change with the stroke of a pen. It ought to be
important enough for the authority to consider it as
being important; therefore it ought to be incorporated
into the legislation.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
understand Mr Tee’s concerns. We stand by what
Mr O’Donohue said in his substantive speech. The
terms of reference for the taxi industry inquiry state that
the inquiry will look at, among other things:
Service delivery and employee conditions, in particular the
working conditions, training, standards and remuneration of
drivers, and how these contribute to service standards and
outcomes …

That is being considered in a wide-ranging inquiry by
Professor Fels. It is on the agenda and it is being looked
at. As I said, we believe, as Mr O’Donohue articulated
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in his speech, that that will be adequately addressed
with these issues being on the agenda.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — If I
can continue in that vein, one of my problems with this
is the fact that the minister is talking about the inquiry
and we are talking about the legislation. It does not
appear to me that there is anything in the legislation that
actually talks about terms and conditions. This is the
problem: we are having an inquiry at the same time as
we are looking at legislation.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 17
Barber, Mr
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms (Teller)

Noes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr (Teller)
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr

Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Viney, Mr

Kronberg, Mrs

Pair
Amendment negatived.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The functions of
the Taxi Services Commission in new
subsection 115F(1)(b) include ‘reporting on the
outcome of the inquiry, including making
recommendations’. My question is: will all of those
reports and all of those recommendations be made
public?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I advise
that the final report will be made public.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — So any interim
reports, I take it from that, will not be made public.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
understand that to be the case.
Clause agreed to; clauses 8 to 57 agreed to.
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Clause 58
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The new
definitions section 191A inserted by this clause says:
FOI exempt document means a document that—
(a) was given to the Commission (whether under
Subdivision 3 or otherwise) by an agency (as defined in
the Freedom of Information Act 1982) or a Minister;
and
(b) is an exempt document under the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 in the hands of the agency or
Minister —

that is, the originating agency or minister who first gave
it to the commissioner.
New section 191V, inserted by this same clause, says:
The Commission must not disclose or use information from
an FOI exempt document other than in accordance with this
Subdivision.

As we read new sections 191W, 191X and 191Y we
see that what they effectively refer to are what will be
the internal purposes of the commission’s work until
such time as the commission discloses material in its
final report in Parliament. Can the minister tell me why
this approach has been taken in relation to this bill?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
advised that the minister has the power to make any
document exempt — rather, the commission will have
the same powers as a minister to make any document
exempt. I correct myself on that first point, and I
apologise. We have given the commission
wide-ranging powers and a fairly detailed brief, noting
of course that we believe a lot of the information it will
be given should be there to protect a number of people,
including drivers who will be providing some of that
background information or evidence to the commission.
As such, that material will be available to the
commission to make public, should the commission
have the inclination to do so, and the commission will
be able to operate in a fairly broad scope and get to the
nub of a lot of the problems and issues in the industry,
many of which might be given to the commission by
the drivers who wish to have those details protected.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Sure, but
the commission itself is subject to the Freedom of
Information Act 1982. If I want to make an FOI request
about any piece of paper that they have, I can do that.
However, there is a particular provision here that
attempts to either mirror or alter in some way the
exemptions and the processes of the Freedom of
Information Act 1982. This commission, or any
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agency, can decide not to release a document, and they
have a number of grounds of exemption to do that, but
here a new definition of ‘exempt’ is created that
references documents that would be exempt if a
document was in the hands of another agency. I want to
know why the government is doing it in that way.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
advised that it is simply providing statutory clarity to
mirror the powers that exist in the Freedom of
Information Act 1982.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — But it
does the exact opposite. As I have said, this agency is
already subject to the Freedom of Information Act
1982. Here, we are attempting to mirror those other
requirements as they would apply in a different agency.
I cannot find another example on the statute book
where a piece of legislation, internally to itself, attempts
to mirror an aspect of the Freedom of Information Act
1982. I can find no other piece of information
governing the works of any agency in any way where a
definition of an FOI-exempt document appears in that
legislation. Can the minister tell me if I have missed
something?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
cannot give Mr Barber a direct answer in relation to
every other piece of legislation and the mirroring of
FOI powers, but as I said it is the government’s view
that that statutory clarity is important, and that is why
that has been put in this piece of legislation.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Here is
the thing — and I am sure Mr Guy has done some FOIs
in his time, so he will understand this — if I FOI an
agency and that agency has documents from a third
party, whether it is another agency, a private person, a
private company or whatever, before releasing the
documents to me that agency will approach the third
party and ask, ‘Do you have a view on my release of
these documents?’. If the agency decides to release the
documents to me, the third party can appeal. If the
agency decides not to release the documents to me, I
have to appeal. That is the normal process under the
FOI act.
What is happening here is something very different.
This agency — the commission — has to make a
judgement about whether a document would be exempt
if it were in the hands of another agency or a minister. I
cannot for the life of me understand how that would
work or why we would want to effectively create an
additional FOI decision loop whereby this commission
is meant to consider whether a document would be
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exempt in the hands of another agency. Surely it is the
other agency’s job — —
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Hospitals: election commitments
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Health, Mr David
Davis, and I ask: during the 2010 election campaign the
Liberal Party and The Nationals continued to commit to
using the approximately $1 billion in proceeds from
gaming revenue licences to fund health expenditure,
including 800 new beds. As the incoming government
already knew this amount before the election, what can
the minister tell Victorians today about the urgency of
rolling out those 800 beds?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member for his question. He is quite right to
indicate that the gaming revenues were to be dedicated
to health funds, and they will be. Significant funds will
be committed through this term of government on
schedule as gaming revenue comes in. The chamber
and the community will see the great pity of the fact
that the gaming process of allocation and tender was
botched by the previous government, and they will be
concerned that the amount received by Victorians, and
Victorian taxpayers, will be about $3.1 billion less
than — —
Mr Lenders — What does the Deputy Premier
think of that?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I think the Deputy Premier
and the whole community is angry with Labor and
about that more than $3 billion of community
resources. There is a whole series of phrases about this
in the Auditor-General’s report — and I urge every
member of the chamber to read it — that was tabled in
this chamber yesterday. What is very clear is that we
indicated that a minimum of $1 billion would be put
into community hospital and health service
infrastructure. That promise will be honoured in full.
The great fear is that an enormous amount has been
removed from Victorian taxpayers by the failed
processes of the previous government.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Treasurer, you were
warned — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS — The former Treasurer was
warned, as Treasurer, and told to look into some of
these issues, but he refused to seek a review. I have to
say the Auditor-General’s report is very stark on the
responsibilities of the Department of Treasury and
Finance and the Department of Premier and Cabinet.
Whilst those are not my areas of responsibility, I too
can read the Auditor-General’s report, and I encourage
every member of the chamber to read it. The great pity
is that the billions of dollars that were forgone through
the botched process could have been put into additional
and further health and hospital infrastructure and would
have been welcomed by the Victorian community. The
example I gave yesterday was the Swan Hill hospital, a
worthy project that could have been funded directly
from the additional resources from the gaming licence
arrangements.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
am sure you, President, were listening carefully, as I
was, to the minister’s answer, because we know that in
Victoria hospital demand goes up every winter. The
minister knew this when he came to government; in
fact it is in his metropolitan health plan. We know that
every year additional beds are required in winter. When
will the minister respond to the question, when will he
deliver beds and when will they arrive to support
Victorian patients?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — The
government’s bed commitment will be delivered. The
shadow Minister for Health is quite right: there is
additional demand in winter. At the moment, for
example, we have significant demand on our system
through the unseasonally high incidence of pneumonia.
That has grown over some months since the autumn
period and even through the latter part of summer.
There is significant demand on our emergency system,
for example, from pneumonia cases that are presenting
in a number of our health services. The member is quite
right that there is seasonal demand, but this year has
been a little unusual in that the demand began a bit
earlier than usual.
However, in terms of the substance of the member’s
question our bed commitments will be delivered.
Funding arrangements will come through in the normal
way through the budget. The funding guidelines were
released on 22 July last year, and we will certainly be
working our way through with each health service and
negotiating the very best deal we can obtain to ensure
maximum capacity across the system.
Questions interrupted.
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DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is with pleasure that
I alert the house to the fact that we have in the gallery a
former member of the house — indeed a former Leader
of the Opposition, Leader of the Government and
President of the house — Monica Gould, who is
watching over us today. Welcome, Monica.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Questions resumed.

Portland District Health: review
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — My question is
for the Minister for Health, the Honourable David
Davis. Can the minister inform the house of the
outcome of recent actions on the part of the Baillieu
government to improve the performance of Portland
District Health — an important service in south-west
Victoria?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I am
pleased to answer the question from a member
representing the western region of the state. I know that
he and his colleagues in Western Victoria Region are
very concerned, as many in the Portland community
are, about the performance of the Portland District
Health service. This is an important service, and it
needs to be borne in mind that Portland is quite distant
from Melbourne and from other major services. There
has been a significant financial problem over some
time, with significant deficits. The underlying operating
result over the last four years has been in the negative.
Some financial obligations taken on by Portland
District Health were not well worked through, and they
have had a significant impact on the position of
Portland District Health.
As I say, it is a very important service. Paxton Partners
was asked to undertake a review of the service’s
governance, management and financial processes. The
report of that review has been delivered to me, and I
have made that report available.
Mr Lenders — Is it in the man safe, locked away?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — We do not have a man safe,
as Mr Lenders well knows. Members opposite may
well regard this as a trivial matter, but it is actually a
significant matter. I am concerned to see that the
community understands what has occurred at Portland.
I thank Paxton Partners for the work it has done.
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I have made the report in its final form available to the
chair of the board at Portland, and we will be looking
for a formal response from the board’s chair and the
board to the points made in the Paxton Partners report.
Following that it is my intention to appoint a number of
delegates to the board, because it is important that
Portland District Health is able to operate in a way that
gets the best result for the Portland community. I have
indicated to the chair that it is my intention to appoint
two delegates to the board. He has welcomed that step.
I look forward to having further discussions with
Portland District Health and ensuring that a plan is in
place that guarantees the strength and future of services
in Portland. I am determined to make sure that both the
acute health services and the other services that
Portland District Health provides are protected. That
needs to be done in a sustainable way. I note the
commitment of the board to achieve these objectives as
well. I welcome that commitment.
I have to put on record that the board has been very
supportive of this process; it welcomed the independent
review that was undertaken by Paxton Partners. I think
this has been a very worthwhile process that has
enabled many of the issues that have been below the
surface at Portland for a significant period to be worked
through in a systematic way so that a road map, if you
will, into the future can be laid out. The board can now
work with the Department of Health, and hopefully
putting some delegates on the board will enable that
process to go forward.
The objective is to maintain and strengthen services at
Portland. Given the distance that Portland is from major
centres, there is also a need for Portland District Health
to work with other services in the region to ensure that
it has the highest quality of acute health services. Again
I place on record my thanks to the board for its
cooperation through this process.

East Wimmera Health Service: redevelopment
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Health. The people
of Charlton and the clients of the East Wimmera Health
Service have been waiting for clarity and certainty
relating to the redevelopment of their health-care
service. The minister knows that a business case had
been prepared for a new service model for the East
Wimmera Health Service prior to the floods earlier this
year, yet the community is still waiting for clarity and
certainty. Can the minister inform the house today
precisely when he will be creating that certainty and
confidence for the Charlton community about the
redevelopment of its health service?
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) —
Members of the house will be very aware of the tragic
circumstances that arose in Charlton as a result of the
floods that occurred in the early part of this year. They
will remember the enormous impact the floods had on
the township and the Charlton hospital. The impact of
water and sewage moving through the hospital has been
very significant. The government moved as quickly as
it could in the subsequent period to put in place a field
hospital — a mobile army surgical hospital, or MASH
unit, if you will — and that was well received by the
Charlton community.
Mr Barber — Were they doing surgery there?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It was a stopgap measure,
obviously, to get some services operational in the town
as quickly as possible. Following that, demountables
were erected to provide ongoing primary care and other
services, and that has provided some significant support
to the town.
As I have said publicly on a number of occasions, the
Charlton hospital, like a number of hospitals built in the
1960s, 1970s and so forth, was built on lower land,
which in this case has been shown to be subject to
significant inundation. This has caused the viability of
that particular building to be in question. The
government allocated $1 million in the budget for the
scoping and planning of a new health service, which
potentially includes the purchase of new land in the
town.
The process of scoping and starting the architectural
work on that important project has begun. I have met
with the chair of the health service, I have had
conversations with others on the board and I know the
Department of Health has met with a number of
architectural groups which have been involved in this
process of looking for alternate locations and planning
the architectural work involved in putting in place a
new facility.
I note that this facility will be one that will need to
satisfy the town for decades to come — for 10, 20, 30,
40 or 50 years into the future. It is critical that we get
this absolutely right. Mr Jennings is quite correct in
saying that service planning was undertaken prior to the
change of government, but that service planning did not
envisage the loss of the Charlton hospital. It did not —
and this is obviously not a surprise to anyone — take
into account the fact that that hospital would be taken
out of action in the way that it tragically was. In those
circumstances we need to look at exactly where the
hospital will be built in the town.
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I again make the point that the very old hospitals in
northern Victoria tend to be on higher ground and were
not inundated in the flooding process, whereas the
newer hospitals, as I am calling them, which were built
in the 1960s and 1970s tend to be on lower ground.
This has been shown to be a significant weakness.
The process of locating land and designing from scratch
a new hospital that will satisfy the needs of the town for
decades into the future has been a significant task, and
the government is moving as swiftly as it can with that
process. We need to get it right. We need to have the
services in the town strengthened and protected. We are
determined to make sure that Charlton gets a strong,
long-term and viable option that improves services in
the town.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
am sure, President, you were listening attentively and
know that was a reasonable and apposite answer but
that the minister did not answer the question relating to
the precise time by which certainty and confidence
could be provided to the community. That is an
essential feature, and I want to reiterate that point.
The fundamental conundrum that the community
believes exists is that there may be limits to the
insurance cover provided for the hospital in terms of
whether it needs just a lowest-common-denominator
refit or whether the hospital needs to be refurbished and
started again. Can the minister provide the house and
the community with any confidence that the
government will not be constrained by the limit of the
insurance cover and provide a commitment from the
government to fund an appropriate redevelopment in
Charlton, which the community so urgently requires?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I am
delighted to provide that assurance. The government
will not be hampered in any way by the insurance
matters that may surround the claim following the
flood. We will build a hospital that is satisfactory for
the town, and indeed very likely we will expand
services into the future. The town has taken a
significant impact. It deserves the support of the
Victorian community. That is why we have allocated
that $1 million in this budget — to get on with that
planning and those arrangements. That is a direct
measure of our certainty and our determination to
provide for Charlton. I can say we need to get the
location absolutely right so that in the future the
hospital is not subject to inundation again. We need to
have the quality of the building at a standard that will
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satisfy the town for decades into the future, and I am
determined to do that.

Schools: relocatable classrooms
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — My question
without notice is to the Minister for Higher Education
and Skills, Peter Hall. With an ever-increasing need for
qualified builders to be able to deliver buildings of
environmentally friendly design, I ask: what is the
government doing in the education and training sector
to assist with meeting this demand?
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — I thank my colleague for a question that I
am sure is of interest to all members of this chamber. I
want members first of all to reflect back on their days in
the classroom. They may have been located in a
portable classroom at their school. Perhaps it was for
one lesson, or perhaps it was for a year of primary
school. If their recollections are the same as mine,
members will recall that in the summer months it was
uncomfortably hot in those portable classrooms and in
winter it was very cold.
Given that experience, I want members to consider
what it would be like to be in a relocatable modular
classroom that had the following features: materials
made from recycled and recyclable products; design
features such as double-glazed windows, automated
lighting, a super-insulated roof, external walls and
floors; a control system capable of silently opening and
closing windows based on the desired room
temperature and carbon dioxide levels within the
classroom; and an operational energy consumption
90 per cent less than that possible for current
relocatable designs.
Such relocatable classrooms now exist, and on
Wednesday, 22 June, I had the pleasure of visiting BRB
Modular Pty Ltd, which is a company in Kangaroo Flat
near Bendigo that is making such a prototype
relocatable classroom. That classroom will eventually
be located in my electorate at Pakenham Springs
Primary School. I think the experience students will
have in this type of relocatable classroom will be a far
more pleasant one than that had by some of us in
relocatable classrooms.
It is important to put on the record in terms of its
construction of such classrooms that this company
provides training opportunities for 26 apprentices at its
location near Bendigo. These apprentices are therefore
being exposed to some of the most modern technology
in terms of improving the environmental values of such
buildings. The product being produced by this
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regionally based company and the training
opportunities it is providing for young people within the
region are absolutely outstanding and should be
encouraged.
I am sure all Victorian schoolchildren will be the
beneficiaries of the work of and products made by these
well-qualified young apprentices at a very strong and
worthwhile company, BRB Modular, in Kangaroo Flat
near Bendigo, which has my strongest commendation
for the work it is undertaking.
Supplementary question
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — I would like to
thank the minister for his answer. The minister
mentioned a one-off project at Pakenham. Have we, the
Baillieu government, made any commitments to roll off
more of these projects around the state?
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — I welcome the supplementary question,
because I wished to include in my answer some
examples of other places these sorts of portable
buildings might also be relocated to. While the one I
referred to, which is currently under construction, will
go to Pakenham Springs Primary School, given the
interest already existing in this design there are advance
orders for the following schools: Armadale Primary
School, Yarraville West Primary School, Port
Melbourne Primary School, Canterbury Girls
Secondary College and Box Hill High School. I would
therefore encourage Ms Darveniza and others to get
behind this project, because it is a company based in
Bendigo in her electorate that is doing this fine work,
and I am sure — —
Ms Darveniza interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL — I thought Bendigo was part of
Ms Darveniza’s electorate too, and therefore I would
have been pleased that the company is manufacturing
these classrooms in her electorate.

Kindergartens: internet services
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Children and Early
Childhood Development. The government is axing free
VICNET web-hosting services to kindergartens at the
end of the year, and it is estimated that a replacement
internet service provider (ISP) and IT support will cost
kindergartens more than $2500, single-handedly wiping
out the newly announced IT grants. What analysis, if
any, has been done by the minister’s department as to
how much it will cost each kindergarten to find and pay
for their own ISP to host services they previously
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received for free, not to mention associated costs such
as new stationery and signage?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I note that the
kindergarten IT project is one of those projects for
which funding was due to lapse on 30 June 2011. IT
was not mentioned in the former Labor government’s
kindergarten policy. We know which of the lapsing
programs were to continue and which ones were not
because in a document it put out before the election the
Labor Party identified two lapsing programs that would
have continued, but there was not one word about IT in
that document. We know that under the former Labor
government this program was due to cease on 30 June
this year.
This government has continued that funding beyond
31 December this year, and we are now working with
VICNET to develop a solution to support the ongoing
IT needs of kindergartens from 2012. I am pleased that
this government has recently announced more than
$3.4 million in IT and equipment grants to support
community kindergartens throughout Victoria. This
represents a grant of $2500 for each kindergarten,
which can choose to use it for IT or other equipment.
Of course this money is in addition to the coalition’s
$26 million Children’s Capital program commitment,
which was announced recently. That is nearly
$30 million to support kindergartens in Victoria that
was not available under the former government.
Supplementary question
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Mikakos.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — Thank
you very much, President.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am not playing a
game where I call a speaker and then Mrs Peulich gets
an extra turn at saying something. When I wait for quiet
in the chamber and then call a speaker invariably there
is another comment.
Ms MIKAKOS — It is my understanding that the
minister’s newly announced IT grants are one-off
grants that will lapse at the end of the next financial
year. Will the minister give an unequivocal
commitment that these grants will be ongoing so that
committees of management and staff will not be
wasting even more time adjusting to the government’s
policies?
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Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I look forward to
continuing to support kindergartens long term. Unlike
the former Labor government, which left kindergartens
underfunded for 11 years and signed up to federal
Labor policy commitments without securing adequate
funding to support those kindergartens, the Baillieu
government is committed to supporting kindergartens
in the long term.

Boating industry: government initiatives
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Manufacturing, Exports
and Trade, the Honourable Richard Dalla-Riva. Can the
minister inform the house what the Baillieu government
is doing to revitalise the marine and boating industry in
Victoria?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Manufacturing, Exports and Trade) — I thank the
member for her ongoing interest in my portfolio and for
asking me a question the other day as well. It is great to
be engaged in understanding the marine and boating
industry, because earlier this month I hosted an industry
round table to develop strategies for and consider the
challenges facing the future development of the
$2 billion boating industry in Victoria. We know that
under those opposite we had a decade of neglect of and
indifference to various industry sectors, and the boating
industry was pleased to have the opportunity to explore
potential opportunities for expanding employment and
business prospects in the sector.
Members may not be aware that the marine and boating
industry contributes $696 million to the Victorian
economy and supports almost 10 000 jobs both directly
and indirectly, with more than 3000 people directly
employed in the sector. There are 170 000 recreational
vessels registered in Victoria and more than
300 000 Victorian recreational vessel licence-holders.
Mr Leane interjected.
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA — This means — so
Mr Leane understands the importance of this
industry — that 1 in 30 Victorians own a boat. It is a
significant industry for us to ensure that we link into.
As I said and as we can tell from these numbers, this
sector contributes extensively to the Victorian
economy. There is also a large aftermarket in the
boating industry — accessories, fishing equipment,
maintenance, servicing and launching facilities, and
fees. The Victorian coalition government strongly
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supports a thriving and competitive recreational boating
industry.
The round table was a fantastic opportunity to sit with
representatives of the industry and gain firsthand
knowledge about not only the current challenges and
issues but also some of the opportunities for us in
Victoria. It is a first step. Although I have engaged with
the industry in other ways, this is a first step in
implementing our election commitment to develop a
comprehensive strategy to turn the Victorian
recreational boating industry into a national leader.
Recreational boating provides an important and popular
way for people to experience the coast. It also provides
for economic growth outside of metropolitan
Melbourne, as boating moves holiday seekers and
holiday spending out of the inner city, where most of
the Labor members are, to popular coastal holiday
destinations in regional Victoria. The Baillieu
government understands that much demand for boating
is directly related to the ease with which boaters can
access popular waterways. That is why we are
committed to working collaboratively with industry to
drive improved efficiencies and competitiveness. We
are also working to revive the state’s manufacturing
exports and productivity.
As opposed to those opposite, we support a thriving and
competitive recreational boating industry, with special
emphasis on the sufficiency, maintenance, design and
management of boat-launching facilities and marinas. It
is just a shame that those opposite do not get on
board — literally — as well.

Government: e-services procurement policy
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Assistant Treasurer. The
minister’s decision to dramatically change the structure
and intent of the Victorian government e-services panel
by drastically cutting the number of companies on the
panel, removing the $1 million cap and mandating it
across the government has the industry in uproar.
Mr Ian Birks, the chief executive of the Australian
Information Industry Association, is reported in an
article in the Australian Financial Review yesterday as
having condemned the process as follows:
… there was a great deal of dissatisfaction among the ICT
community in Victoria about the way the process had been
managed and incredulity at the ultimate outcome of this
process.

Can the minister detail the consultation that was
undertaken with both the industry and departments and
advise what issues were raised, in particular with the
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Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development with respect to the ultranet?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I thank Mr Somyurek for his question
about the new Victorian government e-services panel
tender. Mr Somyurek started by talking about my
decision as minister to cut the panel. I want to place on
record that how many participants are on the panel is
not a decision of government. This process, the
e-services panel process, was an open tender
administered by the Department of Treasury and
Finance and evaluated by a whole-of-government
evaluation panel. The number of companies that have
been appointed to the panel as a consequence of this
process was based upon the evaluation of those
individual tenders, so it is not a case of the government
having predetermined that there would be a fixed
number of companies on the panel. The number of
companies that have ended up on the panel was a
consequence of their relative performance in the tender
process.
Supplementary question
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Given the impacts not only on the industry but also on
government departments that were unaware of the
changes to the e-services panel, I ask the minister: will
he undertake to maintain the current panel and
undertake a full consultative review to ensure that this
ill-conceived idea is not implemented and that
confidence can be restored so that Victoria continues to
have a robust IT industry supported by the Victorian
government?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I thank Mr Somyurek for his
supplementary question. There are a couple of points I
will make in response. Firstly, the Victorian
government does support the Victorian ICT industry.
Obviously I have another hat in another department in
that regard. As to the issue of the existing panel, the
contracts of those firms which have current contracts
with the Victorian government will remain in place.
Those contracts will continue to be in place until those
contracts are completed, so any existing contractual
arrangements will remain in place.
As to the evaluation, of course there is an evaluation
process that will follow the completion of the tender
process. There is a debriefing process for those
companies that bid through this process and there will
be an evaluation process undertaken, and I look forward
to receiving the report on the evaluation of this tender
process from the department in due course.
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Toolamba: kindergarten funding
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — My
question without notice is for the Minister for Children
and Early Childhood Development, Ms Lovell. Can the
minister update the house on the community support for
the Baillieu government’s commitment to kindergarten
facilities in Toolamba?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I thank the member
for her question and for her ongoing commitment to the
Toolamba community and her concern for the future
education of Toolamba’s children. Members of this
house would be aware that on 3 February 2010
unfortunately the Toolamba kindergarten was destroyed
in a fire that also destroyed the Toolamba Primary
School. They will also be aware that the community
was let down by the former Labor government. The
former Labor government did not commit one cent to
the rebuilding of the Toolamba kindergarten. In fact it
misled the Toolamba community by authorising very
misleading statements to be included in press releases
that led the community to believe there was a
commitment to rebuilding the kindergarten when there
was not one cent committed to it.
The Toolamba community was extremely disappointed
when it found out earlier this year that there was no
money committed by the former government. There
was no money left by the former government in the
Children’s Capital program to fund that kindergarten.
However, I was delighted on 27 May to stand in the
Toolamba community and announce that the Baillieu
government would commit $450 000 to the building of
a new kindergarten in Toolamba. It will be a
community-owned facility that the government is
committing $450 000 towards. At that announcement
the kindergarten committee members were visibly
overwhelmed. In fact there were tears of relief that the
Baillieu government was supporting them where the
Brumby government had let them down.
Since making that commitment I have received a letter
from the Toolamba Primary School, which reads:
On behalf of Toolamba PS school council I would like to
express our appreciation for the effort you put into securing
funding for the Toolamba kindergarten. Early childhood
education is a priority for our community. The fact that we
will now be able to build a complex which will cater for
children in their formative years is very exciting. Having both
the school and the kindergarten linked will enable us to
further promote and support parent involvement in the
education of their children.
Thanking you once again.
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It is signed by Heather Kennedy, the principal of
Toolamba Primary School. I have also received a very
cute framed photograph of the students at the Toolamba
kindergarten holding up letters that spell out ‘Thank
you, Minister Lovell’. They are appreciative of what
the Baillieu government is doing for them.
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public of the acclaim with which the minister’s
decisions have been accepted, I think this question
dangerously skirted that standing order requirement. I
caution members to be mindful of the questions that
they frame.

Government: advertising
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — Unfortunately the only
person who has chosen to criticise that announcement is
the shadow minister assisting the leader on children and
young adults, Jenny Mikakos. Ms Mikakos has chosen
to use this community for her cheap political
point-scoring. She wrote a letter to the editor claiming
that this funding was inadequate, which has caused
confusion and further distress to the community.
Not only did the president of the kindergarten
committee visit my office to say how disappointed she
was with that letter to the editor, she also sent me an
email saying:
Just a quick note to let you know that myself and, as far as I
know, the community did not have anything to do with the
letter to the editor from Jenny Mikakos in Thursday’s Shep
news …so I am unsure as to where she is coming from.
We are so happy with the state government’s contribution,
and together with the insurance money we are sure we can
build a centre for all to be proud of.

The only person using this to score cheap political
points is Jenny Mikakos. It is not appreciated by the
community, and she should consult communities before
she uses them for political gain.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Can I clarify with the
minister that that question was not the same question
that was asked in the last sitting week?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — No, it was not.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Was that an
adjournment matter?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — It was just an update for
the house on the community support.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind members
about the standing order that states that the same
question cannot be asked of a minister within a
specified period. That question bore, to my mind, a
striking resemblance to a question previously asked. I
did not intrude earlier because I was not sure whether it
was raised in the adjournment debate or in question
time, but it was clearly about the progress on that
particular kindergarten. Whilst this opportunity has
been taken to read into Hansard and to advise the

Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question without notice is to the Assistant Treasurer in
his capacity as the minister responsible for WorkSafe
Victoria and the TAC (Transport Accident
Commission), two agencies that spend a lot of money
on advertisements to reduce injuries and death. I ask the
minister: why were both agencies instructed to reduce
their advertising for the months of May and June?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I thank Mr Lenders for his question.
Mr Lenders talks about both agencies being instructed
to reduce their advertising for May and June. The
government came to power with a commitment around
reducing the whole-of-government spend on
advertising. The government has put in place a process
by which spending on government advertising is
assessed, and that includes the outer agencies. The TAC
and WorkSafe are part of that assessment process, and
where safety messages are meritorious, as they
generally are in those two agencies, they are supported.
Supplementary question
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — I thank
the Assistant Treasurer for his answer. I specifically ask
him then: given that these are both independent boards,
when he gives directions to the boards on matters of
policy are they documented and are those directions
available for the public or the Parliament to see?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I thank Mr Lenders for his question.
These are not directions from the minister to the
agencies concerned. This is a process of evaluating the
material that is put up. They are not directions under the
relevant legislation.

Biotechnology: international convention
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is also to the Minister for Technology,
Mr Rich-Phillips, and I ask the minister: can the
minister provide an update on Victorian participation in
Bio 2011?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Minister for
Technology) — I thank Ms Crozier for her question.
Ms Crozier asked about Bio 2011, which is this year’s
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annual headline biotechnology conference for the
biotechnology industry. Bio 2011 is currently under
way in Washington, DC, and I am very pleased to tell
the house that Victorian and indeed Australian
companies have a very strong presence at Bio 2011 in
Washington. There are more than 40 participants from
Victoria in Washington this week representing more
than 20 individual companies. The Victorian
government is very proud to be supporting the
participation by Victorian companies at Bio 2011 in
Washington.
Mr Lenders — Are you going?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — To take up
Mr Lenders’s interjection, I can inform the house that
Bio 2011 finishes today, 30 June, and the Victorian
delegation will no doubt be returning to Victoria in the
next couple of days.
The Victorian government is very proud to support
Bio 2011 and Victoria’s participation there. We have
directly assisted 12 companies through grants to attend
Bio 2011 and have also provided assistance to
AusBiotech’s life sciences event, which took place in
New York in the lead-up to Bio 2011 in Washington
this week.
The Victorian government has also supported the
sponsorship of the Australian pavilion at Bio 2011, and
I draw the house’s attention to an editorial in the
Australian of last Saturday titled ‘Nation must jump on
biotech wagon’, which was written by a strong
advocate of the Australian biotechnology sector, one
Peter Beattie, the former Premier of Queensland.
Mr Beattie in his article talked about the strength of the
Australian biotech — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — As Mr Lenders
points out, he was a Labor Premier of Queensland. As
Mr Beattie pointed out in his article, Australia has had a
very strong representation at the annual biotechnology
conference over a number of years, and he pointed out
the strong representation of Victoria. Mr Beattie then
went on to talk about the strong support and leadership
that the current Baillieu Liberal government — the
coalition government — is providing to the biotech
sector in Victoria. We are very pleased to have the
endorsement of Peter Beattie for the work we are doing
in biotechnology, and the government is very proud to
be supporting a range of innovative Victorian
biotechnology companies in their presence at Bio 2011
in Washington this week.
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Ordered that answers be considered next day on
motion of Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan).

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 406, 422,
621, 645, 671, 716, 800, 801, 804, 808, 809, 827–33,
846.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I am seeking
the answers to a number of questions: 639 and 650 to
Mr Dalla-Riva; 630 and 644 to Mr David Davis; 653 to
Mr Guy; 645 and 671 to Mr Hall; 633, 681 and 646 to
Ms Lovell; and 628, 669 and 662 to Mr Rich-Phillips.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I can
assure the member the answers will be provided.
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I thank the
Leader of the Government for his reply to question 846.
However, I again raise the matter of answers to
questions 612, 613, 614, 615, 616 and 617, which, as he
is well aware, I have raised on several occasions and for
which I have sought an explanation. I have still not
been given any indication by the minister that there is
some difficulty in providing responses to these matters,
which were raised in April.
In the last sitting week of the Parliament Mr Davis
indicated to me in the house that he was informed that
responses were on their way, and he said, ‘We will get
them to the member’. I took that to be the royal ‘we’ —
that is, that Mr Davis was taking responsibility as he is
the minister responsible in this place for responding to
questions on notice. We are now at a point where the
answers have not arrived. We were advised earlier this
sitting week that a great many answers to questions on
notice would be provided today, but they are not on —
what to my hearing was — a short list. I seek further
explanation as to what has happened to those responses,
given the assurance the minister gave in the last sitting
week.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member and indicate that she is right; the answers
will be provided.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I find this procession
of queries about questions to be rather frustrating from
the Chair’s point of view. Perhaps each member could
mention the questions they have outstanding, and I am
sure the minister will provide an explanation for all of
them together rather than each of them individually. If I
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am going to have people bobbing up like puppets, it
will be a bit difficult.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — At risk of
being considered to be ‘bobbing up’ — the President’s
words — I have a couple of questions for which I seek
an explanation regarding tardy responses. One in
particular, question 218, was raised on 24 March. The
answer has been a long time coming. The question was
asked of the Minister for Employment and Industrial
Relations.
An answer to question 624 is also overdue, although it
is not as extremely overdue as the answer to the first
question. I suggest an effective means by which we
could all avoid this process would be for the answers to
our questions to be given in a timely manner.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — The
answers to all the questions I requested on Tuesday
have still not been delivered, which means it will be
another six weeks before that might happen, and that
will make some of them 120 days overdue.
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members. I certainly extend my apologies to Ms Broad
and any other members if the way in which I have
described my concern was not seen as appropriate. I am
very sorry about that.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I agree
with Ms Broad. I am glad you, President, apologised
for that phrase. It is legitimate for members to raise
these matters, and I am willing to respond to them as is
appropriate in the chamber. I can assure members that
answers will be provided. We will endeavour to ensure
that that is done. I am certainly committed to making
sure that answers are provided.
Sitting suspended 12.54 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
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Resumed discussion of clause 58.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
still waiting for answers to questions 136 to 141, 167,
170, 172, 173 and 175. They are all from March.
Questions 684 to 717 — except for 716, which I have
just received — 767 and 768 are now at the 30-day
limit. I echo what Ms Hartland said: given we now
have a six-week break, that means the answers to the
questions, especially the earlier ones, are very overdue.
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I wish to
indicate that I take exception to being referred to as a
puppet. These are important matters, and nobody forced
Mr Davis to say the answers to these matters were on
their way. He volunteered that information. I took it in
good faith, and clearly that was not an accurate
statement.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I apologise for making
that comment. I do have concerns about this particular
part of our process because, apart from anything else,
some of the questions that have been asked have been
asked of ministers who are in this chamber. Members
are expecting Mr Davis to say where those answers are
when the ministers are actually in the chamber and, I
would have thought, could have given a better answer,
response or assurance than Mr Davis.
I have some concerns about the way this part of the
proceeding is operating and the fact that members get
up and mention questions and then the Leader of the
Government gets up and gives basically the same
answer to each of the members. It is a concern I have
with that part of the process; it is not a reflection on the

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
My recollection is that before question time Mr Barber
was concluding his question or comments, so I will
give him the call once again on clause 58.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Chair,
your recollection is wrong: Mr Barber was seeking
some information from the government. I am hoping
that over the hour of question time and the lunch break
Mr Guy has been able to find out from Mr Mulder’s
advisers whether this particular provision in relation to
FOI-exempt documents exists in any other piece of
statute and can provide to us an explanation as to why it
is being added here in this way.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
That sounds remarkably like a question to me.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I am
very happy to inform Mr Barber that I did not just
spend the lunch break having lunch — —
Mr Barber — Or at a rally.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Or at a rally; indeed,
Mr Barber. I can advise Mr Barber that this legislation
is based on the Essential Services Commission Act
2001 and contains similar provisions to it. I think
Mr Barber also asked me a question before lunch about
the release of the reports. Correct me if it was not
Mr Barber; it might have been Mr Tee. For Mr Tee’s
benefit the question was regarding the release of the
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interim reports. I had stated that the final report would
be available. I can tell Mr Tee that the interim reports
will be available at the discretion of the commissioner.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The minister
does not have a decision-making power in terms of
whether or not to release the interim reports; it is
entirely up to the discretion of the commissioner.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
understand that to be the case.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I will
return to the FOI provision. The provision requires that
this agency cannot release a document if it is an exempt
document, under the Freedom of Information Act 1982,
in the hands of the agency or minister that provided the
document to the commission. Can the minister tell me
how the agency is meant to determine whether a
document would be exempt if it were in the hands of
another department?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) —
Mr Barber asked whether the FOI would apply in the
same way to the commission, and I am advised that it
does.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Yes, I
understand it does. That is why in going through the
commission’s processes under this clause a decision has
to be made about whether a document would be exempt
if a different decision-maker were making the decision.
An exemption, for example, could be a cabinet
document that is the basis of an exemption under the
Freedom of Information Act 1982. Here we are asking
the commissioner to make a decision about whether a
document given to them by another department would
have been considered a cabinet document if that other
department held it.
This seems to create an extraordinarily confusing area
of law, because I would now be contesting the
administrative decision of a decision-maker who made
a decision based on what they thought another
decision-maker would have done if they had resided in
a different department. That makes it even more
complicated, firstly, for me to challenge the decision,
and secondly, for the taxi commissioner’s FOI officer
to make a decision because they have to consider
whether the document, if it had been in another
department, would be an exempt document.
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my lawyers grill individual public servants as to how
exactly they went about creating a document and
whether the document was, at the time it was created,
intended to be a cabinet document. For example, we
have to determine matters of fact as to whether the
document ever appeared before cabinet, or whether the
document contributed to a cabinet decision. The
department from where the document originates can
normally do that, because it has the entire paper trail
and the person who originated the document is there.
In the case I refer to a decision-maker in a separate
agency needs to make a decision based on what they
think happened in another department, or for that matter
in a minister’s office, and that is the decision I would
have to contest: whether this officer was correct in
making the decision that another officer, if making the
decision, would have found the document to be exempt.
That seems to me to be an extraordinarily complicated
way of doing things and arises completely out of the
fact that we are attempting to mirror provisions of the
FOI act in a new piece of legislation.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The bill
is not the only thing that is complex. In reply to that
question, I, like Mr Barber, have dealt with the FOI act,
and in this circumstance it is normal practice for FOI
officers to work across government departments, to
have conversations across government departments and
to have conversations with other agencies about the
purpose of specific material or documents which are
then released or not released. FOI officers in agencies
and government departments do not operate in a silo
mentality. They obviously have a conversation with
each other, which is normal practice, has been for some
period of time and will continue to be in this instance.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Yes,
except that the FOI act says that decision making must
be made in silos. The way the FOI act works is that if I
request a document under FOI from a particular
agency — it might be from the minister’s
department — let us take the application in relation to
Chepstowe wind farm that I am making to the
department — —
Hon. M. J. Guy — If you had asked me for it, I
would have given it to you.
Mr BARBER — Let us see how we go with that.
Hon. M. J. Guy — You would have saved $27.

If Mr Guy has been involved in FOI matters before, and
I presume he has been involved in some, he would
know it is enormously complicated. In relation to some
cabinet documents, for example, or documents
purported to be cabinet documents, I have had to have

Mr BARBER — No, that is the point, isn’t it,
Minister? I have requested under FOI all documents in
the department and in the minister’s office as well that
relate to the Chepstowe wind farm decision. Some of
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the documents that the minister holds were generated
by third parties — for example, by citizens who made a
submission to the minister. The normal way that the
FOI act works is that the decision-maker works out if
they are going to release documents that were generated
by third parties. If they do, they notify those third
parties, and then the third parties have an opportunity to
appeal the minister’s or the department’s decision to
release the material; or the minister’s FOI officer may
decide not to give me the material, in which case I have
to appeal.
It may very well be a matter of practice that
departments talk to each other about things, but when it
comes to the act, that is not how it works. The FOI
officer makes a decision, and then the third party, the
generator of the documents, is given an opportunity to
appeal, if the documents are to be released. This bill
does something very different. This wraps it all up and
says the FOI officer in this department must make a
judgement about what an FOI officer in another
department, or for that matter in a minister’s office,
would have decided.
At best it is confusing; at worst it creates further
barriers to the release of information. Mr Guy says
departments do not operate in silos. In fact the whole
purpose of this provision, the way I read it, is that it
does put things in silos. It actually creates border
control between departments where an individual FOI
officer, in this case working for the commissioner, does
not get to make their own decision — not wholly —
nor do they get to go through the normal procedure of
allowing a third-party generator of documents to appeal
that decision. In fact this officer must act as if they were
the third party and somehow anticipate the decision that
might be made in another department, taking into
consideration that department’s views on things.
This is an extraordinarily difficult and problematic
concept to be introducing in this bill. I see no proper
value in it. I can see that it creates another eye of the
needle that I would have to thread if I were seeking
information, but I see no value in it. It seems to work
against the spirit of the act. For this reason alone the
government should consider putting a stop to our
consideration of the bill, remove this clause and bring
the bill back before the house.
Committee interrupted.
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DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I interrupt to welcome to the gallery a former member
for Waverley Province, Maree Davenport.
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Committee resumed.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I ask if
Mr Barber can identify any faults with the operation of
the Essential Services Commission Act 2001, which
this provision mirrors, because he is saying this
provision is difficult and problematic. I accept that is
his take on the provision, but I ask if he has any
examples of the operation of the clause in that act,
which this clause mirrors, being problematic. That is
something that perhaps he should consider.
I simply say again in relation to the silo mentality
which we have been discussing in relation to the
operation of FOI officers that Mr Barber is correct in
that the bill states that FOI officers make a decision
lying solely, in Mr Barber’s own terms, within the silo
of their department.
It is not at all stated that FOI officers cannot engage in
consultation to get to that decision. That is the key
point. It is not about prescribing a method by which a
decision can be made. Suffice it to say that people
should have the ability, and certainly do under this bill,
to consult with other departments and then make a
decision of their own accord. However, it does not
mean they cannot consult with other departments.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — First of
all, I am horrified to hear that it is in the Essential
Services Commission Act. Secondly, it is pretty clear to
me that what the government is doing with this entire
bill is replicating a function that the ESC could
probably have done by itself, but that is a wider debate.
Thirdly, I do not know whether there has ever been an
appeal against a decision made under that particular
provision of the Essential Services Commission Act.
However, I say again: there is nothing wrong with
consultation between departments. In fact the act sets
up a particular requirement to consult the third party
generator of a document. Not only do they consult
them, but that other party — a private party, a quango
or a government department — has appeal rights in that
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process, which is a good check. What this says is it
does not work that way. Now a decision-maker has to
somehow guess how a document would be treated if it
were in the hands of the original agency. Not only is
this a deliberate attempt to place that decision-making
process into silos, it also creates a new and complicated
test rather than simply leaving it as it should be, which
is a test well established under the Freedom of
Information Act. That is my objection to this provision.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I now call on Mr Tee to move his amendment 3. It is to
the same clause, but a separate matter. I consider this to
be a test for Mr Tee’s amendment 4 relating to
clause 108.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Essentially what
we are seeking to do here is ensure that there is
consultation with registered employee organisations,
unions and other persons or bodies involved in or
having an interest in promoting the safety of drivers of
commercial passenger vehicles in Victoria. I move:
3.

Clause 58, page 34, line 15, omit “appropriate;” and
insert “appropriate including, in relation to the safety of
drivers of commercial passenger vehicles, the following
entities —
(i)

registered employee organisations (within the
meaning of section 79 of the Occupational Health
and Safety Act 2004) that further and protect the
interests of drivers of commercial passenger
vehicles in Victoria;

(ii) other persons or bodies involved in, or having an
interest in promoting, the safety of drivers of
commercial passenger vehicles in Victoria
(including driver advocacy groups);”.

The scheme of the proposal provides that the new
commission will work in collaboration with a number
of entities to improve the safety of drivers and
passengers. It includes in that the municipal councils, so
there is a broad range of organisations and individuals
that the commission needs to work with — including,
as I said, municipal councils — yet there is no reference
to the organisations that represent the interests of
drivers. Opposition members think that if we can put
municipal councils in the legislation, then we ought to
put in the organisations that represent the interests of
drivers. We say that because the driver is critical to the
experience of passengers. We heard in the debate
contributions made by members from all sides that
were critical of some of the experiences passengers
have had in taxis. I would have thought that if we want
to improve that situation, then we would need to
consult with drivers and their representatives, and that
is what this clause seeks to do.
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I might add that the provision concerning clause 108
talks about working ‘in collaboration’. Opposition
members do not purport to put it on that higher level,
although there is an argument that we should. All we
are seeking is to formalise a degree of consultation in
the same way that rightfully there is to be consultation
with municipal councils and others. With that, I move
the amendment.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
government is not supporting the amendment. The bill
is fairly broad, and it is broad for a reason. It
contemplates a range of factors, including the matters
raised by Mr Tee. We believe once you start
prescribing certain points that should or should not be
within the bill, that creates definitional issues in itself.
As I said, it is fairly broad and it is fairly broad for that
reason. We will not be supporting the amendment.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — The
Greens will be supporting the amendment for the
reasons Mr Tee has outlined — that is, if government
can consult councils on this issue, clearly it should be
consulting people who look after the industrial rights of
drivers.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 17
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr (Teller)
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms (Teller)
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr

Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
O’Brien, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Pairs
Viney, Mr

Kronberg, Mrs

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 59 to 128 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
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Third reading
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 34
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr

Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Mikakos, Ms
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr (Teller)
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr (Teller)
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Question agreed to.
Read third time.
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containers that come through Australia do so via
Melbourne. It is a successful competitor at a national
level. For that reason it is imperative that the
government get the model right. It is important that the
government focus on the future of the port and take it
seriously. The port of Hastings debate comes about
because it is anticipated that the port of Melbourne will
start reaching capacity at around 2020. It is also
concerning that the volume of work that will come
through it is set to quadruple. We will have a much
larger container throughput at the same time that the
constraints on the port of Melbourne’s capacity to deal
with that throughput will start becoming quite evident.
The government needs to have a clear strategy to
develop an alternative to the port of Melbourne. As part
of that strategy it needs to be clear about a number of
things. The first is the cost of the infrastructure that is
required. A Deloitte report costed the infrastructure
required at some $9.4 billion over a 10-year period.
This is an expensive proposition, but it is important
because as the port of Hastings increases its capacity
and throughput a large number of trucks will come
from the port of Hastings, and many of them will go
through Melbourne. The 2006 Port of Hastings Land
Use and Transport Strategic Study — Final Report put
that figure at over 3000 trucks per day. What is not
clear to the communities between the port of Hastings
and Melbourne is the suburbs or areas through which
the trucks will go. The government has indicated that it
is considering using the existing roads, but expanding
them; however, the details of that — the housing that
might be required as part of it — are as yet unknown.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
opportunity to speak on this important bill. The
government’s position is quite different from that of the
opposition in terms of how best to establish the port of
Hastings as a genuine alternative to the port of
Melbourne. The coalition took its position to the
election, and for that reason we do not oppose this
legislation. However, we are concerned about two
aspects of the bill and we will be taking the bill into
committee to unpack some of those issues in greater
detail.

On the one hand we are today looking at legislation that
is intended to progress the establishment of the port of
Hastings as a genuine alternative to the port of
Melbourne, but on the other hand there is a complete
lack of detail in terms of how communities will deal
with the additional congestion and the trucks that will
be coming through, given the report’s estimates that it
will cost $9 billion. The government has said at various
times that the time frame might be anywhere between 8
and 10 years, 10 and 13 years or 10 and 15 years, so it
is obvious that the government does not have a clear
sense as to the time frame. But that makes it all the
more imperative — if these communities might have
3000 trucks going through their suburbs in eight years
time — that the government set out very clearly how it
is going to get those containers and trucks where they
need to go.

It is worth remembering that Melbourne is the success
story in the area of ports. The port of Melbourne
punches well above its weight, as it were. It is the
largest port in Australia — I think some 30 per cent of

I must say the figure of 3000 trucks is very
conservative, because, as I said, it is a 2006 figure. The
more recent projections about the containment
requirements indicate that that is a very conservative

Second reading
Debate resumed from 16 June; motion of
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning).
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figure and that the actual number will be larger. Also,
the 3000 trucks a day figure assumes that much of the
throughput from the containers will be taken by rail.
This government has indicated that it will not rely on
existing rail infrastructure and that new rail will be
built. The difficulty there is that if we have an
eight-year time line, there will be a gap in terms of the
planning for the delivery of the rail, the consultation
with the community about where that rail will go and
the consultation about whether homes will need to be
purchased and destroyed as the rail is delivered.
There is cause for concern in regard to the planning for
the port of Hastings. I think that cause for concern is
exacerbated when you look at this year’s budget, in
which the government reduced the funding for the
design of the port of Hastings by about 30 per cent —
the funding is now $1 million. Either the government is
not serious about fast-tracking the port of Hastings, or if
it is, it is very much scrimping on the planning that is
required to deliver the infrastructure. Those
communities would be greatly concerned if they were
to have 3000 trucks barrelling through their suburbs in
the near future. There are a number of issues that need
to be grappled with in regard to congestion and in
regard to this government’s commitment to ensuring a
proper process so that communities can plan for
congestion or plan for and accommodate the
infrastructure that is needed. I do not think this year’s
budget demonstrates or provides any confidence in the
government’s commitment to deliver on an effective
process and effective outcome for those communities.
There is another issue that is completely unresolved. It
is an issue which the government appears not to have
turned its mind to at all in thinking about the
development of the port of Hastings, and that is the
environment. The port is located near Ramsar wetlands,
and the government needs to ensure that there is a
comprehensive environmental and planning process.
We need to ensure that those wetlands are properly
protected and that the right amount of time is taken and
the right resources are used to ensure that the outcome
preserves the environment. If we do not get the time
frames or the funding allocation right and if we do not
have the proper process in place, how will we be
confident that the environment will not be
compromised as this development continues?
Those are the concerns that we have. We do
acknowledge that it is necessary that we develop or
think about alternatives. We were looking at the port of
Hastings, so that much is common ground. Our concern
really is in relation to those areas that this bill does not
address or touch upon — namely, the issues around the
congestion that will result from setting up the port of
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Hastings and those around the environment. This will
be critical if Victoria is to maintain its competitive
advantage as the provider of an efficient transport hub
in Australia. With those few words, I look forward to
taking the bill into the committee stage.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
bill we have before us today, the Transport Legislation
Amendment (Port of Hastings Development Authority)
Bill 2011, simply reverses what happened in the
previous Parliament with the Transport Legislation
Amendment (Ports Integration) Bill 2010, which
amalgamated what was then called the Port of Hastings
Corporation with the Port of Melbourne Corporation.
Members would remember that the Greens opposed
that particular bill. We opposed that bill because of its
purpose, which was to fast-track the development of the
port of Hastings.
Members would remember that that bill went through
the Dispute Resolution Committee, which further
concerned us given that we have concerns about the
whole dispute resolution process as it has been inserted
into the constitution. There are various opinions about
whether it is entrenched or not, but a process has been
inserted into the constitution whereby the government
of the day decides whether a bill is passed or not,
despite the view of the Parliament, and that is
fundamentally an undemocratic process. The then
opposition and now government said that it would
reverse that bill if it were to gain government, and here
we have a bill in front of us that does that. If you look
through the bill, basically it reverses changes made by
the former government to the Transport Integration Act
2010. That is really all it does.
For all intents and purposes, whether the port is
controlled by the Port of Melbourne Corporation or a
port of Hastings authority, the real issue is what is
going to happen at Hastings and at Western Port bay.
That is the key issue that we should be concerning
ourselves with. As I mentioned in my contribution to
the legislation in the last Parliament — and I had many
discussions with ministers at the time, Mr Pallas, the
member for Tarneit in the Assembly, and Mr Batchelor,
regarding this issue — the former and current
governments do not seem to understand my point and
the point of those people who are concerned about the
status of Western Port bay, which is an international
Ramsar site and a bioregion of international
significance. That is the main issue: the preservation of
Western Port and its ecology is what is important.
Keeping intact the ecological services that are
performed by the mudflat mangrove ecosystem in and
around Western Port bay will be of more value to the
people of Victoria in 50 years time than the question of
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whether there will be 200 ships going through the port
of Hastings, which is the number currently going
through, or 3000, which is the number currently going
through the port of Melbourne.
Both the opposition and the government seem to have
this vision of turning the port of Hastings into a port of
Melbourne. It is interesting that Minister Napthine, the
Minister for Ports, talked about competition between
ports and how we need competition between them —
that has always been a furphy. Ports are usually located
where there is a need for them. For example, the port of
Portland is not a container port, and it exports produce
that comes through the industries near Portland. Both
generally and in Australia container ports are usually
situated in major cities. The minister spoke about
competition between ports, but another statement he
has made is that the ports will not be competing but will
be complementary to each other. I am not sure why
they would be set up as competing authorities when
they are meant to be complementary to each other.
At the moment the port of Hastings has 200 ships
visiting it per year, which is not many — not even 1 a
day — as opposed to the 3000 ships and 2.2 million
TEUs (20-foot equivalent units) that go through the
port of Melbourne per year. You cannot compare the
port of Melbourne to the port of Hastings. It is mainly
break bulk that goes through Hastings at the moment,
and in tonnage it is far less than what goes through the
port of Melbourne. Now the idea is to replicate the port
of Melbourne. We hear figures concerning this, and I
will be asking the minister about them. A longstanding
issue of mine has been the projections concerning the
number of containers that will be going through certain
ports in 2030. The minister is saying trade through the
port of Melbourne will quadruple by 2030, so that
instead of 2.2 million TEUs going through the port of
Melbourne per year we will have four times as many —
8.8 million. Does that mean we are going to have four
times as many people as we do now, or that we are all
going to buy four times as much as we do now? I am
not sure. If there will be four times the approximately
4 million people now in Victoria in 2030, that would be
16 million people. Is that our aim: that we keep
consuming at the rate we are? Just that basic
assumption is questionable.
Members would remember that during the whole
channel deepening saga that went on for years we had
many problems. The first environment effects statement
(EES) had to be redone because it was so bad and the
port information could not be relied upon. There was
also an economic statement which questioned the basis
of the projections — and on the issue of projections I
will, as I said, be asking the minister to validate these
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2030 projections. Even during that time, however,
economists were saying it was simply impossible to
predict with any sort of accuracy what number of TEUs
will be going through the port of Melbourne or any
other port for that matter in 2030 or 2035.
If we just envisage what it would mean to turn the port
of Hastings into a port that is, for example, two-thirds
the size of the port of Melbourne, we can see that
would mean expanding the port of Hastings to 10 times
the size it is now — from a port handling 200 ships per
year to one handling 2000 ships per year. That would
be with it becoming, as I said, two-thirds the size of the
port of Melbourne. Inflicting that on the people of
Hastings and surrounding communities such as Tyabb,
Crib Point and Stony Point — places that are currently
sleepy hollows — and turning the area into a huge
industrial port area is something for people to think
about. As Mr Tee mentioned, the number of trucks
referred to in the various logistics projections and so on
is 3000 trucks per day coming out of the port of
Hastings and trundling down the Mornington Peninsula
towards Dandenong and Frankston. This is the idea for
which both the government and the coalition are in the
cheer squad.
Mr Tee mentioned in passing the Ramsar convention.
Also, I read the speech made by the former Minister for
Roads and Ports, the member for Tarneit in the
Assembly, and noted that he stuck it in at the
second-last line of his two or three-page contribution;
he mentioned Ramsar fleetingly at the end of his
speech.
Mr Tee — You’re being harsh.
Ms PENNICUIK — It might be harsh, but it’s
accurate.
I would like to draw the chamber’s attention to the
Ramsar convention and the fact that the whole of the
Western Port bay — which is defined by drawing a line
from Point Leo across to Phillip Island and following
Phillip Island’s coast past Newhaven and San Remo —
is a Ramsar site of international significance. I draw
members’ attention to the fact that this is the 40th year
of the Ramsar convention, which was signed in Iran in
1971. The secretariat of the Ramsar convention in
Geneva has released a report called Ramsar’s Liquid
Assets — 40 years of the Convention on Wetlands, to
which also I draw the attention of members; it is a very
interesting document. The document starts off by
noting that 40 years ago people did not understand the
importance of wetlands. This is why the report was
called Liquid Assets — to highlight the importance of
wetlands.
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In the time since, people have come to understand more
the value wetlands play in terms of ecosystems and the
services they provide for us and for the other flora and
fauna we share the planet with, which are often
forgotten in the argument. We depend for our survival
on the health of ecosystems. At its beginning the report
says that 40 years ago this was understood by scientists
and people closely involved in the protection of
wetlands but it was very much not understood or was
very much ignored by governments. That has changed
in some ways but still not enough here in Victoria to
bring governments of either persuasion — this or the
previous government — to pause in their gung-ho
attitude towards the expansion of the port of Hastings
on this Ramsar site.
As I mentioned, the whole of Western Port bay is part
of the Ramsar Western Port wetland. For the benefit of
members who are not familiar with this — and people
can look this up on the Western Port Ramsar site — the
descriptions given as part of the information published
on the value of Western Port as a wetland include:
... The wetland is a particularly good representative example
of a natural or near-natural wetland characteristic of the
appropriate biogeographical region.
Western Port bay is a particularly good example of a natural
wetland marine embayment with extensive intertidal flats,
mangroves, salt marsh, and seagrass beds within the
south-east coastal plain.

That there are intertidal flats with mangroves, salt
marsh and seagrass beds is the salient point here,
because Western Port is not the same as Port Phillip
Bay. Port Phillip Bay also has ecosystem values, many
of which have been put under threat by the channel
deepening project, and I will return to that in a moment.
Western Port bay is a different bay. It has a very
extensive tidal movement in that at least half of
Western Port is exposed during the changing of the
tides. When the tide goes out mudflats are exposed and
when it comes back in they are covered by water. The
water is quite warm, because it is not very deep on the
tidal flats, although there are deep parts of Western
Port, which is why the port is there — mainly for the
export of petroleum and steel products that at the
moment come out of Hastings.
To transform the port into a major container port is a
serious issue that needs to be considered. I say what I
said last year: that the health of Western Port bay as a
bioregion and Ramsar site is the most important
consideration and that expansion of the port is a
secondary consideration. In my conversations with the
previous government and in looking at what has been
said in statements by the Minister for Ports recently, it
seems the approach is, ‘We will expand the port to
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become a huge container port, and we will do
environment effects studies to figure out what the effect
might be on Western Port bay’. I do not have a lot of
faith in environment effects statements, having been
through at least two rather large ones and others. The
first channel deepening statement was discredited; the
second one was pretty well rushed through; the
environment effects statement for — if we are sticking
to the same region — the Frankston bypass, or
Peninsula Link as it is now known, was also inadequate
in terms of identifying the effects on pockets of
remnant flora and fauna and protected species such as
the southern brown bandicoot, and it was just rushed
through.
A report by ACIL Tasman was mentioned in the paper
today. It says that these huge road projects are a waste
of money and do not provide benefits to the community
that are concomitant with the costs. As I said about that
project, the whole traffic issue in the
Frankston-Mornington area would have been fixed in a
better, cheaper and more effective way by undertaking
upgrades of existing roads, and that is exactly what the
report says.
If we go back to the information about the value of this
Ramsar site, we see that, for example, 31 threatened
bird species visit the site as well as 6 threatened
mammals: the swamp antechinus, the swamp skink, the
southern right whale, the humpback whale, the glossy
grass skink and the New Holland mouse. All those
endangered animals are present at that site.
As I was saying before, the science is clear that
mangroves and mudflats are the most productive and
valuable land on earth. The environmental services
provided by such areas far outweigh even those
provided by our green wedges. We are concerned about
the protection of green wedges and agricultural land
around our major cities, but it is the services provided
by wetlands, particularly coastal wetlands, that have
always been underappreciated, and they need to be
protected for our own health now and that of future
generations.
The library put together a very good brief on this bill
and in it mentioned that the Greens had opposed the bill
which amalgamated the Port of Hastings Corporation
with the Port of Melbourne Corporation during the last
session of Parliament. The two reasons mentioned in
the library briefing are the questioning of the reliability
of the port of Melbourne trade forecast figures, which I
have mentioned, and our concern over the behaviour of
the Port of Melbourne Corporation and its
environmental record on the dredging of Port Phillip
Bay, which we said had caused ‘irreversible damage’ to
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the bay. I maintain that the channel deepening project
has caused irreversible damage to the bay.
I do not know how many members have been down to
Portsea lately. I visited it last summer, so a few months
ago now, to see the water coming up over the beach and
onto the land behind it. Lots of work by the Department
of Sustainability and Environment is going on down
there, and as far as we know about $2 million has been
spent. I do not know if the Port of Melbourne
Corporation is being made to pay for this, but —
whatever — it still comes back to the taxpayer, the Port
of Melbourne Corporation being owned by the
taxpayer.
A photo taken on 30 May has been sent to me. It shows
that six layers of sandbags now pass for the Portsea
beach. The beach has completely gone and has been
replaced by six rows of sandbags, and even they are
starting to break up and disappear. The reason for this is
that the deepening by 5 metres at Port Phillip Bay
Heads during the channel deepening project has caused
a change in direction of the currents in and out of the
bay and a change in the strength of the tidal surges on
each tide. This has been documented by people who
have lived in the area for years and by the people who
operate fishing and dive vessels in and around Port
Phillip Heads and have done so for years. Dive
operators are saying they cannot dive at the spots where
they used to dive, because the currents are too strong.
They go in different directions and there is a lot more
turbidity in the water, so it is not as safe for diving as it
used to be. Even when I was down there, water was
coming over the Portsea pier. They were not waves. It
was not windy and wavy the day I was there, and they
were not waves breaking over the pier. It was just surge
coming through Port Phillip Heads.
As I said at the time, that is something that is
irreversible. That 5 metres cannot be put back at Port
Phillip Heads to fix the problem. These sorts of
problems will continue forever, particularly at the
southern end of Port Phillip Bay. Who knows what will
happen at Portsea in the next 10 to 20 years? People are
reporting erosion on other beaches along that southern
part of Port Phillip Bay. I have heard reports from the
other side, around Drysdale et cetera, of water coming
up over the sand, across the road and into the field
beyond at high tide. These are very serious issues. The
government and the Port of Melbourne Corporation
were warned about these issues at the time. They
dismissed them, saying there would be negligible
changes to the tide, but even small changes to the tide
can result in quite significant damage to parts of our
coastline, as we are seeing at Portsea beach.
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We still have the ongoing problem of a toxic dump of
sludge material dredged out of the Yarra that has been
plonked in the middle of Port Phillip Bay, off the coast
of Mordialloc. Hardly anyone is monitoring that. The
Australian Conservation Foundation tried to monitor it
but was not able to keep funding that. The Office of the
Environmental Monitor is not keeping a close eye on it,
so the people of Melbourne really do not know what is
happening with those toxic substances that are still in
the bay. I remind members that they are still there. Just
because the channel deepening project has finished and
everyone has forgotten about it does not mean that the
big pile of sludgy material containing heavy metals et
cetera is not still in the middle of the bay, and it is
subject to these changing current and tide conditions
that we are seeing in Port Phillip Bay as a result of
channel deepening. That is why we were not prepared
to hand over the port of Hastings to the Port of
Melbourne Corporation. At the end of the day the main
issue that we should be concerning ourselves with is the
approach and the attitude towards Western Port.
I notice today that the Victorian National Parks
Association (VNPA) has put out a media release about
this legislation headed ‘Western Port bay legislation
sets government on collision course with environment
and community groups’. I will quote from that media
release which states:
New legislation due to be debated in state Parliament today
will set the Victorian government on a collision course with
environment and community groups over plans to expand the
port of Hastings in Western Port bay.
…
‘The primary purpose of this new legislation is to encourage
the rapid expansion of the port of Hastings into a container
port, with little consideration of protecting and enhancing
Western Port bay’s immense environmental and recreational
values’, said the Victorian National Parks Association’s
marine and coastal project officer Simon Branigan.
‘The new legislation for the Port of Hastings Development
Authority should have the protection of the bay’s
environmental values as its core operating goal, not just
fast-tracking development based on a projected growth in
container shipping traffic’.

I agree with the sentiments expressed in that media
release.
A couple of months ago I raised an adjournment matter
for the Minister for Ports, Dr Napthine, asking him to
hold off on plans to expand the port of Hastings until
the study into Western Port bay that is being
spearheaded by Melbourne Water is finished. That
particular study is ongoing. Its proponents are a group
of scientists from Melbourne University, amongst
others, working under the auspices of Melbourne
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Water. They are carrying out a study that pulls together
all the science about Western Port bay, including the
seminal Shapiro study which was done in 1971 and
further studies that have been done. They are also doing
a bird survey and looking at other aspects of Western
Port bay with the objective that I have been talking
about, which is to make sure that we know what we are
dealing with in terms of Western Port bay and its values
for us into the future. It is called the Western Port
Scientific Review. My staff member contacted
Melbourne Water on my behalf to hear where that
study was up to, because it was expected to be released
in July. I have heard that it is on track to be released at
the end of July or perhaps in early August.
I will quote from the Melbourne Water webpage
relating to the study. It says:
There is widespread agreement amongst stakeholders about
the need for an expert review of the scientific knowledge base
that underpins current management of Western Port. An
updated and consolidated understanding of Western Port will
better inform natural resource management, environment
protection, planning, on-ground works and future research.
This has been highlighted in various strategic plans including
the Port Phillip and Westernport Regional Catchment
Strategy and more recently, the Better Bays and Waterways
water quality improvement plan.

The review is looking at the environmental assets and
threats identified by stakeholders, government agencies,
scientific experts and community groups. The study
will consolidate existing knowledge on key
environmental assets and threats, consider the extent of
alignment between existing knowledge and current
and/or planned management activities, advise on
potential short-term management actions arising from
any new understanding developed in the review,
consolidate strategic information, identify critical
knowledge gaps and scope a targeted environmental
research program, including method, costs and delivery
options.
I raise this because this is an important study that is
being carried out into Western Port bay, and I support
that study. My point really is, though, that what we
need is to preserve the ecosystem of Western Port bay
as a Ramsar site, as a bioregion, into the future. As I
said in my contribution to debate on this issue last year,
the unhappy truth might be that it is not in the best
interests of Western Port bay to expand it into a large
port, in particular a container port. That is the approach
we should be taking in terms of Western Port bay and
Hastings. I agree with the Victorian National Parks
Association when it says the new legislation should
have the protection of the bay’s environmental values
as its core goal, not the fast-tracking of development
based on container shipping projections.
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New section 141S, which is to be inserted into the
principal act by clause 11 of the bill, talks about
ensuring that there is facilitation and collaboration
regarding the growth of the port of Hastings, basically,
and that there are essential port services provided for
the port of Hastings. New section 141T(1) talks about
planning for the development and operation of the port
of Hastings, the land and waters for the port, enabling
and controlling the management by others of the port of
Hastings, promoting and marketing the port of Hastings
and facilitating the integration of infrastructure and
logistics. Nowhere does it talk about the effect of the
port of Hastings on its natural environment. Nowhere in
this bill and nowhere in the approach of the government
to it is anything more than lip-service paid to the great
asset that Western Port bay is for the people of Victoria.
If I can refer again to the joint media release today by
the VNPA and the Blue Wedges coalition whose
spokesperson Jenny Warfe said that once the
development proceeds to the environment effects
statement phase the proponents control the process,
with economics being the focus, not the environment. I
agree; that is my experience. We await, of course, the
result of the inquiry by the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee into the environment effects
process, because I have certainly lost faith in it. It is a
process that is controlled by the proponents, usually
with a lot of money — sometimes the government is
the proponent. The ability of small community groups
or scientists et cetera, who may wish to participate in
the EES process and raise concerns about whatever
proposal is going through it, is very small compared to
that of the proponents, who usually have the ability to
pay experts and hire lawyers to put their case and to
attend the hearings full time. In contrast, community
groups and independent scientists have to take time off
work to try to get to hearings and to read through reams
and reams of information that the proponent puts
forward in the EES documentation — mainly to try to
make it difficult for people to get through it all. It is a
process that is stacked against the community and the
environment and in favour of proponents, in my
experience.
The 2006 port of Hastings land use and transport
strategy, which I have my well-worn copy of here,
reminds everybody that the whole idea about
developing Hastings and Western Port bay is not a new
thing. It goes back many years, but it has not ever gone
very far because of the environmental issues at Western
Port bay. It goes back to previous Liberal governments
that also had grand visions for this area. I have a
different vision for Western Port bay, and that is for it
to continue to provide ecosystem assets for the people
of Victoria, an area of protection for threatened species
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and an area for Victorians to live in which is not
overdeveloped and overindustrialised and assaulted
with a growth in container trade and trucking activity
that will impact on the livability of people on the
Mornington Peninsula.
There have been various plans for upgrading the
Western Port Highway and the Mornington Peninsula
Freeway and putting another railway through parts of
the Clyde area, which the community there did not
accept. There are also ideas about many more trains on
the Frankston line. All this stuff has been around for a
long time, and all of it will have huge impacts and
impose great costs on the community of Victoria; and
what would the benefits be? It is interesting too that
only a couple of months ago, in February, the federal
government released its national freight strategy. The
Greens have always called for a national freight
strategy. To us it makes no sense to be building up port
facilities in each capital city and also regional ports
without some sort of national coordination as to what is
the best way to do things.
The Brisbane to Melbourne rail link has been on the
cards for a long time. That seems to be on the
backburner again. It comes from the backburner to the
front bench and then goes back to the backburner again.
But there are a lot of inland towns, like Parkes, for
example, and others along that route that favour the
building of that rail link rather than the expansion of sea
ports. That would perhaps mean that more ships would
go to Brisbane and offload freight there, which would
travel by rail from Brisbane to Melbourne and to places
in between. The previous government was absolutely
horrified by that idea, because its notion was that
Melbourne needed to be the premier port in Australia.
All I ever heard from Mr Brumby and Mr Pallas was
that Melbourne is the premier port and must stay the
premier port. But is that really in the national interest?
That is why we need to have a national approach to
how we move our freight around in a sustainable way.
The national freight strategy that has been released does
not talk about peak oil and the cost of moving freight
on rail as opposed to road, as opposed to ships or as
opposed to which ports are used. We have a long way
to go in Australia in terms of getting some national
coordination in this area with a vision that is about
sustainable logistics and freight movement around the
country.
In passing I should mention too that there is something
that is not happening with the truck action plan in the
west. The western suburbs are going to continue to be
assaulted with unbearable movements of trucks from
the port of Melbourne through the western suburbs
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because nothing was done by the previous government,
and I do not see much sign of its being done by this
government in terms of moving freight onto rail. Since
I have been in the Parliament, the amount of freight
going on rail has gone backwards, not forwards. There
is less freight on rail than there was and more freight
on trucks. Previously the Minister for Ports and I
agreed on the folly of putting on the road large
B-double trucks — —
Mr Tee — Monster trucks!
Ms PENNICUIK — They are monster trucks, as he
used to call them. All of a sudden he is now in favour of
them being on the roads. The damage they do to the
roads and the congestion they cause is not compensated
for by them; it is an externality for them. They can
damage roads, they can cause congestion and a lack of
livability for the people who live in the surrounds and
the small businesses in those areas and they can cause a
lot of air pollution, none of which is compensated for
by them.
Fundamentally I question the purpose of this bill. I
thought it was a bad idea to amalgamate the port of
Hastings into the port of Melbourne. It is not a good
idea to set up the Port of Hastings Development
Authority if the idea of doing it is to expand the port
into a huge container port at the expense of the
ecosystem values of Western Port bay and the
surrounding rural areas. The area around Hastings and
Tyabb — that part of the Mornington Peninsula — has
a lot of wineries and agriculture. I certainly do not want
to see it turned into a great industrial area. At the
moment the impact of the port is not non-existent; there
has been an impact on the port and there has been an
impact on the wetlands around Western Port bay.
However, the type of expansion envisaged by the
government and by the previous government needs to
be called into question. As a society we need to be
looking at the values that places like Western Port
provide for us in terms of ecosystem values above and
beyond the movement of containers.
I cannot sit down without reminding the chamber about
one of the statistics that came to light during the
channel deepening inquiries and investigations into the
movement of containers through the port of Melbourne.
Let us remember that we were told we had to have
channel deepening in order to allow huge ships to enter
and leave the port of Melbourne. In fact studies at that
time showed that only 4 per cent of ships were ever
documented as being unable to come in or out of the
port fully laden. That was always overexaggerated by
the Port of Melbourne Corporation, and that is what the
essential services commissioner and the
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Auditor-General found: that the need for channel
deepening was always overexaggerated. Few ships
were unable to come in or out, so I do not rely on the
Port of Melbourne Corporation’s projections in terms
of the figures et cetera that it provides and the
government uses.
One of the figures that came to light was that 40 per
cent of the exports out of the port of Melbourne are
empty containers. We deepened the channel of Port
Phillip Bay to make it easier to get empty containers
out! The government was saying it was all about
exports, but I do not believe that; I believe it was more
about imports than exports. Even so, we spent all that
money, $1 billion, damaged the bay and put a toxic
dump in it so we could make it easier to ship 40 per
cent of our exports, which are empty containers, out of
the port of Melbourne.
The Greens will not be opposing the bill, but the Greens
oppose the vision contained in it to turn Western Port
bay and the Hastings area into an industrialised port. It
will be at least 10 times bigger — if not more — than it
is now. I oppose everything that will be inflicted on the
surrounding environment and the small businesses and
residents in and around Hastings at the moment.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
also wish to make a few remarks in relation to the
Transport Legislation Amendment (Port of Hastings
Development) Authority Bill 2011. In doing so I want
to say that this is an issue that has certainly been raised
with me by a range of municipalities on behalf of their
communities as a much-needed direction, because at
the end of the day that is where the future of Melbourne
and the rest of the state resides. In particular, the City of
Casey has made strong representations about the need
for this direction because it is looking to see some of
the job opportunities that come with this direction,
which will offer some more economic opportunities for
its community. Currently 95 per cent of the working
residents of the city of Casey travel outside the city to
their employment. I also know through informal
discussions that the Mornington Peninsula Shire
Council is also supportive of this direction, as is the
City of Greater Dandenong, which is certainly well
advanced in planning for the inland port that will go
along with it and the future infrastructure that will be
required.
This is a simple bill. It is a simple start. It maps out a
legislative framework for where our state needs to be. It
is not a direction that has been queried significantly by
the opposition. At the end of the day the opposition also
believes this needs to occur. The differences exist
around how we will get there. I was pleased to hear
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Ms Pennicuik say on behalf of the Greens that they will
not be opposing the bill. The major concerns raised by
the opposition and the Greens have involved the Labor
Party fearmongering about traffic and the movement of
containers and trucks. If as a major capital city we do
nothing — Mr Tee has already indicated that the
volume of containers will quadruple; one can expect
therefore that traffic movements will also magnify and
increase significantly unless they are where they need
to be at the ports — sit on our hands and stick our heads
in the sand for the next two decades, not only will we
choke from congestion in having all of those
movements converge into the heart of the city but the
environmental degradation which will come through
that will also negatively impact on the amenity and
livability of Melbourne, something of which we are
proud but to which we believe further improvements
need to be made.
Mr Tee has been trying to engender some fear.
Ms Pennicuik believes we should wait and do nothing,
although I am glad to hear that the Greens will not be
opposing the bill. She wants to wait and do nothing, but
unfortunately if we adopted this approach, we would
get nowhere. In particular, she wants us to wait for a
national approach on freight logistics. Generally
speaking, we can wait for the top-down rescue or we
can work through things from the bottom up and hope
that the good ideas percolate from the bottom to the
federal level and are picked up in that national
approach. I do not believe the two approaches are
necessarily at odds. The approach is certainly in the
direction that Victoria wants to go.
We are a state in our own right, we are a Parliament in
our own right and we should be able to develop a
direction that we believe is good for the state, and this
should be reflected in a national strategy. Ms Pennicuik
has also raised certain concerns on environmental
grounds. The people passionate about this particular
legislation to whom I have spoken believe the
environmental concerns and issues involving the
necessary protection of important flora and fauna are
better dealt with through the Port of Hastings
Development Authority engaging appropriately with
the stakeholders and the local community than through
the Port of Melbourne Authority, which can just bowl
over the top of a community and ignore many of its
concerns. There is an enormous amount of local
knowledge that has been accumulated over decades
about some of these significant environmental issues,
which are best addressed through an authority that is
the subject of this legislation.
As Ms Pennicuik rightly pointed out, this legislation is
simply a reversal of the reforms brought in by the
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Labor government in its transport integration
legislation, which the Greens opposed at the time, as we
did. We said then that we were going to reverse it; we
were completely up-front about that. I believe not going
down this road would wreak greater environmental
damage in and around the sensitive environs of the port
of Hastings. As Ms Pennicuik would know, traffic
congestion contributes something like 15 per cent to
our pollution, and to simply ignore it and not do
anything — to not put in the appropriate infrastructure
and begin that process, which will take time — would
just be surrendering our environment, the livability of
our city and future economic prosperity to a do-nothing,
stand-by, bystander approach. I do not believe we can
afford that, and nor can our environment.
This is a simple bill. It reverses what occurred in 2010
through the merging of the then Port of Hastings
Development Authority and the Port of Melbourne
Corporation through the Transport Integration Act
2010, which was part of the Labor government’s view
of how best to achieve a similar outcome. Mr Tee
forecast the same growth; he is cognisant. He admits
and concedes that we need to do something and that
this course of action is inevitable. Where there is a
difference of opinion is in how it is done.
Mr Tee also said that in this legislation there is no
commitment to the associated infrastructure that is
required. The Minister for Ports has said that one of the
very first tasks of the authority will be to undertake
economic, environmental and social impact
assessments and to prepare a detailed plan for that
development. I certainly welcome that, and I believe it
completely addresses the concerns. We do not intend to
cut corners; we intend to address the issues and
progress what needs to happen — what Labor members
themselves concede needs to happen into the future.
Mr Tee also said that this vision is going to cost a lot of
money. If there had been better administration of the
allocation of electronic gaming machines (EGMs) —
which was the subject of the Auditor-General’s exposé
yesterday — I would have been very proud to have
seen the $3 billion lost on that find its way into
consolidated revenue and be disbursed on much-needed
investment in infrastructure. One of the major reasons
why the former government was thrown out of office
was its failure to invest in that much-needed
infrastructure. Whether it was public transport, roads or
some other form of infrastructure, Victorians did not
believe they were getting their rightful return and that
instead a lot of money was being wasted.
If we had the $3 billion the Auditor-General claims was
lost as a result of maladministration of the allocation of
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EGMs, that would have been almost one-third of the
forecast costs. Imagine if the desal plant had not been
so wasteful — $500 million more could have been
added. The desal plant will cost Victoria $2 million
almost every day for the next 30 years. That would be
well in excess of one-third of the associated costs that
Mr Tee was talking about. It is a shame that the
development of our infrastructure has been
compromised through maladministration, but I believe
once the economic, environmental and social impact
statements have been undertaken we will be in a better
position to develop a detailed plan for development of
this port.
The bill establishes the Port of Hastings Development
Authority as an independent, dedicated agency
responsible for the port of Hastings. It will facilitate the
development of the port as an alternative to the port of
Melbourne. Yes, it will possibly mean competition.
Yes, it will probably be complementary as well. It will
probably be a bit of both.
Ms Pennicuik interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — At the end of the day people
make a decision as to where their needs are best met.
That is part of the free enterprise system. That is part of
having choice. They are decisions for businesses to
make — —
Ms Pennicuik interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Certainly having one authority
means that you have no choice. So this will increase the
capacity, efficiency and competition in the container
port sector to manage what is obviously going to be an
expected growth in trade. Projections by the Port of
Melbourne Corporation dictate that the total port
container throughput will quadruple from just over
2 million TEUs (20-foot equivalent units). We cannot
just stand by and do nothing. It would demonstrate a
lack of leadership. The port of Hastings has geographic
characteristics that make it a viable competitor to the
port of Melbourne’s monopoly on container trade in
Victoria. It is a deepwater port with good potential to
develop improved transport links to the south-east of
Melbourne, which is one of the city’s fastest growing
areas. The creation of a second container port with
supporting infrastructure will also promote efficiency
and help ensure the port service charges paid by
Victorian exporters and importers are competitive.
It is an environmentally sensitive area, and I believe
there is a real commitment to ensuring that we make the
best possible decisions to protect those sensitive
environmental areas. Western Port has been the subject
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of detailed environmental studies since the early 1970s.
The most comprehensive investigation was the Western
Port bay environmental study of 1973–74, which is also
known as the Shapiro report. It involved an intensive
gathering of baseline data. The work resulted in
detailed knowledge of the environmental values and
processes of Western Port. This knowledge is obviously
applicable to environmental planning and a number of
state government strategies and plans that are relevant
to the management of Western Port.
Western Port bay is listed under the Ramsar convention
on wetlands of international importance for its wetlands
habitat for migratory waterbirds, and Ms Pennicuik
went through some of those. Western Port is also part
of a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation biosphere reserve. There are passionate
environmentalists — not just locals — who understand
the value of this important flora and fauna. Locally
handled by the Port of Hastings Development Authority
(POHDA) in consultation with the community, the
appropriate environment impact assessments can
achieve both the development of the port of Hastings in
the most sensitive environmental way and better
outcomes for Victoria and for local communities.
The bill recognises that the development of Hastings
should be done by an agency that is close to the
affected people of the Western Port region and not the
Port of Melbourne Corporation from its city offices.
The future development of the port of Hastings to be
undertaken by POHDA is likely to be a major boost for
the region, generating thousands of new jobs and
economic opportunities in the Western Port region.
This is of significant interest to local communities, and
certainly all those people who live in the city of Casey,
the Mornington Peninsula shire and the city of Greater
Dandenong want to make sure that they get the jobs and
opportunities that people in other parts of the state
enjoy. That applies in particular to people in the city of
Casey, where the majority of those who are in the
workforce have to travel out of that city area, and as a
result their cost of living increases because of increased
transportation costs. They also spend more time
travelling to and from work.
We need to make sure that jobs go to interface areas,
and this is a wonderful opportunity to do that. This bill
will help to address and diminish the problems that will
be facing Melbourne in terms of the congestion,
convergence and quadrupling of traffic over the next
two decades, create jobs for the interface councils,
address the environmental concerns in and around the
port of Hastings and protect the flora and fauna
interests, which are well documented and well
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understood — they are better understood locally than in
a head office in the port of Melbourne.
There are a range of third-party endorsements in
relation to this legislation. Chris James, executive
manager, communications and public affairs, Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry said:
Hastings will future-proof Victoria’s manufacturing, freight
and export sectors for the long term.

The Geelong Advertiser of 26 May quoted Lindsay
Fox, discussing the need for more infrastructure, as
having said:
Developing Western Port should be part of a national plan for
ports in Australia.

The Supply Chain Review of 31 May quotes Victorian
Freight Logistics Council executive officer Rose
Elphick as having said:
Plans to turn Hastings into a container port need to start
immediately.

I commend the bill to the house.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — The port of
Melbourne is one of the 50 biggest ports in the world
and is effectively the port of Australia, handling some
36 per cent of the country’s containerised trade and
well over 3000 freight vessels a year. The figures cited
in the parliamentary library’s research brief, drawn
from the port of Melbourne’s annual report, are
impressive and attest to the critical importance of the
port to every level of Victorian and Australian trade and
prosperity. The need for greater capacity grows each
year. The increase in total trade in 2009–10 was 5.5 per
cent over the previous year, and container trade in the
same period increased by 3.7 per cent.
Globally, shipping companies are adding massive
capacity to their fleets on the basis that the phenomenal
growth in global trade that we have seen will continue
into the future. In her contribution Ms Pennicuik raised
some concerns over this, and they are surely points well
made. Concerns have been raised over the extravagance
of a global trading system that is rapidly consuming
fossil fuels to import and export products, in some cases
it could be argued, unnecessarily. Food is a good
example, where increasingly there is an argument
around producing and consuming locally produced
food in season, and that may well turn out in the longer
term to be more efficient than relying on some
unsustainable imports.
It is also true that with the increase in oil prices the
running costs of ships will continue to escalate because
freight shipping and shipping in general consume a
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great deal of fossil fuels. One outcome of this is that the
high oil price will provide a further impetus for
technological improvements in the performance of
ships and in the future will encourage the use of
alternative energy, such as gas, for shipping. There is
also debate around the use of biofuels in this space. The
dramatically rising cost of oil has already pushed
shipping interests to create new efficiencies, and one of
these is slow steaming or sailing vessels at lower
speeds, saving energy by doing so, as well as changing
routes and adopting a range of low-energy
technologies. Notwithstanding those particular issues,
overall it is clear that there will not be a reduction in
global shipping, and it is therefore critical to position
Victoria so that it continues to be able to provide the
most effective port facilities in the country.
Mrs Peulich made the observation that everyone agrees
that the port of Hastings should be developed, and that
is true. We disagree on how that should be done, and
that is the mainstream issue of the debate in the
chamber today. The disagreement is really about time
frames — that is, whether that should be done quickly
over the next decade or so as the government is
asserting or whether that should be extended over a
30-year period with a staged process, which is what the
previous government believed and the opposition still
believes.
This debate is not a small debate, because the
complexity of the ports and the integral part they play
in the national economy is huge — almost
incomprehensible when you think of all the different
layers and aspects of the export of our product and the
impact that has on the economy. The operation and
future development of the port of Melbourne impacts
not only upon Port Phillip Bay and the complex of
docks but also on the road network. I understand that as
much as 80 per cent of the transport that moves the
product that goes through the port is carried by our road
system. Those transport systems impact on the amenity
of hundreds of thousands of people living near the
ports.
The parliamentary library’s research brief cites the
Ports and Environs Advisory Committee’s concern that
new urban developments in Yarraville, Footscray,
Garden City, Beacon Cove, Docklands, E-gate,
Fishermans Bend and Williamstown are imposing new
environmental and social expectations on the port of
Melbourne. As we remember, the coalition vehemently
opposed Labor’s Transport Legislation Amendment
(Ports Integration) Bill 2010 when it was considered
last year because coalition members believed that the
amalgamation of the management of the ports of
Hastings and Melbourne into a single corporation was
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anticompetitive and that the Port of Melbourne
Corporation would limit the growth of the port of
Hastings. The then Labor government believed — and
the opposition still believes, as I indicated earlier —
that the two ports should be developed within an
integrated transport framework.
It seems to me that the coalition’s preoccupation with
competition is ideologically driven. Competition and
markets absolutely have their place in environments
that are regulated by government and regulated by the
state, but they always need to be assessed on a
case-by-case basis as to whether they serve the public
interest. There is such a thing as a natural monopoly.
Perhaps a little bit cheekily I suggest the Sydney
Harbour Bridge is one example: you would not want to
set up a second bridge right next to it so that you could
have competition. That is a clear example. Water and
electricity transmission lines might be other examples
of natural monopolies, and I would say that an
integrated transport framework is another way of
harnessing better planning and delivering improved
efficiencies.
When you look at it, competition between the port of
Melbourne and the port of Hastings is not a realistic
option. Hastings is a relatively small concern with net
assets of around $20 million and a small number of
staff — three, I think. As many of us will know, the
CEO of the port of Hastings, Ralph Kenyon, has over
the years done a fantastic job with the corporation, and
he is a highly respected person in his field. By
comparison with the port of Hastings, the Port of
Melbourne Corporation has net assets of around
$1.4 billion and around 200 staff. It seems to me that to
set up these two bodies in competition with each other
outside an integrated transport framework is folly, but
this is what the bill before us today aims to deliver.
The bill establishes the Port of Hastings Development
Authority and transfers the function relating to the port
of Hastings from the Port of Melbourne Corporation.
The bill also sets out the tasks of the Port of Hastings
Development Authority, including the management and
operation of the port and the facilitation of future
growth and development as a container-handling
facility. The opposition does not oppose the bill
because its provisions, as Mr Tee observed earlier, are
the result of a clear coalition election commitment to
reverse the merger between the two ports under the
existing act.
One of the concerns we on this side of the house have is
the truncated time line — the range is between 8 and
15 years — within which time the government says that
the redeveloped port can be delivered. Another concern
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opposition members have is the government appears
not to understand the funding requirements of the port
of Hastings development or of the costs involved in the
medium-term infrastructure needs of the port, or of the
port of Melbourne and environs transport issues that
Mr Tee mentioned and the environmental and social
impacts.
In 2007 the coalition said that the port of Hastings
development should be completed in 8 to 10 years, but
the second-reading speech for this piece of legislation
confirms that it is apparently going to be within the next
10 to 13 years, stretching out to 2024. This is not just a
squabble about inconsistency, because what underpins
it is the fact that no work has even begun, so one does
have to ask what the basis is for the government’s
forecasts.
The shadow Minister for Ports and member for Tarneit
in the Assembly, Tim Pallas, has said that estimates
prepared by Deloitte last year set the cost at around
$9.4 billion, but as far as I know we do not know what
the government’s assessments of that Deloitte report
are. However, we do know that delay always escalates
cost. An example of that is the way that rail
infrastructure is impacted upon by the housing that is
growing every day along the corridor. The government
said that its preferred transport option is to use the
Western Port Highway, but that minimally will involve
grade separation and running rail along the length of the
highway. It will be important to acquire the easements
along each side of that transport route, and that will be
phenomenally expensive. The developments in that part
of the region require long lead times to enable
communities and local governments to make the
necessary transitions.
During Labor’s time in office the development of the
ports was a high priority. Labor focused on long-term
needs as well as developing solid strategies that would
tackle issues of a more immediate nature. Labor
merged the port of Hastings and the port of Melbourne
because the separate management of the two ports was
becoming increasingly problematic. It was clear that the
ports operating independently was running counter to
the development of a single Victorian strategy that
would enable the state as a whole to capitalise on future
national and global developments. The idea was for
Hastings, as Victoria’s second container port, to
increasingly after 2030 handle the overflow from
Melbourne. That is a long-term strategy that would
enable the two ports to manage the flow and changes in
the complex environments in which both ports were
working. The competitive model will reduce
effectiveness and efficiency. By 2009, under what was
a de facto competitive model, we were seeing the port
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of Melbourne working to maximise the throughput of
its own port and holding off diversion to the port of
Hastings as long as possible because that was in the
port of Melbourne’s competitive interests. Hastings on
the other hand was tending to operate as a port in
competition with Melbourne, but given those huge
imbalances to which I referred earlier, this was
unsustainable, counterproductive and frankly
inefficient.
It is also worth mentioning that while competition is
obviously useful in instigating technological innovation
and in opening new markets, if it is not properly
focused it can encourage wasteful duplication. A key
task of the port of Hastings was to prepare for the
conduct of complex and sensitive environmental
approval processes for the development of the port. The
port of Melbourne actually had that expertise because it
had completed similar exercises around the channel
deepening project and it was well placed to provide
advice and indeed undertake that kind of work. I do not
think there could be a better example of the benefit of
working in collaboration as part of an integrated
framework. This was what the merging of the ports of
Hastings and Melbourne was all about — that is,
supplementing the knowledge and capability of
stakeholders, eliminating duplication and integrating
land use and waterway development strategies so as to
build a mutually supportive capacity, to build in a range
of timing options and to accommodate different
development trajectories.
All this is now under threat with this legislation. While
there is almost universal support for the development of
the port of Hastings, there is widespread concern that
the time lines that the government has set are
unachievable and that the government is not sufficiently
focused on the details of the complex range of issues
that are involved in a development of this type. As
Mr Tee has indicated, the opposition will not be
opposing the bill, but it is very clear that there are big
and serious issues with the direction the government is
taking with this legislation.
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
rise to make a brief contribution to the debate on the
Transport Legislation Amendment (Port of Hastings
Development Authority) Bill 2011. I do not intend to
revisit a lot of the points that have already been made,
as they have been covered quite thoroughly, other than
to endorse what my colleagues have already said.
I indicate at the outset that the opposition will not be
opposing this bill. The bill’s objective is to promote
increased capacity and competition in the container
ports sector in Victoria. It establishes the Port of
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Hastings Development Authority and transfers the
functions of the port of Hastings from the Port of
Melbourne Corporation to the Port of Hastings
Development Authority.
The current and former governments have very
different policies in respect of managing Victoria’s
ports and their approaches to the port of Hastings
development. The former Labor government’s position
was for merging the port of Hastings with the port of
Melbourne and delivering the port of Hastings as a
complementary container port. It had a clear direction
in transport policy and a strategy for the two ports to
share common goals with other transport bodies. It
positioned the ports of Melbourne and Hastings as
essential components in an integrated and sustainable
transport system. Labor considered the amalgamation
and management of the two ports as the most effective
way to direct and drive future development of the port
of Hastings.
I am not sure why the government thinks reversing this
merger will create a greater and more viable role for the
port of Hastings. Opposition members have indicated a
number of concerns about this legislation and the ability
of the government to effectively deliver a redeveloped
port of Hastings. Our first concern is about the
projected time line and completion date that the
government has set for container facilities to be
delivered at the port. While the minister responsible for
the project had up until very recently maintained that
the port would be delivered in 8 to 10 years, which had
been his position since 2007, his most recent media
release, of 31 May, offers another time line of 10 to
15 years with an additional claim that the project has
been fast-tracked. Members can understand my
confusion when a further time line was given on 1 June
in the minister’s second-reading speech in the other
place. The minister stated, ‘The government is acting
now to ensure that a container port is developed at
Hastings within the next 10 to 13 years’. With that
justification I am concerned that the government does
not seem to have a firm time frame for how long this
significant project is going to take.
Another concern the opposition has with this legislation
is the funding that the government has allocated to the
project. Independent costings produced by Deloitte for
the Department of Transport reveal that developing the
port of Hastings to its full potential over a 10-year time
line will cost $9.4 billion, a figure that could blow a
hole in the state budget. I mentioned earlier the
minister’s claim that this project is being fast-tracked.
This is despite the Baillieu government allocating only
$1 million to the project in this year’s budget, which is
a 30 per cent decrease from the previous Labor
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government’s commitment of $1.3 million in last year’s
budget for project delivery over a 25-year period. It is
therefore quite confusing that on the one hand the
government is promising to fast-track the development
of the port of Hastings but on the other hand is
allocating less money to the project.
Victoria’s ports are crucial to Victoria and the nation’s
economy. They handle 99 per cent of Victoria’s
international trade, which when combined with coastal
trade represented $100 billion worth of cargo in the
2007–08 financial year. Their importance to our
economy is too great to bog them down in uncertainty,
which is happening under the Baillieu government. I
spoke earlier about concerns that the government is not
being clear about how it will finance the port of
Hastings. I wonder if government members are going to
revisit the agenda they had when they were last in
government — to privatise the port of Melbourne to
fund the port of Hastings development. Without real
measures, real concrete commitments and real funding,
this may well be the case.
Another real concern which has been raised is the
environmental impact on the area surrounding the port
of Hastings. The port is located near declared Ramsar
wetlands and requires a thorough environmental
assessment and a comprehensive planning process so
that residents of Hastings and surrounding areas can
have confidence that the port of Hastings development
does not damage the environment in any way. If the
government cannot get the time frames and funding
allocation right, how can we have any confidence that it
will get the environmental assessment right?
It goes without saying that the development of a
container port at Hastings will mean increased freight
movement in the community, with conservative
estimates of 3000 trucks per day, yet the government
has no plan for the transport corridors to and from the
port of Hastings. We see no plans for road duplication
or upgrades, no rail or other reserves being put in place
and no plans for improved infrastructure. These things
do not happen overnight, and if this government was
serious about fast-tracking the development of the port
of Hastings, it would have taken steps to address these
issues.
The government must ensure wide community
consultation and involvement in its decision-making
processes by all those who will be affected by this
development. The government has so far illustrated its
inability to appropriately design and plan this project. It
now needs to get its act together, as the implications of
continued uncertainty in relation to the port of Hastings
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development are immense for the local community, the
south-east and the Victorian economy as a whole.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Ordered to be committed later this day.

GOVERNOR’S SPEECH
Address-in-reply
Debate resumed from 3 March; motion of
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) for
adoption of address-in-reply.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) —
The coalition government of the Kennett era left office
in 1999, and the coalition was re-elected last year at the
2010 election. From the coalition’s perspective the
period between those two election results saw the world
change dramatically in terms of politics and economics
and even in terms of social change.
It is important to recognise that this change of climate,
if you like, around the world has also been a significant
factor in terms of its environmental definition. The
world has changed dramatically in the past decade in
ways beyond the control of any state government.
There are certainly implications for state governments,
notwithstanding the fact that they do not have control
over many of the circumstances that now confront them
in a global world. Without wishing to diminish the
scale of the tragedies that have occurred recently in a
number of countries or indeed the environmental
impact of a series of natural disasters experienced over
the past two years — including earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, tsunamis, floods, hurricanes et cetera — I
contend that over the past decade there has been a
seismic shift in the economic, political and social
environment in which we live.
The previous state government dealt with a wide range
of issues and established a policy framework that I
think advanced Victoria’s cause in many areas. At the
same time I think it created some issues in regard to
priorities. I hope those priorities will now be addressed
by the Baillieu government so that we do not look only
at the amount of money that is provided for goods and
for those services that the state government
predominantly provides and so that we do not look only
at what the state government might save by exiting
certain programs. What needs to be understood by
opposition members inclined to criticise the
government regarding programs is that many programs
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have a life cycle. They are not necessarily programs we
should have forever. They are usually designed to
address particular issues, and very often those issues or
demands are met by those programs. One should not
necessarily anticipate that programs will go on forever
just for their own sake.
Beyond that process of exiting certain programs or
looking at what the government could do in terms of
allocating and prioritising resources to services in major
areas, I hope that one of the key things the Baillieu
government will do is address some of the priorities
that have started to become ingrained in our system that
are not to the benefit of communities. Far too often the
previous government — and it is obviously a challenge
to this government to make sure it does not fall into the
same trap — tackled projects and gave out grants
simply to create photo opportunities for ministers and
good public relations for the government.
Members of this place would know I have a particular
passion for small business, and I am particularly
concerned that the government encourage, support and
help to develop the small business sector in this state.
Of course that includes the farming sector and many
organisations and small family businesses in country
areas. I am keen to see them supported. I am
particularly keen to see us invest as a state in areas that
encourage greater innovation in collaboration with
universities and other institutions involved in learning,
research and development, as well as with business
operators and entrepreneurs, who make things happen
and bring products and services to market.
I am particularly concerned when I read about the
$49 million investment in the Australian Formula One
Grand Prix when we cannot ensure the funding of the
synchrotron project. I think that project offers a much
greater return to Victoria across the board in terms of
industry, research and innovation and perhaps in terms
of finding cures for cancer and other critical diseases,
and it provides opportunities for achieving greater
energy efficiency and doing a wide range of scientific
things to improve the efficiency of our food production
and energy production, particularly in some of the
bioscience areas. The payoff from something like the
synchrotron could be worth billions of dollars. It is
unfortunate that governments have over recent years
started to have the attitude that it is important to have
circuses in town rather than looking at some of those
basic things that could make a much greater
contribution to our economy.
The word ‘circuses’ is interesting, because this
government has recently granted $15 million to a circus
organisation. I recognise that the arts sector is a crucial
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part of Victoria’s economy that generates significant
income for the state. Victoria is renowned for its
contribution to the arts and for the quality of its arts.
However, I lament the fact that against that allocation
of $15 million for a circus and indeed $25 million for a
football stadium in Geelong for an organisation that is
fairly well endowed with money — the AFL — the
Victorian branch of the National Trust of Australia
receives just $250 000 a year from the state
government. It is not even enough to pay the insurance
on its buildings, yet it looks after the built heritage of
this state, which I think is just as important as some of
these other things that are being pursued by
government.
Clearly in this sort of speech there is a limited amount
of time to acknowledge all the things that ought to be
covered. It is interesting that in a few days time I will
have the opportunity of taking members of this place
down to the Governor to present the address-in-reply. It
is an interesting quirk of history that the Governor who
gave the address to the Parliament last November has
now finished his term and is no longer in office, but I
certainly pay tribute to David de Kretser for his
contribution as Governor and thank him for his address
last November. I look forward to again introducing
members of this place to the new Governor when we
present the address-in-reply.
I take this opportunity to congratulate all those
members who have returned to this place and to the
other place. I particularly welcome the new members of
the Legislative Assembly whose electorates are within
my electorate — Neil Angus and Dee Ryall. I
congratulate Mr Dalla-Riva and Mrs Kronberg, who
have returned to this place with me in the electorate of
Eastern Metropolitan Region, and I extend those
congratulations also to Mr Tee and Mr Leane. I offer
congratulations to the Premier and his ministers in the
other place and to the ministers in this place, as well as
to the members who have taken up shadow ministry
positions as part of the team led by Mr Lenders.
I place on record my thanks to my supporters and
family for their help over many years, and I thank this
chamber for the privilege it has given me of being
President of the Legislative Council. I trust that I have
discharged that responsibility up to this point in a way
that is consistent with the expectations of those
members who voted last November. As I said, I do not
take this role for granted. I really do appreciate the
privilege that I have, and I will continue to strive to do
my level best to bring to the role a sense of dignity,
fairness and integrity that I think members would
expect and regard as crucial to what is done.
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As I said, we live in a very different world. I think the
challenge for this government and for us as
policy-makers is going to be significant in this current
term of Parliament. I had the opportunity of going to
Europe last year with the Economic Development and
Infrastructure Committee. We visited the European
Central Bank, the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development and the European
Parliament. We asked questions at that time. I was
particularly insistent in asking questions about Greece.
You did not have to be Einstein to understand that there
was a significant problem there. Unfortunately at the
time the European bank did not seem to agree. It
thought there was no real problem in Greece, no real
danger to the euro or to the union itself, that everything
was going along swimmingly and that the worst that
could happen would be that the Greek people might
have to pay a little bit more for their goods and services
because of higher interest rates.
The tolerance of the German people is running out in
relation to the European community. Britain is quite
happy that it did not join the euro, that it is sitting on the
sidelines and is not part of the current bailout. As one
journalist on the ABC said last night about the Greek
situation, what they are doing is simply kicking the can
along the road. The solutions that have been proposed
at this time are not solutions that will fix the problems
that are evident. They will simply delay the inevitable. I
noticed that there is a lot of commentary suggesting that
investors ought not take a haircut as part of this exercise
of the bailout of Greece. There is a very good reason for
that — many of the investors are sovereign
governments. Those sovereign governments took over
bank liabilities at the time of the global financial crisis
and are therefore very much intertwined with the Greek
circumstances now.
In Greece we are seeing riots, but what is happening
there has been repeated in France and in the UK and no
doubt will be repeated in other places as well, because
the significance of these debt issues around the world is
such that it is really starting to make countries and
policy-makers in those countries sit up and take notice.
They have to take some very real action to rein in their
debt. In many cases that is an unpalatable situation for
the people of those countries. It is not just a contagion
in Europe. The United States is one of the biggest
debtors in the world, as is Japan. Of course Japan has
been beset by a natural disaster, which has made its
economic circumstances worse. America at the
moment, as we know, is borrowing $1.4 trillion just to
keep its debt rolling over — not to actually settle
anything, but just to keep paying its debts. That country
is facing significant cost spikes in health and retirement
savings and because of the issues revolving around
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energy and so forth in the world today. The USA has
very few urban transit systems in major cities, so it is
facing some significant investment pressures as well.
The importance of that to Australia is that we live in
that global world, and unfortunately it is a much smaller
world than it ever was before. The implications of what
is happening globally are going to affect us as well. If
nothing else, our banks are going to find it a lot more
difficult to access capital because those other countries
in trying to address these debt issues internationally are
actually going to be really drawing down on much of
the available capital around the world. I think our
governments are going to face tougher times. Whether
or not the Reserve Bank of Australia moves interest
rates up, the chances are that the banks will move them
up because of the cost of money. We are facing more
difficult times. We are facing escalating costs in a
number of areas, and I think we need to be careful
about a wage outbreak or overproviding on
construction costs. In my view there should be no more
$55 million railway stations in the suburbs, because we
simply cannot afford to have projects that run over
budget.
We need to do a lot more to focus on what should be
the priorities of government and particularly on the
services that are most important to people, such as
health and education. Obviously transport is an
increasingly important issue, as indeed are some of the
environmental issues that are before us now. We need
to do this in a way that provides good leadership to the
people and is cost effective. I thank members for the
opportunity to make this address.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I am pleased to rise this afternoon to
make some brief remarks on the address-in-reply to the
Governor, following the contribution made by the
President, Mr Atkinson. Obviously as a member of the
Baillieu government I am very keen to endorse the
speech given by His Excellency in this place last
December, which set out the government’s plans for the
next four years. I am very pleased that with its first
budget, delivered on 3 May, the government moved a
long way towards delivering upon those matters that it
committed to in His Excellency’s speech in December,
but more particularly I am pleased that over the course
of the last 12 months the now Premier, in setting out his
vision for the state of Victoria, convinced a majority of
the Victorian electorate that the vision he articulated
was the best way forward for the state. It is a great
privilege for me to be here this afternoon as one of the
ministers in the Baillieu government committed to
delivering upon the program the government has
brought forward.
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I am particularly pleased that in my own portfolio areas
of Assistant Treasurer, Minister for Technology and
Minister responsible for the Aviation Industry I will be
able to deliver a number of programs that the
government committed to in the technology area. We
have committed to the new Victorian Biotechnology
Advisory Council, which was funded in the budget on
3 May. It will shortly come into operation.
I indicated to the house yesterday that the government
is seeking expressions of interest from suitably
qualified participants in the biotechnology field. We are
looking for candidates with very broad experience, both
those with corporate involvement with the various
streams of the biotechnology sector spanning the
medical, agricultural, industrial and environmental
fields, and those with very broad qualifications and
individual experience at various other levels — the
clinical, research, investor, financing and management
levels. We are thus keen to have a very broad pool of
people to give advice to government on the key issues
of concern to the biotechnology sector. I look forward
to receiving expressions of interest around that process
by the end of July and to thereafter making
appointments to a council which we believe will serve
as a very effective mechanism acting between the
government and the biotechnology sector in terms of
further sector development.
We see that area as one of the key opportunities for
industry development in this state. The Premier has
allocated me the technology portfolio, spanning
biotechnology, nanotechnology and ICT, because the
government sees convergence across those three
technology streams. It sees an opportunity given the
different levels of development in the three industry
sectors. IT is obviously the more mature sector, though
I will not say ‘mature’, with biotechnology undergoing
substantial growth and nanotechnology a relatively new
player in the technology stream. We see a lot of
synergy across those three streams and considerable
potential for them not only as industry sectors in their
own rights but as tools to drive productivity in the
Victorian economy over the coming years.
One of the big challenges we as a new government face
is driving productivity in the economy over coming
years. So much of Victoria’s economic growth in recent
years has been on the back of population growth. As
members of this house and members of the Victorian
community know, we have had very strong population
growth in the Victorian economy, and that has put
pressure on a lot of our services — our public transport,
hospital and education services and so on. The
community feels that. In my electorate of South Eastern
Metropolitan Region, where much of the growth of the
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last decade has taken place — though the growth is
now moving through and developing also in the north
and the west — the communities have felt the impact of
population growth on the delivery of local
infrastructure. We are now seeing population growth
slowing in Victoria, however, and as a consequence our
economic growth, which had been on the back of
population growth, needs to transfer to being based on
productivity growth. We see the technology streams as
being so important to driving that productivity growth
in the Victorian economy.
The other area I would like to touch on, again wearing
my hat as a minister with responsibility for the
Department of Business and Innovation, is the aviation
portfolio. This is a new portfolio that was established
by the Premier because the government sees the
aviation and aerospace fields as a very significant sector
in the Victorian economy and one with substantial
growth potential. What the government is seeking to
achieve in that sector relates to enhancing business
investment, growing exports, developing skills and
developing sector infrastructure. I am very pleased that
the first budget of the Baillieu government has
delivered a regional aviation program worth
$20 million over four years to allow for the upgrade of
aviation infrastructure.
Much of Victoria’s aviation infrastructure is old; a lot
of it dates from the Second World War. We believe the
expansion of the Regional Aviation Fund and the
provision of $20 million over four years and $5 million
a year ongoing will make for a very useful resource by
which the public-use airports around Victoria can be
upgraded. The guidelines for that fund will shortly be in
place, and we look forward to receiving applications
from the operators of public airports around Victoria
seeking support through that fund, particularly for the
upgrade of operational infrastructure. We are looking to
enhance the operational capacity of these facilities. We
see them as important transport links to our regional
communities and important for developing tourism in
our regional communities.
We also see such facilities as a very important tool in
terms of the infrastructure that is available to the
aviation training sector. Victoria has been very
successful in attracting aviation or pilot training
activities to this state. We have traditionally enjoyed
some very strong competitive advantages in this area.
Before the Australian dollar reached its recent very high
levels Australia had a solid cost advantage. Regrettably
that has now been diminished given the current
exchange rates, but in terms of access to aviation
infrastructure for training, Victoria’s Melbourne basin
is particularly well served. It is far better served than
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Sydney in terms of training operators having access to
key infrastructure such as exists at Essendon Airport,
Moorabbin Airport, Avalon Airport and the country
centres. To date we have had good weather compared
to that of North America and Europe, and we enjoy
relatively uncongested airspace, which is also a
significant competitive advantage. We therefore see the
sector in Victoria as enjoying significant competitive
advantages, and we are very keen to see that sector
further develop.
I am delighted that in speaking in this address-in-reply
to the Governor’s speech I can acknowledge the work
the government has already undertaken in delivering on
the commitments made in that speech last December.
As the house is aware, since that speech was delivered
last December we have had a change of Governor. Like
the President, I would like to acknowledge the work of
Professor David de Kretser, our former Governor, who
served in that office for five years with great distinction.
I was very privileged to attend a function in honour of
the departing Governor back in April when he
concluded his term. It was very fitting that he be
recognised for the contribution he made to Victoria in
the role of Governor over that period — of course he
has made a much longer contribution to the state of
Victoria in his professional role in medical research. On
behalf of the government I take this opportunity to
thank Professor de Kretser for his contribution.
We now have a new Governor in His Excellency the
Honourable Alex Chernov. The government welcomes
Governor Chernov to that role and looks forward to his
further contribution to Victoria. He is also a very
distinguished Victorian, having served as a member of
the judiciary and having served the University of
Melbourne as its chancellor. I am sure that he will make
a distinguished contribution in the office of Governor.
Noting the change of Governor in Victoria and
acknowledging His Excellency’s new role, the motion
that is currently before the house needs to be amended.
I move:
That the words ‘you for the speech which you have’ be
omitted with the view of inserting in their place ‘the former
Governor for the speech which he’.

That amended motion will acknowledge that the speech
has been presented by a different Governor to the
Governor who will now receive the address-in-reply at
Government House. With that amendment I commend
the Governor’s speech to the house.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! Just before I call Mr Davis I would like to say I
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was thoroughly enjoying the President’s contribution to
the address-in-reply. Mr Atkinson made a very
thought-provoking contribution, but I was having
trouble hearing some of it. I hope members accord
some respect to Mr Davis as he makes his contribution
to the chamber.
Mr Barber — It depends on what he says.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — Just for
Mr Barber, I was going to address the matters raised by
the Governor in his speech, which was so carefully
written by him, I am sure, late at night. I will respond to
the Governor’s speech, because that is the purpose of
the address-in-reply. I thought I would pick up the issue
raised by way of accountability, transparency, honesty
and impeccable integrity in government, on every point
of which the previous government completely failed.
That was brought home to us yesterday with the release
of the Allocation of Electronic Gaming Machine
Entitlements report by the Victorian Auditor-General’s
Office (VAGO). What was brought home to us was just
how fundamentally flawed were not just the process but
also the administrative competence of the discredited
Bracks and Brumby governments in that they would
forgo three-quarters of the potential revenue from that
allocation.
Worse still, in 2007 we in this place sought clarification
in some detail of the process. In fact we asked the
government politely, then increasingly assertively, for
the documents lying behind that process. I ask
Mr Barber: what did the government say? I recall well
that Mr Barber and I had a common view about that,
which was that the government should explicitly advise
the house — —
Mr Barber — He’s being given the wind-up!
Mr P. DAVIS — Already? The previous
government should have advised the house what the
process was and produced the documents that were
relevant to that process, which cost the Victorian
public, as we now know, $3 billion. Just imagine what
that money could have been used for in public
transport, hospitals and schools.
Mr Barber — Subsidising woodchip operations.
Mr P. DAVIS — Indeed, in supporting rural jobs.
My concern is that over the last decade there has been a
lack of transparency, and that was evidenced in the
secrecy of behaviour of the previous government. There
is no better illustration than the electronic gaming
machine process. The government refused to provide to
the house, as politely requested and as assertively
requested progressively, the documents behind that to
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the extent that eventually the Leader of the Government
in this place, for the first time in the 150-year history of
this chamber, was suspended from the service of the
chamber because he refused to provide the documents
which this house requested.
In my view there is no greater accountability than the
accountability of the Parliament in relation to the
performance of a minister. That minister subsequently
became Treasurer and, in my view, stands condemned
by the VAGO report, because it was under his watch
and the watch of the now Leader of the Opposition in
the Legislative Assembly, Daniel Andrews, who was
the Minister for Gaming at the time, that the process
was initiated to allocate these gaming machine licences.
Indeed the Honourable Daniel Andrews, with the
previous Treasurer, was the architect of the loss to
Victoria of $3 billion.
What is the Victorian government now doing? The
Premier, Ted Baillieu, has made a very clear
commitment about transparency, honesty, openness and
accountability in government. It is well understood by
this chamber that in due course we will be considering
legislation relating to the independent, broadbased
anticorruption commission. I have to say I welcome the
introduction of that legislation. There is a lot of
commentary now, both in the Parliament and the wider
public, about how that should operate. There was an
article in the Age this morning or yesterday
commenting that there should be oversight of that
anticorruption body and what sort of oversight there
should be, reflecting on parliamentary oversight
processes. I will be interested, as others will be, in how
that emerges and what the executive proposes in respect
of that as legislation comes forward.
I want to give one example of the openness that there is
in the approach of government presently. Just today we
saw in this place and in the Assembly the tabling of a
further report, part 2, on the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee (PAEC) inquiry into budget
estimates. Part 2 relates to performance measures. What
is telling about this is the openness and transparency
approach of government. This specific report is the
result of a formal policy position taken to the election
and a request from the Minister for Finance, the
Honourable Robert Clark, to PAEC to undertake a
review of performance measures which have been
deleted from or amended in this year’s budget and to
put in place an ongoing process of giving government
advice on changes to performance measures. That is an
endeavour by the government to ensure that it is
accountable and that the public sector is held more
accountable to the Parliament and the public. I welcome
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that initiative and that demonstration of openness and
transparency.
I wish to make a couple of further remarks on other
matters relating to the broad-ranging debate that is had
around the address-in-reply. In fact I have never found
the limits to this debate in all the time I have served in
this house. I have never found that there is a limit to the
matters that can be raised, because presiding officers
have either been tolerant or it is such a debate that there
are no limits. I do not know the answer at this point. I
may be better informed another day.
Mr Barber — Except there is hardly anything in
this speech.
Mr P. DAVIS — I think it is an excellent speech,
because it gives members the opportunity to make a
significant contribution on a wide range of issues.
Having said that, I want to talk about something that is
very close to Mr Barber’s heart, and that is public land
management. I want to talk about the disgraceful
neglect of our public land over the last decade. I have to
congratulate this government on allocating additional
resources to, for example, employ additional rangers in
our national parks. I thought that was a great initiative
of the Minister for Environment and Climate Change; I
congratulate him for — —
Mr Leane — Who is the Minister for Environment
and Climate Change?
Mr P. DAVIS — You don’t know. You should take
a closer interest in the management of our natural land
assets, because the environment minister is in fact an
outstanding young man who has begun his
parliamentary career with an appointment as Minister
for the Environment and Climate Change and is doing a
great job. Ryan Smith is an outstanding young minister,
and he will make a very big contribution to the
Parliament of Victoria over his career.
However, I urge him, as a very important task, to deal
with Parks Victoria. Parks Victoria is an institution
which in my view needs a broom through it. It is an
organisation which has neglected its primary function,
which is to care for the over 4 million hectares of public
land entrusted to it. I have the view that it has totally
failed in its performance and in the discharge of its key
performance indicators. It has allocated resources from
its budget to all sorts of things other than the
maintenance of parks infrastructure.
As somebody who spends as much of their leisure time
as possible — not that many MPs have much leisure
time — in our great parks in Victoria, I have watched
the progressive deterioration of the management of
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parks in this state. I have noticed that increasingly
tracks and trails within our park system have been
closed for want of maintenance. I have noticed that
there has been less access to parks, there has been less
maintenance, assets destroyed in bushfires have not
been replaced, there have been increases in weed
infestation and there are areas that were managed much
more effectively by previous governments than they
have been over the last decade.
My concern is that Parks Victoria as an institutional
organisation is dysfunctional, because if it is not
dysfunctional, why is it that we have seen this decline
in asset management? Maybe it is due to the fact that
there was a policy problem with respect to the way the
previous government administered Parks Victoria.
Maybe it is simply a fact that Parks Victoria was given
directions by the previous minister which were
inappropriate, but whatever the case I would urge the
minister with responsibility for Parks Victoria to now
seize the opportunity to give Parks Victoria a good
shake and, given that he is the manager of the majority
of state-controlled land, ensure that the organisation is
retasked and refocused to more effectively ensure that
we have proper public land management.
I have no doubt that it is the view of the majority of
rural people in Victoria that Parks Victoria needs some
retasking. It is certainly my view, and it is a view that I
have put in this place consistently for the last decade, so
there is nothing inconsistent about it. I would be a
hypocrite to let Parks Victoria off the hook just because
there has been a change of government. Parks Victoria
has failed in its stewardship role in public land
management.
In conclusion, I am pleased to congratulate the can-do
Baillieu government for intervening in a matter which
is significant to people in Victoria who are associated
with the seafood industry. Today is the last day that the
Melbourne Wholesale Fish Market will be under the
management of the Melbourne City Council. The
Melbourne City Council chose to abandon its
responsibility to operate the seafood industry’s major
form of exchange, being the wholesale fish market, and
formerly intended to close the market today. Today
would have been the last day of trading.
At 5 o’clock this morning I went out to the market and
met with people there who are involved in the business,
whether they be wholesalers, provedores or indeed fish
shop owners. They were overwhelmed with gratitude to
the Baillieu government for stepping in, intervening
and saving their industry, their jobs and their
businesses, because after 11 years and repeated
approaches to the previous Labor government, which
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failed to intervene in any way at all, the industry has
been able to get a transition plan. It has only been able
to succeed due to the intervention in the last week of the
Baillieu government. That plan will ensure a
continuation of trading at the site of the Melbourne
Wholesale Fish Market as a result of VicTrack taking
over the land from the Melbourne City Council and
offering a licence arrangement to the market to allow it
to continue operating for six months until it relocates to
a new site.
I congratulate the Premier, the Treasurer, the Minister
for Public Transport and the Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security for exercising the capacity of the
government of Victoria to do something for the people
of Victoria, for consumers of fish and for the industry
that depends for its livelihood on the proper
commercial exchange of fish. Importantly, I was
humbled to see the gratitude to the Baillieu government
of all of those individual small business people and
their families who were at the market today celebrating
a red letter day for the industry. They have got a
reprieve that the previous Labor government was
unable to deliver. Acting President, I thank you for your
courtesy and the invitation to make a few remarks, and
I look forward to hearing further contributions on this
debate.
Amendment agreed to.
Amended motion agreed to.
Ordered that address-in-reply be presented to the
Governor by the President and members of the
house.

ACCIDENT TOWING SERVICES
AMENDMENT BILL 2011
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for
Planning) on motion of Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning),
Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips tabled following statement
in accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, I make this statement of
compatibility with respect to the Accident Towing Services
Amendment Bill 2011.
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In my opinion, the Accident Towing Services Amendment
Bill 2011, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is
compatible with the human rights provided for in the Charter
of Human Rights and Responsibilities. I base my opinion on
the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of the bill
The bill amends the Accident Towing Services Act 2007 to:
1.

implement certain recommendations of the Essential
Services Commission identified in its Review of
Accident Towing and Storage Fees completed in June
2010; and

2.

make other changes to the Accident Towing Services
Act 2007 to improve its operation.

The most significant amendments are:
the creation of a power for the Minister for Roads to
determine the charges applicable for basic salvage
operations performed by tow trucks;
a new requirement that any accident towing, vehicle
storage or salvage charges which are not determined by
the Minister for Roads be reasonable;
a new requirement for the Essential Services
Commission (the commission) to undertake a review
every four years of the accident towing service charges,
storage of accident-damaged vehicle charges and basic
salvage charges determined by the Minister for Roads;
provision for the annual adjustment of all accident
towing service charges, storage of accident-damaged
vehicle charges and basic salvage charges determined by
the Minister for Roads, by reference to the consumer
price index;
the creation of an express power to prescribe the way in
which salvage operations must be undertaken;
authorisation of the storage of towed vehicles in holding
yards other than those specified in the authority to tow,
provided that these yards are approved for that purpose
by VicRoads;
a requirement for tow truck operators to take all
reasonable steps to prevent loss of or damage to an
accident-damaged vehicle stored by that operator.
The bill also makes a number of additional amendments to
the Accident Towing Services Act 2007 to address
operational issues, including:
a change to the term used to describe ‘standard’ tow
truck licences (currently described as ‘non-limited tow
truck licences’) to simplify terminology;
the insertion of a new offence in relation to the use of a
vehicle other than a tow truck to provide towing services
for hire or reward;
a reduction in the maximum penalty for an offence of
driving or accompanying the driver of a tow truck
without accreditation where the person concerned has
merely failed to renew his or her accreditation;
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an amendment to clarify when a suspension of
accreditation ceases to have effect.

Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the charter that are relevant to
the bill
The bill engages the right to take part in public life, the right
to freedom of expression and the right to freedom of
movement, as protected by the charter.
Conduct of review
Taking part in public life
Section 18 of the charter provides that every person in
Victoria has the right, and is to have opportunity, without
discrimination, to participate in the conduct of public affairs,
directly or through chosen representatives.
Clause 212C(4) provides that if the commission holds a
public hearing the commission has discretion as to whether
any person may appear before the commission in person or be
represented by another person. This clause engages the right
to participate in public life as the commission may refuse to
allow a person to appear at the public hearing. However, the
right does not go so far as to include an expectation to
participate in all public hearings.
The clause enables the commission to determine who may
appear before it at a public hearing. It is envisaged that in the
majority of instances businesses and individuals will be
represented at reviews by their representative industry body.
This will ensure that a breadth of information is provided to
the commission and that a cross-section of the industry have
their views represented in a timely and efficient manner.
However, if individuals wish to appear before the
commission they may so apply. It will only be in limited
circumstances that an application to appear would be refused,
for example if there were tight time lines associated with the
hearing.
Powers relating to reviews
Clause 212E provides that the commission may serve upon
any person a notice requiring that person to provide evidence
in writing; a notice to produce specified documents; or a
summons to appear before the commission to provide
evidence. Clause 212E(3) makes it an offence to fail to
comply with a notice or summons of the commission.
Clause 212E(4) provides that it is a lawful excuse for an
individual to fail to comply on the grounds that compliance
would tend to incriminate the person or make the person
liable to a penalty or forfeiture. These powers to obtain
information raise the right to freedom of movement under
section 12 of the charter and the right to freedom of
expression under section 15 of the charter.
Freedom of movement and freedom of expression
Section 12 of the charter includes the right to move freely
within Victoria.
Section 15 of the charter establishes a right for an individual
to have freedom of expression, which includes the freedom to
seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds.
The right has also been held to include the right not to impart
information.
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The power in clause 212E to require a person to attend before
the commission and provide evidence in writing; to produce
specified documents; and appear before the commission to
provide evidence engage a person’s right to freedom of
movement, as provided in section 12 of the charter, and a
person’s right to freedom of expression, as provided in
section 15 of the charter. However, I consider that the limits
upon the right are reasonable and justifiable in a free and
democratic society for the purposes of section 7(2) of the
charter having regard to the following factors:
(a) The nature of the right being limited
The right to freedom of movement is a fundamental human
right, which protects against restrictions on people’s ability to
move freely within the state.
Freedom of expression is an important right for individual
dignity, as well as being essential in enabling democracy to
work and public participation in decision making.
(b) The importance of the purpose of the limitation
The power to require a person to appear before the
commission and provide evidence or documents to the
commission is an important mechanism for the commission
to obtain up-to-date financial information on the costs
associated with accident towing services, the service of
storing accident-damaged motor vehicles, and basic salvage
services. This will enable the commission to make an
accurate assessment of the real costs of such services so they
can make a reasonable recommendation as to appropriate
charges that should apply. This will protect consumers while
also reflecting the practical realities of towing, storage and
salvage service providers.
(c) The nature and extent of the limitation
It is only a temporary restriction on a person’s freedom of
movement.
Further, in relation to a person’s right to freedom of
movement and freedom of expression, it only applies if the
commission reasonably believes the person required to attend
may be able to give information of relevance to the review.
The powers to compel information and attendance apply only
in the context of a review; they are not powers used by the
commission in relation to individual matters. The powers
enable the commission to properly carry out its review
functions and are appropriately circumscribed, ensuring that
they are only used when the information is necessary for the
review.
(d) The relationship between the limitation and its purpose
The imposition of the requirement to attend before the
commission and give evidence or to provide documents is
directly related to its purpose of obtaining relevant
information to assist in the conduct of the review.
(e) Less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve
the purpose
In relation to the limitation on the right to freedom of
expression, no less restrictive means are reasonably available.
In relation to the limitation on the right to freedom of
movement, the clause also provides for the commission to
require a person to give information in writing in the
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alternative. However, in some cases, requiring a person to
attend before the commission will be more appropriate in the
circumstances.
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compromised in their ability to recover increased costs. This
in turn could have implications for customers, if these cost
issues threatened the ongoing viability of accident towing
operators.

Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because it does not limit
or restrict any rights under the charter.
Matthew Guy, MLC
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
This bill amends the Accident Towing Services Act 2007
(‘act’) to implement the recommendations of the Essential
Services Commission contained in its Review of Accident
Towing and Storage Fees, completed in June 2010. It also
makes a number of other changes to improve the operation of
the act.
The act regulates accident towing in Victoria by providing
that accident towing businesses and drivers must be licensed
by VicRoads. The legislative scheme is designed to ensure
that accident towing services (being the cleaning of debris and
the salvage, towing and storage of vehicles) are provided in a
safe and timely manner, minimising the impact on other
vehicles. Importantly, the scheme implemented by the act
also regulates the price of some accident towing services in
the ‘Melbourne controlled area’. This area is usually referred
to as the ‘controlled area’ and covers the metropolitan
Melbourne and Mornington Peninsula areas. The purpose of
the regulation of charges is to ensure that motorists involved
in an accident do not pay excessive amounts, given the
historic difficulty of negotiating a fee with multiple towing
operators who turn out to the scene of an accident in the
immediate aftermath of an accident.
The act regulates charges through ministerial determinations.
The ministers in the former Bracks and Brumby governments
exercised this regulatory power, determining the charges for
accident towing and storage of vehicles, for activities in the
controlled area.
A central problem with the scheme is that it contains no
automatic or mandatory mechanism to deal with rising costs
over time. In practice this has caused difficulties. Ministers in
the previous government exercised the determination power
infrequently, with the result that the value of regulated fees
had fallen. The accident towing industry has not only borne
increased costs without price increases, it has been hampered
by a lack of certainty as to when price increases would be
determined. While the need for price increases may be offset
in part by improvements in efficiency, the absence of a formal
adjustment process means that towing operators could be

The problem has been explored by the Essential Services
Commission, which in its review of the fees charged by the
accident towing industry noted that at the time of the review,
accident towing and storage fees had not increased since
2003, with a significant fall in real terms.
The commission recommended that accident towing charges
be subject to mandatory annual indexation. The commission
recognised that while annual adjustments would provide for
smoother prices and costs, they were not sufficient to ensure a
fair price over time as they do not deal with underlying costs.
To that end, the commission recommended that the act be
amended to require the commission to undertake a review of
charges every four years to realign regulated charges with the
underlying costs of service provision.
The Baillieu government, as part of its commitment to
improve the operation of the industry, will implement these
changes. The bill provides automatic annual indexation of all
regulated accident towing and storage charges and requires a
four-yearly review of all regulated charges.
Another area of concern, addressed by the bill, is the levying
of charges outside the controlled area.
There are some important distinctions between the controlled
area and the rest of the state. In the controlled area, licensed
accident towing operators have an exclusive right to attend at
the scene of accidents, but are required to charge the regulated
charge (that is, the amount set by ministerial determination).
A centralised allocated scheme is used to allocate accident
towing work, on a roster basis, to the towing business that is
licensed to operate in the controlled area whose depot is
located nearest the scene of the accident. This system ensures
a response time within 30 minutes, providing a timely
response that minimises impact on other vehicles.
Importantly, by providing a regulated charge it prevents
monopolistic behaviour and avoids the need for a motorist to
negotiate a ‘fair’ price under stress. As I have mentioned
before, charges outside the controlled area are not regulated.
The regulation mechanism adopted for the controlled area
would not be effective outside the controlled area as the
allocation system does not operate outside the controlled area.
There has however been concern, particularly in the insurance
industry, that some operators have been overcharging for
accident towing and storage services outside the controlled
area. To address this problem, the bill reintroduces the
requirement, removed by the former government, that these
charges be reasonable. The bill further provides that if an
unreasonable charge is made, a court may require the operator
to refund the consumer a portion of the charge. This change,
which is consistent with the approach of the Essential
Services Commission, will provide protection to consumers
while ensuring that operators are able to charge a fair price,
but without introducing excessive regulation.
Another area dealt with by the bill is salvage services.
Salvage services are necessary where a vehicle is in a position
in which it cannot be towed, for example where the vehicle is
down an embankment or upside down. Currently, the act does
not prevent tow truck operators from charging for salvage
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services but does not regulate the charges that may be levied
for those services, nor require documentation to justify the
charges. Given the exclusive rights enjoyed by tow truck
operators in the controlled area that I outlined earlier, there is
the potential that operators attending at the scene of an
accident will levy excessive salvage charges or even levy a
salvage charge when it is not required (for example for
clearing of debris which should be part of the accident towing
charge). This is of particular importance as affected parties
will generally have a limited ability to ‘negotiate’ with tow
truck operators in the aftermath of an accident.
In dealing with salvage services, it is necessary to distinguish
between ‘complex’ and ‘basic’ salvage. Complex salvage
involves heavy or more difficult salvage activities, requiring
specialised equipment, such as heavy tow trucks and mobile
cranes. This typically involves significant additional cost to
the operator which cannot be accurately predicted (such as the
cost of hiring specialist equipment). Complex salvage
services are accordingly not suitable for the kind of regulated
charges that apply to the accident towing industry.
However, the majority of salvage operations could be
described as ‘basic’ salvage and do not require specialist
equipment. Those charges could readily be regulated in the
controlled area in the same way that accident towing and
storage charges are regulated.
The bill implements the recommendations of the Essential
Services Commission in this area by empowering the
responsible minister to determine the charges for basic
salvage and requiring complex salvage fees to be reasonable,
paralleling the regime for accident towing and storage
charges. Again, like accident towing and storage charges, the
charges for basic salvage will be regulated in the controlled
area, through a determination which I will make as the
responsible minister, fixing those charges in accordance with
the recommendations of the Essential Services Commission.
To ensure that basic salvage fees do not fall in real terms over
time, they too will be subject to the annual indexation and
four-yearly Essential Services Commission review that will
apply to regulated accident towing and storage charges.
The bill provides some further protection for consumers in the
salvage area by including an express power to make
regulations in relation to the conduct of salvage activities.
This will enable regulations to be made which will improve
salvage operations, including implementing the Essential
Services Commission requirement that towing operators take
at least two photographs of the salvage operations and include
an invoice with detailed information of the work undertaken.
This will improve the transparency and consistency of
invoicing practices.
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The bill also responds to industry concerns by reducing the
maximum penalty (from 60 penalty units to 30 penalty units)
for a failure to renew accreditation under the act where the
person concerned was previously accredited under the act and
not had that accreditation suspended or cancelled but
inadvertently failed to renew his or her accreditation.
The bill will enable tow-truck operators to store legally
accident-damaged vehicles in secure areas which have been
approved by VicRoads even if those areas have not been
specified in the relevant ‘authority to tow’ document
(provided that they are located within a short distance of the
place identified in the authority to tow location).
The bill also introduces a number of housekeeping
amendments, including changes to simplify terminology in
the act and an amendment to ensure that only licensed
tow-truck drivers are able to attend accident scenes for the
purpose of towing vehicles for commercial gain.
These are important changes to the legislative regime
governing accident towing. They provide for a fair charging
regime that balances the concerns of industry and the need for
consumer protection in a manner that is sensible, achieving
sound outcomes without excessive regulation, as well as
providing a number of other improvements.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Hon. M. P. PAKULA on
motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 7 July.

CONSUMER ACTS AMENDMENT BILL
2011
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for
Planning) on motion of Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning),
Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips tabled following statement
in accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:

The changes to the salvage regime provide a balance,
protecting consumers in relation to salvage charges, while
enabling the accident towing industry to levy reasonable
charges over time.

In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Consumer Acts
Amendment Bill 2011.

The bill contains a number of other improvements. Other
consumer protection measures include the requirement that
tow-truck operators take all reasonable steps to prevent loss or
damage to an accident-damaged vehicle whilst that vehicle is
being stored by the operator. This will prevent loss of
property left in the vehicles and further damage to
accident-damaged vehicles.

In my opinion, the Consumer Acts Amendment Bill 2011, as
introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with the
human rights protected by the charter act. I base my opinion
on the reasons outlined in this statement.

CONSUMER ACTS AMENDMENT BILL 2011
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Overview of bill

increased thresholds for low-value motor vehicles; and

The bill amends a range of consumer and other acts to
improve their operation. Specifically, the bill:

a capacity to sell high-value goods by private sale where
required notice has been given, the bailee of the goods
holds a reasonable belief that the best price can be
achieved by private sale and the bailee takes reasonable
care to ensure that the goods are sold for the best price
that can be achieved.

redrafts section 55 of the Estate Agents Act 1980, which
restricts estate agents who have been commissioned to
sell a property and agents’ representatives employed by
those estate agents from obtaining a beneficial interest in
that property. It aims to deliver fair outcomes to vendors
and operate in a manner similar to equivalent
Queensland and New South Wales legislation;
clarifies delegations to owners corporation committees,
allows owners corporations to restrict voting rights of
certain proxyholders of committee members, clarifies
standing to have owners corporation disputes heard by
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal and
provides more flexibility for service of documents under
the Owners Corporations Act 2006;
amends the Conveyancers Act 2006 to remove a
restriction on conveyancers undertaking legal work on
sales of businesses from 1 July 2012;
redrafts section 144 of the Fair Trading Act 1999, which
imputes liability to principals for the actions of officers,
employees and agents, to bring it into line with the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 of the
commonwealth;
makes amendments to new uncollected goods provisions
to increase the value limits for motor vehicles and allow
the disposal of high-value goods by private sale where
the receiver of the goods is of the opinion that the best
price could be obtained by private sale and notice has
been given;
defers or removes default commencement dates in
several acts;
repeals the Companies (Administration) Act 1981, with
appropriate savings and transitional provisions; and
includes the necessary amendments to legislation to
reflect the change of name of the National Institute of
Accountants to the Institute of Public Accountants.
Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the charter act that are
relevant to the bill
Section 20 — Property rights
Section 20 of the charter act provides that a person must not
be deprived of his or her property other than in accordance
with law.
Clause 23 of the bill amends division 1 of part 2 of the
Consumer Affairs Legislation Amendment (Reform) Act
2010, which introduces a new framework to allow people
such as repairers to dispose of other people’s goods that are
uncollected in a manner that is confined and structured, rather
than arbitrary and unclear, in cases where other legislation
does not make provision for such disposals.
The two main amendments in this clause of the bill provide
for:

I consider that the amendments engage, but do not limit,
property rights.
At common law, bailees face onerous duties to safeguard
goods and can generally only dispose of goods if it is
absolutely necessary to do so, or where the goods have been
abandoned.
The increased thresholds for low-value motor vehicles will
not remove an obligation on the bailee to make reasonable
attempts to advise the bailor that the goods are uncollected
goods. If there is a dispute about the charge or other aspects
of the bailment (for example, the condition of the goods after
the bailment), either party may apply to the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal or a court to resolve the dispute
before the goods are collected or disposed of.
The ability to sell goods by private sale is intended to benefit
bailors of goods by ensuring that bailees are able to exercise
discretion to sell privately if they have a reasonable belief that
doing so will yield the highest price and notice has been
given. Improving the capacity of bailees to obtain the highest
price possible is important because any surplus proceeds from
the sale of goods disposed of (after the bailee has deducted
their reasonable costs) remain the property of the owner and
can be claimed from either the bailee or, in due course, the
registrar of unclaimed money. This minimises any
deprivation of property that may occur.
Therefore, any deprivation of property that may occur under
these amendments is appropriately confined and would be in
accordance with law. Consequently, section 20 of the charter
act is engaged but not limited.
Section 25(1) — The right to be presumed innocent
Section 25(1) of the charter act provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proven guilty according to law.
Clause 4 — Restriction on agent purchasing property
Estate agents are fiduciaries. As such, they are expected to act
in the best interests of their principal and put those interests
ahead of their own where they would otherwise conflict. At
times, estate agents may wish to purchase the property they
have been commissioned to sell, which can represent a
conflict of interest (because of the incentive to minimise the
price paid for the property) and duty (to obtain the highest
price for the vendor). The purpose of section 55 of the Estate
Agents Act 1980 is to provide a framework to regulate such
transactions. The section currently makes it an offence for an
estate agent or employee to be concerned or beneficially
interested in the purchase of any property that the estate agent
has been commissioned to sell.
Clause 4 of the bill amends section 55 of the Estate Agents
Act 1980 to make it an offence for an estate agent or an
agent’s representative employed by an estate agent to obtain a
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beneficial interest in a property or business that the estate
agent has been commissioned to sell.
Subsection (3) lists a range of scenarios where the person is
considered to obtain a beneficial interest, including where
their associate (employee, spouse, domestic partner, parent or
child) purchases the property or a corporation over which
they or their associate exercises control purchases the
property.
Subsection (4) provides that estate agents and agents’
representatives do not contravene the section in certain
circumstances. It states that a person will not commit an
offence where they advise the vendor prior to the sale that
they are obtaining a beneficial interest in the property, and
obtain the vendor’s written acknowledgement and consent.
They must also act fairly and honestly in relation to the
transaction and cannot receive a commission or reward for the
sale. They must also demonstrate that the principal is in
substantially as good a position as they would be if the
property or business were sold at fair market value.
The exemption in subsection (4) involves a reverse onus as it
requires the accused to adduce evidence of facts essential to
the determination of their guilt or innocence if charged. This
evidential burden is imposed only in respect of the
exemption: the prosecution still has the legal burden to
establish the elements of the offence beyond a reasonable
doubt.
Because of the reverse onus, the exemption engages and
limits the right to be presumed innocent as set out in
section 25(1) of the charter act. However, for the reasons
described below, I believe the limitation on the right to be
presumed innocent is justifiable under section 7(2) of the
charter act, and that there were no less restrictive means to
achieve the purpose of the exemption provided for by
proposed section 55(4).
Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)
(a) The nature of the right being limited
The right to be presumed innocent is an important right that
has long been recognised. However, the courts have held that
it may be subject to limits particularly where the exemption is
enacted for the benefit of an accused to escape liability where
they have taken reasonable steps to ensure compliance, in
respect of what could otherwise be a strict liability offence.
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(d) The relationship between the limitation and its purpose
Without the availability of the exemption, the offence may
bring within its scope estate agents who obtain a beneficial
interest in real estate or a business they have been
commissioned to sell, but who did so honestly, with the
consent of their principal and without placing their principal
at a disadvantage.
(e) Any less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve its purpose
Because of the need to include requirements to gain consent,
act honestly and not place a principal at a disadvantage in the
exemption provided, I consider that there are no less
restrictive means of achieving the purpose of the exemption.
(f)

Any other relevant factors

Consumer Affairs Victoria will undertake education of estate
agents and agents’ representatives to ensure that they are
familiar with the new requirements. This will include website
content, and making available to estate agents
acknowledgement forms as required under the legislation.
These acknowledgement forms will include guidance on the
new provisions.
Clause 16 — Conduct by employees or agents of principals
Proposed section 144(4) in clause 16 of the bill provides that
conduct engaged in on behalf of a principal other than a body
corporate is taken to have been engaged in by the principal if
an employee or agent is acting within the scope of their actual
or apparent authority, or in the case of any other person, if
that person is acting at the direction, or with the consent of the
employee or agent, and the employee or agent is acting within
the scope of their actual or apparent authority.
This imposes a reverse evidentiary onus as any conduct
engaged in on behalf of a principal by their employee or
agent, within the scope of actual or apparent authority, is
taken to have also been engaged in by the principal. Clause 16
therefore engages and limits the right to be presumed
innocent as set out in section 25(1) of the charter act. I am of
the opinion that this limitation on the right to be presumed
innocent is justifiable for the following reasons.
Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)
(a) The nature of the right being limited

(b) The importance of the purpose of the limitation
The nature of this right is discussed above.
The purpose of imposing a legal burden of proof is to ensure
the effectiveness of enforcement of, and compliance with, the
legislation. The purpose of imposing an evidential burden on
the accused is to ensure that the offences can be effectively
prosecuted and operate as an effective deterrent.
(c) The nature and extent of the limitation
The purpose and effect of the exemption is to provide a
defendant with an opportunity to avoid culpability in the
event they were up-front as to their intentions to purchase the
property, acted fairly and honestly in relation to the
transaction, and did not disadvantage their principal. The
exemption also relates to matters that are within the
knowledge and control of the defendant and it would be
difficult and onerous for the Crown to investigate and prove
them beyond reasonable doubt.

(b) The importance of the purpose of the limitation
The purpose of imposing a legal burden of proof is to ensure
the effectiveness of enforcement of, and compliance with, the
legislation. The purpose of imposing an evidential burden on
the accused is to ensure that the offences can be effectively
prosecuted and operate as an effective deterrent.
(c) The nature and extent of the limitation
Clause 16 imposes a reverse evidentiary onus as any conduct
engaged in on behalf of a principal by their employee or
agent, within the scope of actual or apparent authority, is
taken to have also been engaged in by the principal. The
principal has a defence available to them that enables them to
establish that the conduct was an accident or was caused by
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other circumstances beyond his or her control, and that he or
she took reasonable precautions and exercised due diligence
to avoid the conduct in accordance with the defences
available under section 155 of the Fair Trading Act 1999.
(d) The relationship between the limitation and its purpose
The presumption of fact underpinning the clause is rationally
connected with the practical realities of employer-employee
or principal-agent relationships in the context of offences
under the Australian Consumer Law and the Fair Trading Act
1999.
It would otherwise be difficult for the prosecution to
discharge a legal onus in respect of the element in question as
it relates to matters that are within the knowledge and control
of the defendant.
(e) Any less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve its purpose
This provision is necessary to hold principals to account for
the actions of agents that they have authorised. As such, I am
of the opinion that there are no less restrictive means
reasonably available to achieve the purpose of the legislation.
(f)

Any other relevant factors

There are no other relevant factors.
Conclusion
For the reasons given in this statement, I consider that the bill
is compatible with the charter act.
Hon. Matthew Guy, MLC
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
This bill represents another step by this government to
improve the consumer protection framework in Victoria. The
bill amends several consumer acts to improve their operation
and makes several statute law revision amendments.
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conflict of the estate agent’s interest and their duty to their
principal.
Until recently, vendors and purchasers were required to
obtain the consent of the director of Consumer Affairs
Victoria to such a transaction. While this procedure may have
appeared appropriate, in practice, any agent wishing to act in
a dishonest manner with respect to such sales did not seek the
consent of the director. It also diluted estate agents’ fiduciary
duty to act in the interests of their clients, with estate agents
who sought the consent of the director able to point to such
consent to deflect the personal obligation owed by an agent to
a principal.
This procedure was recently changed to require the estate
agent to obtain the consent of a legal practitioner,
conveyancer or accountant. However, this model still requires
a third party to consent to a vendor’s decision to sell their own
property.
The bill therefore proposes a completely new approach that
focuses on ensuring fair outcomes for vendors, rather than
regulating the procedures surrounding the sale. The new
section is intended to operate in a manner similar to
equivalent legislation in New South Wales and Queensland.
In essence, the bill proposes that an estate agent or agent’s
representative will be prohibited from obtaining a beneficial
interest in property that they have been commissioned to sell.
The legislation specifies a wide range of examples where an
estate agent will be considered to have obtained a beneficial
interest. Significant penalties, including up to two years
imprisonment, will apply if an estate agent or agent’s
representative contravenes the section.
However, the legislation also sets out an exemption to allow
vendors and estate agents to reach mutually beneficial
arrangements regarding the sale of property. The key
elements of the exemption are that the estate agent: must
obtain the vendor’s acknowledgement and consent to the
estate agent obtaining a beneficial interest; must act fairly and
honestly; must not be paid commission or other remuneration;
and must obtain the interest at a fair market value. This
exemption will ensure that the onus will be on the estate
agent — and the estate agent alone — to demonstrate that
they had acted in the best interests of the vendor. In doing so,
the strict fiduciary duties that are owed by agents to their
principals — in this case, owed by estate agents to the
vendors for whom they are acting — will be reinforced.
The bill also requires the refund of any commission paid in
contravention of section 55.
Amendments to the Owners Corporations Act
The bill proposes four important amendments to the Owners
Corporations Act 2006.

Estate agents — conflict-of-interest sales
The bill proposes amending provisions in the Estate Agents
Act 1980 dealing with conflict-of-interest sales, furthering
this government’s commitment to improve real estate
regulation.
Section 55 of the Estate Agents Act 1980 regulates the
situation where an estate agent or an agent’s representative
acquires a beneficial interest in a property that the estate agent
has been commissioned to sell. Such an acquisition is a

First, the bill introduces new rules for the management of the
owners corporation and the owners corporation’s power to
delegate its powers and functions. The statement that an
owners corporation is to be managed by or under the direction
of the lot owners is intended to emphasise that lot owners
own the common property as tenants in common and can
collectively direct how it is managed in accordance with the
procedures specified in the act. This contrasts with trading
corporations where directors are generally free to manage the
company without interference by shareholders.
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An owners corporation’s power to delegate its powers and
functions is also clarified. In particular, while an owners
corporation can choose to specifically delegate powers to the
committee, by default the committee will have all powers and
functions that can be exercised by the owners corporation
except matters requiring a special or unanimous resolution,
the power of delegation and any matter reserved to the
general meeting by section 82 of the Owners Corporations
Act 2006.

In making this amendment, it is not intended to limit the
powers of the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal to
strike out or dismiss claims that are frivolous, vexatious or an
abuse of process. It should also be noted that section 18
creates a mechanism by which the lot owners may, by special
resolution, use the owners corporation as their vehicle for
pursuing legal action related to the owners corporation and
spread any expenses incurred. However, that is as far as the
section goes.

Second, the bill gives owners corporations a power to make a
rule restricting the voting rights of people who have been
appointed to act as a proxy for a committee member where
they have not been elected or coopted to the committee. In
such cases, the consent of the other committee members is
required before the proxyholder can vote, although such
consent must not be unreasonably withheld to minimise the
risk of oppressive conduct. Stakeholders have expressed
concern that lot owners who are committee members may
appoint inappropriate people to act as proxies, for example
people with a conflict of interest.

Finally, the bill includes provisions to make the service of
documents under the Owners Corporations Act 2006 easier.
The rules of the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
do not make provision for overseas service of documents.
This has led to the unfair situation where lot owners who live
overseas can escape claims to recover arrears of fees unless
an owners corporation pursues a costly action in a court. The
new legislation therefore proposes that, should no address in
Australia be specified by a lot owner, and service to the lot
owner’s last known Australian address is ineffective or an
Australian address is not known, the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal can order service of documents in
any manner it considers appropriate to overcome this
problem.

This amendment will ensure that the two competing issues
relating to committee membership — namely, the right of lot
owners to choose who serves on the committee, and the right
of those elected representatives to make their opinions known
once elected if they are unable to attend meetings — can be
balanced in a fair manner. It is worth noting that Queensland
allows proxies for committee members by default, but gives
bodies corporate the ability to determine the extent to which
such proxies are allowed. New South Wales strata legislation
and the Corporations Act both contain provisions that restrict
alternates from acting without the consent of other members
of the board or committee.
Third, the bill clarifies that the rule in Foss v. Harbottle does
not apply to owners corporation disputes. The rule in Foss v.
Harbottle is a common-law principle in company law that
provides that where a wrong is done to a company, the
company is the proper plaintiff to pursue any claim. Unless
one of five complex exceptions to the rule applies,
shareholders are generally denied standing to pursue claims
on behalf of the company.

Amendments to the Fair Trading Act
The bill proposes to amend section 144 of the Fair Trading
Act 1999 to bring the operation of that section into line with
equivalent provisions of the Competition and Consumer Act
2010 of the commonwealth to promote consistent
enforcement outcomes.
Section 144 imputes states of mind and liability for conduct to
principals for the actions of officers, employees and agents in
circumstances where the officer, employee or agent was
acting within the scope of their actual or apparent authority. It
also imputes liability for the conduct of other persons where
that conduct was at the direction of, or with the consent of, an
officer, employee or agent of the principal.
Other sections in the act have also been amended to ensure
that they operate consistently with section 144.

However, lot owners are not merely shareholders — they
have a direct proprietary interest in the common property,
which the owners corporation holds for the lot owners as a
nominee. It is therefore inappropriate to deny a lot owner
standing to resolve an owners corporation dispute by applying
the rule in Foss v. Harbottle.

The bill also clarifies that the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal or any court of competent
jurisdiction may hear and determine a cause of action arising
under the Australian Consumer Law.

In particular, a lot owner should be free to pursue any claim
that can be characterised as an owners corporation dispute
relating to their co-ownership of any common property
managed by the owners corporation, the misuse of any other
assets such as owners corporation funds held by the owners
corporation to which they have contributed through their fees,
the incurring of debts by the owners corporation without
proper authorisation to which the lot owner would be liable to
contribute through the payment of fees, and the provision of
any other good or service by the owners corporation or
another person for the lot owner’s benefit, whether directly or
indirectly, where that good or service is not being delivered.
This is especially the case where an owners corporation, or its
agents or employees, is managing the property in a manner
that may be contrary to the interests of the lot owners as a
whole.

On 1 July 2013, the licensing of conveyancers will be
transferred to the national occupational licensing system. It is
expected that when this occurs, conveyancers will be able to
do any work that they would have been able to do in their
original jurisdiction.

Conveyancers — sale of business

Currently, all other mainland jurisdictions that license
conveyancers allow them to do legal work on sales of
businesses. On the other hand, Victorian conveyancers are
expressly prohibited from undertaking legal work on business
sales.
This will mean that from 1 July 2013, interstate conveyancers
will be able to undertake legal work on business sales in
Victoria, but Victorian conveyancers will be prohibited from
doing so.
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To ensure Victorian conveyancers can compete on a level
playing field, the bill therefore proposes to amend the
Conveyancers Act 2006 to allow conveyancers to work on
business sales provided that they are suitably qualified to do
so. The proposals enact the findings of a review of the
restriction on conveyancers undertaking business sales
undertaken by Allen Consulting and tabled in Parliament in
2009. This review found that the costs of the restriction
outweighed the benefits.
Administrative processes will be used to manage the
transition for existing licensees. Existing licences will be
reissued in a form that indicates conveyancers will only be
able to work on land transactions until their ability to work on
business sales is recognised. Conveyancers who are existing
licensees and who possess suitable qualifications will be able
to apply to the Business Licensing Authority to have these
qualifications recognised.
Other conveyancers will have to obtain the prescribed
qualifications.
Changes to default commencement dates
The bill proposes to defer the default commencement dates
for the Associations Incorporation Amendment Act 2009 and
the Associations Incorporation Amendment Act 2010 from
1 December 2011 until 1 July 2012. This allows sufficient
time for the associations incorporation regulations to be
remade taking account of the extensive amendments to the
Associations Incorporation Act 1981, including
reconsideration of the model rules for incorporated
associations that are prescribed in those regulations. It also
provides an opportunity for the government to consider
further options for improving the regulation of incorporated
associations, in consultation with the sector.
The default commencement date of the Consumer Affairs
Legislation Amendment (Reform) Act 2010 has also been
deferred. This is to ensure that the replacement of the
schedule of infringement offences in the Residential
Tenancies Act 1997 by regulations specifying infringement
offences and penalties in accordance with section 64 can
incorporate offences contained in relevant provisions inserted
by the Residential Tenancies Amendment Act 2010. It will
also ensure new uncollected goods provisions can commence
operation at the same time as the personal property securities
register. Finally, it will mean that amendments made to the
Sale of Land Act 1962 will be commenced coincidentally
with consequential amendments to the contract for the sale of
land prescribed under the Estate Agents Act 1980.
Personal property securities
The personal property securities register represents arguably
the largest reform to security interests in goods ever
undertaken in this country. However, the commonwealth
recently advised that the commencement of the register has
been delayed from April 2011 to October 2011. There is a
risk that the commencement may be delayed further still. This
has ramifications for two acts.
First, the Personal Property Securities (Statute Law Revision
and Implementation) Act 2010, which amends a large number
of Victorian acts as part of the transition to the federal
scheme, has a default commencement date of 1 December
2011. The bill removes this date to ensure that the
amendments can occur at the same time the register
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commences operation should the commencement of the
register be delayed further.
Second, the new uncollected goods framework introduced by
the Consumer Affairs Legislation Amendment (Reform) Act
2010 will be affected. This new framework will require
people wishing to dispose of certain high-value goods —
motor vehicles, boats and aircraft — to notify people with a
security interest of the proposed disposal. This notification is
reliant on a person obtaining a written search result from the
register. While it is still intended to bring in the new
uncollected goods framework at the same time that the
register commences operation, the bill introduces a
transitional provision to enable the new framework to come
into operation earlier if further delays to the commencement
of the register occur.
Uncollected goods
Following feedback from stakeholders, the bill changes the
thresholds for motor vehicles to reflect higher values for scrap
vehicles and allows people to dispose of high-value goods
such as motor vehicles by private sale where notice has been
given and the person disposing of the goods has a reasonable
belief that the best price can be achieved by private sale.
Sex Work Act
The bill provides for a 1 penalty unit infringement penalty for
the offence of failing to produce an identification card. This
penalty was inadvertently omitted from previous amending
legislation.
Statute law revision
The bill repeals the Companies (Administration) Act 1981
and makes consequential amendments to a number of other
acts. The Companies (Administration) Act 1981 established
the position of commissioner for corporate affairs. With the
recent transfer of responsibility for trustee companies to the
commonwealth, the commissioner no longer has any regular
functions to perform under any legislation and as such, the act
is redundant. To ensure that any unforeseen issues that arise
under the now repealed state-based corporations legislation
can be attended to, the director of Consumer Affairs Victoria
will be vested with a capacity to exercise any powers or
functions of the commissioner.
Finally, the bill also makes a number of statute law revision
amendments. In particular, amendments are made to various
acts relating to the recent decision of the National Institute of
Accountants to change its name to the Institute of Public
Accountants.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Hon. M. P. PAKULA on
motion of Mr Leane.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 7 July.
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PARLIAMENTARY SALARIES AND
SUPERANNUATION AMENDMENT BILL
2011
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for
Health) on motion of Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health),
Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips tabled following statement
in accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities (charter act), I make this statement of
compatibility with respect to the Parliamentary Salaries and
Superannuation Amendment Bill 2011.
In my opinion, the Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation
Amendment Bill 2011, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, does not engage or limit any human rights protected
by the charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined
in this statement.
Overview of bill
The Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Amendment
Bill 2011 amends the Parliamentary Salaries and
Superannuation Act 1968 to provide that members of
Parliament who are suspended from Parliament for the
remainder of the day under the standing orders of the relevant
house of Parliament shall be fined. Where a member is
suspended for the remainder of a day’s sitting, he or she will
be fined an amount equivalent to one day’s basic salary. A
suspension of multiple days would lead to a fine equivalent to
the member’s salary for the number of days of the suspension.
The bill will ensure that members of Parliament are
appropriately penalised for a breach of the standing orders
that results in the naming of a member and their suspension
from the relevant house.
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Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The government believes that, as elected officials with public
responsibilities, members of Parliament should be held
accountable for inappropriate conduct in Parliament.
The Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Amendment
Bill 2011 will amend the Parliamentary Salaries and
Superannuation Act 1968 to impose a fine on members of
Parliament who are named and subsequently suspended from
the Legislative Assembly or the Legislative Council under the
standing orders of the relevant house.
Currently, no other jurisdiction in Australia adopts this
practice. Therefore, Victoria will lead the way by introducing
a disincentive for inappropriate conduct.
This bill draws on the practice in the United Kingdom. Since
1998, the standing orders of the United Kingdom House of
Commons have provided that a suspended member of the
house shall not be paid a salary for the duration of the
suspension. Introducing a similar regime in Victoria will
increase the accountability of members of Parliament to their
respective houses, and strengthen the ability of the houses to
address misbehaviour of members.
The current practice in Victoria is similar in both the
Legislative Assembly and Legislative Council. Under the
Legislative Assembly standing orders, the Speaker may order
a member whose conduct has been disorderly to withdraw
from the house for up to 11/2 hours. No penalty applies apart
from the member being excused from the service of the
house. Members are still able to attend a division.
However, a different procedure applies for more serious cases
of misbehaviour, such as a member who:

Human rights issues

persistently and wilfully obstructs the business of the
house;

Human rights protected by the charter act that are relevant
to the bill

uses offensive words, and refuses to withdraw or
apologise; or

In my opinion, the Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation
Amendment Bill 2011 does not engage or limit any human
rights protected by the charter act.

persistently and wilfully refuses to conform to any
standing order, rule or practice of the house.

Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006.
The Hon. David Davis, MLC
Minister for Health
Minister for Ageing

In these more serious cases, the standing orders allow the
Speaker or Deputy Speaker to name a member and a motion
to be moved that the member be suspended from the house
for the remainder of that day’s sitting or for such period as the
house may think fit. A member suspended under the order
must immediately withdraw from the house and must not
re-enter the chamber during the period of the suspension.
Suspended members are not able to attend a division.
Similar standing orders operate in the Legislative Council.
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The government believes that members exhibiting
inappropriate conduct that leads to their suspension deserve
more significant punishment than conduct that requires them
to simply withdraw. This bill therefore imposes fines for such
behaviour. This will operate both as a disincentive to such
conduct and a punishment in the event that it does occur.
The bill provides that a member who is suspended is to pay a
fine equivalent to the basic salary of members of Parliament
for the period of their suspension. Where a member is
suspended for the remainder of a day’s sitting, he or she will
be fined one day’s basic salary. A suspension of multiple days
would lead to a fine equivalent to the member’s salary for the
number of days of the suspension.
For members of the Legislative Assembly, the fine will be
paid into a fund administered by the Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly. For members of the Legislative
Council, the fine will be paid into a fund administered by the
President of the Legislative Council.
The entire fund for each house must be distributed by the
Speaker or the President on an annual basis to a charitable
organisation or organisations nominated by them. The
imposition of a fine will not affect the other entitlements of
members, such as their allowances or superannuation.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LENDERS
(Southern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 7 July.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until a day and hour to
be fixed by the President, which time of meeting shall be
notified in writing to each member of the Council.

Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project:
progress
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — The
matter I raise this afternoon is for the attention of the
Minister for Water. Often when I am travelling around
regional Victoria I listen to the ABC’s Country Hour. A
couple of weeks ago I heard on the program an
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interview with Murray Smith, the CEO of the Northern
Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project (NVIRP). He was
talking about the progress of its work. The reason I am
raising this matter with the minister is that the CEO was
concerned about the productivity and timeliness of the
work going on and the ability of his senior staff to
complete this important irrigation project, not just the
work already in hand but also the important work of
getting the $1 billion for stage 2, of which the
commonwealth, from recollection, is committed to
providing $900 million and the state of Victoria is
committed to providing the other $100 million for the
capital works.
The reason I raise this matter for the attention of the
minister is that the CEO was talking about a particular
task that the minister had given to his organisation and
said that it was certainly making it challenging for his
staff. He said:
We’ll be very keen to see the inquiry closed out … we’re all a
little tired of it frankly and it’s wearing on senior staff.

The CEO was referring to the Ombudsman’s review of
NVIRP. I am not commenting on the review; that is
something before the Ombudsman. It is within his
jurisdiction to deal with it, and he will appropriately
report — assuming he chooses to — to the Parliament
at some stage. I understand it was an election
commitment because the now minister was on a
witch-hunt to try to find impropriety. He was not
satisfied with an Auditor-General’s report on the
project; he wanted another report on the project. The
action I seek from the minister is for him to desist from
these politically motivated inquiries and let these
important Victorian institutions get on with the job of
building important capital works projects and to accept
that the election is behind him. He does not need to do
this any more. He needs to let these bodies get on with
the job and let the Ombudsman deal with new areas
rather than referring him to projects for political
witch-hunts.

Snowy Scientific Committee: membership
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Water. I
request that he promptly appoint the two Victorian
nominees for the Snowy Scientific Committee for
submission to the New South Wales Minister for
Resources and Energy, Chris Hartcher. This is history
repeating itself, because in an adjournment matter
raised in 2007 the former member for Gippsland East in
the Assembly, Mr Ingram, lamented the delays of the
former Victorian government in submitting its two
nominees to the Snowy Scientific Committee. This
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committee is required to be established under the
relevant New South Wales legislation, but the previous
committee lapsed and the same process has to
commence again. On my information, the New South
Wales minister is waiting to learn of Victoria’s
nominees while the Victorian minister is waiting for the
New South Wales minister to ask him for nominees.
I am aware that both the scientific and environmental
positions have attracted curriculum vitae from
well-qualified people who have expressed their
willingness to be on the committee, and they are ready
to start work once the minister is ready to nominate
them. We have had the switcheroo of two governments
north and south of the border, and we are getting the
same old story: a general go-slow on action to secure
healthy environmental flows. The concerning aspect
about the process of appointment to this committee and
my reason for raising this adjournment matter is that the
process of amending Snowy Hydro’s water licence is
currently under way. It proposes to further restrict the
ability of the corporation to release environmental
water that will make its way down the rivers. Without a
scientific committee overseeing the proposed
amendments, decisions will be left to public servants
and the all-powerful Snowy Hydro Corporation, with
its strong influence.
All members in this chamber should agree that the
disastrous state of the Murray-Darling Basin review is
an example of what happens when science is drowned
by politics. Without the oversight of the committee, the
environment will remain at the back of the queue
despite the fact that all of our economic prosperity is
ultimately dependent on the health of an individual
river. If the minister does not feel the current system is
working, I encourage him to advocate for a new process
to be put in place to return water to the Snowy River.
Clearly enthusiasm for the Snowy River is very low
amongst Liberal and Labor members both north and
south of the border. I would like to see the minister
enthusiastically embrace this project in relation to both
the Snowy River and the Murray River and to embrace
this matter publicly as well.

Thursday, 30 June 2011

year, the two school communities were promised by the
previous Labor government that the new school would
benefit from a significant upgrade to the tired buildings
which constitute the school. With this promise clearly
in mind, the respective school councils and parents of
students agreed to the merger. When the children
moved into the renamed school, Wyndham Park
Primary School, on the Glen Orden Primary School site
this year they found the school to be in a very similar
state to that which it was in before the merger was
proposed. Apart from a few classrooms built at great
cost through the federal government’s Building the
Education Revolution program, which were unfinished,
the rest of the school remained untouched.
The evening after students began school in 2011, the
main building, including the classrooms, library,
administration area, staff areas and limited indoor
recreation space afforded to students, was flooded in a
storm event. I was there on that night. I saw firsthand
the flooding of the classrooms. On the second level of
the main building I stopped walking down a hallway so
a small green frog could hop across in front of me.
Labor let this school community down. It is a school in
an area which has a large amount of social housing.
Over 11 years Labor allowed the state of the Glen
Orden Primary School buildings to degrade to a point
where people visiting the school could think that they
are in a condemned building. There are major cracks
and holes in the walls, windows that no longer open,
doors that no longer close and a playground with no
discernible drainage.

Wyndham Park Primary School: upgrade

I hosted the minister’s tour of the school site a few
weeks ago. I have to say I felt the look on his face was
priceless when he saw firsthand how much Labor had
let this community down. Hollow promises made by
the former Labor government left those involved with
the school with an unhealthy level of mistrust of the
Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development and the government. As I have stated, I
seek from the Minister for Education a way forward to
deliver an upgrade to Wyndham Park Primary School
to provide the children attending the school with a
stimulating and safe learning environment.

Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — This
afternoon my adjournment matter is for the attention of
the Minister for Education, Martin Dixon. It relates to
the upgrade of Wyndham Park Primary School
promised by the previous government. I seek from the
minister a way forward on this issue.

I congratulate the former school council president, Kim
Owen, and her husband, Lucas Owen, on their
passionate advocacy for this school. I congratulate the
principal, Daniel Vella, on his leadership of the
Wyndham Park Primary School community during this
very disrupted time.

When the Glen Devon Primary School and the Glen
Orden Primary School in Werribee were merged last

The need to sort through the mess left by Labor at this
school is vital for the educational opportunities and
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future job prospects of the children living in one of
Werribee’s most disadvantaged areas.

Youth Parliament: funding
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
matter is for the Minister for Youth Affairs, Ryan
Smith. Each year some 100 young people from schools
and groups around Victoria get to participate in the
YMCA Victorian Youth Parliament program — a
program that allows young people the opportunity to
take over Parliament, raise issues that are important to
them and ultimately have the chance of seeing their
bills formally debated in the Victorian Parliament. This
program has been instrumental in providing the
Victorian government with an insight into the thoughts
and opinions of young people in Victoria. In fact more
than 20 Victorian Youth Parliament bills have gone on
to become Victorian law.
Members have been advised that the next Youth
Parliament will take place between 11 and 14 July
2011. I am aware that one group of students from
Whittlesea Secondary College in my electorate were
unable to create a team on their own and therefore
teamed up with some students in Ballarat, creating the
Whittlesea-Ballarat team. The team was able to put up
the deposit but struggled to raise the balance of funds
that would have allowed it to attend this year’s Youth
Parliament. I have just been advised in the last few days
that through their desperate fundraising efforts the
group has now managed to reach the required level of
funds, and I congratulate them on their tremendous
effort in doing so.
In a pre-election media release of 17 November 2010
the then coalition opposition promised to lower the cost
of Youth Parliament to allow more young people the
opportunity to put their ideas forward through
legislation. It promised to provide a further $25 000 a
year over the next four years to improve the
accessibility of the program to young people across
rural and regional Victoria. I am puzzled as to why the
Whittlesea-Ballarat team — and I presume there would
be other teams in the same predicament — was not
extended the benefit of the additional funding of
$25 000. I would have thought that was exactly the kind
of situation the funding was intended for.
As I understand it the $25 000 additional funding will
apply to three Youth Parliament sessions only. Putting
aside the Baillieu government’s special one-off
contribution of $50 000 for this year’s 25th anniversary
of Youth Parliament, the fact remains that the coalition
committed to $25 000 every year over four years, and
that should include the 2011–12 financial year.
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If rural and regional teams participating in this year’s
Youth Parliament were not able to access that funding,
it begs the question as to what that money will be used
for. I ask the Minister for Youth Affairs to provide a
breakdown as to what this allocated funding will be
spent on and to ensure that this year’s $25 000 of
funding for Youth Parliament is used to improve the
participation of students from rural and regional
Victoria.

Strathmore Primary School: upgrade
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Education,
Martin Dixon. Strathmore Primary School may be
located in one of the better areas within my electorate,
but the school itself is in sorry need of an upgrade in
several areas.
Apart from the brick main building, which could
always benefit from an upgrade, and the brilliant new
facilities paid for by the federal Labor government, the
school has classrooms that are an utter disgrace, with
rotting walls and unsafe and unhealthy conditions for
young students to learn in and for teachers to work in.
This is an environment that is not in the best interests of
education. The Labor government promised an
upgrade, which the minister stopped.
I am now aware that Minister Dixon has agreed to
reconsider his earlier decision and allow some work to
proceed. I ask the Minister for Education: how much
will the school be given and how long will the children
need to wait for these critical improvements to occur?

Children: Take a Break program
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Premier, and the action I
seek is that he intervene to ensure the continuation of
the Take a Break occasional child-care program,
including at the Murchison kindergarten.
I am going to chance my arm here and suggest that
there is actually a high level of support for the Take a
Break program. I have not heard government MPs
criticise the program, and the fact that the Minister for
Children and Early Childhood Development has
declined to release the evaluation of the program
suggests that the evaluation is positive and that it would
be inconvenient for it to be released at this time.
As well as that, the Baillieu-Ryan government
promised to cut the cost of living for Victorians at the
last election. Clearly, cutting the Take a Break program
will achieve the exact opposite. Indeed if members of
the government put themselves in the shoes of
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Victorian families, especially families on low to
average household incomes, they would understand that
cutting the Take a Break program will increase the cost
of living for average families.
I refer to a letter I received from a kindergarten teacher
at the Murchison kindergarten, in which she stated:
… I have had the pleasure of being part of a community that
despite its small population of around 1000 works very hard
to maintain a sense of cohesion and family support through its
social and educational networks and services.

She went on to say:
… by taking away the funding of the occasional care service
in Murchison, not only does this reduce the community’s
capacity to provide a continuum of early childhood support
but it also undermines the previous work of local government
and organisations who have worked very hard to achieve
improved service implementation.

She went on to say:
The current state government’s attitude to funding occasional
care is a retrograde step towards maintaining momentum in
community capacity building, particularly in regional areas
which the previous state Labor government worked hard to
achieve through community-building initiatives …

She concluded by saying:
It is disappointing … that our children’s future and the ability
of our families to maintain a healthy family life/work/study
balance is at risk.

Today there was a rally hosted by the Association of
Neighbourhood Houses and Learning Centres in
support of the 220 centres that provide occasional child
care, just like Murchison kindergarten. I hope the
Premier understands the high level of support for the
Take a Break program, even if the responsible minister
was too busy to attend the rally on the front steps of
Parliament House today.

Responses
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations) — I have an
adjournment matter to be sent to the Minister for Water
from Mr Lenders, who asks the minister to stop
intervening.
I have a request from Mr Barber for the Minister for
Water to intervene.
I have a request from Mr Elsbury for the Minister for
Education to intervene in the upgrade of a school.
Ms Mikakos requests the Minister for Youth Affairs to
intervene on a particular matter.
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Mr Eideh requests the Minister for Education intervene.
Ms Broad raises a matter for the Premier regarding the
Take a Break program and asks him to intervene.
Perhaps there may be a phone call to the feds as well.
I will pass those matters on.
I also have written responses to adjournment debate
matters raised by Ms Broad on 4 May, Mr Eideh on
25 May, Mr Elsbury on 25 May, Ms Crozier on
26 May, Mr Ramsay and Mr Eideh on 1 June, and
Mr Lenders on 16 June.
Mr Lenders — I have four outstanding adjournment
matters — three with Minister Walsh and one with
Minister Davis — for which the responses are way over
the 30-day deadline. The response I received today is
from Peter Walsh, so I still have two matters
outstanding with him and one with David Davis. I seek
responses to those adjournment matters, particularly
from the minister in this chamber. I know he is
celebrating in his office tonight, but it would be nice if
he had the respect to respond to this adjournment
matter. The matter simply pertains to his diary. He has
been asked to respond to a request from a health service
in Gippsland that he set a date for a meeting. I ask the
minister to follow up with his leader, and I also ask that
the Minister for Health and the Minister for Water both
respond to adjournment matters.
Ms Broad — I seek your advice, President, as to
whether you want to take these matters one at a time.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I prefer to have them
all together.
Ms Broad — I thank the Treasurer for his response
through the minister to my adjournment matter of
4 May. However, I raise an overdue response to an
adjournment matter I raised on 24 May for Minister
Mulder regarding the Yackandandah Creek bridge
replacement and a meeting which has been sought by
the Indigo Shire Council with the minister. To the best
of my knowledge it has not yet had a response either,
and the reason I am asking for an explanation tonight is
I believe this is an urgent matter of road safety. I
therefore seek an explanation as to the lack of response
to my adjournment matter raised on 24 May.
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Minister for
Employment and Industrial Relations) — I have noted
the two matters addressed to Minister Walsh and one to
Minister David Davis from Mr Lenders and
Ms Broad’s matter to Minister Mulder from 24 May. I
will follow up those matters with a communication to
those ministers. Since I am not able to give specific
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answers, I take those matters on notice and will get
back to the members concerned.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 5.15 p.m.
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Schedule
(1) Agreement between the Australian Grand Prix Corporation and Bayside Health in respect of the Alfred and the Confederation of
Australian Motor Sport Ltd in respect of the provision of medical services to the Foster’s Australian Grand Prix, 2002 to 2006
(February 2002);
(2) Transport Services Agreement between the Director of Public Transport and the Australian Grand Prix Corporation (2001);
(4) 2009 On Track Service Agreement between the Australian Grand Prix Corporation and Ambulance Victoria (March 2009) and
letter dated 11 March 2010 extending the agreement until 31 December 2010;
(4) 2009 Off Track Service Agreement between the Australian Grand Prix Corporation and Ambulance Victoria (March 2009) and
letter dated 11 March 2010 extending the agreement until 31 December 2010;
(5) Letters from the Australian Grand Prix Corporation to Bayside Health in respect of the Alfred dated 22 December 2006 and
12 December 2007 extending and varying the agreement between the Australian Grand Prix Corporation and Bayside Health in
respect of the Alfred and the Confederation of Australian Motor Sport Limited in respect of the provision of medical services to
the Foster’s Australian Grand Prix;
(6) Funding Agreement between the State of Victoria and the Australian Grand Prix Corporation in relation to the funding for the
staging of the Australian Formula One Grands Prix 2008 to 2010 and the Australian Motorcycle Grands Prix 2007 to 2011
(1 August 2007);
(7) Memorandum of Understanding between General Manager, Australian Grand Prix Corporation and Superintendent, Region 5,
Grand Prix Operations Commander in relation to Victoria Police Access to Australian Grand Prix Corporation CCTV (undated);
(8) Critical On Track Incident Response Protocol for the 2010 Formula One Qantas Australian Grand Prix (March 2010);
(9) Licence from Parks Victoria to Australian Grand Prix Corporation to use part of Albert Park to carry out kerb modification and
various works — turns 2, 9, 12 and pit lane exit (22 December 2009); and
(10) Parks Victoria Licence to Australian Grand Prix Corporation to use part of Albert Park to carry out 2010–2012 recurrent works
(18 December 2009).
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WRITTEN ADJOURNMENT RESPONSES
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Tuesday, 28 June 2011
Consumer affairs: off-the-plan housing
Raised with:

Minister for Consumer Affairs

Raised by:

Mr Tee

Raised on:

3 May 2011

REPLY:
The Sale of Land Act 1962 recognises that consumers may wish to purchase a property “off-the-plan”, that is, to
purchase a lot in a plan of subdivision before the plan has been registered. Buying off-the-plan can provide
significant benefits to consumers (including lower prices, longer settlement periods and a reduction in stamp duty),
but also carries a degree of risk that the sale may not proceed, depending on the circumstances.
The act contains a number of provisions to ensure that buyers are protected if the sale does not proceed for any
reason. Under the act, the deposit must be no more than 10 per cent of the purchase price, and must be held either
on trust by an estate agent, legal practitioner or conveyancer, or jointly by the buyer and seller in a special purpose
account, at least until the plan of subdivision is registered.
The buyer can choose to rescind the contract and receive their deposit money back if:
– the seller does not notify the buyer of works affecting the land in the lot;
– amendments are made to the plan of subdivision that materially affect the lot; or
– the plan of subdivision is not registered within 18 months (or within an alternative period specified in the
contract).
In such circumstances, the protections in the act work to ensure that the buyer receives their money back.
As you would recall, the previous Labor government attempted to reduce protection for homebuyers considering
off-the-plan property by increasing the maximum allowable deposit to 20 per cent of the purchase price. The
Victorian Liberal-Nationals coalition successfully forced the then government to remove this provision, as it would
have increased housing unaffordability and caused consumer detriment.
Unlike Labor, the coalition will continue to stand up for the interests of consumers in relation to off-the-plan
property purchases.

Office of Public Prosecutions: review
Raised with:

Attorney-General

Raised by:

Hon. M. P. Pakula

Raised on:

4 May 2011
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REPLY:
I refer to the matter regarding the Inquiry into Victoria’s public prosecutions service that you raised during the
adjournment debate on 4 May 2011.
As you have noted, on 11 January 2011 the government appointed former Supreme Court Justice Frank Vincent,
QC to inquire into the public prosecutions service in Victoria. Mr Vincent provided me with his report on 28 March
2011.
Mr Vincent’s report found that there had been an error of judgement by the Director of Public Prosecutions,
Mr Jeremy Rapke, QC, in relation to the appointment of associate crown prosecutors. The report did not find any
conscious wrongdoing on the part of Mr Rapke. Mr Rapke wrote to me on 13 May 2011, resigning as Director of
Public Prosecutions effective 30 June 2011.
The government has concluded that it would not be appropriate to release the report in the circumstances, given the
nature of the issues involved and the wide range of personal information contained in the report about a number of
individuals, much of which information was provided to Mr Vincent in confidence.
As a consequence of the inquiry, the government will be making appropriate amendments to the Public
Prosecutions Act 1994 to correct deficiencies in the existing arrangements, including the role relationships between
the Director of Public Prosecutions, the Solicitor of Public Prosecutions and the Chief Crown Prosecutor, to ensure
the effective conduct of their important responsibilities.

Liquor licensing: City of Casey
Raised with:

Minister for Consumer Affairs

Raised by:

Mrs Peulich

Raised on:

4 May 2011

REPLY:
Under the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998 (the Act), liquor licence applications are determined by the director of
liquor licensing (the director). The director is an independent statutory authority and is responsible for the
administration of the act. As a statutory officer, the director is empowered to make decisions on liquor licence
applications that are independent of government.
I am advised that the City of Casey has made an objection to a packaged liquor licence application at
945s Thompson Road, Lyndhurst, under section 40 of the act. This section provides that a council may object to the
granting of a licence on the grounds that the licensed premises would detract from or be detrimental to the amenity
of the area in which it is situated. In the case of a packaged liquor licence, a council may also object on the grounds
that the licensed premises would be conducive to or encourage the misuse or abuse of alcohol.
Where an objection to a liquor licence application is submitted, the director refers the application to the liquor
licensing panel (the panel) to consider the objection and provide a recommendation as to whether the application
should be granted or refused.
It is at the discretion of the director to accept or reject the panel’s recommendation when making this final decision.
Following the director’s final decision on a contested application, the applicant and any objectors have the right to
appeal the decision by applying to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
Additionally, the government has implemented an election commitment to amend the Victorian planning scheme to
enhance local communities’ role in deciding the location of packaged liquor outlets. Since 8 April 2011, new
packaged liquor outlets have been required to obtain a planning permit.
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As a result of this amendment, applicants for packaged liquor licences must obtain planning approval from the
relevant local council prior to lodging any application for a new licence, or an application to vary or relocate an
existing licence.
Further, the amendment now means local councils are required to consider cumulative impact when assessing
planning permit applications for packaged liquor outlets at the planning stage. Cumulative impact refers to effects
arising from the concentration of licensed premises in an area, including positive effects (such as economic benefits
and consumer choice) and negative effects (such as alcohol-related violence and loss of amenity).

Vocational education and training: enrolments
Raised with:

Minister for Higher Education and Skills

Raised by:

Mr O’Donohue

Raised on:

24 May 2011

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
I thank the member for acknowledging the importance of my decision to reintroduce tuition concession fee places
for health care card holders aged 15–24 years undertaking diploma and advanced diploma courses at a TAFE
institute. The re-establishment of tuition concession fee places will help to remove financial barriers to vocational
education and training (VET) for many young Victorians.
Improving access to Victoria’s high quality vocational education and training system is a key priority for this
government.
– The Victorian system is underpinned by a student entitlement to vocational and training education. Since 1
January 2011, Victorians have been provided with an entitlement to government-subsidised training at any level
in any area they wish to study: Victorians aged under 20 can access training at any level, regardless of
qualifications already held.
– Those aged 20 and over can gain access to training in any qualification higher than one already held.
– Access to foundation level skills is unlimited to all Victorians, regardless of age or qualifications already held.
– Access to training in any apprenticeship qualification is similarly unlimited, regardless of age or previous
qualifications.
Under these arrangements more providers are being contracted by the Victorian government to deliver an
increasing number of government subsidised training places. This is giving students more choice in finding a
provider that best suits their needs.
The government recognises that in some cases, people falling outside the eligibility criteria for a government
subsidised place who have an essential need for training to gain or maintain employment may have difficulty
meeting the full tuition fees.
In this regard, I note that from July this year the government will be providing additional funding of $10 million per
annum over the next four years to increase the number of exemptions available for people aged over 20 years to
gain a government subsidised training place. This funding will increase access to fee exemptions for many people
who are significantly disadvantaged in the labour market or undertaking training in critical skills areas.
The government also funds programs to increase participation in training by people in other disadvantaged groups:
– Under the indigenous completions initiative, indigenous students are eligible for concession tuition fees places in
any government subsidised training place.
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– During 2011, government subsidised training places have been made available under the Victorian Training
Guarantee (VTG) for asylum seekers and victims of human trafficking.
– Concession tuition fee places are available for students of all ages who hold a health care card and are
undertaking study in the course categories of foundation skills, skills creation, apprenticeships, traineeships and
skills building.
The government has recently announced funding of $1.8 million for the Skilling the Bay training package to ensure
workers affected by job losses at Ford Australia have access to a government subsidised training place, including
an additional 100 government-subsidised training places in Geelong and 140 places in Broadmeadows. It will also
seek to build the Geelong region’s skills base through work with the Gordon and Deakin University.
Similarly, the $10 million Skilling the Valley package will play a key role in supporting growth in the Latrobe
Valley through work with local training providers, government and employers on a range of projects. This program
is a significant step towards re-training and re-skilling retrenched workers or those who had been out of the
workforce for a period of time.
The review of VET fees and funding arrangements, which I announced on 4 May 2011, will examine the extent to
which the design of current government funding mechanisms and fee structures are meeting the objectives of the
Victorian training system. This will also include a review of concession tuition fees and eligibility exemptions
criteria in supporting engagement in training.
The Essential Services Commission is conducting the first stage of the review and recently released an issues paper
to assist interested parties prepare submissions and contribute to the review. The issues paper and processes for
input into the review are available on the Essential Services Commission’s website on www.esc.vic.gov.au
Following the release of a report by the commission in August 2011, a consultation process will be undertaken to
seek public feedback on the commission’s findings and recommendations. Final review findings and
recommendations will be considered by government in late 2011.
In closing I note that for the first quarter of 2011, enrolments across the vocational education and training system
by students from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds was a third higher than for the same quarter in
2010, and that first quarter 2011 enrolments were at almost three-quarters of the full year 2009 enrolment levels.
Similarly, enrolments by students with a disability was a third higher than 2010 levels. Overall, there has been
growth of 31 per cent for the first quarter of 2011 in government-subsidised enrolments for students aged 15–
64 years.

Higher education: multicultural communities
Raised with:

Minister for Higher Education and Skills

Raised by:

Mrs Peulich

Raised on:

25 May 2011

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
Maintaining access to Victoria’s high quality vocational education and training (VET) system is a key priority for
the Victorian government.
The government has already demonstrated this through the reintroduction of concession fee places for diploma and
advanced diploma courses for students aged 15–24 enrolling to study at a TAFE institute. In addition, from 1 July
2011, we have increased the eligibility exemption pool for accessing government-subsidised training by
$10 million per annum for four years.
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In line with our announcement on 4 May 2011, the comprehensive review of the VET fee and funding
arrangements is well under way. This review will examine exactly such matters as the member has raised. It will
give consideration to whether the current fee structure poses an unreasonable barrier to further education and
training, obviously including those from emerging and multicultural communities.
The Essential Services Commission, who are undertaking the first stage of this work, released an issues paper on
VET fees and funding on 25 May 2011. The issues paper has been prepared to assist interested individuals and
organisations to prepare submissions and contribute to the review. Submissions will be received until the 24 June
2011. I understand that key multicultural education service providers are being consulted by the commission and I
would encourage submissions from any other organisations or individuals with an interest in emerging or
multicultural communities.
Victorians will also have the opportunity to have a say on the commission’s findings when their report is released
in August 2011. Forums will be held across the state to seek public feedback on the commission’s findings and
recommendations.
In closing it is important to note that for the first quarter of 2011, enrolments across the vocational education and
training system by students from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds was a third higher than for the
same quarter in 2010. Whilst the member has correctly identified the fact that enrolment levels have fallen for some
individual providers, it is heartening to note that overall enrolment performance across the system is strong, with
growth of 31 per cent for the first quarter of 2011 in government-subsidised enrolments for all students aged 15–64.

Agriculture: young farmers
Raised with:

Minister for Agriculture and Food Security

Raised by:

Mrs Petrovich

Raised on:

25 May 2011

REPLY:
I refer to the matter you raised during the adjournment debate in the Legislative Council on 25 May 2011,
requesting that I write to the Australian government to recommend an Australian Young Farmer Competition, as a
national competition similar to the current initiative run by the New Zealand Young Farmers group.
In 2010 the Kondinin Group and ABC Rural hosted the inaugural Australian Farmer of the Year Awards which
included a Young Farmer of the Year category. I am advised that these awards are being run again this year and
that the Young Farmer of the Year category is again being sponsored by the Australian government Department of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry. Consequently, I do not feel it is necessary to write to the Australian
government seeking support for another award program.
Thank you for your interest in the matter.

Reach Out for Kids Foundation: funding
Raised with:

Minister for Gaming

Raised by:

Mr Leane

Raised on:

25 May 2011

REPLY:
I refer to the adjournment debate you raised on 25 May 2011 for the Attorney-General. As this matter falls within
the responsibilities of the Minister for Gaming, I am responding on behalf of the Attorney-General.
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Reach Out for Kids Foundation (ROK) located in the Eastern Metropolitan Region is a small organisation that has
been providing the generalist financial counselling service in the Whitehorse local government area.
ROK have identified that the small size of the organisation and its limited financial and human resources have led
to challenges. These challenges have been predominantly related to sustainability and enhancement of services. In
consideration of these challenges ROK has entered into an agreement to merge with Anglicare Victoria. This
merger is planned to take place from 1 July 2011.
ROK is currently funded $68 000 (excluding GST) to provide the generalist financial counselling service in the
Whitehorse LGA.
As ROK have entered into a merger arrangement with Anglicare, I have approved the transfer of ROK’s allocation
to Anglicare Victoria. This will ensure that there is no disruption to generalist financial counselling services in
Whitehorse.
Senior staff from the Department of Justice regional office are liaising with Anglicare and ROK to ensure that the
service previously provided by ROK will be in place by 1 July 2011.

Manufacturing: job losses
Raised with:

Minister for Manufacturing, Exports and Trade

Raised by:

Mr Somyurek

Raised on:

25 May 2011

REPLY:
With manufacturing activity contributing more than $30 billion in gross state product and employing over
300 000 people, the Baillieu government is committed to revitalising this key sector of the Victorian economy.
Since being appointed as Minister for Manufacturing, Exports and Trade, I have met with the owners and visited
the operations of a wide range of manufacturing businesses, from multinational companies to small innovative
start-ups, in order to gain an understanding of their capabilities and the issues they face. I have also undertaken a
series of business roundtables across the state.
I continue to be impressed by the resilience of these businesses as they confront the real challenges posed by an
appreciating exchange rate, import competition and technological change. Regrettably, in some instances such as
those raised by Mr Somyurek, efforts by businesses to strengthen their long-term competitiveness have an adverse
jobs impact. In these cases, government agencies are working together to support affected employees and assist the
businesses to transition.
However, I am encouraged by the opportunities for future growth that many manufacturing businesses pursue, both
in local and international markets. I recently had the pleasure of celebrating manufacturing excellence with the
induction of 10 leading Victorian businesses into the Victorian Manufacturing Hall of Fame.
The government’s strategic approach to manufacturing is about getting the basics right, backing local innovation
and improving international competitiveness. To ensure that the government has the right policy settings in place, it
has commissioned the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission to undertake a six-month inquiry that
will inform the strategic direction of manufacturing.
Other assistance available to support the manufacturing sector includes:
– the 2011–12 state budget providing an additional $5.8m over 4 years to the Industry Capability Network to
develop opportunities for local industry to supply products and services and the allocation of $12.4m over
4 years to the Export Victoria initiative to boost exports into new and emerging markets;
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– supporting businesses that seek to enhance their competitiveness and capitalise on emerging global opportunities
through the Competitive Business Fund; and
– providing $1m per annum to the Victorian Centre for Advanced Materials Manufacturing to support small and
medium sized manufacturers to undertake research and development and commercialise new technologies.

Floods: donation distribution
Raised with:

Minister for Police and Emergency Services

Raised by:

Mr O’Brien

Raised on:

26 May 2011

REPLY:
I refer to the issue you raised in the Legislative Council regarding the distribution of donated funds to
flood-affected Victorian communities and particularly in the Western Victoria Region.
The coalition government acknowledges the generous donation of $1.17 million to the floods appeal which was
raised through a major auction hosted by the German Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, and
presented by its chairman, Mr Lindsay Fox.
The government, local councils, community organisations and peak bodies have all been working together to
obtain a clear picture of flood damage sustained and how best to address local needs. As part of this work, the
Victorian Floods Appeal Fund is working closely with a number of government departments to identify potential
suitable projects that the donation can support including opportunities in Victoria’s western region.
Local councils in the Western Victoria region have so far shared $1.3 million in funding provided across
26 flood-affected municipalities under the joint State/Commonwealth Floods Community Recovery Fund (Floods
CRF). These councils include Ararat, Ballarat, Golden Plains, Hepburn, Hindmarsh, Northern Grampians,
Pyrenees, West Wimmera and Yarriambiack. These councils are working with local community organisations and
sports clubs to identify ways in which this funding can be used to restore damage to community facilities.
In addition, some sports organisations have also received support from the government. For example, through the
Floods CRF, the Avoca Sporting and Recreation Committee of Management has received $5000 to assist with
rebuilding fences around the Avoca Recreation Reserve oval and perimeter.
I trust this information is of assistance and thank you for bringing your concerns to my attention.

Yan Yean Road: traffic management
Raised with:

Minister for Planning

Raised by:

Mr Ondarchie

Raised on:

26 May 2011

REPLY:
On 13 May 2011, I authorised the Hon. Terry Mulder MP, Minister for Roads to prepare Amendment C67 to the
Nillumbik Planning Scheme to facilitate the Yan Yean Road duplication between Diamond Creek Road and
Kurrak Road, Plenty, with conditions.
The duplication of the road will be an important link to serve the transport needs of the rapidly developing Plenty
Valley growth area.
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A planning scheme amendment is required to facilitate the road improvements by applying a public acquisition
overlay to areas of the road alignment to ensure sufficient land is reserved for the proposed duplication. The effect
of the amendment is to enable VicRoads to acquire land for the project and for project related works to not require
planning permission if they are consistent with delivering the project.
I have requested VicRoads and Nillumbik Shire Council to work together to engage with the local community and
resolve any outstanding issues.

Australian Paper: environmental accreditation
Raised with:

Minister for Agriculture and Food Security

Raised by:

Mr Lenders

Raised on:

31 May 2011

REPLY:
I refer to the matter you raised regarding Australian Paper’s certification status during the adjournment debate of 31
May 2011.
As shadow minister, Mr Lenders should be ashamed to raise this matter because of the appalling way the former
Labor government undermined the native forestry sector.
In particular I note the failure of the former Labor government to rehabilitate and regenerate an estimated
12 000 hectares of pre-2004 timber harvesting coupes. These were 12 000 hectares of forest coupes that were
harvested seven years or longer ago, were the responsibility of the Department of Sustainability and Environment
under the oversight of Labor Party ministers in the Bracks and Brumby governments and they have never been
rehabilitated as they should have been.
The Labor government were the problem and now it falls on the Baillieu government and industry to pick up the
pieces and fix the problem.
The Department of Primary Industries, the Department of Sustainability and Environment and VicForests have
worked closely with Australian Paper and the auditors assessing Australian Paper’s compliance to the Forest
Stewardship Council standard for controlled wood.
It is Victorian government policy to equally recognise third-party certification offered by the Australian Forestry
Standard and the Forest Stewardship Council. VicForests currently supplies resources to Australian Paper under the
Australian Forestry Standard, which is endorsed by the Program for Endorsement of Forest Certification, the
world’s largest forest certification scheme.
In continuing to work closely with Australian Paper, VicForests is committed to gaining Forest Stewardship
Council certification and is working with the Forest Stewardship Council to achieve this goal.

Rail: North Shore station
Raised with:

Minister for Public Transport

Raised by:

Ms Tierney

Raised on:

31 May 2011

REPLY:
As part of the Train Stations as Creative Community Hubs pilot program, the government will deliver capital
improvements and beautification works at North Shore railway station at an estimated cost of $160 000. The
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proposed works include landscaping, new bicycle parking, seating, re-surfacing of the car park and an art
installation.
The government does not have any further plans to upgrade North Shore railway station at this time.
The Department of Transport (DOT), in conjunction with V/Line, monitors all station infrastructure on the network
on a regular basis. Improvements are identified through a planning process and put forward on a prioritised basis
for consideration in the normal funding cycles of government.

Rail: Shepparton service
Raised with:

Minister for Public Transport

Raised by:

Ms Darveniza

Raised on:

31 May 2011

REPLY:
The government is aware of the significant interest from Shepparton residents and the wider Goulburn Valley
community in the provision of additional V/Line passenger trains between Shepparton and Melbourne. Demand for
rail travel is increasing along Victoria’s other long-distance corridors (Warrnambool, Albury, Maryborough, Swan
Hill, Ararat, Echuca and Bairnsdale) with record levels of patronage across the V/Line network.
There are currently three trains in each direction between Shepparton and Melbourne each weekday, and two each
on Saturday and Sunday. This is comparable to the number of trips on the Albury, Ararat, Bairnsdale and
Warrnambool lines.
I have requested that the Department of Transport (DOT), in association with V/Line, investigate how passenger
trips may be increased in both the short and long term.
DOT and V/Line will need to consider the availability of suitable rolling stock, impacts on existing rail
infrastructure, especially between Seymour and Shepparton, and the availability of train crews and other
operational requirements.
The government will need to review the costs of any infrastructure requirements or changes, as well as the ongoing
operating cost to deliver any extra trips. DOT will also provide me with advice on connecting road coaches to
ensure that any proposals for increased trips benefit the wider region.

Regional and rural Victoria: electricity prices
Raised with:

Minister for Bushfire Response

Raised by:

Ms Broad

Raised on:

15 June 2011

REPLY:
I refer to the adjournment debate you raised in relation to electricity prices.
Of the 67 recommendations of the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission, eight relate to electricity supply
infrastructure (recommendations 27–34).
Electricity distribution businesses typically have regulated standard tariffs that recover costs evenly across small
customers. No distribution business provides services to exclusively rural customers. Consequently the costs of
distribution services are spread across a mix of metro and rural consumers.
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In order to implement the recommendations of the commission, the previous government amended the Electricity
(Bushfire Mitigation) Regulations to require increased inspection cycles for distribution assets in high bushfire risk
areas, and ensure that only staff who have completed approved training courses undertake these inspections.
Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) also directed distribution businesses to develop and implement a plan to fit line
spreaders and vibration dampers to ensure all lines are compliant with the commission’s recommendations by
2015.
On 24 February 2011 Powercor made an application for the pass through of additional costs to comply with these
requirements, estimated at $200 million over the remaining 4 years of the 5-year regulatory period. The pass
through regime enables distribution network services providers to pass through costs to customers which occur
during a regulatory control period. These costs were not anticipated or able to be estimated at the time the
distribution determination relating to that regulatory control period was made.
The Australian Energy Regulator (AER) decided not to approve Powercor’s cost pass through application, finding
that the new requirements could not be considered until after ESV has approved Powercor’s plans to meet the
requirements. The AER noted that it was open to Powercor to resubmit its application once the relevant plans are
approved by ESV.
The AER has not yet made a determination as to whether the costs can be recovered over and above existing
revenue, or over which electricity consumers they may be recovered.
The government has appointed an expert task force on powerline bushfire safety. The task force is consulting with
the community, and will report back to government on the most cost-effective and equitable options for
implementing the remaining recommendations of the royal commission.
The task force will also advise government on the best use of the $50 million it has already pledged towards
replacing the most dangerous electricity assets. These costs will not be met by electricity consumers.
I trust this information is of assistance and thank you for bringing your concerns to my attention.
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WRITTEN ADJOURNMENT RESPONSES
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Thursday, 30 June 2011
Budget: Northern Victoria Region
Raised with:

Treasurer

Raised by:

Ms Broad

Raised on:

4 May 2011

REPLY:
I am informed as follows:
All coalition government election commitments will be delivered in the government’s first term.
Funding will be provided within the state budget from a range of sources including the Community Support Fund
and other specific portfolio programs, including those in the education and transport portfolios.

Public transport: Western Metropolitan Region
Raised with:

Minister for Public Transport

Raised by:

Mr Eideh

Raised on:

25 May 2011

REPLY:
The previous government’s contract with Metro required the introduction of a new or ‘Greenfields’ timetable
within 18 months of the commencement of Metro’s franchise on 30 November 2009. There may have been costly
commercial implications if the coalition government had declined to allow Metro to introduce this new timetable.
For the Werribee line, this meant an adjustment to the timing of Werribee and Laverton trains to provide additional
peak train trips, including one additional V/Line train trip from Geelong.
In both the morning and afternoon peaks, trains now operate from Werribee every 11 minutes on average. During
the off-peak, trains operate every 20 minutes, running express from Laverton to Newport, then through to Flinders
Street and on to Frankston.
The Altona loop is now serviced by trains operating between Laverton and the city during peak periods. Having the
trains originate at Laverton, rather than Werribee, provides a more reliable service to stations in the Altona loop,
reducing the risk of late-running trains and consequent bypasses of the Altona loop, as well as increasing available
capacity in the morning peak. To accommodate this change, the frequency of peak period trains to the Altona loop
reduced from a train every 20 minutes to every 22 minutes. The introduction of Laverton services also enables all
Werribee services to run express during the peak and inter-peak periods, improving journey times for passengers
from the Werribee region.
During the off-peak period, a shuttle train operates on the Altona loop from Laverton to Newport and returns every
20 minutes. This change provides more reliable trains for the entire line, including the Altona loop, by more evenly
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spacing Werribee trains, providing a consistent 10 minute off-peak frequency from Newport to the city. On the
Williamstown line, trains now operate every 20 minutes during the off-peak.
The new timetable also improves the frequency of evening weekday trains departing Flinders Street between
7.35 p.m. and 10.00 p.m. to Altona and Werribee from every 30 minutes to every 20 minutes. Early indications
have shown an improvement to performance on the altered services.
Following the introduction of the timetable, punctuality on the Werribee line has improved from 68.4 per cent in
April 2011 to 80.8 per cent for the month of May 2011.
Bypasses of the Altona loop have improved significantly from an average of 2.2 per cent from January to April
2011, to 0.9 per cent recorded in May 2011.
The coalition government has announced that the proposed upgrade of 20 premium stations will not proceed.
The government will instead focus on making the network safe again by deploying Victoria Police protective
services officers at every railway station in metropolitan Melbourne and major regional centres after 6.00 p.m.,
seven days a week. Additional Victoria Police officers will also patrol the train, tram and bus networks.

Ambulance services: subscriptions
Raised with:

Minister for Health

Raised by:

Mr Elsbury

Raised on:

25 May 2011

REPLY:
– The Baillieu government has committed $241.9 million over four years to provide more affordable access to
ambulance services by halving the Ambulance Victoria membership subscription scheme fees to $37.50 for
singles and $75 for families.
– This initiative is intended to contribute to reducing cost of living pressures for Victorians.
– The Victorian Auditor-General identified that demand for ambulance services is primarily driven by ‘population
growth, the ageing population, increases in chronic disease and changes to the composition of households, with
more people living alone.’ (October 2010).

Health: practitioner registration
Raised with:

Minister for Health

Raised by:

Ms Crozier

Raised on:

26 May 2011

REPLY:
I have looked into the issues raised by Ms Crozier on 26 May 2011 concerning the operation of the national
registration and accreditation scheme, and specifically, how practitioners can be assured they are registered while
their registration renewal application is being processed.
The shift to national registration has been confusing, particularly when the arrangements that practitioners are
familiar with have changed and there have been delays in processing registration renewal applications.
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The Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (Victoria) Act 2009 makes clear that a practitioner is registered
and can continue to practise if their name appears on the relevant online register, even if the registration expiry date
that appears against their name has passed.
Section 108 of the national law states that if a registered practitioner applies to renew their registration, their
registration continues until the national board decides to either renew or refuse to renew the registration. To clarify
the status of registration during the period when an application is being processed, a statement to this effect appears
on the public register against the practitioner’s name.
I am advised that the latest renewal during May of over 82,000 nurses and midwives is proceeding smoothly. As of
7 June, over 95 per cent of nurses and midwives have successfully renewed their registration, with several weeks
remaining before the expiry of the one-month grace period.

Local government: rates
Raised with:

Minister for Local Government

Raised by:

Mr Ramsay

Raised on:

1 June 2011

REPLY:
Thank you for your question regarding annual budgets and rate increases. Under the Local Government Act 1989
council are required to adopt their budget by 31 August each year. They are also required to give the public a right
to make a submission on any proposal contained in the budget, including the level of rates to be raised in the
budget.
As councillors are democratically elected to council it is their responsibility for making financial decisions,
including the level of rates required, in accordance with their communities’ needs.
If families or individuals are being challenged at the moment with ever-rising costs of living pressures, there are
provisions available under the Local Government Act 1989 which give a council discretion to defer payment or
waive the whole or part of any rate or charge or interest for individuals or by class of ratepayers on the grounds of
financial hardship.
I am committed to working with the local government sector as minister to seek productivity improvements and
work with councils, where possible, to find ways to reduce costs of operations. It may be possible that where
councils can reduce costs and establish greater levels of efficiency the pressure on rates could be reduced.
The Baillieu government has actioned its commitments to assist councils in reducing costs through the allocation of
$160 million for country roads and bridges. This provides for 40 rural councils to have access to up to $1 million
per year over the four year life of this initiative. 48 rural and regional councils will also be eligible for funding
under the $100 million Local Government Infrastructure Fund which is part of the $1 billion Regional Growth
Fund.
I am also committed to continuing to work with the commonwealth government to see what can be done to address
financial issues being faced by local government in Victoria.

Dental services: Western Metropolitan Region
Raised with:

Minister for Health

Raised by:

Mr Eideh

Raised on:

1 June 2011
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REPLY:
I direct the member to the reply on a similar adjournment debate raised by Mr Finn on 03 May 2011.
[Hansard reference: Legislative Council, 26 May 2011, page 1487]

Feral cats: control
Raised with:

Minister for Agriculture and Food Security

Raised by:

Mr Lenders

Raised on:

16 June 2011

REPLY:
The Victorian government, along with other commonwealth and interstate agencies, is currently conducting a
research program to develop an effective feral cat toxicant and baiting regime. Any moves to address feral cats in
the interests of farmers will need access to such an effective management tool, which is currently not available.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Tuesday, 28 June 2011
Police and emergency services: police — Sebastopol station
150.

MS PULFORD — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services): in relation to the government’s commitment to construct a new police
station in Sebastopol:
(1)

Has the minister sought and/or received advice from the department or Victoria Police on the
delivery of the commitment; if so —
(a) did that advice recommend a time line for provision of funding to the project; if so, what was
it; and
(b) did the minister accept the recommendation.

(2)

Has the minister written to the Premier and/or the Treasurer asking that the funds for the new
police station be included in the 2011–12 state budget.
Has the provision for funding of a new police station in Sebastopol been included in any budget
submission made by the minister for the 2011–12 Victorian state budget.
Has the minister taken any formal action to ensure the provision of funding for the new police
station in 2011–12; if so, what was that formal action.
What number of full-time equivalent sworn Victoria Police officers will be stationed at the new
Sebastopol police station following its construction.

(3)
(4)
(5)
ANSWER:

I am advised that:
(1), (2), (3), (4) & (5)
When in opposition, the coalition government identified a number of police stations to be upgraded, including the
police facilities at North Ballarat and Sebastopol. The government committed to invest $2.5m to upgrade these
facilities to enable them to function fully as police stations.
Funding for the necessary works was confirmed in the 2011–12 state budget when $30 million was allocated for
new and upgraded police stations, including at North Ballarat and Sebastopol. These works will be undertaken by
Victoria Police as part of its facilities construction program.
The coalition government is conscious of the need for sufficient police resources across the state, and is aware of
the needs of regional Victoria. That is why this government is committed to making Victoria’s streets safe again by
addressing statewide police shortages and restoring public safety. Front-line police numbers will be boosted by an
additional 1700 recruits, including 100 additional transit police.
Victoria Police recently announced that an extra 600 police officers, including 450 new recruits and 150 existing
police members will be redeployed back to front-line duties and assigned to police service areas across the state,
with Ballarat to receive an additional 25 police by midyear.
The deployment of police members across the state is the responsibility of the Chief Commissioner of Police and I
am aware that police command regularly reviews resource allocation across Victoria to ensure that the changing
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needs of the community are met. At times this can involve the reorganisation of police resources to achieve the best
overall result for the community.

Police and emergency services: police — Ballarat North station
151.

MS PULFORD — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services): in relation to the government’s commitment to construct a new police
station in Ballarat North:
(1)

Has the minister sought and/or received advice from the department or Victoria Police on the
delivery of the new police station in; if so —
(a) did that advice recommend a time line for provision of funding to the project; if so, what was
it; and
(b) did the minister accept the recommendation.

(2)

Has the minister written to the Premier and/or the Treasurer asking that the funds be included in
the 2011–12 state budget.
Has the provision for funding of the new police station been included in any budget submission
made by the minister for the 2011–12 Victorian state budget.
Has the minister taken any formal action to ensure the provision of funding for the construction of
a new police station in Ballarat North in 2011–12 year.
What number of full-time equivalent sworn Victoria Police officers will be stationed at the new
Ballarat North police station following its construction.

(3)
(4)
(5)
ANSWER:

I am advised that:
(1), (2), (3), (4) & (5)
When in opposition, the coalition government identified a number of police stations to be upgraded, including the
police facilities at North Ballarat and Sebastopol. The government committed to invest $2.5m to upgrade these
facilities to enable them to function fully as police stations.
Funding for the necessary works was confirmed in the 2011–12 state budget when $30 million was allocated for
new and upgraded police stations, including at North Ballarat and Sebastopol. These works will be undertaken by
Victoria Police as part of its facilities construction program.
The coalition government is conscious of the need for sufficient police resources across the state, and is aware of
the needs of regional Victoria. That is why this government is committed to making Victoria’s streets safe again by
addressing statewide police shortages and restoring public safety. Front-line police numbers will be boosted by an
additional 1700 recruits, including 100 additional transit police.
Victoria Police recently announced that an extra 600 police officers, including 450 new recruits and 150 existing
police members will be redeployed back to front-line duties and assigned to police service areas across the state,
with Ballarat to receive an additional 25 police by midyear.
The deployment of police members across the state is the responsibility of the Chief Commissioner of Police and I
am aware that police command regularly reviews resource allocation across Victoria to ensure that the changing
needs of the community are met. At times this can involve the reorganisation of police resources to achieve the best
overall result for the community.
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Police and emergency services: protective services officers — railway stations
224.

MS PULFORD — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services): in relation to the government’s commitment to post protective
services officers (PSOs) at metropolitan and regional train stations in the 2011–12 financial year, has the
minister received advice on which train stations will have PSOs stationed at them; if so, which stations.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The Baillieu government is committed to its election promise to recruit and roll out 940 protective services officers
(PSOs) by November 2014. PSOs will patrol every metropolitan railway station and at major regional centres from
6.00 p.m. each day until the last train.
The 2011–12 state budget provides for $17.8 million for the upgrade and alterations to the police academy to
support the recruitment and training of the PSOs, and to develop a business case for the police academy to respond
to expected demand.
The coalition has committed $20 million in its policy for capital works at stations and this commitment stands.
There is sufficient funding in the budget to undertake required works in the 2011–12 year. The government is
working through the infrastructure needs of all train stations. Funding from the $20 million commitment will be
allocated as required over forward years to undertake infrastructure works as necessary.
Victoria Police is working with the Department of Justice and the Department of Transport on an appropriate
roll-out program for the recruitment and training of PSOs. The placement of PSOs will be at the discretion of the
Chief Commissioner of Police.

Public transport: rail — Ballan station
225.

MS PULFORD — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Public Transport): in relation
to the government’s commitment to construct an additional platform at Ballan train station:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Has the minister sought, and received, advice from the Department of Transport on the new
platform; if so, did that advice recommend a time line for provision of funding, what date was
recommended and did the minister accept the recommendation.
Has the minister asked that funds for capital works be included in the 2011–12 budget by writing
to the —
(a) Premier; or
(b) Treasurer.
Has the provision of funds for an additional platform at Ballan train station been included in any
budget submission made by the minister for the 2011–12 budget.
Has the minister taken any formal action to ensure the provision of funding in the 2011–12
financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

I have sought and received advice from the Department of Transport concerning the construction of an
additional platform at Ballan train station. This advice is currently being reviewed.

(2)–(4)
Consistent with well established conventions adopted by successive Victorian governments, the details of the
budget process and the forward estimates over the next four years is a cabinet matter. The 2011–12 state
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budget provides $0.7 million as part of the Public Transport Development Program, to commence planning
and development for an additional platform at Ballan train station and a crossing loop at Ballan.

Public transport: rail — Ballan passing loop
226.

MS PULFORD — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Public Transport): in relation
to the Government’s commitment to construct a passing loop at Ballan:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Has the minister sought, and received, advice from the Department of Transport on the passing
loop; if so, did that advice recommend a time line for provision of funding, what date was
recommended and did the minister accept the recommendation.
Has the minister asked that funds for capital works be included in the 2011–12 budget by writing
to the —
(a) Premier;
(b) Treasurer.
Has the provision of funds for a passing loop at Ballan been included in any budget submission
made by the minister for the 2011–12 budget.
Has the minister taken any formal action to ensure the provision of funding in the 2011–12
financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

I have sought and received advice from the Department of Transport concerning the construction of a passing
loop at Ballan. This advice is currently being reviewed.

(2)–(4)
Consistent with well established conventions adopted by successive Victorian governments, the details of the
budget process and the forward estimates over the next four years is a cabinet matter. The 2011–12 state
budget provides $0.7 million as part of the Public Transport Development Program, to commence planning
and development for an additional platform at Ballan train station and a crossing loop at Ballan.

Consumer affairs: cord safety kits
590.

MR PAKULA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Consumer Affairs): how many
blind and curtain cord safety kits were distributed by the Department from 1 December 2010 to 31
March 2011.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
At least 15 young children have died in Australia since the early 1990s after becoming entangled in looped curtain
and blind cords, including two in Victoria in August and September 2009.
Through Consumer Affairs Victoria, the government is distributing curtain and blind cord safety kits, which work
by securing dangerous cords and preventing the strangulation risk to babies and young children.
As at 31 March 2011, a total of 27 364 curtain and blind cord kits had been distributed, including almost 17 000 to
individual homes and more than 10 000 to other organisations.
The table below shows the number of kits distributed to individual homes each month since January 2010.
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Individual orders peaked after the campaign launched on 28 January 2010. The higher number of orders early in the
campaign reflect promotional activities occurring at the time.
Bulk orders were distributed to organisations such as child-care centres, kindergartens, local councils and hospital
maternity wards.
KITS DISTRIBUTED 2010–11
Month
January 2010
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January 2011
February
March
TOTAL INDIVIDUAL ORDERS
BULK ORDERS *
TOTAL KITS DISTRIBUTED
* No monthly distribution figures available

Individual orders to Victorian homes
361
5210
4152
1036
738
1508
1607
408
364
252
286
129
100
332
193
16 676
10 688
27 364

Consumer Affairs Victoria promotes the kits on its website, via product safety related radio spots on SBS, inclusion
in announcements in ethnic media and in Department of Justice media activities.
Since November 2010, Consumer Affairs Victoria has also promoted the kits at more than 70 product safety
workshops and presentations across the state.
The government remains committed to this important initiative to save children’s lives.

Consumer affairs: cord safety kits
591.

MR PAKULA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Consumer Affairs): how many
blind and curtain cord safety kits were distributed by the Department between 1 January 2010 to 30
November 2010.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
At least 15 young children have died in Australia since the early 1990s after becoming entangled in looped curtain
and blind cords, including two in Victoria in August and September 2009.
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Through Consumer Affairs Victoria, the government is distributing curtain and blind cord safety kits, which work
by securing dangerous cords and preventing the strangulation risk to babies and young children.
As at 31 March 2011, a total of 27 364 curtain and blind cord kits had been distributed, including almost 17 000 to
individual homes and more than 10 000 to other organisations.
The table below shows the number of kits distributed to individual homes each month since January 2010.
Individual orders peaked after the campaign launched on 28 January 2010. The higher number of orders early in the
campaign reflect promotional activities occurring at the time.
Bulk orders were distributed to organisations such as child-care centres, kindergartens, local councils and hospital
maternity wards.
KITS DISTRIBUTED 2010–11
Month
January 2010
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January 2011
February
March
TOTAL INDIVIDUAL ORDERS
BULK ORDERS *
TOTAL KITS DISTRIBUTED
* No monthly distribution figures available

Individual orders to Victorian homes
361
5210
4152
1036
738
1508
1607
408
364
252
286
129
100
332
193
16 676
10 688
27 364

Consumer Affairs Victoria promotes the kits on its website, via product safety related radio spots on SBS, inclusion
in announcements in ethnic media and in Department of Justice media activities.
Since November 2010, Consumer Affairs Victoria has also promoted the kits at more than 70 product safety
workshops and presentations across the state.
The government remains committed to this important initiative to save children’s lives.

Police and emergency services: police — divisional patrol vans
618.

MS PULFORD — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services): in relation to the government’s commitment to provide two additional
divisional patrol vans in Ballarat:
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Has the minister sought, and received, advice from the Department of Justice or Victoria Police on
these vans; if so, did that advice recommend a time line for provision of funding, what date was
recommended and did the minister accept the recommendation.
Has the minister asked that funds for the vans be included in the 2011–12 budget by writing to
the —
(a) Premier; and
(b) Treasurer.
Has the provision of funds for the vans been included in any budget submission made by the
minister for the 2011–12 budget.
Has the minister taken any formal action to ensure the provision of funding in 2011–12.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The coalition government is committed to making Ballarat safer under its Community Safety Plan, which as well as
funding for two new police stations and CCTV surveillance, includes two additional divisional patrol vans.
Funding for these new vehicles is included under the government’s $602 million commitment for an additional
1700 front-line police.

Health: Ballarat Health Services — doctors and nurses
624.

MS PULFORD — To ask the Minister for Health: how many nurses and doctors were there at Ballarat
Health Services as at —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

30 June 2006;
30 June 2007;
30 June 2008;
30 June 2009;
30 June 2010;
3 December 2010; and
3 April 2011.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The information is accessible in the budget papers and Ballarat Health Services annual report.

Local government: ministerial visits — city of Ballarat
648.

MS TIERNEY — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Local Government): on which
dates between 2 December 2010 and 14 April 2011 did the minister visit any locality within the city of
Ballarat, and on each occasion:
(1)
(2)

Who did the minister meet with.
Did the minister make any commitment of public funds; and if so, for each commitment made —
(a) what was the dollar value of the commitment;
(b) to which individual or group was the commitment of funds made; and
(c) for what project or purpose were these funds committed.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I have not as yet visited the City of Ballarat since taking office in November 2010.

Sport and recreation: ministerial visits — city of Ballarat
661.

MS TIERNEY — To ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Sport and Recreation): on
which dates between 2 December 2010 and 14 April 2011 did the minister visit any locality within the
city of Ballarat, and on each occasion:
(1)
(2)

Who did the minister meet with.
Did the minister make any commitment of public funds; and if so, for each commitment made —
(a) what was the dollar value of the commitment;
(b) to which individual or group was the commitment of funds made; and
(c) for what project or purpose were these funds committed.

ANSWER:
I advise that:
In my capacity as Minister for Sport and Recreation, I visited the city of Ballarat between 2 December 2010 and
14 April 2011 and undertook duties in relation to my portfolio responsibilities.

Veterans’ affairs: ministerial visits — city of Ballarat
664.

MS TIERNEY — To ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs): on which
dates between 2 December 2010 and 14 April 2011 did the minister visit any locality within the city of
Ballarat, and on each occasion:
(1)
(2)

Who did the minister meet with.
Did the minister make any commitment of public funds; and if so, for each commitment made —
(a) what was the dollar value of the commitment;
(b) to which individual or group was the commitment of funds made; and
(c) for what project or purpose were these funds committed.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In my capacity as the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, I visited the City of Ballarat between 2 December 2010 and
14 April 2011 and undertook duties in relation to my portfolio responsibilities.

Corrections: prisons — funding
687.

MS PENNICUIK — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister
for Corrections): in relation to total prisons funding:
(1)
(2)

What amount is allocated to the rehabilitation of prisoners in the 2011–12 financial year, and what
proportion of the total funding for prisons does this represent.
What prisoner rehabilitation programs will be funded in the 2011–12 financial year.
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What amount was spent on the rehabilitation of prisoners in the 2010–11, 2009–10, 2008–09,
2007–08 and 2006–07 financial years, and what proportion of the total funding for prisons did this
represent for each year.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
(1)

The cost of the rehabilitation of prisoners is embedded in the cost of the overall correctional system and
activity. Therefore, this cost cannot be separated out of the whole rehabilitative effort.

(2)

Rehabilitation programs provided in the prison system include educational, casework, vocational, transitional
and reintegration programs. Specific programs that reduce the risk of re-offending include violence, drug and
alcohol, and sex offender programs. Offending behaviour programs are provided for various groups including
high risk offenders, indigenous offenders, female offenders and offenders with an intellectual disability or
cognitive impairment. These programs are part of the overall cost for the rehabilitation of prisoners.

(3)

Please refer to response No. 1.

Crime prevention: community crime prevention program
689.

MS PENNICUIK — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister
for Crime Prevention): in relation to the $25 million allocated to the Community Crime Prevention
Program on page 54 of 2011–12 budget paper no. 3:
(1)
(2)

Aside from CCTV, lighting, locks and fencing, what types of initiatives by local government,
community groups, sporting groups and business will be eligible for grants.
Will this funding be available for diversion programs for offenders or people at risk of offending.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
In the 2011–12 state budget, the coalition government allocated $25 million to deliver Community Crime
Prevention Program grants over the next four years. In creating the grants, the government recognises that
communities are best placed to identify and prioritise issues of concern regarding local crime.
The Community Crime Prevention Program grants aim to improve safety in local neighbourhoods by funding
locally developed and delivered community safety projects.
The grants program includes:
– The Public Safety Infrastructure Fund – which will provide grants of up to $250 000 for Victorian
councils to develop major infrastructure systems (including CCTV and supporting technologies) to increase
safety in and around council property.
– The Community Safety Fund – which will fund a wide range of groups (including community and sporting
groups, business associations, community service groups and local councils) to develop and deliver practical
community safety initiatives.
The Community Safety Fund grants will be delivered in phases. The first round of funding, which commences in
July 2011, will provide grants of up to $10 000. These grants will provide one-off funding for practical community
safety projects — they are not suitable for funding services or programs that require on-going funding, such as
diversion programs for offenders or people at risk of offending.
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The Department of Justice is currently preparing guidance material for the Community Safety Fund grants, which
includes information about applying for the grants. This guidance material is expected to be released in July 2011,
when the first round of funding becomes available.
In later rounds of funding, the grants program will engage a number of stakeholders including local government,
Victoria Police, key government departments, local businesses and local community groups, to support local
partnerships in identifying priority issues in each local community, and to develop local solutions.

Crime prevention: Step Back. Think
690.

MS PENNICUIK — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister
for Crime Prevention): what evidence was considered in the decision to allocate $25 million to the
Community Crime Prevention Program and only $250 000 to the Step Back. Think program.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
In the 2011–12 state budget, the government allocated $25 million over the next four years to deliver Community
Crime Prevention Program grants. In creating the grants, the government recognises that communities are best
placed to identify and prioritise issues of concern regarding local crime.
The Community Crime Prevention Program grants aim to improve safety in local neighbourhoods by funding
locally developed and delivered community safety projects. The grants funding includes:
– The Public Safety Infrastructure Fund – which will provide grants of up to $250 000 for Victorian councils
to develop major infrastructure systems (including CCTV and supporting technologies) to increase safety in
and around council property.
– The Community Safety Fund – which will fund a wide range of groups (including community and sporting
groups, business associations, community service groups and local councils) to develop and deliver practical
community safety initiatives. In the first phase of funding commencing in July 2011, the fund will provide
grants of up to $10 000.
In the budget, the government also allocated a significant investment of $800,000 over the next four years to “Step
Back. Think,” a group of young people who are aiming to eradicate alcohol-fuelled violence in Australia.
The funding will assist “Step Back. Think” to improve the quality and effectiveness of its communication material.
This includes materials provides through the “Step Back. Think” website, social media sites and direct
communication events.

Attorney-General: Victoria Legal Aid — funding
693.

MS PENNICUIK — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the
Attorney-General): why is there no increase in funding for Victoria Legal Aid in the 2011–12 financial
year, despite significant police funding increases which the Law Institute of Victoria expects will
increase the number of criminal charges laid, and therefore the number of Victorians requiring legal aid
representation.

ANSWER:
I am advised that: Under existing policy parameters, the Victoria Legal Aid budget is approximately $140–
$150 million per year.
Victoria Legal Aid receives funding from three key sources; the state government, commonwealth government and
the Public Purpose Fund.
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In the 2011–12 state budget the government allocated $9.2 million over four years to enable community legal
centres (CLCs) to continue to deliver legal advice and assistance. This funding will be administered through
Victoria Legal Aid.
The government’s $9.2 million funding package will ensure that people living in rural and regional Victoria and
victims of family violence will continue to have access to these services now and into the future.
The funding also ensures that fewer people are without legal representation, which in turn enables cases to proceed
more quickly, and leads to the reduction of waiting lists and delays across the court system.
In particular, the funding package will enable continued services from the following community legal centres:
– Barwon Community Legal Centre (Geelong)
– Central Highlands Community Legal Centre (Ballarat)
– Community Connections, South West Community Legal Centre (Warrnambool)
– Loddon Campaspe Community Legal Centre (Bendigo)
– Murray Mallee Community Legal Centre (Mildura).
The funding also enables 10 community legal centres across Victoria to continue to provide family violence
services.

Higher education and skills: vocational education and training — concessions and exemptions
717.

MS PENNICUIK — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills: in relation to 2011–12
budget paper no. 3, pages 18 and 25, specifically “Vocational education and training — restore
concessions and expand exemptions”:
(1)

What amount of funding has been provided in the 2011–12 financial year for —
(i) restoration of concessions; and
(ii) expansion of exemptions.

(2)

Notwithstanding actual budget allocations in the 2011–12 financial year, will state funding be
provided for all students who are eligible for concessional fees (i.e. demand driven funding).
In relation to eligibility for concessional fees, have these fees also been restored for
commonwealth health card holders as applied prior to 1 July 2009.

(3)
ANSWER:

I am informed as follows:
1.

As outlined in the budget paper no. 3 page 18, total funding of $24.5 million has been provided in the 2011–
12 financial year including:
(i)
(ii)

2.

$14.5 million to reintroduce concessions; and
$10 million to expand eligibility exemptions.

On 18 January 2011 I announced the re-introduction of tuition concession fee places for health care card
holders aged 15–24 years (calculated at 1 January 2011) undertaking diploma and advanced diploma courses
at a TAFE institute only. Tuition concession fee places are available to all eligible students commencing their
training for the 2011 calendar year on or after 1 February 2011. Students eligible for these concession places
are required to pay only $100 per annum in tuition fees.
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The $14.5 million allocated for these concessions during 2011–12 was based on modelling undertaken by the
department, and I am confident that it will meet demand for such places this year.
The government is adopting a phased approach to implementation which will provide the opportunity to
implement the government’s commitment within existing budgetary parameters, whilst testing and
monitoring the demand for concession places.
The review of VET fees and funding arrangements, which I announced on 4 May 2011, will examine the
extent to which the design of current government funding mechanisms and fee structures are meeting the
objectives of the Victorian training system. This will include a review of concession tuition fees and
eligibility exemptions criteria in supporting engagement in training.
The outcomes of the review will inform the use and availability of concessions beyond 2011.
3.

As outlined previously, tuition concession fee places are available to all eligible students commencing their
training for the 2011 calendar year on or after 1 February 2011 including students who are continuing their
higher level training from previous years.

Agriculture and food security: recreational fishing — funding
736.

MR BARBER — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills (for the Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security): in relation to the $16.2 million dedicated to ‘improving recreational fishing
opportunities in regional Victoria’ on page 73 of 2011–12 budget paper no. 3:
(1)
(2)

Will this money be distributed through the Recreational Fishing License Trust Account; if not,
what are the precise details as to how this money will be administered.
What are the specific outputs against which this spending will be measured.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

This initiative will be administered as a discrete funding program, in a way that complements the funding that
is provided through the Recreational Fishing Licence Trust Account.

(2)

The new funding will be used to improve opportunities for recreational fishing through a range of initiatives,
including:
– Breed more native and salmonid fish.
– Develop new recreational fisheries, including the stocking of trout cod, Macquarie perch, freshwater
catfish and Australian bass in suitable waterways.
– Install fish ladders to improve fish migration and production.
– Investigate opportunities to stock black bream and estuary perch in the Anglesea River, subject to a
scientific review of the estuary.
– Work with relevant authorities to improve access tracks and upgrade existing boat launching facilities for
recreational fishing.
– Conduct more public forums for recreational fishers and department staff to exchange ideas on ways to
improve management of Victoria’s fisheries.
– Work with recreational and commercial fishers to implement measures to protect spawning fish stocks
near river mouths.
– Establish a new recreational fishing multicultural liaison team to work with community leaders to identify
and respond to the fishing expectations of Victoria’s diverse and growing population.
– Increase fisheries patrols on weekends and public holidays.
– Develop and implement research projects to support recreational fishing.
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The spending of this commitment will be measured against the delivery of the programs listed above.

Agriculture and food security: aerial baiting — funding
737.

MR BARBER — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills (for the Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security):
(1)
(2)

How much money is allocated in the budget estimates to pursue aerial baiting.
Of this amount, how much is allocated to monitoring the effects of this program.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

$460 000.

(2)

$145 000.

Public transport: buses — funding
748.

MR BARBER — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Public Transport): in relation
to the 2011–12 state budget, is money specifically allocated for the implementation of recommendations
that arose from the recent bus reviews; if so, how much funding is each recommendation receiving.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
No. In the 2011–12 state budget, the government has focused on delivering the commitments it made to the people
of Victoria in the lead-up to the state election 2010.

Public transport: rail — new stations
754.

MR BARBER — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Public Transport): in relation
to page 103 of 2011–12 budget paper no. 4, which shows $188 500 dedicated to “New stations in
growth areas (metro various)”:
(1)
(2)

What stations will be built from this pool of funding.
In which year are these stations expected to be completed.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
The amount in the budget papers refers to $188.5 million not $188 500 and is for funding for the construction of
new stations in Melbourne’s growth areas.
The government has allocated in the 2011–12 state budget, $78.687 million towards the construction of new
stations at Cardinia Road, Lynbrook, Williams Landing and Caroline Springs as part of the Growth Areas Stations
Program and a further $56.2 million in the remaining years. The total investment will be $188.5 million.
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2010–11

2011–12

$53.6m

$78.7m

Tuesday, 28 June 2011

Remaining
Years
$56.2m

TEI
$188.5m

Construction works for Cardinia Road and Lynbrook stations are under way, and are scheduled for completion in
2012. Construction for Williams Landing station is scheduled to start later this year and is expected to be completed
by end 2012. The time frame for the construction of Caroline Springs station is under review.

Public transport: taxis — insurance
758.

MR BARBER — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Public Transport):
(1)

Will the government move to immediately create regulations requiring all taxi owners to have
comprehensive insurance for drivers and third parties.
Does the government have any materials that show the cost to the state of pursuing claims under
the Model Taxi Bailment Agreement through civil litigation.
Prior to the introduction of the Model Taxi Bailment Agreement, did the Department of Transport
undertake any investigation or inquiry to ascertain whether or not civil litigation is the most cost
effective model for dealing with disputes relating to accidents and compensation.

(2)
(3)

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
(1)

There is no current proposal to change regulations relating to insurance for taxi operators. However, the taxi
industry inquiry being undertaken by Professor Allan Fels is reviewing all aspects of the taxi industry and it
will be open to Professor Fels to make recommendations on these matters as he sees fit.

(2)

The state does not incur costs arising from civil litigation in connection with motor vehicle accident damage
claims other than the costs associated with the operation of the courts where these matters are determined.

(3)

No investigation or inquiry was made to ascertain whether or not civil litigation is the most cost-effective
model for dealing with disputes relating to accidents and compensation. Accident damage claims involving
taxis are no different from accident damage claims arising from the use of any other motor vehicle. That is, if
insurance is in place, the claim can be dealt with by the insurer(s), or if the at-fault driver is not covered by an
insurance contract, the appropriate course to recover accident damage claims is through civil litigation.

Housing: construction, capital improvement and acquisition — funding
760.

MR BARBER — To ask the Minister for Housing: in relation to the 2011–12 state budget and media
release dated 13 May 2011, of the $528 million provided for the 2011–12 financial year, how is this
money divided up between new construction, capital improvement and acquisition of property.

ANSWER:
I can advise that:
In relation to the 2011–12 state budget and media release dated 13 May 2011, of the $528 million provided for
2011–12, this money is divided up between:
– new construction:

$376.2 million

– capital improvement:

$139 million

– acquisition of property:

$12.8 million.
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Employment and industrial relations: women on boards, councils and committees
802.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations: in relation to each
department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women hold positions
on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Manufacturing, exports and trade: women on boards, councils and committees
803.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Manufacturing, Exports and Trade: in relation to each
department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women hold positions
on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Education: women on boards, councils and committees
807.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): in relation to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration,
how many women hold positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are
the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Thursday, 30 June 2011
Higher education and skills: public transport tickets
406.

MR PAKULA — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills: what was the total cost for
public transport tickets allocated to staff employed in the minister’s office between the period
2 December 2010 and 5 April 2011.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
No public transport tickets were issued to staff employed in my office between 2 December 2010 and 5 April 2011.

Teaching profession: public transport tickets
422.

MR PAKULA — To ask the Minister responsible for the Teaching Profession: what was the total cost
for public transport tickets allocated to staff employed in the minister’s office between the period
2 December 2010 and 5 April 2011.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
No public transport tickets were issued to staff employed in my office between 2 December 2010 and 5 April 2011.

Health: Ballarat Base Hospital — bed numbers
621.

MS PULFORD — To ask the Minister for Health (for the Minister for Mental Health): How many
acute beds and subacute beds were there at Ballarat Base Hospital as at —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

30 June 2006;
30 June 2007;
30 June 2008;
30 June 2009;
30 June 2010;
3 December 2010; and
3 April 2011.

ANSWER:
This question has been referred to me as the Minister for Health.
These matters are available in annual reports. The member may wish to look at these published available
documents.
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Higher education and skills: ministerial visits — city of Ballarat
645.

MS TIERNEY — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills: on which dates between
2 December 2010 and 14 April 2011 did the minister visit any locality within the city of Ballarat, and on
each occasion:
(1)
(2)

Who did the minister meet with.
Did the minister make any commitment of public funds; and if so, for each commitment made —
(a) what was the dollar value of the commitment;
(b) to which individual or group was the commitment of funds made; and
(c) for what project or purpose were these funds committed.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
I have visited numerous municipalities and communities throughout regional and country Victoria during specified
periods. I did not visit the city of Ballarat during the specified period but expect to do so in the near future.

Teaching profession: ministerial visits — city of Ballarat
671.

MS TIERNEY — To ask the Minister responsible for the Teaching Profession: on which dates
between 2 December 2010 and 14 April 2011 did the minister visit any locality within the city of
Ballarat, and on each occasion:
(1)
(2)

Who did the minister meet with.
Did the minister make any commitment of public funds; and if so, for each commitment made —
(a) what was the dollar value of the commitment;
(b) to which individual or group was the commitment of funds made; and
(c) for what project or purpose were these funds committed.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
I have visited numerous municipalities and communities throughout regional and country Victoria during specified
periods. I did not visit the city of Ballarat during the specified period but expect to do so in the near future.

Higher education and skills: industry training and advisory boards — funding
716.

MS PENNICUIK — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills: in relation to the efficiency
savings background brief:
(1)
(2)

What was the amount of state funding provided to Industry Training and Advisory Boards
(ITABs) in the 2010–11 financial year and budgeted for in 2011–12.
What is the amount of savings in support for ITABs in the 2011–12 financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
– Industry Training Advisory Boards (ITABs) received base funding of $2.8 million in the 2010–11 financial year
with an additional $1m to build the capability of ITABs to facilitate industry parties to operate in a demanddriven system.
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– The 2011–12 Victorian budget provides ongoing support for ITABs of $2.8 million per year

Innovation, services and small business: women on boards, councils and committees
800.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister for
Innovation, Services and Small Business): in relation to each department, agency or authority within the
minister’s administration, how many women hold positions on boards, councils or committees, and in
relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Tourism and major events: women on boards, councils and committees
801.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister for
Tourism and Major Events): in relation to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s
administration, how many women hold positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to
each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Major projects: women on boards, councils and committees
804.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Employment and Industrial Relations (for the Minister for
Major Projects): in relation to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration,
how many women hold positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are
the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Children and early childhood development: women on boards, councils and committees
808.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Children and Early Childhood Development: in relation to
each department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women hold
positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships of each board, to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Higher education and skills: women on boards, councils and committees
809.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills: in relation to each department,
agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women hold positions on boards,
councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships of each board, to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Regional and rural development: women on boards, councils and committees
827.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills (for the Minister for Regional
and Rural Development): in relation to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s
administration, how many women hold positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to
each, what are the —
(a)

names of each female member;
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qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Regional cities: women on boards, councils and committees
828.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Regional Cities): in relation
to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women hold
positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au

Local government: women on boards, councils and committees
829.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Local Government): in
relation to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women
hold positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.
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Aboriginal affairs: women on boards, councils and committees
830.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs): in
relation to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women
hold positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Sport and recreation: women on boards, councils and committees
831.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Sport and Recreation): in
relation to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women
hold positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Veterans’ affairs: women on boards, councils and committees
832.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister for Housing (for the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs): in relation
to each department, agency or authority within the minister’s administration, how many women hold
positions on boards, councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
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including memberships to each board to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Premier: women on boards, councils and committees
833.

MS MIKAKOS — To ask the Minister of Health (for the Premier): in relation to each department,
agency or authority within the Premier’s administration, how many women hold positions on boards,
councils or committees, and in relation to each, what are the —
(a)
(b)
(c)

names of each female member;
qualifications of each female member; and
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Information regarding board, council and committee appointments can be found on the State Services Authority
public entities website. This website enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities,
including memberships of each board, to do so. This information can be found by accessing
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.
Note that data found on the above website does not include a number of board members whose names remain
unpublished due to privacy reasons, for example some judicial appointments.

Health: Bendigo Health — linear accelerator
846.

MS BROAD — To ask the Minister for Health: in relation to the minister’s comment on 11 June 2011
in the Bendigo Advertiser that the linear accelerator, due to be decommissioned, will be replaced in the
normal way:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Has funding been allocated for the purchase and installation of a new linear accelerator in the
current radiotherapy bunker at Bendigo Health; if not, when will it be allocated.
When will the older linear accelerator stop being used.
When will the new replacement linear accelerator be commissioned.
When will the new replacement linear accelerator arrive.
How long will it take to install the new replacement linear accelerator.
Will there be disruption to radiotherapy services.
How many patients will miss out, be delayed or have to travel before the new replacement linear
accelerator is installed.
Has Bendigo Health been notified that a replacement linear accelerator will be funded and
commissioned at the current radiotherapy bunker site before the new Bendigo hospital is built.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Bendigo Health linear accelerator will be replaced in the normal way and funded through the usual appropriate
mechanisms. The coalition government is committed to expanding cancer services in Bendigo and surrounding
regions.
The $630 million Bendigo hospital project will be built along the original time line and will contain an integrated
cancer centre on the main acute hospital site as opposed to Labour’s plan to build a smaller hospital sprinkled over
several sites.
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Government
advertising, 2304
e-services procurement policy, 2303

Questions without notice
Government: e-services procurement policy, 2302, 2303
Manufacturing: Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission
report, 2099

TARLAMIS, Mr (South Eastern Metropolitan)
Bills
Road Safety Amendment (Hoon Driving and Other Matters) Bill
2011, 2131
Transport Legislation Amendment (Port of Hastings Development
Authority) Bill 2011, 2321
Members statements
NAIDOC Week, 2198
Parliamentary Friends of Multiculturalism, 2120
Red Nose Day, 2198
Refugee Week, 2120
Petitions
Community sector: wages, 2279
Rulings, 2208, 2209

SCHEFFER, Mr (Eastern Victoria)
Bills
Transport Legislation Amendment (Port of Hastings Development
Authority) Bill 2011, 2319
Victorian Urban Development Authority Amendment (Urban
Renewal Authority Victoria) Bill 2011, 2141
Children: Take a Break program, 2254

Statements on reports and papers
Adult Multicultural Education Services: report 2010, 2258

TEE, Mr (Eastern Metropolitan)
Bills
Aboriginal Heritage Amendment Bill 2011, 2162, 2163
Planning and Environment Amendment (Growth Areas
Infrastructure Contribution) Bill 2011, 2165, 2175, 2176, 2177,
2178, 2179, 2181, 2182, 2183, 2184, 2185, 2186, 2187
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Transport Legislation Amendment (Port of Hastings Development
Authority) Bill 2011, 2310
Transport Legislation Amendment (Taxi Services Reform and
Other Matters) Bill 2011, 2286, 2295, 2296, 2307, 2309
Victorian Urban Development Authority Amendment (Urban
Renewal Authority Victoria) Bill 2011, 2136, 2147, 2148, 2149,
2150, 2151, 2152, 2153, 2154, 2156, 2157, 2158, 2159, 2160
Petitions
Community sector: wages, 2279
Points of order, 2146, 2147, 2149, 2277
Questions without notice
Bushfires: planning guidelines, 2222
Planning: green wedge zones, 2221

TIERNEY, Ms (Western Victoria)
Adjournment
Loaves and Fishes: funding, 2190
Regional cities: government policy, 2274
Bills
Road Safety Amendment (Hoon Driving and Other Matters) Bill
2011, 2134
Members statements
Community sector: wages, 2199
Croatian community: independence celebrations, 2199
Leaders for Geelong: research presentations, 2122
Victorian Farmers Federation: annual conference, 2122
Petitions
Community sector: wages, 2279
Questions on notice
Answers, 2305
Statements on reports and papers
Deakin University: report 2010, 2263

